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A CATALOGUE OF REVOLUTIONS 
 

Soteriology, the doctrine of Salvation, offers peace, restoration, and restitution. 

However, differences over soteriology have resulted in religious wars, 

persecutions, and martyrdoms. These had produced tens of thousands of 

violent deaths, as in the internal Christian wars of the 4th and 5th centuries; the 

Crusades, the Reformation, and throughout all recent centuries down to and 

including our present times. 

 

Instead of producing inner peace and contentment, the doctrine of Salvation it 

is possible that it can result in a sense of guilt, unworthiness, inadequacy, self-

loathing and shame. 

 

This Study traces the torturous path of Soteriology and the accompanying 

Christology. These have seen many revolutions in understanding and 

application. It has not been a peaceful journey and significant differences 

continue. 

 

Although the size of this Study might be daunting, it only briefly skims across 

the waters of deep lakes. Use it to provide your starting point for your own 

investigation, and then make up your own mind. 

The following pages present my current (2017) understanding. They do not 

address alternative concepts. 

 

Rather than provide a Summary of this Study, I have provided a “Detailed 

Contents Listing” on the last few pages. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

I write because I do not know. In this instance, I wanted to trace the story of 

Judaeo-Christian soteriology, the doctrine of “Salvation”. 

The discipline and rigour that writing imposes helps straighten ideas and 

remove mental looseness. Writing helps to clarify, and that is what I needed. 

I possessed a general Christian understanding that Jesus died as the Substitute 

for the confessing Sinner. Jesus was perfect so he did not deserve to die, 

whereas I am destined for death. Jesus therefore died in my place. 

I decided that this Study would be a record of the history, not an attempt to 

justify my understanding. I permitted the various sources to tell me 

Soteriology’s story, to instruct me, and I soon found my thinking challenged by 

the evidences. 

The subject is vast and significant. I have provided quotations from many books 

and online sources. I encourage you to read the sources; check that I have not 

misrepresented them. But most importantly to unearth the gems that I left 

behind. 

Read widely on the subject. I do not accept everything in any of the books I 

reference here. I do not want you to blindly accept anything that I present in this 

Study. 

Please let me know when you find errors, anything that needs correction, or 

anything that you believe will add to this Study. 
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The powers of mysticism and mythology 

Why should anyone accept the opinions and views expressed by any of the people I present in this 

Study, whether they be writers of Scripture or not? What is the power of mythology? What is the hold 

that mysticism has on the otherwise rational mind? Why are people so prepared to devote their lives, 

even to the point of martyrdom, because of mythology? What is it that makes a myth—”supernatural 

superstition”—such a potent force? 

Consider the power and influence that the myths of Creation, Flood, and Moses hold for so many 

people. Think of the deep influence of the theories on the meaning of Jesus’ death. How can 

mythology grasp an otherwise rational mind? 

The Hebrew writers identified a powerful tool when they put pen to scroll and created myths in order 

to manipulate and control their own community. Little did they envisage the power that their myths 

would continue to hold over other communities, centuries and millennia later.  

This Study provides, as far as is possible, an objective outline of each stage in the evolution of myths 

while at the same time confronts us with the wonder that people will accept and adopt the mystical. 

I wonder why. 

 

 

My treatment of sources 

My intention is to treat each source (Matthew, John, Paul, Thomas, etc., etc.) as an individual source, 

each reflecting each community’s own view of “salvation”. In other words, rather than say that “Jesus 

said such-and-such”, I want to see what falls out when I see a writing (Gospel, etc.,) as reflecting the 

perceptions of the community that produced the writing. In this way I am not concerned at whether 

Jesus actually made a particular statement or not, but I am interested in using a statement to show the 

community’s self-perceptions. 

At the outset, I had no idea of how this would fall out. I had glimmers of ideas. I started with the 

thoughts that the Matthew school was focused on good works (“what must I do to inherit eternal life?” 

and the “sheep-goats separation”) whereas the Johannines were focused on “believe” (Jn 3:16, 1 Jn 

5:10). Perhaps Paul was interested in corporate salvation - that is, to bring all people under the banner 

of Judaism (but without legalism), and that for him the cross symbolised Rome’s failure to defeat the 

movement. I am interested in the Thomasines and their Gospel of Thomas; the alternatives to the neo-

orthodox such as Marcion; and the Fathers such as Augustine and the later theologians such as Bishop 

Anselm, Luther, and Calvin. 

Exploratory rather than comprehensive or definitive 

These subjects are vast and complex. It is impossible to fully canvass all the issues. Rather, this Study 

presents markers along a pathway. Often there are gaps and very often side tracks are deliberately 
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avoided. My idea is to provide markers along the way to act as stimuli. I hope some prove beneficial 

to you. I do not mind whether you agree with me or not. 

Rather, this material represents my endeavour to create a model for myself, to help me make some 

sense of this vast canvas. I do not expect any one else to fully accept the thesis, and I fully expect that 

my thinking and knowledge will continue to evolve. 

I am not going to do all the work for you. At times I will provide sufficient to outline my thoughts and 

reasons for those thoughts, but often I will provide clues that you will need to pursue. Active 

participation and active learning ensures the message is better understood and learned. And it 

becomes yours, whatever that might be. Unlike religious zealots, I never insist that you agree with me. 

I am satisfied if I have made you think, and to think deeply and carefully. Write down your ideas and 

see if they hang together logically. In the end, live according to your convictions. Otherwise the 

cognitive dissonance takes its mental toll. 

Multiplicity of views and many side issues 

There are as many views on these topics, significant as they are, as there are people who hold an 

interest in Judaeo/Christianity, including those who do not participate actively or are directly involved 

or engaged. 

I make no excuse for the selective manner in the sources I provide. There is a vast array to choose 

from and I have read material by those I agree with and by those who I do not. It is important to 

access the broad range of sources in order to better shape one’s beliefs and understandings. In the end, 

however, I cite those sources I am comfortable with. Hence this is not a polemic against those whose 

views I did not agree with. 

There are as many views and opinions on Christianity as there are Jews, Christians, Muslims, 

Gnostics and Atheists combined, and I have likely not captured all under that umbrella. 

I have no intention of presenting and discussing views that run contra to mine. Not one person has any 

positive evidence. Everybody relies on written records and on their interpretations that they impose on 

those records. Everybody makes assumptions, especially those who think that God had or has a 

guiding hand in the creation and maintenance of their Scriptures. 

My ultimate burning question 

The single most important burning question I desperately wanted to answer for myself was: “What 

was the purpose of Jesus’ death?”  

I understood that Jesus was executed by the Romans because he was a criminal, guilty of subversion 

against the State. A common grievance held by the Romans for a common criminal. But what else 

was extracted from his death, how, and why? I wanted to identify and trace any claimed soteriological 

significance attributed to Jesus’ death. Not with the view to making a judgment or to determine true 

meaning. I simply wanted to outline the path that has found its many ends in the 21st century. 

My cynical self told me that Paul needed to have Jesus resurrected from the state of death in order for 

Paul to be able to communicate with Jesus – despite the dire consequences for any Jew who dared to 

communicate with spirits of the departed dead. 

The Story begins well before Jesus’ ministry 

The story begins centuries earlier than Jesus’ time. It begins with his forbears, the Hebrews. In many 

ways it touches on the practices of the Hebrews’ surrounding neighbours and their concepts, for the 

Hebrews were never backward in adopting and adapting ideas from their neighbours. 

A salutary caution: sitz im leben 

It is vital, absolutely critical, to know and fully take into account all circumstances of the time when a 

piece was composed. Read that sentence again: It is vital, absolutely critical, to know and fully take 

into account all circumstances of the time when a piece was composed. 

The maxim is so true: A text without a context is a pretext for a proof text. 
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It is so important to beware of any attempt to retrospectively impose the context of today’s culture(s) 

and concepts upon writings from a different time and peoples, living with completely concepts. 

We must know the living situation of the writer and the intended immediate readership, to know and 

appreciate the nature of the community that the writer was seeking to influence. Their life situation is 

termed sitz im leben – their life situation. 

Footnote references 

The abbreviated references in the footnotes are explained at the conclusion of this Study. 

I highly recommend that you read these books as I have selected only snippets of the many gems they 

contain. 

This is what I believe 

Firstly, let me repeat that I am presenting the history of the revolutions that soteriology, and in some 

instances the Christology. I am not saying that any of this represents my views. Indeed, I have 

developed a Model that is my own; it is not derived from any source, scholarly or otherwise. I see my 

model as providing a rational explanation for the creation of mysticism and mythologies, of 

supernatural superstitions. 

This model is based on my idea that “Death created Sin”, which is completely opposite to the 

messages of the religious persons whose writings are considered Holy Scripture. They say that “Sin 

resulted in Death”. 

 

I started with “death” because in my mind I imagined Humans and others such as the Neanderthals, 

living hundreds of thousands of years ago, grieving over the deaths of their loved ones, whether 

through illness, attacks from wild beasts, or from enemies. Archaeological evidences reveal the care 

they took with the remains of the departed. This sense of grief is not confined to us as a species. 

In my diagram, I made the hypothetical assumption that grief evolved into a hope, which then 

developed into the idea of a spirit world (often seeing the world of nature manifesting actions by the 

spirits). The nature of this spirit world reflected the hierarchical structure of their communities, with 

an upper echelon of super powers, the gods. 

I then imagined that over time, questions arose regarding ethics, morality and so on, and in the 

process this created the concept of sin, along with the consequent necessity to address it. One such 

resolution is theodicity. Another outcome for Christians was to provide a reason for Jesus’ death, 

which they did by believing that the Adam story is truth. 

The crucial question of origin for the Hebrew writers and earliest Christian writers 

was more about the origin of death than of sin. Why are human beings created only to 

face death? Why is the created order, a product of divine goodness, the source of 

tragedy and suffering? These dilemmas invite a theodicy, an explanation of how God 

is powerful, good, and loving and yet there is evil. Death faces humankind as an evil. 

To attribute to sin the introduction of death into the created order places the blame for 
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such evil on the side of humans, not God. By their rejection of God’s will, it was 

argued in both the Hebrew and Christian traditions, human beings brought death into 

a world where it had been absent. Death is the punishment for sin.1 

Hope precedes belief 

Yahweh-aloneists and Jewish monotheists are not primarily concerned with dogma 

and doctrine. Theirs is a theology of hope, the expression of which is embodied in 

Hosea’s and Deutero-Isaiah’s precise statement that there is no god other than 

Yahweh, victorious and able to save. In theological jargon one could say that 

soteriological monotheism is older than monotheistic dogma, or that hope precedes 

belief.2 

 

 

  

                                                      
1
 Original Sin, page 53 

2
 Prophetic Minority, page 55 (Bold supplied for emphasis) 
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3 

This Study Only Provides scaffolding. 
 

There are innumerable gaps for you to fill in 
and complete your own picture 

 

 

                                                      
3
 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3740325/How-Christ-Redeemer-statue-came-dominate-Rio-skyline-

Fascinating-photos-iconic-statue-built-story-it.html (accessed 29 May 2017) 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3740325/How-Christ-Redeemer-statue-came-dominate-Rio-skyline-Fascinating-photos-iconic-statue-built-story-it.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3740325/How-Christ-Redeemer-statue-came-dominate-Rio-skyline-Fascinating-photos-iconic-statue-built-story-it.html
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PART 1: THE HEBREWS CREATE THE 
GROUNDWORK 
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SOURCES OF THE SOTERIOLOGY 

THE ISRAELI SCRIBES (E), FROM SHILOH 
The author of J came from Judah and the author of E came from Israel.4 

------ 

If we separate the Elohim (E) stories from the Yahweh (J) stories, we get a consistent series of clues 

that the E stories were written by someone concerned with Israel and the J stories by someone 

concerned with Judah.
5
 

------ 

Halpern’s investigations on D and [investigations by Richard Elliott Friedman] on E came out 

complementing one another. … [Each] dentified a biblical source with the same group: the priests of 

Shiloh.
6
 

7
 

J and E written before the Assyrians destroyed Israel 

The most important point is that both J and E were written before the Assyrians destroyed Israel. At 

that time, the Assyrians carried out a deportation of the Israelite population. Also, there would of 

course have been many Israelites who fled south to Judah as refugees. The City of David 

archeological excavations in Jerusalem confirm that the population of Jerusalem grew substantially in 

                                                      
4
 Who Wrote the Bible, page 61 

5
 Who Wrote the Bible, page 61 

6
 Who Wrote the Bible, page 128 

7
 https://torahsparks.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/map-shechem-to-zoar1.gif  (accessed 25 January 2017), 

amended 

https://torahsparks.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/map-shechem-to-zoar1.gif
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this period. The likely historical scenario is that the E text came to Judah in this flow of people and 

events. Levites fleeing the Assyrians would hardly leave their valuable documents behind.
8
 

------ 

It has been generally accepted that J and E came from the early period—the days of the two 

kingdoms, Judah and Israel.
9
 

E is a powerful affection for Moses 

E here is more than a source. It is a powerful composition reflecting a special interest, sympathy, and 

affection for Moses. The E writer emphasizes the Mosaic covenant at Horeb and never refers to the 

Abrahamic covenant. The E story of the exodus from Egypt places more emphasis on the extent to 

which Moses himself is acting to free the people, while the J version focuses more on God as bringing 

the liberation about.10 

------ 

The priests of Shiloh … held Moses in particularly great esteem.
11

 

THE SCRIBES OF JUDAH (J) 
The author of J came from Judah and the author of E came from Israel.12 

The J stories fit the cities and territory of Judah.13 

Since the J narrative refers to the dispersion of Simeon and Levi but not to the dispersion of the other 

tribes, its author almost certainly wrote it before the Assyrians destroyed and exiled Israel in 722 B.C. 

It might conceivably have been written as early as the reign of David or Solomon, but the emphasis on 

the importance of the ark and the command against molten gods sound like polemic against the 

kingdom of Israel. That means composition after the division of the kingdoms. Also, the I stories of 

Jacob and Esau reflect Edom’s independence from Judah (“You shall break his yoke from your 

shoulders”). That occurred during the reign of the Judean king Jehoram, 848-842 B.C.” This would 

put the author of J between 848 and 722. … The most important point is that both J and E were 

written before the Assyrians destroyed Israel. 14 

It has been generally accepted that J and E came from the early period—the days of 

the two kingdoms, Judah and Israel.15 

If we separate the Elohim (E) stories from the Yahweh (J) stories, we get a consistent 

series of clues that the E stories were written by someone concerned with Israel and 

the J stories by someone concerned with Judah.16 

THE COMBINATION OF E AND J 
The assimilation of recently arrived Israelites into the Judean population after 722 B.C. need not have 

presented insurmountable difficulties in itself. The Israelites and the Judeans were kin. They spoke the 

same language: Hebrew. They worshiped the same God: Yahweh. They shared ancestral traditions of 

the patriarchs and historical traditions of exodus and wilderness. But what were they to do with two 

documents, each purporting to recount sacred national traditions, but emphasizing different persons 

and events—and occasionally contradicting each other? The solution, apparently, was to combine 

them. …  

                                                      
8
 Who Wrote the Bible, page 87 

9
 Who Wrote the Bible, page 162 

10
 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 80 

11
 Who Wrote the Bible, page 126 

12
 Who Wrote the Bible, page 61 

13
 Who Wrote the Bible, page 65 

14
 Who Wrote the Bible, pages 86-87 

15
 Who Wrote the Bible, page 162 

16
 Who Wrote the Bible, page 61 
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The editing of the two works into one was as much tied to the political and social realities of its day as 

the writing of the two had been in their days. The uniting of the two works reflected the uniting 

(better: the reuniting) of the two communities after two hundred years of division.
17

 

Two different sources 

There are two different stories of the creation of the world. There are two stories of the covenant 

between God and the patriarch Abraham, two stories of the naming of Abraham’s son Isaac, two 

stories of Abraham’s claiming to a foreign king that his wife Sarah is his sister, two stories of Isaac’s 

son Jacob making a journey to Mesopotamia, two stories of a revelation to Jacob at Beth-El, two 

stories of God’s changing Jacob’s name to Israel, two stories of Moses’ getting water from a rock at a 

place called Meribah, and more.
18

 

------- 

In the first version [of creation], God creates plants first, then animals, then man and woman. In the 

second version, God creates man first. Then he creates plants. Then, so that the man should not be 

alone, God creates animals. And last, after the man does not find a satisfactory mate among the 

animals, God creates woman. And so we have: 

Genesis 1 Genesis 2 

plants man 

animals plants 

man & woman animals 

 woman 

The two stories have two different pictures of what happened.19 

------- 

Later comes the story of the great flood and Noah’s ark, and it, too, can be separated into two 

complete versions that sometimes duplicate each other and sometimes contradict each other.20 

------- 

The investigators saw that they were not simply dealing with a book that repeated itself a great deal, 

and they were not dealing with a loose collection of somewhat similar stories. They had discovered 

two separate works that someone had cut up and combined into one.21 

THE PRIESTLY SCRIBES OF HEZEKIAH’S REIGN (P) 

P is the product of an Aaronid priest, from Jerusalem 

What can we say so far about the author of the largest source of the Five Books of Moses? The person 

was an Aaronid priest, or at least someone who was representing the Aaronid priests’ interests. The 

person was therefore probably male. He was from Judah, almost certainly from Jerusalem. … It was 

someone who was alive and writing before the fall of Jerusalem to the Babylonians in 587 B.C. … It 

was someone who knew the JE text, in its combined form, intimately. … P was not just similar to JE, 

it was following JE.22 

------ 

P is a work of the Aaronid [Jerusalem] priesthood.23 

                                                      
17

 Who Wrote the Bible?, pages 87, 88 
18

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 22 
19

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 51 
20

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 51 
21

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 51 
22

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 188 
23

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 210 
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P is a product of the first temple period and after Israel was devastated 

P is written in an earlier stage of biblical Hebrew than Ezekiel. … The linguistic evidence does not 

only place P before the prophets in relative chronology, it … indicated that the author of the P laws 

and stories was to be sought before the time of Jeremiah and Ezekiel—i.e., before the Babylonian 

exile.24 

------ 

P had to be written before the first Temple was destroyed.25 

------ 

The author of P wrote after the fall of the northern kingdom of Israel in 722 B.C., when E had already 

come south and been combined with J.26 P was written as an alternative to JE.27 

Given the way that P is constructed as an alternative to JE, oral composition seems impossible. P 

appeared not long after JE. There were no generations between them in which oral composition could 

have taken place. On the contrary, P is a carefully formulated, step-by-step construction. The writer 

had to have composed it with JE on the table in front of him, or else knowing JE by heart.28 

------ 

The P stories and laws were present in Judah … before the death of King Josiah in 609 B.C.29 

------ 

P was produced after 722 and before 609 B.C. How much more specific can we get? Can we say in 

which king’s reign it was? I think we can. The evidence points to Josiah’s great-grandfather, King 

Hezekiah.30 The laws and stories of P reflect the interests, the actions, the politics, and the spirit of the 

age of Hezekiah.31 

P is far larger than J, E, and D combined 

P is the largest source, about the size of the other three put together. It includes the creation story in 

the first chapter of the Bible. It includes the cosmic version of the flood story, the version in which the 

windows of the heavens and the fountains of the deep are opened to flood the world. It has stories of 

Abraham, Jacob, the exodus, and the journey through the wilderness, most of which are doublets of 

stories in J and E. (The differences are extraordinary … .) And it contains a tremendous body of law, 

covering about thirty chapters of Exodus and Numbers and all of the book of Leviticus.32 

In P, the consecrated priests are the only intermediaries between humans and God 

In P, there are no sacrifices in any of the stories until the last chapter of Exodus. There, the first 

sacrifice in P is the story of the sacrifice on the day that Aaron is consecrated as High Priest.
8
 After 

all, all sacrifices in P are performed by Aaron or by his sons.33 

------- 

In the twin stories of the flood that [Richard Elliott Friedman] separated in Chapter 2, the J version 

said that Noah took seven pairs of all the clean (i.e., fit for sacrifice) animals and one pair of the 

unclean animals on the ark. But P just said that it was two of every kind of animal. Why? Because, in 

J, at the end of the story Noah offers a sacrifice. He therefore needs more than two of each of the 

                                                      
24

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 171 
25

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 186 
26

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 189 
27

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 190 
28

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 215 
29

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 210 
30

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 210 
31

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 211 
32

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 162 
33

 Who Wrote the Bible?, page 191 
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clean animals or his sacrifice would wipe out a species. In P’s perspective, however, two sheep and 

two cows are enough because there will be no portrayals of sacrifices until the consecration of Aaron. 

The issue is not just sacrifice. For the author of P, it is the larger principle that the consecrated priests 

are the only intermediaries between humans and God. In the P versions of the stories, there are no 

angels. There are no talking animals. There are no dreams. Even the word “prophet” does not occur in 

P except once, and there it refers to Aaron.
9
 In P there are no blatant anthropomorphisms. In JE, God 

walks in the garden of Eden, God personally makes Adam’s and Eve’s clothes, personally closes 

Noah’s ark, smells Noah’s sacrifice, wrestles with Jacob, and speaks to Moses out of the burning 

bush. None of these things are in P. In JE, God personally speaks the Ten Commandments out loud 

from the heavens over Sinai. In P he does not. P depicts Yahweh as more cosmic, less personal, than 

in JE.34 

THE EXILIC-ERA SCRIBES 
The neo-Babylonian era, at times characterised as “Captivity” and at times as an “Exile”, proved to be 

a watershed period for the Judeans and Israelites. Although so many deported Jews decided to remain 

in Babylon, this was the pivotal period that changed the Jews from having the status of a nation to 

being a subsidiary entity and a dispersed people. That nations’ religious features changed 

dramatically, with the previous minority monotheistic Yahweh-alone elite rising to dominate the 

religious scene. These were the literate elite, whose writings later formed part of the Jews’ and 

Christians’ Bibles. 

Much of the Hebrew Scriptures were given their shape during this period and later. The writings 

related to the neo-Babylonian era35 are: 

 Jeremiah 

 Deuteronomy (D) 

 Deuteronomic History (Dtr) 

 Ezekiel 

 Second Isaiah (beginning at Isaiah 40) 

 Some Psalms; for example: Psalm 137 

 Obadiah (difficult to date and it could possibly be 200 years earlier) 

 Post-exilic; Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi 

the contemporary context 

The ravages and deportations of 732 and 722 as well as 597 and 587 meant for Israel and Judah the 

loss of their existence as independent states after only three hundred and five hundred years of history, 

a loss—interrupted only briefly in the Hasmonean and Herodian period (135 B.C.E.-70 C.E.)—that 

lasted until the year 1948.36 

The exile brought the minority theology to the fore 

With the exile, consequently, the dominant state-centered theology of the monarchy faded into the 

background. … After a lengthy struggle, the message of the prophets of judgment, which in the pre-

exilic period had been an opposition theology rejected by the majority, came decisively to the fore.37 

Promises transferred from the Davidic monarchy to the nation and to Jerusalem 

Especially impressive are the utopian revisions of royal theology authored by the Deutero-Isaiah 

group and of temple theology by the disciples of Ezekiel. With deliverance from exile, the former 
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expected an immediate establishment of God’s kingship within history, rendering a Davidic monarchy 

superfluous (Isa 40:9-11; 52:7-10); the promises made to the monarchy were transferred to the nation 

as a whole and to Jerusalem (55:4-5).38 

The exile emancipated the priesthood and the discovery of monotheism 

The emancipation of the priesthood from the royal control imposed on it in the pre-exilic period was 

one of the most important social developments of the exilic period. The most momentous theological 

innovation of this period was the discovery of monotheism by the Deutero-Isaiah group (Isa 41:4, 23-

24, 27-29; 43:10-13; 44:6, 8; 45:5-6, 14, 18, 21-22; 46:9; cf. 48:12) and the Deuteronomists (Deut 

4:35, 39; 2 Sam 7:22; 1 Kgs 8:60).39 

Positive religious experiences in the sphere of family piety 

As a result of this societal shift, during this period the family also became more important in the 

religious sphere. … Family piety could play a supportive role because—in contrast to official 

Yahwism—here the relationship with God was based not on God’s saving acts in history but on God’s 

creation of each individual (Ps 22:10-11 [9-10]; 71:5-6; 119:73; 138:8; Job 10:3, 8-12).40 

------ 

These positive religious experiences in the sphere of family piety constituted a treasury on which the 

exilic congregations could draw in their worship, finding a new basis for confidence and hope that the 

historical and political catastrophe did not mean that Yahweh had rejected his people (Isa 64:7 [8]; 

Lam 3; Isa 49:21; Ezek 37:11). The Deutero-Isaiah group also drew on this primordial personal 

relationship with God when, to build confidence in its prophecy of salvation, it made use of the 

salvation oracle, the archetypal message of salvation addressed to an individual (Isa 41:8-13, 14-16; 

43:1-4, 5-7; 44:1-5; cf. 54:4-6), thus grounding God’s relationship with Israel in God’s act of creation 

(43:1; 44:2, 21, 24; 54:5).41 

Presumption of national identity ended 

The fall of the Judean state put an end to the unquestioned presumption of a national identity. As long 

as the state existed, Judean identity was simply a given, part of life within the national community. It 

was incontrovertible, no matter how far an individual might stray from the religious or ethical norms 

of society. And as long as there was a state, belief in Yahweh was only one identifying mark among 

others: territorial, political, and ethnic marks played a much more important role in determining who 

belonged.42 

------ 

Now confession of religious faith took on critical importance in an entirely new way. The golah 

especially went the way of assuring identity by introducing religious observances (circumcision, 

dietary regulations, Sabbath) as confessional badges that enabled the families to demonstrate publicly 

their membership in the community and to distinguish themselves from the majority society. At the 

same time, membership in the Judean ethnic community was made verifiable. A family that did not 

observe these confessional practices excluded itself or could be excluded from the ethnic group. In the 

exilic period, Israel acquired for the first time characteristics of a religiously constituted community.43 

------ 

The loss of state cohesion ultimately made the boundaries of the group more permeable to outside 

influences. … The result was two very different attitudes toward these foreign neighbors. On the one 

hand, strict separation from the foreign nations was preached. …  
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On the other hand, the “survivors of the nations” … were invited by the Deutero-Isaiah group to share 

in the deliverance that Yahweh was about to bring for his people (Isa 45:20-25); thus they occasioned 

a momentous opening of the national religion of Israel toward universalism. These theologians never 

denied the special relationship existing between Yahweh and Israel, but they gave Israel a new and 

positive mission to the Gentile world, transcending all boundaries, and even believed that people 

belonging to other nations would join Israel (44:5; 55:5).44 

The radiant oracles of salvation originated in the darkest period of Israel’s history 

It is a sign of the vitality of the relationship between God and Israel that the radiant oracles of 

salvation originated in the darkest period of Israel’s history. … As time passed, there came to be more 

and more oracles giving Israel hope for a new future. Of course, there were also pre-exilic salvation 

oracles, spoken by cult prophets and priests (1 Sam 1:17; 2 Kgs 19:20, 32-33), but in the tradition that 

came to be the norm, the pre-exilic period was dominated at least from the eighth century on by 

prophecies of judgment and oracles of disaster in a multitude of forms. … The typical prophecy of 

this era is prophecy of salvation—mostly anonymous. The typical prophetic genres are the various 

forms of the salvation oracle.45 

JEREMIAH 
Jeremiah is a priest, but he never sacrifices—which is also consistent with the position of the priests 

of Shiloh.
46

 

Collusion between Jeremiah and the Deuteronomists 

The Book of Jeremiah also received its final edition at the hands of Deuteronomists.47 

------ 

Inasmuch as there appears to have been close collusion between the Deuteronomists and Jeremiah, his 

promises well reflect those of that community. 

THE DEUTERONOMISTS 

The Priest Hilkiah discovered Deuteronomy 

THE book that the priest Hilkiah said he found in the Temple in 622 B.C. was Deuteronomy. This is 

not a new discovery. Early church fathers, including Jerome, said that the book that was read to King 

Josiah was Deuteronomy. Thomas Hobbes, the first modern investigator to argue that the majority of 

the Pentateuch was not by Moses, also said that it was Deuteronomy’s law code that Josiah heard. 

Hobbes still claimed that Deuteronomy really was by Moses himself, that it had been long lost, and 

that Hilkiah rediscovered it. But later investigators denied that. 

In Germany in 1805, W. M. L. De Wette investigated the origin of Deuteronomy. He argued that 

Deuteronomy was the book that Hilkiah handed over to King Josiah. But De Wette denied that the 

book was by Moses. He said that Deuteronomy was not an old, Mosaic book that had been lost for a 

long time and then found by the priest Hilkiah.
48

 

Discovery of the scroll was no accident 

The correspondence between Deuteronomy’s demand for the centralization of worship and the actions 

carried out as Josiah’s reform is too close to suggest that finding the law scroll was a matter of pure 

happenstance or that 2 Kings 22:3—l0 represents a disinterested account of this discovery. The fact is 

that 2 Kings 22:3-10 is itself part of the Deuteronomistic History and therefore part and parcel of 
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complex interrelationships among the Deuteronomists, the Deuteronomistic History, and the Book of 

Deuteronomy.49 

------ 

It is difficult to believe that the lawbook was hidden by scribes centuries before who had no idea 

whether or when the scroll would be found, and that, only because it was accidentally found at 

precisely the right moment in history, a religious reformation ensued that was guided by this scroll’s 

content. A more probable reading of the Deuteronomists’ triumph takes account of conditions at the 

time.50 

Impact on the shape of the Bible by the “discovery” of the scroll 

The Deuteronomists must have kept a low profile for a couple of generations, waiting for the time 

when they could influence the whole nation with their particular type of faith in Yahweh. 

Their opportunity came after the death of Manasseh (in 642 B.C.E.), the accession of his grandson 

Josiah (in 640 B.C.E.), and the waning of Assyrian power. According to 2 Kings 22:8, “the book of 

the law” was discovered in the Temple during its repair under Josiah’s orders (in 622 B.C.E.). As a 

result of this discovery the king gathered the representatives of the nation, and a covenant between the 

people and Yahweh was solemnized (2 Kings 23: I-3).There then followed a reform in which the 

Temple was cleansed of vessels made for Baal, Asherah, and other gods; places of worship other than 

Jerusalem were destroyed; and the Passover was celebrated as a national festival rather than as a 

household feast. It has long been held that the scroll of the law found in the Temple was 

Deuteronomy, or part of it; but the “discovery” and its implications need to be considered further to 

appreciate the impact of the Deuteronomists on the whole shape of the Hebrew Bible.51 

------ 

The events of the biblical world had enormous impact on the way the Bible was developing—and the 

form that the Bible took ultimately was also to have enormous impact on the character of Judaism and 

Christianity.
52

 

------- 

The historical reality—now reflected in the wording of the Deuteronomistic history—was that any 

hopes the people might have for security could no longer be based on the Davidic covenant. Their 

survival and well-being depended not on a promise to a king of an eternal royal holding and Temple 

in Jerusalem, but on their fidelity to their own covenant with God. The Davidic covenant, therefore, 

became a promise only that the throne was eternally available to David’s family. Even if it was 

unoccupied at the present, there was always the possibility that a descendant of David, a messiah, 

might come someday and rule justly. The implications for Judaism and Christianity were, of course, 

tremendous.
53

 

Powerful influence of the Deuteronomists 

The Deuteronomists evidently included elite administrative groups in Judah during the seventh and 

sixth centuries B.C.E., people who were connected to the “discovery” of the lawbook in 622, who 

supported Jeremiah, and who were not all deported to Babylon after 586. This would explain the 

elevated, courtly style of Deuteronomy, and its apparent knowledge and use of international forms of 

agreement such as the oath of loyalty. The Deuteronomists influenced the literature of the Hebrew 

Bible and shaped the Israelite conception of faith in ways that have only begun to be understood.54 

The Exile had occurred when Deuteronomy was finally composed 

In their present form, both Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History presuppose the fall of 

Jerusalem and the exile. Deuteronomy is presented as a speech by Moses to the Israelites on the eve of 
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entering the land of Canaan; but it is clear from passages such as Deuteronomy 30:1-4 that the exile 

has occurred in the experience of those who composed the book. … 

The Israelites here are either poised to return to the land of Israel or they have returned. Deuteronomy 

sets out the supreme covenant by which they are to live (the covenant of the plains of Moab), while 

the Deuteronomistic History is an account of and explanation for the faithlessness that led to the fall 

of Jerusalem. It was as a result of the exile, then, that Deuteronomy received its framework of 

chapters 1-4 and 30-34, that the Deuteronomistic History reached its final form.55 

Origins of the Deuteronomist’s history 

The major focus of the history was created by putting the Book of Deuteronomy at the head as a 

prologue to the whole. By a close study of Deuteronomy anyone can have a true understanding of the 

two most important elements of Israel’s faith: (1) the covenant between God and the people—and 

why God has punished Israel for infidelity; (2) the promise of the land—and why they have lost it. 

The Book of Deuteronomy was well suited to play the role of “interpreter” for the hundreds of years 

of Israelite history.56 

The Deuteronomistic History 

The Deuteronomistic History (in English Bibles, the Books of Joshua to 2 Kings minus Ruth, so 

called because of the vocabulary and ideas distinctive to the Book of Deuteronomy that occur in 

Joshua through 2 Kings).57 

------ 

Although the Deuteronomistic History did not reach its final form until after the exile (during the 

sixth century B.C.E.), substantial parts had certainly been completed by the time of Josiah’s death in 

609 B.C.E. This history tells the story of Israel and Judah from the entry to the land of Israel to the 

destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem in 587/6 B.C.E. and the early days of the subsequent exile. In 

what follows, we will examine each biblical book from the point of view of its literary history and of 

what we can gather of the period described by each book.58 

The Deuteronomistic Historian fashioned a history 

The Deuteronomistic historian … was therefore not just recording annals. He was fashioning a history 

of his people, a history with a purpose and a message. He made the message clear with a few more 

insertions in these books. He inserted several more references to the Davidic covenant.
59

 

------- 

The events of the biblical world had an impact on the way a biblical author told the story. In this case, 

the political fortunes of the country affected the writer’s formulation of the covenant between God 

and his anointed king, his messiah—which became one of the central elements of Judaism and 

Christianity. The man who assembled the Deuteronomistic history, like those who write J, E, and the 

Deuteronomic law code, was inextricably tied to the issues of the world around him, its moments of 

joy and its catastrophes. And those issues and events had an impact on the way he pictured God and 

history.
60

 

------- 

The Deuteronomistic historian … shaped his history of his people around the themes of (1) fidelity to 

Yahweh, (2) the Davidic covenant, (3) the centralization of religion at the Temple in Jerusalem, and 

(4) the torah. And then he interpreted the major events of history in light of these factors.
61
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The tie between Deuteronomy and the six book that follow (Deuteronomistic History 
[DH]) 

The book of Deuteronomy is presented as Moses’ farewell speech before his death. … The first key 

breakthrough in finding out the identity of the person who produced this account was the recognition 

of a special relationship between Deuteronomy and the next six books of the Bible: Joshua, Judges, 1 

and 2 Samuel, and 1 and 2 Kings. These six books are known as the Early Prophets. In 1943, a 

German biblical scholar, Martin Noth, showed that there was a strong unity between Deuteronomy 

and these six books. … Noth showed that this was not a loose collection of writings, but rather a 

thoughtfully arranged work. It told a continuous story, a flowing account of the history of the people 

of Israel in their land. It was not by one author. It contained various sections, written by various 

people (such as the Court History of David, and the stories of Samuel).  

The finished product, nonetheless, was the work of one person. … When he rated the kings of Israel 

and Judah as “good in the eyes of Yahweh” or “bad in the eyes of Yahweh” it was according to how 

obedient they were to Deuteronomy’s laws. He characterized the entire fate of the nation as hanging 

upon how well they kept the commandments of Deuteronomy. The tie between Deuteronomy and the 

six books that follow it appeared to be so crucially integral that Noth referred to the full seven-book 

work as the Deuteronomistic history.
62

 

A history with a purpose and a message 

He was therefore not just recording annals. He was fashioning a history of his people, a history with a 

purpose and a message.
63

 

The Deuteronomistic historian … shaped his history of his people around the themes of (1) fidelity to 

Yahweh, (2) the Davidic covenant, (3) the centralization of religion at the Temple in Jerusalem, and 

(4) the torah. And then he interpreted the major events of history in light of these factors.
64

 

The homilies of Deuteronomy are directed at people living much later 

Indeed the most striking aspect of Deuteronomy’s style is that, although put in the mouth of Moses, 

the homilies are directed at a people living long after the events of the exodus, people who are urged 

to recall and keep the teaching of Moses. The book looks back on the conquest of the holy land as a 

completed event, and its legal ideas presuppose the highly developed government set up by David and 

Solomon.65 

EZEKIEL 

Ezekiel was called at the time of Israel’s most crucial time 

The call Ezekiel received to take up his prophetic career in the fifth year of King Jehoiachin’s 

captivity (1:2) i.e. 593-2 B.C.E., came at a most crucial time in the nation’s history. In that year a plot 

against the domination of the Babylonian invader was being prepared jointly by the patriots in 

Jerusalem and the exiles in Babylon. Ezekiel saw in this movement rebellion against God’s judgment 

and therefore a threat to the nation’s existence.66 

SECOND ISAIAH 

The present book of Isaiah is a combination of several prophets 

Scholars understand that our present Book of Isaiah has been formed by combining the prophecies of 

Isaiah with those of a second prophet who lived at the time of the exile. Still a third edition was made 

when the exiles had returned to their homeland in Jerusalem. This makes up chapters 56-66, and we 

call the author of this section “Third Isaiah”. 
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This so-called Second Isaiah (or “deutero-Isaiah”) was a disciple and follower of the thought of 

Isaiah. He stresses the same central ideas that Isaiah had earlier emphasized.67 

Chapters 40ff are the product of the exilic period 

The traditional view that Isaiah wrote the entire book is held today by exceedingly few scholars. 

Many critics today accept two books (1-39 and 40-66), usually called “First” and “Second” (or 

“Deutero”) Isaiah.”68 

------ 

Many recent works no longer give any reasons for accepting the notion of two or three Isaiahs. The 

authors state as solid fact that chs. 1-39 were written by “Isaiah of Jerusalem” and 40-66 (or 40-55) by 

“an unknown prophet of the Exile.” It is fair to say, however, that the break between chs. 39 and 40 is 

much clearer than that between chs. 55 and 56.69 

------ 

A reasonable possibility is that Isaiah’s messages were collected and preserved by his disciples and 

later edited and put into written form. This would be sufficient to account for the introduction of a 

later viewpoint resonating with its origins. What Isaiah said with immediate relevance, as well as with 

reference to the future, was put into language that was more meaningful later, at the time of writing. 

Isaiah’s immediate disciples (born, perhaps, no later than 700) could hardly have lived until the 

capture of Jerusalem (597), much less the return from exile (537 or later). But, of course, his disciples 

could, in turn, have passed the traditions on to their disciples. Uncertainty about the process makes it 

the better part of wisdom to keep an open mind on the subject.70 

------ 

There can be no question concerning the development of ideas in the book of Isaiah. A notable 

difference can be seen between chs. 1-39 and 40-66, as even a perusal of the outline 290-92 below) 

will show.71 

------ 

Isaiah 40-55. When we turn the page from ch. 39 to ch. 40 we seem to be carried to a different time, 

place, and situation. The judgment threatened in chs. 1-39 has taken place (42:21-25; 50:1); 

announcements of it are described by God as “the former things I declared long ago” (48:3). The 

Babylonian havoc of which God warned Hezekiah (39:5-7) has resulted in a long period of bitter exile 

in Mesopotamia, an exile orchestrated by the Lord’s own hand (42:21-25). Cyrus, the leader of the 

powerful Persian empire, has been chosen by that hand to spearhead the fall of Babylon (ch. 47), 

resettle God’s people in their land, and rebuild Jerusalem and its temple (44:28-45:7). Between 

Hezekiah’s reception of Babylonian envoys (ch. 39) and the rise of Cyrus on the international horizon, 

more than a century and a half has elapsed. 

The chief burden of these chapters is to announce the end of God’s punishment (40:1-2), God’s 

glorious intervention on behalf of the exiles (40:3-5), and the promise of restoration based on the 

divine word which always accomplishes its purposes (40:6-8; 55:10-11). This redemption is seen as 

no longer a future reality but a present one:72 

Second Isaiah (chapters 40ff) written after the capture and destruction of Jerusalem 

Second Isaiah clearly refers to the capture and destruction of Jerusalem as a past event (Is 40:1-2; 

47:6; 48:20), and the present state of the people as exiles in Babylon (Is 43:14; 47:1-4; 48:20). It 

praises Cyrus the Persian as a deliverer for Israel (Is 44:28; 45:1-7), and places major emphasis on the 

return home to Palestine for all the exiles in Babylon (Is 41:17-20; 42:14-17). 
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In short, the setting is certainly that of the middle of the sixth century and not the middle of the eighth. 

Moreover, such clear and accurate references to specific events of the exile are unknown in other 

prophets such as Ezekiel or Jeremiah.
73

 

The name of Second Isaiah is not known 

We do not know the name of this Second Isaiah, or how long he preached, or anything about his 

background except that he was among the exiles in Babylon.74 

MAJOR SHIFTS RESULTED FROM JERUSALEM’S DESTRUCTION 
Some of the major shifts in prophecy that took place as a result of 586 and after are: 

1) a stronger stress on individual responsibility and righteous behavior; 

2) a growing emphasis on monotheism in which God is the sole power that controls the actions 

of pagan nations as well as of Israel; 

3) a fuller sharing by the prophet in the suffering of his people, and frequent suffering for them 

as in the case of Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Second Isaiah; 

4) especially in the prophets of the Babylonian exile, a comparison to Moses as a mediator 

between God and the people is stressed; 

5) the beginning of hope by the prophets for a “new covenant” in which God will give people 

the power to live it rather than depend on the strength of Israel’s own will power; 

6) more and more emphasis on the “law of Moses” or the “book of the law” as a written body of 

guides to life; 

7) the view of the “remnant” as not just those whom God allows to escape from his punishment 

and destruction, but as a faithful group of men and women who deserve to be saved; 

8) the belief that God will make Jerusalem and Zion the center of a renewed earth, and that Israel 

will be the leader of the world; 

9) specially in the post-exilic prophets, the belief that this will be followed by the conversion or 

conquest of the Gentiles and their submission to God in Zion; 

10) the belief that this time of glory may be long in coming, but that it will be a time marked by 

the fulfillment of God’s promises to David.75 

The role of leadership shifted to the priests and levites 

One of the sharpest changes in the exile and after was the gradual loss of hope that Yahweh would 

restore the kingship to the house of David, and with it independence to the nation. Instead, the role of 

leadership was shifted to the priests and levites.76 

THE NATURE OF HEBREW HISTORY 

History is the quest for meaning 

Most peoples of the ancient world found the past interesting and significant and found in it a key to 

social coherence lending meaning to life in the present. It is this quest for meaning that makes history 

important. History should not be seen naïvely as an attempt to recount what really happened.77 

------ 

Their historiography is intended to make sense of the past and the present.78 
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The ancient world had no need for historians or journalists 

We have become so intrigued with what journalism provides for us that we have tried to extend its 

work into the writing of history (historiography). Modern-day historians probe into the past seeking 

similar reports (e.g., letters, diaries, journals) and perspectives that can help us portray history through 

the eyes of witnesses to the events. … 

Not all cultures think about history the same way. In the ancient world it is difficult to find anyone 

who could legitimately be identified as a historian or journalist. Their cognitive environment had no 

need of such professions. In the ancient Near East visible events on earth were reflections of the 

activity of the gods. Consequently, rather than providing journalists who could seek out eyewitnesses, 

they needed experts who could interpret what deity was communicating through events (priests and 

palace officials), and those who could be part of building the documentation that would serve to 

elevate and legitimize the king (public relations departments for the palace). In Israel it was the 

prophets who most commonly provided the interpretation of history. 

In this sense one could perhaps go so far as to claim that there is no such thing as history, only the 

recounted interpretation of the past.79 

Yahweh, the driving force of history 

As in the rest of the ancient world, Israel considered God the cause of every effect and as actively 

shaping events. Their historiography was not intended to be simply a record of events or an 

assemblage of facts, but a record of the ways in which God had acted in history. There is no Israelite 

historiography that is secular. Yahweh is the driving force of history and the raison d’etre of 

historiography.80 

History revealed God 

Israelite historiography desired to reveal the Deity to the king and the people. … In Israel, the 

historiography purports to be communication from the Deity, whereas in the ancient Near East the 

royal inscriptions serve as communication to the deity. Consequently, the audience is neither future 

kings nor the gods—it is the people of the covenant: “Then you will know that I, Yahweh, am God—

there is no other.”81 

How to read the Old Testament 

We cannot read the Hebrew Bible as if it were journalistic or academic history such as might be 

written today. Such reading would compromise the intentions, presuppositions, values, and poetics of 

the literature and its authors. When we critique the literature, we should critique it in terms of its own 

guiding criteria rather than expecting it to reflect our own and dismissing it when it does not.82 

The ancients viewed history differently to the way we view it 

When scholars write history today, even biblical or religious history, they try to explain what 

happened in human terms; for example, they explore the subject from social, economic, and political 

standpoints. Even historians who believe in God leave the divine out of their attempts to understand 

the past, for the simple reason that it is impossible to verify the mind or the workings of God in the 

same way one can verify historical facts. Those who composed the Hebrew Bible felt no such 

difficulty. They believed that God had communicated his laws to Israel and that he had informed 

prophets concerning what he had done, what he intended to do, and why. In this sense it is entirely 

appropriate that most of the so-called historical books should have been classified as the Former 

Prophets in ancient Judaism. What we call history was for the Israelites who contributed to the Bible 

the equivalent of prophecy, only looking backward instead of into the future. … 

We do not suppose that biblical writers wrote history with the same resources, and standards of 

accuracy, that apply to modern historians. Efforts to place their work above criticism or improvement 
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only diminishes their theological achievement. But neither do we automatically dismiss the historical 

achievements of the biblical writers. They displayed genuine historical instincts within the resources 

available to them, and if their results now seem more like story than history, we keep in mind that all 

history writing is narrative and, to that extent, a form of story.83 

Events are revelation, in the light of the covenant 

In contrast to our modern historiography, Israel shared with the ancient world the idea that events are 

revelation. In contrast to both modern and other ancient historiography, Israel distinctively believed 

that their historiography was also revelation. Above all, Israelites understood their history and wrote 

their history in light of the covenant. … Events are reported not as eyewitness accounts, but as an 

interpretation of events in light of the covenant.84 
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THE SOTERIOLOGY OF 
THE EARLIEST SOURCES 

COVENANTS BETWEEN GOD AND ABRAHAM, MOSES AND DAVID 
In the Bible, covenants are written contracts between God and humans. … J portrays a covenant 

between God and Abraham. Both J and E portray a covenant between God and the people of Israel at 

Mount Sinai (or Horeb) in Moses’ time.  

In the book of Deuteronomy, the Mosaic covenant is understood to mean not only the laws given at 

Sinai/ Horeb. It also includes laws that Yahweh gives to Moses in the plains of Moab, at the end of 

the forty years of travel through the wilderness. In other words, it includes the laws of Deuteronomy. 

Later in the Deuteronomistic history, one more covenant comes in: a covenant between God and King 

David. …  

According to 2 Samuel 7, God promises David that, as a reward for his loyalty, David and his 

descendants will rule the kingdom forever. … David receives a divine promise that his son, grandson, 

great-grandson, etc. will occupy the throne continually. … David’s dynasty is to rule his kingdom 

forever. There will always be a descendant of David (a “Davidide”) on the throne. Even if a Davidide 

king behaves improperly, he may suffer for it, but he and his family will not lose the throne. That is an 

unconditional covenant promise from God.
85

 

The covenant was foundational, not belief 

In the ancient Near East at large, the performance of the cult was central and foundational to their 

religion. It was their principal responsibility and superseded the element of belief (the mental 

affirmation of doctrinal convictions). In today’s view of religion, belief is more foundational, with 

some even viewing performance as rote and thus empty or hypocritical. We dare not impose that 

perception on the ancient world. … 

The shape of one’s belief was less significant in the ancient world. It was not belief that counted, but 

performance of the cult. In Israel it was not performance of the cult that was the essential expression 

of belief, but adherence to the covenant, which included cultic performance but was not dominated by 

it.86 

The covenant is at the foundation 

The key to the state religion of Israel and to an understanding of its uniqueness in the ancient world is 

found in that the corporate identity of Israel was based on their covenant relationship with Yahweh. 

The covenant is at the foundation of Yahweh’s role as their national deity and is the primary element 

in their understanding of the king, the temple, and the purpose behind their rituals. It is the covenant 

that dictates their behavior and that explains Yahweh’s behavior.87 

------ 

Rather than monotheism, it is the covenant that stands at the center of Israel’s unique historiography.88 

------ 

In Israel the highest value was the legitimation of the covenant.89 
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ELOHIST (E) ACCOUNT OF THE COVENANT WITH MOSES90 

Yahweh summons Moses 

Exodus 3:1, 4b, 6, 9-18; 4:1-18, 20b, 21a, 22-23, 27-31 

Horeb/Sinai 

Exodus 19:2b-9, 16b-17, 19; 20: 18-26 

The Covenant Code 

Exodus 21:1-27; 22:1-30; 23:1-33 

YAHWIST (J) ACCOUNTOF THE COVENANTS91 

Genesis 

Yahwist Covenant with Noah 

Genesis 6:5-8; 7:1-5, 7, 10, 12, 16b-20, 22-23; 8:2b-3a, 6, 8-12, 13b, 20-22. 

The covenant with ABRAHAM 

Genesis 12:1-3; 12:6-9; 15:1-21 

The covenant with ISAAC 

Genesis 26:3 

The covenant with JACOB 

Genesis 28:13-15 

Exodus 

Yahweh summons Moses 

Exodus 3:2-4a, 5, 7-8, 19-22; 4:19-20a, 24-26 

Horeb/Sinai  

Exodus 19:10-16a, 18, 20-25 

The Covenant Code 

Exodus 21:1-27; 22:1-30; 23:1-33 

Theophany to Moses 

Exodus 34:1a, 2-13 

The Ten Commandments 

Exodus 34:14-28 (nb.: 27-28) 

THE SOTERIOLOGY OF THE ISRAELI SHILOH SOURCE (E)92 

Listen carefully and do what is right 

Moses ordered Israel to set out from the Red Sea, and they went into the wilderness of Shur. … There 

the LORD made for them a statute and an ordinance and there he put them to the test. He said, “If you 

will listen carefully to the voice of the LORD your God, and do what is right in his sight, and give 
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heed to his commandments and keep all his statutes, I will not bring upon you any of the diseases that 

I brought upon the Egyptians; for I am the LORD who heals you.”93 

Horeb/Sinai 

Israel camped there in front of the mountain. Then Moses went up to God; the LORD called to him 

from the mountain, saying, “Thus you shall say to the house of Jacob, and tell the Israelites: You have 

seen what I did to the Egyptians, and how I bore you on eagles’ wings and brought you to myself. 

Now therefore, if you obey my voice and keep my covenant, you shall be my treasured possession out 

of all the peoples. Indeed, the whole earth is mine, but you shall be for me a priestly kingdom and a 

holy nation. These are the words that you shall speak to the Israelites.” So Moses came, summoned 

the elders of the people, and set before them all these words that the LORD had commanded him. The 

people all answered as one: “Everything that the LORD has spoken we will do.” Moses reported the 

words of the people to the LORD. Then the LORD said to Moses, “I am going to come to you in a 

dense cloud, in order that the people may hear when I speak with you and so trust you ever after.” …  

[There was] a blast of a trumpet so loud that all the people who were in the camp trembled. Moses 

brought the people out of the camp to meet God. They took their stand at the foot of the mountain. … 

[The people] said to Moses, “You speak to us, and we will listen; but do not let God speak to us, or 

we will die.” …  

When all the people witnessed the thunder and lightning, the sound of the trumpet, and the mountain 

smoking, they were afraid and trembled and stood at a distance, and said to Moses, “You speak to us, 

and we will listen; but do not let God speak to us, or we will die.” Moses said to the people, “Do not 

be afraid; for God has come only to test you and to put the fear of him upon you so that you do not 

sin.” Then the people stood at a distance, while Moses drew near to the thick darkness where God 

was.  

The LORD said to Moses: Thus you shall say to the Israelites: “You have seen for yourselves that I 

spoke with you from heaven. You shall not make gods of silver alongside me, nor shall you make for 

yourselves gods of gold. You need make for me only an altar of earth and sacrifice on it your burnt 

offerings and your offerings of well-being, your sheep and your oxen; in every place where I cause 

my name to be remembered I will come to you and bless you. But if you make for me an altar of 

stone, do not build it of hewn stones; for if you use a chisel upon it you profane it. You shall not go up 

by steps to my altar, so that your nakedness may not be exposed on it.”94 

------ 

Then he said to Moses, “Come up to the LORD, you and Aaron, Nadab, and Abihu, and seventy of 

the elders of Israel, and worship at a distance. Moses alone shall come near the LORD; but the others 

shall not come near, and the people shall not come up with him.” 

Moses came and told the people all the words of the LORD and all the ordinances; and all the people 

answered with one voice, and said, “All the words that the LORD has spoken we will do.” And Moses 

wrote down all the words of the LORD. He rose early in the morning, and built an altar at the foot of 

the mountain, and set up twelve pillars, corresponding to the twelve tribes of Israel. He sent young 

men of the people of Israel, who offered burnt offerings and sacrificed oxen as offerings of well-being 

to the LORD. Moses took half of the blood and put it in basins, and half of the blood he dashed 

against the altar. Then he took the book of the covenant, and read it in the hearing of the people; and 

they said, “All that the LORD has spoken we will do, and we will be obedient.” Moses took the blood 

and dashed it on the people, and said, “See the blood of the covenant that the LORD has made with 

you in accordance with all these words.” 

Then Moses and Aaron, Nadab, and Abihu, and seventy of the elders of Israel went up, and they saw 

the God of Israel. Under his feet there was something like a pavement of sapphire stone, like the very 

heaven for clearness. God did not lay his hand on the chief men of the people of Israel; also they 

beheld God, and they ate and drank. 
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The LORD said to Moses, “Come up to me on the mountain, and wait there; and I will give you the 

tablets of stone, with the law and the commandment, which I have written for their instruction.”  

So Moses set out with his assistant Joshua, and Moses went up into the mountain of God. To the 

elders he had said, “Wait here for us, until we come to you again; for Aaron and Hur are with you; 

whoever has a dispute may go to them.” Then Moses went up on the mountain. … Moses was on the 

mountain for forty days and forty nights.95 
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THE SOTERIOLOGY OF  
THE PRIESTLY SOURCE (P)

96
 

 

Genesis (P) 

Priestly account of Creation 

Genesis 1:1-2:3 

Priestly account of the Flood 

Genesis 6:9-22; 7:8-9, 11, 13-16a, 21; 24; 8:1-2a, 3b-5, 7, 13a, 14-19; 9:1-17. 

The covenant with Noah 

Genesis 9:15 (P) 

The covenant with Abraham 

Genesis 17:1-27  

 

  

  
Abraham is prepared to sacrifice his son97 
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The covenant with ISAAC 

Genesis 17:19 

Exodus (P) 

Remembered Abraham, Isaac and Jacob 

Exodus 2:24 

Yahweh summons Moses 

Exodus 6:2-12, 14-25; 7:1-9 

Horeb/Sinai 

Exodus 19:1 

The Ten Commandments 

Exodus 20:1-17; 24:15b-18 

Tabernacle instruction 

Exodus 25:1-31:11 

Sabbath command 

Exodus 31:12-17 

Execution of the Tabernacle instruction 

Exodus 35-40 

Leviticus 

Entire book, apart from 23:39-43 and 26:39-45. 

HEBREW SACRIFICE 

Sacrificial offerings had various purposes 

Hebrew sacrificial offerings sometimes constitute a gift, sometimes a payment, and sometimes a 

means for rectifying one’s relationship with Yahweh. Sacrifice is fundamentally pragmatic in 

motivation, relating to issues of survival and well-being.98 

Originally, sacrifice was for appeasement 

In the premonarchic period, Hebrew sacrifice was not much different from that of its neighbors. 

Sacrifice was originally for appeasement, mollifying the gods with gifts: What the priests offer is “the 

food for my offerings by fire, my pleasing odor” (Num 28:2). … The phrase [pleasing odor] refers to 

God’s sensory experience and to the mollifying effect the offering has on him, it is “the smell of 

pacification.”99 

Sacrificial ritual averts the wrath of God 

By wiping away impurity, sacrificial ritual averts disorder, which in a theistic milieu means the wrath 

of God. Ritual restores order and prevents vulnerability to spirit forces. 

God shows interest in properly organized ritual by his fiery manifestation at some sacrificial events, 

igniting the burnt offering on his own initiative, or annihilating those who offer wrongly, as when he 

slays the sons of Aaron for offering “illicit fire” (Num 3:4), and when he incinerates Korah and 250 

supporters while they are lighting incense (Num 16:35-38 in NRSV). These incidents are followed by 

commands to “bring the tribe of Levi near” (3:6), and that “no layman . . . should approach the altar” 

(17:5 NAB; cf. 3:10). The authority of the priests is backed up by stirring miracle stories and chilling 

horror stories.100 
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The offerings that were presented 

The burnt offering (chap. 1) is intended for the individual who desires to present a sacrificial animal 

in its entirety to God either as an expression of loyalty or as a request for expiation (1:4). The cereal 

offering that follows (chap. 2) is probably intended for the same purposes as the burnt offering on 

behalf of the poor who cannot afford entire animal offerings. 

The well-being offering (chap. 3) is connected with the blood prohibition. This connection, however, 

was not present from the beginning. In the P stratum, the wellbeing offering is brought solely out of 

joyous motivations: thanksgiving, vow fulfillment, or spontaneous free will (7:11-17).101 

God cannot continue to live in a polluted sanctuary 

God will not abide in a polluted sanctuary. To be sure, the Merciful One would tolerate a modicum of 

pollution. But there is a point of no return. If the pollution levels continue to rise, the end is 

inexorable. God abandons the sanctuary and leaves the people to their doom.102 

EVOLVING ATTITUDES TO SACRIFICE 

Evolving attitude to atonement in early Israel 

Neither J nor P makes any reference to moral change; atonement is not a moral experience. … In 

reaction to P’s idea of an impersonal atoning mechanism, the Holiness Code (“H”) re-personalizes the 

cultic transaction, deliberately reintroducing anthropomorphism. It is the attitude of the personal God 

that matters the most for H. The role of blood is retained, but demoted in importance. …  

Spiritualising reflection resulted in changes to the metaphysics of sacrifice 

When changes are made in the [sacrificial] ritual, they come from spiritualizing reflection, which is 

often abstract but not simply arbitrary. Spiritualization involves evaluation and can give new power to 

the symbols of the ritual. We saw that the metaphysics of sacrifice were de-anthropomorphized by P 

and then repersonalized by H. 103 

------ 

Over time, and in all sacrificial cultures, one can observe the reinterpretation and alteration of 

sacrifice in a direction of increasingly abstract interpretation and internalization, with a tendency to go 

beyond the literal ritual.104 

Disrespect for sacrifice 

There were some strongly rejectionist strains in Judaism. The following passages indicate, at the very 

least, a frank disrespect for the sacrificial cult: 

Deliver me from bloodshed, O God. . . . For you have no delight in sacrifice. Ps 

51:14, 16 … 

The more radical formulations openly mock the cultic concept: 

I will not accept a bull from your house, or goats from your folds. . . . If I were I 

hungry, I would not tell you, for the world and all that is in it is mine. Do I eat the 

flesh of bulls, or drink the blood of goats? Ps 50:9, 12-13 

Will the Lord be pleased with thousands of rams, with ten thousands of rivers of oil? 

Shall I give my firstborn for my transgression, the fruit of my body for the sin of my 

soul? Mic 6:7 

The positive advice in Mic 6:8, to do justice, to be kind, and to walk with God, is set in contrast to 

sacrifice, which is parodied with “a sequence of exaggerated images.”105 
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------ 

Another reformist passage that brings moral principles into the ritual realm is Ps 4:5: “Offer right 

sacrifices and put your trust in the Lord.” 106 

Glaring absence of support for sacrifice 

I [Stephen Finlan] have a separate category when there is a glaring absence of support for the cult: 

“The sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination to the Lord, but the prayer of the upright is his delight” 

(Prov 15:8). Sacrifice is conspicuously absent from the positive side of the statement; the sacrifice of 

the upright may be acceptable, but it is not worth mentioning! I call such passages strictly moral, since 

they only assert the value of the moral or spiritual. They do not openly attack cult, but their 

conspicuous non-support implies, at least, some demotion of cult.107 

Critical attitude to sacrifice 

My next category is critical sayings, where cult is clearly given an inferior status: “to obey is better 

than sacrifice” (1 Sam 15:22); “To do righteousness and justice is more acceptable to the LORD than 

sacrifice” (Prov 21:3).108 

Radical and critical sayings regarding sacrifices 

I [Stephen Finlan] find two kinds of statements that are even more critical of sacrifice, which I 

call critical and radical sayings. Critical sayings clearly designate righteousness as more important 

than cult, as in Proverbs 21:3: “to do righteousness and justice is more acceptable to the Lord than 

sacrifice.” Unlike the strictly moral saying, this kind of saying openly designates sacrifice as 

secondary: “to obey is better than sacrifice” (1 Sam 15:22). Radical sayings go the furthest, ridiculing 

sacrifice or attacking it: 

If I were I hungry, I would not tell you, for the world and all that is in it is mine. Do I eat the 

flesh of bulls, or drink the blood of goats? (Ps 50:12-13) 

Sacrifice and offering you do not desire. (Ps 40:6) 

I hate, I despise your festivals. (Amos 5:21) 

For I desire steadfast love and not sacrifice. (Hos 6:6) 

Shall I come before him with burnt offerings, with calves a year old? Will the Lord be pleased 

with thousands of rams, with ten thousands of rivers of oil? Shall I give my firstborn for my 

transgression, the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul? (Mic 6:6-7) 

The last saying shows a deliberate piling up of ever greater and more absurd attempts to “please” the 

Lord. Passages like these undermine the notion that these prophets were on the Temple’s payroll, truly 

an attempt to “reduce the prophets to ordinariness by making them conform to somewhat 

conventional ideas of piety.” It is not true that the prophets were never disrespectful of the established 

cult; some passages are like exercises in calculated disrespect!— 

Whoever slaughters an ox is like one who kills a human being . . . whoever presents a grain 

offering, like one who offers swine’s blood. (Isa 66:3) 

Prestigious scholars often have an instinctive dread of such radical sayings and want to see them 

swept under the rug. But there really is a “polemic against sacrifice and temple worship” in prophets 

like Jeremiah and Hosea. Their main complaint is how sacrifice is used to cover up evil behavior, but 

this does not mean they are perfectly happy with the ritual itself. These are the two prophets who 

attack the belief that God had anything to do with establishing the sacrificial regime: “Did you bring 

to me sacrifices and offerings the forty years in the wilderness?” (Amos 5:25); “In the day that I 
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brought your ancestors out of the land of Egypt, I did not speak to them or command them concerning 

burnt offerings and sacrifices” (Jer 7:22). The whole theological claim for the cult is undercut.109 

Open ridicule of sacrifice 

Finally, the radical sayings go further, openly ridiculing the sacrificial mentality—”Whoever 

slaughters an ox is like one who kills a human being . . . whoever presents a grain offering, like one 

who offers swine’s blood” (Isa 66:3). “Bringing offerings is futile; incense is an abomination to me” 

(Isa 1:13).
214

 Sometimes an alternative to sacrificing may be asserted—”for I desire steadfast love and 

not sacrifice” (Hos 6:6); “Sacrifice and offering you do not desire, but . . . . I delight to do your will” 

(Ps 40:6, 8). 

The assaults of Amos and Jeremiah are the most important because they attack the doctrine that God 

established the sacrificial cult, undermining its whole legitimacy: 

I hate, I despise your festivals. … The offerings of well-being of your fatted animals I 

will not look upon. But let justice roll down like waters. … Did you bring to me 

sacrifices and offerings the forty years in the wilderness, O house of Israel? Amos 

5:21-25 

In the day that I brought your ancestors out of the land of Egypt, I did not speak to 

them or command them concerning burnt offerings and sacrifices. But this is what I 

commanded them, saying, “Obey My voice, and I will be your God.” Jer 7:22-23.110 

BLOOD 

Access to blood was needed 

The Levitical texts do not treat the slaying of the animal as the crucial moment; they focus on the 

careful differentiation (using six different verbs) of pouring, daubing, draining, squeezing, sprinkling, 

or splashing the blood on the sacrificial altar, the incense altar, the Temple curtain, or the mercy seat, 

depending on the different kinds of sin and the different people who sinned. This has nothing to do 

with punishing the animal but with the purifying power that lifeblood is thought to have. The animal 

is not killed in order to punish it but to get access to its blood.111 

Blood cleanses impurities from the altar 

Blood is the ritual cleanser that purges the altar of impurities inflicted on it by the offerer.112 

------ 

The blood purges the impurities of the sanctuary and the scapegoat purges the sins of the people. … 

Purgation and elimination rites go together in the ancient world. Exorcism of impurity is not enough; 

its power must be eliminated. An attested method is to banish it to its place of origin. … Thus the 

scapegoat was sent off to the wilderness, which was considered inhabited by the satyr-demon 

Azazel.113 

The destination of the blood shows that it is the altar that must be purified 

The first question to ask is naturally: Who or what is being purified? Surprisingly, it is not the person 

with the moral or physical impurity. According to Leviticus, if his or her impurity is physical, only 

bathing is required to purify the body; if the impurity is moral (the unintended breach of a 

prohibition), a remorseful conscience clears the impurity. In neither case does the offering purify the 

person bringing the offering 

If the bringer of the sacrifice is not affected, who then is being purified? The telling clue is the 

destination of the blood of the sacrifice. It is not smeared on the offerer; it is smeared, rather, on the 
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altar. The act is described by the word kippur, “purge” (as in Yom Kippur: the Day of Purgation). In 

commanding that the blood be daubed on the horns of the altar, the text is indicating that the altar is 

contaminated and must be purified. Since the offerer must bring the sacrifice, the offerer must in some 

way be implicated in the contamination of the altar.114 

 

In Leviticus 17, blood is changed to a ransoming role 

[Schwartz notes] that the P doctrine of blood as cleansing is changed by H; in Leviticus 17, the key H 

chapter, “the action of the blood is a ransoming one,” which is “a new and unique theory.” H 

“diverges radically” from the decontamination belief . So we have three clearly distinct concepts: 

 the anthropomorphic notion of God enjoying the “sweet aroma” of burning (J), sacrifice as 

food-bribe; 

 the impersonal process of purification with blood (P), sacrificial blood as magic detergent; 

 sacrifice as ritual payment (H).115 

The sprinkling of life-force accomplishes atonement 

This brings us to the tantalizingly simple and centrally important verse, Lev 17:11: “For the life of the 

flesh is in the blood; and I have given it to you for making atonement for your lives on the altar; for, 

as life, it is the blood that makes atonement.” …  

Why should the sprinkling of life-force accomplish atonement? … life is a force within the blood, and 

ritual, carefully performed, can harness this dangerous force. Blood, carrying the life-force, can 

somehow reverse the anti-life of sin and pollution. When the blood is poured on a ritually-polluted 

temple installation, the life-force cleans away the anti-life force, pollution.116 

Blood washes away temple impurity 

Blood application performs a key role, cleansing the sanctuary from pollution. Here is where we need 

to change our habitual way of looking at the ritual. We must stop thinking of the blood as carrying a 

sin-charge; rather, the temple has impurity, and the blood takes it away. It is not the blood that has 

been corrupted by sin, but the temple. Blood washes away temple impurity.117 

The sin-carrier’s blood is not corrupt, it is the cleansing agent 

Seeing the animal as a sin-carrier obscures the fact that its blood is not corrupt, but is a cleansing 

agent. This is still animistic, but it is a different logic than the usual Christianizing logic about guilt 
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and substitution. Rather, it involves an idea of the magical power of blood, and also a logic of 

payment; the offerer must give up something valuable, something that has cost him. Sacrificial 

animals must be costly to the owner: “I will not offer burnt offerings to the Lord my God that cost me 

nothing” (2 Sam 24:24).118 

The curse transmission ritual profoundly differs from sacrifice 

The curse transmission ritual involves the expulsion of an evil, a disease, or a curse from the 

community by transferring it to a victim that will act as a carrier, literally taking the evil out of the 

community. … As we examine this ritual, we will continually observe ways in which it profoundly 

differs from sacrifice.119 

SIN CONTAMINATED THE SANCTUARY 

Sin blotched the sanctuary 

What are Israel’s priests trying to convey through this ritual? … I call their response “the priestly 

Picture of Dorian Gray.” In the novel by Oscar Wilde, when virtuous Dorian was granted eternal 

youth, he embarked on a career of increasing evil. Oddly, his evil acts did not affect his young, 

handsome appearance. His portrait, however, hidden away, became ever uglier and more grotesque. 

Like this Wilde character, the priestly writers would claim that sin may not blotch the face of the 

sinner, but it is certain to blotch the face of the sanctuary, and, unless quickly expunged, God’s 

presence will depart.120 

Any sin becomes airborne and penetrates the sanctuary in proportion 

A sin committed anywhere will generate impurity that, becoming airborne, penetrates the sanctuary in 

proportion to its magnitude.121 

------ 

The violation of a prohibitive commandment pollutes the sanctuary, and unless the sanctuary is 

purged by a purification offering the community is in danger that their God will be forced to abandon 

the sanctuary.122 

123 
If an individual has accidentally violated a prohibition, the priest purges the outer (sacrificial) altar 

with the blood of the offerer’s purification offering (4:27-35). 

If the entire community has accidentally violated a prohibition, the priest purges the inner (incense) 

altar and the shrine, the outer room of the tent, with the blood of the purification offering brought by 

the community’s representatives (4:13-21). 
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If, however, individuals have brazenly violated prohibitions, then, once a year, on Yom Kippur, the 

high priest purges the entire sanctuary, beginning with the inner and holiest area containing the ark. 

In this case, the purification offering is not brought by the culprits—deliberate sinners are barred from 

the sanctuary—but by the high priest himself.124 

Sins that had no sacrifice available but deserved the Death Penalty125 

 Murder – Gen. 9:6; Ex. 21:12-14, 20, 23; Lev. 24:17,21; Num. 35:16-34; Deut. 19.  

 Smiting Parents – Ex. 21:15.  

 Kidnapping – Ex. 21:16; Deut. 24:7.  

 Cursing Parents – Ex. 21:17; Lev. 20:9.  

 Negligence with animals that kill - Ex. 21:28-32.  

 Witchcraft – Ex. 22:18.  

 Bestiality – Ex. 22:19; Lev. 18:23-29; 20:15, 16. Lev. 20:15,16  

 Idolatry – Ex. 22:20.  

 Adultery (including sexual intercourse with father’s wife, daughter-in-law, Mother-in-law) – 

Lev. 20:10; Deut. 22:22-30.  

 Male homosexuality in accordance with the earlier condemned male-female sexual 

relationships126 – Lev. 20:13. 

 Working on the Sabbath – Ex. 35:2.  

 Incest – Lev. 18:6-29; 20:11-22.  

 Consecration of children to idols – Lev. 20:1-5.  

 Whoredom – Lev. 21:9; Deut. 22:21, 22.  

 Sorcery – Lev. 20:27  

 Blasphemy – Lev. 24:11-16.  

 False prophecy – Deut. 13:1-18; 18:20.  

 Leading men away from God – Deut. 13:6-18.  

 Stubbornness, rebellious, glutton drunken sons – Deut. 21:18-23.  

 Idolatry – Deut. 17:2-7.  

 False dreams and visions – Deut. 13:1-18.  

 Rape – Deut. 22:25  
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LEVITICUS 16: YOM KIPPUR, THE DAY OF ATONEMENT 

Leviticus 16, NRSV Commentary 

1 The LORD spoke to Moses after the death of 

the two sons of Aaron, when they drew near 

before the LORD and died. 

2 The LORD said to Moses: 

Tell your brother Aaron not to come just at any 

time into the sanctuary inside the curtain before 

the mercy seat that is upon the ark, or he will die; 

for I appear in the cloud upon the mercy seat. 

Aaron the High Priest may not enter within the sanctuary’s curtains at just any time, because Yahweh is 

there. 

According to this initial verse [16:1], chapter 16 follows upon chapter 10 chronologically. Thus chapters 

11-15 are an insert specifying the impurities that can pollute the sanctuary (15:31), for which the 

purgation rite of chapter 16 is mandated. From the point of view of the redaction, the connection of 

chapter 16 to chapter 10 makes sense. Nadab and Abihu had polluted the sanctuary doubly, in life by 

their sin and in death by their corpses. Yet chapter 10 has said nothing about the procedure for purging 

the sanctuary, and in the case of such severe pollution—the sin and subsequent death of Nadab and 

Abihu occurred in the sacred precincts—the entire sanctuary, including the adytum, would need to be 

purged. This procedure is detailed in chapter 16.127 

Introduction: preparation and preview 

Leviticus 16, NRSV Commentary 

3 Thus shall Aaron come into the holy place: 

with a young bull for a sin offering and a ram for 

a burnt offering. 

To come into the holy place, Aaron is going to need a bull and a ram for offerings. 

4 He shall put on the holy linen tunic, and shall 

have the linen undergarments next to his body, 

fasten the linen sash, and wear the linen turban; 

these are the holy vestments. He shall bathe his 

body in water, and then put them on. 

First, Aaron must prepare himself. 

5 He shall take from the congregation of the 

people of Israel two male goats for a sin 

offering, and one ram for a burnt offering. 

Aaron takes two male goats and a ram from the congregations. 

One is for a sin offering and one for a burnt offering. 
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128 

6 Aaron shall offer the bull as a sin offering for 

himself, and shall make atonement for himself 

and for his house. 

The bull will be offered as a sin offering for Aaron and his family. 

7 He shall take the two goats and set them before 

the LORD at the entrance of the tent of meeting; 

8 and Aaron shall cast lots on the two goats, one 

lot for the LORD and the other lot for Azazel. 

9 Aaron shall present the goat on which the lot 

fell for the LORD, and offer it as a sin offering;  

10 but the goat on which the lot fell for Azazel 

shall be presented alive before the LORD to 

make atonement over it, that it may be sent 

away into the wilderness to Azazel. 

The two identical goats are brought forward and their fates are determined. 

One is for Yahweh and one is for Azazel. 
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The sin offering for Aaron and his family 

Leviticus 16, NRSV Commentary 

11 Aaron shall present the bull as a sin offering 

for himself, and shall make atonement for 

himself and for his house; he shall slaughter the 

bull as a sin offering for himself. 

Aaron slaughters the bull as a sin offering for himself and for his family. 

Notice that the order is always:  

1. Sin offering, then 

2. Burnt offering 

The sin offering was always offered first, followed by a burnt offering.129 

12 He shall take a censer full of coals of fire from 

the altar before the LORD, and two handfuls of 

crushed sweet incense, and he shall bring it 

inside the curtain 13 and put the incense on the 

fire before the LORD, that the cloud of the 

incense may cover the mercy seat that is upon 

the covenant, or he will die. 

Aaron may now enter within the curtain, where Yahweh is actually present. 

Throughout the ANE [Ancient Near East], the notion of impurity (caused by both ritual and moral 

infractions) dominated public religious rituals. The impurity that corrupted the temples had to be 

cleansed, or the god would depart from the temple. In this regard, Israel’s temple religion does not 

differ from that of Assyria, Babylon, or Canaan. This impurity was cleansed through the sacrificial cult 

and through expulsion rituals like the scapegoat rite.130 

The direct concern of the priests, with ritual, was to purify the Temple and prevent the departure of 

Yahweh. But since it was sin that caused most of the impurity, and since the ritual is carried out 

“because of their transgressions, all their sins” (Lev 16:16), then we must say that the ritual also has to do 

with expunging sin.131 

Impurity is taken quite literally, as a stain on the sacred installations and altars of the Temple needing to 

be removed. God will abandon the Temple if impurity is allowed to persist.132 

14 He shall take some of the blood of the bull, 

and sprinkle it with his finger on the front of the 

mercy seat, and before the mercy seat he shall 

sprinkle the blood with his finger seven times. 

Aaron sprinkles some of the bull’s blood on the mercy seat. 
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The sin offering atones for the sanctuary 

Leviticus 16, NRSV Commentary 

15 He shall slaughter the goat of the sin offering 

that is for the people and bring its blood inside 

the curtain, and do with its blood as he did with 

the blood of the bull, sprinkling it upon the 

mercy seat and before the mercy seat. 

Aaron slaughters the goat and sprinkles its blood on the mercy seat. 

16 Thus he shall make atonement for the 

sanctuary, because of the uncleannesses of the 

people of Israel, and because of their 

transgressions, all their sins; and so he shall do 

for the tent of meeting, which remains with them 

in the midst of their uncleannesses. 

The goat’s blood atones for the sanctuary. 

Whenever sin is committed in Israel, it pollutes the Temple: “Sin is a miasma [that] is attracted to the 

sanctuary.” (Milgrom, “Kipper”, page 1040)133 

The sacrificial animal did not become a sin-bearer, but was pure, and its blood was used to cleanse the 

Temple. (How could sin-saturated blood cleanse a holy place?)134 

[16:16] Here the “pollution” refers to the ritual impurities described in chapters 11-15 and the moral 

impurities generated by the violation of prohibitive commandments (see 4:2). The ritual in the 

sanctuary concerns itself with removing its pollution (also caused by Israel’s wrongs); while the rite 

with the Azazel goat, by contrast, focuses not on pollution, the effects of Israel’s wrongs, but 

exclusively on the wrongs themselves.135 

17 No one shall be in the tent of meeting from the 

time he enters to make atonement in the sanctuary 

until he comes out and has made atonement for 

himself and for his house and for all the assembly 

of Israel. 
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The blood of the bull and the goat atone the altar that is before the curtain 

Leviticus 16, NRSV Commentary 

18 Then he shall go out to the altar that is before 

the LORD and make atonement on its behalf, 

and shall take some of the blood of the bull and 

of the blood of the goat, and put it on each of the 

horns of the altar. 

19 He shall sprinkle some of the blood on it with 

his finger seven times, and cleanse it and hallow 

it from the uncleannesses of the people of Israel. 

The bull’s blood cleanses the altar and hallows it. 

The metaphysical logic of making atonement because life is in the blood is not obvious to us, though it 

presumably was to the original readers. Leviticus 17:14 states this slightly differently when it says, “the 

life of every creature is its blood,” while verse 11 had said that life is a force within the blood. The logic 

that is assumed may be this: the life-force can undo, or cleanse, the death-force that is impurity. 

Expressed as an analogy of electricity, we can say that blood carries a life-charge that neutralizes the 

negative charge of the pollution.136 

Biblical atonement terms originated within a cultic arena. The verbs that most commonly underlie 

“atone” in English Bibles are the Hebrew kipper and the Greek hilaskomai or exilaskomai, each of which 

has three main usages, to signify: (1) appeasement; soothing someone’s anger; (2) expiation, that is 

sacrificial cleansing; or (3) making amends.137 

The blood of the purification offering symbolically purges the sanctuary by symbolically absorbing its 

impurities—another victory of life over death. Moreover, the priest is commanded to eat the flesh of 

the purification offering (6:19, 22 [Eng. 26, 29]; 10:17), and the high priest dispatches the sanctuary’s 

impurities together with the people’s sins (16:21).138 

 

Israel’s iniquities are transferred to a goat which is driven away and is set free 

Leviticus 16, NRSV Commentary 

20 When he has finished atoning for the holy 

place and the tent of meeting and the altar, he 

shall present the live goat. 

After atoning for the sanctuary, Aaron presents the live goat. 

Atonement (kipper) is mentioned over a dozen times in connection with each sacrifice, with the 

scapegoat, and with the whole process, but the text focuses wholly on ritual procedure. No moral or 
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spiritual consequences for human beings enter the discussion in this chapter [16 of Leviticus] or the 

next chapter.139 

The blood rites familiar in the Bible are not replicated in other cultures, but the idea that sacred space 

needs to be symbolically cleansed from impurity is commonplace. The differences in the ritual details 

and procedures notwithstanding, the ritual world of Israel shared a common foundation with what is 

known in the ancient world. 

Leviticus 16 offers a comparative window into this world as an annual rite where the sanctity of the 

sanctuary is ritually returned to equilibrium to preserve the presence of deity and order in the cosmos. …  

The sins of all the people are addressed by the ritual. … Whatever constitutes the most significant threat 

to the sanctity of the temple is purged. It is done ritually with the same ultimate goal in mind—that the 

deity would be pleased to remain in his temple and that cosmic stability would thereby be retained. … 

The Israelite practice shows no intention to appease the anger of deity. … The biblical scapegoat … 

removes the sins of the entire nation. … The Bible rejects the idea of substitution.140 

21 Then Aaron shall lay both his hands on the 

head of the live goat, and confess over it all the 

iniquities of the people of Israel, and all their 

transgressions, all their sins, putting them on the 

head of the goat, 

Aaron transfers Israel’s iniquities to the live goat. 

Such a literal “putting” and “bearing” of sin is a “magical transfer,” not a judicial solution. There is no 

court case here, there is a magical transfer and transportation. By “magic” I mean the physical 

manipulation of metaphysical forces or spiritual conditions. Sin here receives a naturalistic, not a moral, 

solution. There is only a blanket transference of sin; the action does not substitute for particular 

transgressors and does not adjudicate individual sins or sinners.141 

Although Azazel seems to have been the name of a demon, the goat sent to him is not a sacrifice 

requiring slaughter and blood manipulation; nor does it have the effect of a sacrifice in providing 

purification, expiation, and the like. The goat is simply the symbolic vehicle for dispatching Israel’s 

sins to the wilderness (16:21-22). … In P, the only fear evoked by impurity is its potential impact on the 

sanctuary.142. 
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The scapegoat comes closer to “embodying” sin, but it really is a sin-porter. Sacrifice and scapegoat 

utilize completely different kinds of metaphysical logic. There is no single category of “atoning 

substitution” into which these different OT rituals fit.143 

[16:21] That the text stresses that the hand-leaning rite is executed with both hands is the key to 

understanding the function of the Azazel goat. It is not a sacrifice, else the hand-leaning would have been 

performed with one hand (see at 1:4). The two-handed ceremonial instead serves a transference function: 

to convey, by confession, the sins of Israel onto the head of the goat.144 

The goat is not the vicarious substitute for Israel, because there is no indication that it was punished (e.g., 

put to death) or demonically attacked in Israel’s place. Instead of being an offering or a substitute, the 

goat is simply the vehicle to dispatch Israel’s impurities and sins to the wilderness/netherworld (v. 21). 

The banishment of evil to an inaccessible place is a form of elimination amply attested in the ancient 

Near East.145 

and sending it away into the wilderness by 

means of someone designated for the task. 

The live goat is driven into the wilderness, taking Israel’s iniquities away with it. 

Expulsion ritual (very common in Greek societies) is fundamentally different from sacrifice. … The 

sacrificial animal is pure; the scapegoat starts out as pure but impurity or “transgressions” are poured 

upon it. The scape-goat is not an offering at all but a sin-carrier, and once the sins or curse are 

transferred to it, it must be quickly driven out of the community. …   

Expulsion is the opposite of sacrifice in many ways; a curse-bearer is the opposite of a precious gift. 

Sacrifice is more theological, focused on a relationship to a deity, communicated through obeisance and 

repentance, while the scapegoat is more magical, retaining primitive ideas about the literal manipulation 

of metaphysical reality.146 

22 The goat shall bear on itself all their 

iniquities to a barren region; and the goat shall 

be set free in the wilderness. 

The live goat, carrying Israel’s iniquities, is set free in the wilderness. 

There is no single category of “atoning substitution” into which these different OT rituals fit. Neither 

sacrifice nor scapegoat involves punishment in Leviticus. Sacrifice is fundamentally meant to purify, first 

the Temple and then (by implication) people. Leading scholars on the subject of expulsion ritual 
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emphasize that the scapegoat “is in no way punished in place of the guilty. . . . Its task is confined to 

transport”, it is not a penal substitute. … 

We need to distinguish expulsion rituals from sacrifice. A sacrificial animal is a gift; a curse transmission 

victim is a sin-carrier, not a gift (would one offer a gift to a wilderness demon?). The sacrificial animal 

remains pure; the scapegoat starts out pure, but is made “utterly impure” and does not “rate as a 

sacrifice.”147 

 

Aaron changes from the clothes he wore inside the holy place 

Leviticus 16, NRSV Commentary 

23 Then Aaron shall enter the tent of meeting, 

and shall take off the linen vestments that he put 

on when he went into the holy place, and shall 

leave them there. 

Having atoned for the sanctuary and sent its uncleanness away, carried by a goat into the wilderness, 

Aaron changes his garments from those he wore behind the curtain. 

24 He shall bathe his body in water in a holy 

place, and put on his vestments. 

Aaron bathes and puts on his initial vestments. 

 

Aaron offers the burnt offerings for himself and the people 

Leviticus 16, NRSV Commentary 

Then he shall come out and offer his burnt 

offering and the burnt offering of the people, 

making atonement for himself and for the 

people. 

Aaron and the people then receive atonement through the burnt offering. 

Having atoned for the sanctuary and despatched the iniquities into the wilderness, Aaron turns his 

attention to the burnt offerings for himself and for the people. 

25 The fat of the sin offering he shall turn into 

smoke on the altar. 

The sin offering is burnt and becomes a burnt offering. 
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Closing instructions 

Leviticus 16, NRSV Commentary 

26 The one who sets the goat free for Azazel shall 

wash his clothes and bathe his body in water, and 

afterward may come into the camp. 

27 The bull of the sin offering and the goat of 

the sin offering, whose blood was brought in to 

make atonement in the holy place, shall be 

taken outside the camp; their skin and their flesh 

and their dung shall be consumed in fire.  

28 The one who burns them shall wash his 

clothes and bathe his body in water, and 

afterward may come into the camp. 

The goat sent [Azazel] is not an offering; it is not treated as a sacrifice, requiring slaughter, blood 

manipulation, and the like, nor does it have the effect of a sacrifice, namely, propitiation, expiation, and 

so on. Moreover, an animal laden with impurities would not be acceptable as an offering either to God or 

a demon (cf. v. 26).148 

 

Restatement of the appointed timing of the holy day 

Leviticus 16, NRSV Commentary 

29 This shall be a statute to you forever:  

In the seventh month, on the tenth day of the 

month, you shall deny yourselves, and shall do no 

work, neither the citizen nor the alien who resides 

among you. 

30 For on this day atonement shall be made for 

you, to cleanse you; from all your sins you shall 

be clean before the LORD.  

 

The people are addressed for the first time. Heretofore, they were referred to in the third person. 

Moreover, they played no part whatsoever in the sanctuary ritual. Even their offerings were not brought 

by them but by Aaron (see v. 5). Additionally, the entire ritual was addressed to Moses, who, in turn, was 

to impart it to Aaron but not directly to Israel (vv. 1-2). Thus this switch to second-person, direct address 

to Israel is the first of several signs that this and the following verse comprise an appendix to the text.149 

The ethical impulse attains its zenith in the great Day of Purgation, Yom Kippur. What originally was 

only a rite to purge the sanctuary has been expanded to include a rite to purge the people. … Moreover, 

another dimension was introduced that represented a more radical alteration. The scapegoat, which 

initially eliminated the sanctuary’s impurities, now became the vehicle of purging their source—the 

human heart. Provided that the people purge themselves through rites of penitence (16:29; 23:27, 29; 
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31 It is a sabbath of complete rest to you, and you 

shall deny yourselves; it is a statute forever. 

Num 29:7), the high priest would confess their released sins upon the head of the scapegoat and then 

dispatch it and its load of sins into the wilderness. Thus an initial widely attested purgation rite of the 

temple was broadened and transformed into an annual day for the collective catharsis of Israel. God 

would continue to reside with Israel because his temple and people were once again pure.150 

 

This is an everlasting statute 

Leviticus 16, NRSV Commentary 

32 The priest who is anointed and consecrated as 

priest in his father’s place shall make atonement, 

wearing the linen vestments, the holy vestments.  

33 He shall make atonement for the sanctuary, 

and he shall make atonement for the tent of 

meeting and for the altar, and he shall make 

atonement for the priests and for all the people 
of the assembly. 

34 This shall be an everlasting statute for you, to 

make atonement for the people of Israel once in 

the year for all their sins. And Moses did as the 

LORD had commanded him. 
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EXILIC ERA SOTERIOLOGY 

DEUTERONOMIC ACCOUNT OF THE COVENANT WITH MOSES 

Law Code 

Deuteronomy 26:16-19; 27:1-10 

Covenant ceremony 

Deuteronomy 27:11-26 

Blessings and Curses 

Deuteronomy 28:1-35, 38-62 

The torah 

Deuteronomy 31:9-12, 24-27 

The covenant with DAVID 

2 Samuel 7:12-13 

Security promised to David 

According to the Deuteronomistic covenant tradition, even when a king from the house of David goes 

wrong, the throne, the kingdom, and its capital, Jerusalem, remain secure—forever. The 

Deuteronomistic historian reminds us of this fact several times in his history.
151

 

Mosaic and Davidic Covenants 

According to the Dtr
1
 account, God appears to Solomon after he finishes building the Temple, and 

God repeats the Davidic covenant promises, adding that the Temple will last forever. He says: 

I have sanctified this house that you have built to set my name there forever, and my eyes and my 

heart will be there all the days.’ 

The exilic historian again was not prepared to cross out this eternal promise even though it obviously 

had failed—the Temple was lying in ruins. Instead, he buried it in the folds of the conditional Mosaic 

covenant.
152

 

Conditional and unconditional promises to David 

If we examine all of the passages that mention the Davidic covenant, we will find that all of the 

conditional passages spoke of the kings’ holding the throne of Israel. All of the unconditional 

passages spoke of the kings’ holding the throne. This petty difference of wording was not so petty to 

the writer. He had to deal with the historical fact that David’s family started out ruling the whole 

united kingdom of Israel, but that they had lost all of it except their own tribe of Judah. He therefore 

pictured the covenant promise to David to be partly conditional and partly unconditional. The throne 

of Judah in Jerusalem was unconditional. It was to belong to David’s descendants forever. But the 

throne of all Israel was to belong to them only if they were worthy. Which they were not. And so they 

lost it.
153

 

JEREMIAH’S SOTERIOLOGY:  
Promises and a replacement covenant 

I [the LORD] solemnly warned your ancestors when I brought them up out of the land of Egypt, 

warning them persistently, even to this day, saying, Obey my voice. Yet they did not obey or incline 
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their ear, but everyone walked in the stubbornness of an evil will. So I brought upon them all the 

words of this covenant, which I commanded them to do, but they did not.154 

------ 

This is what the LORD, the God of Israel, says: ‘Cursed is the man who does not obey the terms of 

this covenant—the terms I commanded your forefathers when I brought them out of Egypt’.155 

------ 

The house of Israel and the house of Judah have broken the covenant that I made with their ancestors. 

Therefore, thus says the LORD, assuredly I am going to bring disaster upon them that they cannot 

escape.156 

------ 

Therefore thus says the LORD: If you turn back, I will take you back.157 

------ 

For I [the LORD] will bring them back to their own land that I gave to their ancestors.158 

------ 

The days are surely coming, says the LORD, when I will raise up for David a righteous Branch, and 

he shall reign as king and deal wisely, and shall execute justice and righteousness in the land. In his 

days Judah will be saved and Israel will live in safety. And this is the name by which he will be 

called: “The LORD is our righteousness.”159 

------ 

They shall be carried to Babylon, and there they shall stay, until the day when I give attention to them, 

says the LORD. Then I will bring them up and restore them to this place.160 

------ 

The days are surely coming, says the LORD, when I will restore the fortunes of my people, Israel and 

Judah, says the LORD, and I will bring them back to the land that I gave to their ancestors and they 

shall take possession of it.161 

------ 

As for you, have no fear, my servant Jacob, says the LORD, 

and do not be dismayed, O Israel; 

for I am going to save you from far away, 

and your offspring from the land of their captivity. 

Jacob shall return and have quiet and ease, 

and no one shall make him afraid. 

For I am with you, says the LORD, to save you; 

I will make an end of all the nations 

among which I scattered you, 

but of you I will not make an end.162 

------ 

Thus says the LORD: 
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I am going to restore the fortunes of the tents of Jacob, 

and have compassion on his dwellings; 

the city shall be rebuilt upon its mound, 

and the citadel set on its rightful site.163 

------ 

And you shall be my people, 

and I will be your God.164 

------ 

Again I will build you, and you shall be built, 

O virgin Israel!165 

------ 

For thus says the LORD: 

Sing aloud with gladness for Jacob, 

and raise shouts for the chief of the nations; 

proclaim, give praise, and say, 

“Save, O LORD, your people, 

the remnant of Israel.” 

See, I am going to bring them from the land of the north, 

and gather them from the farthest parts of the earth.166 

------ 

He who scattered Israel will gather him, 

and will keep him as a shepherd a flock.167 

------ 

I will give the priests their fill of fatness, 

and my people shall be satisfied with my bounty, 

says the LORD.168 

------ 

Keep your voice from weeping, 

and your eyes from tears; 

for there is a reward for your work, 

says the LORD: 

they shall come back from the land of the enemy; 

there is hope for your future, 

says the LORD: 

your children shall come back to their own country.169 

------ 

Thus says the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel: Once more they shall use these words in the land of 

Judah and in its towns when I restore their fortunes: 

“The LORD bless you, O abode of righteousness, 

O holy hill!” 
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And Judah and all its towns shall live there together, and the farmers and those who wander with their 

flocks. 

I will satisfy the weary, 

and all who are faint I will replenish.170 

------ 

The days are surely coming, says the LORD, when I will make a new covenant with the house of 

Israel and the house of Judah. It will not be like the covenant that I made with their ancestors 

when I took them by the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt — a covenant that they broke, 

though I was their husband, says the LORD. But this is the covenant that I will make with the 

house of Israel after those days, says the LORD: I will put my law within them, and I will write it on 

their hearts; and I will be their God, and they shall be my people. No longer shall they teach one 

another, or say to each other, “Know the LORD,” for they shall all know me, from the least of them to 

the greatest, says the LORD; for I will forgive their iniquity, and remember their sin no more.171 

------ 

I will make an everlasting covenant with them, never to draw back from doing good to them; and I 

will put the fear of me in their hearts, so that they may not turn from me. I will rejoice in doing good 

to them, and I will plant them in this land in faithfulness, with all my heart and all my soul. 

For thus says the LORD: Just as I have brought all this great disaster upon this people, so I will bring 

upon them all the good fortune that I now promise them. Fields shall be bought in this land of which 

you are saying, It is a desolation, without human beings or animals; it has been given into the hands of 

the Chaldeans. Fields shall be bought for money, and deeds shall be signed and sealed and witnessed, 

in the land of Benjamin, in the places around Jerusalem, and in the cities of Judah, of the hill country, 

of the Shephelah, and of the Negeb; for I will restore their fortunes, says the LORD.172 

------ 

Thus says the LORD, the God of Israel, concerning the houses of this city and the houses of the kings 

of Judah that were torn down. … I am going to bring it recovery and healing; I will heal them and 

reveal to them abundance of prosperity and security. I will restore the fortunes of Judah and the 

fortunes of Israel, and rebuild them as they were at first. I will cleanse them from all the guilt of their 

sin against me, and I will forgive all the guilt of their sin and rebellion against me. And this city shall 

be to me a name of joy.173 

------ 

I will restore the fortunes of the land as at first, says the LORD.174 

------ 

The days are surely coming, says the LORD, when I will fulfill the promise I made to the house of 

Israel and the house of Judah. In those days and at that time I will cause a righteous Branch to spring 

up for David; and he shall execute justice and righteousness in the land. In those days Judah will be 

saved and Jerusalem will live in safety.175 

------ 

For thus says the LORD: David shall never lack a man to sit on the throne of the house of Israel, and 

the levitical priests shall never lack a man in my presence to offer burnt offerings, to make grain 

offerings, and to make sacrifices for all time.176 
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------ 

Thus says the LORD: If any of you could break my covenant with the day and my covenant with the 

night, so that day and night would not come at their appointed time, only then could my covenant with 

my servant David be broken, so that he would not have a son to reign on his throne, and my covenant 

with my ministers the Levites. Just as the host of heaven cannot be numbered and the sands of the sea 

cannot be measured, so I will increase the offspring of my servant David, and the Levites who 

minister to me.177 

------ 

Thus says the LORD: Only if I had not established my covenant with day and night and the 

ordinances of heaven and earth, would I reject the offspring of Jacob and of my servant David and not 

choose any of his descendants as rulers over the offspring of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. For I will 

restore their fortunes, and will have mercy upon them.178 

------ 

Thus says the LORD, the God of Israel: I myself made a covenant with your ancestors when I brought 

them out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of slavery. … But your ancestors did not listen to me 

or incline their ears to me. You yourselves recently repented and did what was right in my sight … 

but then you turned around and profaned my name. … Therefore, thus says the LORD: … I am going 

to grant a release to you, says the LORD — a release to the sword, to pestilence, and to famine.179 

------ 

In those days and in that time, says the LORD, the people of Israel shall come, they and the people 

of Judah together; they shall come weeping as they seek the LORD their God. They shall ask the 

way to Zion, with faces turned toward it, and they shall come and join themselves to the LORD by 

an everlasting covenant that will never be forgotten.180 

DEUTERONOMISTIC SOTERIOLOGY 

Deuteronomy’s code of laws 

It included, first of all, the code of laws at the core of the book of Deuteronomy. The law code takes 

up about half of the book, chapters 12-26. … Also, it regularly refers to the well-being of the 

Levites.
181

 

Deuteronomy and returning to the Covenant 

Because the outlook of the book comes from the seventh century B.C. and not the thirteenth, the Book 

of Deuteronomy’s teaching does not center so much on warning against dangers ahead as it does on 

returning to the covenant and learning to be more faithful than their parents and grandparents had 

been through the years.182 

EZEKIEL’S SOTERIOLOGY: Regeneration and restoration 

Ezekiel promised regeneration and restoration of the people 

[The book of Ezekiel] is divided into two equal sections of twenty-four chapters each. The first part 

deals with the siege and fall of Jerusalem and the destruction of the State, while the latter part is 

devoted to the regeneration of the people.183 

------ 
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Like his predecessors, Ezekiel predicted not only the return from the Babylonian exile and the 

rebuilding of the Temple, but also the ultimate redemption and regeneration of Israel in a distant age 

in the future.184 

Ezekiel saw the temple of the future and the new order in the restored Israel 

In the concluding section, chapters xl-xlviii [40=48], Ezekiel draws a design of the Temple, the 

sacrificial worship, the people and the land in the new era which will follow the overthrow of Gog. In 

a vision, the prophet finds himself transported to a very high mountain in Jerusalem where he beholds 

the Temple in the process of being rebuilt. An angel who measures the outer and inner courts, the 

buildings of the Temple and their annexes, acts as his guide and interpreter. … [Ezekiel] is instructed 

to furnish the people with a complete plan of the Temple and its services.185 

------ 

The vision of the Temple of the future is a natural corollary to the prophecy concerning the final 

restoration of Israel. As Moses was shown a plan of the Tabernacle and King David one of the 

Temple, which were to serve as models for the Sanctuaries to be subsequently built, so was Ezekiel 

shown a complete plan of the Sanctuary to be restored.186 

The sacrifices prescribed to Ezekiel differ from those mentioned in the Pentateuch 

The text of the concluding chapters, dealing with the Temple of the future, presents almost 

insurmountable difficulties. The types and number of sacrifices prescribed there differ from those 

mentioned in the Pentateuch; and there are many innovations which, according to the accepted law, 

are normally beyond the authority of a prophet to institute.187 

The closing chapters of Ezekiel present almost impossible difficulties 

These closing chapters present almost insuperable difficulties. They contain discrepancies, 

contradictions with Pentateuchal laws, and terms which do not occur elsewhere. … Had it not been 

for Rabbi Chanina ben Hezekiah, who explained several of these difficulties, the Book of Ezekiel 

would have been excluded from the Scriptural canon. … [Rabbi David] Kimchi questions the 

soundness of Rashi’s interpretation on several grounds, but offers no alternative. He concludes his 

comment by remarking that no satisfactory explanation can be given of the measurements of the 

future Temple, and he quotes the Rabbinic statement that only the prophet Elijah will solve all the 

problems involved.188 

------ 

Chananiah, a Rabbi of the first century CE., must have written an extensive commentary on Ezekiel. 

… Yet. despite this Rabbi’s efforts at harmonization, many divergences were detected between the 

Book and the Mosaic code which baffled all attempts at reconciliation.189 

The bookof Ezekiel was almost excluded from the canon 

The Talmud reveals the fact that the Book of Ezekiel was at one time in danger of being suppressed 

and excluded from the Scriptural canon. … Had it not been for [Chananiah son of Hezekiah], the 

Book of Ezekiel would have been withdrawn, because its words seem to contradict the teachings of 

the Torah.190 
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SECOND ISAIAH’S SOTERIOLOGY: Consolation; Major shifts 

Isaiah 40-55 comes from the Exilic period 

The exilic composition Isaiah 40-55 takes its place among a number of writings of the time that 

struggle with the question of how to make theological sense out of the devastating events that had led 

to banishment of much of the population from the Jewish homeland.191 

Isaiah 51-55 announces deliverance from Exile 

The overarching theme that binds together Isaiah 51-55 is the announcement of God’s deliverance of 

his people from their bondage in exile.192 

------ 

Isaiah 51-55 presents a fairly coherent “story” of God’s redemption of his people out of bondage in 

exile and the proclamation of a new exodus.193 

Second Isaiah is the “Book of Consolation” 

Chapters 40-55 of Isaiah are often called the “Book of Consolation” because the prophet offers no 

judgment and condemnation of Israel, but only a message of trust and confident hope that God is 

about to end the exile. These chapters have long been recognized as a single work that has its own 

special style, much different from the sharper words spoken by the earlier Isaiah of Jerusalem in 

chapters 1-39.194 

------ 

Yahweh invites the people, whose sin had forced a painful but temporary separation, to a new 

marriage, marked by God’s everlasting love and compassion (54:4-8). 

The literary forms that convey and support these arguments are noteworthy: (1) Salvation promises or 

announcements head the list. They feature commands to rejoice or fear not (41:10; 43:1); guarantees 

of divine help, “I will” (41:10; 43:5; 55:3); declarations of the results of God’s activity (41:11-12, 15-

16a; 43:2; 44:3-5; 54:4); and, at times, statements of God’s basic aim in all this — “you shall rejoice 

in the LORD” (41:16); “so that they might declare my praise” (43:21); “this one will say, ‘I am the 

LORD’S” (44:5). (2) Hymns celebrate both the salvation promised and the Savior who makes the 

promises; they feature calls to praise, usually followed by lines that give reasons for the praise (42:10-

13; 44:23; 49:13). Another form of hymn uses relative clauses (participles in Heb.) to describe God’s 

activities as Creator and Redeemer.
195

 

The message of Second Isaiah must have functioned as an inspiration 

Rather than offering a blueprint for reconstruction to the exiles upon their return, the message of 

Second Isaiah and its image of the Servant of the Lord must have functioned as an inspiration to 

envision new possibilities, to dream new dreams, to try new possibilities.196 

Isaiah 51-55 is composed of three major units 

Three major units compose Isaiah 51-55: The first division announces God’s promise of deliverance 

for his captive people (51:1-52:12). The central section speaks of the role of the “Servant” in effecting 

this deliverance (52:1-53:12). The final unit (54:1-55:13) gives further assurances of deliverance and 

calls on God’s people to return to him.197 

The four Songs identified 

B. Duhm in his commentary on the Book of Isaiah [w]as the first scholar to isolate a series of four 

Songs (Isa. 42:1-4; 49:1-6; 50:4-9; 52:13-53:12) from the surrounding material. … 
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In their final form the Songs are a clearly defined group of texts. … 

There are also clear indications in content that the fourth Song looks back to the third. The third Song 

[is] spoken by the Servant himself. … 

So Isaiah 53 [the Fourth Song] is, in a way, a commentary, especially on the third Song. But it 

presupposes an already developed situation: The Servant has been killed (so it seems) and the 

speakers are left alone, looking back and only now discerning the relevance of all that had been going 

on before their eyes.198 

Isaiah 52:13-53:12 describes the new way God was opening up to Israel 

The fourth Servant Song (52:13-53:12) is a part of Second Isaiah’s description of the new way God 

was opening up to Israel after the old way had failed to lead them to their divinely intended destiny as 

witnesses of God’s will and salvation to the nations.199 

Isaiah 53 is a eulogy commemorating the life of Second Isaiah 

The author of Isaiah 53 uses both sacrificial and scapegoat metaphors. In fact, Second Isaiah seems to 

conflate scapegoat and sacrificial themes. … It is likely that Isaiah 53 was written by the followers of 

Second Isaiah after his death, and after they came to a chastened awareness of his suffering and of the 

significance of his life. Isaiah 53 describes a man wounded and suffering for others, bringing healing 

to others (vv. 4-6), justification to many (v. 11).200 

So many questions that could be asked 

There are many questions which could be asked: Who is the Servant? Israel? Remnant Israel? Israel 

of the future as opposed to Israel of the past? A prophet? The prophet Deutero-Isaiah? A revivified 

figure of the past, such as Moses? Who are the “we”? The gentile kings? Israel? Is the Servant as a 

“guilt offering”? Or … a noncultic responsibility to discharge guilt? Does the language about the 

Servant’s grave refer to a literal death, or have we to do with metaphor?201 

The nation’s infirmities and diseases are already lifted from the afflicted community 

I shall use [Isaiah] 53:4 as a point of entry into this question: “Surely he has borne our infirmities and 

carried our diseases.” Infirmities and diseases lie at the heart of the crisis, for they have 

accumulated without relief or cure to the point of dragging the nation to the brink of extinction. … 

What happens when a people is stumbling toward extinction under the burden of its sin-induced 

infirmities and diseases, and the traditional institutions of sacrifice and atonement have proven 

ineffectual to relieve them of their sin and guilt? What can be done about these infirmities and 

diseases? The surprising answer given in 53:4 is that they have already been lifted from the afflicted 

community by the Servant: “Surely he has borne our infirmities and carried our diseases.”202 

The Servant is not a scapegoat or a substitute; The Servant breaks the bondage 
destroying the people 

The statement that points to the reason why one human’s suffering can atone for the sin of other 

humans: “The Lord has laid on him the iniquity of us all.” What the people witness in the sufferings 

of the Servant is the Lord’s doing. This is certainly a daring new proposition. 

A daring proposition to be sure, but what is to distinguish such sacrifice of a human being by God 

from sadism, or child abuse writ large? 

The clue to the answer to this difficult question is found in vv. 10 and 11: “through him the will of the 

Lord shall prosper ... he shall find satisfaction through his knowledge. The righteous one, my servant, 

shall make many righteous.” 
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What is being described is not a scapegoat loaded with the iniquity of the people and then 

slaughtered capriciously as a substitute. Rather, we encounter one who, having identified his 

human will with divine redemptive purpose, enters into solidarity with a people at their nadir point, 

in their guilt-ridden disease, and acts in partnership with God to break the bondage that is 

destroying them. The result is that they are shocked to their senses, accept the divine gift of 

healing, and thus are restored to the righteousness that enables them to carry on their vocation as 

God’s people.203 

Does the word Vicarious mean “substitute” or “alongside”? 

We have to raise the question as to what we mean by the word “vicarious.” In English, the term is 

unfortunately ambiguous; my Oxford English Dictionary understands it, firstly, … to mean someone 

who acts as a substitute; in theological contexts, this is generally interpreted in terms of Christ 

suffering in the place of sinners. … 

This is how Isaiah 53 has traditionally been understood. But there is a second definition in my 

dictionary, which takes the word to refer to an action “performed or achieved by ... one person on 

behalf of another,” and so to mean someone who acts as a representative. … 

The point made by Orlinsky and Whybray is not that the Servant does not suffer, but that he does not 

suffer instead of others (as their substitute); rather, he suffers alongside them (as their representative). 

They point to the fact that in Isaiah 40:2, Israel is said to have suffered “double for all her sins”; if that 

passage is relevant to Isaiah 53, and if the speakers in that chapter are understood to be Israel, as 

seems most probable, then the Servant cannot be said to have suffered instead of Israel. There is no 

question of the guilty onlookers getting away scot-free. This cannot, then, be “substitutionary” 

suffering.204 

“Restoration” and “forgiveness” need not be interpreted in terms of “substitution 

We still have to explain v. 5b: 

upon him was the punishment that made us whole, 

and by his bruises we are healed, 

… and the statement in v. 10 that the righteous one will make many righteous. There is no doubt that 

the sufferings of the Servant are understood here, both in the Hebrew and in the LXX texts, to have 

had atoning power, even though the text of v. 10 is uncertain and obscure. It is no longer simply that 

the sins of others have caused the Servant to suffer: now his sufferings lead in turn to their restoration 

and forgiveness. Once again, however, there is no need to interpret this in terms of “substitution”: 

there are many ways in which the sufferings of one person can save a whole community.205 

Isaiah 53 is better described as representative suffering rather than as vicarious 
suffering 

The meaning of Isaiah 53 is by no means as obvious as Christians have often assumed. In addition, 

the Hebrew is, to say the least, difficult: much of it is obscure or unintelligible, and the Septuagint, 

like the Targum, often seems to say something rather different. Taken together, these facts may 

explain to some extent why there is so little reference to the idea of “vicarious suffering” in Judaism, 

and why the Christian community was so slow to exploit this passage. … What we have in Isaiah 53 

is much better described as representative suffering rather than vicarious suffering: as inclusive place-

taking rather than exclusive place-taking.206 

The Servant was wounded because of their transgressions, not as a substitute 

He was wounded for our transgressions, 

crushed for our iniquities. [Isaiah 53:5] … 

The most natural meaning, in both [the Hebrew and Greek] languages, is that the transgressions and 

sins are understood to be causal: 
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He was wounded because of our transgressions, 

crushed because of our iniquities.... 

In other words, the Servant suffered as a result of the sins of others. This is certainly not vicarious in 

the substitutionary sense. It could be said of the Jews who perished in the Holocaust, that they were 

wounded because of Hitler’s transgressions, crushed as a result of his iniquities. In other words, it was 

his wickedness which led to their suffering. The Servant’s sufferings were also the result of the 

misdemeanors of others. In his case, however, we do not have someone who suffers instead of his 

guilty compatriots, but rather someone who shares in their sufferings, even though he himself, unlike 

them, is innocent.207 

The Servant represented the people who were also suffering 

What of a statement such as we find in v. 4, that the Servant bore our infirmities and carried our 

diseases, or in v. 12, that he bore the sin of many? Once again, if we remember that the Servant was 

not the only person to be suffering, these statements read rather differently from the way in which 

they are normally interpreted. The so-called Servant did not escape suffering, even though he was 

innocent; on the contrary, he seems to have borne the brunt of the suffering. The suffering which he 

endured belonged by right to his people. What we have is not “vicarious suffering,” if by that we 

mean substitutionary suffering the anomalous “exclusive place-taking” which is without parallel in 

Old Testament thought; rather we have an example of “inclusive place-taking” or of what we in 

English normally term “representation.”  

The Servant becomes a living sign of the depths to which God’s love goes to rescue a 
people 

It is obviously important to the prophet [Second Isaiah] that this Servant is not just any guilt-ridden 

mortal, but one suited for this daunting task by uncommon qualities, summarized in the Lord’s 

description in 53:11, “the righteous one, my servant.” The Servant, faithful, obedient, and open daily 

to the Lord’s instruction, becomes a living sign of the depths to which God’s love goes in order to 

rescue a people yearning to return (see Hos. 6:1-2) but so hopelessly lost that all other means of 

redemption have failed.208 

CONTRASTS BETWEEN THE GREEK AND HEBREW OF ISA 53 

Two textual traditions of Isaiah 53 

Why, if Isaiah 53 describes an individual redeemer, does the New Testament quote extensively from 

Isaiah 53, but never from the two key verses that sound most like atonement language, vv. 10-11? …  

No quotations exist. This fact, along with the collective interpretation, has been used by some scholars 

to argue that neither Isaiah 53 nor the earliest Christian proclamation viewed the deaths of the Servant 

or of Jesus Christ as events that atoned for sin. Instead, according to this view, atonement theology 

related to Jesus arose only in later layers of New Testament tradition such as 1 Peter 2:24. 

This debate, however, has not sufficiently recognized that the above two views rest on two different 

textual traditions of Isaiah 53, one Hebrew and the other Greek. A few scholars have pointed out that 

there are differences in the two- versions — that the language of the Hebrew Masoretic Text (MT) of 

Isaiah 53, particularly in vv. 10-11, is more Christian-friendly and leans more toward atonement 

theology than the sometimes periphrastic translation of the Hebrew in the Greek version used by the 

early church, the Septuagint (LXX).209 
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The Greek Septuagint (LXX) is about 1000 years older than the Hebrew Masoretic Text 
(MT) 

The Greek text of Isaiah 53, represented by the LXX, [is] the oldest known Greek translation of the 

Hebrew (third—second centuries B.C.E.), and the Hebrew [Masoretic Text (MT)] … [is from the] 

fifth—tenth centuries C.E.210 

The LXX and the Hebrew MT hold different views on the Servant’s fate 

At crucial points, the LXX translators chose grammar, syntax, or vocabulary that reveals a divergent 

theological presupposition and consequently a different view of the fate of the Lord’s Servant 

compared to the Hebrew versions.211 

Significant differences in the traditions 

The LXX tends to follow Qumran more than it follows the MT where the two Hebrew traditions 

differ. However, none of these textual variants is theologically significant. … 

But in most of the instances in which the LXX agrees with neither Qumran nor the MT, the LXX’s 

differences with both Hebrew traditions are major and represent a significant difference in meaning 

compared to the Hebrew. … 

Major differences appear only in the LXX’s Greek translation as compared to all three Hebrew 

versions. The Qumran textual variants, therefore, generally speaking, are actually much closer to the 

MT than to the LXX.212 

Entirely different meanings given in Isaiah 53:11b 

The LXX, through … grammatical and syntactical changes, has given Isaiah 53:11b an entirely 

different meaning. The resulting sense is: “the Lord desires ... to vindicate the righteous one who 

serves the many well.” The sense of the Hebrew differs radically: “the righteous one, my servant, will 

justify [give righteousness to] the many.” The LXX has made the Lord’s vindication of the Servant 

and his righteousness the dominant theme in v. 11b, not the Servant’s justification of sinners.213 

At Isaiah 43:4b, oppression comes from different sources 

In [Isaiah 53:4b], the MT has: “And we considered him stricken, and smitten by God, and afflicted 

[bowed down, humbled].” The LXX omits the reference to God: “And we considered him to be in 

distress and under a stroke (of misfortune) and under oppression.” The final word in the LXX 

suggests violent opposition by men, as opposed to humbling affliction allowed by God according to 

the final word of the Hebrew. At this early stage in Isaiah 53, the LXX has removed any suggestion of 

divine intent in the Servant’s misfortune. It has portrayed the prophet and the people of Israel as 

sympathetic to the Servant’s oppression by others rather than assuming divine retribution in that 

suffering.214 

Isaiah 53:8a (LXX) shifts the focus from the actions of the wicked to the justice that 
has been denied 

Verse 8a [of] … the Hebrew has: “By coercion/restraint and by judgment he [the Servant] was taken 

away.” The LXX, however, instead of “coercion”, has “humiliation. This shifts the focus of the 

sentence from the coercive actions of wicked people who have held the Servant for judgment to the 

humiliating effect of those actions on the Servant. The LXX then drops the conjunction “and” and 

adds the pronoun “his” to “judgment.” This changes the connotation of “judgment” to “justice.” The 

LXX then reads: “By humiliation his justice was taken away.” The LXX has shifted its attention from 

the coercive, judgmental actions of the Servant’s oppressors (Hebrew) to the justice they have denied 

him. And since justice has been denied the Servant, he is in need of vindication by the Lord.215 
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Considerable doubt that the LXX described the Servant’s death 

The LXX [of Isaiah 9-11b] casts considerable doubt, however, on whether the LXX translators saw in 

the Hebrew text of v. 8 and following a prophecy of the Servant’s death. …  

The Hebrew of v. 9 translates: “[9a] And he [the Servant] will make his grave with the wicked and 

with the rich in his death, [9b] although he did no wrong, and no deceit was in his mouth.” Despite the 

Servant’s innocence, his oppressors execute and bury him like a criminal. …  

The resulting LXX translation of Isaiah 53:9a differs significantly from the thought of the Hebrew 

texts: “And I (the Lord) will give [hand over] the wicked instead of his [the Servant’s] grave and the 

rich instead of his [the Servant’s] death, because he did no wrong.” The LXX takes the innocence and 

righteousness of the Servant as the cause of the Lord’s vindication of him. The Lord, not the Servant, 

renders justice apparently by substituting the wicked and the rich for the Servant at the point that he 

is about to die at their hands. The LXX, unlike the Hebrew, understands the Servant to have been 

led to the verge of death but not subjected to it. The softer expressions of the LXX in v. 8b — “led” 

to death, not “stricken,” and “lifted up from the earth,” not “cut off from the realm of the living” — 

prepare the reader for the more definitive language of v. 9 to the effect that the Servant did not die.216 

LXX of Isaiah 53:10a and the Hebrew present alternative views of the Servant’s fate 

The LXX’s alternative view of the Servant’s fate continues. In v. 10a the Hebrew has: “And the Lord 

desires to bruise/crush him; he will make (him) suffer and he will pierce/profane him”. But the LXX 

reads: “And the Lord desires to cleanse/purge him of the plague (of misfortune). The effect of the 

LXX’s translation is to avoid identifying the Servant’s suffering with the Lord’s will. The Lord wants 

to save the Servant from his unjust suffering, not add to it by allowing him to die for some special 

cause.217 

At the LXX of Isaiah 53:10c-11a, the Lord desires to cut short the Servant’s suffering 

The LXX’s rendering of vv. 10c—11a accomplishes the same purpose. The Hebrew reads: “[10c] 

And the desire of the Lord will prosper in his [the Servant’s] hand. [11a] After the agony of his soul 

he will see (Q adds: light and) he will be satisfied.” [11b] By his knowledge …” The LXX, however, 

reads very differently: “[10c] And the Lord desires to take away [11a] from the agony of his soul, to 

show light to him and to fill [him] with understanding....” In the LXX the Lord wants to cut short the 

Servant’s suffering, not allowing it to finish its course and result in his execution.218 

At 53:10b of the LXX, the sacrifice offering applies to the wicked people, not to the 
Lord 

The Hebrew [of Isaiah 53:10b] has: “If [=although] you (the Lord) make his soul an offering, he will 

see offspring; and (Q) he will prolong [his] days.” The LXX in contrast reads: “If you [plural, the 

wicked] give an offering, your [plural] soul will see offspring long-lived.” The LXX has altered the 

singular forms of the verb and pronoun (you/his) to plurals (you/your). This makes the action of 

offering a sacrifice apply not to the Lord who offers the Servant, but to the wicked people who have 

caused the Servant to suffer (cf. “the wicked,” 53:9a). They must offer sacrifices for their sin of 

persecuting the Servant if they want to see their families prosper in the future.219 

The LXX created a significantly different theology 

The LXX has created a significantly different theology of the Servant in Isaiah 53:8-11 as compared 

to the Hebrew. In the Hebrew the righteous one, the Lord’s Servant, gives righteousness to the many 

through a divinely intended sacrificial death inflicted on him by wicked people. The LXX, in contrast, 

lacks the sacrificial overtones of the Hebrew text and the divine sanction it places on the Servant’s 

suffering. But it does more than this. It has a different view of the Servant’s fate. In the LXX the Lord 
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vindicates the righteous one who serves the many well by cutting short his agony and saving him from 

death at the hands of wicked people.220 

 

 

The translation shows the major differences 

between the LXX and the Hebrew in bold type 
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The LXX of Isaiah 53:9-11 represents a different view of the Servant’s fate 

The LXX version of Isaiah 53:9-11 is more than a paraphrase. It represents a different view of the fate 

of the Servant.221 

Only the Hebrew version of Isaiah 53:9-11 describes the death of the Messiah 

[Isaiah 53:] 9-11 … in the LXX have nothing in them to support the death and resurrection of the 

messianic Servant of the Lord. Only the Hebrew text describes the death of the Messiah and alludes 

to his resurrection.222 

Hebrews 53:3-4 provide the clue on the sin-bearing work of the Servant 

How, then, does the LXX view the sin-bearing work of the Servant in Isaiah 53? 

Verses 3-4 hold the clue: 

Isaiah 53:3-4 (Hebrew) Isaiah 53:3-4 (LXX) 

[3] He was despised and rejected by men, and 

(Q) a man of sorrows (anguish, pain) and 

acquainted with weakness. Like one from whom 

men hid their faces, he was despised (Q and we 

despised him), and we did not esteem him.  

[4] Thus he bore our weaknesses, and he carried 

our sorrows [anguishes, pains]. And we 

considered him stricken, and (Q) smitten by 

God, and afflicted. 

[3] Instead his appearance was despised, 

inferior to that of all men, a man under a blow 

[of misfortune] and knowing how to endure 

weakness, for his face was rejected and despised 

and not esteemed. 

[4] This one bears our sins and suffers pain for 

our sakes, and we considered him to be in 

distress and under a blow [of misfortune] and 

under oppression. 

The LXX translation … understands the cause of the misfortunes, sufferings, and weaknesses of the 

Servant to be the people’s sins, not their weaknesses as such or the Servant’s own sins or 

weaknesses. 

 … The LXX views the people as more sympathetic to the Servant. In the LXX the people don’t 

consider the Servant stricken by God. … They consider him to be under a blow of misfortune from 

oppressors. …  

The Servant’s oppressors singled him out from among the people for punishment or persecution, and 

the people identify with him and feel his pain. His sufferings bring them back to their senses, for his 

sufferings convict them of their sins. 

The LXX, in contrast to the Hebrew, understands the Servant’s bearing the sins of the many to have 

been accomplished not through a sacrificial death, but through humiliating sufferings and denial of 

justice with which the people identify and which stopped short of death. 

This does not alter the fact that the LXX can be read from a Christian perspective to support Christ’s 

sacrificial death for sins — except in vv. 9a and 10-11b. Philip does (Acts 8:32-35=Isa. 53:7-8). 

Peter does (1 Pet. 2:24=Isa. 53:5). And Paul does (Rom. 4:25a=Isa. 53:12f., cf. 5a). 

But they never quote from or allude to the LXX of vv. 9-11b, except v. 9b to describe the sinlessness 

of Christ or of his redeemed people (1 Pet. 2:22; 1 John 3:5b; Rev. 14:5). Why? Because vv. 9a and 

10-11b in the LXX rewrite the outcome of the Servant’s suffering, excising his sacrificial death and 

therefore his implied resurrection. 223 
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IS THERE A CHRISTIAN APPLICATION? 

The LXX does not provide support for the Christian doctrine of atonement 

Taken in context, the LXX translators stopped short of seeing in the Servant’s actions an atoning 

sacrificial death. … They chose grammar, syntax, and vocabulary at strategic points, especially in vv. 

9a and 10-11b, that painted a different picture of the Servant. We cannot, therefore, expect to find 

allusions to Isaiah 53:9a or 10—11b in the New Testament in support of the Christian gospel by 

looking to the LXX. … 

The Christian doctrine of atonement rests upon an understanding of Isaiah 53 that is fully preserved 

only in the Hebrew versions.224 

Isaiah may be read as applying to Jesus Christ, but not exclusively 

Isaiah 53, with all of its rich imagery, may be read as an elaborate prefiguration of Jesus Christ. Of 

course such meanings were not current in ancient Israel in the sixth, fifth, or fourth centuries B.C.E.; 

they are readings of Isaiah 53 which are distinctively Christian. But Christian liturgy and theology 

would be greatly impoverished without such uses of Isaiah 53. 

Isaiah 53 need not be used exclusively christologically, however. The portrayal of the nameless 

Servant can also profitably be read as prefiguration of Christian disciples. Christians are taught, after 

all, to bear the cross. Cannot the entirety of the Christian community be seen figuratively as the 

Servant of Isaiah 53? Are not all Christians called upon to bear the pains of others, to suffer 

chastisement that makes others whole? Are Christians not called to be willing to be led to slaughter 

without protest, to be cut off from the land of the living, to be stricken for the sins of others?225 

------ 

Did Jesus interpret his own mission in terms of Isaiah 53? 

One way of proceeding is to begin by considering the question of the authenticity of the teaching 

attributed to Jesus by our evangelists. If one takes a somewhat negative approach to that question, 

then one is almost bound to come to a negative conclusion regarding his use of Isaiah 53 … because 

they are not considered to be authentic words of Jesus. 

The method [Morna Hooker] adopted forty years ago was to give the material the benefit of the doubt 

and to treat it as authentic. … I [Morna Hooker] came to a negative conclusion, in spite of including 

everything: but my negative results were not based on negative assumptions regarding authenticity.226 

If this is a correct interpretation, then what is being said in this chapter is, first of all, that the Servant 

suffers as a result of the sins of others. The onlookers thought him guilty, but now that he has been 

vindicated by God, they realize that he was innocent. He suffered, not because of his own sins, but 

because of theirs. If we forget our Christian presuppositions, and read the text in that light, it comes 

across in a new and interesting way.227 

Jesus did not model himself on the Servant of Isaiah 53 

I [Morna Hooker] suggest, then, that the reason that Jesus did not model himself on the so-called 

suffering Servant of Isaiah 53 was because it was by no means the obvious passage of scripture to 

which he would turn. 

During his ministry, he proclaimed the forgiving love of God, which welcomed repentant sinners back 

without condition: particular acts of “atonement” were apparently unnecessary. As he faced death, he 

appears to have seen his role in terms of the one like a son of man in Daniel 7, who stood for the 

righteous saints, persecuted because of their faithfulness to God. 
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The Psalms, too, provided a description of what happened to those who were faithful to God; Isaiah 

53 may have been part of this pattern, but apparently added nothing to it.  

And beyond death, Jesus trusted in God for vindication, in accordance with the promise contained in 

all these Old Testament texts. 

If Mark 10:45 and 14:24 are authentic sayings, then it seems that Jesus may have seen his death as an 

event comparable to the Exodus, bringing into existence a new people of God: certainly this seems to 

have been the way in which all the evangelists interpreted it (see Matt. 20:28; 26:28f.; Luke 9:31; 

22:24-30; John 18:28; 19:33). There was, in a sense, no need for him to link his death specifically 

with the notion of atonement for sin. It was his followers who took that step, because it corresponded 

with their experience of forgiveness.228 

The passage from Isaiah being read by the Eunuch (Acts 8:32-33) 

The passage of scripture which the eunuch was reading was, as Hooker notes, a verbatim quotation of 

a Greek version of Isaiah 53:7-8: 

“As a sheep led to the slaughter or a lamb before its shearer is dumb, so he opens not 

his mouth. In his humiliation, justice was denied him. Who can describe his 

descendants? For his life is taken up from the earth” (Acts 8:32-33). 

As Hooker points out, the passage quoted here takes up just after the reference to the Servant’s 

vicarious suffering and ends just before a similar note in Isaiah 53:8. The passage as it stands in Acts 

tends rather to emphasize the “humiliation” of the unnamed sufferer and perhaps also his 

vindication.229 

In the task of evangelising, the average layperson does not need to know 

In the task of evangelizing the Greek-speaking world that didn’t know Hebrew, the writers of the New 

Testament could use only their Greek Bibles. But the message they told out of Isaiah 53 was 

preserved more in the Hebrew texts than in the Greek translation. 

When the early Christians wanted to tell the message of Christ’s sacrificial death using vv. 10-1.1b, 

they could not quote the Greek. They could only allude to the Hebrew. 

A similar state of affairs exists in modern translations today. Most major English translations of Isaiah 

53 follow the Hebrew more than the Greek text where they differ, especially in vv. 9a and 10-11b. But 

the average layperson doesn’t know that and doesn’t need to know it.230 
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PART 2: JESUS’ EARLIEST 
FOLLOWERS MAKE CHANGES 

 

 

 

 

Christian teaching about Jesus does not 
follow a simple evolutionary pattern.  

(Beyond Belief, Elaine Pagels, page 45) 
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MULTIPLE BELIEFS 

Multiple explanations of how Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection achieved atonement 

How did the events of Jesus’s life, death, and resurrection bring this about? What is the means by 

which this reconciliation became possible? As we will see as the book unfolds, there are many ways 

these questions have been answered—multiple metaphors, images, and explanatory accounts of how 

this reconciliation has been brought about. But over the years atonement has gained a much narrower 

meaning, in reference to a certain way that reconciliation has been accomplished. It has its roots 

historically in St. Anselm and his work Cur Deus Homo? in the eleventh century. His basic model of 

“satisfaction”—of Christ satisfying God’s justice on behalf of humans—came to dominate the 

tradition.231 

A host of ways have been used to describe the work of Christ 

There have been throughout Christianity, beginning with the New Testament record, a host of ways in 

which the work of Christ has been described. Robert Hughes refers to being “embarrassed by an 

abundance of riches” in a consideration of atonement writ large. He finds twenty-one “root 

metaphors” that he groups into three large categories: incarnational, messianic, and atonement-center 

(in the narrower focus on Jesus’s death and resurrection). In spite of these riches, the Christian faith 

continues to be perceived in the narrower caricature of a God who engineered a violent solution to the 

woes of mankind.232 

------ 

There is no one “biblical view of atonement” but a host of meanings applied to Jesus’s death and 

resurrection.233 

A wide variety of approaches in the New Testament and in the following centuries 

While systematic theologies eventually emerged, a wide variety of approaches is apparent not only in 

the New Testament but also in the centuries that followed.234 

------ 

It is impossible here to provide a complete history of interpretations of salvation or the cross in 

Christian history. Even a cursory review would not do justice to the wide variety of traditions that 

have developed around Christian convictions that God in Christ was saving the world from sin and its 

consequences.235 

A plethora of Christianities 

A review of Christianity in the early centuries reveals a plethora of Christianities. It was this diversity 

that instigated debates among bishops and theologians over who, exactly, Christ was, particularly with 

regard to his humanity and divinity. While the nature and means of salvation were not theologically 

front and center in these debates, it was clear to all of those involved that nothing less than redemption 

itself was at stake/236 

In its early life there were many “Christianities” trying to make sense of Jesus’ life 

Early on in the life of what became “Christianity” there were multiple “Christianities,” each having to 

make sense of the events of Jesus’s life, particularly of his execution and the claims of his 

resurrection. That knowing the Christ as risen from the dead changed lives was never in doubt. Just 

what it all meant, and how to proclaim that meaning to divergent constituencies threw the early 

churches into thinking theologically “on their feet,” so to speak.237 
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PAUL’S SOTERIOLOGY 

The earliest evidence we have of Christian life and faith come from Paul 

Our access to this early oral process of theological creativity is limited. It lies in the written records 

that emerged over a fifty-year period (roughly 50 CE to 100 CE) and that required an even longer 

time (three centuries) to be regarded as “scripture.” And while the Gospels seem chronologically 

closest to the historical events, in fact the earliest evidence that we have of Christian life and faith 

come from Paul’s letters.238 

------ 

While Paul’s name is attached to a range of books in the New Testament, the following are generally 

accepted as authentically authored by Paul: Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Philippians, 1 

Thessalonians, and Philemon. Scholars differ on the dating of these but the generally accepted 

timeframe would be 55 CE (1 Thess.) to the late 50s (Rom.) or early 60s (Phil.).239 

Controversies over Paul 

Without any doubt, the widest range of views is held concerning Apostle Paul. Countless analyses 

exist that offer widely contrasting points of view,240 but in this Study my interest is confined to 

positioning Paul’s role in the evolution of changes in Jewish/Christian soteriology. Of course, Paul’s 

role is open to wide interpretation. I am explaining my present understanding of what and how, but 

not why. 

I am not interested in debating the views of others or in denigrating them. Doing so would have made 

this Study heavy and daunting. To keep matters less complex, I deliberately cite a limited number of 

sources. 

Each of us must make up our own mind, live accordingly, and extend that courtesy to others. 

Unfortunately, what little biographical information Paul does give us seems to fatally 

compromise, if not contradict, what we have from Luke. Paul himself never states that 

he studied in Jerusalem under Gamaliel or anyone else (as we would expect he would 

when he boasts of being a “Hebrew of Hebrews”; Phil 3:4-6); nor that he participated 

in any way in persecutions there (as we would expect when he speaks of his former 

life as a “persecutor”; e.g. Gal 1:13-14). Further, he explicitly denies that he went up 

to Jerusalem immediately after his call or sought to confer with the original disciples 

until some time later, after a sojourn in Arabia and another trip to Damascus. At this 

point, “after three years,” Paul reports that he “was still not known by face”—either 

as a persecutor (cf. Acts 8:1) or as an apostle (cf. Acts 9:2.8-29)—to the churches of 

Judea (Gal 1:17-2.4).241 

------ 

Paul is extremely difficult to understand. Our efforts suffer for standing at so many 

removes from him, both temporal and cultural. … Paul’s long respectability at the 

heart of the New Testament canon makes him harder to see: almost two thousand 

years of exegesis tying him to later periods of Christian culture frustrate our efforts as 

historians to see him in his own. And, finally, from the evidence of his own letters, 

Paul was more successful at communicating excitement and conviction than clarity. 

He confused his own congregations. We come by our own confusions honestly, and 
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by now we lack too many pieces of the puzzle to assemble a completely coherent 

picture of either the man or his message.242 

This is a massive subject, with the wide-ranging debates being conducted among real scholars. 

In recent years, scholarship on Paul’s use of Scripture has grown increasingly 

fragmented. Scholars not only use different methods but ground their studies on 

different presuppositions. Some are convinced that Paul’s explicit quotations provide 

the best insights into his engagement with the ideas and language of Scripture, while 

others find it more beneficial to study his allusions and echoes or his use of biblical 

narratives. Some assert that Paul expected his audiences to know and supply the 

context of his quotations, allusions, and echoes, while others reject this presumption 

as unhistorical. Some insist that Paul’s frequent references to Scripture reveal how 

profoundly his ideas were shaped by the biblical tradition, while others argue that 

Paul cited Scripture primarily for rhetorical effect. 

Because of these and other fundamental differences over questions of method, 

dialogue among scholars working in this area has become increasingly difficult. 

Instead of examining the relative strengths and weaknesses of various modes of 

analysis, scholars more often simply talk past one another. Papers are presented and 

books and articles written with little or no effort to justify the methods and 

presumptions that are used. 

Scholars who approach the subject using different methods are either dismissed or 

ignored. Most of the discussion takes place among people who share common 

methodologies and presuppositions, with little conversation across methodological 

lines. Progress is made in particular areas, but little is done to integrate the findings 

into a coherent whole or to examine places where the use of different methods or 

presuppositions might lead to different conclusions.243 

------ 

Everyone who has studied the apostle Paul’s references to the Jewish Scriptures 

acknowledges that Paul does strange things with texts—”strange”, that is, by 

modern literary standards. Not only does he fail to cite the sources of most of his 

quotations, but the wording of his quotations and allusions often diverges 

significantly from that of the texts that he cites. The sense that he derives from the 

biblical text also deviates fairly often from what modern readers might see as the 

“original meaning” of the passages to which he refers. Similar problems can be 

discerned in the writings of other New Testament authors. 

These differences between ancient and modern practices aroused scholarly interest 

as early as the late 1500s. … Not until the nineteenth century, however, did 

scholars begin to give serious attention to the specific problems associated with the 

apostle Paul’s use of Scripture. By the end of the century, they had identified most 

of the problems and many of the solutions that have continued to occupy scholars 

to the present day.244 

Paul and his writings 

The group of writings canonised by the Christian Church in the 4th century and beyond contains 

thirteen writings that are attributed to Paul. The wide consensus of Bible scholars concludes that 

seven of these were written by Paul or dictated by him: 1 Thessalonians, Galatians, 1 Corinthians, 2 

Corinthians, Philippians, Philemon, and Romans. Some, such as 2 Corinthians, are recognised as 

composed of several letters. Of these seven, four are collectively known as the “Soteriological 
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Epistles (letters)”: Galatians, 1 & 2 Corinthians, and Romans. All scholars acknowledge these as 

genuinely by Paul. 

Not all the letters attributed to [Paul] in the canon are his. Ancient Christian tradition 

ascribed fourteen of the twenty-seven writings comprising the New Testament to 

Paul. Modern scholarship accepts as definitely Pauline only half that number: 1 

Thessalonians, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Philippians, Philemon, Galatians, and Romans (in 

probable order of composition). The Pauline authorship of all the others—2 

Thessalonians, Ephesians, Colossians, 1 and 2 Timothy, and Titus—is disputed; that 

of Hebrews, dismissed. This second group originated most probably not from Paul 

himself, but from various early Christians in the generation following who saw 

themselves as standing in a tradition established by Paul and who accordingly wrote 

in his name. (ftnt.: Tradition ascribes Pauline authorship to Hebrews, but the writing 

is in fact anonymous.) The theologies of this second group vary much among 

themselves and differ markedly from that of Paul. That Paul was so widely interpreted 

by those who stood so close to him should caution us about the difficulties of his 

thought. 

Questions also surround the literary integrity of the individual letters: we cannot be 

sure whether the text of the letters as we now have them is substantially the same as 

when Paul dictated them. Many scholars, for example, see several letters edited 

together in our present versions of Philippians, 2 Corinthians, and Romans; others 

argue that a significantly anachronistic interpolation, post-70 C.E., follows 1 

Thessalonians 1:13. I disregard here the various theories of partition and concentrate 

for the most part on the letters as they now appear.245 

------ 

The Pastoral Epistles (the Timothy letters and Titus), which most (not all) scholars 

consider to be pseudepigraphical: attributed to, but not written by, Paul.246 

------ 

The investigation here [by Paula Fredriksen] focuses solely on the information Paul 

provides in his own letters: I resist supplementing that information with the stories 

about Paul provided in Acts. Acts dates from a significantly later period, well after the 

Roman destruction of Jerusalem in 70. By that time, the original community gathered 

in Jerusalem, to which Paul had a complicated and highly charged relationship, had 

virtually disappeared. Further, as we shall see, the information that Acts relates about 

Paul—most specifically, on the event and circumstances of his call to be an apostle to 

the Gentiles, and on his later negotiations with the Jerusalem community—contradicts 

Paul’s own statements in crucial ways. Finally, Paul’s speeches in Acts, according to 

the conventions of ancient historiography, are the free compositions of the author; 

they thus tell us more about Luke than about Paul. For all these reasons, then, Acts is 

not used here as a source for reconstructing Paul’s reflections on the figure of Jesus.247 

Exegesis 

The exegesis of Scripture requires all contexts of a piece to be drawn out. This includes grammatical 

contexts as well as all of the writers’ and redactors’ (editors’) contexts, such as: their religious and 

secular politics, language, idioms, understandings, and so on248. It enables as objective an 

understanding as is possible to make from this distance in time and culture. Tools that assist include 

consideration of material from contemporary nations. 
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Biblical exegesis is a systematic process by which a person arrives at a reasonable and 

coherent sense of the meaning and message of a biblical passage. Ideally, an 

understanding of the original texts (Greek and Hebrew) is required. In the process of 

exegesis, a passage must be viewed in its historical and grammatical context with its 

time/purpose of writing taken into account. This is often accomodated by asking: 

 Who wrote the text, and who is the intended readership? 

 What is the context of the text, i.e. how does it fit in the author’s larger 

thought process, purpose, or argument in the chapter and book where it 

resides? 

 Is the choice of words, wording, or word order significant in this particular 

passage? 

 Why was the text written (e.g. to correct, encourage, or explain, etc.)? 

 When was the text written?249 

Eisegesis 

Eisegesis, on the other hand, begins with the reader’s preconceptions. These are applied to the texts 

under consideration to find support. In contrast to exegesis, in which information is “drawn out”, with 

eisegesis thoughts are “read into” the writing being considered. The maxim states: A text without a 

context is the  pretext for a proof text. 

Eisegesis is the act imposing meaning onto a text and is often described in terms of 

reading “into” the text rather than “out of” it. Therefore it is the opposite of 

Exegesis.250 

Did Paul start from a predetermined position? 

Did Paul apply his Hebrew Scriptures literally as originally intended, or did he start out with his 

predetermined decision that the Scriptures were to be understood through his conclusion that Jesus is 

the promised Anointed One (“Christ”)? 

Did Paul and the subsequent Gospel writers start out with the decision that the Scriptures were to be 

understood through their conclusions about Jesus? How did they “search” the Scriptures? What was 

their intention? 

Or do the methods employed by Paul and the Gospel writers show that they employed non-literal 

methods to achieve their desired conclusions? If so, can they be said to have employed exegesis? 

If that is the case, this marks a distinct development in the soteriology. 

Did Paul disregard the true meaning of Yom Kippur? 

As shown in an earlier chapter of this Study, Yom Kippur (The Day of Atonement)251, provided the 

means to cleanse the sanctuary and drive the annual accumulated sins into the wilderness. The process 

brought the sanctuary to the state that ensured Yahweh would not depart from the holy place. It was 

not concerned with personal sins, most of which could be atoned for. Some sins had no means of 

atonement and punishment such as death was to be meted out. 

Is that how Paul applied Yom Kippur? Would a Jew, standing in the crowd, watching Aaron perform 

his duties have known that this was representing the actions of a coming Messiah and that this person 

was Jesus? No. Did Aaron know that his actions were symbolic of that future Saviour? I fully doubt 

that. 

Or did Paul start out with his position regarding Jesus and read his conclusions into some of the 

Hebrew Scriptures? 
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Paul did not apply pure exegesis 

Many other examples can be given in which Paul applies Hebrew texts non-literally in order to arrive 

at his conclusions concerning Jesus, faith, the Law, and so on. These indicate change in soteriology, 

one that was brought about by changed circumstance: attempting to explain the recent appearance and 

death of Jesus. This is not exegesis. 

Whereas Paul’s communities were probably acquainted with a reasonably coherent 

view of his vision of redemption, we are not. We must try to piece one together, aided 

neither by the nature of the epistolary evidence, which is fragmentary and often 

allusive, nor by Paul’s own temperament as a thinker and writer, for he was as often 

inconsistent and (as his own congregations found) as difficult to understand as he was 

creative and energetic.252 

Paul’s creative, fertile mind 

The invisible features that underlie Pauline Christianity consist in an elaborate 

doctrinal construct developed by Paul’s fertile mind on the subject of the death and 

resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ. … Deep familiarity with Judaism and at least a 

superficial acquaintance with classical culture, linked to a powerful spiritual 

imagination, enabled Paul to re-use the Jewish religious concepts of Messianism and 

of the merit gained by the self-sacrifice of martyrs, and create out of these elements 

an impressive doctrinal synthesis in which Christ was depicted as the final Saviour.253 

Is my approach simplistic, wrong? 

I am fully aware that my understanding of Paul could be wrong and considered simplistic. I wonder if 

familiarity with Paul’s reasoning prowess prevents them asking whether Paul employed eisegesis. 

Heavy treatments are available in which highly respected scholars discuss Paul’s relationship to 

Judaism (not that there was a “Christian” movement at that time), with many disagreements254 – some 

even suggest that Paul created the religion now known as Christianity. Such considerations lie well 

outside the scope of this Study. 

Compared with the charismatic-eschatological religion of Jesus and the charismatic-

eschatological messianic doctrine of the early Jewish-Christian church, Pauline 

Christianity appears as a significant new departure. It is not surprising therefore that 

Paul is often presented as the true founder of the religion centred on Jesus, not only by 

iconoclastic New Testament scholars like Gerd Lüdemann (Paul, The Founder of 

Christianity, 2.002.), but even by as authoritative a textbook as The Oxford 

Dictionary of the Christian Church, 3rd rev. edn, 1997), which states that ‘Paul came 

widely to be regarded as the creator of the whole doctrinal and ecclesiastical system 

presupposed in his Epistles’ (p. 1048).255 

The power of myth 

Again, the questions need to be posed: Why should Paul’s opinions be accepted? What is the power 

and hold that tradition and myth exert? 

CITATIONS ON PAUL’S MESSAGE 
The remainder of this chapter comprises from selected quotations from a small source. As I stated 

previously, this Study is my explanation – apologetic if you wish – of the conclusions I have arrived 

at to date. It is neither a polemic nor a discussion of alternative views. I own and have read several 
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hundred books, physical and digital representing a wide range of positions. Therefore, even though I 

am citing few sources (making life easier and less expensive for you), the following provides 

conclusions that I find satisfying. 

Note that I do not accept everything that every writer provides. The path I have hewn for myself 

might not satisfy you, and it is critical that you arrive at your own conclusions – and extend that right 

to everyone else. The “Golden Rule” applies. 

CHANGES WERE MADE TO HEBREW SOTERIOLOGY 

Paul was an innovator, making major alterations to the Jewish tradition 

Paul is able to make major alterations in the Jewish tradition by claiming to show the real meaning of 

the tradition. This is always the way of successful innovators: innovation is conveyed through 

traditional terminology and symbols, with arguments of continuity and fulfillment. Through 

reinterpretation, the OT remains valuable and can be retained, but nothing has the meaning it formerly 

had. Inheriting a land is turned into inheriting citizenship in a heavenly kingdom. The Mosaic “glory” 

is “fading” (2 Cor 3:7, 10), but it had really been pointing to the new glory all along. The OT narrative 

is seen to contain hidden meaning: “these things happened to them to serve as an example, and they 

were written down to instruct us” (1 Cor 10:11).256 

Paul builds on tradition and transforms it 

Paul’s version of the Eucharist adds prophetic words to cultic ideology; he puts Jeremiah’s “new 

covenant” (diathēkē kainē, Jer 31:31 Lxx) into his “new covenant in my blood” (hē kainē diathēkē 

estin en tō emō haimati, 1 Cor 11:25). Thus does Paul build on tradition, encircling his message with 

antiquity, allowing the type to define the antitype, the cultic to express the personal. Paul does not 

break with the past but transforms it and lets it speak for the present.257 

Increasingly abstract reinterpretation and alteration to sacrifice 

Over time, and in all sacrificial cultures, one can observe the reinterpretation and alteration of 

sacrifice in a direction of increasingly abstract interpretation and internalization, with a tendency to go 

beyond the literal ritual. The term spiritualization has been used by scholars to describe changes in 

ritual and in its interpretation.258 

Christian scholarship has imported unwarranted meaning to the mercy seat 

The animal is not killed in order to punish it but to get access to its blood. Milgrom’s theory that the 

blood cleanses impurity from various Temple fixtures polluted by particular kinds of impurity makes 

sense of this; penal substitution does not. Standard Christian scholarship has imported more penal 

meaning into Paul’s metaphor of Christ as the mercy seat in Romans 3:25 than is warranted.259 

Christianising interpretations sometimes assimilates scapegoat to sacrifice 

If clarity about Paul’s metaphorical usage is to be attained, there must be some clarity about the 

concepts utilized, and therefore it is necessary to distinguish expulsion rituals from sacrifice. 

Sacrifices are pure offerings made reverently to the deity; expulsion victims are made to be impure 

and are not directed to the deity but to a wilderness demon. Sacrifices are sent to God. Scapegoats are 

sent beyond the pale. Sacrifices are perfect offerings, sending up a “pleasing odor,” which means a 

positive reaction is desired from God. Scapegoats are loathsome things that have nothing to do with 

God, being merely a sin-bearing mechanism; God is not asked to do anything, is not even called upon 

to witness the process. 

A Christianizing interpretation sometimes assimilates scapegoat to sacrifice under the all-dominant 

notion of “substitution.” … This confuses both the terminology and the function of two rituals that 

deal (at least directly) with two different problems—impurity and sin—and in two entirely different 
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ways. Hebrew sacrifice must be performed in the temple, and it is used to cleanse the temple, which is 

the center and symbol of the community. The scapegoat concept has nothing to do with the temple, 

but with expulsion of sin beyond the borders of the community. Gaster helpfully points out that it is 

not a substitutionary rite; the animal does not have blame shifted to it. The rite did not pay an 

individual’s debt, or cleanse the temple for a particular transgressor; it just removed “the collective 

taint”; the rite “was representative, not substitutional.” This may be an overly fine distinction as 

regards these English terms, but it expresses a valid distinction as regards the nature of the rite. It 

should not be conflated with sacrifice under the rubric of “substitution,” and the notion of a judicial 

penalty, which is not correct.260 

Using the scapegoat to Christianise sacrifice 

Because of how deeply ingrained is Christian substitutionary thinking, scholarship has often 

interpreted Hebrew sacrifice through Christian lenses. First, scapegoat themes are imported into the 

interpretation of sacrifice, then the burden bearing is turned into penalty-bearing. Heroic martyrology 

is added, and Christian ideas are imposed upon Hebrew sacrifice. The animal is said to become “sin-

laden. . . . The animal had to be holy . . . so that . . . the death it died was not its own. . . . The 

equivalence between offerer and sacrifice lay exclusively in the blood of the victim.” The blood, then, 

would be polluted, but the OT says the Temple is polluted, and the blood cleans it up. This is not 

infected blood, but purifying blood; its inherent life-force cleanses the sin-pollution. Nothing bad 

has been transferred to the blood.261 

Paul references the scapegoat ritual 

Particularly in 2 Corinthians 5:21 and Galatians 3:13 it seems evident that he is referring to the most 

important expulsion ritual in the Jewish tradition, the scapegoat ritual. Three Romans passages seem 

to show a scapegoat pattern as well.262 

Sacrifices do not become accursed 

Paul links his purchase metaphor with a scapegoat image. Becoming a curse is an “emphatic” or 

“metonymic” way to speak of being cursed or bearing a curse, a literary way of saying the curse is 

transmitted to the victim. Curse-transmission is one of the key moments in expulsion rituals, and 

seems to be Paul’s particular focus in Galatians 3:13 and 2 Corinthians 5:21. The biblical scapegoat 

also is described as accursed in early Christian teaching and in Jewish sources. Sacrifices do not 

become accursed.263 

The core message became an interpretation of the Crucifixion and Resurrection 

The core message about salvation is an interpretation of the Crucifixion and Resurrection, while the 

teachings of Jesus himself became a secondary body of information. … 

Since the Messiah was expected to be a Victor and Savior, but Jesus had died the death of a criminal, 

it became an urgent necessity to explain exactly how this Messiah was Victor and Savior, exactly 

when his judgment would prevail, and where his writ would run. These were explained with at least 

two very different schemes: future eschatology, with its promise of a Day of Judgment, and typology, 

which explains that certain crucial things have already happened: the Messiah has fulfilled the 

purpose of Yom Kippur and is even restarting the human race: he is a second Adam. What was of 

urgent interest for Paul was the identity of the Messiah and the significance of his death and 

resurrection rather than the content of his stories and maxims. … 

Paul chose a spiritualizing strategy that showed how the national cult pointed forward to a universal 

community. … 

Paul was uniquely placed to affirm values from both the Jewish scriptures and the best of Gentile 

philosophy. He described the saving event in ritual, redemptive, and martyrological terms, while 

picturing its beneficial aftereffects in terms of status-improving Hellenistic institutions: acquittal, 
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reconciliation, and adoption. He linked the martyrdom theme, so meaningful to Greeks and Romans, 

to Jewish monotheism. Gentile martyrology and Jewish piety are joined in the idea that “Christ died 

for the ungodly” (Rom 5:6).264 

Paul’s reinterpretation of the story of salvation founded Gentile Christianity 

Paul radically expanded the scope of both the early mission and its view of Jesus as he reinterpreted 

the story of salvation embodied in the biblical promises to Israel in light of his personal experience of 

Christ’s resurrection and his own apocalyptic hope. The unique answers he offered to questions 

concerning the delay of the Kingdom, the meaning and significance of Torah, and the sequence of 

events at the Eschaton served, in the long centuries that neither he nor his fellow apostles imagined 

would follow, as the foundation of a Gentile Christian polity. …  

[Paul’s] expansion of the mission and of Christ’s role in the economy of salvation revolutionized the 

conceptual framework in which the first apostles and, mutatis mutandis, Jesus of Nazareth had 

operated.265 

------ 

Paul denationalizes Jewish restoration theology. Accordingly, Paul also denationalizes Christ.266 

For Paul, the resurrection redeems believers from sin 

[Paul] argues that the turning of the aeon, through Christ’s resurrection, has already occurred. Thus 

neither Christ’s coming in the flesh, nor his death on the cross, nor his imminent return, but rather the 

fact of his resurrection, to which Paul himself is witness, redeems believers from sin (1 Cor 15:17) 

and ensures the ultimate transformation of their bodies (1 Cor 15:42-48; Phil 3:10). … Thus Paul 

radically redefines the concept of redemption as he does the concepts of Kingdom and Christ: through 

the originally political vocabulary of liberation, he praises a reality that is utterly spiritual.267 

 

Paul’s gospel relates to the meaning of Jesus’ resurrection 

About Jesus of Nazareth Paul evinces little interest. He reports few of his sayings and admits freely 

that he had not known Jesus “according to the flesh.” Paul sees Jesus’ significance and status as 

eschatological redeemer granted not in his biography (where he was born, what he preached, whom he 

called) but in his resurrection. Christ’s resurrection redeems the believer in the “present evil age” 

when, baptized into Christ’s death, he spiritually joins Christ’s resurrected body while awaiting the 

transformation of his own at the End. Paul’s gospel, accordingly, relates not Jesus’ teachings, but 

Paul’s teachings about the meaning of Christ’s resurrection, from which Paul reasons backward to 

Christ’s divine sonship and forward to his imminent Parousia. Paul in his letters thus does not preach 

about Jesus; rather, he preaches that Jesus has descended, ascended, and is about to descend again in 

power.268 

A new Yom Kippur, but not a cultic metaphor 

Paul nails down [Romans chapter 4] with a soteriological formula: Jesus “was handed over to death 

for our trespasses and was raised for our justification” (4:25). The “for” prepositions have two 

different meanings here: he was killed for (because of) our sins and was raised for (in order to bring 

about) our resurrection. Without a doubt, then, the death of Jesus has a saving significance for Paul. It 

is like a new Yom Kippur ritual … In 4:25 there is no cultic metaphor, but the death was due to 

human sin, and was designed to bring about salvation.269 
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Christ is the “mercy seat of faith”, not the “sacrifice of atonement” 

Paul is saying [at Romans 3:24-25] that God has put forward Christ as “mercy seat of faith” 

(hilasterion dia tes pisteos), not “an expiation” (NAB). Nor does he say “sacrifice of atonement” 

(NRSV, NIV), or equate Jesus with the sacrificial victim (in this passage).
270

 

------ 

In Romans 3:25, then, we need first to recognize that Jesus is being metaphorically equated with the 

mercy seat. … The Yom Kippur purification offerings are the most important sacrificial rituals of the 

year. Because of this, and because of the mention of “blood,” it is understandable that scholars have 

over-interpreted the passage to make Jesus into the sacrificial victim, when actually Paul equates him 

with the mercy seat.271 

------ 

In Galatians 3:13 (“Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law by becoming a curse for us”), 

redemption and curse-transmission are blended.272 

------ 

The threefold metaphor in Galatians 3:10-13 is this: Christ takes away our curse by becoming a 

scapegoat, purchases the freedom of the captives of sin, and secures a favorable judicial result for 

human plaintiffs in the divine court. His death bore away sin, paid a redemption price, and sprang the 

accused. Paul is deliberately blending these metaphors so that sin riddance (originally ritual) may take 

on judicial and social meaning.273 

------ 

For what the Law could not do, weak as it was through the flesh, God did: sending 

His own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh and as an offering for sin, He condemned 

sin in the flesh. (Rom 8:3 NASB) 

Three principal metaphors are blended here: the judicial notion of condemnation (katakrina), the 

technical term for the purification sacrifice (peri hamartias), and an implied scapegoat image 

(projecting all sin onto one body). Is sin convicted in court, is it cleansed by a sacrifice, or is it carried 

away by some flesh-creature? In this verse, it is done by all three!274 

Many key changes were introduced 

With Paul proclaiming himself and being accepted with varying degrees of willingness by the other 

leaders of the church as an apostle, the situation underwent a notable change. … Pauline Christianity 

focused on preaching the crucified and resurrected Christ to the wider human community. At the same 

time Paul became the explorer of the depths of the Christian message concerning the death and 

resurrection of the Son of God, and the consequent atonement for sin and universal salvation. 

The outward expression of Christianity changed, too, and the communities of enthusiasts 

progressively gave way to hierarchically organized and firmly governed churches. 

The status of Christ was also changing. From a seemingly unsuccessful prophetic Messiah he was 

metamorphosed into a triumphant heavenly Son of God, whose day of glory was expected to dawn in 

the very near future. Paul’s Christ truly became the Lord of the universe, standing somewhat below 

the Father. However, the final New Testament stage of doctrinal advancement was still to be reached 

in the Johannine Christology.275 
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HOW PAUL ACHIEVED THESE CHANGES 

Typology and allegory 

Both typology and allegory look for a secondary meaning behind the literal meaning of a narrative. 

Allegory finds the “hidden” or “real” meaning of the narrative in some cosmological scheme or moral 

teaching, thereby (to some degree) discounting the literal narrative. Typology, asserting the repetition 

and transformation of event-patterns, lends itself to narrative theology, seeing the action of God in a 

pattern of events; this is a transformation of the literal meaning, but not a negation of it. Allegory, 

looking for the higher realities encoded in the narrative, lends itself to ontological theology. … 

Typology, then, has a stronger sense of history, while allegory has a stronger sense of ontological 

differentiation. Of course, typology is not historiography in the modern sense; it makes a link between 

narratives, not between facts.276 

Paul eagerly mixes metaphors 

Paul does not dwell on any metaphor; he will use cultic, economic, and judicial ones, frequently in the 

same clause. It is important to note the eagerness with which he mixes them so that the underlying 

point is not overshadowed by any one metaphor. And he can use one metaphor to interpret another.277 

Paul applies typology to expulsion rituals 

Paul also applies typology to expulsion rituals, of which the scapegoat ritual is the main Jewish 

example. Since he is conscious of writing to both Jews and Gentiles, and these rites existed in both 

communities, he avoids all technical terms but does indicate that Jesus is the new expulsion victim.278 

Paul used a range of metaphors 

Paul uses many metaphors as well as the martyr motif and even uses one metaphor to interpret 

another. …  Paul has not invested everything in any one metaphor but he has invested everything in 

the range of metaphors. … Martyrdom is not an alternative but an additive to the mix of metaphors 

for the effective death of Jesus. “He died as a martyr” does not transfer information from another 

realm; martyrs are, by definition, people who die for a cause.279 

------ 

Paul uses multiple metaphors and models to illustrate the meaning of the death of Christ: sacrificial 

sprinkling, sin-bearing scapegoat, heroic martyrdom functioning as a redemption payment.280 

------ 

In one of his most densely packed sentences [Romans 3:25], Paul combines redemption and sacrificial 

metaphors for the death of Jesus, with a judicial model for its beneficial aftereffect: justification or 

making-right of believers.281 

------ 

The difference between sacrifice and scapegoat is not spelled out by Paul whose interest is not 

scholarly but soteriological. For him, both sacrifice and scapegoat (as well as redemption payment) 

are useful as metaphors for describing Christ securing salvation on the cross. Paul blends and 

commingles his different metaphors, picturing Christ as the antitype, the fulfillment of everything that 

people believed about purification rituals, redemption purchase, and sin-banishment, with the end 

result, for believers, not only of acquittal in the divine court, but the receipt of Godly character, 

becoming righteousness!282 
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Paul’s mixing of metaphors 

If we are to understand Paul’s mixing of metaphors, we need to understand the differences between 

the models that he mixed. In Romans 3:24-25 he mixes ransoming, acquittal before God, and 

purification at the mercy seat; this does not mean that he saw no difference between hostage-release, a 

law court, and temple-purification. He knows that these are different things but he mixes these 

metaphors and so conveys a powerful message about the death as liberating, releasing, and purifying, 

and as a typological fulfillment of various rituals and events in Israel’s history. However, we miss the 

point if we think that, to start with, there is no difference between ransoming, trying in court, and 

purifying a temple.283 

Paul’s arguments are not consistent with his metaphors 

Paul’s arguments are not consistent with his metaphors; his arguments always defend the generosity 

and free will of God, but his metaphors imply that a transactional payment or ritual was necessary. 

There is a contradiction between a free gift and a necessary payment, but neither Paul nor most 

theologians have been willing to acknowledge that there is a contradiction here.284 

Paul takes the cultic exchange then fills it with spiritual content 

Paul appropriates the notion of cultic exchange, then fills it with spiritual content. This is probably 

Paul’s most effective transformation metaphor, especially if read in its context, as the culmination of a 

discussion of “groaning” while living in a physical body, yearning for the heavenly one (2 Cor 5:2-4), 

anticipating Judgment Day yet eager to proclaim the love of Christ (5:10-14), who died for all (v. 15), 

offering new creation, reconciliation (vv. 17-19), and undergoing a reversal ritual so that people can 

become the righteousness of God (v. 21). The perceptive reader understood that Paul was describing 

the death of Christ in terms of cult.285 

Paul conflates the sacrifice with the scapegoat 

Neither sacrifice nor scapegoat involves punishment in Leviticus. Sacrifice is fundamentally meant to 

purify, first the Temple and then (by implication) people. Leading scholars on the subject of expulsion 

ritual emphasize that the scapegoat “is in no way punished in place of the guilty. . . . Its task is 

confined to transport”; it is not a penal substitute. 

Yet Paul applies both rituals as metaphors for the significance of the death of Jesus. This imaginative 

leap may be effective in a sermon, but it does not mean that scholars no longer need to distinguish 

different kinds of rituals. If Paul deliberately conflates these concepts in his sermons, that can be 

analyzed as a conflation, but it does not retroactively turn the biblical scapegoat into a sacrifice.286 

Scapegoat and new creation in 2 Corinthians 5:21 

For our sake he made him to be sin who knew no sin, so that in him we might become 

the righteousness of God. (2 Cor 5:21) 

This idea of a sinless one becoming sin and a sinful community becoming righteousness is a scapegoat 

metaphor. At the heart of the scapegoat ritual is an exchange of conditions: the pure goat takes on the 

community’s sin, and the community takes on the goat’s purity. This interchange is at the heart of 

Paul’s soteriology. It is a ritual exchange: the community’s ill is ritually transferred to the victim, and 

community well-being is the result. … Ignoring the cultic background of Paul’s metaphors is a 

spiritualizing strategy that enables some interesting, but ultimately unsatisfying, analysis. …. Paul 

perpetuates and spiritualizes the logic of cult practice. …  

What happens in 2 Corinthians 5:21 is like what happens in a reversal ritual, not like what happens in 

a law court. This passage does not describe “justification” but change of status, a new “becoming.” 

Christ becomes sin, and people become the righteousness of God—a stunning reversal that has 

nothing to do with acquittal but everything to do with what happens when an animal or a person 
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“becomes” sin and is banished by the community. … It is the expulsion victim that becomes impure 

after a sin-transfer and must be harshly and hastily banished.287 

Sacrificial soteriology is spiritualized ritual rectification 

Paul also has his assumptions. He seems to assume that some cultic pattern, like the scapegoat 

mechanism, was already in existence when God resolved to save. This perpetuates the notion that 

ritual patterns are themselves divine or emanate from the divine level. And it guarantees that ancient 

beliefs will reappear within the new belief. Sacrificial soteriology is spiritualized ritual rectification, 

appealing to people raised in cultic religions and experiencing distress about their spiritual status.288 

Paul used spiritualised interpretation, blending ancient psychology with the new 
Gospel 

[Paul] seizes upon the most effective images that have deep resonance for the people of his day and 

for centuries thereafter, blending the ancient psychology of atonement with the new Gospel through a 

spiritualizing interpretation.289 

Paul used Hellenistic philosophic concepts 

To make the picture complete, we must observe also Paul’s usage of Hellenistic philosophic concepts. 

… Of course, the Jewish backgrounds are crucial, but Gentile backgrounds are also important when 

studying the “apostle to the Gentiles” (Rom 11:13), who was often understand by others in terms of 

Hellenistic philosophy. Paul’s familiarity with different belief systems is broad, and he makes 

effective reference to meanings recognizable by different groups. Paul cannot be comprehended 

unless his dual audience (Gentile and Jewish) is kept in mind.290 

Paul employed Hellenistic martyrdom language 

We are reading Hellenistic martyrdom language when we read, in Paul, of Christ dying “for us” or for 

“weak believers” (Rom 5:8; 1 Thess 5:10; 1 Cor 8:11). It is a small alteration to speak of dying “for 

our sins” (1 Cor 15:3; Rom 4:25; Gal 1:4). While focused on universal rather than national salvation, 

these passages do echo the “noble death” theme in Greek and Maccabean literature. Martyr-

related themes in Paul include vicarious effect (the death rescues others), grateful recognition of such 

rescue, the martyr taking on the community’s sin or curse, and shame that one’s sin made such a 

sacrifice necessary (2 Cor 5:15; Gal 1:4).291 

Paul responded to Greek and Jewish traditions 

The spiritualizing influences to which Paul responded came “from both Greek and Jewish 

traditions.”292 

------ 

Paul utilizes both Jewish and Hellenistic thinking: he sees a deeper meaning hidden beneath the OT 

narrative (a Hellenistic viewpoint), and this meaning was prophetic (a Jewish intuition).293 

Paul did not attribute literal value to the Jewish cult 

Among ancient Christians, only the so-called Judaizers attribute literal value to the Jewish cult; Paul 

certainly does not. With Paul, cultic ideas operate in a new form—through the comprehension of the 

believer who knows that “Christ is the end of the Law,” and who knows that “these things . . . were 

written down to instruct us” (Rom 10:4; 1 Cor 10:11).294 
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Paul went beyond any Jewish thinking 

Paul painted the apocalyptic vision on the broader canvas of the Hellenistic universe, and he needed a 

cosmic Christ to defeat cosmic evil. There is logic to this argument, and even some consonant Jewish 

traditions. But in discussing moral evil, Paul goes well beyond—indeed, goes against—any sort of 

Jewish thinking. For when God sent his Son to die on the cross, Paul maintains, he did more than 

break the powers of the archons. God also revealed that righteousness lay not with the Law—which in 

fact led only to sin and death—but uniquely with life in Christ. 

With this issue of Paul’s views on Christ and the Law, we enter into the deepest exegetical quagmire 

of New Testament scholarship. Scholars, their confusion facilitated by Paul’s own apparent 

inconsistency (cf., for instance, 2 Cor 3:4-9 and Rom 3:1-2.), do not agree even on what Paul said, 

much less why he said it.295 

OUTCOMES OF PAUL’S CHANGES TO THE SOTERIOLOGY 

The foundation stone of Paul’s theology is Jesus’ martyr death 

The foundation stone of Paul’s theology is that the martyr-death of Jesus the Messiah was a great 

sacrifice or redemption that cleansed or rescued the whole human race, or as many as choose to 

believe. 296 

The mechanism of Paul’s soteriology is the operation of Christ’s death 

In Paul’s soteriology, the mechanism of salvation is Christ’s death functioning as a payment or a ritual 

action, being handed over for our transgressions, being made sin for us, and so on.297 

Sketching Paul’s soteriology 

Can Paul’s soteriology be sketched out? Roughly speaking, there is an implied 3-step sequence. First 

there is the martyr-death of Christ, describable either as a ritual or a payment. Then there is a 

recognition of new status, expressible as redemption or justification; and the final, restored condition 

is best described with the adoption or reconciliation metaphor, or with the idea of new creation (2 Cor 

5:17; Gal 6:15).298 

Paul’s sequence of salvation 

As regards the sequence of salvation, justification is merely an end-product. The saving act itself—the 

death of Christ—was not juridical but cultic, with Christ becoming the place where purificatory blood 

was splashed. 

The act of atonement precedes believers’ change of status, as cause precedes effect. In Rom 5:9-10, 

“blood” is the means for the change-of-status, a change described juridically (“justified”), personally 

(“saved from the wrath”), and diplomatically (“reconciled to God”), but in every case made secondary 

to the cultic death: “justified by his blood,” “saved through him,” “reconciled . . . through the death.” 

Justification does not occur by a judicial process, nor reconciliation by normal diplomatic means; 

rather, a cultic substance (blood) somehow wins acquittal and achieves reconciliation. Sacrificial 

blood has gained juridical, personal, and diplomatic currency! 

Paul is deliberately mixing these metaphors, making the cultic metaphor fundamental to the others. 

The judicial and the ritual models bleed into each other, so to speak. But the ritual act had to precede 

the legal or transformative result (justification/rightwising) and the interpersonal and diplomatic 

results (saved, reconciled).299 

Paul’s eschatological hope informs every step of the soteriological process 

Eschatological hope informs every step in this process. … Examination of the last sentences in Paul’s 

longer soteriological passages shows that eschatological conviction brings joy: at the end of Romans 
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5, grace abounds and will exercise dominion; at the end of Romans 8, believers are glorified, and 

nothing can separate them from the love of God and Christ; capping 1 Corinthians 2, believers have 

the mind of Christ; culminating 2 Corinthians 5, believers are ambassadors of Christ; and at the end of 

Galatians 3, they are children of God and Abraham’s heirs. By the ends of these soteriological 

chapters, sorrow and fear are nowhere in sight.300 

Paul utilises more than one soteriological model 

Paul—of all people—is more than capable of utilizing more than one soteriological model. … In Rom 

8:3 Paul synthesizes the sacrificial model (“sacrifice for sin,”) with a judicial setting (God 

condemning) with the scapegoat metaphor (the focalization of wrath on a particular piece of flesh). 

This does not negate the distinction of scapegoat and sacrifice—or of the judicial metaphor. Examples 

of conflation can only be identified as such when one recalls the standard and recognized distinction 

of the things being conflated. Conflation departs from standard usage.301 

Paul’s martyrological model 

The real reason why the death of Jesus mattered is because of who Jesus was before he was 

martyred.302 

------ 

Paul’s usage of cultic metaphors is complicated by the fact that he also seems to understand the death 

of Christ in terms of a martyrological model. … In some ways, martyrdom may be the most 

fundamental of Paul’s models for interpreting the death of Christ. But it is hardly a separate image for 

Paul, since its meaning is conveyed through the sacrificial, scapegoat, and redemption metaphors. It 

seems to have been absorbed into these other metaphors, to be interpreted by them; it may be the most 

fundamental of Paul’s concepts, but its meaning requires the usage of metaphors from the cultic and 

social realms. …  

If Christ is a martyr, in fact the martyred Messiah, how can Paul find words to express this 

monumental tragedy and triumph, the sublime reversal of fortunes whereby God reached out to 

humanity during humanity’s darkest hour? by describing Christ as the new Passover, as the new sin 

offering through which sin is condemned in the flesh, as the sin-bearer who causes us to take on the 

righteousness of God at the exact moment that he takes on our sin. 

Paul prefers to embody the martyrological notion in these cultic and social metaphors, probably to 

avoid the nationalism that both Jewish and pagan martyrology entailed.303 

------ 

Martyrdom underlies the cultic metaphors, but its significance is explained via the metaphors, and 

Paul is quite comfortable using several. No single metaphor has dominating interpretive power. 

There is a suggestion of payment in some of the cultic metaphors, but not all of them. Scapegoat has 

nothing to do with paying anyone, and sacrifice is only sometimes conceived as being a kind of 

payment. The idea of Christ “paying for your sins” over-emphasizes one of Paul’s conceptual models. 

It makes sense of some passages (“you were bought with a price”) but not of others, 2 Cor 5:21, for 

instance, which involves no payment, but a scapegoat-type of exchange, a magical change of status 

between righteous Christ and sinful mortals). It is perilous to attempt to reduce Paul’s metaphorical 

repertoire to one image.304 

For Paul, redemption or ransoming underwent change over time 

Evidently, redemption or ransoming is the one metaphor that underwent a change over time, for Paul. 

In First Corinthians it could be used for the actual saving event (6:20; 7:23), but in Romans, it only 

describes the change-of-status result. Believers are justified through the redemption that is in Christ 
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Jesus, whom God first had to put forward as the place of atonement (3:24-25). The ritual death of 

Christ is the foundational event.305 

Paul does not explain how or why the sacrificial system works 

Paul leaves us guessing as to precisely how and why the sacrificial mechanism works. There is more 

emphasis on the “righteousness of God” (asserted three times in Rom 3:21-26) than on the details of 

the sacrificial transaction, more focus on God’s generosity than on the nature of the transaction that 

achieves acquittal for the guilty. The effect of atonement for Christians is expiation of guilt, aversion 

of God’s anger, reconciliation between God and man—three ways to interpret the same transaction.306 

 

Paul employs the scapegoat image in several places and for different applications 

In at least two passages (2 Cor 5:21 and Gal 3:13) and probably in three more (Rom 6:6; 7:4; 8:3), 

Paul pictures the salvific death of Christ with the scapegoat image: Christ as sin-bearer or curse-

carrier; the “body of Christ” as victim that brings deliverance to others. In 1 Corinthians, he uses the 

scapegoat metaphor to describe the role of an apostle (4:13). That he uses this metaphor to describe 

different things indicates the liveliness of his allusive imagination and the fact that the same metaphor 

can have different meanings. That he can six times describe either the saving death of Christ or the 

mission of an apostle (which replicates Christ’s ministry) with this image, shows that it lent itself to 

the soteriological transaction that took place on the cross. The scapegoat image is also useful for 

depicting the expulsion of sinful sensualism (Rom 6:6; 8:3-4; 1 Cor 5:5), the last instance blending a 

Passover and a scapegoat image (handing over to Satan). 
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Paul exploits the multivalency of cursing in a letter written to a culture where curses had protective 

power; for Galatian readers, Christ as curse in Gal 3:13 possibly summons up the image of a legally- 

and supernaturally-protective curse.307 

Paul used Gentile expulsion terms in 1 Corinthians 4:13 

In 1 Cor 4:13 Paul uses explicitly Gentile cultic terms when he says he and his fellow apostles “have 

become like the rubbish of the world, the dregs of all things”.308 

The Scapegoat Image in 2 Corinthians 5:21 

In 2 Cor 5:14-15, Christ dies “for all,” and in v. 21, Christ is made sin for us. … Such a shameful 

becoming does not happen to the sacrificial animal, which remains pure, but only to the expulsion 

victim. In curse transmission there is an exchange; the victim’s initial well-being becomes the 

community’s well-being after the victim takes on the community’s ill. They could be called “reversal 

rituals.”309 

Paul: Jesus became a curse (Galatians 3:13) 

The first thing to notice about Gal 3:13 is how utterly shocking it must have sounded: “Christ 

redeemed [“ransomed” in NAB] us from the curse of the law by becoming a curse for us.” It still 

sounds shocking. … 

The scapegoat was not a penal substitute but an animistic sin-bearer. … The scapegoat is not 

condemned or convicted, and the confession over the animal is “a collective, blanket confession of 

sins and then saddling the collective taint upon some one deputed being. … The scapegoat was 

representative, not substitutional.” … Sacrifices do not involve the transfer of curses. … The element 

of exchange is clear. … 

Paul’s emphasis in Gal 3:13 is not on the judicial status of Christ’s death but on its ritual status 

(accursed) and on its result: Christ bears away the curse and opens up salvation for the Gentiles. 

Elsewhere Paul uses sacrificial, judicial, and redemptive metaphors. No matter that these images 

cannot be perfectly harmonized; for Paul they capture a truth in that they picture Christ’s death as a 

ritual act with universal saving consequences. Paul has an intuition that Christ’s death fulfills a cultic 

pattern, perhaps all the basic cultic patterns, since he can equate him to the spotless sacrifice, the 

accursed scapegoat, or the Passover lamb.310 

Paul may get some of his ideas from Isaiah 53, but his participationist notions cannot 
be found there 

The author of Isaiah 53 uses both sacrificial and scapegoat metaphors. In fact, Second Isaiah seems to 

conflate scapegoat and sacrificial themes: the Servant … bears away the punishment deserved by 

others. … It is likely that Isaiah 53 was written by the followers of Second Isaiah after his death, and 

after they came to a chastened awareness of his suffering and of the significance of his life. 

It would be equally difficult to argue that Paul based his teaching on this chapter (since only two 

passages, Rom 4:25; 5:19, seem to be clearly reliant on it), and to maintain that it had little or no 

effect on his teaching (when he may have taken important conceptual hints from it). 

Isaiah 53 describes a man wounded and suffering for others, bringing healing to others (vv. 4-6), 

justification to many (v. 11). Paul’s theology of suffering, if we can call it that, asks disciples to take a 

more active role. As they walk by faith, they must suffer with Christ. Only in such co-suffering is 

there salvation: “For while we live, we are always being given up to death for Jesus’ sake, so that the 

life of Jesus may be made visible in our mortal flesh” (2 Cor 4:11). Suffering is a necessary aspect of 

choosing Christ and rejecting the present evil age. This goes considerably further than Isaiah 53. 

There is active participation in the fate of the prophet/savior. The mark of genuine Pauline theology is 

this close bonding with the crucified savior, which makes one virtually an extension of Christ. Paul 
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may get some of his ideas of heroic death from Isaiah, but his participationist notions cannot be found 

there. 

“Penal substitution” does not quite do justice to this aspect of Paul’s teaching, which might rather be 

denominated redemptive co-suffering with the Savior. This implies that believers somehow replicate 

what the Savior did in his redemptive death. This idea, apparently fraught with heretical or egotistical 

potentials, rapidly disappeared from Christian thought after Paul. 

Further, the notion of a cultic solution is essential to Paul’s message in a way that it is not to Isaiah’s. 

Isaiah 53 turns a cultic image into a solution that is no longer cultic, but for Paul, the solution is 

fundamentally cultic. … Paul’s gospel depends on cultic categories in a way that Isaiah’s does not.311 

Christ defeated the elemental spirits of the cosmos through his resurrection 

[Jesus’] death was an expiation in blood for human sin, and men who receive this news in faith are 

redeemed, for God has acquitted them through his son’s sacrifice (Rom 3:24; also, e.g., 4:24; 5:9). 

Though the believer has been released, in Christ, from his bondage to the elemental spirits of this 

cosmos (the stoicheia of Gal 4:3, 9; see also 5:1), these astral forces still exert tremendous influence 

as long as the believer dwells in this universe. … How has Christ triumphed over these powers, and 

how does the believer participate in this triumph? … They have been defeated by the power of the 

resurrection of Christ, who is “the first fruits of those who have fallen asleep” (1 Cor 15:20). … 

Further, the believer already shares in Christ’s victory in this life through the gift of the Spirit in 

baptism…. Through the Spirit, the Gentile is made a son of God through adoption (Gal 4:4-6; Rom 

8:15, but cf. v. 23; Jews are already sons, 9:4).312 

Jesus and Paul taught salvation by faith 

Both Jesus and Paul taught salvation by faith, leading to spiritual rebirth and alliance with God’s 

purposes. (Mark 3:35; Luke 7:50; John 3:3-8; Gal 3:26-4:6; Rom 12:2; Phil 3:9; Col 1:9.) But while 

these were, for Jesus, freely available from the God who knows how to give his children what they 

need (Matt 5:6; 7:7-11), with Paul, salvation had to be arranged: there was a mechanism of salvation. 

Christ had to be made sin, had to be handed over for our transgressions. For Jesus, faith is primarily 

trust. This is present in Paul, but what dominates is an intellectual component, namely belief—

assenting to certain soteriological facts: “Believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead” 

(Rom 10:9); “become obedient from the heart to the form of teaching to which you were entrusted” 

(Rom 6:17). 

Faith, then, [for Paul] means accepting certain meanings of the Messiah’s death and resurrection. 

Salvation does not come from Jesus’ own teaching and ministry but from accepting soteriological 

formulas about the death of Jesus. For Paul, Christ is a mediator, not a proclaimer, of salvation. …  

Paul never says “your faith has saved you,” as Jesus did, (Luke 7:50; 8:48; 17:19; 18:42; Mark 5:34; 

10:52) since he is sure it was the Messiah’s ultra-significant death that actually saves; rather, faith 

means accepting this teaching.
313

 

Co-suffering and even co-death are necessary parts of connection with the Messiah 

But salvation is not cost-free for the believer who must be willing to “suffer with him” (Rom 8:17). 

Co-suffering and even co-death (at least a symbolic death) are necessary parts of being connected to 

the Messiah who suffers. Being “united with him in a death like his” (Rom 6:5) refers mainly to 

“dying” to one’s selfish desires. Whoever recognizes the Messiahship of Jesus and the significance of 

his death becomes attached to the Messiah, takes on his righteous character.314 

Salvation results from a cultic act 

Paul utilizes several cultic metaphors to describe the effect of the Messiah’s death: scapegoat (several 

times), the Passover lamb (1 Cor 5:7), the “place of atonement” cleansed during Yom Kippur (Rom 
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3:25), and possibly the covenant sacrifice that makes peace between tribes (Gal 3:14). … In each of 

these cases it has a ritual significance. Salvation results from a cultic act. 

If we add the redemption and acquittal metaphors to the cultic ones, we see that four different kinds of 

transactions are conflated (combined) by Paul to describe the saving effect of the death of the 

Messiah: 

 sacrificial: …  

 scapegoat: …  

 judicial:… 

 monetary: … . 

Paul intertwines these images so thoroughly that Christians have ever since understood scapegoat as 

having judicial implications that it did not have in its original setting; have understood redemption as 

carrying sacrificial or scapegoat implications; have understood sacrifice as carrying weight on the day 

of final judgment. Christian discourse has so blended these ritual and ransoming images that they 

have long since ceased to be distinguished by most readers of the Bible.315 

Israel “stumbled”, but could not fall 

What Paul sees, in fact, is a divine comedy. By God’s will Israel had “stumbled” against the Gospel, 

on account of which the Gentiles entered into the eschatological community of the redeemed. But 

then Israel too will join, for God’s promises are irrevocable: Israel never could have stumbled so as to 

fall ([Romans] 11:2.4, 2.9).316 

A possible range of meanings for “Christ died for us” 

One of Paul’s repeated expressions is that Christ “died for us,” by which he can mean— 

he died to save us (martyr model)— 

or: he died in our place (penal substitution model)— 

or: he paid the price to buy our freedom (ransoming model)— 

or: he died as the new place of atonement (sacrificial and typological)— 

or: he took on our curse and bore away our sins (scapegoat, also typological). 

In our day, as in Paul’s, readers have their own patterns of “hearing” a mixture of these concepts.317
 

Each model describes Jesus’ death as a transaction 

Paul seems to be eager to combine several models for describing the death of Christ, each of which 

speaks of a transaction. … All these statements seem to imply that God is paid-off or persuaded, 

although Paul will not say this openly. But the logical implications of the metaphors say it, and the 

common people pick up on that. The metaphors imply a selfless Messiah, but a God who must be 

paid-off. Salvation is not free. … 

This touches upon one of the difficulties in Paul: does he think that Christ’s death changed God’s 

mind, “purchasing” a salvation that otherwise would not have happened? Is salvation a result of God’s 

generosity or of God being satisfied only after the required payment was made? Paul never says that 

God’s mind was changed; in fact he says that God initiated the saving event (Rom 5:8), but the logic 

either of appeasement or of ritual cleansing shows up in the next verse where “his blood” turns away 

“the wrath of God” (Rom 5:9). 318 

------ 

While being “in Christ” entails membership in “Christ’s body,” the community, and while 

membership in the community requires conformation to a high standard of morality, the Christ in 

whom believers hope is finally neither the founder of a church nor a moral exemplar per se. Paul’s 

Christ is the eschatological Deliverer (1 i :26). With his resurrection, he signaled the beginning of the 
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End; with his return, he will shortly sum up the ages. The rescue mission for which God had 

commissioned his Son (Phil 2:5-I r) is now all but complete, Paul urges. Soon, with Christ’s defeat of 

the hostile cosmic powers and his final victory over Death, the sons of God both adopted (Gentiles, 

Rom 8:23) and “natural” (Jews, 9:4) will join with the divine Son in rejoicing in God’s kingdom.319 

Paul spent little on episodes of Jesus’ life or message 

Paul spends little time either arguing or demonstrating from episodes in Jesus’ life or from the LXX 

that Jesus is the messiah. He uses the Greek term, Christos, more as a name than as a messianic title: 

Jesus Christ, not Jesus the Christ. 

The Jesus who is the focus of Paul’s fierce commitment is the divine and pre-existent Son of God, the 

agent of creation “through whom all things are” (1 Cor 8:6), who came to earth, died by crucifixion, 

was raised and exalted, and is about to return. This pattern of descent, ascent, and approaching return 

is the essential content of Paul’s gospel—or, as he sees it, of the Gospel.320 

------ 

By Gospel Paul meant neither “sayings of the Lord” nor episodes drawn from Jesus’ earthly 

mission—precisely the content of the later gospels. The political and historical metaphors of more 

traditional Jewish apocalyptic eschatology retained even by these later works could not adequately 

express Paul’s vision of the enormous evil overcome and about to be overcome by the Risen Christ. 

He thus transposed the apocalyptic struggle between good and evil into a different key, from the 

historical to the cosmic.321 

Paul barely employed the word, Saviour 

In Paul’s letters to the churches, ōē [Saviour; Deliverer; Preserver] is found only twice [Phil. 3:20; 

Eph. 5:21-23]. (My comment: Ephesians is broadly accepted as not being written or dictated by Paul 

himself.)322 

The End would come when Paul had completed his mission 

We see in the closing chapters of Romans how Paul had integrated his own self-image as uniquely 

appointed apostle with his Law-free mission to the Gentiles and with the approach of the End. The 

interim before the Kingdom came would last as long as Paul’s mission itself. He was bringing in the 

“full number of the Gentiles” ([Romans] 11:25 ). He had preached from “Jerusalem as far round as 

Illyricum” and now there was no longer “any room for work in these regions” (15:23). … And once 

he had brought in the “full number of Gentiles,” the final events could unwind.323 

Jews could not accept a Messiah when the world continued on as before 

Historians have often sought in the Christian message itself a theological explanation for Israel’s 

rejection of the gospel. … The message failed because its central and motivating claim—that 

crucifixion actually confirmed Jesus’ status as messiah—could not be accommodated to mainstream 

Jewish messianism, which linked the coming of the messiah to the coming of the messianic age (see 1 

Cor : 1:22). Early Christian descriptions of the Parousia, both in Paul’s letters and in the later gospels, 

are the measure of the strength of this Jewish tradition. Jesus’ classically messianic performance at his 

Second Coming was to offset his untraditional earthly ministry. A messiah, crucified or otherwise, 

was not a messiah in the eyes of Jewish tradition if after his coming the world continued as before. … 

As the period between the resurrection and the Parousia stretched on, Christian claims would have 

seemed progressively less credible to those Jews who adhered to traditional messianic expectation.324 
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Later Christians developed on implications from Paul’s metaphors 

Although Paul never expounds upon God being appeased by the death of Christ, that is an implication 

of his metaphors, and later Christians have developed such notions.325 

CROSS 

For Paul, “Christ crucified” had salvific meaning 

“Christ crucified” wasn’t simply information about how Jesus died. It had meaning. To use a 

theological term, for Paul the death of Jesus was salvific—it had “saving significance.” The cross 

saves us. Indeed, for Paul, it is our salvation. … [Paul] writes about Jesus’s death as “for all,” “for the 

ungodly,” for “sinners,” for “us”: 

Jesus died for all, so that those who live might live no longer for themselves, but for 

him who died and was raised for them. (2 Cor. 5:15) 

Christ died for the ungodly. (Rom. 5:6) 

While we still were sinners Christ died for us. (Rom. 5:8)
326

 

------ 

Salvific significance is also signaled by Paul’s use of the word “sacrifice” to speak of Jesus’s death. 

We—everybody, as the context of the text makes clear— 

are justified by God’s grace as a gift, through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus, 

whom God put forward as a sacrifice of atonement by his blood, effective through 

faith. (Rom. 3:24-25)327 

“Christ crucified” had an anti- imperial Rome meaning 

In the first-century setting of Paul and his hearers, “Christ crucified” had an anti-imperial meaning. … 

This meant that Jesus had been executed by imperial authority: crucifixion was a Roman form of 

execution. In Paul’s world, a cross was always a Roman cross. Rome reserved crucifixion for two 

categories of people: those who challenged imperial rule … and chronically defiant slaves. … The 

two groups who were crucified had something in common: both rejected Roman imperial domination. 

Crucifixion was a very public, prolonged, and painful form of execution that carried the message, 

“Don’t you dare defy imperial authority, or this will happen to you.” It was state torture and terrorism. 

To proclaim “Christ crucified” was to signal at once that Jesus was an anti-imperial figure, and that 

Paul’s gospel was an anti-imperial gospel. The empire killed Jesus. The cross was the imperial “no” to 

Jesus. But God had raised him. The resurrection was God’s “yes” to Jesus, God’s vindication of 

Jesus—and thus also God’s “no” to the powers that had killed him. … 

Executed by Rome exposed the nature of the rulers of that world: they “crucified the Lord of glory” (1 

Cor. 2:8), thereby revealing the character of the system of domination and violence that killed Jesus. 

Vindicated by God—raised by God—meant Jesus is Lord, and thus the powers that executed him 

were not. In language that confronted and countered Roman imperial theology: Jesus is Lord—Caesar 

is not. This is the primary meaning of Paul’s emphatic use of “Christ crucified” in its context in 1 

Corinthians.328 

“Christ crucified” reveals God’s character 

Paul often speaks of Jesus dying “for others” and as a “sacrifice.” … This understanding of “Christ 

crucified” sees it as a revelation of the depth of God’s love and Christ’s love for us. …  
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What is God’s character? What is God like? And what is God’s passion? What is God passionate 

about? Paul’s answer is that the death of Jesus—Christ crucified—reveals God’s character as love and 

God’s passion.329 

------ 

Paul’s language of Jesus dying for others and as a sacrifice reveals both the love of Christ and the 

love of God—the character and passion of both. Christ’s love and passion led to the cross—and in 

that we see both his love and the love of God.330 

RESURRECTION 

Resurrection gave meaning to the cross of Jesus 

The cross of Jesus would have had no meaning for Paul without his conviction that God had raised 

Jesus. … Resurrection gave meaning to the cross.331 

Paul’s conviction of Jesus’ resurrection was grounded in his experience 

All of Paul’s genuine letters are earlier than any of the gospels and are thus the first written references 

to the resurrection. … Our purpose is to see what Paul said about the resurrection of Jesus without 

presuming the gospel accounts. … 

Paul’s conviction that God had raised Jesus was grounded in his own experience.332 

The risen Christ “appeared” 

[Paul] provides a list of those to whom the risen Christ appeared  

He appeared to Cephas [Peter], then to the twelve. Then he appeared to more than five 

hundred brothers and sisters at one time, most of whom are still alive, though some 

have died. Then he appeared to James, then to all the apostles. Last of all, as to one 

untimely born, he appeared also to me. ([1 Corinthians] 15:5-8) …  

Paul … repeatedly uses the verb “appeared” not only for the experiences of Peter and the rest, but also 

for his experience.333 

It did not mean a “transformed corpse” 

Paul’s experience of the risen Christ carried the conviction that he was real and could be known—but 

real need not mean a transformed corpse.334 

The resurrected body is not the pre-death body brought back to life 

[Paul] insists that the resurrected body is not simply the pre-death body brought back to life. First, he 

says that there are many kinds of bodies ([I Corinthians] 15:38-41) Then, in a series of contrasts, he 

writes about the differences between physical bodies and resurrected bodies. His central metaphor 

compares the physical body to a seed that is sown: 

What is sown is perishable, what is raised is imperishable. It is sown in dishonor, it is 

raised in glory. It is sown in weakness, it is raised in power. It is sown a physical 

body, it is raised a spiritual body. ([1 Corinthians] 15:42-44) 335 

------ 

Resurrection is not about coming back to life in a form similar to one’s form before death. Rather, the 

difference is as great as the difference between a seed that is sown and the full-grown plant that 

emerges.336 
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The risen Christ is a life-giving spirit with a spiritual body 

The resurrected body—including the body of Jesus—is a spiritual body: raised imperishable, raised in 

glory, raised in power. Clearly the resurrected body is not simply a physical body restored to life. 

Then Paul adds: “It is written, ‘The first man, Adam, became a living being’; the last Adam [Jesus] 

became a life-giving spirit” ([I Corinthians] 15:45). The risen Christ is a life-giving spirit.337 

ATONEMENT 

For Paul, salvation was primarily about life before death 

In Christian contexts today, the most common meaning of “salvation” is primarily about an afterlife—

how one is saved in order to go heaven. But this is not what the term meant for Paul. Yes, Paul 

believed in an afterlife. But for Paul, salvation—being saved—was primarily about life before death. 

It was already happening in this life, this side of death.338 

Atonement 

Atonement refers to a means of reconciliation.339 

Participatory atonement means personal transformation 

For Paul, Christ crucified and risen revealed the way to new life “in Christ.” Here it functions as a 

metaphor for the path of personal transformation: it involves an internal death and resurrection, dying 

to an old identity and way of life and rising into a new identity and way of life. 

Participatory atonement means a radical internal change 

We participate in the death and resurrection of Jesus, die and rise with Christ, and thereby enter a new 

life in Christ. Participatory atonement does not mean Jesus died for us, and therefore we don’t need 

to. Instead, it means we are to die and rise with Christ. It is metaphorical language for a process of 

radical internal change. 

This was Paul’s own experience. He expresses it most concisely in a single sentence in his letter to the 

Galatians. About himself, he writes, “I have been crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I who live, 

but it is Christ who lives in me” (2:19-20). … 

Crucifixion and resurrection, dying and rising, are radical images of internal transformation. The 

difference is as great as the difference between life and death. …  Dying and rising with Christ is the 

means to life “in Christ,” a phrase Paul uses over a hundred times in his letters.340 

Paul had a Spirit transplant 

Paul [was] a Jewish Christ mystic. He not only had ecstatic experiences of the risen Christ, but had 

become one with Christ by dying and rising with him. His identity was now a mystical identity “in 

Christ.” Paul had had a Spirit transplant.341 

This Spirit transplant is available to all 

Paul uses the language of participatory at-one-ment not just about himself, but also for all who would 

live their lives “in Christ.” In his letter to Christians in Rome [6:3-4], he writes about dying and rising 

with Christ as the meaning of baptism, the ritual of initiation into the new life “in Christ”. …  

Being baptized symbolized joining Jesus in his death, being “buried with him by baptism into death.” 

It was followed by resurrection: “just as Christ was raised from the dead … so we too might walk in 

newness of life”—the newness of life that results from a Spirit transplant through dying and rising 

with Christ.342 
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Internal transformation pictured as “Sacrifice” 

Paul also writes about internal transformation through participation in the death of Jesus using the 

language of sacrifice: … “… present your bodies as a living sacrifice.” (Romans 12:1)343 

Christ crucified and risen was the path of transformation 

For Paul, Christ crucified and risen had both personal and political meanings. In its personal aspect, it 

was the path of transformation: we are transformed by dying and rising with Christ, by undergoing an 

internal death and receiving a Spirit transplant, so that it is no longer we who live, but Christ who 

lives in us. As a political statement, it proclaimed that Jesus was Lord and Caesar was not. And it 

proclaimed that God’s great cleanup of the world had begun.344 
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MARK’S SOTERIOLOGY 

Mark was written 68-70 CE by an unknown author 

Around the year 70, an early Christian put the story of Jesus into written form for the first time. 

Though the location is uncertain, the best guess is a Christ-community near the northern border of 

Galilee in the Jewish homeland. We call the document “Mark,” though it is not certain that somebody 

named “Mark” wrote it. …  

Mark is the first narrative gospel. Even if, as seems likely, a major part of Jesus’s teaching was 

committed to writing in the 50s or early 60s in the hypothetical document Q, that is a collection of 

teachings, not a narrative. … [Mark’s gospel] is the fountainhead of the other two synoptic gospels, 

Matthew and Luke.345 

Peter’s sole voice 

The Gospel of Mark is very likely the preaching of Peter or the catechetical instruction that 

accompanied Peter’s preaching even though the literary form and structure are almost certainly 

Mark’s.346 

SOTERIOLOGICAL FEATURES OF MARK’S GOSPEL 

The terms “salvation” and “saviour” are absent from Mark  

Although the terms “salvation” and “saviour” are absent from Mark, the role of “saviour” is not. The 

verb occurs in 3:4; 5:23, 28, 34; 6:56; 8:35; 10:26, 52; 13:13, 20; 15:30-31 (and 16:16). It is also 

generally accepted that the passion of Jesus plays a very important role in this Gospel.347 

------ 

It remains striking that in the New Testament as a whole the term  [Saviour] is used so seldom, 

even though the function of Saviour is quite obvious in the New Testament and in Mark.348 

Salvation is about liberation and healing 

Mark’s understanding of salvation is not just about sin and redemption, but about liberation and 

healing, which he finds already coming to expression in Jesus’ ministry, to which forgiveness belongs 

but only as one element.349 

Paul and Mark had very different soteriologies 

What sets Mark and Paul apart also is the very different soteriology, pneumatology, and basis for 

ethics, such that it would be hard to place Mark in a Pauline trajectory, such as we find in Colossians, 

Ephesians, or the Pastoral epistles. These differences have major implications for the understanding of 

faith in each, which accordingly is significantly different. In Paul it means believing and embracing 

the gift of reconciliation made possible through Christ’s death which guarantees escape from wrath to 

come and through the Spirit living out that relationship in ways that more than fulfil the Law’s 

demands. In Mark it means believing and embracing the promise of the kingdom, including the 

promise now of forgiveness and belonging, and following Jesus by doing God’s will, including a 

selective keeping of the Law based on priorities set by Jesus. It is hard to get from Paul to Mark in 

the light of such difference.350 

------ 

The different soteriology and pneumatology, and so the difference in the understanding of what are to 

be faith’s beliefs and faith’s response, suggest that Mark cannot be seen as simply a more radical 
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paulinist. The common ground suggests a Christian group within the diverse mix of evolving 

Christian communities, which had also needed to deal with inclusion of Gentiles by addressing issues 

of Law.351 

The source of salvation 

Mark: “Then who can be saved?” … For God all things are possible.”352 

------ 

Mark: Jesus said to them … “Are you able to drink the cup that I drink, or be baptized with the 

baptism that I am baptized with?” They replied, “We are able.” Then Jesus said to them, “The 

cup that I drink you will drink; and with the baptism with which I am baptized, you will be 

baptized; but to sit at my right hand or at my left is not mine to grant, but it is for those for 

whom it has been prepared.”353 

The father did not send his son to be killed; he changes the tenants 

Mark: He had still one other, a beloved son. Finally he sent him to them, saying, ‘They will respect 

my son.’ But those tenants said to one another, ‘This is the heir; come, let us kill him, and the 

inheritance will be ours.’ So they seized him, killed him, and threw him out of the vineyard. 

What then will the owner of the vineyard do? He will come and destroy the tenants and give 

the vineyard to others.354 

No systematic Christology 

The various Christological titles of Jesus are not inherently Christological, and also not unambiguous. 

… This means that we do not have a systematic Christology in the Gospel, but a narrative 

presentation.355 

WORKS AND DISCIPLESHIP REAP ETERNAL LIFE 
Mark: Those who lose their life for [Jesus’] sake, and for the sake of the gospel, will save it.356 

------ 

Mark: Whoever gives you a cup of water to drink because you bear the name of Christ will by no 

means lose the reward.357 

------ 

The difficulties involved in living as disciples of Jesus are clearly seen in the life of the Twelve, and 

the readers of Mark are given clear instructions of what being a disciple entails. In 8:34-9:1 

discipleship, following Jesus, and salvation are also linked in the context of suffering-death 

discourse. The interesting thing is that the link between salvation or losing one’s life and discipleship 

is taken up again in 10:26-27 where miracle discourse is being used (all things are possible with God 

10:27) when the disciples ask in wonder “Then who can be saved?”358 

Mark: “Good Teacher, what must I do to inherit eternal life?” … You know the commandments. 

… “Teacher, I have kept all these since my youth.” Jesus, looking at him, loved him and said, 

“You lack one thing; go, sell what you own, and give the money to the poor, and you will 

have treasure in heaven; then come, follow me.”359 

------ 
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Mark: “Which commandment is the first of all?” Jesus answered, “The first is, ‘Hear, O Israel: the 

Lord our God, the Lord is one; you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with 

all your soul, and with all your mind, and with all your strength.’ The second is this, ‘You shall 

love your neighbor as yourself.’ There is no other commandment greater than these.”360 

Faith was required 

Mark: “I believe; help my unbelief!”361 

------ 

Mark: Jesus said to him, “Go; your faith has made you well.”362 

------ 

Mark: “Have faith in God. … Whatever you ask for in prayer, believe that you have received it, and it 

will be yours. “Whenever you stand praying, forgive, if you have anything against anyone; so 

that your Father in heaven may also forgive you your trespasses.”363 

Faith means welcoming the good news in a way that is transformative 

Mark adds a further component to what faith meant and means: it meant for some in the narrative that 

they followed Jesus to be engaged in his ministry, which included bringing others to faith (1:16-20).364 

------ 

For Mark faith means welcoming the good news in a way that is transformative and includes 

appropriation of forgiveness of sins. It means believing claims about Jesus which set him in continuity 

with God’s engagement with Israel in the past (in prediction and pattern), give him a unique status 

before God as God’s Son, and portray him as the bearer of God’s Spirit to bring about God’s reign 

and to dethrone the powers of Satan. It also means acknowledging other human beings as enlisted to 

be part of this action.365 

Faith means expressing commitment to following Jesus 

Mark’s usual way of expressing commitment to Jesus is to speak of following him, not to speak of 

believing in him. Where faith is directed towards Jesus it is fundamentally understood as belief that in 

Jesus God’s reign is being exercised.366 

Faith means believing who Jesus is 

Mark’s Jesus promises hope, but already during his ministry brings the transforming reign of God 

through healing, exorcism, and the call to change, offering forgiveness and belonging in God’s people 

to all. Faith is to believe who Jesus is and what he offers and to respond by heeding his teaching, 

which includes the message about what God requires: to do God’s will as described above. The 

message of hope promises change in the future. Faith in Mark, as in Paul, means believing the coming 

day of judgement and the appearance of Christ and the hope of being with him rather than suffering 

divine judgement.367 

Faith does not mean engaging in a relationship 

Mark shows no awareness of the response of faith as engagement in a relationship which by the Spirit 

engenders ethical fruit. Ethics mean keeping the commandments and following Jesus. The Spirit 

enables miracles.368 
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DEATH AND RESURRECTION PREDICTED WITHOUT  
A SOTERIOLOGICAL EXPLANATION 

Predicts his death and rise after three days 

Mark: [Jesus] began to teach them that the Son of Man must undergo great suffering, and be rejected 

by the elders, the chief priests, and the scribes, and be killed, and after three days rise again.369 

------ 

Mark: He took the twelve aside again and began to tell them what was to happen to him, saying, “We 

are going up to Jerusalem, and the Son of Man will be handed over to the chief priests and the 

scribes, and they will condemn him to death; then they will hand him over to the Gentiles; they 

will mock him, and spit upon him, and flog him, and kill him; and after three days he will rise 

again.”370 

------ 

The rhetoric of the Psalm is reversed  In the beginning of Ps 22 the sufferer cries out in alienation, 

then experiences the mockery and humiliation of nakedness while at the end of Ps 22 confidence in 

God is expressed. In Mark 15:24 the humiliation of Jesus’ nakedness is recounted, this is followed by 

the taunting in 15:30-32 and it ends with Jesus’ cry of dereliction and alienation in 15:34. Language in 

a psalm that moved from alienation through agony to an expression of confidence has been 

reconfigured into a crucifixion account that moves from agony to alienation to death.371 

------ 

Robbins reminds us of the Greco-Roman tradition of the suffering and dying king who voluntarily 

dies for the benefit of his own people (1992b, 187f). He then points out the close relation between the 

crucifixion scene in Mark and the description in Dio Chrysostom, Discourses 4.67.69, where the 

Persian ritual in the Sacian festival consists of the humiliation of a prisoner by first mockingly 

honouring him as king and then stripping, scourging and hanging him. The remarkable thing is that in 

this example of cultural intertexture Mark 15 follows the sequence of the text of Dio Chrysostom that 

follows an inverse order of the scenes in Ps 22. In this manner the cultural intertexture actually 

reconfigures the Jewish and Hellenistic-Roman tradition.372 

------ 

Mark: And Jesus said to them … “it is written, ‘I will strike the shepherd, and the sheep will be 

scattered.’ But after I am raised up, I will go before you to Galilee.”373 

------ 

Mark: [The young man] said to them, “Do not be alarmed; you are looking for Jesus of Nazareth, who 

was crucified. He has been raised; he is not here. Look, there is the place they laid him. But go, tell 

his disciples and Peter that he is going ahead of you to Galilee.374 

------ 

There are a number of texts where Jesus is depicted in terms of the Suffering Servant of the Lord from 

Isaiah, 9:12: he should suffer, (treated with contempt cf. Isa 53:3); 10:34: spit upon him (shame and 

spitting cf. Isa 50:6); 10:45: ransom for many (cf. offering for sin Isa 53:10ff); 14:24: my blood of the 

covenant, make many righteous (cf. Isa 53:11f); 14:61: He was silent, made no answer (cf. as a sheep 

is silent Isa 53:7); 14:65: spitting and slapping (cf. Isa 50:6); 15:27: crucified with him two robbers 

(cf. numbered with transgressors Isa 53:12). It should be noted that according to Kee, Mark gives no 
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explanation for the suffering and death of Jesus, there are no sure quotations from Isa 53, none of the 

distinctive language of the Suffering Servant can be detected and no explicit doctrine of atonement 

can be found (1975, 182-183).375 

------ 

In Mark 10:35-45 the ransom saying is the climactic word in the context of Jesus’ teaching on service, 

but now with a particular slant to the content of the service by Jesus. But it is precisely the presence of 

10:45b, the [lutron] λúτρον word, which prevents us from interpreting the saying about Jesus’ service 

as being only exemplary. In the past the discussion has often centred on the issue whether the 

background to this saying is to be found in the Suffering Servant of Isa 53. Although the arguments of 

Barrett (1959) and Hooker (1959) against a direct link to Isa 53 are on the whole acknowledged, it is 

difficult to deny an indirect influence of Isa 53 and Hooker admits that “the theology of Isaiah 40-55 

as a whole is certainly an important part of its background” (1991:249). It is true that the word 

“ransom” has no direct relation to Isa 53. It has the meaning of “means of liberation”, “death on cross 

as ransom”, and … it is located in the semantic domain dealing with “release, set free”.376 

Scarcity of references to Christ’s death bringing forgiveness of sins 

Within the passion narrative is the account of Jesus’ last meal with his disciples (14:22-25). It 

includes reference to his own death. In giving the bread, he simply states; “This is my body”; but in 

relation to the cup, declares: “This blood is the new covenant in my blood poured out for many”. The 

only other reference of this kind speaks of his giving his life as a “ransom for many” (10:45). An 

allusion to Isa 53:12 is likely in 14:24 and probable in 10:45. Both sayings interpret Jesus’ death as on 

behalf of or in the interests of others. …  One could conclude that these two references indicate that 

faith for Mark now sees Christ’s death as the salvific moment which brought forgiveness of sins, so 

that this should be seen as the unexpressed assumption wherever Mark speaks of the gospel and 

intends it to apply to his own day. The problem with such a conclusion is the paucity of references to 

it in Mark and especially in the passion narrative where Mark could easily have included comment 

and citation making this clear.377 

No clear evidence that the cross resulted in atonement 

Neither within Mark’s narrative world, which depicts the time before Jesus’ death, nor in projections 

beyond it, is there clear evidence that the cross as effecting atonement has become the main focus of 

the good news, as it is in Paul, according to whom only on that basis can freedom from divine 

judgement be possible. Had this been so also for Mark, one would expect to see traces of it at least in 

the passion narrative, where Mark has been actively engaged in highlighting other key values. Mark’s 

message in Jesus’ ministry is already about belonging and already included forgiveness, offered to 

all.378 

The resurrection is proof of Jesus’ legitimacy 

The resurrection clearly serves Mark’s hearers as a fundamental proof of Jesus’ legitimacy and of the 

promise of future hope.379 

The new covenant sealed with symbolic blood 

Mark: [Jesus] said to them, “This is my blood of the covenant, which is poured out for many”.380 

------ 

The words over the wine … could now serve simply refer to Jesus’ self-giving throughout his life and 

even to death in order to bring the benefit of the good news to all and so be saving in that sense.381 

------ 
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The phrase “my blood of the covenant” echoes Exodus 24:1-8, especially verse 8, and defines Jesus’ 

death on the cross as a covenantal death.382 

------ 

Mark: The Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to give his life a ransom for many.383 

------ 

It is often said that Mark 10:45 and 14:24 are the only references to the salvific meaning of the death 

of Jesus in Mark, and that these references were influenced by the early Christian tradition.384 

SOTERIOLOGICAL MESSAGE IMPLIED BY THE MIRACLES 

Employment of metaphors 

It must also be acknowledged that the issue of salvation can be communicated through metaphors. In 

the case of Paul, for example, a large number of metaphors are used, drawn from four different 

spheres: social interaction, biological and physiological interaction, the cultic and ritual realm, as well 

as from the technical sphere of life. When attention is given to motifs and soteriological topoi, it is 

also important to keep in mind that according to some our interest in terms and metaphors is basically 

in the effect or the end result.385 

------ 

The fact that Jesus saved others, but not himself (Mark 15:31), and the implication thereof for his 

mission of saving others.386 

The physical healing had a spiritual message 

Mark: When Jesus saw their faith, he said to the paralytic, “Son, your sins are forgiven. … The Son of 

Man has authority on earth to forgive sins”.387 

------ 

The healing of a paralytic in Mark 2:1-12 also deals with Jesus as saviour in a narrower sense as 

healer as well as in a broader sense as the one who saves from sin. … Two motifs are combined here, 

the healing of the paralytic and Jesus’ authority as Son of man to forgive sins. The way in which Jesus 

links the forgiveness of sins (2:6) and the healing (2:11) underlines the fact that Jesus wants to bring 

wholeness to the person and not just the healing of a physical illness.388 

------ 

Mark: “Daughter, your faith has made you well. … Do not fear, only believe.”389 

------ 

The healings of Jesus have a provisional salvific significance in themselves in redressing the physical 

need, but they also point beyond themselves as signs of the coming of the kingdom of God. … Rescue 

from death links to Jesus’ own resurrection – cf. in (5:41, 42).390 

------ 

Jesus’ healing went much further than only the relief of bodily illness, his table fellowship with 

sinners embodied the forgiveness given in [Mark] 2:5 to the paralytic. Each of these actions “depicted 
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the gospel of God’s activity in calling together a new people of the Kingdom, the promise of 

wholeness of the age of salvation, and the forgiving reconciliation of God with his alienated people”. 

(Guelich 1989, 106).391 

REDEFINED EXODUS AND KINGDOM, AND THE RENEWED 
COVENANT 

As only God can forgive sins (2:7), Jesus’ claim to do that (2:5) is seen as blasphemy. Forgiveness of 

sins is part of the blessings of the Messianic age (cf. Isa 33:24; Mi 7:18-20; Jer 31:31-34; Ezek 18:31; 

36:22-28; Zech 13:1). The forgiveness promised by John the Baptist in 1:4 is now being realised by 

Jesus in the healing of the paralytic and the pronouncement that his sins are forgiven. This is relevant 

to the issue of salvation in the broader sense too. Forgiveness of sins is another way of saying ‘return 

from exile’ (cf. Jer 33:4-11; Ezek 36:24-6, 33; 37:21-3; Isa 40:1-2; 53:5-6, 11-12. This can be a 

private blessing, but it is not just a gift to an individual person. 

The point is that Jesus was offering the return from exile, the renewed covenant, the 

eschatological ‘forgiveness of sins’ - in other words, the kingdom of god. And he was 

offering this final eschatological blessing outside the official structures, to all the 

wrong people, and on his own authority. That was his real offence. (Wright 1996, 272 

his italics). 

This means that the paralytic was experiencing his own “return” from exile in the healing of his 

paralysis and forgiveness of his sins. It was to this scandalous redefinition of the kingdom itself that 

the Jewish religious leaders objected.392 
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MATTHEW’S SOTERIOLOGY 

 

SALVATION COMES FROM GOD 

Only God can save mortals 

“Who can be saved?” But Jesus looked at them and said, “For mortals it is impossible, 

but for God all things are possible.” (Matt. 19:25-26, NRSV)393 

The rich man’s refusal to part with his wealth allows Jesus to instruct His disciples on how difficult it 

is for those who have wealth to enter the kingdom. … Evidently the disciples hear this as new 

teaching for they express great astonishment (Matt 19:25; Mark 10:26). In their minds it seems that if 

the rich are unable to enter the kingdom then it must be shut up to everyone, hence their response, 

“Who then can be saved?” … The answer is that on the one hand “no one” can be saved for Jesus too 

thinks this is impossible with men. Yet on the other hand everyone can be saved since all things are 

possible with God (Matt 19:26; Mark 10:27; cf. Luke 18:27). God can get the camel through the eye 

of the needle so to speak. He can do what people cannot.394 

------ 

Only those who are poor in spirit (Matt 5:3), who mourn (v. 4), are meek (v. 5), and hunger and thirst 

for righteousness (v. 6), meet God’s demand for righteousness. Otherwise it is impossible (19:26a). 

Hence those who exhibit Sermon on the Mount righteousness and thus enter the kingdom do so only 

by God’s enabling (v. 26b). Sermon on the Mount righteousness is to be ours and yet it can’t be ours 

apart from God.395 

Jesus was born in order to save his people, the Jews, from their sins 

The Lord appeared to [Joseph] in a dream and said, “Joseph, son of David, do not be 

afraid to take Mary as your wife, for the child conceived in her is from the Holy 

Spirit. She will bear a son, and you are to name him Jesus, for he will save his people 

from their sins.” (Matt. 1:20-21, NRSV) 

Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? (Matt. 2:2, NRSV) 

A ruler who is to shepherd396 my people Israel. (Matt. 2:6, NRSV) 

Names, especially divinely revealed names, are full of meaning, and this is often revealed by a word-

play which need not always correspond to the actual etymology of the name. In the case of Jesus (the 

Greek form of Joshua or Jeshua, a common name) both the sound (cf. Heb. yosi’a, ‘he will save’) and 

the probable etymology (‘Yahweh is salvation’, or ‘O save, Yahweh’) contribute to the explanation 

for he will save his people from their sins. His people will be in the first instance the Jews (Matthew 

uses this term laos particularly for the chosen race), but the man who wrote 28:19 must have expected 

a wider application ultimately.397 

------ 

Inherent in the name “Jesus” is that “He will save His people from their sins” (Matt 1:21).398 

Jesus’ body and blood of the covenant are given for the forgiveness of sins 

While they were eating, Jesus took a loaf of bread, and after blessing it he broke it, 

gave it to the disciples, and said, “Take, eat; this is my body.”  
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Then he took a cup, and after giving thanks he gave it to them, saying, “Drink from 

it, all of you; for this is my blood of the covenant, which is poured out for many 

for the forgiveness of sins. 

I tell you, I will never again drink of this fruit of the vine until that day when I drink 

it new with you in my Father’s kingdom.” 

When they had sung the hymn, they went out to the Mount of Olives. Matt. 26:26-30, 

NRSV) 

The Jesus of this Gospel is the Savior of men from sin; or, to put it positively, he makes the higher 

righteousness possible for them. His “blood of the covenant” is poured out “for the forgiveness of 

sins” (26:28). It is only in discipleship to the gentle-and-lowly-in-heart (Matt. 11:29), suffering-and-

dying Jesus that the true righteousness, i.e., inner goodness, is to be found and the kingdom of heaven 

entered.399 

Jesus has all authority, choosing to whom he will reveal the Father 

All things have been handed over to me by my Father; and no one knows the Son 

except the Father, and no one knows the Father except the Son and anyone to whom 

the Son chooses to reveal him. (Matt. 11:27, NRSV) 

Jesus will acknowledge to his Father those who acknowledge him 

Everyone therefore who acknowledges me before others, I also will acknowledge 

before my Father in heaven; but whoever denies me before others, I also will deny 

before my Father in heaven. (Matt. 10:32-33, NRSV) 

Jesus does not decide who will sit alongside him 

To sit at my right hand and at my left, this is not mine [Jesus] to grant. (Matt. 

20:23, NRSV) 

THE GOSPEL, THE “GOOD NEWS” 

The gospel is that Jesus is Lord of heaven and earth 

The gospel is not primarily about the necessity of the human response of “faith” in Jesus’s saving 

work, but rather about how Jesus came to be enthroned as Lord of heaven and earth. Allegiance alone 

is required for salvation.400 

------ 

This gospel is not that “all have sinned and fallen short of God’s glory,” and so “we are saved by 

trusting in the sufficiency of Jesus’s death for our sins.” These statements contain important truths, 

but they truncate and distort the gospel, which instead climaxes and is directed most emphatically 

toward the enthronement of Jesus as the Christ.401 

The Greek word pistis, translated as “faith”, has a broad range of meanings 

Although the Greek word pistis, the word that most often stands behind our English translations of 

“faith” or “belief” in the New Testament, can and does frequently involve regarding something as 

true or real, akin to how we might say “I have faith that God exists” or “my beliefs are different from 

yours,” the word pistis (and related terms) has a much broader range of meaning. This range includes 

ideas that aren’t usually associated in our contemporary culture with belief or faith, such as reliability, 

confidence, assurance, fidelity, faithfulness, commitment, and pledged loyalty.402 

------ 
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The Greek word pistis, generally rendered “faith” or “belief,” as it pertains to Christian salvation, 

quite simply has little correlation with “faith” and “belief” as these words are generally understood 

and used in contemporary Christian culture, and much to do with allegiance. At the center of 

Christianity, properly understood, is not the human response of faith or belief but rather the old-

fashioned term fidelity.403 

------ 

We are indeed saved by pistis, traditionally translated “faith,” but when this word is applied to the 

question of salvation, it is best to speak of loyalty or allegiance.404 

------ 

On contemporary English-language biases regarding what faith means and the range of pistis in the 

NT time period, see D. Campbell, Quest for Paul’s Gospel, 178-207. Campbell proposes (esp. pp. 

189-90) that when translating pistis, the term faith should either he abandoned or put in scare quotes405 

as “faith.”406 

------ 

If we were to determine that in appropriate salvation-oriented contexts in the New Testament pistis 

most likely means faithfulness, or fidelity, or allegiance, then might not pistis by its very definition 

include concrete acts that are inseparable from allegiance? In other words, we might come to discover 

that faith and works are not mutually exclusive after all.407 

------ 

The New Perspective [on Paul] perpetuates the traditional Christian binary juxtaposition of “faith” 

(meaning faith in God and Christ) versus “works” or actions, whether described as “good” works in 

more general terms or in terms of Jewish behavior more specifically. 

One of the ways in which this juxtaposition surfaces … is the New Perspective’s continued translation 

and interpretation of the Greek pistis as “faith,” as in “belief’ in a propositional claim. The 

contributors [to this book] tend rather to understand pistis in terms of “faithfulness,” as in “trust” and 

“loyalty” or “steadfastness.” The latter understanding of pistis would by implication necessarily 

include matters of affiliation and obedience, that is, of behavior.  

As a consequence, these contributors hold that Paul’s gospel, which insisted that non-Jews not 

undertake proselyte conversion, did not create a “Law-free” apostle.408 

THE START OF JESUS’ PREACHING 

John baptised with water for repentance but a follower will baptise with the 
eschatological Holy Spirit and fire 

“I [John] baptize you with water for repentance, but one who is more powerful than I 

is coming after me; I am not worthy to carry his sandals. He will baptize you with the 

Holy Spirit and fire. His winnowing fork is in his hand, and he will clear his 

threshing floor and will gather his wheat into the granary; but the chaff he will 

burn with unquenchable fire.” (Matt. 3:11-12, NRSV) 
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To welcome the imminent Kingdom of God, the hearers had to act, they had to change their way of 

living, they had to repent. No indication is given here that faith is all-sufficient, or that there was any 

need to have faith that Jesus’ death and resurrection were the substitutes for a sinner’s. 

------ 

Coming after me does not refer to one coming ‘later’ but is a regular description of a follower or 

disciple. Jesus first appeared as a follower of John when he came to his baptism, but John already 

knew that in fact he was mightier.409 

Together, John and his cousin Jesus fulfilled all righteousness 

But Jesus answered [John], “Let it be so now; for it is proper for us in this way to 

fulfil all righteousness.” (Matt. 3:15, NRSV) 

In [Matthew] 3:15, which has no parallel in the other Gospels, we seem to be dealing with an 

apologetic comment, perhaps Matthew’s, by which Jesus’ baptism at the hands of John is explained. 

He was not baptized because he was a sinner, as were the others, but because it was fitting and his 

duty to do all that God had declared to be his will. Surely nothing more is needed here for the content 

of “all righteousness” than all those attitudes and acts which accord with the divine will for men. … 

One is hardly justified in finding in the phrase in 3:15 a reference to a sacrificial death by which 

eschatological judgment and salvation is to be accomplished.410 

------ 

On the basis of the story line in Mt 3:13-17 it is obvious that the act of baptism must be included in 

the meaning of the expression ‘to fulfil all righteousness’. … In 3:15 righteousness does not refer to 

the gift of God but to God’s demand upon man. John and Jesus are to carry out the total will of God. 

They are ‘to leave nothing undone that has been revealed as the righteous will of God’. Righteousness 

is the norm for the conduct of John the Baptist and Jesus.411 

When he heard of John’s arrest, Jesus began to preach  

When Jesus heard that John had been arrested, he withdrew to Galilee.  

He left Nazareth and made his home in Capernaum by the sea, in the territory of 

Zebulun and Naphtali, so that what had been spoken through the prophet Isaiah might 

be fulfilled: 

"Land of Zebulun, land of Naphtali, 

on the road by the sea, 

across the Jordan, Galilee of the Gentiles 

 — 

the people who sat in darkness 

have seen a great light, 

and for those who sat in the region and shadow of death 

light has dawned." 

From that time Jesus began to proclaim, "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven has 

come near." (Matt. 4:12-17, NRSV) 

------ 

Jesus touched their eyes. Immediately they regained their sight and followed him. 

(Matt. 20:34, NRSV) 
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Believe the way of righteousness preached by John the Baptist 

Jesus said to them, “Truly I tell you, the tax collectors and the prostitutes are going 

into the kingdom of God ahead of you. For John came to you in the way of 

righteousness and you did not believe him, but the tax collectors and the 

prostitutes believed him; and even after you saw it, you did not change your 

minds and believe him. (Matt. 21:31-32, NRSV) 

SURPASSING RIGHTEOUSNESS IS REQUIRED OF MAN 

Those who give priority to Jesus will find life 

Whoever loves a father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; and whoever 

loves son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me; and whoever does not 

take up the cross and follow me is not worthy of me. Those who find their life will 

lose it, and those who lose their life for my sake will find it. (Matt. 10:37-39, NRSV) 

Everyone who has forsaken all to follow Jesus will inherit eternal life 

Jesus said to them, “Truly I tell you, at the renewal of all things, when the Son of Man 

is seated on the throne of his glory, you who have followed me will also sit on twelve 

thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel. 

And everyone who has left houses or brothers or sisters or father or mother or 

children or fields, for my name’s sake, will receive a hundredfold, and will inherit 

eternal life. (Matt. 19:28-29, NRSV) 

Only those who “do” () the will of the Father will enter the kingdom 

Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, but 

only the one who does the will of my Father in heaven. (Matt. 7:21, NRSV) 

About thirty passages in the New Testament provide details about the final judgment. When we 

examine these passages closely, we will see that they all share a common feature: the premise that 

God judges people based on their conduct — the outward expression of their hearts’ character.412 

------ 

In Matthew, Jesus himself indicates, in what is perhaps the most terrifying statement in the New 

Testament, that confessing that he is Lord is not on its own sufficient to secure eternal salvation. 

Allegiance includes obedient action: 

Not everyone who says to me, “Lord, Lord,” will enter the kingdom of heaven, but the one 

who does the will of my Father who is in heaven. Many will say to me on that day, “Lord, 

Lord, did we not prophesy in your name, and cast out demons in your name, and do many 

powerful deeds in your name?” And then I will declare to them publicly, “I never knew you; 

depart from me, you workers of lawlessness.” (Matt. 7:21-23) 

The context in which this passage is situated pertains specifically to entering true life (“enter through 

the narrow gate!”-7:13), a warning against false prophets (“by their fruit you will recognize them!”-

7:16), and the necessity of putting Jesus’s words into practice (“everyone who hears these words of 

mine and does them will be like a wise man who built his house on the rock”-7:24). So the point in 

context is that even those who have confessed Jesus as Lord and who claim (on the basis of their own 

questionable testimony) to have performed good works in Jesus’s name may not have truly enacted 

fidelity to Jesus as Lord. Notice Jesus calls them “workers of lawlessness,” meaning their wicked 

practices are at issue. Professed allegiance is not sufficient; the allegiance must be realized by 
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genuine, albeit not perfect, obedience. Pistis must be embodied. In fact, because salvation is a bodily 

journey, it cannot be any other way.413 

------ 

The Gospels make it clear that God judges according to conduct. Jesus himself spoke very clearly on 

the subject: 

The hour is coming when all who are in their graves will hear his voice and will come 

out — those who have done good, to the resurrection of life, and those who have done 

evil, to the resurrection of condemnation: (John 5:28-29)414 

------ 

Speaking on His requirements for entering the kingdom, Jesus concludes that it is not those who 

“call” () Him Lord who will enter the kingdom of heaven, but only those who “do” () the 

will of the Father in heaven (Matt 7:21). Evidently then, doing () involves more than just saying 

(). … That more than just passive acquiescence is in view is apparent in v. 24 where hearing 

() and doing () Jesus’ words avert one’s house, figuratively speaking, from crashing 

down. 

The point is that  is more than, although clearly includes, “calling” () “hearing” 

(, v. 26; cf. Luke 8:21) and “teaching” (, Mark 6:30).  involves activity and 

as such can appropriately be defined as a “work.”415 

Do the will of Jesus’ Father in heaven 

Whoever does the will of my Father in heaven is my brother and sister and mother. 

(Matt. 12:50, NRSV) 

------ 

When Jesus first called the four disciples along the Sea of Galilee he didn’t say “receive me into your 

heart” but “follow me.” When a crisis arose among his followers he didn’t say “you’re safe” or “get 

your orthodoxy on” but “deny yourself and take up your cross.” Moreover, when he finished the 

greatest sermon on earth, the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus didn’t say “Repent and believe these 

things” but “the one who hears these words of mine and does them.”416 

To enter the kingdom, one’s righteousness must exceed that of the scribes and 
Pharisees (Matt. 5:20-48) 

Introductory statement at Matt. 5:20 

Unless your righteousness exceeds that of the scribes and Pharisees, you will never 

enter the kingdom of heaven. (Matt. 5:20, NRSV) 

It has been suggested by many scholars that Mt 5:20 is an introductory statement or heading for 5:21-

48. In 5:20 Jesus, in the context of a polemical discussion dealing with the relationship between 

Judaism and his own teaching, is represented as telling his disciples (5:1-2) and the crowds (7:28), 

‘For I tell you, unless your righteousness exceeds that of the scribes and Pharisees, you will never 

enter the kingdom of heaven.’417 

Putting a fence around The Law (Matt. 5:21-48) 

In Mt 5:21-48 examples of this greater righteousness are given. These examples are generally referred 

to as the antitheses. …  It becomes evident that Matthew himself viewed them as being representative 

of a new interpretation of the old law. … It appears that Matthew is applying the Rabbinic principle of 

making a fence around Torah in 5:21-48. 
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Moore explains that this was a hermeneutical principle used to protect the law ‘by surrounding it with 

cautionary rules to halt a man like a danger signal before he gets within breaking distance of the 

divine statute itself’. … 

In 5:21-6 the fence consists of the recommendation that one should not even be angry with his 

brother, for in this way one will definitely obey the commandment ‘You shall not kill.’ 

In 5:27-30 it is suggested that one should not even look at a woman lustfully for in this way one will 

never reach the stage of breaking the commandment ‘You shall not commit adultery.’ In 5:31-2 the 

problem appears to be the legality of a bill of divorce. … In 5:33-7 it is argued that in order not to 

break the commandment ‘You shall not swear falsely’ it is best not to swear at all. 

In 5:38-42 the underlying problem is the uncertainty which is necessarily involved in the application 

of the principle ‘an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth’. Can one ever be sure that one has done 

exactly that which has been demanded? The implicit answer is, No! Consequently, depending on the 

situation, it is best not to retaliate at all or to do more than is required. 

In 5:43-7 the dilemma which is to be resolved is the uncertainty of defining who in fact is one’s 

neighbour and who one’s enemy. Since one can never be absolutely certain, it is thought best to treat 

everybody as one’s neighbour. 

That the principle of making a fence around Torah underlies 5:21-48 is not only suggested by the 

passage itself but is consistent with the context in which this passage is found. Mt 5:19 warns against 

the relaxing of ‘one of the least of these commandments’. … 

The antitheses reflect not a new law but a new interpretation of the existing law. This new 

interpretation of the law should not be viewed as a radicalized view of the law. Rather this new 

interpretation of the law is representative of an extremely meticulous observance of the law. …  

The term dikaiosyne [righteousness] in Mt 5:20 is defined by the antitheses. Consequently, the 

righteousness that is to exceed that of the scribes and Pharisees is a righteousness that is 

representative of an extremely meticulous observance of the law, an observance that is based on an 

interpretation reminiscent of the principle of making a fence around Torah.418 

Examples of the fence around The Law at Matt. 5:21-47 

If you are angry with a brother or sister, you will be liable to judgment; and if you 

insult a brother or sister, you will be liable to the council; and if you say, ‘You fool,’ 

you will be liable to the hell of fire. (Matt. 5:22, NRSV) 

------ 

If your right eye causes you to sin, tear it out and throw it away; it is better for you 

to lose one of your members than for your whole body to be thrown into hell. And if 

your right hand causes you to sin, cut it off and throw it away; it is better for you to 

lose one of your members than for your whole body to go into hell. (Matt. 5:29-30, 

NRSV) 

It is probable that Matthew did not view this saying in a literal way but conceived of it as a 

hortatory419 device employed to demonstrate the gravity of the situation discussed in 5:27-30. … Mt 

5:29 could be interpreted as pointing to a new law, this is by no means the only reasonable 

interpretation. This saying, too, can be seen in the context of making a fence around the old law.420 

Dikaiosyne [righteousness] refers to conduct that accords with a norm, in this 
case it is The Law (Matt.5:20) 

In [Matthew] 5:20, Dikaiosyne [righteousness] is a term which refers to conduct according to a norm 

which in this case is the law. Both the disciples and the scribes and Pharisees have righteousness 
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insofar as both groups live according to the demands of the law. This, however, does not mean that 

the righteousness of the two groups is identical. Jesus demands that the righteousness of the disciples 

is to exceed that of the scribes and Pharisees. This does not mean that the disciples are to live 

according to a different law but that they are to live according to a different interpretation of the law, 

namely, an extremely meticulous and strict interpretation which appears to be based on a principle 

related to making a fence around Torah. The goal of this type of conduct is perfection. In this case 

perfection is not only to be understood in the qualitative sense of observing a different norm based on 

a more meticulous observance of the law, but also in the sense of the attainment of the highest rank. 

The disciples are to observe everything that Jesus commanded.421 

Two kinds of righteousnesses (Matt 5:20) 

Evidently there are two kinds of righteousness. Jesus implies that the Pharisees were righteous (5:20) 

but this will not get them into the kingdom (cf. 23:23). The mere appearance of righteousness will not 

admit anyone into the kingdom (6:1; 23:28). The righteousness must be God’s (6:33;
 
21:32) as 

opposed to man’s righteousness (9:13; cf. Rom 10:3). Jesus defines the righteousness needed to enter 

the kingdom in more detail in Matthew 5:21-48, otherwise known as the antitheses. Irrespective of 

one’s interpretation of this passage, Jesus is clearly presenting Himself as the new authority on the 

Law (cf. 7:29) not abolishing it but transcending it (5:17-19). Since Jesus is now the fulfillment of the 

Law and since the Law revealed God’s will for people’s lives, people must now look to Him for 

God’s will. They must get in line with Jesus. They must submit to Him (6:33) rather than relying on 

formal obedience to the Law (cf. chap. 23).422 

Jesus expects surpassing righteousness from anyone wanting to enter the 
future life 

Jesus expects obedience from anyone wanting to enter into life at the end of the age. In Matthew this 

is called “surpassing” righteousness or being “perfect” as your heavenly Father is perfect (cf. Eph 5:1-

2) and is ultimately fulfilled in loving one’s neighbor as oneself (cf. Gal 5:6; 1 John 4:7). In short, 

Jesus expects that anyone who will enter into life at the end of the age will have demonstrated a 

practical outworking of righteousness here on earth.423 

------ 

The scribes and Pharisees, who, it is implied, do not interpret and obey the law aright and thus do not 

possess the higher righteousness, will not enter the kingdom of heaven (5:20) . Jesus shows what the 

law and the prophets really require: inner goodness, integrity, and abounding love, not simply 

conformity in the realm of overt acts. Those who possess these qualities of the inner spirit obey the 

law as it was meant to be obeyed and will find entrance to the kingdom of heaven.424 

------ 

Jesus wishes to show what the law and the prophets really require (inner goodness, love, and mercy) . 

He affirms the validity of the Old Testament in its true meaning.425 

------ 

What God wants is inner goodness and integrity, not simply outward conformity to legalistic norms.426 

------ 

The true righteousness is inner goodness and integrity, not adherence to regulations governing 

outward behavior.427 

------ 
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The true Christian for our author is not only one who shares in the knowledge that Jesus is the Christ, 

the Son of the living God, but one who obeys the words of Jesus (7:21 ff.; 11:29; 28:20) and who 

imitates him in sacrificial, loving service (16:24 ff.; 25:31 ff.) .  

When one imitates and obeys Jesus, he is obeying the law of Moses as it was meant to be obeyed. 

Such a man possesses the higher righteousness; he is inwardly, not simply externally, good. Those 

who are like Jesus will enter the kingdom of heaven; all others will be cast into the furnace of fire, 

when the Son of Man comes to judge the world.428 

------ 

The higher righteousness and perfection, about which Matthew talks, mean simply being and acting 

like Jesus.429 

Chiasms of Matthew 5:17-20 (NRSV) 

Do not think 

that I have come to abolish  

the law or the prophets; 

I have come not to abolish 

but to fulfill.  

 

For truly I tell you,  

until heaven and earth pass away, 

not one letter,  

not one stroke of a letter, 

will pass from the law  

until all is accomplished.  

 

Therefore, whoever breaks one of the least of these commandments, 

and teaches others to do the same, 

will be called least in the kingdom of heaven;  

but whoever does them and teaches them  

will be called great in the kingdom of heaven. 

 

For I tell you,  

unless your righteousness  

exceeds that of the scribes and Pharisees, 

you will never enter the kingdom of heaven. 

 

In Matthew, Jesus clearly presents Himself as the fulfillment of the Law (Matt 5:17-20). In Mark it is 

clear that Jesus has exclusive authority and thus is capable of superseding the Law (Mark 2:27; 7:19; 

12:33). In Luke it appears that the authority of the Law as it was in the Old Testament has ceased with 

Jesus’ inauguration of the kingdom (Luke 16:16). In all three of these Gospels then Jesus in some 

sense ‘transcends’ the Law. Hence the issue now is not really one’s relationship to the Law but one’s 

relationship to Jesus.430 

Those having exceeding righteousness are those who do the Father’s will 

There is an obvious connection between 5:20 and 7:21 that is helpful. Those who have exceeding 

righteousness will enter the kingdom of heaven and thus are the same as those who do the Father’s 

will since they too will enter the kingdom of heaven. The similarity between the two sayings is easily 

evident: 
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 Matthew 5:20 Matthew 7:21 

Entry requirement 

stated negatively 

“Unless your righteousness exceeds 

that of the scribes and the 

Pharisees.” 

“Not everyone who says to me, 

‘Lord, Lord’” 

“But only he who does the will 

of My father who is in heaven.” 

Outcome concerning 

the kingdom 

“You will in no way enter the 

kingdom of heaven.” 

“Will enter into the kingdom of 

heaven 

Surpassing Righteousness versus Doing the Father’s Will in Matthew 5:20 and 7:21 

There are two things to note. First, the clear eschatological character of 7:21 points to 5:20 also being 

eschatological. Second, to do the Father’s will is to have the surpassing righteousness necessary to 

enter the kingdom (cf. also 12:50; Heb 10:36; 1 John 2:17). They are one and the same. 

What then is the Father’s will? God’s will for others is expressly stated only twice in Matthew. In 

9:13 and 12:7, (Footnote.: On God’s will in Matthew see also 6:10; 12:50; 18:14; 21:34; 26:42.) Jesus 

cites Hosea 6:6: “I desire mercy and not sacrifice.” We may therefore deduce a connection between 

mercy, God’s will and therefore presumably righteousness. 

With this in mind it is significant that Jesus derides the Pharisees for failing to observe the weightier 

matters of the Law: justice, mercy, and faithfulness (23:23). Externally they appear righteous yet on 

the inside they are full of hypocrisy and lawlessness (v. 28). … Hence they are not able to enter the 

kingdom of heaven (23:13). 

Evidently then a key difference between the righteousness of the Pharisees and that of those who will 

enter the kingdom is the presence or absence of internal qualities such as mercy and love. Indeed at 

the final judgment this is what separates the sheep, which are described as righteous, from the goats. 

Only those who have shown mercy to others will inherit the kingdom (v. 34) and go into eternal life. 

(Footnote: The parable [of the Good Samaritan] illustrates the same truth: those who show mercy do 

God’s will and those who do God’s will enter the eschatological kingdom. … [Alan P. Stanley’s] 

point is not that mercy and righteousness are synonymous but that the former appears to be a key 

factor in what distinguished the righteousness of the Pharisees and that of those who enter the 

kingdom of heaven. Cf. esp. 23:23: “Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees—hypocrites. For you give a 

tenth of mint and dill and cummin, and have neglected the weightier things of the Law—justice, 

mercy, and faithfulness. These things you ought to have done without neglecting these others.”)431 

------ 

That Jesus is intent on showing the true meaning of the law and the prophets is stressed by Matthew 

elsewhere in his Gospel. In two important and unique passages he points out that the essence of the 

law and the prophets is the commandment to love: “whatever you wish that men would do to you, do 

so to them; for this is the law and the prophets” (7: 12) ; and love God and love your neighbor—on 

these two commandments “depend all the law and the prophets” (22:40). 

Furthermore, Jesus is twice made by Matthew to quote Hosea when he is criticized by the Pharisees, 

who do not understand the Scriptures aright: “Go and learn what this means, ‘I desire mercy, and not 

sacrifice’ “ (9:13; 12:7) . Jesus declares that the chief commandments of the law are justice, mercy, 

faith.432 

The summarising statement at Matt. 5:48 is: “Be perfect” 

Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect. (Matt. 5:48, NRSV) 
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Verse 48 functions as a concluding statement for vv. 21-47. … Mt 5:48 thus appears to be a 

restatement of 5:20. By the greater righteousness Matthew really points toward perfection, and the 

idea of perfection in turn applies to all the examples in vv. 21-47.433 

The doing of righteousness in Matthew 6:1 refers to the practical side of man’s 
religion 

Beware of practicing your piety before others in order to be seen by them; for 

then you have no reward from your Father in heaven. 

So whenever you give alms, do not sound a trumpet before you. … And whenever 

you pray, do not be like the hypocrites. …. For if you forgive others their 

trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive you. … And whenever you fast, 

do not look dismal. … But when you fast, put oil on your head and wash your face, 

so that your fasting may be seen not by others but by your Father who is in secret; and 

your Father who sees in secret will reward you.. (Matt. 6:1:, 2, 14, 16-18, NRSV) 

Just as [Matthew] 5:20 was a heading for 5:21-48, so 6:1 is generally thought of as a heading for 6:2-

18. … Mt 6:1 is concerned with the motives underlying the doing of righteousness. … Three 

illustrations of the doing of righteousness are given. These are the giving of alms (vv. 2-4), praying 

(vv. 5-15) and fasting (vv. 16-18). It thus seems that the doing of righteousness in 6:1 refers to the 

practical side of man’s religion.434 

 

To enter the kingdom one must surpass the Pharisees’ righteousness (5:20) 

The Pharisees appear righteous (23:28) 

But the Pharisees lack love and mercy (23:23) 

The Pharisees are full of lawlessness (23:28) 

To enter the kingdom one must do God’s desire/will (7:21) 

God’s desire/will is to show mercy, etc. (9:13; 12:7) 

Those who fail to enter the kingdom fail because they didn’t do God’s will (7:21) 

Those who fail to do God’s will are called “workers of lawlessness” (7:23)435 

 

Strive first for the kingdom of God and his righteousness (Matthew 6:1b, 19-33) 

It was noted above that Mt 6:1 is a heading which governs vv. 2-18. In actual fact, this is correct only 

as far as the first part of 6:1 is concerned; namely, the three illustrations in vv. 2-18 refer to 6:1a. 

Mt 6:1b [for then you have no reward from your Father in heaven], on the other hand, deals with the 

giving of rewards, and this theme is taken up in vv. 19-33. In this passage the discussions concerning 

wealth and anxiety serve to illustrate the point that one’s primary concern should be with future rather 

than present rewards.436 

Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, … but store up for yourselves 

treasures in heaven. …  

Do not worry about your life, what you will eat or what you will drink, or about 

your body, what you will wear. Is not life more than food, and the body more than 

clothing? 
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Look at the birds of the air; they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet 

your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not of more value than they?  

If God so clothes the grass of the field, which is alive today and tomorrow is thrown 

into the oven, will he not much more clothe you — you of little faith? Therefore do 

not worry, saying, 'What will we eat?' or 'What will we drink?' or 'What will we 

wear?' …  

But strive first for the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things 

will be given to you as well. (Matt. 6:19, 20, 25, 30-33, NRSV) 

------ 

Mt 6:1 is a heading which governs and in turn is made explicit by vv. 2-33, with v. 33 representing the 

climax of the discourse.437 

Beware of practicing your piety before others in order to be seen by them; for 

then you have no reward from your Father in heaven. … Strive first for the kingdom 

of God and his righteousness. (Matt. 6:1, 33, NRSV) 

“God’s righteousness” provides the norm for man’s conduct 

For I tell you, unless your righteousness exceeds that of the scribes and Pharisees, you 

will never enter the kingdom of heaven. (Matt. 5:20, NRSV) 

Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect. (Matt. 5:48, NRSV) 

Beware of practicing your piety before others in order to be seen by them; for then 

you have no reward from your Father in heaven. (Matt. 6:1, NRSV) 

But strive first for the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things will 

be given to you as well. (Matt. 6:33, NRSV) 

[Matthew] 5:48 and 6:33 perform similar functions as far as their roles in the structure of their 

respective chapters are concerned. It should also be noted that this parallelism even extends to a 

similarity of meaning. In both verses the disciples are urged to imitate God. 

Seeking God’s righteousness (6:33) is essentially the same as being perfect as God is perfect (5:48). 

Consequently, just as in 5:20, 48 and 6:1 righteousness/ perfection was not thought of as the gift of 

God, so in 6:33 it is not viewed in this way. … God’s righteousness in 6:33 must be understood as a 

norm for man’s conduct. It is ‘righteousness of life in agreement with the will of God.’ 438 

To enter into life, keep the commandments 

Someone came to him and said, “Teacher, what good deed must I do to have eternal 

life?” … “If you wish to enter into life, keep the commandments.” He said to him, 

“Which ones?” And Jesus said, “You shall not murder; You shall not commit 

adultery; You shall not steal; You shall not bear false witness; Honor your father 

and mother; also, You shall love your neighbor as yourself.” 

The young man said to him, “I have kept all these; what do I still lack?” Jesus said to 

him, “If you wish to be perfect, go, sell your possessions, and give the money to the 

poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; then come, follow me.” When the young 

man heard this word, he went away grieving, for he had many possessions. (Matt. 

19:16-22, NRSV) 

On one occasion, a rich young man asked Jesus directly to name the specific good deed or deeds he 

should perform to gain eternal life. Jesus had a chance to spell out his position on the subject 

conclusively. He affirmed the premise implicit in the man’s question, that God would judge people 

based on conduct. Jesus’ response was that the man should live in a certain way in order to receive a 

positive final judgment: 
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If you wish to enter into life, keep the commandments... You shall not murder; You 

shall not commit adultery; You shall not steal; You shall not bear false witness; 

Honor your father and mother; also, You shall love your neighbor as yourself. (Matt. 

19:17-19) 

He clearly spelt out that moral conduct forms the criterion for eternal life.439 

------ 

When Jesus is just beginning his fateful journey to Jerusalem, he is suddenly accosted by a wealthy 

man. The man, who is further described in Matthew’s Gospel as young (Matt. 19:20) and in Luke’s as 

a ruler (Luke 18:18), dashes up to Jesus and collapses in a subservient and beseeching posture, saying, 

“Good Teacher, what must I do to inherit eternal life?” (Mark 10:17). 

The question asked by the ruler is unambiguous—what action is required of me so that I can come to 

participate in life everlasting? … 

For in replying to the man’s question, “What must I do to inherit eternal life?” Jesus, to the chagrin of 

many contemporary pastors, priests, evangelists, and teachers, does not give a response that neatly fits 

our tidy theological systems. “You know the commandments,” Jesus states, “‘Do not murder, do not 

commit adultery, do not steal, do not bear false witness, do not defraud, honor your father and mother’ 

(Mark 10:19). In other words, Jesus cites from the covenantal center of the Old Testament, the Ten 

Commandments, and intimates that proper performance of these commandments will result in eternal 

life. Jesus says nothing here about faith, trust, or belief. Rather, Jesus in a relatively straightforward 

fashion asserts that it is necessary to do certain “works” to attain eternal life. … 

The man then promptly replies to Jesus, “Teacher, all these I have kept from my youth” (Mark 10:20). 

Notice that Jesus does not dispute this young man’s claim to adequate performance of the Ten 

Commandments, nor does he question his ability to meet the demands of the law. Instead Jesus says, 

“You lack one thing: go, sell whatever you have and give it to the poor, and you will have treasure in 

heaven—and come, follow me” (10:21). Thus, even when Jesus clarifies that the man still lacks one 

thing, it is not faith or belief, but rather he is required to perform specific additional “works” beyond 

the Ten Commandments in response to Jesus’s instructions—to sell all that he has, give the money to 

the poor, and follow.440 

------ 

An even larger problem for a purely faith-alone interpretation of the story involving the rich young 

man is that every other passage in the Synoptic Gospels (Matthew, Mark, and Luke) … explicitly 

describes how to attain eternal life emphasizes not “faith alone” but rather the absolute necessity of 

right action. Even if some of the actions are presented in metaphorical or hyperbolic terms, to find 

eternal life the correct action is without fail required. One must enter through the narrow gate (Matt. 

7:13-14 and parr.); take up the cross and follow Jesus (Matt. 10:38-39; 16:25; and parr.); give up 

homes, families, and possessions in following Jesus (Mark 10:30); remove one’s own offending hand 

or eye (Matt. 18:8); stand firm in testifying to Jesus in the face of persecution (Luke 21:19); provide 

food, water, hospitality, and clothes for the least of Jesus’s brothers; tend the sick; and visit the 

imprisoned (Matt. 25:31-46).  

In Luke’s Gospel, Jesus says to Zacchaeus, “Today salvation has come to this house, since he is also a 

son of Abraham,” not because Zacchaeus is described as putting his “faith” solely in Jesus, but rather 

because Zacchaeus declares, “Look, half of my belongings I give to the poor, Lord, and if I have 

extorted anything from anyone, I am paying it back fourfold” (Luke 19:8-9). It is Zacchaeus’s 

concrete gift to the poor and action to make reparation that prompts Jesus’s “salvation” declaration. 

Meanwhile, in an earlier passage from Luke’s Gospel, a certain lawyer asks Jesus how to gain eternal 

life. When queried further by Jesus, the lawyer is able to state that the two greatest commands are 

required: to love God and to love one’s neighbor as one’s self. In reply Jesus does not say, “Forget the 

commandments! Have faith in me alone and you will live!” but rather, “You have answered correctly; 
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do this, and you will live” (Luke 10:28). Then Jesus proceeds to define what it means to be a loving 

neighbor by telling the parable of the good Samaritan, all of which reinforces the basic point—that it 

is necessary to perform concrete acts of service to those who are in need in order to gain eternal life.441 

------ 

It was the Mosaic Law that Jesus was referring to when speaking with the Rich Young Ruler but the 

key is that Jesus takes the ruler beyond the Law—and thus surpasses it—to Himself. In the end what 

is clear is that it is Jesus’ own demand that determines the ruler’s eternal destiny—not the Law. Jesus 

Himself declared that the Law was still valid but only in as much as it is caught up in, and re-applied 

by Him (Matt 5:17-20).  

Furthermore, if entering into life was dependent upon keeping the commandments the Rich Young 

Ruler would have not been excluded since Jesus gives no indication that He is dissatisfied with the 

young man’s claim—”all these things I have kept” (19:20a). The “one thing” that the rich ruler lacks 

is taken up by Jesus himself, worded elsewhere as “love your neighbor as yourself” (cf. Luke 10:27). 

It is no surprise to find that this command essentially defines the “law of Christ” in Paul (Gal 6:2) and 

the “kingly law” in James (Jas 2:8). “Therefore love is the fulfillment of the law” (Rom 13:10).  

In the final analysis then, what excludes the ruler from entering the kingdom is not the demands of the 

Mosaic Law but his reluctance to depart with his wealth—and thus love the poor—and follow Jesus 

(cf. 6:24). 

In demanding that the young man follow Him, Jesus is placing Himself beyond the commandments 

and thus the Law. What we have here then appears to be another example (in addition to Matt 5:21-

48) of surpassing righteousness. 

In asking the young man to sell all he has, Jesus surpasses the commandments of the Mosaic Law and 

directs the ruler’s attention toward ‘perfection’ (cf. v. 48).442 

The wise hear the words and act on them 

Everyone then who hears these words of mine and acts on them will be like a wise 

man who built his house on rock. … Everyone who hears these words of mine and 

does not act on them will be like a foolish man who built his house on sand. (Matt. 

7:24, NRSV) 

 

Matthew’s Gospel is made up of five discourses, with each ending in 
judgment by works referenced to eternal salvation 

At the end of every one of Matthew's five discourses Jesus teaches 

judgment by works and the judgment in each case applies to eternal 

salvation (7:24-27; 10:40-42; 13:47-50; 18:32-35; 25:31-46).443 

 

The kingdom of God will be given to a people that produce the fruits of the kingdom 

“I [Jesus] tell you, the kingdom of God will be taken away from you and given to a 

people that produces the fruits of the kingdom. (Matt. 21:43, NRSV) 

People are blessed because of their attitudes and behaviour 

Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. (Matt. 5:3, 

NRSV) 

Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth. (Matt. 5:5, NRSV)  
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Blessed are the merciful, for they will receive mercy. (Matt. 5:7, NRSV) 

Blessed are the pure in heart444, for they will see God. (Matt. 5:8, NRSV) 

Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God. (Matt. 5:9, 

NRSV) 

Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, for theirs is the 

kingdom of heaven. (Matt. 5:10, NRSV) 

Blessed are you when people revile you and persecute you and utter all kinds of evil 

against you falsely on my account. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward is great in 

heaven. (Matt. 5:11-12, NRSV) 

People who act on and teach the commandments are called great in the kingdom of 
heaven 

Whoever breaks one of the least of these commandments, and teaches others to do 

the same, will be called least in the kingdom of heaven; but whoever does them 

and teaches them will be called great in the kingdom of heaven. (Matt. 5:19, 

NRSV) 

 

Twenty-five percent of Matthew links behavior and eternal destiny. 

Matt 3:1-12; 5:3-12, 17-20, 21-26, 43-48; 6:1-4, 5-15, 16-18; 7:1-6, 15-20, 

21-23, 24-28; 8:5-13; 10:5-15, 16-25, 32-33, 34-39, 4042; 11:20-24; 12:22-

32, 33-37, 36-43, 44-50; 16:21-28; 18:1-5, 21-35; 19:16-30; 20:1-16; 

21:28-32; 22:1-14; 23:1-36; 24:3-14, 45-51; 25:1-13, 14-30, 31-46; 26:17-

25.
445

 

 

To become a child of heaven, act positively towards your opponents 

Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, so that you may be 

children of your Father in heaven. (Matt. 5:44-45, NRSV) 

If you forgive others, then your heavenly Father will forgive you  

If you forgive others their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive you; 

but if you do not forgive others, neither will your Father forgive your trespasses. 

(Matt. 6:14-15, NRSV) 

God forgives our sins on the condition that we forgive others. (Matt 6:12-15, 18:21-35; Mark 11:25; 

Luke 6:37, 11:4) In all these teachings, Jesus made it clear that our behaviour affects how God will 

judge us.446 

Do not judge, then you will not be judged 

Do not judge, so that you may not be judged. (Matt. 7:1, NRSV) 

Be humble and you will be exalted 

All who exalt themselves will be humbled, and all who humble themselves will be 

exalted. (Matt. 23:12, NRSV) 

Take action to be with Jesus 

Whoever is not with me is against me. (Matt. 12:30, NRSV) 
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Ask, seek, knock 

Ask, and it will be given you; search, and you will find; knock, and the door will be 

opened for you. For everyone who asks receives, and everyone who searches finds, 

and for everyone who knocks, the door will be opened. (Matt. 7:7-8, NRSV) 

Deny self and follow Jesus 

If any want to become my followers, let them deny themselves and take up their 

cross and follow me. For those who want to save their life will lose it, and those who 

lose their life for my sake will find it. (Matt. 16:24-25, NRSV) 

The Son of Man is to come with his angels in the glory of his Father, and then he will 

repay everyone for what has been done. Truly I tell you, there are some standing 

here who will not taste death before they see the Son of Man coming in his 

kingdom. (Matt. 16:27-28, NRSV) 

Become like a child or you will never enter the kingdom of heaven 

The disciples came to Jesus and asked, “Who is the greatest in the kingdom of 

heaven?” He called a child, whom he put among them, and said, “Truly I tell you, 

unless you change and become like children, you will never enter the kingdom of 

heaven. Whoever becomes humble like this child is the greatest in the kingdom of 

heaven. Whoever welcomes one such child in my name welcomes me. (Matt. 18:1-5, 

NRSV) 

Do not put a stumbling block before the little ones who believe in Jesus 

If any of you put a stumbling block before one of these little ones who believe in 

me, it would be better for you if a great millstone were fastened around your neck and 

you were drowned. (Matt. 18:6, NRSV) 

The kingdom of heaven belongs to those who are like a little child 

Jesus said, “Let the little children come to me, and do not stop them; for it is to such 

as these that the kingdom of heaven belongs.” (Matt. 19:14, NRSV) 

Enter 

Enter through the narrow gate. (Matt. 7:13, NRSV) 

Endure, flee, go through all the towns of Israel before the Son of Man comes 

The one who endures to the end will be saved. When they persecute you in one town, 

flee to the next; for truly I tell you, you will not have gone through all the towns of 

Israel before the Son of Man comes. (Matt. 10:22-23, NRSV) 

Endure to the end 

The one who endures to the end will be saved. (Matt. 24:13, NRSV) 

Keep awake, be forever ready 

Keep awake therefore, for you do not know on what day your Lord is coming. … 

You also must be ready, for the Son of Man is coming at an unexpected hour. (Matt. 

24:42, 44, NRSV) 

------ 

Keep awake therefore, for you know neither the day nor the hour. (Matt. 25:13, 

NRSV) 

The blessed slave is one who is working when his master arrives 

Who then is the faithful and wise slave, whom his master has put in charge of his 

household, to give the other slaves their allowance of food at the proper time? Blessed 

is that slave whom his master will find at work when he arrives. But if that wicked 
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slave says to himself, ‘My master is delayed,’ and he begins to beat his fellow slaves, 

and eats and drinks with drunkards, the master of that slave will come on a day 

when he does not expect him and at an hour that he does not know. He will cut him 

in pieces and put him with the hypocrites, where there will be weeping and gnashing 

of teeth. (Matt. 24:45-51, 48-51,NRSV) 

 

In the Synoptic Gospels there are many passages that appear to teach a 

direct relationship between works and salvation (Matt 5:20, 21-26, 43-48 

par.; 7:21-23; 10:22; 18:2135; 19:17-21 pars.; 24:13 par.; 25:34-46; Luke 

10:27-28). It has therefore been my [Alan P. Stanley’s] contention that for 

Jesus, “works” play a significant role in determining where one spends 

eternity. I believe that the passages we have investigated only serve to 

confirm this. …  

Simply put, the presence or absence of “works” plays a significant role (in 

the final judgment) in determining where one spends eternity. That is, if 

works are present one can expect to spend eternity.
447

 

 

Take selfless care of all others who are in need 

When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels with him, then he will 

sit on the throne of his glory. All the nations will be gathered before him, and he will 

separate people one from another as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats, 

and he will put the sheep at his right hand and the goats at the left. (Matt. 25:31-33, 

NRSV) 

The king will say to those at his right hand, ‘Come, you that are blessed by my Father, 

inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world; for I was 

hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I 

was a stranger and you welcomed me, I was naked and you gave me clothing, I was 

sick and you took care of me, I was in prison and you visited me.’ … The king will 

answer them, ‘Truly I tell you, just as you did it to one of the least of these who are 

members of my family, you did it to me.’ (Matt 25: 34-40, NRSV) 

Then he will say to those at his left hand, ‘You that are accursed, depart from me 

into the eternal fire prepared for the devil and his angels; for I was hungry and you 

gave me no food, I was thirsty and you gave me nothing to drink, I was a stranger 

and you did not welcome me, naked and you did not give me clothing, sick and in 

prison and you did not visit me.’ … He will answer them, ‘Truly I tell you, just as 

you did not do it to one of the least of these, you did not do it to me.’ 

These will go away into eternal punishment, but the righteous into eternal life. 

(Matt. 25:41-46, NRSV) 

According to [Matthew 25:31-46], God bases his eternal judgment on conduct. He calls those who 

have done good and kind deeds to the poor and suffering the ‘righteous’, and gives them eternal life. 

In contrast, he rejects those who have failed to do such things.448 

------ 

What exactly does that mean? “Whenever you did these things to the lowliest of my brothers, you 

were doing it to me.”? 
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It means that priests who sexually molest boys are molesting Jesus. Televangelists who cheat old 

women of their savings are cheating Jesus. Those killing members of other religions because of their 

religion are killing Jesus. Those who despise the poor are despising Jesus. Those neglecting the 

homeless are neglecting Jesus. Those persecuting gays are persecuting Jesus. 

And that judgment of his is being delivered now, at the moment when he is scorned, ignored, left 

hungry. He is outcast, and we welcome him not. He needs us, and we do not take up his cross with 

him, love with him, die with him. That is the awesome test of love that Jesus brings to bear on our 

lives.449 

“Works” in the Synoptic Gospels: Linguistic Usage 

The verb  and its noun  indicate activity or a task to be performed 

(Mark 13:34). The meaning simply denotes “to do” or “carry out” and occurs 

throughout the three Gospels (e.g., Matt 25:16; 26:10; Mark 21:28, Luke 13:14). …  

Do (): This verb is used in a variety of ways in the NT. … The term often 

portrays a simple doing activity. … The common element between  and 

 is activity. Of the two,  is broader semantically and so is easily able to 

encompass the notion of . Hence for “works” to take place one must engage 

in doing. For example, Jesus urges his hearers not to “do” () “the works” ( 

) of the Scribes and the Pharisees (Matt 23:3). Kingdom participants are urged not 

to “do” () their righteousness before men (6:1). 

Not surprisingly  occurs in some significant salvation passages. (See Matt 12:50; 

18:35; 19:16; 25:40, 45; Luke 10:25, 28, 37. Cf. also Matt 3:8, 10; 7:17, 18, 19; 13:23, 

26; 21:43; Mark 4:32, where  is associated with “repentance” and “fruit.” In these 

contexts the meaning is “produce” or “grow.”)450 

 

Knowing and believing go hand in hand in this Gospel. Inseparably related to these are being and 

doing.  

The disciple must be inwardly good, not externally correct. God wants freedom from anger, lust, and 

hypocrisy, and abounding generosity of spirit toward persecutors and enemies. He desires “mercy and 

not sacrifice.” Nothing short of complete love for God and one’s fellow men will suffice. “You, 

therefore, must be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect” (5:48). Perfection here, in the light of 

the context, clearly means inward goodness, sincerity, integrity, and benevolence, not absolute 

sinlessness. 

But inner goodness is not enough. It must lead to loving acts of service. This is most graphically set 

forth in the parable concerning the Judgment (25:31-46). It is not the pious but the actively benevolent 

who are here admitted to the kingdom of the Son of Man. The food, the drink, the clothes, the loving 

concern for the sick and the imprisoned—by these is a man really known.451 

------ 

Salvation, for [Matthew], results from understanding the mysteries of God’s redemptive purposes and 

activities as mediated through Jesus, the Son; from faith in and loyalty to Jesus as eschatological 

Deliverer; from inner righteousness and loving attitudes; from merciful deeds as an expression of a 

benevolent spirit. Matthew’s thought on this subject thus revolves around four centers: 

understanding, believing, being, and doing. The words of Jesus, together with his deeds, constitute a 
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revelation from the Father by which the disciple is led to the response suggested in these four 

words.452 

------ 

The emphasis in the Gospel of Matthew on doing is related in our summary to knowing, believing, 

and being. … One must become good within and that out of such inner goodness will flow good 

deeds. The true disciple is like Jesus both inwardly and outwardly.453 

------ 

Is the author of the Gospel of Matthew “a Christian legalist”? Is salvation for him to be gained by 

obeying the new Torah of Jesus? Is this Torah regarded as a new Halakah? An affirmative answer is 

impossible in the light of the total sweep of Matthew’s thought. His doctrine of salvation revolves 

around four centers, not just one: knowing, believing, being, and doing.454 

Serve others 

Whoever wishes to be first among you must be your slave; just as the Son of Man 

came not to be served but to serve, and to give his life a ransom for many. (Matt. 

20:27-28, NRSV) 

On the Day of Judgment, you will be either justified or condemned according to your 
words  

I tell you, on the day of judgment you will have to give an account for every 

careless word you utter; for by your words you will be justified, and by your words 

you will be condemned. (Matt. 12:36-37, NRSV) 

The parables of the Kingdom highlight the need for active response 

Seeds fell on good soil and brought forth grain, some a hundredfold, some sixty, 

some thirty. Let anyone with ears listen! … To those who have, more will be given, 

and they will have an abundance; but from those who have nothing, even what they 

have will be taken away. … Blessed are your eyes, for they see, and your ears, for 

they hear. (Matt. 13:8-9, 12, 16, NRSV) 

When anyone hears the word of the kingdom and does not understand it, the evil 

one comes and snatches away what is sown in the heart455; this is what was sown on 

the path. As for what was sown on rocky ground, this is the one who hears the word 

and immediately receives it with joy; yet such a person has no root, but endures only 

for a while, and when trouble or persecution arises on account of the word, that 

person immediately falls away. As for what was sown among thorns, this is the one 

who hears the word, but the cares of the world and the lure of wealth choke the word, 

and it yields nothing. But as for what was sown on good soil, this is the one who 

hears the word and understands it, who indeed bears fruit and yields, in one case a 

hundredfold, in another sixty, and in another thirty. (Matt. 13: 19-23, NRSV) 

Just as the weeds are collected and burned up with fire, so will it be at the end of the 

age. The Son of Man will send his angels, and they will collect out of his kingdom all 

causes of sin and all evildoers, and they will throw them into the furnace of fire, 

where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. Then the righteous will shine like 

the sun in the kingdom of their Father. Let anyone with ears listen! (Matt. 13:40-43, 

NRSV) 
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Jesus will only be seen again when you say “…” 

You will not see me again until you say, ‘Blessed is the one who comes in the name 

of the Lord’. (Matt. 23:39, NRSV) 

Never speak against the Holy Spirit 

People will be forgiven for every sin and blasphemy, but blasphemy against the Spirit 

will not be forgiven. Whoever speaks a word against the Son of Man will be forgiven, 

but whoever speaks against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this age 

or in the age to come. (Matt. 12:31-32, NRSV) 

Heaven does not reward open displays of piety 

Beware of practicing your piety before others in order to be seen by them; for then 

you have no reward from your Father in heaven. (Matt. 6:1, NRSV) 

Bearers of bad fruit will be cut down and thrown into the fire 

Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s clothing but inwardly are 

ravenous wolves. You will know them by their fruits. (Matt. 7:15-16, NRSV) 

Every good tree bears good fruit, but the bad tree bears bad fruit. A good tree cannot 

bear bad fruit, nor can a bad tree bear good fruit. Every tree that does not bear good 

fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire. (Matt. 7:17-19, NRSV) 

Jesus condemned the cities where he had performed most of his deeds because they 
did not repent 

Then [Jesus] began to reproach the cities in which most of his deeds of power had 

been done, because they did not repent. “Woe to you, Chorazin! Woe to you, 

Bethsaida! For if the deeds of power done in you had been done in Tyre and Sidon, 

they would have repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes. But I tell you, on the day 

of judgment it will be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon than for you. And you, 

Capernaum, will you be exalted to heaven? No, you will be brought down to Hades. 

For if the deeds of power done in you had been done in Sodom, it would have 

remained until this day. But I tell you that on the day of judgment it will be more  

Remove anything that impedes entry to life or be thrown into the hell of fire 

If your foot causes you to stumble, cut it off and throw it away; it is better for you to 

enter life maimed or lame than to have two hands or two feet and to be thrown into 

the eternal fire. And if your eye causes you to stumble, tear it out and throw it 

away; it is better for you to enter life with one eye than to have two eyes and to be 

thrown into the hell of fire. (Matt. 18:8-9, NRSV) 

The kingdom of heaven may be compared to a king who wished to settle accounts 

with his slaves. … In anger [the slave’s] lord handed him over to be tortured until he 

would pay his entire debt. So my heavenly Father will also do to every one of you, 

if you do not forgive your brother or sister from your heart. (Matt. 18:23, 33-35, 

NRSV) 
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COLOSSIANS’ SOTERIOLOGY 

Colossians’ style and vocabulary is different from Paul’s 

The style and vocabulary of Colossians appear markedly different from the undisputed Pauline Letters 

[Footnote: The undisputed letters of Paul (i.e., the letters most interpreters agree were written by Paul 

include Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Philippians, 1 Thessalonians, and Philemon)]. 

Colossians has many terms that appear nowhere else in Paul or, for that matter, in the rest of the New 

Testament. Furthermore, the pleonastic
456

 style of Colossians distinguishes it from the undisputed 

Letters.457 

Colossians’ theology is different from Paul’s 

Beyond these more formal differences, Colossians` theology differs from the undisputed letters in its 

themes and emphases. … Colossians does not, for example, dwell on the theme of justification by 

faith.458 

Colossians’ near absence of reference to the Holy Spirit contrasts with Paul’s 
references 

In comparison with the undisputed Pauline Letters, the near absence of references to the Holy Spirit in 

Colossians stands out. The only direct mention of the Spirit appears in 1:8, where the writer notes that 

the readers’ love comes from the Spirit. … Compared to the attention Paul gives the Spirit in 1 and 2 

Corinthians, Galatians, and Romans, Colossians represents a significant departure. … 

Colossians represents a considerable modification to the emphasis Paul gives the role of the Spirit in 

believers’ lives.459 

Colossians uses the image of the body of Christ differently than Paul 

Colossians also uses the image of the body of Christ in a way the undisputed letters do not. In the 

undisputed letters, Paul only uses this metaphor to describe local churches, but Colossians refers to 

the worldwide church as the body of Christ, with the cosmic Christ as its head (1: 18). Paul certainly 

maintains that the church is one throughout the world and in its many manifestations, but he does not 

use “body” to express that idea in the undisputed letters.460 

The cumulative effect of the shifts suggest an associate penned this letter shortly 
after Paul’s death 

While no single assertion, theological affirmation, or perspective in Colossians is impossible for Paul, 

the cumulative effect of the shifts in meaning and emphasis in so many areas suggests that an 

associate penned this letter soon after Paul’s death, The interpretation of Paul’s sufferings in 

Colossians tips the balance slightly in favor of this conclusion. … 

Colossians represents a first step in establishing and maintaining Paul’s authority after his death.461 

Recognising that the letter was written after Paul’s death aids us in understanding it 

Indeed, recognizing that a letter is pseudonymous clarifies the context that gave rise to it and thus aids 

us in understanding it.462 
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An alternate view accepts that Colossians is from Paul’s hand, or is at least 
substantially Pauline 

The authenticity of Colossians has sometimes been questioned. Today, however, there is broad 

agreement that it is, as it purports to be (1:1; 4:18), from the hand of Paul – or that it is at least 

substantially Pauline. … A strong argument for Pauline authorship is the relation of Colossians to 

Philemon. Both of these books, sent to the same town … contain the names of Paul, Onesimus, 

Archippus, Epaphras, Mark, Aristarchus, Demas, and Luke. The consensus of scholarly opinion is that 

Philemon is incontestably Pauline and it is the feeling of many NT scholars that this carries over to 

Colossians.463 

SOTERIOLOGY 

Colossians gives extraordinary attention to the forgiveness of sins 

Colossians gives extraordinary attention to forgiveness of sins. The undisputed Pauline Letters do not 

make forgiveness a major theme in their discussions of salvation. Usually Paul does not even speak of 

sin in the plural. Rather than viewing sin as individual evil acts, Paul commonly sees it as a power that 

captures and imprisons (e.g., Rom 7:7-25). But Colossians resolutely makes forgiveness of sins a 

central element of its soteriology.464 

Now believers have been given life 

Assurances of forgiveness frame the christological confession of 1:15-20. The topic of forgiveness 

appears again in Colossians’ explication of believers’ secure relationship with God in 2:9-15. The 

writer makes forgiveness of their trespasses a corollary of being raised with Christ (v. 13). Their 

trespasses had brought them death, but now believers have been given life through receiving 

forgiveness in Christ.465 

Christ’s defeat of the powers has erased the record of the believers’ sin 

In the crucifixion—which here must include the resurrection—the record of believers’ sin and the 

decree of their guilt are erased through Christ’s defeat of the powers. … Colossians commonly 

interprets salvation as release from hostile spiritual powers. 466 

Colossians has a participationist soteriology 

Colossians identifies being “in Christ” as the sphere of salvation (see esp. 2:9-15; also 3:3). Therefore, 

Colossians has a participationist soteriology. Believers are God’s people because they have been 

incorporated into Christ and thus have been identified with him. … 

They have died to their old lives and been raised to new life in Christ and therefore participate in the 

new eschatological reality that God offers through Christ.467 

------ 

Colossians maintains that salvation entails adopting a manner of life consistent with the character of 

God. Participation in Christ requires believers to conform their lives to Christ, who is the image of 

God (1:15: 3:9-10).468 

Colossians proclaims freedom and protection 

Colossians proclaims that Christ has freed believers from the power of these beings, declaring that 

Christ has defeated them and so reclaimed believers for God (2:14-15, 20). Christ has not only 

rescued believers but also transferred them into his own realm. Therefore, they no longer serve those 

hostile powers but are citizens of a different kingdom (1:12-14), in which they are heirs with Christ, 
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properly qualified to receive all God’s blessings. Believers are also freed from their fear of these 

beings because Christ, who has defeated the powers, protects them.469 

In baptism, believers share the exalted Christ’s relationship with God 

It is this cosmic Christ who effects salvation and constitutes the eschatological realm in which 

believers reside; their lives are hidden with him (3:3) because he is not just the ruler of the cosmos but 

also the head of the church (1:18). Believers identify with this most powerful of beings in baptism, 

where they become members of his body and are raised to share this exalted Christ’s relationship with 

God. Believers also gain all knowledge of God in Christ because that knowledge resides fully in him 

(2:3).470 

Believers already possess the eschatological blessings 

Colossians emphasizes believers’ present possession of eschatological blessings. The author asserts 

that they have already been raised with Christ (2:12-13: 3:1) and have already been made full (2:10). 

While Paul often speaks of receiving new life in Christ (e.g., Rom 6:1-4), he does not explicitly use 

resurrection language to speak of the present existence of believers in the undisputed letters.471 

Believers confidently possess forgiveness and salvation 

Through various means, then, this letter maintains that believers need nothing beyond their 

participation in Christ to confidently possess forgiveness and salvation—indeed, the fullness of God’s 

eschatological blessings.472 

Colossians mirrors a shift in emphasis about the second coming 

Colossians does not manifest the urgency about the timing of the Parousia that l Thessalonians, for 

example, has. In this, Colossians mirrors a shift in emphasis about the second coming.473 

CHRISTOLOGY 

The interplay between Colossians’ Christology and soteriology 

Christology stands at the heart of this epistle, but always in the service of soteriological claims.474 

------ 

Christology provides the primary support for Colossians’ assertions about the security of believers’ 

salvation. The center of the letter’s theological thought is found in the interplay between Christology 

and soteriology, that is, between who Christ is and what that means for believers’ relationship with 

God.475 

The soteriology of Colossians emphasises Christ’s exalted position 

Soteriology is the central topic of Colossians. The writer’s Christology emphasizes the exalted 

position of Christ to assure readers that their identification with Christ provides them with forgiveness 

and the proper relationship with God.476 

Colossians envisions Christ as a heavenly being 

Colossians grounds its response to the teaching it opposes in a cosmic Christology. Colossians 

envisions Christ as a heavenly being who has always been God’s mediating agent in relation to the 

cosmos. God worked through Christ to create the cosmos, as well as to reconcile the church (1:15-

20).477 
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Colossians emphasizes Christ’s exalted place with God 

Colossians emphasizes Christ’s exalted place with God: Christ reigns over the cosmos and all that is 

in it (2:10-11). Christ attains this position, in part, by defeating the powers that oppose God’s will 

(1:18-20; 2:15). Thus, God exalts him to the highest place in heaven (3:1). In all of this, Christ works 

as God’s agent. Furthermore, the fullness of God’s nature dwells in Christ (1:19; 2:9).478 

Christ lived before anything came into being 

Colossians goes beyond affirmations of the presence of God in Christ’s salvation-bestowing acts; it 

also identifies Christ as God’s agent in creation. … The preformed liturgical piece in 1:15-20 asserts 

that Christ is the one through whom all things were created and by whom the cosmos is sustained. 

This description of Christ’s work, which predates the writing of Colossians, makes him the highest 

being in the cosmos not only because he lived before anything came into being but also because all 

came into existence through him and continues to exist through his power.479 

Passages from Colossians referred to in this Chapter 

Colossians 1:1-2 (NRSV) 

Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God, and Timothy our brother, to the 

saints and faithful brothers and sisters in Christ in Colossae: 

Colossians 1:12-14 (NRSV) 

Giving thanks to the Father, who has enabled you to share in the inheritance of the 

saints in the light. He has rescued us from the power of darkness and transferred us 

into the kingdom of his beloved Son, in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness 

of sins. 

Colossians 1:15-20 (NRSV) 

He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation; for in him all things 

in heaven and on earth were created, things visible and invisible, whether thrones or 

dominions or rulers or powers — all things have been created through him and for 

him. He himself is before all things, and in him all things hold together. He is the 

head of the body, the church; he is the beginning, the firstborn from the dead, so that 

he might come to have first place in everything. For in him all the fullness of God was 

pleased to dwell, and through him God was pleased to reconcile to himself all things, 

whether on earth or in heaven, by making peace through the blood of his cross. 

Colossians 2:2-3 (NRSV) 

So that they may have all the riches of assured understanding and have the knowledge 

of God’s mystery, that is, Christ himself, in whom are hidden all the treasures of 

wisdom and knowledge. 

Colossians 2:9-15 (NRSV) 

For in him the whole fullness of deity dwells bodily, and you have come to fullness in 

him, who is the head of every ruler and authority. In him also you were circumcised 

with a spiritual circumcision, by putting off the body of the flesh in the circumcision 

of Christ; when you were buried with him in baptism, you were also raised with him 

through faith in the power of God, who raised him from the dead. And when you were 

dead in trespasses and the uncircumcision of your flesh, God made you alive together 

with him, when he forgave us all our trespasses, erasing the record that stood against 

us with its legal demands. He set this aside, nailing it to the cross. He disarmed the 

rulers and authorities and made a public example of them, triumphing over them in it. 

Colossians 2:20 (NRSV) 

With Christ you died to the elemental spirits of the universe. 
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Colossians 3:1 (NRSV) 

So if you have been raised with Christ, seek the things that are above, where Christ is, 

seated at the right hand of God. 

Colossians 3:2-3 (NRSV) 

Set your minds on things that are above, not on things that are on earth, for you have 

died, and your life is hidden with Christ in God. 

Colossians 3:9-10 (NRSV) 

Do not lie to one another, seeing that you have stripped off the old self with its 

practices and have clothed yourselves with the new self, which is being renewed in 

knowledge according to the image of its creator. 

Colossians 4:18 (NRSV) 

I, Paul, write this greeting with my own hand. Remember my chains. Grace be with 

you. 
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THE GOSPEL OF THOMAS 

COMPLEX ORIGINS OF CHRISTIANITY 

There is no simple evolutionary pattern 

Christian teaching about Jesus does not follow a simple evolutionary pattern.480 

An unimaginably diverse and complicated Christian world 

As [Elaine Pagels] worked with many other scholars to edit and annotate these Nag Hammadi texts, 

we found that this research gradually clarified—and complicated—our understanding of the origins of 

Christianity. For instead of discovering the purer, simpler “early Christianity” that many of us had 

been looking for, we found ourselves in the midst of a more diverse and complicated world than any 

of us could have imagined.481 

------ 

Many people have tried to impute a single, definitive meaning shared by all “early Christians”; but 

first-century evidence—much of it from the New Testament—tells a different story. Various groups 

interpreted baptism in quite different ways; and those who ate bread and drank wine together to 

celebrate “the Lord’s supper” often could not confine the meaning of their worship to any single 

interpretation.482 

------ 

The discovery of Thomas’s gospel shows us that other early Christians held quite different 

understandings of “the gospel.” For what John rejects as religiously inadequate—the conviction that 

the divine dwells as “light” within all beings—is much like the hidden “good news” that Thomas’s 

gospel proclaims. Many Christians today who read the Gospel of Thomas assume at first that it is 

simply wrong, and deservedly called heretical. Yet what Christians have disparagingly called gnostic 

and heretical sometimes turn out to be forms of Christian teaching that are merely unfamiliar to us—

unfamiliar precisely because of the active and successful opposition of Christians such as John.483 

Christian groups validated themselves by declaring allegiance to an apostle or 
disciple 

How could anyone who heard John’s message—or that of Mark, Thomas, or any of the others, for that 

matter—decide what to believe? Various Christian groups validated their teaching by declaring 

allegiance to a specific apostle or disciple and claiming him (and sometimes her, for some claim Mary 

as a disciple) as their spiritual founder.484 

Internal Christian politics decided which texts were “heretical” 

Why had the church decided that these texts were “heretical” and that only the canonical gospels were 

“orthodox”? Who made those decisions, and under what conditions? As my colleagues and I looked 

for answers, I began to understand the political concerns that shaped the early Christian movement.485 

THE THOMAS COMMUNITY 

Thomas likely Evangelised India 

The Acts of Thomas (c. 200 C.E.), probably written in Syriac, claims that Thomas himself 

evangelized India, and to this day there are Thomas Christians in India who call Thomas the founder 

of their faith.486 
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The ancient Jews and Christians were deeply religious and believed they experienced 
the sacred 

They sought revelation and vision. This God-Experience included journeys into the heavenly realms 

to see Jesus (GThom 37) and worship before God’s throne (GThom 15), but was also described as an 

internal experience of meeting Jesus within (GThom 24).487 

------ 

The ancient Jews and Christians believed that they experienced the sacred, and they wrote about it. 

These people were deeply religious people whose texts are filled with feelings about and hopes for 

religious experience as they understood and imagined it. 

In this regard, Paul’s own first-hand testimony cannot be emphasized enough, because it demonstrates 

that the first Christian Jews believed that they were recipients of ecstatic experiences both in the form 

of rapture events and invasions of heaven (Gal 1:12; 1 Cor 15:8; 2 Cor 12:2-4). In the context of this 

latter discourse, Paul also implies that he knows of other Christian Jews … who boast of mystical 

experiences (2 Cor 11:21-12:11). This is implied by the author of Colossians too (Col 2:16-18). We 

have a quite strong tradition that the disciples and members of Jesus’ family who formed the initial 

church in Jerusalem had visions of Jesus following his death (1 Cor 15:5-7).488 

Thomas versus the proto-orthodox community 

Unless the prospect of Thomas being stoned in Gos. Thorn. 13 is complete hyperbole, we must 

imagine that there was considerable pressure on the Thomas Christians to believe differently than they 

did. The Thomas Christians were, as Pagels emphasizes, a people persecuted for their belief-system. 

So then the question becomes, ‘Who was it who were setting themselves against the Thomas 

community?’ 

In order to answer this, we are best served by returning to Matthew and Simon Peter so as to inquire 

what community or communities these two dramatis personae represent. Irenaeus mentions that the 

Ebionites used Matthew’s gospel by itself and the docetists used only Mark. So it is possible that 

Thomas Christianity was fighting its battle on two separate fronts, against two separate groups who 

held to two separate belief-systems. 

But what makes this unlikely is Gos. Thorn. 13’s speaking of Matthew and Peter as a collectivity and 

unified force. ‘Were I to tell you even one of these words,’ Thomas says, ‘you both would stone me.’ 

It is the first two canonical gospels together that stand opposed to Thomas. This narrows the 

possibilities. The most prominent body, of which we are aware, that affirmed the authority of both 

these gospels and established itself on the witness of the Old Testament scriptures is the proto-

orthodox community.489 

------ 

It needs to be emphasized that the first two disciples mentioned in Gos. Thom. 13 are not meant to 

represent two isolated and erroneous opinions as to who Jesus was. Rather, Matthew and Simon Peter 

are representative of their gospels, Matthew and Mark,490 

The difficulty with linking Thomas to Jesus or his movement 

The Coptic sayings collection lays so much emphasis on asceticism. The authors of the Diatessaron 

and Gospel of Thomas share and commend identical ascetical practices: avoidance of sexual intimacy 

(outside or inside of marriage), renunciation of personal possessions, and strict vegetarianism. 

The difficulty with linking Thomas to Jesus or his movement lies in the fact that Jesus’ followers 

enjoyed natural marital relationship (1 Cor. 7.10-11, 9.5; Acts 18.26; etc.), possessions (Luke 8.3, 

10.38; John 21.1-3; etc.), and an occasional fattened calf (Luke 15.23, 27; Acts 10.9-15; Rom. 14.6; 

etc.). Jesus himself approved of marriage (Mark 10.7-9) and possessions (Luke 16.9). He was a 
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regular dinner guest at the home of everyday and (presumably) meat-eating Jews, and after his 

resurrection fish was a favourite (Luke 24.42; John 21.11-15).491 

This early Christian mysticism is not heretical. It is an early form of eastern orthodoxy 

The spirituality in the Gospel of Thomas is a form of early Christian mysticism. It was a 

contemplative type of Christianity that grew in Syria as well as Alexandria. The idea was that each 

person had the choice to grow into God’s Image or to remain stunted due to Adam’s decision. If the 

person chose to grow, then the divinization process was gradual and included not only ritual activities 

like baptism and eucharist, but also instructional and contemplative activities. Part of the process then 

was living as Jesus lived - it was imitative. … Eventually the faithful would become like Jesus, 

replacing their fallen image with the image of God. This contemplative Christianity is not heretical, 

but an early form of eastern orthodoxy! 492 

The Gospel is theologically an infant of Eastern Orthodox theology and practice 

I [April DeConick] am completely convinced that the Gospel of Thomas theologically and practically 

is an infant of Orthodoxy. It is one of our earliest, if not our earliest text showcasing a very old form 

of Orthodox thought. As such, it is very at home in the Syrian environment and represents old Syrian 

religiosity. In this literature, the human being regains Paradise lost through his or her own effort of 

righteous living as revealed by Jesus, not through some act of atonement on Jesus’ part.493 

------ 

Eastern [Orthodox] Christianity is about a mysticism of the heart and the progressive transformation 

of the soul into its glorious Image. In the West, the Augustinian position reigns, so that we know 

about ‘original sin’ severing us from our true Image, leaving us lost and helpless and damned. 

In the West, the lost are saved through grace and atonement which is completed in the eucharist, a 

sacrificial meal. 

In the East, the glorious Image is not lost, but only diminished or stunted by Adam’s decision. It can 

be recovered in part through our own orientation and action. In the East, the eucharist is the ingestion 

of the divine body, aiding the transformation of the soul into the glorious Image.494 

WHAT THE GOSPEL OF THOMAS IS 

We asked who wrote these alternative gospels, and when. And how do these relate to—

and differ from—the gospels and other writings familiar from the New Testament? 

These discoveries challenged us not only intellectually but—in my case at least—

spiritually. 

I [Elaine Pagels] had come to respect the work of “church fathers” such as Irenaeus, 

bishop of Lyons (c. 180), who had denounced such secret writings as “an abyss of 

madness, and blasphemy against Christ.” Therefore I expected these recently 

discovered texts to be garbled, pretentious, and trivial. Instead I was surprised to find in 

some of them unexpected spiritual power—in sayings such as this from the Gospel of 

Thomas, translated by Professor MacRae: “Jesus said: ‘If you bring forth what is 

within you, what you bring forth will save you. If you do not bring forth what is within 

you, what you do not bring forth will destroy you.’ The strength of this saying is that it 

does not tell us what to believe but challenges us to discover what lies hidden within 

ourselves; and, with a shock of recognition, I realized that this perspective seemed to 

me self-evidently true. (Beyond Belief, page 32) 
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The Gospel with a career that is both famous and infamous 

If there is one early Christian gospel that has a career both famous and infamous, it is the Gospel of 

Thomas. It has been called a ‘direct and almost unbroken continuation of Jesus’ own teaching – 

unparalleled anywhere in the canonical tradition’ – as well as a ‘perversion of Christianity by those 

who wanted to create Jesus in their own image’. It has been understood as an early Jewish Christian 

document, preserving independent Jesus traditions older than the New Testament gospels, as well as a 

late Gnostic gospel entirely dependent on the canonical gospels. On the one hand it has been lauded as 

the ‘fifth gospel’, while on the other it has been dismissed as ‘heretical’.495 

 

Jesus teaches ‘hidden sayings’ and ‘mysteries’ to a chosen few 

In the Gospel of Thomas, Jesus does not simply teach ‘everyday’ wisdom to the common folk. He is 

characterized as a ‘living’ mystagogue
496

, a hierophant
497

, teaching ‘hidden sayings’ and ‘mysteries’ 

to a chosen few.498 

The Gospel of Thomas consists of 114 sayings 

The text of the Gospel of Thomas exists in its entirety only in the Coptic version discovered as part of 

the Nag Hammadi library, which was buried in the fourth century and unearthed in Egypt in 1945. 

Greek fragments were first found among the Oxyrhynchus papyri and published in 1897 and 1904. 

While the Coptic version dates to the early fourth century, some scholars estimate that the original 

text may have been composed late in the first century C.E., probably in Syria. In most versions, it 

consists of 114 sayings.499 

------ 

See the translation at: http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/bible-versions-and-

translations/the-gospel-of-thomas-114-sayings-of-jesus/  Also: Beyond Belief, pages 227-242, as well 

as Hidden Sayings of Jesus, pages 20-63 (Nag Hammadi text); 66-75 (Greek fragments). 
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The Gospel of Thomas is a witness to early Syriac Christianity 

The Coptic gospel is not so much a witness to the historical Jesus, but instead a witness to early 

Syriac Christianity.500 

Scholars agree on Thomas’ Syriac origins 

[One] fact on which virtually all scholars agree: Thomas’s Syriac origins. … The following subscribe 

to an originally Syriac Thomas: Strobel 1963; Quecke 1963; Rudolph 1969; Morard 1980; 

Guillaumont 1981; Drijvers 1982.501 

------ 

The Gospel of Thomas—and this point is accepted almost universally—was in all likelihood 

composed in Edessa. … I [Nicholas Perrin] believe that a Syriac Gospel of Thomas carries far more 

explanatory power than any other model can offer. 502 

Scholars disagree on when the Gospel of Thomas was written 

 

These scholars, who are generally interested in the time of writing, provenance, and original language 

of the Logia text, have proposed their own conclusions about the Thomasine community. These are 

often contradictory because the external content of the text is not formed in a chronological or 

narrative way, but in a doctrinal style as an early Christian-community instruction.503 

The Gospel if Thomas’ date is not relevant to this present Study, so alternative views are given. 

(1) A good deal of the Gospel of Thomas dates to some time in the first century  

As with all gospel text, with this one in particular, we have to remember that these texts were fluid, 

that scribes could add, that scribes could leave out things, that scribes could add comments, or add an 

interpretation. So we cannot with certainty reconstruct what did the Gospel of Thomas look like 

around the year 100 or earlier. But it is very likely that it existed at that time, and that a good deal of 

the material that’s now in that manuscript was already in a Greek manuscript that dates back to the 

first century.504 

------ 
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A consensus is emerging in American scholarship that the Gospel of Thomas is a text independent of 

the synoptics and that it was compiled in the mid to late first century.505 

(2) The Gospel of Thomas dates to the latter part of the second century 

Thomas also appears to be a compositional unity following the order of the Diatessaron at a number 

of places. This situates the autograph at some time in the last quarter of the second century. 

Historically, a late second-century Thomas makes much more sense than a late first-century or early 

second-century text, simply because the only other texts we have that attest to an ascetically inclined 

Syriac Christianity are texts that issue from this late second-century or early third-century period.506 

------ 

The Gospel of Thomas was a Syriac text written in the last quarter of the second century by a careful 

editor who arranged his material largely on the basis of catchword connections. As far as his sources, 

Thomas drew primarily on Tatian’s Diatessaron, but also undoubtedly drew on his memory of a 

number of oral and written traditions. It cannot be ruled out that Thomas preserves authentic sayings 

of Jesus; it is simply that, given a span of 140-plus years, this would be extremely hard to prove.507 

The Gospel of Thomas was most likely composed in Greek, probably in Syria 

Most likely the Gospel of Thomas was composed in Greek, probably in Syria, perhaps at Edessa, 

where Thomas was revered and his bones venerated. A reasonable case can be made for a first-

century date for a first edition of the Gospel of Thomas, though some scholars prefer a second-century 

date.508 

------ 

In the earliest decades of Thomas research, a number of scholars have detected signs of the collection 

having been first composed in Syriac or at least of having passed through a Syriac-speaking stage of 

transmission.509 

------ 

That the Coptic collection can be seen in toto as a translation of a Syriac text can in fact be borne 

out.510 

Scholars disagree on the relationship of the Gospel of Thomas with Jesus 

(1) The Thomas people were initially a branch of the Jesus movement  

The Thomas people were initially a branch of the Jesus movement, composed under the individual 

leadership of Thomas, based on his own revelation and belief.511 

(2) The difficulty with linking Thomas to Jesus or his movement 

The Coptic sayings collection lays so much emphasis on asceticism. The authors of the Diatessaron 

and Gospel of Thomas share and commend identical ascetical practices: avoidance of sexual intimacy 

(outside or inside of marriage), renunciation of personal possessions, and strict vegetarianism. The 

difficulty with linking Thomas to Jesus or his movement lies in the fact that Jesus’ followers enjoyed 

natural marital relationship (1 Cor. 7.10-11, 9.5; Acts 18.26; etc.), possessions (Luke 8.3, 10.38; John 

21.1-3; etc.), and an occasional fattened calf (Luke 15.23, 27; Acts 10.9-15; Rom. 14.6; etc.). Jesus 

himself approved of marriage (Mark 10.7-9) and possessions (Luke 16.9). He was a regular dinner 

guest at the home of everyday and (presumably) meat-eating Jews, and after his resurrection fish was 

a favourite (Luke 24.42; John 21.11-15).512 
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(3) Their Jesus is by no means the historical Jesus or even the memory of the 
historical Jesus 

The Thomas community puts words into the mouth of their Jesus. But their Jesus is by no means the 

historical Jesus or even the memory of the historical Jesus. … The Gospel of Thomas invites us to 

imagine a Jesus who says, ‘I am not your saviour, but the one who can put you in touch with your true 

self. Free yourself from your gender, your body, and any concerns you might have for the outside 

world. Work for it and self-realization, salvation, will be yours — in this life.513 

------ 

We can no longer hold to our romantic vision of Thomas as a naïve, artless compiler of Jesus sayings. 

More importantly, we can no longer envisage the collection as an early and therefore reliable witness 

of the Jesus tradition.514 

The hidden wisdom of Jesus in the Gospel of Thomas takes several forms 

The hidden wisdom of Jesus in the Gospel of Thomas takes several forms. Some of Jesus’ sayings in 

Thomas disclose an everyday sort of wisdom about life in the world that is familiar from other 

wisdom documents in the Jewish scriptures and elsewhere. … Other sayings in Thomas suggest a 

more provocative and radical kind of wisdom that subverts the conventions of polite society. … A few 

other sayings in the Gospel of Thomas show a more esoteric interest in transcending the world and 

identifying with the divine.515 

The Gospel of Thomas reflects a knowledge of Jewish mystical traditions 

The Gospel of Thomas contains logia [sayings] that reflect a knowledge of Jewish mystical traditions, 

especially sayings 15, 27, 37, 50, 59, 83, and 84. [See these sayings below.] The presence of these 

sayings suggests that the community that produced Thomas advocated a mystical experience of God. 

This belief is most evident in statements such as Gospel of Thomas 59, in which Jesus specifically 

commands the reader to seek a vision of God: “Look for the Living One while you are alive, lest you 

die and seek to see him and you will be unable to see [him]”  (my translation and italics).516 

Saying/logion 15517 

Jesus says: “When you see one who was not born of woman, fall on your face (and) 

worship him. That one is your Father.” 

The etiquette for [their] ecstatic visionary experiences is found in Gospel of Thomas 15: “When you 

see the one who was not born of woman, prostrate yourselves on your faces and worship him. That 

one is your Father.” Such advice is consistent with the Jewish mystical portrayals of the divine 

throne room, in which God’s manifestation or kavod is often depicted as seated on a throne in the 

midst of an entourage of angels. It is common in such literature to find descriptions of the mystic 

entering the throne room and prostrating himself before the divine King (cf. 1 Enoch 14:24; 2 Enoch 

22:4). The Thomasites lived a severely ascetic lifestyle in preparation for this ecstatic encounter.518 

Saying/logion 27 

(1) “If you do not abstain from the world, you will not find the kingdom. 

(2) If you do not make the Sabbath into a Sabbath, you will not see the Father.” 

Saying/logion 37 

(1) His disciples said: “When will you appear to us, and when will we see you?” 

(2) Jesus said: “When you undress without being ashamed and take your clothes (and) 

put them under your feet like little children (and) trample on them, 

(3) then [you] will see the son of the Living One, and you will not be afraid.” 
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Saying/logion 50 

(1) “If they say to you: ‘Where do you come from?’ (then) say to them: ‘We have 

come from the light, the place where the light has come into being by itself, has 

established [itself] and has appeared in their image.’ 

(2) If they say to you: ‘Is it you?’ (then) say: ‘We are his children, and we are the 

elect of the living Father.’ 

(3) If they ask you: ‘What is the sign of your Father among you?’ (then) say to them: 

‘It is movement and repose.’” 

Saying/logion 83 

(1) “The images are visible to humanity, but the light within them is hidden in the 

image. 

(2) {} The light of the Father will reveal itself, but his image is hidden by his light.” 

Saying/logion 84 

Jesus says: (1) “When you see your likeness you are full of joy. 

(2) But when you see your likenesses that came into existence before you — they 

neither die nor become manifest — how much will you bear?” 

The Gospel of Thomas does not fit the definition of Gnosticism 

While the Gospel of Thomas has some features in common with gnostic gospels, it does not seem to 

fit the definition of gnosticism. … I [Marvin Meyer] prefer to consider the Gospel of Thomas to be a 

gospel with an incipient519 gnostic perspective. According to the incipit (or prologue) of the Gospel of 

Thomas, the sayings are hidden or secret sayings spoken by the living Jesus and recorded by Judas 

Thomas the Twin. … The sayings included in the Gospel of Thomas include a variety of aphorisms520, 

parables, stories, and other utterances of Jesus.521 

------ 

The theology of the Gospel of Thomas does not jive with any particular system of Gnosis be it 

Naaseene, Valentinian, Basilidian, Carpocratian, or otherwise. … The traditional markers of Gnostic 

ideas are not present. There is no Sophia, Demiurge, Pleroma, Error, Aeons, or Archons.522 

------ 

The believer could gaze on God before death in order not to die (GThom 59). In heaven, they would 

meet their divine doubles, their lost Images, their true selves (GThom 84). They would directly 

encounter the Living God - God the Father and Jesus his Son. They believed that these experiences 

would bring about their full transformation into their primal bodies of Glory, so that they would no 

longer die. There is nothing about this mystical spirituality that is “heretical” or “Gnostic” even by 

traditional definitions.523 

------ 

This reading of the Gospel of Thomas places it squarely within early orthodoxy rather than outside. 

The Gospel of Thomas does not represent the voice of some late generic Gnostic heresy or some early 

unique sapiential524 Christianity. Rather it is quite cogent with early Syrian Christianity as described in 

the oldest literature from the area.525 

------ 
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Although part of what is generally referred to as a Gnostic Library, [The Gospel of] Thomas is not 

simply a Gnostic text. Some ascribe the Gnostic aspects of it to a redactor. Harold Bloom, in his 

“Afterword” to Marvin Meyer’s translation, is a cheerleader for Thomas as a thoroughgoing Gnostic. 

In his introduction, Meyer demurs. He notes that Thomas clearly has other, equally important 

identifying marks. For example, it is part of the ancient genre of collections of sayings and is of a 

piece with Jewish Wisdom literature.526 

Sayings of Thomas derive from a different tradition 

Although [the Gospel of Thomas] contains many sayings of Jesus that Luke and Matthew also include 

in their gospels, it contains other sayings that apparently derive from a tradition different from that of 

the synoptic gospels.527 

The Gospel of Thomas is quite different from the New Testament gospels 

The Gospel of Thomas is quite different from the New Testament gospels in that it is a gospel of 

sayings of Jesus. Most sayings are introduced with the simple attribution “Jesus said,” one listed after 

the other. Narrative is practically absent from the Gospel of Thomas, at least in terms of the type of 

narrative details and elaborate settings for the sayings that we find in the New Testament gospels.528 

Some of Jesus’ sayings in Thomas appear to be more original than the NT parallels 

An excellent case can be made for the position that the Gospel of Thomas is not fundamentally 

dependent upon the New Testament gospels, but that it preserves sayings that at times appear to be 

more original than the New Testament parallels.529 

------ 

The value of the Gospel of Thomas as a primary source for the Jesus tradition is underscored by the 

presence within Thomas of sayings of Jesus not included in the New Testament and sometimes totally 

unknown prior to the discovery of this gospel.530 

Individual sayings in Thomas commonly parallel saying in the synoptic gospels 

Although the Gospel of Thomas as a whole shows the particular characteristics of a collection of 

wisdom sayings and differs substantially from the narrative gospels of the New Testament, the 

individual sayings in Thomas commonly parallel sayings of Jesus in the synoptic gospels (and Q). 

Some of these parallels are very close.531 

The Gospel of Thomas does not fit conventional categories 

The Gospel of Thomas … just doesn’t fit the conventional categories or constructs. … It doesn’t make 

sense to us in the interpretative framework we are familiar with from our training as biblical scholars. 

… Jesus’ words aren’t remembered in the same way that they are recorded in the Synoptics. He talks 

about revealing “mysteries” to a few worthy people, rather than preaching ethics openly to crowds. 

He focuses on internal spirituality, turning upside down traditional apocalyptic images. He speaks 

favorably about singlehood, not just preferring it to marriage, but demanding it. And so forth.532 

------ 

Finally I [April DeConick] came to the realization that it isn’t that the Gospel of Thomas is “off,” 

rather it is our categories and reconstructions that are off. What if we didn’t try to fit the Gospel of 

Thomas into any of our known categories? What if we stopped worrying about whether the Gospel 

was dependent on the canonical gospels or contained authentic Jesus sayings like the canonical 

gospels? What if we let the text be itself and listened to it as a voice of its own? What would happen, I 

wondered? What might it tell us about early Christianity? 
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Rereading the Gospel this way, I noticed several things. First, the questions that the disciples were 

asking Jesus really struck me. “Tell us, how will our end come about?” (GThom 18.1). “Tell us, what 

is the Kingdom of Heaven like?” (GThom 20.1). “Will we enter the Kingdom as babies?” (GThom 

22.3). “When will you appear to us? When will we see you?” (GThom 37.1). “When will the dead 

rest? And when will the new world come?” (GThom 51.1). “When will the Kingdom come?’’ (GThom 

113). These appeared to me to be very serious mitigative questions raised by this Gospel. Why would 

a community of Christians be asking these particular questions? What might these questions reveal 

about this community of Christians and the problems they were facing? 

These Christians were trying to resolve the fact that their expectations about the future were not 

matching their present experience. They were wondering when and how God would fulfill his 

promises about the immediacy of the coming eschaton and new world, a problem not unfamiliar to 

Christians across the Mediterranean world in the mid to late first century. They were concerned that 

the End of the World, the establishment of the Kingdom, the final rest (or: resurrection) of the dead, 

and the return of Jesus had not yet happened. They were a community in the midst of a memory crisis. 

The presence of answers to these questions, answers endorsed by the living Jesus, show that these 

Christians appear to have resolved their memory crisis. How? By shifting their apocalyptic 

expectations from the eschatological dimension to the mystical.533 

THE SOTERIOLOGY OF THE GOSPEL OF THOMAS 

Salvation comes through wisdom, knowledge, insight, and creative thought 

People are called upon to recall who they are, open their minds, and think, and in this way they can 

experience salvation. This is the good news of the gnostic texts.  

These gospels are gospels of wisdom, not gospels of the cross; the Jesus of this good news is the 

source of wisdom and knowledge, not first and foremost the crucified savior; and people come to 

salvation through insight and creative thought, not primarily through faith.534 

Attainment of knowledge was the key to a salvation 

They regarded attainment of knowledge as the key to a salvation that emphasized the mystical 

awakening of the self, the god within.535 

Knowledge is more important than faith, unlike gospels of the cross 

The Gospel of Thomas and other gnostic texts often call upon readers to know themselves. In gnostic 

texts, unlike gospels of the cross, knowledge is more important than faith, and knowledge of oneself 

leads to salvation. In the Gospel of Thomas 3:4 Jesus says, “When you know yourselves, then you 

will be known, and you will understand that you are children of the living father”; in the Book of 

Thomas 138 Thomas himself is described as “one who knows oneself.” … 

If knowledge in gnostic thought is salvation, then knowing oneself is coming to salvation through 

oneself. That is the gnosis of Jesus.536 

Knowledge in The Gospel of Thomas is often explicitly mystical 

The knowledge communicated through the sayings of Jesus with his disciples is often explicitly 

mystical. In the Gospel of Thomas Jesus says, “Whoever drinks from my mouth will become like me; 

I myself shall become that person, and the hidden things will be revealed to that person” (108).537 

------ 

The knowledge Jesus communicates in the gnostic gospels and related texts is a knowledge both of 

what is outside and of what is inside. … 
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In the Gospel of Thomas Jesus says that the kingdom is inside and outside (3:3), and the inner may be 

like the outer and the outer like the inner (22:4).538 

------ 

If the fullness is within, so, in the Gospel of Thomas, is the kingdom within, or spread out upon the 

earth, unseen by people (3:3; 113:4).539 

The “living Jesus” challenges his hearers to find the way for themselves 

Thomas’s gospel offers only cryptic clues—not answers—to those who seek the way to God. 

Thomas’s “living Jesus” challenges his hearers to find the way for themselves: “Jesus said, ‘Whoever 

finds the interpretation of these words will not taste death,’” and he warns the disciples that the search 

will disturb and astonish them: “Jesus said, ‘Let the one who seeks not stop seeking until he finds. 

When he finds, he will become troubled; when he becomes troubled, he will be astonished and will 

rule over all things.”540 

------ 

According to Thomas, Jesus rebukes those who seek access to God elsewhere, even—perhaps 

especially—those who seek it by trying to “follow Jesus” himself. When certain disciples plead with 

Jesus to “show us the place where you are, since it is necessary for us to seek it,” he does not bother to 

answer so misguided a question and redirects the disciples away from themselves toward the light 

hidden within each person: “There is light within a person of light, and it lights up the whole universe. 

If it does not shine, there is darkness.” In other words, one either discovers the light within that 

illuminates “the whole universe” or lives in darkness, within and without.541 

Jesus demands a lifestyle of righteous living, with rewards of personal transformation 

The Jesus that emerges in the Gospel of Thomas is not entirely foreign to the New Testament 

portrayals, particularly as we see him emerge in the Gospel of John – but also, as we see him in Mark, 

teaching publicly to the crowds and privately his mysteries to a few close followers. His message is 

either similar to the New Testament Jesus, or contiguous with him. He teaches against carnality and 

succumbing to bodily desire. He’s an advocate for celibacy. He preaches that the Kingdom of God is 

here, that people must make a choice whether to enter it or not, that this choice requires an exclusive 

commitment to him and God, that the going is tough and few will be able to make it. He demands a 

lifestyle of righteous living, promises rewards including personal transformation and revelation.542 

God’s light shines not only in Jesus but potentially in everyone 

Thomas teaches that God’s light shines not only in Jesus but, potentially at least, in everyone. 

Thomas’s gospel encourages the hearer not so much to believe in Jesus, as John requires, as to seek to 

know God through one’s own, divinely given capacity, since all are created in the image of God. For 

Christians in later generations, the Gospel of John helped provide a foundation for a unified church, 

which Thomas, with its emphasis on each person’s search for God, did not.543 

Everyone in creation receives an innate capacity to know God 

The cluster of sayings [that Elaine Pagels] takes as the key to interpreting Thomas suggest … that 

everyone, in creation, receives an innate capacity to know God.544 

Discover that you and Jesus at a deep level are identical twins 

[In the Gospel of Thomas], this Jesus comes to reveal that you and he are, if you like, twins.... And 

what you discover as you read the Gospel of Thomas, which you’re meant to discover, is that you and 

Jesus at a deep level are identical twins. And that you discover that you are the child of God just as he 
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is. And so that at the end of the gospel Jesus speaks to Thomas and says, “Whoever drinks from my 

mouth will become as I am, and I will become that person, and the mysteries will be revealed to him.” 

Here, Jesus does not take the role of authority and teacher. In the Gospel of Thomas, the disciples say 

to Jesus, “Tell us, what do you want us to do? How shall we pray? What shall we eat? How shall we 

fast?” Now if you look at Matthew and Luke, Jesus answers the questions545 

------ 

Finally Jesus reveals to Thomas that “whoever drinks from my mouth will become as I am, and I 

myself will become that person, and the mysteries shall be revealed to him.” This, I believe, is the 

symbolic meaning of attributing this gospel to Thomas, whose name means “twin.” By encountering 

the “living Jesus,” as Thomas suggests, one may come to recognize oneself and Jesus as, so to speak, 

identical twins.546 

You are the child of God just like Jesus 

In this gospel, this Jesus does not answer. He says, “Do not tell lies, and do not do what you hate, for 

everything is known before heaven.” Now this answer throws you and me upon ourselves.... Here 

Jesus, in effect, turns one toward oneself, and that is really one of the themes of the Gospel of 

Thomas, that you must go in a sort of a spiritual quest of your own to discover who you are, and to 

discover really that you are the child of God just like Jesus.547 

You have to recognize yourself. You have to know yourself 

What is typical about these sayings is that in each instance, these sayings want to say that if you want 

to understand what Jesus said, you have to recognize yourself. You have to know yourself, know who 

you are.548 

------ 

[When one truly knows oneself], one understands that one is divine, but also one understands that one 

is mortal. In such a way, you recognize that this mortality is really meaningless, as physical existence 

is meaningless. And therefore, death is no longer a problem, but death is a solution, because in death 

finally all this mortality will fall away, and the true self will be liberated.549 

Anyone who apprehends the light and kingdom inside and outside is a son of the 
living father 

Thomas’s most striking christological affirmation, “Jesus said: ‘I am the light...” (saying 77) is 

perhaps not exclusive to Jesus; after all, anyone who apprehends the light and kingdom inside and 

outside is a son of the living father (saying 3) and the unisexual image of God (saying 22).550 

The Gospel of Thomas pays little attention to the cross 

The gnostic gospels and related texts may not be gospels of the cross, but the historical tradition of the 

crucifixion of Jesus does not go completely unnoticed in these texts. How the gnostic gospels deal 

with the crucifixion, however, is another matter. Some of these texts, like the Gospel of Thomas, pay 

little or no attention to the cross; the sole reference to the cross in the Gospel of Thomas occurs in 

saying 55, where the image of one bearing a cross seems to be used in a metaphorical sense.551 

Logion/Saying 55 

Jesus says: 

(1) “Whoever does not hate his father and his mother cannot become a disciple of 

mine. 
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(2) And whoever does not hate his brothers and his sisters (and) will not take up his 

cross as I do, will not be worthy of me.” 

Jesus’ crucifixion is the ultimate example of a person crucifying the flesh and its 
appetites 

I think that the allusions to Jesus’ crucifixion (GThom 55, 56, 58, 80, 87, 112) understand it in terms 

very different from Western Christianity. It represents the ultimate example of a person crucifying the 

flesh and its appetites. They seem to have taught that we receive the Holy Spirit at baptism, which 

helps us to fight the apocalyptic battle internally, overpowering our inner demons (GThom 21, 29, 

70).552 

The crucifixion is crucial to Paul and irrelevant to Thomas; the kingdom is yet fully to 
come for Paul but present now for Thomas 

The crucifixion is crucial to Paul and irrelevant to Thomas and the kingdom is yet fully to come for 

Paul but present now for Thomas. Nevertheless, even such substantial differences should not obscure 

the points of agreement between them. Both may agree that the kingdom of God is the establishment 

in the world of the condition of the image of God in the primordial time of creation, and that is no 

small matter.
553

 

Seriously genuine Christians conquered the body and imitated Jesus 

These Christians took seriously the call to celibacy, believing that sexual renunciation would serve to 

recreate their bodies in Adam’s image before the Fall (G.Th. 4.1, 4.3, 11.2–4, 16.4, 21.1–4, 21.6–9, 

22, 23.2, 27.1, 37, 49, 64.12, 75, 85, 101, 105, 106, 110, 111.2, 114). They taught each other that it 

was necessary to renounce the world, to fast from the world, and to guard against temptations and 

worldliness (G.Th. 27, 21.6–8, 110). Imitation of Jesus conquering his passions at his crucifixion was 

encouraged (G.Th. 55, 56, 58, 80, 87, 112). Participation in the eucharist appears to have aided in the 

person’s transformation since the gospel mentions on several occasions the power of divine food and 

drink to render the person ‘equal’ to Jesus (G.Th. 13, 61, 108).  

Once the body had been conquered and Jesus imitated, the believer was encouraged to study and 

meditate on the words of Jesus (G.Th. 1). Through this praxis, they sought revelation and vision. This 

mystical apocalypse included journeys into the heavenly realms to see Jesus (G.Th. 37) and worship 

before God’s throne (G.Th. 15). Knowledge of the passage through the heavenly realms was 

memorized (G.Th. 50) so that the believer could gaze upon God before death in order not to die 

(G.Th. 59). In heaven, the believer would meet his or her divine twin, the lost image, the true Self 

(G.Th. 84). The Christians who participated in this praxis believed that the immediate and direct 

vision of God would result in their full transformation into their original bodies of glory, so that they 

would no longer ‘die’.554 

The Thomasites believed in a mystical ascent and vision of God 

The Thomasites believed that the mystical ascent and vision of God was a transformational 

experience. Note, for example, Gospel of Thomas 108: “Jesus said, ‘Whoever drinks from my mouth 

will become like me; I myself shall become that person, and the hidden things will be revealed to him” 

(see also 19b, 22, 84). 555 

Saying/logion 19 

Jesus says: (1)”Blessed is he who was, before he came into being. 

(2) If you become disciples of mine (and) listen to my words, these stones will serve 

you. 

(3) For you have five trees in Paradise that do not change during summer (and) 

winter, and their leaves do not fall. 

(4) Whoever comes to know them will not taste death.” 
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Saying/logion 22 

(1) Jesus saw infants being suckled. 

(2) He said to his disciples: “These little ones being suckled are like those who enter 

the kingdom.” 

(3) They said to him: “Then will we enter the kingdom as little ones?” 

(4) Jesus said to them: “When you make the two into one, and when you make the 

inside like the outside and the outside like the inside and the above like the below — 

(5) that is, to make the male and the female into a single one, so that the male will not 

be male and the female will not be female — 

(6) and when you make eyes instead of an eye and a hand instead of a hand and a foot 

instead of a foot, an image instead of an image, (7) then you will enter [the 

kingdom].” 

The perceived power of the Eucharist 

They appear to have placed great stock in the power of the eucharist, mentioning on several occasions 

the power of divine food and drink to render the person “equal” to Jesus (GThom 13, 61, 108).556 

------ 

When the [modern-day] Orthodox Christian eats the eucharist, they think they are ingesting a divine 

body and achieving atonement with God. The Incarnation, not the death of Jesus, is the focus of this 

tradition, when the human and divine united allowing for the rekindling of the soul’s progress into its 

glorious Image. Orthodox believers are called to self-knowledge, renunciation of the flesh through 

temperance in marriage or monasticism, spiritual warfare and purification of the passions, the path of 

virtue, contemplation, and personal glorification through “gnosis” and “theoria,” the great vision of 

God in this lifetime. …  

I [April DeConick] have been shocked with how close my descriptions of the theology and praxis 

of the Gospel of Thomas has been to descriptions of the theology and praxis of the Orthodox 

[Church].557 

The new creation was something realised through the individual’s imitation of Jesus 

Just about everyone (from Isaiah to Paul to Tatian himself) was seeking to get back to Eden, that is, 

the new creation. But while Isaiah saw new creation in terms of Yahweh’s promise of future 

restoration, and while Paul saw new creation breaking through in the resurrection of Jesus Christ, 

which manifested its power through the church, Thomas Christians saw things differently. For 

Thomas Christians the new creation was not something objectively secured through Christ, but rather 

something subjectively realized through the individual’s imitation of Jesus. Only after becoming like 

Jesus, the Adamic single one par excellence, could one expect the Spirit to come and dwell in the 

temple of the body. And when the Spirit did so, new creation began to take place, but only in the 

sphere of individual experience.558 

The salvation that is envisaged in orthodoxy is different to the salvation according to 
Thomas 

There are two broad differences between salvation as it has traditionally been envisaged in orthodoxy 

and salvation according to Thomas. For orthodox believers, new creation has always been an 

objective and corporate reality, manifest in the present but awaiting fuller and final consummation in 

the future. Thomas Christians, by contrast, understood new creation to be fully available in the 

present. They could believe in a here-and-now paradise restored in the face of an imperfect world, 

because they also believed that new creation was to be apprehended strictly as a subjective 

experience.559 
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Success only came by successful imitation of becoming Jesus’ twin, his “Thomas” 

This experience of new creation came only by one’s successful imitation of Jesus, that is, by 

becoming Jesus’ twin. … Thomas Christians taught that by becoming a ‘Thomas’, a twin, one could 

have hope of paradise in this life. All this makes for interesting comparisons and contrasts. Like other 

Christians throughout the second-century world, Thomas Christians regarded Jesus as divine. But in 

their minds participation in the divine was not something that could be ‘taught’ (as through the 

gospels) so much as ‘caught’ (through personal imitation of Jesus). Against this viewpoint, the Great 

Church seems to have settled on two notions: first, that Jesus Christ was divine in a unique and 

inimitable sense, and, second, that it was both possible and appropriate to communicate the nature of 

Jesus’ divinity through the gospel stories. In their Christology and in their sources for establishing that 

Christology, Thomas Christianity would have undoubtedly stood at odds with the cherished views of 

Serapion and the Edessene Christians connected with him. Perceiving themselves to be like cats in a 

dog-only family, Thomas Christians sought to explain their marginalization by claiming to be privy to 

special knowledge.560 

They were not waiting for death or the eschaton in order to enter the Kingdom 

All in all, the accretions561 tell the story of a Christian community in Syria whose members are no 

longer waiting for death or the eschaton in order to enter the Kingdom or achieve immortality. Instead 

of waiting for heaven to come to them, they are invading Eden, sincerely believing that the 

eschatological promises of God are able to be fulfilled in the present. Their apocalyptic expectations 

have collapsed, shifting their theology away from hopes of an imminent eschaton to mystical pre-

mortem experiences of God. They were already Adam and Eve in Paradise.562 

------ 

Christianity in eastern Syria in the first couple of hundreds of years demanded celibacy and asceticism 

for admission into the Church. The literary evidence … points to a form of Christianity in Syria which 

was encratic563, honouring the solitary life over the marital. 

The larger catholic Church, particularly in the West, did not favour this position, so our historical 

memory of these people is that of sectarians and even heretics. But they were neither. For these 

Christians, baptism followed by daily washings and renunciation of the body extinguished desire and 

made it possible for them to begin to restore their souls to the glorious Image of God.564 

Thomas’ eschatology is also his doctrine of beginnings 

Why is Thomas so interested in creational themes, that is, in protology? … . Thomas is so interested 

in protology because his eschatology (doctrine of last things) is in essence also his doctrine of 

beginnings, for, as Thomas himself puts it through the mouthpiece of Jesus: Tor the place where the 

beginning is, there will the end be as well’ (Gos. Thom. 18.2).565 

THE CHRISTOLOGY OF THE GOSPEL OF THOMAS 

Jesus assumes very few Christological titles 

In the Gospel of Thomas, Jesus assumes very few Christological titles, and, as Stephen Patterson 

notes, Jesus in this gospel is just Jesus. Jesus in the Gospel of Thomas is not designated the Christ or 

the messiah, he is not acclaimed master or lord, and when he refers to himself once in the gospel, in 

saying 86, as child of humankind or son of man, he does so in the generic sense of referring to any 

person (or to himself) as a human being. If Jesus in the Gospel of Thomas is a child of humankind, so 
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are other people called children of humankind (sayings 28 and 106). Jesus in the Gospel of Thomas is 

not presented as the unique or incarnate son of God, and nothing is said of a cross with saving 

significance or an empty tomb. Jesus is named the living Jesus, but God is also said to be a living one, 

and followers of Jesus are called living ones as well. Jesus the living one lives through his words and 

sayings.566 

Thomas was incapable of saying whom Jesus is like 

According to Thomas, when Jesus asks, “Who am I?” he receives not one but three responses from 

various disciples. Peter first gives, in effect, the same answer as he does in the gospels of Mark and 

Matthew: “You are like a righteous messenger,” a phrase that may interpret the Hebrew term messiah 

(“anointed one”) for the Greek-speaking audience whom Thomas addresses. The disciple Matthew 

answers next: “You are like a wise philosopher” —a phrase perhaps intended to convey the Hebrew 

term rabbi (“teacher”) in language any Gentile could understand. (This disciple is the one traditionally 

believed to have written the Gospel of Matthew, which, more than any other, depicts Jesus as a rabbi.) 

But when a third disciple, Thomas himself, answers Jesus’ question, his response confounds the other 

two: “Master, my mouth is wholly incapable of saying whom you are like.” Jesus replies, “I am not 

your master, because you have drunk, and have become drunk from the same stream which I 

measured out.”567 

Jesus performs no miracles but he reveals enlightening wisdom and knowledge 

In the Gospel of Thomas Jesus performs no physical miracles, he discloses no fulfillment of prophecy, 

he announces no apocalyptic kingdom that will disrupt the world order, and he dies for no one’s sins. 

Instead, he reveals wisdom and knowledge so that people may be enlightened.’568 

Jesus performs no miracles and does not die for anyone’s sins 

As a gospel of wisdom, the Gospel of Thomas proclaims a distinctive message. In contrast to the way 

in which he is portrayed in other gospels, particularly New Testament gospels, Jesus in the Gospel of 

Thomas performs no physical miracles, reveals no fulfillment of prophecy, announces no apocalyptic 

kingdom about to disrupt the world order, and dies for no one’s sins.569 

Thomas presents a different Jesus 

The Jesus of the Gospel of Thomas does appear rather different from the Jesus we encounter in the 

others.570 

------ 

The Gospel of Thomas does not define Jesus’ role by means of christological terminology. Few 

sayings directly discuss Jesus. Still, one may find a “Christology” of light in saying 77 and a 

“Christology” of wisdom in saying 28.571 

Jesus declares to Thomas that he is not his master 

In Gos. Thom. 13 the disciple Thomas, who evidently apprehends correctly, is equivalent to, or at 

least not subordinated to, Jesus. Jesus declares to Thomas that he is not his master because “you have 

drunk, you have become intoxicated from the bubbling spring which I have measured out.” Gos. 

Thom. 108 shares this motif: “Jesus said, ‘He who will drink from my mouth will become like me. I 

myself shall become he, and the things that are hidden will be revealed to him.’” To drink from Jesus’ 

mouth may be to apprehend what Jesus’ sayings mean (sayings 1, 2), but such understanding is not 

sufficient by itself. One must apprehend the kingdom within and upon the earth, the light within and 

outside; actualize the image of God inside and outside; and thus stand at the beginning.572 
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Christological concerns are identified mainly with Jesus’ disciples 

Christological concerns are identified mainly with Jesus’ disciples. Gos. Thom. 24 presents the 

disciples as asking Jesus’ place; the response shifts attention to the place of light within people and 

the world. In Gos. Thom. 37 the disciples seek the revelation of Jesus himself; the response shifts 

attention to the necessity of people acting so as to see the son of the living one which, in the context 

of saying 3, is likely to refer to discovery of their own nature.573 

Jesus is characterized as God’s own light in human form 

While Mark, Matthew, and Luke identify Jesus as God’s human agent, John and Thomas characterize 

him instead as God’s own light in human form. Yet, despite these similarities, the authors of John and 

Thomas take Jesus’ private teaching in sharply different directions. … 

But certain passages in Thomas’s gospel draw a quite different conclusion: that the divine light Jesus 

embodied is shared by humanity, since we are all made “in the image of God.” … 

By claiming that Jesus alone embodies the divine light, John challenges Thomas’s claim that this light 

may be present in everyone.574 

------ 

Unlike Matthew, Mark, and Luke, who say that Jesus warned of the coming “end of time,” both John 

and Thomas say that he directed his disciples instead toward the beginning of time—to the creation 

account of Genesis 1—and identify Jesus with the divine light that came into being “in the 

beginning.”575 

THE KINGDOM OF GOD 

The Gospel offers secret teachings about the Kingdom of God 

[The Gospel of Thomas] does not tell the story of the life and death of Jesus, but offers the reader his 

‘secret teachings’ about the Kingdom of God.576 

------ 

In this gospel, and this is also the case in the Gospel of Luke, the Kingdom of God is not an event 

that’s going to be catastrophically shattering the world as we know it and ushering in a new 

millennium. Here, as in Luke 17:20, the Kingdom of God is said to be an interior state; “It’s within 

you,” Luke says. And here it says, “It’s inside you but it’s also outside of you.” It’s like a state of 

consciousness. It’s hard to describe. But the Kingdom of God here is something that you can enter 

when you attain gnosis, which means knowledge. But it doesn’t mean intellectual knowledge. The 

Greeks had two words for knowledge. One is intellectual knowledge, like the knowledge of physics or 

something like that. But this gnosis is personal, like “I know that person, or do you know so and so.” 

So this gnosis is self-knowledge; you could call it insight. It’s a question of knowing who you really 

are, not at the ordinary level of your name and your social class or your position. But knowing 

yourself at a deep level.577 

The kingdom of God is the indwelling of light in all things within people and outside of 
them 

For Thomas the kingdom of God is the indwelling of light in all things within people (Gos. Thom. 3, 

24) and outside of them (Gos. Thom. 113, 77). [[Gos. Thom. 113: “Jesus said, ‘If those who lead you 

say to you, “See, the kingdom is in the sky,” then the birds of the sky will precede you. If they say to 

you, “It is in the sea,” then the fish will precede you. Rather the kingdom is inside of you and outside 

of you. When you come to know yourselves, then you will become known and you will realize that it 

is you who are the sons of the living father. But if you will not know yourselves, you dwell in poverty 
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and it is you who are that poverty.’”]] When people actualize their inherent ability to perceive through 

primordial light, they perceive the world to be the kingdom of God (Gos. Thom. 3, 113). [[Gos. 

Thom. 3: “His disciples said to him, ‘When will the kingdom come?’ Jesus said, ‘It will not come by 

waiting for it. It will not be a matter of saying “Here it is,” or “There it is.” Rather the kingdom of the 

father is spread out upon the earth, and men do not see it.’”]]  

The light that is within people and outside of them exists now. As a result, those who search for the 

end are told that the end (i.e., the kingdom of God) is present already (Gos. Thom. 51, 113). When 

asked about the end, Jesus responds in terms of the beginning (Gos. Thom. 18); when asked about the 

kingdom to come, Jesus responds in terms of the kingdom which is already here (Gos. Thom. 113).578 

------ 

According to both the Gospel of Thomas and the Gospel of John, Jesus reveals that the kingdom of 

God, which many believers, including Mark, expect in the future, not only is “coming” but is already 

here—an immediate and continuing spiritual reality.579 

------ 

The Gospel of Thomas teaches that recognizing one’s affinity with God is the key to the kingdom of 

God.580 

------ 

God’s kingdom is not only outside them but also inside 

It is in the quest and through the quest that people find themselves and God. Then, according to the 

Gospel of Thomas, they discover that God’s kingdom is not only outside them but also inside them, 

that they are “children of the living father” (saying 3), and that they are essentially one with the 

savior.581 

The End had already occurred 

They concluded that the Kingdom had continued to grow since Jesus’ death. Now, at the present time, 

just as Jesus had predicted, it had fully arrived on earth (GThom 20.2-4). The rest (or: resurrection) of 

the dead and the new world had already come (GThom 51.2). Since the Kingdom now was spread out 

among them on earth, Jesus would be revealed to them immediately and directly (GThom 37.2-3; 

113.2-4)582 

------ 

Jesus tells them that the End has already occurred but they just had not recognized it before this. 

GThom 51.1-2. His disciples said to him, ‘‘When will the dead rest, and when will the 

new world come?” He said to them, “What you look for has come, but you have not 

perceived it.”583 

------ 

The apocalyptic mysteries shift from the revelation of secrets about the end times and God’s coming 

Kingdom, to the present and the recreation of Eden on earth. This refocus meant that the moment of 

encounter with God and personal transformation became an immediate experience, a mystical one.584 

------ 

The persistent core of early Jewish and Christian mysticism is the belief that God or his manifestation 

can be experienced immediately, not just after death or eschatologically on the Last Day.585 
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The new world has already come, but they did not recognise it 

Thomas evidently knows of christocentric eschatological traditions carried forward in the name of 

Jesus’ disciples and seeks to undermine those traditions by corrective question-response passages. 

Gos. Thom. 51 provides a particularly clear example: “His disciples said to him, ‘When will the 

repose of the dead come about, and when will the new world come?’ He said to them, ‘What you look 

forward to has already come, but you do not recognize it.’” Further, christological investigation of the 

scriptures is actually condemned in saying 52. In Gos. Thom. 91 when they ask to know who Jesus is, 

they are encouraged rather to know what is in front of them and to know the nature of the present 

time.586 

Apocalyptic questions receive mystical responses 

An Apocalyptic Memory Crisis 

In the Gospel of Thomas, the community poses the following questions on the apocalyptic front: 

Tell us how our end will be. (18.1) 

Tell us what the kingdom of heaven is like. (20.1) 

Shall we then, as children, enter the kingdom? (22.3) 

When will you become revealed to us and when shall we see you? (37.1) 

When will the rest of the dead happen, and when will the new world come? (51.1) 

When will the kingdom come? (113.1)587 

Reconfiguration of Apocalyptic Expectations 

The answers they provide to the very questions they had posed in their Gospel is a logical place to 

start this inquiry: 

Have you discovered, then, the beginning that you look for the end? For where the 

beginning is, there the end will be. Blessed is he who will stand in the beginning. He 

will know the end and will not taste death. (18.2-3) 

It is like a mustard seed, the smallest of all seeds. But when it falls on tilled soil, it 

produces a great plant and becomes a shelter for birds of the air. (20.24) 

When you make the two one, and when you make the inside like the outside and the 

outside like the inside, and the above like the below, and when you make the male 

and female one and the same, so that the male not be male nor the female female; and 

when you fashion eyes in place of an eye, and a hand in place of a hand, and a foot in 

place of a foot, and an image in place of an image, then you will enter [the kingdom]. 

(22.4-7) 

When you disrobe without being ashamed and take up your garments and place them 

under your feet like little children and tread on them, then [you will see] the Son of 

the Living One, and you will not be afraid. (37.2-3) 

What you look forward to has already come, but you do not recognize it. (51.2) 

It will not come by waiting for it. It will not be a matter of saying, ‘Here it is,’ or 

‘There it is.’ Rather, the kingdom of the Father is spread out upon the earth, and men 

do not see it. (113.24) … 

We can see a new apocalyptic hermeneutic replacing an older one. The community members 

maintained in their responses to the questions which they had posed that, indeed, their expectations 

had not actually been disconfirmed, but had been confirmed when the now “correct” hermeneutic was 

applied to the old traditions. So, in the responses to the questions, they posited that the kingdom had 

already been established on earth but no one had noticed its coming (Gos. Thom. 20, 51,113). Did not 

their Gospel tell them that Jesus, in his lifetime, had taught that the kingdom already had begun to 
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break into the world? It was like a tiny seed that had fallen unnoticed on tilled soil and now had 

grown into a large plant (Gos. Thom. 20). They concluded that the kingdom had continued to grow 

since Jesus’ death. Now, at the present time – just as Jesus had predicted! – it had fully arrived on 

earth. The anticipated “rest” of the dead and the “new world” had “already come” (Gos. Thom. 

51,113). 

Since the kingdom was now spread out among them on the earth (Gos. Thom. 113), Jesus would be 

revealed to them immediately and directly (Gos. Thom. 37). Such was the new apocalyptic 

hermeneutic that replaced the previous one. The community members, however, did not perceive this 

hermeneutic to be new; rather, they perceived it as the correct hermeneutic through which Jesus’ 

words should have been understood in the first place.588 

------ 

The shift from eschatological to mystical is quite prominent in saying 37. 

GThom 37.1-3. His disciples said, “When will you appear to us? When will we see 

you?” Jesus said, “When you strip naked without shame, take your garments, put 

them under your feet like little children, and trample on them. The [you will see] the 

Son of the Living One and you will not be afraid.” 

The question expresses concern, perhaps even disappointment that the immediate return of Jesus has 

not yet happened. “When will you appear to us?” “When will we see you?” Now the response is 

remarkable in that it is not eschatological, but mystical. If you want to see Jesus, you won’t do so at 

the end of the worldly kingdoms, but at the end of your former self, when you remake yourself into a 

child who is not afraid or ashamed.589 

Eschatological sayings remade into a call for celibacy 

The old eschatological saying of Jesus about casting fire, sword, and war on earth, has been remade 

into a call for us to choose singlehood or celibacy. 

GThom 16.1-4. Jesus said, “Perhaps people think it is peace that I have come to cast 

upon the world. And they do not know it is division that I have come to cast upon the 

earth –fire, sword, war! For there will be five people in a house. There will be three 

people against two, and two against three, father against son, and son against father. 

And they will stand as celibate people.” 

An older saying (in italics) that evoked a warning about impending Judgment and the dissolution of 

families, is now (in regular type) an injunction from Jesus to abandon their families and take on the 

holy life of the celibate.590 

THOMAS AND JOHN 

Similarities between the Gospel of Thomas with the Gospel according to John 

Analysis of the parallel sayings material in John and Thomas has shown not only the similarity of 

tenor and diction, as Raymond Brown believed. The parallels represent the world, Jesus, discipleship, 

salvation in a very comparable way. Indeed, one may even speak about the common theology of the 

parallels. The summary of the similarities would be as follows:  

1. The image of the living God as an unknown Father (GTh 3, GJn 6:57; GTh 18, GJn 8:44; 

GTh 40, GJn 15:1). Of particular interest is the phrase “the living Father” which occurs in 

both gospels and never in the Synoptics, or anywhere else in the New Testament.  

2. The world is a carcass (GTh 56, GJn 15:19 & 17:14). It belongs to the devil (GTh 18, GJn 

8:44). It is marked by the contrast between flesh and spirit (GTh 29, GJn 3:6, 6:63).  
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3. The beginning and the end of the world are one and the same with the present (GTh 18, 

GJn 8:44, GTh 19, GJn 17:5). Both gospel engage in speculations about the beginning, 

but on a scale nothing like the developed cosmogony of the second century Gnosticism.  

4. The Redeemer received everything from the Father (GTh 61, GJn 3:35 & 13:3). Who 

keeps his words will not taste death (GTh 1 & 111, GJn 8:51).  

5. The Redeemer has come into this world of poverty (GTh 28, GJn 1:10-12)  

6. The Redeemer is light (GTh 77, GJn 8:12).  

7. The Redeemer is the teacher GTh 13, While for the most part in John teacher has a 

negative connotation of a Jewish leader in GJn 13:13-14, the Washing of the Feet episode, 

Jesus reveals what it means to be a dida,skaloj. To be a true teacher, means to be different 

from the socially accepted teachers.  

8. The Redeemer speaks with remarkable assurance. He needs no proof for his testimony 

(GTh 3, GJn 4:42 & 8:13). He is the light (GTh 77, GJn 8:12). He is the living water 

(GTh 13, GJn 4:13). This particular idea, that is, that the redeemer needs no proof for his 

words, parallels the Stoic idea of cataleptic impressions.  

9. The discipleship is about becoming like the Redeemer (GTh 108, GJn 7:38), renouncing 

the world (GTh 110, GJn 7:35), being like a little child (GTh 4, GJn 3:4), and 

worshipping the Father (GTh 15, GJn 4:21-23).  

10. The most important prerequisite of the discipleship is listening to the words of Jesus (GTh 

19, GJn 15:7, see also: GTh 1 & 111, GJn 8:51) and keeping them (GTh 78, 79, GJn 

8:32).  

11. The disciples will never see death (GTh 1, 111, GJn 8:51, GJn 21:23 a tradition that the 

beloved disciple will not die: The saying spread abroad among the brethren that this 

disciple was not to die; yet Jesus did not say to him that he was not to die, but, “If it is my 

will that he remain until I come, what is that to you?”  

12. The Redeemer has departed which makes his words even more important (GTh 38, GJn 

7:34). One has to seek him, and will not always find him.  

Besides using several similar theological concepts like, ‘the beginning,’ ‘light,’ ‘darkness,’ ‘flesh,’ 

‘spirit,’ ‘knowledge,’ ‘understanding,’ ‘living Father,’ ‘to know,’ ‘to seek,’ ‘to find’ John and Thomas 

use similar metaphors for Jesus, some taken from the imagery of agricultural life like: ‘water,’ 

‘spring,’ ‘well,’ ‘vine,’ ‘shepherd,’ ‘sheep,’ ‘fish,’ ‘net.’ This common imagery indicates a common 

sauce-cultural setting, namely, wandering ascetics and their orally transmitted teaching.  

Furthermore, I [Alexander Mirkovic] believe that the parallels have shown that the gospels of John 

and Thomas are not directly dependent. There are only two instances where we have the verbatim 

agreement and where one can suspect the borrowing. These are the sayings 38 and 77:  

GTh 38 Jesus said, ‘Often you have desired to hear these sayings that I am speaking to you, and 

you have no one else from whom t hear them. There will be days when you will seek me and you 

will not find me.’ 

GTh 77 Jesus said, “I am the light that is over all things. I am all: from me all came forth, and to 

me all attained. Split a piece of wood; I am there. Lift up the stone, and you will find me there. 

But this verbatim agreement is not enough to establish a literary dependence. Rather, the phrases look 

very much like favorite sayings of wandering sages. The type of similarity indicates an oral tradition, 

rather than literary dependence.591 
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John’s gospel was written in the heat of controversy 

John’s gospel was written in the heat of controversy, to defend certain views of Jesus and to oppose 

others. … Research has helped clarify not only what John’s gospel is for but what it is against. John 

says explicitly that he writes “so that you may believe, and believing, may have life in [Jesus’] 

name.”592 

John is more like Thomas than is to Matthew and Luke 

Many of the teachings in the Gospel of John that differ from those in Matthew and Luke sound much 

like sayings in the Gospel of Thomas: in fact, what first impressed scholars who compared these two 

gospels is how similar they are.593 

But John appears to refute Thomas 

I [Elaine Pagels] wondered whether John could have written his gospel to refute what Thomas 

teaches. For months I investigated this possibility, and explored the work of other scholars who also 

have compared these sources, and I was finally convinced that this is what happened. As the scholar 

Gregory Riley points out, John—and only John—presents a challenging and critical portrait of the 

disciple he calls “Thomas, the one called Didymus,” and, as Riley suggests, it is John who invented 

the character we call Doubting Thomas, perhaps as a way of caricaturing those who revered a 

teacher—and a version of Jesus’ teaching—that he regarded as faithless and false. … 

Luke specifies that, after the crucifixion, the risen Jesus appeared to “the eleven,” and Matthew agrees 

that he appeared to “the eleven disciples”—all but Judas Iscariot—and conferred the power of the 

holy spirit upon “the eleven.” But John’s account differs. John says instead that “Thomas, called ‘the 

twin’ . . . was not with them when Jesus came.” According to John, the meeting Thomas missed was 

crucial; for after Jesus greeted the ten disciples with a blessing, he formally designated them his 

apostles.594 
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JOHANNINE SOTERIOLOGY AND CHRISTOLOGY 

THE JOHANNINE COMMUNITY 

Understanding some of the history of the Fourth Gospel assists understanding 

While the Fourth Gospel must be read and treated as a completed document, understanding something 

of the history of its development assists the reader in understanding its meaning.595 

The Johannine community started out as a group of Jews 

J. L. Martyn detects in 1:35-51 that the Johannine community began among Jews who came to Jesus 

and with relatively little difficulty found him to be the Messiah they expected. I [Raymond Brown] 

think he is perfectly right.596 

The Johannine form of Christianity emerged from a Jewish matrix 

The Johannine form of Christianity emerges from a Jewish matrix whose existence can be confirmed 

from several sides. And elements within this Jewish matrix may prove very suggestive in accounting 

for the language and conceptuality of the Johannine discourses. That the Qumran scrolls attest a form 

of Judaism whose conceptuality and terminology tally in some respects quite closely with the 

Johannine is a commonly acknowledged fact. …  

Another link between John and Judaism has been seen in John the Baptist, perhaps a close relative of 

the Essenes, in whom the Fourth Gospel manifests a peculiar interest, which is probably to be 

understood as a reaction to claims of a Baptist sect concerning their martyred leader (cf 1:6-8, 15, 

19ff.; 3:2cff.; 4:1; 5:33ff.; 10:40-42) 597 

The life of the Johannine Community and of the Fourth Gospel is a chapter of Jewish 
history 

The history of the Johannine community from its origin through the period of its life in which the 

Fourth Gospel was composed forms to no small extent a chapter in the history of Jewish 

Christianity.598 

The Johannine church was in the mainstream of Jewish Christianity 

According to Martyn, the Johannine church is to be seen in the mainstream of Jewish Christianity, 

basically concerned with what Paul called “the gospel of the Circumcision.” Even the “sheep not of 

this fold,” which will eventually join the fold, are not Gentiles but Jews of the dispersion who have 

also been excommunicated from their synagogues by the use of the Birkath ha-Minim on account of 

their Christianity. The “one fold” which the Fourth Gospel envisions is not the Great Church which 

the Acts of the Apostles represents as fully committed to the Gentile mission, but the church in which 

all are Jewish Christians.599 

The Johannine Community was expelled from the synagogue because of their beliefs 

There came a stage in the history of the Johannine group when the status it accorded to Jesus began to 

be felt as intolerable by the parent community, who consequently decided to expel Jesus’ followers 

from their midst.600 

------ 

[John Ashton’s] theory is that the expulsion was the consequence, not the cause, of the Johannine 

group’s adoption of beliefs incompatible with the strict monotheism of those whom the Gospel calls 

‘the Jews’.601 
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Reasons for the expulsion from the synagogue 

It appears that the Johannine community experienced an expulsion from their religious home in the 

synagogue for at least two reasons. 

First, their increasingly successful missionary efforts among their colleagues in the synagogue began 

to pose a threat to the leadership of the synagogue. … 

The second reason for the expulsion was the destruction of the Jerusalem temple by the Romans in 

A.D. 70 and the resulting crisis of faith. The destruction of the temple brought a kind of identity crisis 

for the Jews … and may have resulted in purging sympathizers of Jesus of Nazareth from some 

synagogues. (In three places in the Gospel the expulsion of the Christians from the synagogue is 

echoed－Jn 9:22; 12:42; 16:2). …  

This informal and localized expulsion of the Christians was possibly (later) formalized and made a 

common practice by the Council of Jamnia (ca. 90 A. D.). 

This expulsion had a mighty effect on the Christian community, producing a trauma of faith of major 

proportions. It was amid this crisis that the fourth evangelist gathered the traditions of the community 

and interpreted them so as to address the needs of the newly isolated community. It was then that the 

major themes of the Gospel took shape, providing the Johannine Christians with assurance and 

confidence in the midst of the uncertainty of their recent experience of deprivation. Furthermore, it 

was in the subsequent, and perhaps violent, debate with the members of the synagogue that the Gospel 

found its setting (e.g., Jn 16:2).602 

The community believed that Jesus was the Messiah 

The Jews had already agreed that anyone who confessed Jesus to be the Messiah would be put out of 

the synagogue. (John 9:22, NRSV) 

However, some remained quiet, lest they be expelled from the synagogue 

Many, even of the authorities, believed in [Jesus]. But because of the Pharisees they did not confess it 

for fear that they would be put out of the synagogue; for they loved human glory more than the glory 

that comes from God. (John 12:42-43, NRSV) 

------ 

John 12:42-43 supplies the clearest reference to a group of Jews who were attracted to Jesus so that 

they could be said to believe in him, but were afraid to confess their faith publicly less they be 

expelled from the synagogue. John has contempt for them.603 

Expulsion would be followed by martyrdom 

They will put you out of the synagogues. Indeed, an hour is coming when those who kill you will 

think that by doing so they are offering worship to God. And they will do this because they have not 

known the Father or [Jesus]. (John 16:2-3, NRSV) 

Significant polemical situation within the synagogue and with the Johannine 
community 

One may begin, in agreement with Louis Martyn and others, with a recognition that a polemical 

situation within the synagogue and later between the Johannine community and the synagogue is 

almost certainly a significant, if not the central, milieu of the Johannine material, particularly the 

Fourth Gospe1. Although some of the distinctive points of Martyn’s thesis, including the proposed 

deliberate two-level hypothesis with its implications regarding the topography of the city in which 

John was written, may be problematical, he has forcefully and persuasively called attention to a wide 

range of evidence for such a setting.604 

------ 
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The determinative factor in the milieu of the Johannine Christian community was its conflict with the 

synagogue. We must think at first of a group of Christians still entirely within the fold of the Jewish 

community. It is possible that the affiliations of some members of this group were with Essene-like or 

other “mystical” or dualistic tendencies in ancient Judaism rather than with a more ordinary piety. 

The group also possessed traditions about Jesus and used them to nourish its faith and life. Its 

confession of Jesus as Messiah, however, brought it into growing tension with the authorities of the 

Jewish community. Evidently the Pharisees had come to power in the group’s environment after the 

First Revolt in 70 C.E., and they now undertook an effort to suppress dissident elements within the 

community. In this process, Jewish Christians were especially subject to pressure, and for the 

Johannine group the result was expulsion from the synagogue community altogether. Particular 

factors in the makeup of Johannine Christianity at this point—the nature of its christological 

confession above all, but perhaps also the presence in it of “heterodox” Jewish elements, or its 

relation to Samaritans and Gentiles—may have helped bring about the rupture.605 

------ 

Thus the Johannine group was faced with a crisis, as those who openly acknowledged their faith were 

expelled, while others strove through secrecy to maintain their standing within the Jewish 

community.606 

------ 

A growing isolation and even alienation from outsiders apparently came to characterize the group. It 

could now think of “the Jews” as such as a foreign and hostile body, representative of “the world” at 

large.”607 

The Johannine community saw itself as unique, alien from the world, under attack, 
misunderstood, but living in unity with Christ and God 

There can be no question, as Louis Martyn has shown, that the actual trauma of the Johannine 

community’s separation from the synagogue and its continuing hostile relationships with the 

synagogue come clearly to expression here. But something more is to be seen: coming to faith in Jesus 

is for the Johannine group a change in social location. Mere belief without joining the Johannine 

community, without making the decisive break with “the world,” particularly the world of Judaism, is 

a diabolic “lie.” 

Thus, despite the absence of “ecclesiology” from the Fourth Gospel, this book could be called an 

etiology608 of the Johannine group. In telling the story of the Son of Man who came down from 

heaven and then re-ascended after choosing a few of his own out of the world, the book defines and 

vindicates the existence of the community that evidently sees itself as unique, alien from its world, 

under attack, misunderstood, but living in unity with Christ and through him with God. It could hardly 

be regarded as a missionary tract, for we may imagine that only a very rare outsider would get past the 

barrier of its closed metaphorical system. It is a book for insiders. …  

One of the primary functions of the book, therefore, must have been to provide a reinforcement for the 

community’s social identity, which appears to have been largely negative.609 

The Johannine Community represented itself as “the sheep” 

In Chapter 10 [the word “sheep”] occurs no less than fifteen times, and it is obviously used in ways 

which are quite revealing as regards the history of the Johannine community. … Leaving aside verse 

16 for the moment … in all fourteen instances the primary reference is quite clear. The sheep stand in 

the first instance for the Johannine community. 

a. It is they who hear the voice of the Good Shepherd. … 
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b. It is they who flee from alternative shepherds. …  

c. It is they whose lives are threatened by the wolf. … 

d. It is they who receive the absolute assurance from the Good Shepherd.610 

“Other sheep” 

We come now to verse 16 [of John 10]. If we accept the wording of papyrus 66, the text reads: 

And I have other sheep, that are not of this fold. 

I must gather them also, 

and they will heed my voice, 

and there will be one flock, one shepherd. … 

Why, we may ask, should there be such an emphasis on unification, and why for the sake of the 

unification must the other sheep be gathered? The obvious answer is that they have been scattered. 

… In the experience of the Johannine community the scattering of the sheep occurred when the 

Birkath ha-Minim was imposed in their city. … It follows, I think, that the portrait of the “other 

sheep” is drawn in such a way as to refer primarily to other Jewish Christians who, like those of the 

Johannine community, have been scattered from their parent synagogues by experiencing 

excommunication. It is, then, a vision of the Johannine community that the day will come when all of 

the conventicles of scattered Jewish Christians will be gathered into one flock under the one Good 

Shepherd.611 

------ 

Their hopes for the future may be expressed by 10:16, if that verse is a reference to the Apostolic 

Christians, as J. L. Martyn has argued: “I have other sheep, too, that do not belong to this fold. These 

also must I lead, and they will listen to my voice. Then there will be one sheep herd, one shepherd.”… 

Ah, one may object, the Johannine prayer for unity with the Apostolic Christians carried a price tag—

those other Christians would have to accept the exalted Johannine christology of pre-existence if there 

was to be one sheep herd, one flock. 

If this did not happen, one may argue, the Johannine Christians would reject the Apostolic Christians 

from koinonia 612 even as they had previously rejected the Jewish Christians. Yet we are spared 

discussing that theoretical possibility, for in fact the larger church did adopt Johannine pre-existence 

christology613 

Relationship with followers of John the Baptist 

[The Gospel of] John portrays the first followers of Jesus as disciples of JBap [=John the Baptist], and 

the Johannine movement itself may have had its roots among such disciples. Therefore, it is surprising 

to find in the Fourth Gospel such a large number of negative statements pertinent to JBap. … 

All of this becomes intelligible when we hear in 3:22-26 that some of the disciples of JBap did not 

follow Jesus (contrast 1:35-37) and jealously objected to the number of people who were following 

him. If once more we read the Gospel partly as an autobiography of the Johannine community, we are 

led to suspect that Johannine Christians had to deal with such disciples and that the negations are 

meant as an apologetic against them.614 

Favourable attitude towards the Apostolic Christians 

What is the Johannine attitude toward the Christianity of the Apostolic Christians? The scene 

mentioned in diagnosing their presence (6:60-69) suggests a fundamentally favorable attitude. The 

Apostolic Christians are clearly distinct from the Jewish Christians who no longer follow Jesus. The 
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presence of the Twelve at the Last Supper (13:6; 14:5,8,22) means that the Apostolic Christians are 

included in Jesus’ “own” whom he loves to the very end (13:1).615 

------ 

The Johannine Christians, represented by the Beloved Disciple, clearly regard themselves as closer to 

Jesus and more perceptive than the Christians of the Apostolic Churches. The one-upmanship of the 

Johannine Christians is centered on christology; for while the named disciples, representing the 

Apostolic Christians, have a reasonably high christology, they do not reach the heights of the 

Johannine understanding of Jesus.616 

THE JOHANNINE GOSPEL 

John’s Gospel was formed over several decades, reaching its final form about 90 CE 

The pre-gospel period of distinctive Johannine formation took several decades from the 50s to 80s, 

and the Gospel was probably written ca. A.D. 90.617 

Time from Jesus passed before the Gospel was composed and first read 

A distinction certainly has to be drawn between the time in which the story of Jesus took place and the 

time in which the Gospel was composed and first read.618 

Outlining John’s Narrative 

John’s Gospel may be divided into four unequal parts: a shorter Prologue (1:1-18) and an Epilogue 

(21:1-25) and, between them, a more substantive “Book of Signs” (chaps. 1-12) and “Book of Glory” 

(chaps. 13-20). 

In contrast to the Gospel of Mark, which begins with the ministry of John the Baptist, or to Matthew 

and Luke, which begin with different wondrous birth narratives, John’s Prologue features a worship 

hymn to the cosmic Word of God made flesh. …  

The “Book of Signs,” so called because it features the seven signs of Jesus, then leads off with the 

witness of John the Baptist to Jesus and the calling of four disciples and Nathanael (1:19-51). The 

next eleven chapters (2-12) feature seven signs of Jesus, only two of which are also found in the 

Synoptics. … 

The “Book of Glory” (13:1-20:31), so called because it features the glorification of Jesus during the 

last week of his ministry, begins with the fulfillment of Jesus’ “hour” and his imparting his last will 

and testament to his followers. In this section, the focus of the book changes radically from an 

apologetic endeavor to convince audiences to believe that Jesus is the Messiah/Christ to affirming 

their solidarity within community.619 

The Gospels are not biographies of the lives of Jesus Christ 

The widespread but largely mistaken belief [is] that the Gospels are Lives of Christ. … To call them 

biographers without further ado is to focus on what was for them a secondary aspect of their work.620 

------ 

A gospel is not a theological treatise, certainly, but it is not a biography either; nor is it, properly 

speaking, a compromise between the two nor yet an amalgam of both; it is sui generis.621 
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John’s Gospel is distinctly Jewish 

Given the diversity in both first century Judaism and in early Christianity, it would be reasonable to 

presume that there was also a certain amount of diversity in Jewish Christianity. … what is striking is 

the fact that it is possible to read and understand John quite naturally as containing precisely those 

features which have been singled out by many scholars as distinctively Jewish Christian: adoptionist 

Christology, Torah observance, and a continuing Jewish or Israelite self-identity.622 

The evangelists were addressing themselves to their own contemporaries 

The Gospels were written many years after the events that they record. Though narrating events that 

took place in the first half of the first century CE, the evangelists were addressing themselves to their 

own contemporaries in the second half of the same century. So we have to bear in mind the 

differences between the social and political conditions prevailing during Jesus’ lifetime and those of 

the time of the composition of the Gospels.623 

------ 

The Gospels are not simply Lives of Christ. A Gospel (and by that I mean one of the four Gospels 

recognized by the Christian church) is a proclamation in narrative form of faith in Jesus as Messiah 

and Son of God. Ostensibly historical documents, entirely concerned with events that had occurred in 

the past, they are actually addressed to the evangelists’ own communities and speak to their hopes and 

fears. Such, at least, is the hypothesis that underlies what is known as redaction criticism.624 

John’s Gospel and Letters enable a picture of the Johannine Community 

Within the pages of the Gospel and Letters [of John] is buried a surprising amount of positive data 

enabling us to piece together a picture of the nature and history of the community. Of course the 

piecing-together cannot be done without conjecture. As in all historical study, it is important to hold 

apart the factual evidence and the shaping hypothesis.625 

Primarily a source for the historical situation it arose from 

Rudolf Bultmann wrote (in English): 

Wellhausen brought clearly to light a principle which must govern research. We must 

recognize that a literary work or a fragment of tradition is a primary source for the 

historical situation out of which it arose, and is only a secondary source for the 

historical details for which it gives information.’ 

Written in 1926, these words are as true today as they were then.626 

The characters and situations in the texts may reflect events from the author’s own 
experience 

Actual conflicts between religious communities of the past were often fictionalized and recorded as 

dramas rather than related in terms of verbatim dialogue. This means that stories of conflict in the 

gospels can be viewed as dramas created to represent and record actual dialogue between later 

religious communities. The record of an intercommunity dialogue may therefore appear in the form of 

a hidden rather than an open controversy, in which case the author will not explicitly mention his 

ideological rival (Hirshman 1996, 126). Given this situation, we must examine religious texts 

thoughtfully, recognizing that some portions may contain valuable information for understanding the 

development of the author’s theology in relation to other contemporary religious texts. In other words, 

the characters and situations in the texts may reflect events from the author’s own experience of 

ideological conflict rather than actual “historical” events involving those characters.627 
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The Gospel is written for a particular period, situation, and purpose 

While recognizing that the Gospel was actually addressed to the Christian community, Wrede insisted 

that “to achieve an historical understanding of the Gospel we must see it as a writing born out of and 

written for conflict. And further that “what really allows us to discern the true lever of the Gospel is 

an acknowledgement of its polemical thrust. In a word, from being a timeless meditation, the Gospel 

becomes a writing that belongs to a particular period, has a particular situation in view, and is written 

for a particular purpose.”628 

The Gospel and Epistles reveal the struggles of the John community 

The gospel and epistles of John reveal the struggles of one particular Christian community whose 

beliefs and practices were in tension with other early Christian communities.629 

John was composed in the context of conflict with the synagogue 

The issue of the setting of the Fourth Gospel is really a kind of condensed history of a particular 

Christian community in the first century. … 

It was within a situation of conflict, crisis and alienation that the Fourth Gospel was written, and 

against this background it must be understood. The community’s traditions about Jesus were 

powerfully recast in this milieu, reflecting the influence both of forces outside mainstream Jewish 

piety and of the conflict with the synagogue.630 

------ 

Since the publication of J. Louis Martyn’s decisive study, History and Theology in the Fourth Gospel 

(1979), there has been a growing consensus among Johannine scholars that the Gospel of John was 

composed in the context of conflict with the synagogue, and that it is thus best understood and 

interpreted against the background of Judaism and Jewish Christianity.631 

------ 

The Gospel in its present form was written in the wake of the expulsion of the Johannine Christians 

from the synagogue. This was clearly a traumatic event for the group, since they did not leave by 

choice, but were expelled. If the Johannine Christians in this context had feelings of alienation from 

‘Judaism’. this is hardly surprising.632 

Most of the story is directly relevant to the controversies between two groups in the 
synagogue toward the end of the first century 

Most of the story is directly relevant to the controversies between two groups in the synagogue toward 

the end of the first century. Conclusive for this position, as [Martyn] himself observes, is the 

contemptuous dismissal of the man born blind in 9:28: “You are that man’s disciple, but we are 

disciples of Moses,” a statement that, as he says, “is scarcely conceivable in Jesus’ lifetime, since it 

recognizes discipleship to Jesus not only as antithetical, but also as somehow comparable, to 

discipleship to Moses. It is, on the other hand, easily understood under circumstances in which the 

synagogue views the Christian movement as an essential and more or less clearly distinguishable 

rival.”‘ This point deserves to be underlined. Moses is by far the most important single figure for 

Judaism, as Jesus is for Christianity and Muhammad for Islam.633 

The Fourth Gospel reflects the trauma of excommunication and persecution 

I [Herold Weiss] would certainly agree with Martyn that the Fourth Gospel reflects the trauma of 

excommunication and persecution.634 

------ 
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The earliest (dating from 1820) and one of the most interesting reflections on the immediate purpose 

of the Fourth Gospel came from the pen of a German scholar, Karl Gottlieb Bretschneider 

The Fourth Gospel appears to have been composed in the same historical context: its 

apologetic and polemical purpose is plain to see. … It is more an apologia than a 

work of history, and its author assumed the role of a polemicist rather than of a 

historian. Hence: … the debates and doctrinal sections (dogmata), which concerned 

controversies not between Jesus and the Pharisees but between Christians and Jews of 

the second century.635 

The first edition of the Gospel included reminders of their expulsion 

… the Johannine group was expelled from the synagogue. The first edition of the Gospel included 

reminders of this experience, now built into dialogue (chs. 5, 8, and 10) and narrative (ch. 9). 636 

------ 

The nature of the Johannine community is exhibited in the Gospel.637 

A work that spoke directly to their immediate survival needs 

John was not writing a theological treatise for posterity but a work speaking directly to the hopes and 

fears of his own first readers. Yet at the same time he is writing about the past. He telescopes past and 

present together by operating upon two levels of understanding.638 

------ 

The [Johannine] community’s concern for its own survival found expression in a series of allegories 

(door, shepherd, vine) which are eloquent testimony of the sustenance it continued to derive from its 

total commitment to Jesus.639 

The courtroom atmosphere of John’s Gospel reflects the community’s experiences 

The courtroom atmosphere of the Fourth Gospel with its constant stress on testimony / witness, 

accusation, and judgment (Jn 1:19-21; 5:31-47; 7:50-51; 8:14-18; etc.) and with its debates over the 

implications of Scripture texts (Jn 6:31-33; 7:40-43, 52; 10:34-36) reflects the controversies and how 

they were conducted.640 

The expulsion of the Johannine community drove them to a more radical confession 
of Jesus 

If it was their confession of Jesus that had caused them to be expelled from the synagogue, their 

expulsion drove them to an ever more radical confession of him. Jesus became the center of their new 

cosmos, the locus of all sacred things. Not only the messianic fulfillment of scripture but also 

judgment and eternal life, the religious observances now closed to them, and Deity itself were all 

centered on him. His rejection by the world symbolized their own alienation, and the correct 

confession of Jesus became for them the touchstone of truth.641 

John should be read on the level of what happened (history) and the level of its 
meaning (theology) 

Central to [J. Louis] Martyn’s contribution is the thesis that the Gospel of John should be read on two 

levels: the level of what happened (history) and the level of its meaning (theology) for the Evangelist 

and his audience. … His central thesis is that the dialogue between the local synagogue and Johannine 

Christians was the primary issue being addressed by John’s story of Jesus, presenting him vigorously 

as the Jewish Messiah (20:31). 
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Under Martyn’s paradigm, as Johannine Christians’ belief in Jesus evolved into a higher set of 

christological beliefs, this became a threat to Jewish monotheism. Jesus adherents were thus likely 

labeled “ditheists” and were conceivably expelled from local synagogues, the plausibility of which is 

corroborated by the twelfth of eighteen Benedictions drafted at the Jamnia councils between 80 and 

90 C.E. …  

Therefore, three seemingly anachronistic statements in John 9:22, 12:42 and 16:2 should be 

understood as implying: “even back then (as now), those who claimed adherence to Jesus openly as 

the Messiah/Christ were cast out of the synagogue.” Martyn sees the term for being “cast out of the 

synagogue” as a technical term for Jewish excommunication, or at least marginalization from 

fellowship by the local Jewish community of faith. Therefore, John’s presentation of “history” is 

primarily apologetic in character—crafted to convince later audiences that Jesus was indeed the 

Messiah/Christ. That accounts for many of John’s distinctive elements and particular emphases. 

Martyn’s contributions, accompanied by Raymond Brown’s sketching a history of the Johannine 

situation in which tensions with the Synagogue were also acute, shifted the primary historical interest 

in Johannine studies from the history of the tradition and its subject (Jesus) to the history of the 

Johannine situation (its community). 

In the meantime, appreciation for John’s thorough Jewishness (aided by the discovery of the Dead Sea 

Scrolls in 1947) bolstered the conviction of most Johannine scholars over the last four decades that 

Jewish-Christian dialogues were central to John’s presentation of Jesus. … 

The Martyn-Brown hypothesis accounts for an impressive connection between three texts that are 

difficult to explain otherwise (9:22; 12:42; 16:2) and the Twelfth Benediction against followers of 

“the Nazarene”; fraternal proximity to Judaism does not demolish this theory, it qualifies it.642 

------ 

J. Louis Martyn argues compellingly in his History and Theology in the Fourth Gospel that the Fourth 

Gospel must be read against the situation history of Johannine Christianity.643 

------ 

While the history of the Johannine situation must be taken into account when reading the Johannine 

literature, its second level of history should not displace the first.644 

------ 

I (Raymond Brown) would like to study the history of the Johannine community (which ultimately 

involves questions of church and sect) by using a fruitful approach that has been opened up in 

Johannine scholarship of the last ten years. This is based on the suggestion that the Gospel must be 

read on several levels, so that it tells us the story both of Jesus and of the community that believed in 

him. … 

Wellhausen and Bultmann were pioneers in insisting that the Gospels tell us primarily about the 

church situation in which they were written, and only secondarily about the situation of Jesus which 

prima facie they describe. 

I would prefer to rephrase that insight as follows. Primarily, the Gospels tell us how an evangelist 

conceived of and presented Jesus to a Christian community in the last third of the first century, a 

presentation that indirectly gives us an insight into that community’s life at the time when the Gospel 

was written. Secondarily, through source analysis, the Gospels reveal something about the pre-Gospel 

history of the evangelist’s christological views; indirectly, they also reveal something about the 

community’s history earlier in the century, especially if the sources the evangelist used had already 

been part of the community’s heritage. Thirdly, the Gospels offer limited means for reconstructing the 

ministry and message of the historical Jesus.645 
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------ 

It would be fair to say that ten years after Martyn’s original proposal, a considerable number of 

Johannine specialists have taken up his suggestion that the Fourth Gospel may be read at two 

historical levels. Many have also come to recognize that this Gospel’s church was involved in a 

dialogue with a Jewish synagogue – rather than with Gentiles who were influenced by the religiosity 

of the mystery cults.646 

------ 

Martyn’s lasting contribution to Johannine scholarship is his insight that the Fourth Gospel may be 

profitably read on two levels, and that what gave this Gospel its unique tone and vocabulary was a 

confrontation with the Jewish synagogue.647 

------ 

It was a traumatic time of decision for Christians who had maintained their allegiance both to the 

Jewish religion and synagogue fellowship and to the messiahship of Jesus and the new Christian 

group. John’s gospel was written for those who were faced with this decision and explores the 

communal and theological dimensions of it by means of a “two-level drama” wherein the stories 

about Jesus reflect also the experience and convictions of the author and his church. … 

Subsequent studies have fully confirmed the rightness of this basic insight.648 

The reader is to become sensitive to the two historical levels 

It is clear that [the Gospel of] John has been used as a “window” through which the critic can catch 

“glimpses” of the history of the Johannine community. The meaning of the gospel derives from the 

way it was related to that history. The meaning of the text, therefore, is assumed to lie on the other 

side of the window. The task of the reader, then, is to become sensitive to the two historical levels, the 

historical level (the ministry of Jesus) and the contemporary level (the situation of the Johannine 

community). By observing how the latter is reflected in an ostensible account of the former, the reader 

is able to grasp the gospel’s message for its first-century readers. … This approach to the gospel has 

been immensely fruitful and exciting.649 

The community’s fear and anger is projected back onto the life of Jesus 

The fear and anger of the Johannine community, as they see themselves exiled from the synagogue by 

those they call the Jews, is similarly projected back upon the life of Jesus. But they had a burning 

conviction that they had been given the truth.650 

------ 

Two major sections of the Gospel, first the acrimonious controversies between Jesus and ‘the Jews’ in 

chapters 5-10, and … the farewell discourse and prayer in chapters 14-17. Although projected back 

into the life of Jesus, these display the concerns of a much later period. The violent dissensions of 

chapters 5, 8, and 10, the way ‘the Jews’ are portrayed in these, the claims made by Jesus about 

himself and the consolatory words of the farewell discourse (14-16) all go to prove that their author, 

whom we call the evangelist, was writing for readers whose circumstances were radically different 

from those of the few followers Jesus had gathered in his own lifetime and who must have read these 

chapters as a direct reflection of their own experiences. … 

It is true that this need [for a two-level text] does not apply to all sections of the gospel narrative or to 

all the characters who play a part in it. Composed, as I have already argued, over a long period, this is 

not a homogeneous text.651 
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Experiences of the Johannine Community symbolised through Nicodemus 

Nicodemus and the blind man are “historical” figures in the gospel of John, not in the sense of their 

being figures from the past in whom the gospel writer is interested, but as representatives of historical 

realities in the experience of the Johannine community.652 

------ 

[Nicodemus] seems in fact to symbolize an important element in the Johannine milieu.653 

------ 

[Nicodemus] is clearly meant to portray one of these untrustworthy believers. Furthermore, he speaks 

to Jesus in the plural, and Jesus likewise addresses him in the plural. … Since the interview is 

represented as taking place alone at night, these plurals are both surprising and significant. Nicodemus 

evidently does not stand for himself alone but for some specific group, which is rather negatively 

portrayed. In the same manner Jesus undoubtedly speaks for the Johannine Christians and stands for 

them here over against the group represented by Nicodemus.654 

------ 

Nicodemus is pictured as a Pharisee, one in a position of authority, who acknowledges the miracles of 

Jesus but cannot reach real faith in him while he retains his own claim to be Israel’s teacher. It would 

seem plausible that the group he symbolizes might also be characterized in this way. This impression 

is confirmed at Nicodemus’ next appearance, in John 7:45-52.655 

------ 

Throughout the gospel, then, Nicodemus appears as a man of inadequate faith and inadequate 

courage, and as such he represents a group that the author wishes to characterize in this way. 

Evidently members of this group may hold positions of authority, may even be Pharisees themselves, 

but their status makes them fearful rather than bold in confessing their faith in Jesus. … 

This group, symbolized by Nicodemus, was one that was present in the environment of the Johannine 

community.656 

Experiences of the Johannine Community symbolised through the Blind Man 

The blind man of John 9, who is healed by Jesus and then brought before the Pharisees … is a 

powerfully symbolic figure, whose story can help us understand much about how the Johannine 

community interpreted its experience.657 

------ 

The blind man whose story is told in John 9 “is acting out the history of the Johannine community,” 

refusing to take the way of concealment.658 

------ 

This story [of the Blind Man in John 9] sums up in a remarkably lucid and compact way what the 

Fourth Evangelist had to say about his community’s relationship to Jesus, to the synagogue 

authorities, and to the secret believers. It is a symbolic story in the best sense, … a representation in 

memorably vivid narrative form of the events and convictions that molded the Johannine community 

and the Fourth Gospel itself.659 

------ 
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The blind man, it seems clear, symbolizes the Johannine Christians. They have received their sight, as 

he does, from the one who is the Light of the World, and they have suffered, as he does, for their 

confession of it.660 

------ 

He tells the story of the blind man in chap. 9 as an example of someone who refuses to take the easy 

way of hiding his faith in Jesus and is willing to pay the price of expulsion for confessing that Jesus is 

from God (9:22-23, 33-38). This blind man is acting out the history of the Johannine community;661 

------ 

Beginning in Jn 5 a dominant theme of the Johannine account of Jesus’ ministry is the hatred that “the 

Jews” have for Jesus because he is making himself God. The divinity of Jesus as one who had come 

down from God (an aspect of divinity not apparent in the other gospels) is publicly spoken of and 

attacked. There are long debates between Jesus and “the Jews” that grow increasingly hostile. 

What lies beneath the surface becomes apparent in the story of the man born blind (Jn 9).662  The Jews 

in anger say, “We are the disciples of Moses; we know that God has spoken to Moses. As for that 

fellow (Jesus), we do not even know where he comes from” (Jn 9:28-29). The man born blind, who is 

described by them as one of the disciples of “that fellow”, also speaks as a “we”: “We know that God 

pays no attention to sinners .... if this man (Jesus) were not from God, he could have done nothing” 

(Jn 9:31,33). 

The synagogue and the Johannine community are thus alienated from each other as disciples of Moses 

and disciples of Jesus; and through the medium of struggles in Jesus’ own life, the struggles between 

these two groups are being told. (In other words, the Fourth Gospel narrates on two levels: the level of 

Jesus’ life and the level of the community’s life). Just as the man born blind is put on trial before the 

Pharisees or “the Jews”, so have members of the Johannine community been put on trial by 

synagogue leaders. Just as the man born blind is ejected from the synagogue for confessing that Jesus 

has come from God, so have the Johannine Christians been ejected from the synagogue for their 

confession of Jesus (see also Jn 16:2). 

To have suffered expulsion from the synagogue because of a belief that Jesus had come from God 

inevitably sharpened and tightened the adherence of Johannine Christians to their high Christology.663 

Jesus is so much one with the Father (Jn 10:30) that he is not only Lord but also God (Jn 20:28). Over 

such issues the Johannine Christians were willing to criticize even other Christians. There is contempt 

in the Fourth Gospel for Jews who believed in Jesus but who were unwilling to confess it openly lest 

they be put out of the synagogue (Jn 12:42).664 There is hostility towards Jewish disciples who have 

followed Jesus openly but who object when it is said that he has come down from heaven and can 

give his flesh to eat (Jn 6:60-66) or because he is described as existing before Abraham (Jn 8:58). 

Such criticism of others suggests that the Johannine Christians must have been extremely 

controversial because of their Christology. 665 
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The primary aim of the evangelists was to promote faith in Jesus 

To call the Gospels Lives of Christ without further ado is inadequate and misleading, simply because 

we have not yet taken account of the primary aim of the evangelists, which was to promote faith in 

Jesus as Messiah and Son of God.666 

------ 

The Fourth Gospel was written by a Jew seeking to convince Jewish audiences that Jesus was indeed 

the Jewish Messiah.667 

Mark and John represent separate impressions about Jesus and his ministry 

The Johannine tradition shows every sign of having developed independently, emerging alongside 

Mark, but not dependent upon it. Put otherwise, unlike Matthew and Luke, which depend extensively 

upon Mark, the Gospel of John shows a radical independence from Mark.  …  

The perspectives underlying Mark and John represent two separate sets of impressions about Jesus 

and his ministry, formed also by their oral delivery within the early Jesus movement. In so doing, the 

pre-Markan and early Johannine traditions both addressed the needs of the churches with the message 

of Jesus in ways that also conformed to the gifts and ministry inclinations of the early preachers 

themselves. As with any historical project, the main interests of these early preachers were not simply 

in “what happened,” as though all events were equally significant or memorable. Rather, selection of 

materials and slant in presentation were primarily influenced by the purpose of connecting “what 

happened” during Jesus’ ministry with “what was happening” among their audiences—as mediated 

through the preachers themselves.668 

Fourth Gospel not cited during the first part of the second century 

Because the secessionists and their heterodox descendants misused the Fourth Gospel, it was not cited 

as Scripture by orthodox writers in the first part of the second century.669 

------ 

All our evidence points to the fact that a wide acceptance of the Fourth Gospel came earlier among 

heterodox rather than among orthodox Christians. Our oldest known commentary on the Gospel is 

that of the gnostic Heracleon (A.D. 160-180). The Gospel was greatly appreciated by the Valentinian 

gnostics.670 

------ 

There is abundant evidence of familiarity with Johannine ideas in the recently published gnostic 

library from Nag Hammadi.671 

------ 

On the other hand, it is difficult to prove clear use of the Fourth Gospel in the early church writings 

deemed to be orthodox. There is no specific citation of John in Ignatius of Antioch. More curious is 

the absence of a citation in the letter of Polycarp of Smyrna to the Philippians (ca. A.D. 115-135); for 

Polycarp is said by Eusebius to have heard John, and Polycarp shows knowledge of some eighteen NT 

works.672 

------ 

The earliest indisputable orthodox use of the Fourth Gospel is by Theophilus of Antioch in his 

Apology to Autolycus (ca. A.D. 180).673 

------ 
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This curious history of the Fourth Gospel would become quite intelligible if we posit that the larger 

part of the Johannine community, the secessionists, took the Gospel with them in their intellectual 

itinerary toward docetism, gnosticism, and Montanism, while the author’s adherents carried the 

Gospel with them as they were amalgamated into the Great Church. This would explain why 

Johannine ideas but not quotations appear in the earlier church writings: because a majority of those 

who claimed the Gospel as their own had become heterodox, there would have been a reluctance 

among the orthodox to cite the Gospel as Scripture.674 

 

THE JOHANNINE GOSPEL’S 
SOTERIOLOGY AND CHRISTOLOGY 

The Prologue shows the destination and purpose of the Fourth Gospel 

By far the most common text for assessing the destination and purpose of the Fourth Gospel, 

however, is the Prologue. If indeed John 1:1-18 reflects an intended introduction to what is to follow 

in the narrative text, getting a sense of the central thrust of the Prologue will rightly suggest the thrust 

of the Johannine Gospel. … 

Alan Culpepper … used a chiastic literary analysis of the Prologue’s structure as a means of getting at 

its central meaning. By noting parallels between the beginning and end (A and A1), the second and 

next-to-last feature (B and B1), and so forth, one finally gets to the center—the pivotal fulcrum of the 

composition. 

In this case, Culpepper argues that the chiastic center of the Prologue is verse 12: “But to all who 

received him, who believed in his name, he gave power to become children of God.” From that 

standpoint, the whole emphasis of the Prologue is the response of faith to Jesus as the Word and 

Light, to which all are invited as prospective children of God. This actually makes a good deal of 

sense, in that it resonates with John 20:31, chapter 17, and also 12:44-50 and 3:31-36. Even the 

christological imagery and action within the Johannine Prologue serves this missional purpose. 

In both the Prologue and the rest of John 1, Jesus’ agency as the One who is sent from the Father 

comes through clearly. The central structure of the Fourth Gospel features the divine-human dialogue 

in which God speaks to humanity through his Word, which is actually a person, Jesus, inviting the 

world to respond in faith to God’s saving/revealing initiative. Those responding in faith are promised 

the gift of life, welcomed into the fellowship of God’s children as members of the divine family.675 

The chiastic structure of John 1:1-18 

676 
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Is the purpose of the Fourth Gospel apologetic or pastoral? 

John’s statement of purpose in 20:31 (“these things are written that you might believe”) is the clearest 

statement of literary intentionality anywhere in the Bible, but what does “believing” really mean? 

While the end result is clear, that believers have life in Jesus’ name, controversy has revolved around 

what is meant by the verb believe. On the face of it, believing seems to involve accepting that Jesus is 

sent from the Father as the Messiah/Christ, whom believers receive as the Son of God and the way to 

the Father. Therefore, believing involves coming to faith for the first time—receiving the evangel, the 

good news—a response to an apologetic thrust. On the other hand, believing is at times associated 

with abiding and remaining in Jesus as a matter of faithfulness—not abandoning the community as the 

schismatics of the epistles appear to have done. That would involve a pastoral thrust. Intrigue is 

compounded by the fact that some Greek texts (see Box 4.3, above) suggest first-time belief, while 

others suggest continuing belief. These themes are also evident in the text.677 

Is the saving/revealing work of Christ universal or particular? 

Salvation, or soteriology (“salvation”) in the Fourth Gospel—is it particular or universal? Is salvation 

through Christ alone, or are there other paths that might lead up the mountain to God? … The Fourth 

Gospel is the greatest source of Christian particularity and universalism when it comes to salvation. 

Jesus is the Way, the Truth, and the Life; no one comes to the Father except by him (14:6). And yet, 

the Light that enlightens every person was coming into the world (1:9), inviting a salvific response of 

faith to all—whether they know the outward story of Jesus or not. … 

What is being claimed in asserting that all who come to God do so through Jesus, and what is claimed 

in asserting that all have access to the illuminating work of the eternal Christ? …  

While all might have access to the saving Light of Christ, this is not the same as claiming that all 

respond equally well to it. Therefore, if the only hope for humanity is God’s saving initiative, which 

Jesus Christ—the Way, the Truth, the Life, and the Light—eschatologically was and is, the difference 

is not that of one religion over another, but one of revelation over religion. Might the issue pivot on 

the insufficiency of human initiative, which religion represents, and the all-sufficiency of the divine 

initiative, which Jesus embodies?678 

------ 

So what do we do with John’s apparent contradictions regarding the means of salvation? On one hand, 

John’s soteriology (theology of salvation) is the most particular and exclusive anywhere in the Bible: 

Jesus declares, “I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except through 

me” (John 14:6). On the other hand, John is the most universalistic and inclusive of biblical texts: 

“The true light, which enlightens everyone, was coming into the world” (1:9). But if all have access to 

divine enlightenment, why is coming to the Father through Christ required? And if people could be 

redeemed by simply responding receptively to God’s Light, why did Jesus need to come and die? The 

primary source of this tension is the Evangelist’s agency Christology, and it has as much to do with 

anthropology (understanding what it means to be human) as with theology. 

These verses, however, are often misunderstood. Jesus’ being the singular means of access to the 

Father often gets wrongly interpreted as a divine regulation: “God has a rule, and unless that rule is 

followed, people forfeit salvation.” But this is not what the text is saying. This text is also 

misconstrued as the privileging of one religion over another: “Only ‘Christians’ [as the reader 

defines them, of course] will be saved; the rest will be lost”—or so the well-meaning interpreter 

wrongly infers. If we ask why this text is true, the answer is a factor of the human condition rather 

than a divine requirement: no one has seen God at any time (1:18; 6:46)—only the Son, who is from 

God. Therefore, humans cannot attain knowledge of God’s saving/revealing work except it be 

disclosed; “No one can come to me unless drawn by the Father who sent me; and I will raise that 

person up on the last day” (6:44, 65), declares the Johannine Jesus. 
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Note that Jesus does not say that no one may come, as a factor of God’s permission; rather, it is a 

factor of human limitation and lack of potentiality—no one can come except being drawn by the 

Father. That is, the same God who has drawn humanity to divine love in many times and in many 

ways (see Heb. 1:1-4) has now spoken in God’s Son Jesus Christ as the time-changing means of 

communicating divine love to the world (John 3:16-17). So the reason Jesus is the only effective way 

to the Father, far different from a “religious” means of grace, is precisely that it is not a religious 

answer to the human condition; it is a revelational answer to human blindness and deafness. …  

The Light of Christ is accessible to all, even though some reject it. This relates, then, to a common 

misconception about the Light and its universality. Despite being accessible to all, this does not mean 

that all will recognize the Light as such, nor that all who do so will be receptive and responsive. 

Indeed, the significance of the Light of Christ as the saving/revealing initiative of God is too easily 

missed for several reasons. First, it cannot be imagined; it must be revealed. Humans live by merit—

by judgment—receiving what we deserve, which inevitably is death except for God’s grace. Again, 

this is why no one can have access to the Father except by being drawn by God, whose world-

changing initiative Jesus as the Jewish Messiah was and is. God’s saving grace is finally unmerited. 

Therefore, there is no hope without the revelation of God’s undeserved love and saving grace. It is not 

that we loved God, but that God has first loved us; such is the heart of the evangel (1 John 4:10).679 

------ 

On one hand, John is the most exclusive of biblical texts, claiming that no one comes to the Father 

except through Jesus as the Christ; on the other hand, John is the most inclusive and universalistic of 

biblical texts, claiming Christ as the Light who enlightens all humanity, inviting a response of faith.680 

------ 

Differences in inclusion between John and the Synoptics are difficult to explain if John represents a 

tradition rooted in history. If the items listed in the first group indeed happened, how could the 

Johannine Evangelist leave them out if he really was an eyewitness? And, if the second list of items 

actually took place in history, how could the Synoptic writers not know of them? If they knew of 

them, how could they leave them out? Of course, Gospel traditions developed in different 

geographical contexts, and no one person or tradition knew all the circulating stories about or 

teachings of Jesus, but these differences in inclusion continue to perplex historians on all sides of the 

issues.681 

Salvation and the believer: determinism or free will? 

A related subject is John’s apparent determinism, which is also accompanied by clear references to 

free will. … The tension in John is not between determinism and free will; it is between human 

willingness to respond in faith to the divine initiative, which alone is the way to God, versus the 

temptation to rely on platforms of human initiative. Revelation, thus, is ever a scandal to religion.682 

Unresolved contradictions in John over predestination 

About 21 passages in the Fourth Gospel can be cited as supporting the doctrine of predestination or 

determinism, passages in which it is implied that salvation is not effected by man’s response. These 

passages include John 5:21 (“the Son gives life to whom he will”); 6:37 (“all that the Father gives me 

will come to me”); and 6:44 (“no one comes to me unless the Father who has sent me draws him”). It 

is the Father who gives “the sheep” to Jesus (10:29; cf. 10:26). Likewise the disciples are said to be 

those who belong to the Father and who are given to the Son by the Father (17:2,6,9,12,24). Unbelief 

is explained by an appeal to Isaiah 6:10: “They could not believe, for ‘he has blinded their eyes and 

hardened their heart’ “ (John 12:39 f.). … 
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Other texts, however (about 25 in number), stress the opposite—that salvation depends also on man’s 

response to the divine initiative. For example, salvation does not come to those who refuse to accept 

the incarnate Word (1:11). Those who do not receive the revelation forfeit life, while those who do 

“receive” or “believe” live (3:11-16). It is man’s belief as well as God’s choice that determines 

whether one has life or death (3:18, 36). Only those who “drink” find the water of life (4:14). A 

refusal to “come” or to “believe” means deprivation of “life” (5:40); but those who “hear” and “do 

good” will have eternal life (5:24,29). Inquirers are urged to “labor for the food that endures to eternal 

life” (6:27). In John 6:37-45 there are not two predetermined categories of men. 

John makes no effort to resolve the apparent contradiction between passages that imply predestination 

and others that place the responsibility for salvation on man’s response.683 

The Father draws but will people open themselves? 

Therefore, John’s soteriology is inclusive in its means, but it is humanity that requires a revelation to 

glimpse the undeserved love of the Father; such is what Jesus as the Christ conveys eschatologically. 

This also explains John’s apparent tension between free will and determinism. While Jesus appears to 

know who will receive and reject him, ultimately the gift of salvation is available to any and all who 

receive it in faith. No one can come to Jesus without being drawn by the Father; the question is 

whether people will open themselves to the loving/drawing work of God, extended ultimately through 

the agency of the Son.684 

Jesus’ vicarious death removed all of the world’s sin 

In the Gospel also there are clear indications that the Evangelist had in mind Jesus’ death as a 

vicarious sacrifice, consistent with the First Epistle and the NT generally. The designation of Jesus as 

“the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world” (1:29; cf. 1:36) is a clear indication of this 

fact. … The link between Jesus’ death and the serpent on a pole (3:14) also points to the death rather 

than the incarnation as the means by which the believer finds salvation and eternal life. The other 

references to being “lifted up” (8:28; 12:32) clearly point to the death of Jesus as the determining 

factor in man’s salvation. This focus on Jesus’ death is in marked contrast to those who say that in the 

Fourth Gospel the crucifixion has no special significance.685 

------ 

[John the Baptiser] saw Jesus coming toward him and declared, “Here is the Lamb of God who takes 

away the sin of the world!” … As [John] watched Jesus walk by, he exclaimed, “Look, here is the 

Lamb of God!”  (John 1:29, 36, NRSV) 

------ 

Just as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so must the Son of Man be lifted up, that 

whoever believes in him may have eternal life. (John 3:14, NRSV) 

------ 

Jesus said, “When you have lifted up the Son of Man, then you will realize that I am he, and that I 

do nothing on my own, but I speak these things as the Father instructed me. And the one who sent me 

is with me; he has not left me alone, for I always do what is pleasing to him.” As he was saying these 

things, many believed in him. (John 8:28-30, NRSV) 

------ 

I, when I am lifted up from the earth, will draw all people to myself.” (John 12:32, NRSV) 
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In John, salvation is expressed in analogies 

The Johannine doctrine of salvation … permeates the entire Gospel of John and is expressed in 

analogies rather than in theological language. … Salvation is expressed in analogies—light, life, 

knowledge, bread, water, truth—rather than in forensic terms as in Paul.686 

------ 

There are many synonyms for “believe” in John, and they help clarify what faith involves. To 

“believe” is the same as to “come” (5:40; 6:35,37,44,65; 7:37), to “follow” (8:12), to “enter” (10:9), 

to “drink” of the water Jesus provides (4:13; cf. 6:35; 7:37), to “accept” (1:12; 5:43). “Seeing” is often 

the prelude or condition of “believing,” hence the oft-repeated invitation, “come and see” (1:39,46; 

4:29; 11:34; cf. 20:8,25). Similarly “light” is equivalent to “life” (1:4; 8:12). Belief is also equal to 

“knowing” the Father and the truth (8:32; 17:3; cf. 1 John 4:16).687 

------ 

Soteriology permeates the entire Gospel … with the equivalents of salvation: new birth, water, bread, 

shepherd, vine, light and life. 

“Repentance” is implicit in “belief” 

The motif of belief in John and the absence of mention of repentance in connection with it. … Perhaps 

the answer lies in searching for ideas equivalent to repentance in John. Twice Jesus is quoted as 

saying, “Sin no more” (5:14; 8:11). The woman at the well in Sychar was told that her sin must be 

acknowledged before the water of life would be available (4:15-18). For John the basic sin is unbelief; 

therefore, belief involves the turning that “repentance” involves.688 

“Believe into” implies personal commitment 

“Believing” for John has been identified as involving facts, people, participation “in Christ.” The 

distinctive Johannine formula is “believe in” as in 1:12; 2:23; 3:18; 4:39,41—to mention a few 

instances. It means to believe “into” Jesus or “into” his name, reminiscent of the Pauline phrase “in 

Christ.” … To believe “into” implies a personal commitment lacking in the more formal “believe 

that.”  

It “takes the believer out of himself and makes him one with Christ,” says Leon Morris. Like James, 

the Evangelist urges a more vital relationship than mere acceptance of a doctrine about someone or 

something (James 2:18-26).689 

“Eternal Life” begins when one believes in Jesus 

It is distinctive with John that eternal life (salvation) is more than something given as a reward in the 

future; instead, it is seen as beginning when one believes in Jesus and continues in obedience (John 

8:31-36).690 

Soteriology involves what one is saved from and what he is saved to 

Soteriology involves, negatively, what one is saved from, and positively, what he is saved to—what 

salvation includes. First, it means deliverance from the “world,” here seen as an alien influence in 

defiance of God. … Second, the salvation Jesus brings results in salvation from sin (8:34-36). Sin has 

no place in the life of the Christian. … Third, salvation is from death. Death in John is more than 

physical decease; it is spiritual alienation from God. … Fourth, salvation positively brings one into 

immediate filial relationship to the Father (John 14:1-3).691 
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John’s Gospel focuses on the Incarnation, not on the resurrection 

R. Bultmann argues that John’s Gospel, unlike 1 John, focuses belief on the incarnation, not (as with 

Paul) on the resurrection (Theology of the New Testament). W. G. Kümmel (The Theology of the New 

Testament) points out that in John the theme of the “removal of guilt by Jesus’ death does not play a 

central role,” and that the death can be pushed into the background without endangering the concept 

of Jesus’ coming to save men from sin. Robert Fortna sets forth the hypothesis that the Evangelist 

used a “signs source” (John 2-12): Salvation comes to those who simply believe that Jesus is the 

Messiah, while for the Evangelist (1, 13-21) salvation involves, in addition, a personal commitment to 

Jesus as Lord. George Ladd finds that for John salvation consists in eternal life that comes by 

knowing God and accepting the Truth. More than seventy years ago, G. B. Stevens taught that in John 

Jesus’ death is not necessarily vicarious but simply the ultimate expression of love for sinners.692 

The focus and emphasis lies in the incarnation 

Where does the locus of the idea of salvation lie in the Fourth Gospel—in the incarnation or the death 

and the resurrection? Stevens, Bultmann, and Rummel agree that in John the emphasis lies in the 

incarnation. Others acknowledge that in this Gospel the emphasis is on Jesus’ source or origin rather 

than the manner and significance of his death. This is seen in the frequent emphasis on Jesus’ coming 

“from above,” an allusion to his pre-existence with the Father (1:9; 3:13, 31; 7:27-29; 8:42; 16:28; 

17:5). According to Bultmann, with Paul the emphasis in salvation lies in the death and resurrection 

(Rom. 3:21-26; 10:9; 1 Cor. 15:3-8) while with John the most important fact is the incarnation.693 

The Evangelist’s sacramentology was INCARNATIONAL not cultic 

If the only New Testament book we had were the Gospel of John, there would be no biblical basis for 

the Christian rites of baptism and communion. …. As an ordinance, Jesus does not ordain rites of 

baptism or communion in John. As an institution of the church, Jesus’ followers are not presented as 

establishing such rites. Sacraments as a means of instrumentality, transactions by which grace is 

received, conflict with salvation being received through faith in Christ alone.694 

------ 

The practice of water baptism itself seems in this narrative deemphasized. John is not portrayed as 

baptizing Jesus in the first chapter; the emphasis in John 3:5 is upon the second item rather than the 

first (water alone is insufficient; the new birth must involve the Spirit); and John 4:2 claims that Jesus 

himself never baptized—only his disciples did.  

Likewise, with reference to eucharistic forms, Jesus does not institute a meal of remembrance at the 

Last Supper in John—contrary to his presentation in the Synoptics and 1 Corinthians 11. Rather, the 

“bread” Jesus offers makes reference to the cross in John 6:51—calling his followers to costly 

discipleship rather than a cultic rite. Finally, the meal on the shore of Galilee smacks more of a 

fellowship meal than a cultic one.695 

------ 

The injunction is to be willing to ingest the flesh and blood of Jesus as an expression of one’s 

willingness to suffer and die with him on the cross—if required by the truth. … The emphasis here is 

upon solidarity with Jesus and his followers, even in the face of adversity, if one expects to receive 

eternal life. That view is perfectly consonant with the rest of the Evangelist’s theology; the focus is 

not on a eucharistic rite, but on faithful discipleship—even if costly. … 

Celebrating table fellowship together in community, in memory of the Lord’s ministry and sacrifice, 

is what is emphasized in John 6, 13, and 21, rather than a formalized rite. This is because the 

Evangelist’s sacramentology was incarnational rather than cultic.696 
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Darkness preferred by the religious and political authorities 

While some were open to Jesus and his works, others were closed to revelation—they loved darkness 

rather than light and refused to receive the Revealer lest he expose the insufficient character of their 

religious programs and platforms. Therefore, revelation presents a scandal to religious and political 

authorities, who love the praise of humans more than the glory of God (12:43); “all who do evil hate 

the light and do not come to the light, so that their deeds may not be exposed” (3:20). “Sin” in John … 

it is used to describe the closing of oneself to God’s saving/revealing work because of religious 

certainty and conventional investments. Jesus is thus rejected in John as the liberating truth of God 

because people claim knowledge (9:41; 15:22-24; 16:7-11).697 

Their high Christology caused the community’s expulsion 

The christological claims of the Johannine Christians resulted in their becoming alienated, and finally 

expelled, from the synagogue; that alienation in turn is “explained” by a further development of the 

christological motifs (i.e., the fate of the community projected onto the story of Jesus); these 

developed christological motifs in turn drive the group into further isolation.698 

------ 

The Johannine Christians were expelled from the synagogues and told that they could no longer 

worship with other Jews; and so they no longer considered themselves Jews despite the fact that many 

were of Jewish ancestry.699 

------ 

The battle between the synagogue and the Johannine community was, after all, a battle over 

christology.700 

------ 

A very high christology was the central issue in the historical struggles of the Johannine community 

with the Jews and with other Christians.701 

The community’s Christology can only be understood in the context of the 
community’s situation 

The struggle with the synagogue and the resultant polemic atmosphere are very important in 

understanding what is present in the Fourth Gospel but also what is absent. … 

The evangelist—and his community—defended the divinity of Jesus so massively that the Fourth 

Gospel scarcely allows for human limitation. … The entire presentation [of Jesus in the Gospel] 

protects Jesus from whatever could be a challenge to divinity. It is very important to understand that 

this particular Christology can be understood only when seen in the context of the community’s 

situation.702 

The Fourth Gospel’s uniquely high Christology 

It is a uniquely high christology that appears in the pages of the Fourth Gospel, reflecting the type of 

belief in Jesus that came to be accepted in Johannine Christianity. The Word that existed in God’s 

presence before creation has become flesh in Jesus (1:1,14); coming into the world like a light (1:9-

10; 8:12; 9:5), he can reveal God because he is the only one who has come down from heaven and has 

seen God’s face and heard His voice (3:13; 5:37); he is one with the Father (10:30), so that to see him 

is to see the Father (14:9); indeed, he can speak as the divine I AM. Johannine christology is very 

familiar to traditional Christians because it became the dominant christology of the church, and so it is 

startling to realize that such a portrayal of Jesus is quite foreign to the Synoptic Gospels. With justice, 

Johannine christology can be called the highest in the NT. …  
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The Johannine Jesus during his ministry says, “Before Abraham was, I AM” (8:58); it is the earthly 

Jesus who talks about the glory that he had with God before the world began (17:5). Indeed, only in 

John is the term “God” applied to all phases of the career of the Word: the pre-existent Word (1:1), 

the incarnate Word (1:18), and the risen Jesus (20:28). Such a comparison may explain why the 

struggle with “the Jews” over the issue of blasphemy was so acute in Johannine history.703 

------ 

The dominant dispute echoed in the Gospel has been over the divinity of Jesus. … Disputes between 

the Johannine Christians and the synagogue leaders, disputes which led to the expulsion from the 

synagogues.704 

The portrayal of Jesus – the Christology of John 

To most modern eyes the synoptic portrait [of Jesus] is both simpler and more attractive. We see a 

man with a special relationship with God, whom he addresses by the intimate name of Abba, Father.  

… His birth was miraculous and his resurrection from the dead, after appalling suffering, unique. But 

for all that, he was a man of his time; his teaching and preaching, even his healing miracles, can be 

readily placed in the context of first-century Palestinian Judaism. … 

Not so the Johannine Christ. He does not belong to this world at all: it is almost true to say that he 

enters it with the purpose of leaving it, or descends in order to ascend. His real home is in heaven, but 

he enters an alien world with an unprecedented confidence and assurance, knowing precisely who he 

is, where he comes from and where he is going. … 

In 1916, in a book on the Fourth Gospel called Der Sohn Gottes, Gillis Petersson Wetter proposed 

that the category best suited to the Johannine Christ is that of a divine man, defined later by an 

authority on the subject as “a man with qualities and abilities far beyond the normal, the darling of the 

gods, and a kind of mediator between the divinity and human beings, at once their counsellor and their 

champion”. … 

The Prologue states firmly (and, one might think, unambiguously) in its opening verse that the Word 

was God. But this follows the statement, “the Word was with God,” or perhaps “close to God”, and it 

soon emerges that the Word is the masculine surrogate of Wisdom, whose presence by God’s side is 

highlighted by one of the earliest and most beautiful hymns to Wisdom in the Hebrew canon: “I was 

beside him. . . . I was daily his delight, rejoicing before him always, rejoicing in his inhabited world 

and delighting in the sons of men” (Prov. 8:30-31). But then comes the momentous assertion, “the 

Word became flesh,” proclaiming what was to become one of the cardinal tenets of Christianity; and 

even if we reject the reading “the only-begotten God” in the last verse (which is read by all the best 

manuscripts), in favor of the less well attested “Son”, it is hard to resist the conclusion that the author 

of the Prologue thought that Jesus was divine in the strong sense of the word.705 

The central structure of John’s Christology 

 The One who comes from above testifies to what he has seen and heard from the Father; he 

does not speak his own words, only God’s, yet the world does not receive his testimony. 

 He came as a light into the world so that everyone who believes in him should not remain in 

darkness. 

 Whoever believes in him believes not only in him but in the One who sent him, for he speaks 

the words of God authentically. 

 Whoever accepts his testimony certifies that God is true; that one receives eternal life, but to 

reject him is to receive judgment on the last day, and that one must endure God’s wrath. 
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 The One whom God has sent gives the Spirit without measure, and the Father loves the Son 

and has placed all things into his hands; his commandment is eternal life. 

Within this central structure of John’s Christology, Jesus’ mission as the apostolic agent of the Father 

comes through clearly: the Son is sent from the Father as his representative ambassador. The Son does 

not do his own bidding, but only what he has seen and heard from the Father.706 

John reacted against Gnostics and Docetists 

The only specific feature of the Johannine faith … is the insistence on the reality of the incarnation, 

namely that Jesus Christ came ‘in the flesh’ (1 Jn 4:2; 2 Jn 7) in reaction against the Docetists, 

Cerinthus and other early Gnostic teachers alive in Asia Minor during the decades that followed. 

Their idea that the birth, life and, in particular, the suffering and death of Jesus were not true but 

merely imaginary will be a standard theme of the great debate with Gnosticism in the second 

century.707 

Absolute I-Am Sayings of Jesus in John 

Some of them seem to present Jesus as the appearance of God before the burning bush (Exod. 3:14), 

but some of them also function simply as a means of identification: “It is I.” 

 “I am he!” (the Messiah—Jesus to the Samaritan woman, 4:26) 

 “I am—fear not!” (during the sea crossing, 6:20) 

 “Where I am you cannot come.” (7:34, 36; 8:21) 

 “You will die in your sins unless you believe that I am he [that is, he that is from above].” 

(8:24) 

 “When you have lifted up the Son of Man, then you will realize that I am he [that is, the one 

declaring to the world what I have seen and heard from the Father who sent me].” (8:28) 

 “Before Abraham was, I am!” (8:58) 

 “I tell you this now, before it occurs, so that when it does occur, you may believe that I am 

he” (that is, your teacher and lord). (13:19) 

 “I desire that they be with me, where I am.” (17:24) 

 “I am he!” (in response to the guards’ statement that they are seeking Jesus of Nazareth; or is 

this a more absolute use of “I am”? 18:5, 6, 8) 

John’s I-Am Sayings with the Predicate Nominative 

 I am the bread of life (6:35, 41, 48, 51). 

 I am the light of the world (8:12; see also 9:5). 

 I am the gate of the sheepfold (10:7, 9). 

 I am the good shepherd (10:11, 14).708 

The ‘I am” sayings are miniature Gospels containing a promise of life 

We enquire what it is that the `I am’ sayings affirm, we find further surprising resemblances. All of 

them, directly or indirectly, contain a promise of life (the Gospel’s central metaphor for the attendant 

benefits of faith). Consequently they are all miniature Gospels; they affirm simply and graphically the 

purpose for which the Gospel was written, ‘that you may believe, and believing, have life in his name’ 

(20: 31)709 
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The “I am” sayings are deliberate compositions following profound reflections 

The ‘I am’ sayings sum up and express insights which can only have been reached through a profound 

reflection on the essence of Jesus’ message, a reflection culminating in the realization that what Jesus 

came to bring was nothing other than himself.  

The majority of these sayings are now embedded in discourses and dialogues which, however 

prophetic in tone, are clearly the product of deliberate composition.710 

Structures of John 1:1-18 

The Hebrew writings are full of chiasms. Hebrew poetry does not rhyme the end words of lines. 

Rather, it employs parallels, whether of reinforcements or of contrasts. 

------ 

In the beginning was the Word, 

 and the Word was with God, 

 and the Word was God.  

He was with God in the beginning.  

 

Through him all things 

 were made; 

without him nothing was made  

 that has been made.  

------ 

The structure of the chiasm on the following page shows that the focus of the passage at John 1:3b-18, 

which lies at its central point: “He gave the right to become children of God”. 

Baptism is a birth, where coming out of water symbolises the birth from the Spirit 

At John 3:3-8 (as in John 3:16-17) the emphasis is on the birth (delivery of the Son) rather than on a 

death. While John 3:14 is said by most to picture Jesus as a snake(?) being lifted up by Roman 

soldiers(?), it is more probable that the significance is in “lifting him up”, which can have a spiritual 

meaning without reference to the crucifixion. 

John thus references baptism as a birth from the spirit (=water), while in contrast, Paul saw baptism as 

a burial and hence referencing Jesus’ death and resurrection. 

The centre of a chiasm indicates the focus and purpose of the passage. In this passage at John 3, Jesus 

is representing the views of the Johannine community while Nicodemus represents the ignorance of 

their opponents, the leaders of the synagogue. 

The chiastic analysis of the passage thus shows that its focus is on Nicodemus’ ignorance contrasted 

with the Johannine community’s experience and assured belief. 
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Chiasms of John 1:3-18 (NIV) followed by the chiasm of John 3:3-18 (NRSV) 
 

In him was life, 
and that life was the light of men.   

 The light shines in the darkness, 

 but the darkness has not understood it.  
 

  There came a man who was sent from God; his name was John.  

   He came as a witness to testify concerning that light, 
    so that through him all men might believe.   

   He himself was not the light; 

  he came only as a witness to the light.   

 

   The true light that gives light to every man 

    was coming into the world.  
     He was in the world, 

      and though the world was made through him, 

     the world did not recognize him.  
    He came to that which was his own, 

   but his own did not receive him.  

 
    Yet to all who received him, 

     to those who believed in his name, 

      he gave the right to become children of God —   
     children born not of natural descent, nor of human decision or a husband’s will, 

    but born of God.  
 

   The Word became flesh 

    and made his dwelling among us. 

     We have seen his glory, the glory of the One and Only, 
    who came from the Father, 

   full of grace and truth.  
 

  John testifies concerning him. 

   He cries out, saying, “This was he of whom I said, ‘He who comes after me has surpassed me because he was before me.’ “   

    From the fullness of his grace we have all received one blessing after another.   
   For the law was given through Moses; 

  grace and truth came through Jesus Christ.   

 
No one has ever seen God, 

 but God the One and Only, 

 who is at the Father’s side, 
has made him known. 

 

 

The focus of this chiasm is: 

“He gave the right to become children of God” 
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3 Jesus answered him, “Very truly, I tell you, no one can see the kingdom of God without being born from above.”  

4 Nicodemus said to him, “How can anyone be born after having grown old?  

Can one enter a second time into the mother’s womb and be born?”  

 

5 Jesus answered, “Very truly, I tell you, no one can enter the kingdom of God without being born of water and Spirit.  

6 What is born of the flesh is flesh, and what is born of the Spirit is spirit. 

7 Do not be astonished that I said to you, ‘You must be born from above.’ 

 

8 The wind blows where it chooses, and you hear the sound of it,  

but you do not know where it comes from or where it goes. 

So it is with everyone who is born of the Spirit.”  

 

9 Nicodemus said to him, “How can these things be?”  

10 Jesus answered him, “Are you a teacher of Israel,  

and yet you do not understand these things? 

 

11 “Very truly, I tell you, we speak of what we know 

and testify to what we have seen;  

yet you do not receive our testimony.  

 

12 If I have told you about earthly things  

and you do not believe, 

how can you believe 

if I tell you about heavenly things? 

 

13 No one has ascended into heaven  

except the one who descended from heaven, the Son of Man. 

14 And just as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, 

so must the Son of Man be lifted up,  

15 that whoever believes in him  

may have eternal life. 

 

16 “For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, 

so that everyone who believes in him  

may not perish but may have eternal life.  

17 “Indeed, God did not send the Son into the world to condemn the world,  

but in order that the world might be saved through him.  

 

18 Those who believe in him are not condemned;  

but those who do not believe are condemned already,  

because they have not believed in the name of the only Son of God.
711 
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THE JOHANNINE EPISTLES (LETTERS) 

The Epistles are concerned with protecting those within the community from 
secessionists 

The story of the community of the beloved disciple is continued after the Gospel period in the 

Epistles. The Second and Third Epistles of John are one-page letters written by the same person, who 

calls himself “the presbyter.” The author of the First Epistle of John never identifies himself, and his 

work is more of a tractate than a person note. His dominant concern is to reinforce the readers against 

a group that has seceded from the community (1 Jn 2:19) but is still trying to win over more 

adherents. While the Gospel reflects the Johannine community’s dealing with outsides, the Epistles 

are concerned with insiders. If the Gospel is dated ca. A. D. 90, the Epistles might be dated ca. A. D. 

100. … 

The author of the First Epistle says that a group has gone out from the ranks of his community (I Jn 

2:19). … The central issue was apparently christological. The secessionists so stressed the divine 

principle in Jesus that the earthly career of the divine principle was neglected. They apparently 

believed that the human existence of Jesus, while real, was not salvifically significant. The only 

important thing for them was that eternal life had been brought down to men and women through a 

divine Son who passed through this world. The author challenges the wrong conclusions that his 

opponents have drawn from the commonly admitted incarnational theology.712 

1 John and 2 John depict a community torn apart 

First and Second John depict a community torn apart by doctrinal and ethical differences. According 

to Culpepper (1998:48), the differences had precipitated a schism by the time 1 John was written.713 

------ 

These deceivers claimed a special illumination by the Spirit (2:20, 27) that imparted to them the true 

knowledge of God. This caused them to regard themselves to be the children of God. This explains 

the strong emphasis by the elder on the knowledge of God and the way in which he and his adherents 

became children of God (to receive salvation) (5:1-5). He contrasts the heretics’ claim to knowledge 

with the knowledge that can come only from the Christian tradition (2:24).  

In response to this crisis, the elder wrote 1 John to warn the community of the dangers of this false 

teaching, to correct this false teaching, and to encourage those who remained faithful. II John was 

written to warn a sister community of the dangers that were posed by this group (Culpepper 1998:60), 

and III John was written to advise a certain Gaius on how to deal with Diotrephes (v 9), who was 

probably a schismatic.714 

The Christian life means living in a family with God as the Father 

The elder portrays the Christian life as existence in a family, the family of God, where God, the 

Father, is the head. The opponents of the elder are depicted as existing outside this family. …  

To become a member of this family a person has be born into it. This happens through faith in Jesus 

Christ, the Son of God. This is necessary, for the child of God has to take on the same life as the 

Father, which means “to walk in the light” (1:7), or, otherwise expressed “to walk just as Jesus 

walked”.715 

------ 

The claim to have “fellowship” with God the Father is a lie when it is combined with a wandering in 

darkness (1:6).716 

------ 
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Paul sees believers as children of God, but by adoption rather than by new birth (Rom 8:15). 

However, in the new birth and the implanting of the divine seed, the elder clearly sees something 

more than a new relationship. It means … that a new dynamic, a new power, has entered the human 

personality, which is confirmed by a change of conduct.717 

------ 

Life in this new family is expressed as “eternal life”.718 

------ 

When people became part of God’s family, as a result of their birth from God, major changes 

occurred in their lives. The picture of these children of God, concerning their change, is derived from 

analyses of status, and change in their social behaviour.719 

“Salvation” and “fellowship” are complementary 

Within scholarship two distinct and disparate views have developed concerning the message of 1 

John. They have arisen as a consequence of two variant perceptions of the purpose of the epistle. 

The one comprises “salvation” and the other “fellowship”. In fact, they are complementary to one 

another. Both these themes are mentioned in the prologue of 1 John.720 

------ 

At the end of chapter 2 (2:29) a new perspective is introduced, but now from a theocentric point of 

view, which states that a “child of God” is someone who was “born of God” and “abides in God, and 

God in him/her”. This perspective does not oppose the Christocentric perspective, but complements it 

in that it describes salvation from another perspective and simultaneously links the theme of 

“salvation” with the theme of “fellowship”721 

Tests for having fellowship with God 

The first test for having fellowship with God – The danger of denying sin. … 

The second test for having fellowship with God – Obey His command. … 

The third test for having fellowship with God – Love for the Father versus love for the world. 

The fourth test for having fellowship with God –Combat the heresy among you.722 

1 John also assures the present experience of eternal life 

Like the Fourth Gospel, 1 John concentrates on the assurance of the present experience of eternal life. 

It mentions eternal life at least 10 times,
 
always emphasising the present: … ([1 John] 3:14). In Christ 

God has already given us eternal life ([1 John] 5:11-12). The purpose here is to reassure the adherents 

of the elder, who rejected the teaching of the deceivers and abided in the teaching they had heard from 

the beginning (2:24), that they might know that they have eternal life (2:25; 5:13).723 

------ 

The promise of “eternal life” at the critical point of the letter, after the initial introduction of the 

schismatics, constitutes both the basis for and the goal of the remaining faithful (2:25). Verse 2:23 

states that denying or confessing (believe – 3:23; 5:1, 5, 10, 13) the Son is the precondition for (not) 

having the Father, which prepares the reader for the promise of eternal life (2:25). The same occurs in 

verse 5:12, where the statement prepares the reader for the definite assurance that they shall “have 

eternal life” through faith in the Son of God (5:13).724 
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Christianity appeared on the stage of history as a movement with a 
message of salvation. Its preachers announced that God was bringing “the 
restoration of all things” (Acts 3:21)—the new age promised by the 
prophets—when wrong would be righted and humanity reconciled to God. 
This proclamation was rooted in the life and ministry of Jesus of 
Nazareth, who himself had come preaching the near advent of the 
kingdom of God, God’s definitive assertion of his rule. He had apparently 
seen his own ministry as a sign, a significant anticipation, of that coming 
redemption. 

Early Christian preaching, however, was not based simply on the message 
of Jesus. Rather, it grew out of the conviction that the content of his 
message had been both validated and actualized through his resurrection 
from the dead. The powers which rule the present world-order had 
repudiated Jesus and slain him. But God had raised him up, and this 
meant that in him and for him the promised transformation of the world, 
“the life of the age to come,” was already real. Furthermore, it meant 
that people could even now have a foretaste of that new life because 
the Spirit of God had, through Jesus, been bestowed on those who 
accepted him as the one in whom their own destiny was revealed and 
determined. 

Thus there were from the very beginning two things to be said about 
Jesus. The first was that God’s salvation, the thing to which prophets 
and seers had always looked forward, had, for Jesus, already become 
real. He already belonged to that new order of things. The second was 
that Jesus was the one through whom others entered into the new order 
of things; he was the bearer of God’s rule, the mediator of God’s 
salvation. In short he was, in the Christian sense of that term, the 
Messiah, the Christ, the Son of God.  
(Christological Controversy, pages 1-2) 
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The religion of Jesus was essentially an appeal for eschatological action 
but subsequent Christianity, though it also insisted on deeds and for a 
time remained eschatological, was turned by Paul and John into a religion 
of believing. Notwithstanding its Jewish roots, it developed into a 
fundamentally distinct movement, which had already become creed-based 
with Ignatius of Antioch from the start of the second century AD, and 
took a philosophical turn with Justin in the mid-second century. The 
features dominating Christianity were belief concerning the nature of the 
Deity, the definition of Jesus Christ’s person and of his work of salvation, 
and the redemptive function of the one true church. On authentic faith 
depended whether someone was within the church or outside it. Personal 
conduct in the religious domain came second to belief. Repentance, 
though early Christian rigorists allowed it only once after baptism, healed 
sin, and through penance every wrong could be put right as long as faith 
persisted. … 

By the end of the first century, increasing Jewish unresponsiveness to the 
preaching of the apostles and missionaries brought about an ever-
increasing Hellenistic-Gentile takeover of the Jesus movement. They were 
preoccupied with the role of Christ in the salvation of mankind, his 
superterrestrial pre-existence entailing divine generation prior to time and 
his instrumentality in the creation of the cosmos before history began. 
The way of thinking of the Church Fathers was very different from that 
of Jesus. The principal task the prophet from Nazareth set in front of his 
Galilean followers was the pursuit of the Kingdom of God in the 
immediacy of the here and now. By the early fourth century the practical, 
charismatic Judaism preached by Jesus was transformed into an 
intellectual religion defined and regulated by dogma 
(Christian Beginnings, page xvi) 
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FORMATIVE CHRISTIANITY’S 
CHRISTOLOGICAL COMBATS 

This Chapter and the following Chapter, Formative Christianity’s Soteriological Combats, constitute 

a pair, inasmuch as Christology and Soteriology form an unbreakable bond. These two Chapters set 

the scene for Christianity until the revolution introduced in the 11th century by Bishop Anselm, who 

is the subject of the Chapter after the following Chapter. – DM. 

 

 “Christology” does not signify just any sort of inquiry or reflection which has Jesus as its 

object. It refers quite specifically to inquiry and reflection that are concerned with Jesus in 

his messianic character. 

In other words, Christology asks what is presupposed and implied by the fact that Jesus is 

the elect “Son of God,” the one through whose life, death, and resurrection God has acted 

to realize his purpose for humanity; and this fact imposes, from the beginning, a certain 

logic on Christology. 

To understand or evaluate Jesus christologically means, on the one hand, to ask about his 

relation to God and, on the other, to seek a way of expressing his representative character as 

a human being—his status as the one in whom humanity’s common destiny is both 

summed up and determined. (Christological Controversy, page 2. Bold added for 

emphasis) 

 

THE DIDACHE: PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY 

A picture of the life and organization of an early Judaeo-Christian church 

The Didache paints a detailed and colourful canvas of the life and organization of an early Judaeo-

Christian church, arguably the last such picture produced by a Jewish author and almost certainly the 

only one free of the all-pervading influence of Paul and John in later writings.725 

------ 

Written in Syria about ten years before the New Testament gospels of Matthew and Luke, this 

writing, known as the Didache (Greek for “teaching”), opens with a succinct summary of God’s law, 

along with a negative version of the so-called golden rule: “The Way of Life is this: First, you shall 

love the God who made you, and your neighbor as yourself; and whatever you do not want to have 

done to you, do not do to another.” The Didache quotes other sayings that Matthew and Luke, writing 

perhaps about ten years later, will also attribute to Jesus: 

Bless those who curse you; pray for your enemies . . . love those who hate you. . . . If 

anyone smites you on the right cheek, turn to him the other also. . . . Give to everyone 

who asks you, and do not refuse726 

------ 

The work possibly precedes the definitive redaction of the Synoptic Gospels as the Didache’s quotes 

from the teaching of Jesus are not strictly identical with the transmitted form of Matthew and Luke, 

and consequently may reflect a more primitive version of these texts. Also, and very significantly, 
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apart from the passage concerning idol food, nothing echoes the letters of Paul. We have every reason 

to think that the Didache envisages a rather primitive and rudimentary form of Jewish-Christianity.727 

Jesus is never identified as God nor is “Christ” mentioned on its own nor stressed 

Jesus is never identified as God. The divine name ‘Father’ or ‘our Father’ also figures ten times, but 

God is never designated specifically the Father of Jesus. There is no equivocation with the title 

‘Lord’. It is encountered twenty times, always relating to Jesus, never to the heavenly Father. 

Still with the focus on the vocabulary, in the whole sixteen chapters of the Didache, containing 

roughly 2,000 words, the title ‘Christ’ is nowhere mentioned on its own, nor is the messiahship of 

Jesus anywhere stressed.728 

The Didache avoids the use of “Son” or “Son of God” in relation to Jesus 

It must also be underlined that the Didache completely avoids the use of ‘Son’ or ‘Son of God’ in 

relation to Jesus. The idiom ‘Son of God’ … is found only once, where it is the self-designation of the 

Antichrist, the ‘seducer of the world’ (Did. 16.4).729 

The Jesus of the Didache is essentially “the Servant of God” 

The most striking aspect of the Didache’s rudimentary Christology is the use of the epithet ‘your 

Servant’, which accompanies the name of Jesus four times. … 

The Jesus of the Didache is essentially the Servant of God, the great eschatological teacher who is 

expected to reappear soon to gather together and transfer the dispersed members of his church to the 

Kingdom of God.730 

THE EPISTLE OF BARNABAS 

Barnabas is dated between 70 and 132 CE 

The contents of the Epistle of Barnabas point to a pseudonymous Greek-speaking Gentile Christian 

author. The work incontestably belongs to the post-AD 70 period as it mentions the destruction of the 

Temple of Jerusalem by the enemies of the Jews, the Romans (Barn. 16.4). On the other hand, as no 

reference is made to the rebuilding of Jerusalem as the pagan city of Aelia Capitolina by Hadrian, or 

to the suppression of the second Jewish revolt against Rome under the leadership of Simeon ben 

Kosiba or Bar Kokhba, it must antedate AD 132-5.731 

------ 

Barnabas, most likely written under Pauline/Johannine influence for Gentile Christians in the third 

decade of the second century AD (c. 120-35).732 

In contrast to The Didache, Barnabas has a considerable degree of doctrinal 
development concerning Jesus 

Measured against the Didache, in which Jesus is defined as God’s ‘Servant’, the epistle attests a 

considerable degree of doctrinal development and reaches Pauline, and once even Johannine heights. 

The title ‘Lord’ (Kyrios) is applied both to God and to Jesus.733 

The meandering path of Christology 

Contrary to the Judaeo-Christian Didache, Barnabas is permeated by Pauline thought, and combining 

it with a dose of John’s mystical vision, he constructs for his readers a Saviour image in which Jesus 
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is God in all but in name. We are not to wait for too long to cross this major hurdle along the 

meandering path of Christology.734 

The earliest Christian Christological applications of “Son of Man” and “Son of God” 

The terms ‘Son’ or ‘Son of God’, which figure no less than twelve times, are more significant. In the 

singular, the title ‘Son of God’ indicates not simply a holy man especially close to God, but a person 

of a higher order. … 

The Epistle of Barnabas and the letter of Ignatius of Antioch To the Ephesians (20.2) are the earliest 

Christian witnesses contrasting the two expressions, ‘Son of Man’ and ‘Son of God’ in a 

Christological context. … 

The superhuman understanding of ‘Son of God’ is further strengthened by the writer’s assertion that 

‘the Son’ was not only above the human category, but he was also pre-existent since eternity and was 

active already before the creation. … 

But he goes even further in implicitly asserting Christ’s strictly divine character by explaining that the 

reason for the incarnation of the eternal Son of God was that without the concealment of his true self 

under a human body, people would not have been able to look at him and survive (Barn. 5.9-10). The 

argument is tacitly, but unquestionably, based on Exodus 33:20.735 

Jesus’ human body is seen as a deliberate and benevolent disguise of his underlying 
divine character 

[Barnabas] recognizes in Jesus the eschatological Son of God, who existed before his appearance on 

earth. While he is not expressly portrayed as God, his human body is seen as a deliberate and 

benevolent disguise of his underlying divine character.736 

Doctrinal evolution from here on is exclusively Gentile-Christian 

The parting of the ways between the Jewish and the non-Jewish followers of Jesus is obvious already 

at this early stage of doctrinal development, and … doctrinal evolution will from now on continue 

exclusively on the Gentile-Christian line.737 

FIRST EPISTLE OF CLEMENT (c. 95/96) 

1 Clement is a step forward compared to the Didache 

Regarding Christology or the theological image of Jesus in vogue in the early church, Clement 

marked a step forward compared to the Didache, where Jesus was simply ‘the Servant’ (pais) of 

God.738 

Jesus is designated as ‘Son of God’ and other titles 

In general, Jesus is designated in the Clementine terminology as ‘Son of God’, but he is also called 

‘the benefactor of our souls’, and ‘the High Priest’, as he was in the Epistle to the Hebrews.739 

The Lord Jesus Christ is the descendant of Jacob and the Son of the Father God 

The First Epistle of Clement, a product of the Roman church at the end of the first century, tells us 

that “according to the flesh” the Lord Jesus Christ is the descendant of Jacob (1 Clement 32.2); but he 

is also the Son of the Father God and the “radiance of his majesty,” so that he can confer on people 

knowledge of the ultimate light (1 Clement 36; cf. 59.1).740 
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Jesus is separate from and inferior to God 

1 Clement’s Christological vocabulary resembles the Pauline and deutero-Pauline phraseology. Jesus 

is definitely distinguished from God and is inferior to him. God as ‘Master’ speaks about his ‘Son’ of 

not quite the same status.741 

------ 

In the portrayal of Jesus, Clement goes beyond the Didache, but does not quite reach the level of the 

Epistle of Barnabas. On the whole, it continues roughly the Pauline theological speculation with Jesus 

being considered as Son of God without any further specification.742 

2 CLEMENT 

The implicit high Christology of 2 Clement 

The most important contribution of 2 Clement to the evolution of Christian thought is its implicit high 

Christology. … It bursts into the open in the very first sentence of the work: ‘Brothers, we must think 

about Jesus Christ as we think about God’ (2 Clem. 1.1).743 

------ 

It would seem, therefore, that the trend towards the formal deification of Jesus was gaining 

momentum among the Greek Christians of Asia Minor and Syria early in the second century AD. 

However, no trinitarian allusion can be found anywhere in 2 Clement.744 

 

DOCETISTS, GNOSTICS, AND PLATONIC PHILOSOPHERS 

Docetists said that Jesus’ flesh was a mere “appearance” 

Other second-century thinkers … openly argued that it is inconceivable for a being who properly 

belongs to the realm of the divine to take ordinary human flesh. These thinkers, called “Docetists” 

because they described Jesus’ flesh as mere “appearance,” believed that there is an absolute 

contrariety between God and the material order.745 

Docetism rejected the possibility of a spiritual God manifesting in a material body 

Docetism objected, curiously for the modern mind, not to the divinity of Christ, but to the concrete 

fleshly reality of the ‘Incarnation’. … These first Christian thinkers rejected the possibility of the 

existence of a spiritual God revealing himself in a material body. These Docetists … were especially 

hostile to the idea of the suffering and death of the Son of God. … 

They refused to participate in the eucharistic meal on account of their rejection of the idea that it 

signified Jesus Christ’s suffering for human sins in the flesh. We witness here the emergence of the 

Gnostic troubles that were to plunge the church into a long-lasting crisis during the second and third 

centuries.746 

An incarnate God would be an unthinkable mingling of supreme Spirit and inferior, 
degrading matter 

For the Docetists, Gnostics and Platonic philosophers of the type of Marcion [85-160] and Valentinus 

[100-160], an incarnate God, a divine being who was also a man, implied an unacceptable, not to say 

unthinkable mingling of the supreme Spirit with the inferior and degrading matter.747 
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The Gnostics regarded matter as intrinsically evil 

In consequence of an oriental exaggeration of Platonism, the Gnostics regarded matter as intrinsically 

evil; most of their doctrines proceed as logical conclusions from this principle. It accounts, for 

instance, for the elaborate systems of aeons which they constructed. These emanations from what they 

termed the primary God were felt as necessary to explain the existence of the visible, material 

creation, since the thought of the primary God coming into direct contact with matter was repugnant 

to them. 

Moreover, most of the Christological errors put forward by the Gnostics can be explained in the light 

of the same principle. The idea that God, or at least a human being in whom there was something 

divine, should possess a real, material, human body was regarded as intolerable.  

To avoid the difficulty, some separated the aeon, Christ, from the man, Jesus. Others, as Marcion and 

his followers, proposed a more radical solution, asserting that Christ was a completely celestial being, 

a revelation of the good God of the New Testament, who appeared suddenly on this earth in the reign 

of Tiberius, without the antecedent indignity of human birth; he appeared, indeed, in the form of a 

man, but His body was a mere illusion.748 

Gnosticism posed the chief threat to orthodox Christian belief 

By the time of Irenaeus, the chief threat to orthodox Christian belief arose from a more sophisticated 

Gnosticism propagated by the Egyptian Valentinus and the Asiatic Marcion, both active in Rome 

from the middle of the second century.749 

An inferior Demiurge was the Creator 

The essence of [Gnosticism] doctrine lies in dualism, with a supreme spiritual Deity facing an inferior 

Creator or Demiurge responsible for the making of the material world, the opposite of the world of 

spiritual realities.750 

MARCION 

Marcion of Pontus argued that the flesh of Jesus was an illusion 

Marcion of Pontus argued that the flesh of Jesus was phantasmal751. None of these thinkers wanted to 

deny the presence for human beings of the revealer of the ultimate God, but they did want to deny that 

he could ever have been an actual part of the spatial and temporal order.752 

Marcion rejected the Old Testament God 

Behind this view there lay a repudiation of the Old Testament God—the God who, according to 

Genesis, was responsible for the present, intolerable order of things. …  

Not only did Marcion and certain Gnostic teachers repudiate the Jewish Scriptures, but they also 

denied that the true God had been active or revealed in any moment of the history of Moses and the 

prophets. … 

Marcion and the Gnostic movement raised the question of whether the whole idea of incarnation 

might not be a contradiction in terms, that perhaps “flesh” is precisely the evil with which God can 

have nothing to do.753 

------ 

[Marcion] turned his back on the Judaism of the Old Testament and its angry God, and opted for the 

wholly different loving deity revealed by Jesus.754 
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Marcion pushed for a clean break with Jewish religious tradition 

This was a time, as B. H. Streeter reminds us, in which “there was no unifying authority, no 

worldwide organisation, however informal, to check the independent development of the various local 

churches each on its own lines.” These local Christian communities had a complex relationship to the 

broader Jewish community — itself diverse within which they first developed, and which passed 

through a series of violent uprisings against the Roman order in 66-70, 115-17, and 132-34 CE. … 

In the face of such conditions, Christians could offer their own rival claim to the Jewish religious 

tradition or walk away from it. …  

Onto this scene stepped Marcion. Following what he believed to be the views of Paul, he pushed for a 

clean break with the Jewish religious tradition. 

Christian literature produced by others in Marcion’s lifetime reveals a diverse environment in which 

his break with Christianity’s Jewish heritage was not a unique aberration.755 

MONARCHIANISTS, SABELLIANS AND PATRIPASSIANS 

A range of alternate views existed among other followers 

The champions of ‘Monarchianism’ — monarchy signifying a single ruler — maintained that the 

divinity of Jesus was nothing real, but a shadow cast over his human personality by divine power. 

The heresy called ‘Sabellianism’, named after the third-century Roman, or possibly Libyan, 

theologian Sabellius, professed that the Father, Son and Holy Spirit simply represented three different 

aspects of the one and the same God. 

The Patripassians’, a branch of Sabellianism, held that when it came to suffering, God the Son was 

just another name for God the Father.756 

Sabellius argued that Jesus was simply a temporary manifestation of God 

Sabellius, who had taught in Rome, had argued that Jesus appeared on earth simply as a temporary 

manifestation of God.757 

IGNATIUS OF ANTIOCH (c 35- c. 108) 

Ignatius defended his religion against the Jews and Docetism 

Ignatius … defended his religion against ‘Judaism’, understood in a special sense, and against 

Docetism.758 

------ 

The most detailed treatment of the life of the Son of God is given [by Ignatius] in the Letter to the 

Smyrneans, where the reality of Jesus’ suffering is emphatically stated: ‘He truly suffered … not as 

some unbelievers say … only in appearance’. He was not a ‘bodiless spirit’, but ate and drank and 

could be touched even after his resurrection.759 

Ignatius was the first to declare the divinity of Christ 

The letters of [Ignatius] the bishop of Antioch were the first to declare the divinity of Jesus not just 

once but more than a dozen times, in plain words as well as in images. He spoke of Jesus as ‘our 

God’, ‘our God Jesus Christ’, ‘the God that is Jesus Christ’, ‘the only Son’ who is ‘our God’. … Jesus 

Christ was for Ignatius the manifestation of God.760 
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For Ignatius, Jesus Christ was in the presence of the Father before the ages 

For Ignatius, Jesus Christ is God’s “Word proceeding from silence” (Magnesians 8.2). … Jesus Christ 

“was in the presence of the Father before the ages and appeared at the end” (Magn. 7.1) or in the 

assertion, “There is one physician, fleshly and spiritual, generate and ungenerate, God in a human 

being, true life in death, both from Mary and from God, first subject to suffering and then incapable of 

suffering, Jesus Christ our Lord” (Ephesians 7.2).761 

Clement, Ignatius, and Hermas provided a starting point for later patristic Christology 

The thought of Clement, Ignatius, and Hermas [see below] moves along the same basic lines as that of 

the New Testament writers. It accounts for Jesus and the salvation which he brings by speaking of the 

incarnation of one who is God’s proper self-expression, God’s Son. There results a portrayal of Jesus 

as having a dual character—as embodying in himself the unity of two ways of being, spiritual and 

fleshly, divine and human. This picture establishes the starting point, provides the essential paradigm, 

and, above all, dictates an agenda for later patristic Christology.762 

But it took another 200 years for the church to work out a systematic definition 

Ignatius of Antioch testifies to a number of highly significant changes in Christian religious practice 

and belief, the most important of them being the plain assertion of the divinity of Jesus. However, 

nothing suggests that these changes were actually thought through and that the implications of the 

various doctrinal claims were perceived and elaborated in depth. It took another two hundred years for 

the church to work out a systematic definition of what was to be understood by Christ’s divinity and 

his relationship to God the Father and reconcile the new concept with the monotheism inherited from 

Judaism.763 

POLYCARP (c. 69-155) 

Polycarp employed common NT Christology phrases and the primitive “Servant” 

[Polycarp] condemned the heretics who refused to confess that Jesus Christ had come ‘in the flesh’, 

that is to say the Docetist Gnostics, whose leader (possibly Marcion) bore the title ‘the firstborn of 

Satan’. Nothing very original appears in the domain of Christology; we find only commonly used 

phrases going back to the New Testament like ‘Saviour’, ‘eternal Priest’ and ‘Son of God’. By 

contrast, in The Martyrdom of Polycarp we encounter three times the still current phrase pais, 

‘Servant’, a primitive Christological designation.764 

THE SHEPHERD OF HERMAS (c. 110—140) 

The angel of repentance conveyed to Hermas moral teachings centred on penance 

The Shepherd is a work without great depth but with wide popular appeal. The Shepherd was the 

name borne by the angel of repentance who conveyed to Hermas moral teachings centred on 

penance.765 

Christ is Spirit, Son, Man, and Angel  

Another document from the Roman church, the so-called Shepherd of Hermas, says “The Holy Spirit 

which exists beforehand, which created the whole creation, God settled in the flesh which he willed.” 

In Hermas’s mind, this Holy Spirit is the same as the Son of God. … Christ is Spirit, Son, Man, and 

Angel—a somewhat confusing set of descriptions. Nevertheless, his basic meaning is clear. Jesus 

somehow comes into our world from God’s world as “Spirit” and “Angel.” But he is not just any 

member of the divine order. He is the Spirit and Angel par excellence—the one who was God’s 

counselor and helper in creation, like God’s Wisdom and Word in the Old Testament.766 
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The confusion in The Shepherd over the Spirit and the Word had no lasting effect 

[Hermas] has some rather curious theological statements when he speaks of the incarnation of the 

Holy Spirit, apparently associating it with the Logos: 

God made the Holy Spirit dwell in the flesh that it desired, even though it pre-existed 

and created all things . . . Since it [the flesh] lived in a good and pure way, co-

operating with the Spirit and working with it in everything, behaving in a strong and 

manly way, God chose it to be a partner with the Holy Spirit. (Parable 5.6) 

Later, in Parable 9.1, Hermas declares that the ‘Spirit is the Son of God’. This confusion between the 

Spirit and the Word made no lasting impact on Christian thought in the following centuries and the 

idea of the incarnation of the Holy Spirit found little echo in the writings of the later Church 

Fathers.767 

JUSTIN MARTYR (100-165) 

Justin provides the church’s understanding of the mid-second century world 

The three compositions of Justin contain a substantial amount of reliable information regarding the 

church’s understanding of itself and Jesus in the mid-second century world.768 

Christian theology’s links to Greek philosophy was born with Justin 

With Justin, Christian theology was born, a theology linked to Greek philosophy and totally different 

from Jesus’ non-speculative mode of thinking. … His main contribution to the future development 

of Christian thought relates to the philosophical grounding of the Logos doctrine.769 

With Justin, presentation of the Christian religion entered a new phase 

With Justin the reflective, philosophical-theological presentation of the Christian religion, and in 

particular that of the person and mission of Jesus, entered a new phase. His three surviving major 

works, two Apologies and his famous Dialogue with the Jew Trypho, present a much more rationally 

oriented picture of Christianity770 

Second century debates over the nature and identity of the “power” which became 
Jesus 

In the second century, … two distinct sets of christological issues were raised and debated. The first 

of these concerned the nature and identity of the heavenly “power” which was said to have become 

incarnate as, or in, Jesus. The second was created by denials of the reality of Jesus’ “flesh,” that is, his 

ordinary human nature. 

The Logos is the crucial topic in Justin’s thought as the first power after the Father 

The Logos is the crucial topic in Justin’s thought. It is presented as the first power after the Father and 

followed next by the Spirit. The Logos is not of the same standing as the Father and his function is 

comparable to that of the god Hermes, who is the divine Word interpreting the supreme Zeus. 

However, the ‘Christian’ Logos has a distinguishing feature in that it became a man and was born of a 

virgin.771 

------ 

Begotten of God the Father before the creation of the world, and in time becoming a human being for 

the destruction of the demons, the Logos-Christ was distinguished by his mighty works, which were 

not the fruit of magic but marked the fulfilment of divine prophecies. The eternal Logos was realized 
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in the virginally born Jesus Christ of the Christian Creed, who came to heal the sick and raise the 

dead. He was hated and crucified, he died, rose again and ascended to heaven as Son of God.772 

The Logos represented a slightly lower level of divinity 

In Justin’s system there truly was, in the last resort, only one ultimate God. The Logos represented a 

slightly lower level of divinity, something between the pure divinity of God and the nondivinity of 

creatures. Justin had made sense of the incarnational picture of Jesus by adopting a hierarchical 

picture of the world-order in which the Logos stands as a kind of bumper state between God and the 

world, and it is this fact that makes Justin’s Christology problematic. For one thing, it raises the 

question, What exactly do Christians mean by the term mediator as that is applied to Jesus? Is the 

mediator simply the Logos himself, a natural halfway house between God and humanity? Or is the 

mediator one in whom God and humanity are somehow directly together with each other? If the latter 

is the case, then Justin’s Logos-doctrine represents a serious misunderstanding. Also, his teaching 

inevitably raises the question of why God should need a middleman to stand between himself and the 

created order. Does Justin think that God cannot enter into direct relationship with “flesh”? That is 

what his hierarchical picture of the world seems to imply.773 

Jesus was ‘the Son of God’ and ‘the Saviour’ 

Justin advanced a threefold proof to demonstrate that ‘a man crucified under Pontius Pilate, procurator 

of Judaea in the time of Tiberius Caesar’ was ‘the Son of God’ and ‘the Saviour’.774 

Some of Justin’s ideas sounded plainly unorthodox a century or two later. 

Some of Justin’s ideas sounded out of true, indeed plainly unorthodox, a century or two later. While 

he would have been outraged if someone had accused him of polytheism, he undoubtedly gave the 

impression that the Father, the Logos and the Spirit were in some undetermined way different entities. 

Also, his trinitarian concept cannot escape the charge of implying inequality between God the Father 

and God the Son. … 

Another peculiar teaching of Justin derives the divine Sonship of Christ from his wisdom rather than 

from his being God’s specially begotten Offspring, and his third oddity relates to the self-generation 

of the Logos in a virgin. Such ‘unorthodox’ statements are, however, unsurprising, indeed normal in 

ante-Nicene Christology.775 

Justin held to the traditional tenets of Christianity but he employed novel 
presentations 

[Justin] transmitted the traditional chief tenets of Christianity —Jesus being Son of God and God … 

— but the circumstances and the presentation are novel. While originally and up to the Didache 

people of Jewish origin formed a majority in the church, Justin expressly states that in his days the 

proportions were reversed. … He uses this change as a proof of divine favour for Christianity, 

replacing the heavenly privilege previously granted to the Jews.776 
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MELITO OF SARDIS (died before 190) 

The Son/Logos existed and was active from before the start of the creation 

The Son/Logos … is pictured as existent and active from before the start of the creation and 

responsible for the making of the heavens, the earth and humanity.777 

The Lord became incarnate, was buried, resurrected and raised to celestial heights 

The Lord became incarnate through a virgin, was crucified, buried, resurrected and raised to celestial 

heights to be enthroned next to the Father as the judge and saviour of all from the beginning to the end 

of the age (Homily 104).778 

Melito confronted Marcion’s denial of the genuineness of Jesus’ bodily birth 

Melito’s emphasis on the real body taken by the eternal Son in the womb of the virgin is the standard 

Christian weapon against Docetism and Gnosticism. … From one of Melito’s lost works, ‘The 

Incarnation of Christ’, he directly confronted the Gnostic Marcion’s denial of the genuineness of the 

bodily birth of Jesus.779 

Melito made an early declaration of high Christology 

No Church Father before the fourth century was able to squeeze into a single sentence as much high 

Christology as Melito when he declared: 

For as a Son born, and as a lamb led, 

and as a sheep slain, and as a man buried, 

he rose from the dead as God, 

being by nature God and man. (Homily 8) 

Melito pinpointed the major themes of later Christological debates 

Melito marshalled a powerfully moving poetic synthesis for demonstrating, in a world imbued with 

Gnosticism, the reality of the incarnate and redeeming Son of God through the typological exegesis of 

the Old Testament. 

With this he managed to pinpoint the major themes of the later Christological debates in the church: 

the simultaneous divinity and humanity of Christ, the problem of his two natures, divine and human, 

and his eternity and temporality.780 

IRENAEUS (120-200) 

The incarnation is the mediation 

Irenaeus sees the basic difficulty in Marcionite and Gnostic thought to lie in the denial of true divinity 

to the Creator of the world. The allegation that there are “two Gods”—or at any rate that the true God, 

the ultimate Father, has no responsibility for or involvement in the material, temporal world—is for 

Irenaeus the typical, and in that sense definitive, teaching of Marcion and the Gnostics. … 

Irenaeus is a conscious heir of the teachings of Justin Martyr. He is not, however, at ease with the idea 

of a mediatorial Logos …  

In Irenaeus’s Christology, therefore, emphasis is laid on what we might call the fullness of Christ’s 

divinity, and mediation is accomplished not so much because the divine Son has an “in between” way 

of being as because the divine Son takes on the human way of being. It is the incarnation itself which 

is the mediation.781 
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Irenaeus followed in Justin’s footsteps 

In combatting Gnostic dualism, [Irenaeus] followed in the footsteps of Justin.782 

------ 

Irenaeus merely reaffirmed the Christology of the second-century church.783 

The charismatic religion of Jesus evolved into a Greek philosophical church 

Justin, Melito and Irenaeus … prepared the ground for the last bounces of mental effort that 

transformed the charismatic religion of Jesus into the majestic philosophical theology of the 

Greek church. 

(Christian Beginnings, page 199) 

------ 

The switch in the perception of Jesus from charismatic prophet to a superhuman being 

coincided with a geographical and religious change, when the Christian preaching of the 

Gospel moved from the Galilean-Judaean Jewish culture into the surrounding Gentile 

Graeco-Roman world. 

(Christian Beginnings, page 147) 

 

THE EPISTLE TO DIOGNETUS (c. 150-200) 

The Epistle to Diognetus introduced the Demiurge, the heavenly Craftsman 

The author of the Epistle to Diognetus … sets out to praise the excellence of the Christian religion and 

the manner in which it was revealed by God. The messenger was not an angel or an ordinary human 

mediator, but the Demiurge, the heavenly Craftsman, through whom the world was created. This term, 

borrowed from Philo of Alexandria and from Platonism, will become part of the Christian theological 

jargon. … 

The writer cleverly ensures that the purely philosophical imagery acquires Christian colouring by 

identifying the ‘Craftsman’ with the ‘Servant/pais’ and indeed with ‘the Son of God’. Without ever 

directly naming Jesus, the author of the letter gives here a splendid elaboration of the Logos doctrine 

of the Johannine Prologue, using the technical term Demiurge, which will play a prominent role in the 

Arian controversy at the time of the Council of Nicaea.784 

The Letter to Diognetes sharply criticised the Old Testament God 

The Letter to Diognetus goes even further in criticizing the Jewish tradition in a manner unqualified 

by any claim that Christianity is a truer Judaism, repeatedly emphasizing the newness of Christianity, 

instead of the more typical claim that it was something ordained from of old. 

According to the author, no one had any knowledge of God before the coming of Christ, and God held 

back his “own wise counsel as a well-guarded mystery.” The author concedes that the one God is the 

creator, and that the Jews worship this God, but they misunderstand his character. 

So while the author has not taken the step—which Marcion did — of distinguishing between the 

creator god of the Jews and the higher god of the Christians, the Jewish depiction of God comes in for 

sharp criticism as unworthy of Christ’s Father.785 
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MONTANISM 

Montanism was launched in the middle of the second century 

[Montanism] was launched in the middle of the second century in Phrygia (Asia Minor) by the 

eponymous founder, Montanus, with the help of two female associates, Prisca and Maximilla. 

Montanus was an ecstatic visionary who claimed to have received direct revelations from the Holy 

Spirit. … Their newborn charismatic Christianity survived and continued in Asia Minor until the sixth 

century — and thanks to Tertullian’s renown, it flourished in North Africa, too.786 

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA (150-215) 

Clement’s doctrine was not original but it was powerful 

As far as Christological speculation is concerned, Clement was not an innovator. … [Clement’s] 

perception of the Gnosis springing from the Logos/Son of God was the same, though expressed in 

different words, as Justin’s idea that Christianity was the only true philosophy. Even if not wholly 

original, his doctrine offered a powerful antidote against the fashionable theories of Valentinus and 

Marcion that were constantly circulating within the Alexandrian ‘chattering classes’.787 

------ 

Clement’s religion, like that of Justin, is an intellectual exercise far distant from the unconditional 

search of the Kingdom of God that characterized two hundred years earlier the message of Jesus.788 

The Logos begets himself in the fullness of time 

Like Justin before him, [Clement] characterized the Logos as the cause not only of the creation, but 

also of his own incarnation. Eternally begotten by the Father, he begets himself in the fullness of 

time.789 

TERTULLIAN (160-220) 

Tertullian developed an influential Christological vocabulary 

The two issues that prompted Tertullian to write on matters of Christology were … those created by 

the Logos-theology of Justin and those created by the dualism of Marcion and the Gnostics. … 

His strongest argument is one in which, against Marcion, he insists upon the fact that flesh, even with 

all its weakness and ugliness, is an object of God’s love; and for Tertullian this fact counts for more 

than Marcion’s—not to mention his own—distaste for the body. 

Tertullian not only develops a christological vocabulary which was to influence later thought but also 

appears as the first Christian thinker to raise the question of how the person of the incarnate Logos 

should be described. In chapter 27 of the treatise, he turns his attention to the Monarchian account of 

the distinction between Father and Son. His opponents had maintained that “Son” refers to the 

humanity of Jesus, his flesh, while “Father” refers to his deity. This troubled Tertullian because, while 

he insisted upon distinguishing Logos and Father within the sphere of the divine, he did not believe 

that Jesus Christ, the incarnate Logos, is two separate things or items—personae. There is only one of 

him, Tertullian argues, and he expresses this judgment by saying that Christ is one “person.” Of 

course, he sees a duality in Christ. Jesus is constituted out of two “substances,” flesh on the one hand 

and Spirit on the other, which are designations for human and divine ways of being. In him, these 

factors are mingled, though not in such a way as to react on one another and be mutually changed. 

The two substances continue unaltered in the one person and provide the bases for two kinds of 

activity, human and divine.790 
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Tertullian focused his attention on the relationship between Son of God and Son of 
Man 

[Tertullian] focused his attention on the central mystery of Christianity, the concepts of Son of God 

and Son of Man and their relation to one another, and in particular on the eternal generation of the 

divine Son by the Father.791 

The Latin term trinitas was first put forward by Tertullian, with Jesus generated as a 
later ceation 

The Latin term itself, trinitas, was first put forward by Tertullian, writing in Carthage around AD 

200. In Tertullian’s Trinity, Jesus is envisaged as being generated from the Father as logos, … a later 

creation.792 

Along with all ante-Nicene Fathers, Tertullian’s vision of the Holy Trinity did not 
include co-equality 

Christ as Son of God is depicted as completely divine and in his capacity as Son of Man completely 

human. Father, Son and Holy Spirit possess the same substance or essence, yet constitute three 

distinct persons in the mysterious unity of the Trinity. …  

His vision of the Holy Trinity did not include co-equality. For him, and in this he was in agreement 

with all the ante-Nicene Church Fathers, there existed a difference of degree between the persons of 

the divine Triad. In one of his polemical writings Tertullian firmly opposed the co-eternity of the Son. 

… Tertullian presented Christ as inferior to God the Father.793 

ORIGEN (184-254) 

Origen left a rich and varied legacy 

It is well nigh impossible to present a succinct assessment of Origen’s impact on the unfolding of 

ideas concerning Christ and Christianity, so rich and varied is his literary legacy.794 

Origen gives an astonishingly modern impression 

Compared to the style of the Christological discussions offered by earlier Church Fathers, Against 

Celsus795 now and then gives an astonishingly modern impression. The same cannot, however, be said 

of Origen’s famous manual of theology, The First Principles (Peri Archon), composed in Alexandria 

in the 220s. It typifies a hundred years in advance the great abstruse theological debates of the fourth 

century.796 

Origen struggled with the complexities of the trinitarian theology 

Like his forerunners, contemporaries and successors, Origen struggled with the complexities of the 

trinitarian theology. He held that only the Father, the source of the divine, was fully entitled to be 

called ‘the God’ (ho Theos). The Son, the recipient of divinity from the Father, deserved to be known 

only as ‘God’ (Theos) with no definite article (Commentary on John 2.1-2, 12-18).  

In Origen’s view, Father and Son were both almighty, but the Son was the outcome of the limitless 

power of the Father. Both were great, but the Father was greater as he gave a share of his greatness to 

the only-begotten Son, the firstborn of all the creation.797 
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Like all of his predecessors, Origen ended with a subordinationist relationship 
between the Father and the Son 

Origen, like all his precursors, ended up with a subordinationist understanding of the relation between 

the Father and the Son. The Father came first; the Son was the ‘second God’ (deuteros Theos); he 

took the lower place of honour after the Master of the universe, but Father and Son were one in power 

though they differed in their hypostasis or Person.798 

------ 

Origen could not help grading them: the Father was the source of the Son and the Spirit. The Father 

operated, the Son administered, and the Holy Spirit was the divine postman who delivered the gifts. 

… Christ the Son was, as it were, ‘midway between uncreated nature and that of all created things’.799 

The Holy Spirit was associated with the Father and the Son in honour and dignity 

As for the Holy Spirit, Origen declared that it was associated with the Father and the Son in honour 

and dignity, but could not make up his mind whether it was begotten and could be called Son of 

God.800 

God begat Wisdom or Logos eternally as his subordinate image, a “second God” 

Origen believed, as against his predecessors, that God begets his Wisdom or Logos eternally—that 

there never was a time when the Logos did not exist (De prin. 1.2.9). This divine Wisdom, moreover, 

is the complete expression of God’s being. At the same time, Wisdom is not God himself but his 

image, a “second God,” subordinate to the ultimate Father of all. …  

Origen shares Justin’s sense of the need for mediation between God and the visible and spiritual 

creation. His universe too is hierarchical, and consequently the divine does not mix too directly with 

matter. As the Logos mediates God to the soul, so the soul mediates God’s Son to the body. It is the 

necessity for this double mediation which, at least apparently, explains the unique form of Origen’s 

picture of Christ’s person. Jesus is a human being (soul inhabiting body), perfectly united as 

intelligence with its original, the divine Intelligence or Wisdom. 

Origen’s understanding of Christ fits closely together with his Platonist world-picture and with his 

consequent view of the status and character of the Logos801 

Lack of clarity over what it meant that the Logos or Wisdom of God is “divine” 

Everyone understood that the Logos or Wisdom of God was divine. It was not clear, however, exactly 

what that term “divine” meant. For example, it might denote a quality of which there can be degrees, 

and on such an understanding it would be consistent to say that the Logos is divine and yet not God in 

the same sense, to the same degree, as the Father. This understanding seems to be implicit in the 

teaching of Justin and is explicit in that of Origen. We have seen, however, that the hierarchical vision 

of things which such a view involves implies a God who cannot and does not “mix” with the created 

order. It also calls into question the doctrine laid down by Justin himself, that the characteristics of 

deity belong only to one—namely, God himself.802 

The Son is created and is altogether alien from the Father 

The Arians and Anhomoians learnt from Origen. Origen taught in the Peri Archon that the Son cannot 

see the Father, nor the Spirit the Son, nor angels the Spirit, nor men angels; he refused to allow that 

the Son is from the ousia of the Father, for he is altogether alien from the Father, created, and only a 

Son by grace.803 
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The Son’s knowledge of the Father is limited 

Origen declares roundly that no one can see God, nor ever has seen him, not even the Son, but that 

seeing and knowing are two different things; of course the Son knows the Father. … Origen’s 

subordinationism compelled him to limit thus the Son’s knowledge of the Father.804 

ARIUS (256-336) 

Arius triggered the fourth century Trinitarian and Christological debates 

Arius, the Alexandrian presbyter whose public teaching after A.D. 318 occasioned the trinitarian and 

christological debates of the fourth century, was a firm believer not only in the unity of God but also 

in a doctrine of divine transcendence which saw God’s way of being as inconsistent with that of the 

created order. 

Logically enough, therefore, his doctrine of the Logos was so formulated as to express two 

convictions: first, that the Logos cannot be God in the proper sense; second, that the Logos performs 

an essential mediatorial role in the relation of God to world. 

He taught, accordingly, that the Logos belongs to the created order but at the same time that he is a 

quite superior creature, ranking above all others because he was brought into being by God “before 

the ages” to act as the agent of God in creation. It was this doctrine which the Council of Nicaea (A.D. 

325) repudiated in its famous creed, which declared that the Logos is not a creature but is eternally 

born out of God himself and is therefore divine in the same sense as the Father.805 

It is unlikely the Arian controversy blazed forth without preliminary widespread 
support 

It seems likely that by the time Eusebius wrote the Demonstratio, the subject which was to be central 

to the Arian controversy was being widely canvassed. Indeed, it is unlikely on a priori grounds that 

the controversy should have suddenly blazed forth with no preliminary wider spread debate.806 

------ 

Many of the issues raised by the controversy were under lively discussion before Arius and Alexander 

publicly clashed.807 

Origen had some influence on Arius 

[Arius] was eclectic in his philosophy. .. He was not without influence from Origen, but [he] cannot 

seriously be called an Origenist.808 

The Arian views had differences with Origen’s 

The Arian questions presuppose a view of the person of Christ which is quite unlike Origen’s. They 

assume that Logos incarnate is to be understood on the analogy of soul embodied: that Jesus is simply 

divine Logos together with a body and hence that no human soul is involved in his constitution. The 

second assumption is that of a basic inconsistency between God’s way of being and that of human 

persons. They are not merely different but also logically irreconcilable.809 

The Logos/Son is ranked after and below the Father 

[Arius] was determined to put the Logos/Son firmly in his place. He ranked him unquestionably after 

and below the limitlessly powerful and pre-existent Father. The Son was not ungenerated, nor was he 

a part of the unbegotten Father. Unlike the Father who was unoriginated, the Son had an origin. The 
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Son was nothing prior to his birth. He was definitely not a portion of the unbegotten Father; the Father 

produced him from non-existence.810 

Arius set the Father, Son and Holy Spirit within a hierarchy 

Arius had suggested a strong distinction between Father, Son and Holy Spirit and set them within a 

hierarchy. ‘Certainly there is a Trinity,’ he had written, ‘. . but their individual realities do not mix 

with each other and they possess glories of different levels.’811 

Speculation exists on what Arius thought of the Holy Spirit 

Speculation can be indulged about what Arius’ doctrine of the Spirit would be if we knew it, but this 

is a futile exercise. It is enough to say that as he rigorously subordinated the Son to the Father so no 

doubt he subordinated the Holy Spirit to the Son. … The part of Arius’ doctrine which most shocked 

and disturbed his contemporaries was his statement that the Father made the Son ‘out of non-

existence’.812 

Arius saw the New Testament demanding the suffering of a reduced God 

Arian theology is not composed of two disparate parts. It should be clear that the soteriology and the 

cosmology are closely linked: the Arians saw that the New Testament demanded a suffering God, as 

their opponents failed to see. They were convinced that only a God whose divinity was somehow 

reduced must suffer. Hence the radical Arian doctrine of Christ, but hence also the Arian readiness to 

speak of God as suffering. We can see here the attraction of the Arian doctrine. But we can also see 

the high price which it had to pay in order to attain its ends.813 

ATHANASIUS (296-373) 

Athanasius distinguished between the Logos in himself and the Logos with his flesh 
or body 

The patriarch tries to answer the Arian christological challenge by making a distinction between the 

Logos in himself and the Logos with his flesh or body. Tears, hunger, ignorance, and the like do not 

belong to the Logos in himself; they belong to him by virtue of his incarnate state. They are proper to 

the flesh which is proper to the Logos. One might say, therefore, that they belong to him only 

indirectly (though not, for that reason, the less truly). … 

Athanasius had to account for Jesus’ ignorance by suggesting that for purposes of the incarnation the 

Logos restrained himself and did not exhibit his omniscience; he acted “as if” he were a human being. 

This in turn, however, seems—at least to the modern reader—to call into question the full reality of 

Jesus’ humanity. Athanasius was certainly not in the ordinary sense a Docetist. He did not question 

the reality of the flesh which the Logos took. Even so, his position suggests that Jesus was less than a 

complete human being.814 

Athanasius rejected the views of Eusebius of Caesarea 

[Athanasius] perceived that the alternative offered by the heirs of Eusebins of Caesarea, the picture of 

a lesser god created and sent by the inaccessible higher god to suffer in order to bring about this 

healing and restoration, was a completely unsatisfactory one in spite of having some superficial 

attractions such as an appearance of being more faithful to the witness of the Synoptic Gospels.815 
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CONSTANTINE AND THE COUNCIL OF NICAEA (325) 

General Councils were the children of imperial policy 

The history of the period shows time and time again that local councils could be overawed or 

manipulated by the Emperor or his agents. The general council was the very invention and creation of 

the Emperor. General councils, or councils aspiring to be general, were the children of imperial policy 

and the Emperor was expected to dominate and control them. … 

But the Emperor’s authority was not unlimited. He could not indefinitely coerce the consciences of 

the great majority of his subjects.816 

THE COUNCILS CREATED THE REVOLUTION 

The doctrine of the Trinity as taught by Athanasius and the Cappadocians and as finally 

accepted by the Church actually put an abrupt stop to one train of development in doctrine 

and acted as a pruning rather than a developing force.  … 

There is no doubt … that the pro-Nicene theologians throughout the controversy were 

engaged in a process of developing doctrine and consequently introducing what must be 

called a change in doctrine. 

In the middle of the third century Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria, produced in a treatise an 

account of the Son as created which evoked a rebuke from the bishop of Rome but no more. 

At the end of the fourth century such a sentiment would have cost him his see. 

The Apologists of the second century, Irenaeus, Tertullian and Hippolytus all believed and 

taught that, though the Son or Logos was eternally within the being of the Father, he only 

became distinct or prolated or borne forth at a particular point for the purposes of creation, 

revelation and redemption. The result of the great controversy of the fourth century was to 

reject this doctrine as heretical. 

(Search for the doctrine of God, page 872. Bold supplied for emphasis) 

The  theologians who contributed to form the doctrine of the Trinity were carrying out, 

whether they knew it or not, a kind of theological revolution, and one that left to the next 

century the task of squaring this new understanding of God with a belief in the 

Incarnation, a task which they were not very well equipped to perform. 

(Search for the doctrine of God, page 875. Bold supplied for emphasis) 

In the eastern empire, Constantine encountered a Christian church more deeply 
entrenched than anything in the west 

In two major battle in 324, one near the city of Adrianople, Licinius was defeated. Constantine now 

ruled the entire Roman empire, east and west, and to celebrate he set in hand a new imperial capital … 

Constantinople, to be capital first of the eastern empire. … 

In the eastern empire Constantine encountered a Christian church that was much more deeply rooted 

than anything he had found in the west. While only sixteen bishops are known for the whole of Gaul 

for 314, there were perhaps seven or eight hundred in the eastern empire. Furthermore, it was a 

culture that buzzed with speculation on theological issues. At first, like many Roman leaders before 

him, Constantine could not grasp the importance of debate to the Greek mind and how seriously 

doctrinal issues were taken. … 
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In the Greek world there was, as there had been for centuries, a mass of different interpretations of 

Christianity. Did it matter? At one level for Constantine it did not, simply because he could not see 

how anyone could take seriously all the hours spent nit-picking over words. … 

To his annoyance, however, he soon discovered that some disputes were getting so fierce and so 

entangled in issues of authority and personality that they actually threatened the peace of the 

territories he had just won. 

The greatest turbulence centred on a confrontation between Alexander, the Bishop of Alexandria … 

and one of his priests by the name of Arius. 

The debates took on an extraordinary emotional intensity, as most of the participants believed that 

their salvation depended on finding the correct answer.817 

For Constantine, good order was more important than correct doctrine 

Constantine was shrewd enough to accept that the debate was impossible to resolve. His policy was to 

be tolerant of differing beliefs while remaining intolerant of any bishops, such as Athanasius of 

Alexandria, who caused or intensified unrest in their communities. For Constantine, as with most 

emperors, good order was more important than correct doctrine.818 

The conflict between Arius and his Bishop caused Emperor Constantine to intervene 

[Arius said that] the Son … came after the Father and, consequently, he was not eternal. To claim that 

the Son was of the same substance as the Father would make of him a detached part of God, but God, 

being indivisible, cannot be partitioned, reduced in size or diminished. … Arius’ bishop, Alexander of 

Alexandria, held exactly the opposite views. … 

To force Arius to recant, Alexander presented him with a confession formula of orthodoxy, but the 

recalcitrant priest refused to sign it. The obvious consequence of the head-on clash was 

excommunication.819 

------ 

[The] seismic doctrinal upheaval shook the church of Egypt in 318. … The discord spread like 

wildfire and upset the Greek-speaking church, to the utmost annoyance of the peace-seeking 

Constantine, the first Roman emperor who, instead of being an enemy of Christianity, decided to act 

as its patron.820 

------ 

For the emperor … the conflict [between Arius and Alexander] appeared as the outcome of a 

frivolous argument between disputatious clerics. He decided therefore to put an end to the squabble at 

once.821 

------ 

It was in this atmosphere of escalating tension that Constantine sent his closest adviser, the Spanish 

Ossius, Bishop of Cordova, to carry out an investigation. … He realised that the only way to solve the 

issue was to call a larger council under the auspices of the emperor himself.822 

------ 

[Alexander] refused to revoke the excommunication of Arius. … Constantine was not pleased and 

was determined to sort out the chaos without further delay. He convoked and financed an assembly of 

the universal church, the first ever ecumenical council of Christianity. It was planned to take place in 

Ancyra (present day Ankara), but was later relocated to Nicaea in Bithynia (today’s Iznik in Turkey 

on the eastern shore of Lake Iznik) as it was more convenient for the emperor and for the bishops 
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arriving from the west. The excommunications of Eusebius of Caesarea and of Arius were cancelled 

and both attended the council. 

Of the 1,800 invited bishops some 200 to 300 attended. Eusebius puts the number at 220. They were 

almost exclusively from the Greek East. The western church sent only six representatives. … The 

westerners were not greatly interested in this Oriental row.823 

The prevailing convictions were overthrown by the minority at the Council at Nicaea 

Only the Father was fully the God; the Son was only the second or lower God, and the Holy Spirit, 

something vague and unspecific, floating somewhere below the Son. Such a standpoint entailing 

gradation — the term hupodeesteros (‘inferior’) is applied to the Son by Origen (Against Celsus 8.15) 

— was the conviction prevailing in the entire pre-Nicene church. … 

This general view, held by all the leading lights in the church for two and a half centuries and 

reinforced and expressed with unquestionable clarity by Arius and his allies, was challenged, attacked 

and finally overturned by a minority of bishops with the backing of the emperor at the Council of 

Nicaea. Under the influential leadership of the two Alexandrians, Alexander and Athanasius, and with 

the even more weighty support of Constantine, the first ecumenical assembly of the church 

inaugurated an entirely new era in Christian thinking.824 

No church council has ever explained how Christ provided reconciliation 

Note that, while questions about who Christ was came to be the subject of church councils and 

therefore official doctrinal definition in the third and fourth centuries CE, Christ’s work and how his 

entrance into history provided us with reconciliation has never been the subject of doctrinal 

definition.825 

The anti-Arians added that the Son was of the same essence (homousios) as the 
Father 

Eusebius of Caesarea endeavoured to pre-empt the argument and win over the whole assembly for his 

pro-Arian tendency. 

At the end, the anti-Arians, led by the Alexandrian duo, Alexander and Athanasius, came up with the 

magic formula applied to Christ/Son of God/Logos. They asserted that the Son was of the same 

substance or essence (ousia) as the Father, in one word he was homoousios or consubstantial with 

God. 

The expression [homoousios] was not in common theological use before the council. It was not the 

brainchild of Alexander or Athanasius either. …  

Where did the word homoousios come from? … The most satisfactory, if somewhat surprising, 

solution seems to be that in a way it was Arius himself who brought the concept to the notice of the 

fathers of Nicaea. … Arius introduced the adjective homoousios into the Christological debate only to 

discard it straightaway as unsuitable for expressing the orthodox doctrine. … 

With the novel notion of consubstantiality, Arius unwittingly presented his opponents with a standard 

around which they could rally and utter the battle cry embroidered on it: the Son is ‘homoousios’. So, 

together with the phrase ‘only-begotten of the Father, that is of the substance of the Father’, the 

untraditional term was inserted into the Creed on the insistence of the anti-Arian bishops, and all the 

members of the Council were ordered to sign the full text together with the four appended anathemas 

condemning the specific theses of Arius.826 

------ 
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Homoousios was a term taken from Greek philosophy, not from scripture. It had been used by pagan 

writers such as Plotinus to describe the relationship between the soul and the divine. Even the most 

ingenious biblical scholars combing their way through the Old and New Testaments could find no 

Christian equivalent. Quite apart from this the word had actually been condemned by a council of 

bishops meeting in Antioch in 268.827 

------ 

The Nicene statement was to form the core of the Nicene Creed, which forms the basis of faith in the 

Catholic, Orthodox and many Protestant Churches today. Yet no one at the time would have expected 

it to fulfil this function. It was shaped by the concern to deal with the immediate issue of the 

relationship between Son and Father; it said nothing about the Trinity. … 

The word homoousios was clearly an embarrassment and was to be condemned in the years to come. 

… No positive mention of it is found in any text until the Bishop of Alexandria, Athanasius, who had 

attended the council as Alexander’s deacon, revived it in the 350s.828 

------ 

There had been no mention of the Trinity in the Nicene Creed.829 

The Council’s formula could be accepted by both sides 

[Eusebius] put forward a formula that might be acceptable to both sides. … Its success was probably 

the cause of its own weakness. Alexander and his supporters realised that Arius could endorse the 

statement and return to Alexandria to go on preaching as he always had done.830 

SUBORDINATIONISM 

Despite the Nicene Creed, subordinationism persisted 

Despite the assertion of the Nicene Creed that Jesus was one in substance with the Father, the most 

persistent belief — persistent in that it had deep roots in the Christian tradition — was 

subordinationism. Subordinationism was a broad movement that included Arius as well as many 

others who had developed their ideas independently of him, among them earlier scholars such as 

Origen. They believed that Jesus was a later creation by God the Father, of lesser divinity and thus 

subordinate to him in some way. The subordinationists drew their strength from a mass of biblical 

texts that appeared to support their case. … 

The subordinationist argument was set out with some clarity in a creed drawn up by a small group of 

bishops at Sirmium in 357. … [This creed] rejects the term homoousios, not only because it is 

incompatible with the distinction made between Father and Son, but because … it had no support 

from scripture.831 

EUSEBIUS OF NICOMEDIA (died 341) 

Eusebius of Nicomedia supported Arius 

The first name that occurs when we survey those of Arius’ contemporaries who supported him is that 

of Eusebius, bishop of Nicomedia.832 

------ 

[Eusebius of Nicomedia] was a strong supporter of Arius’ theology and … he (or the members of his 

school of thought) had already at an early stage in the controversy gone far to produce a consistent 

and thought-out position on the points under debate.833 
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EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA (263-339) 

Eusebius of Caesarea occupied the middle ground between Arius and Athanasius 

[Eusebius of Caesarea] occupied the middle ground between the vague common opinion reformulated 

with radical clarity by the presbyter Arius and the revolutionary conservative view created by 

Alexander, bishop of Alexandria, and … Athanasius.834 

Eusebius of Caesarea was an early supporter of Arius 

Eusebius, bishop of Caesarea in Palestine, was certainly an early supporter of Arius. He was claimed 

by Arius as a supporter; he wrote several letters on his behalf and attended at least one local synod 

which vindicated his views as orthodox and at another synod [he] was censured and disciplined for 

refusing to condemn propositions ascribed to Arius. 

But he must be placed in a rather different category from the others because from the point of view of 

theology he was a much more important person. He was universally acknowledged to be the most 

scholarly bishop of his day. He left a large body of literary work to posterity. Neither Arians nor anti-

Arians speak evil of him,835 

------ 

We cannot accordingly describe Eusebius as a formal Arian in the sense that he knew and accepted 

the full logic of Arius, or of Asterius’ position. But undoubtedly he approached it nearly. Starting off 

from a position of what might be called modified Origenist theology (i.e. Origen without his doctrine 

of the pre-existence of souls, of a pre-mundane Fall and of the constitution of the Word incarnate), he 

gradually moved towards a theological stance which could be called modified Arianism.836 

Eusebius of Caesarea ranked the Son after and below the Father 

Like all the earlier Church Fathers, [Eusebius] was unwilling to place Father and Son on an equal 

footing in the divine hierarchy. … The Son was ranked after and stood below the Father.837 

------ 

In his view, the pre-eminence of the Father was beyond question. Eusebius persistently avoided 

before, during and after the council the key word (‘consubstantial’) introduced in Nicaea that implied 

coequality between Father and Son. For him, the chief characteristic of the Father was that he was 

unbegotten and supreme. The Son, on the other hand, was the minister of the Father. The primitive 

Christological title pais (Servant) … resurfaced again in Eusebius.838 

------ 

Guided by Origen, Eusebius held the Son to be a ‘second God’, subject to the dominating Lord, God 

the Father.839 

------ 

The birth of the Son was a unique event, not a perpetually lasting process. It followed therefore that 

the Son was not co-eternal with the Father. In turn, the Holy Spirit was left hovering in the shadowy 

background of eternity.840 
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Eusebius of Caesarea admired and supported Origen, but he said the Son had an 
origin 

[Eusebius] was a dedicated admirer and supporter of Origen. … But his theology on the subject of the 

relation between the Father and the Son is markedly different from Origen’s. He makes a strong 

distinction between the unoriginated Father and the Son who has an origin.841 

------ 

Eusebius did not adopt the doctrine of the eternal generation of the Son of his master Origen. Nor 

could he when he wrote the Demonstratio have honestly subscribed to the view that the Son was 

consubstantial with the Father. On the other hand, he specifically disowns the doctrine that the Son 

derived from non-existence.842 

------ 

In his picture of the incarnate Logos [Eusebius of Caesarea] does not follow Origen. The Saviour’s 

human body was a mere instrument used by the Word for his own purposes.843 

Eusebius approved of Logos being described as ‘the second God’ 

Eusebius recalls with approval Philo’s description of the Logos as ‘the second God’. … In the same 

work he says that the substance of the Logos comes second after that of the Father, deriving its source 

from him and fashioned after his image. … 

Moses, says Eusebius. calls Christ ‘sometimes God and Lord, sometimes the angel of God, 

establishing directly that this was not the supreme God, but a second, named God and Lord of 

Godfearing people, but messenger of the supreme Father’. Most of the epiphanies of God m the Old 

Testament are of this second God.’844 

Ever since the New Testament era and throughout the next two centuries, equivocation about the 

divinity of Christ was standard, yet one point was certain. The Son was not recognized as having 

quite the same dignity and standing as God the Father, and the same judgment applied a fortiori to 

the Holy Spirit. Eusebius, like the whole pre-Nicene church, held a subordinationist view, asserting a 

degree difference within the same sacred class in regard to the persons of the Trinity. 

(Christian Beginnings, page 225) 

 

APOLLINARIS (310-390) 

Apollinaris denied that Jesus had a human centre of consciousness 

[Athanasius] does not raise, and so does not explicitly answer, the question [of] whether Jesus did or 

did not have a human center of consciousness. The man who raised that question—and answered it in 

the negative in accordance with the “Logos-flesh” model for the person of Jesus—was Apollinaris of 

Laodicea, a friend of Athanasius and a firm enemy of Arianism. … 

Apollinaris wrote in opposition to the Christology of teachers there who thought of the incarnation as 

a special case of the Logos’ indwelling of a human being. … Apollinaris insists that Jesus is one, “one 

composite nature,” in which flesh and divine intellect share the same life. 

This unity means that even though the body truly is a body it is rightly spoken of as divine, and even 

though the Logos is truly God he is rightly spoken of as human. The human characteristics of Christ 

belong to the Logos, and the divine life is conferred on the body. … He does not forget or ignore a 

human center of life and consciousness in Jesus. He denies it.845 
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JEROME (c. 342-420) 

The “Son of God” is the “Son of Man” 

[Jerome] was particularly clear about the two-fold nature of Christ, of whom he wrote: “The glory of 

the Savior is the gibbet of His triumph. Crucified as man, he is glorified as God. We say this not as 

though we believed that there were two individuals, one God and the other  man, or that there are two 

persons in the Son of God, as some new heresy calumniously teaches. One and the same Son of God 

is also the Son of Man.”846 

Jerome lamented that Arianism continued even after the Council’s decision 

Despite the victory of the Catholics at the council, heresy continued to spread among the bishops and 

the people. Years later, St. Jerome lamented, “The whole world woke up one morning, lamenting and 

marvelling to find itself Arian.”847 

------ 

It was concerning this last council (Ariminum, 359) that St. Jerome wrote, “the whole world groaned 

and marvelled to find itself Arian”. For the Latin bishops were driven by threats and chicanery to sign 

concessions which at no time represented their genuine views.848 

THE ANTIOCHENE SCHOOL 

The human Jesus suffered, not the Logos 

“The Antiochene school” opposed the doctrine that there were “two natures” in Christ, the divine 

Logos on the one hand, and a complete human being, Jesus of Nazareth, on the other. … 

Their answer was rather that it was the human being who suffered and not the Logos at all. In 

consequence, they insisted on two subjects of attribution in Christ. Where Apollinaris spoke of “one 

hypostasis” (that is, one objective reality) and “one nature,” the Antiochenes insisted that in Christ 

there were two hypostases and two natures.849 

THEODORE OF MOPSUESTIA (350-428) 

The incarnation represents a very special kind of indwelling 

[Theodore] argues that the incarnation represents a very special kind of indwelling, which makes it 

possible to speak of Jesus as a human being who truly shares the divine sonship of the Logos in a way 

that no prophet, apostle, or saint can. In Jesus, God dwells “as in a Son,” he says. The Logos unites 

himself to Jesus from the moment of Jesus’ conception, and as Jesus’ human life goes on, maturing 

and fulfilling itself more and more through his struggle against evil, the reality of this union comes to 

fuller and fuller expression until, in the resurrection, the human being and the Logos show that they 

have always been, so to speak, one functional identity— one prosopon or, to use the inadequate 

English equivalent, one “person.” … 

For Theodore and his followers, there are always two subjects in Christ. They express this belief by 

speaking indifferently of two “hypostases” (i.e., objective realities) or of two “natures.” By the latter 

term they meant not two abstract essences but two concrete realities of different kinds. The divine 

“nature,” for them, means the Logos, and the human “nature” means the man whom the Logos joined 

to himself.850 
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EMPEROR THEODOSIUS’ INTERVENTION IN 381 

Arianism officially ended in 381 when Emperor Theodosius I made it illegal 

Despite the decision obtained by the victorious pro-homoousios party, the Christological struggle 

continued for over half a century. At times the Arian opposition triumphed. …  

The end came in 381 when Emperor Theodosius I made the profession of Arianism illegal. Thereafter 

consubstantiality carried the day and went on to feed the kind of philosophically based dogmatic 

evolution that was launched at Nicaea.851 

In 381, the emperor imposed the Nicene faith 

On 10 January 381, the emperor [Theodosius] issued a letter to Eutropius … asking him to impose the 

Nicene faith across his provinces. … It was sweeping document, imposing uniformity of belief such 

as no one had known before.852 

Riots broke out after expulsions that followed the Council of Constantinople (381) 

The expulsion of bishops of unorthodox views which followed the decisions of the Council of 

Constantinople of 381 provoked riots in many parts of the Empire.853 

 

The nebulous speculative circle closed itself around a figure perceived, despite the vocal 

admission of his humanity, more and more as a transcendent God rather than a real human 

being of flesh and blood. 

From Nicaea until the age of the Reformation and beyond, the Christian religion was 

primarily governed by intellectual and indeed philosophical assent, by adherence to the 

orthodox dogma of the church. 

By contrast, the piety preached and practised by Jesus, consisting of a total surrender of the 

self to God and a constant search for his Kingdom through limitless devotion and trust, was 

relegated to a supporting role. 

(Christian Beginnings, page 234) 

 

NESTORIUS (386-451) 

Nestorius saw Jesus as a conjunction of two natures 

Arians taught that Christ was a created being. To refute this and other points, Nestorius argued that 

the Godhead joined with the human rather as if a man entered a tent or put on clothes. Instead of 

depicting Christ as one unified person, Nestorius saw him as a conjunction of two natures so distinct 

as to be different persons who had merged. 

Nestorius refused to call Mary the “Mother of God.” Her baby was very human, he said. Jesus’ human 

acts and sufferings were of his human nature, not his Godhead. To say Mary was Mother of God was 

to say God had once been a few hours old. “God is not a baby two or three months old,” he argued. 

He never denied that Christ was divine. On the contrary, it was to protect Christ’s divinity that he 

argued as he did, lest it be lost in worship of the human child. The divine nature could not be born of a 

woman. Nestorius’ refusal to use the term “theotokus,” Mother of God, led to a big argument. He 

pointed out that the apostles and early church fathers never employed the word. But he could not 
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resolve the issue so as to bring into focus the Jesus we know from scripture who is completely and 

truly both God and man.854 

THE COUNCIL OF EPHESUS (431) 

Nestorius’ dualism condemned as heretical 

The disagreement between the proponents of Theodore’s Christology and the defenders of the 

Athanasian-Apollinarian tradition came to a head in the second quarter of the fifth century. … 

The question was whether it is proper to say that the divine Logos was born of a human mother—

whether, in short, the Logos is the ultimate subject of the human attributes of Jesus. Nestorius’s 

answer was no. It was, in his view, the human being Jesus who was in the proper sense born of Mary, 

just as it was the human being Jesus who suffered, died, and was raised. Nestorius’s sermon was 

therefore an open challenge to the Christology of the Alexandrian tradition. It laid out the doctrine 

that Jesus is a human being who is intimately and completely indwelt by the Logos. Cyril of 

Alexandria (378-444) responded quickly. He exhorted Nestorius by letter to change his views. … 

The debate between Nestorius’s christological dualism and Cyril’s christological monism came to a 

head at the Council of Ephesus (431), where both sides were represented but met separately and 

mutually excommunicated each other. The imperial authorities, however, ultimately recognized the 

meeting over which Cyril had presided as the legitimate council; accordingly, Nestorius was sent into 

exile, his doctrine of “two sons” condemned as heretical.855 

AUGUSTINE (354-430) 

Augustine held to the Latin formulation of the Trinity 

The Father is the principle of the Godhead and alone is unoriginate. The Son is both begotten from 

eternity and sent into the world in time by the Father. The Spirit both proceeds eternally from God and 

is given temporally to the Church.856 

------ 

Over against the Greek formulation from Nicea of one essence (ousia), three substances (hypostases), 

Augustine preferred the expression in Latin which was one essence (essentia), three persons 

(personae).857 

------ 

As the Father is the principle of the Godhead, the Son receives the Godhead entirely from the Father 

and so whatever may be said of his substance belongs to him “of God,” e.g., God of God, true light of 

true light, wisdom of wisdom, and even Word of Word. Nevertheless, the terms Word and Wisdom 

are especially proper to the Son. Also, as the Spirit proceeds from God the Father and as the Son 

receives everything of the Father, including this procession, the Spirit also proceeds from the Son. No 

temporal distinction is possible in this eternal procession from Father and Son 858 
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PELAGIUS (360-418) 

Pelagius was a moralist and not much of a theologian 

It is common to say that Pelagius was a moralist and not much of a theologian. There is perhaps this 

much truth to the commonplace: Pelagius was a clearer and more explicit moralist than theologian.859 

Pelagius wanted to be known as a Catholic who believed in the Trinity 

Pelagius … wishes first to be an orthodox theologian of the Catholic Church and to be known as such. 

His early writings on the Trinity make it clear that he is tolerant of no doctrine of God save a 

Trinitarian one which upholds the unity of substance and distinguishes the persons. …  

It is clear that as a theological writer, Pelagius has no intention other than to think in and with the 

Catholic Church.860 

Pelagius tolerated only Trinitarian and Christological orthodoxy 

[Pelagius] sent his Libellus fidei to Pope Innocent after receiving the discouraging news in early 417 

that the pope had confirmed his condemnation by the African synods. After assuring the pope at very 

great length of his Trinitarian and Christological orthodoxy, Pelagius comes to issues a bit closer to 

home..861 

------ 

It must be remembered that Pelagius was nothing if not concerned to be a teacher in and of the 

Catholic Church, as is shown by his numerous polemical references to heretics whom the Church had 

condemned, by his treatise on the Trinity in which the anti-Arian interest is prominent.862 

THE COUNCIL OF EPHESUS (449) 

The Council of Ephesus (449) degenerated into violence and intimidation 

In 449, Dioscorus masterminded his own council in Ephesus to which the Bishop of Rome, Leo, 

contributed a compromise formula. But his episcopal statement … came close to Nestorius’ original 

proposal and Dioscorus would not even allow it to be read. 

The council then degenerated into violence and intimidation. The Bishop of Constantinople, Flavian, 

was beaten up and died soon afterwards; Leo, furious at his rejection, denounced the fractious 

assembly as ‘a robber council’863 

POPE LEO AND THE COUNCIL OF CHALCEDON (451) 

A formula of Christological language 

The original controversy was renewed in Constantinople in 448 as a result of the condemnation of a 

monk named Eutyches who taught that Christ had only “one nature after the union.” … Leo I (“the 

Great”), then head of the Roman church, … [condemned] the teachings of Eutyches. … 

Leo set out the view of the person of Christ which had become traditional in the West. Using the 

language of Tertullian, Leo held that Christ was one “person” having two natures, each of which was 

the principle of a distinct mode of activity. To a traditional Alexandrian, his language would have 

seemed strongly dualistic, but the letter makes clear Leo’s conviction that the inner, ontological
864

 

identity of Christ is the Logos himself. … 

Leo, therefore, labeling the council a “robber synod,” insisted upon the authority of the Roman church 

and demanded another council to set matters right. It was only with the death of Emperor Theodosius 
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II and the accession of Marcian to the imperial throne in the East that Leo’s demand was met. Marcian 

called a council to meet at Chalcedon. … 

The Roman delegates were committed to the view that Leo’s Tome was the authoritative, and hence 

decisive, document. The majority of the Eastern bishops, however, stood in the tradition of Cyril of 

Alexandria and favored the position taken by his council at Ephesus in 431, which had affirmed that 

the creed of the Council of Nicaea (325) was sufficient for the determination of christological 

problems. The emperor, on the other hand, urgently desired a fresh pronouncement which would settle 

the christological debates that were dividing his subjects. 

The product of these various pressures was a document which took careful account of all of them. The 

“Definition” of the Council of Chalcedon begins with an affirmation that the truth about the person of 

Christ and the mystery of redemption is satisfactorily stated in the creed of Nicaea as confirmed and 

expanded in the creed attributed to the Council of Constantinople of 381. It goes on, however, to 

explicit condemnation of Apollinarianism, Nestorianism, and Eutychianism—that is, to the extreme 

forms of both the Antiochene and Alexandrian christological traditions. 

It emphasizes the unity of Christ. He is identified as the one divine Son, who possesses at once 

complete deity and complete humanity. At the same time, however, it insists not (with the Formula of 

Reunion) that Christ is “out of two natures” but that Christ exists “in two natures,” which are neither 

divided from each other nor confused with each other. At the level of language, therefore, the 

“Definition” accepts the central emphases of both the Antiochene and the Alexandrian schools. Jesus 

Christ is “one hypostasis” but “in two natures,” that is, he is a single reality, the divine Logos, existing 

as such, and at the same time existing as a human being. 

This formula, the final product of the classical christological controversies, is essentially a rule of 

christological language. Its terms are not calculated to picture the way in which Jesus is put together. 

Rather, they are calculated to explain how it is proper to speak of him.865 

The Council at Chalcedon (451) was headed by the emperor and his senior officials, 
not by church leaders 

[Emperor] Marcian summoned yet another council, which eventually met in 451 at Chalcedon. The 

acta of the council are remarkable for being headed not by the names of church leaders but by that of 

the emperor and a list of his senior officials. Marcian began by asking the bishops to provide their 

own statement, but when it arrived, his legal advisers condemned it as muddled and not much 

different from what had been agreed at the ‘robber council’. The imperial officials now drew up their 

own document, which, in order to reconcile Leo to the process, incorporated his tome as well as some 

of Cyril’s assertions.866 

Chalcedon was the first time a Bishop of Rome successfully intervened in making 
Church doctrine 

In the west, the Chalcedonian settlement was seen as a triumph for Leo. It was, in fact, the very first 

time a Bishop of Rome had successfully intervened in the making of Church doctrine.867 

The formula from the Council at Chalcedon (451) achieved very little and did not 
amount to a positive solution 

The ‘Chalcedonian formula’ that the officials produced acknowledged that Jesus was both truly God 

and truly man, of the same substance with the Father in the Godhead but also in one substance with 

‘us’ in manhood, except as regarded sin. Mary was confirmed as theotokos, the bearer of God. Yet 

within the single hypostasis — person — of Jesus, there were two natures, human and divine, which 

existed as distinct, ‘without change, without division, without separation’. This explained nothing. … 

The Chalcedonian definition was a fairly limited achievement. … It did not amount to a positive 

solution.868 
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Factions emerged in Egypt and Syria that firmly rejected Chalcedon 

The debate had never been as heated in the west. … In the east, however, the council proved to be … 

a monumental disaster. The Alexandrian clergy could not believe that the council had accepted a 

formula that was so close to Nestorius’ belief, and in Egypt and Syria hardline factions emerged that 

firmly rejected Chalcedon.869 

------ 

In response to the council’s decision, the anti-Chalcedonians now set up their own Churches, resulting 

in the Coptic Church in Egypt and the Jacobite Church in Syria. They preached that Jesus had only 

one nature, even though this contained both divine and human elements, in contrast to the ‘two 

nature’ formula of Chalcedon.870 

EMPEROR JUSTINIAN 

Emperor Justinian [c. 530] ordered all to come forward for Christian baptism 

[Emperor] Justinian also tried to find a solution to the theological controversy that was splitting his 

empire. He was not a theologian but, like his predecessors, he believed in religious unity under the 

auspices of an emperor appointed by God. His famous law codes were issued in the joint names of 

Lord Jesus Christ and the emperor himself. In one of his laws of the 530s, he ordered all to come 

forward for Christian baptism. ‘Should they disobey, let them know that they will be excluded from 

the state and will no longer have any rights of possession, neither goods or property; stripped of 

everything. … The death penalty was decreed for all who followed pagan cults.871 

Justinian’s attempts were marred by internal debate over the Chalcedon formula 

[Justinian’s] determined attempt to create a unified Christian state was marred by the continuing 

debate over the Chalcedon formula.872 

Justinian’s Council of Constantinople (553) was a disaster 

When Justinian called a council to Constantinople in 553, it proved a disaster.873 

COUNCILS OF THE FIFTH AND SIXTH CENTURIES 

Origenism condemned by second-rate Councils in 400, 543 and 649 

Origenism was condemned at the Council of Alexandria in 400 and again by another Council in 

Constantinople in 543, at which the emperor Justinian inspired an edict denouncing Origen’s errors. 

The same Council and the one held in 649 at the Lateran pilloried Origen together with the arch-

heretics Arius, Nestorius and Eutyches. The greatest mind and the most creative thinker of early 

Christianity was anathematized by the church of second-rate followers.874 
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Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, and Origen were treated as heretics 

Tertullian was a layman, and so too was Clement. As for Origen, the validity of the priestly 

ordination conferred on him in Palestine was called into question by his local ecclesiastical superior, 

Demetrius, bishop of Alexandria. Despite their brilliance, or perhaps because of it, all three were 

treated as heretics either in their lifetime or after their death 

(Christian Beginnings, page 200) 

 

 

 

 

IMPERIAL COUNCILS DEFINED CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE 

Imperial councils, often unrepresentative, were given the special status as ecumenical 

All these so-called councils — the Council of Nicaea of 325, the Council of Constantinople of 381, 

the Council of Ephesus in 431 and the Council of Chalcedon of 451 — which had been subject to 

imperial pressures and in many cases had been unrepresentative of the Church as a whole, were now 

given special status as ecumenical, i.e. of the whole Church, councils.875 

Apart from Ephesus (431), emperors defined Christian doctrine 

With the possible exception of Ephesus in 431, when the machinations and bribery of Cyril shaped the 

proceedings and led the way to his desired outcome, it was the emperors who had actually defined 

Christian doctrine.876 

------ 

It is impossible to believe that the Church would itself have come to an enforceable consensus on the 

Trinity if an emperor had not provided the legal framework within which the Nicenes could be 

privileged over the various groups of ‘heretics’ who opposed them. 

Theodosius’ role was crucial. His powers and status as a quasi-divine figure transcended those of his 

rivals in any case, but the Church was beset by its own internal tensions, which would have precluded 

consensus. What Theodosius achieved was the championing of one Christian faction over another and 

the strengthening of its position by ostracising its rivals, both Christian and pagan.877 

THE REVOLUTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH APOSTLE PAUL 

Paul’s acceptability fluctuated through the centuries 

In the Greek world, in the first century AD, Paul’s letters and theology had laid the foundations for a 

Christianity that took root outside Judaism. Later he became less influential. 

In the second century he had been championed by Marcion, but Marcion had been declared a heretic. 

The Church father Tertullian went so far as to call Paul ‘the apostle of the heretics’.
  

Paul suffered further by becoming associated with Gnosticism, a movement rejected by the 

mainstream Church in the third century, and with the despised Manicheans, who placed him second to 

Mani as a religious leader. As a result, many theologians wrote their works without any reference to 

Paul, and those that have survived often concern his personality rather than his letters. … 

At the beginning of the fourth century, when Constantine built the first great churches of Rome, that 

erected in honour of St Peter was one of the largest, while the supposed place of Paul’s martyrdom on 

the road to Ostia was marked by no more than a small shrine. 
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It is only in the final decades of the fourth century that Paul became of interest in the west. In the 

380s, a massive basilica was built around his shrine, financed by many Christian grandees, including 

Theodosius himself.878 

------ 

From the evidence of the letter of Clement to Corinth and the writings of Justin Martyr, Christianity in 

Rome was deeply committed to its Jewish roots/ and, when it did not outright reject Paul, it relegated 

him to a very minor place in Christian thought.879 
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FORMATIVE CHRISTIANITY’S 
SOTERIOLOGICAL THEMES 

REVOLUTIONS 

Dramatic mutations during the turbulence of Christianity’s first four centuries 

Jesus of Nazareth announced the good news that God was about to redeem the world. Some 350 years 

later, the church taught that the far greater part of humanity was eternally condemned. The earliest 

community began by preserving the memory and the message of Jesus; within decades of his death, 

some Christians asserted that Jesus had never had a fleshly human body at all.  

The church that claimed the Jewish scriptures as its own also insisted that the god who had said “Be 

fruitful and multiply” now actually meant “Be sexually continent.” 

Some four centuries after Paul’s death, his conviction that “All Israel will be saved” (Rm 11.26) 

served to support the Christian belief that the Jews were damned. 

What accounts for this great variety in ancient Christian teachings? The short answer is: dramatic 

mutations in Christian ideas about sin. As these ideas grew and changed in the turbulence of 

Christianity’s first four centuries, so too did others: ideas about God, about the physical universe, 

about the soul’s relation to the body, about eternity’s relation to time; ideas about Christ the 

Redeemer—and, thus, ideas about what people are redeemed from.
880

 

Each succeeding thinker introduced further revolutions 

For [Valentinus, Marcion, and Justin], Christ redeemed from death and, thus, from sin; but each 

imagined this redemption differently. The saved Valentinian or Marcionite Christian escaped the 

realm of sinful flesh at and through physical death, ascending as living spirit through the heavens to 

the realm of the high god and his Son. The redeemed Christian according to Justin, however, received 

flesh back again in a bodily resurrection, in a restored Jerusalem, at the end of time: when it came, the 

kingdom would arrive on earth. 

With Origen of Alexandria (187-254), our third-century theologian, and with Augustine of Hippo 

(354-430), our late fourth-/early fifth-century thinker, this ancient Christian conversation about sin 

alters markedly.881 

The soteriologies of Origen and Augustine are fundamentally different 

Soteriology of Origen and Augustine, at least in their final outcome, are fundamentally different, even 

conflicting. Origen believes that the whole creation will be saved through apocatastasis to the original 

condition, while Augustine teaches that only those chosen by God’s grace will achieve salvation.882 

Augustine was less speculative than Origen 

As a bishop, Augustine had political and institutional incentives to be clearer about doctrine—and 

certainly less speculative—than Origen had ever had to be: by Augustine’s day, doctrine translated 

into public policy, bishops were a species of Roman magistrate, and imperial agents clarified 

theological disputes by force. His first-order awareness of the sexual, social, and political dimensions 

of human life profoundly affected the ways that Augustine understands sin.883 

Augustine came of age theologically at the time of the Origenist controversy 

Augustine came of age theologically in the late 390s/early 400s, just as the storm of the Origenist 

controversy burst upon—and blew apart—the pan-Mediterranean community of orthodox 

theologians. Theories of the soul’s pre-existence seemed suddenly uncomfortably close to heresy: 
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Western tradition increasingly leaned toward seeing soul and body as beginning life together at the 

same time.884 

Augustine’s defence of God’s justice differed from Origen’s defence  

Origen had defended God’s justice in visiting the consequences of sin on all rational beings by 

positing a corporate idea. Souls … existed individually from eternity; all souls, except that of Jesus, 

sinned. Since all sinned, God was just in putting all into material bodies. … 

Augustine defends God’s justice by positing a new and different corporate idea, that of “human 

nature.” Adam indeed sinned as a discrete individual; but as the prime ancestor of the entire race, 

Adam had all humanity in some special way “in” him. His sin was “our” sin and “we” sinned when he 

sinned because in him, “our nature sinned.” In this way, according to Augustine, God’s [punitive] 

justice fell on all humans equally.
 
That punishment affected both body and soul. As a result of 

Adam’s fall, the human body was made mortal, subject to death.885 

Augustine’s thousand-year reign of the saints differed sharply from Justin and from 
general Christian millenarianism 

Centuries earlier Justin Martyr … had affirmed that the saints would be raised in their fleshly bodies, 

that they would gather in Jerusalem, and that they would reign there with Christ for a thousand years. 

Augustine … too, holds that the thousand-year reign of the saints occurs on earth. But Augustine’s 

interpretation of these traditions differs sharply from that of Justin, and from the traditions of 

Christian (and especially of North African) millenarianism more generally. The kingdom is indeed 

linked to Christ’s return in the body, he claims; but that event had already occurred centuries earlier, 

back in the first generation of the apostles, when the church—which is the body of Christ—arrived at 

Pentecost (20.6-9).886 

Augustine turned the second-century position on the Jews’ blood sacrifices on its 
head 

Second-century gentile Christians, on the other hand, decades after the Roman destruction of 

Jerusalem, rebuked Jews for having ever indulged in anything so blatantly “pagan” as blood 

sacrifices. God had instituted his own sacrificial protocols in the wake of the incident with the Golden 

Calf, taught Justin Martyr, only as “an accommodation, . . . so that you would not serve idols” The 

matrix of the blood sacrifice was pagan worship, pagan culture, said these theologians; it had never 

been appropriate to the worship of the true god. … 

Augustine turned this anti-Jewish trope887 on its head. The Bible did not dissemble, he insisted. If it 

portrayed God as commanding these offerings, then these offerings are what God had wanted, and 

they had been appropriate and good. But why? Since God obviously has no need of sacrifices, says 

Augustine, their purpose must have been pedagogical. … Jewish blood sacrifices, understood 

historically, prefigured substantially the incarnate Christ’s sacrifice of himself. 

Justin had said much the same, but he had drawn the further lesson that Christ alone was the true 

sacrifice; Jewish sacrifices, he therefore concluded, were wrong.888 

Denunciation of Origen, including ultimately by Jerome 

We find a certain calm settling down upon the Church after the Council of Constantinople, and an 

unwillingness to reopen the subjects of strife. … [But] subjects of dispute arose, the Christian 

community being saturated with Greek contentiousness. The first of these related to Origenism. 

… The doctrines which they connected with Origen were taken from his most important work, the “on 

First Principles.” They were mainly (1) his expressions relating to the subordination of the Son to the 
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Father, and (2) his eschatology. As to the first of these,  … they spoke of him as the father of Arius; as 

to the second, they fastened upon his speculative ideas, that the coming of men’s souls into this world 

was a fall from a previous state of being; that men may rise into an angelic state; that the material 

body is destined to pass away; and that in the consummation of all things all spiritual beings, 

including the fallen angels, will be schooled into obedience, so that the universe may be brought back 

into harmony. … 

Pope Anastasius who condemned him in 404 says plainly that he knows neither who Origen was nor 

when he lived. …  

[Origen’s] views were most widely spread in Egypt. … Theophilus, Bishop of Alexandria, at first was 

generally favourable to Origen, as was also Jerome; but … he turned against Origenism in a fanatical 

and persecuting temper.889 

------ 

The second great controversy in which Jerome was engaged at this period [393–403] relates to 

Origenism, about which a great controversy had arisen at Alexandria, leading to its condemnation by 

the Bishops of Palestine and Cyprus in the East, and by the Pope and the Bishop of Milan and others 

in the West.890 

------ 

The monks in the deserts near Alexandria were divided, some holding Origenistic views, and some 

those of an opposite tendency and verging upon Anthropomorphism. Theophilus, the Bishop of 

Alexandria, at first sided with the Origenists, but afterwards turned against them, and became their 

relentless persecutor.891 

Origen’s and Augustine’s theologies and fates differed sharply 

According to Origen, Paul’s message was that all will be saved; according to Augustine, Paul’s 

message was that all should be damned.  

According to Origen, all rational beings by definition have free will; according to Augustine, 

humanity left to its own devices can only sin.  

According to both Origen and Augustine, God’s two great moral attributes are justice and mercy. But 

Origen’s god expresses these attributes universally and simultaneously: God is both just and merciful. 

Augustine’s god expresses these attributes serially and selectively: he is either just or merciful.  

For Origen, even Satan will at last attain redemption; for Augustine, even infants, if unbaptized, go to 

hell.  

And their ultimate fates as doctors of the church differed no less sharply than did their signature 

theological views. Augustine the late Latin bishop and renowned controversialist became a saint, and 

one of the premier authorities of western Christendom. Origen, lay intellectual and Christian martyr, 

was ultimately condemned as a heretic, his great literary legacy destroyed.892 

------ 

For Origen, redeemed rational beings form a radically egalitarian “society,” since the scrupulously 

fair God had made all souls in the atemporal beginning “out of one lump,” with the selfsame ability to 

freely choose. Augustine’s heavenly society has gender, ranks, and status. People who were virgins, 

or who were martyrs, will have a higher “grade of honor” than those who were not.893 

------ 
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The scope of redemption is much wider for Origen, who reckons the whole embodied higher cosmos, 

not only humanity, as the object of Christ’s saving mission; for Augustine, the sole focus of Christ’s 

mission was humanity alone.894 

------ 

Perhaps the greatest difference between Origen and Augustine is the temperament of their respective 

gods. Origen’s god loves his entire creation, and acts to save every individual being. Augustine’s god, 

justly angry at sin, redeems only a small number of people, just enough to display his mercy.895 

WESTERN AND EASTERN SALVATION PATTERNS: 
Legal versus Mystical 

Two basic patterns: juridical or legal (Western Church) and participation or deification 
(Eastern) 

It is typical among some scholars to speak of two basic patterns in the patristic period for understanding 

salvation: a juridical or legal pattern (strongly represented in the Western Church) that focused on 

forgiveness of sins, and a more Eastern pattern that saw salvation as participation in God or 

deification.896 

The West leant towards juridical, whereas the East tended towards mystical or 
personal 

I [Donald Fairbairn] suggest that the Western Church fathers did lean noticeably (but not exclusively) 

toward the juridical pattern, and that Eastern theologians tended toward either the mystical or the 

personal pattern.897 

During the patristic age, the dogma of redemption was conducted along two main 
lines 

Development of the dogma that the redemption underwent during the patristic age was along two 

main lines, depending on the phase of salvation stressed. Following the lead of St. Paul, the Latins and 

particularly St. Augustine, insisted on the medicinal character of divine grace, and, as a consequence, 

emphasized the atoning value and efficacy of Christ’s death, by which grace was restored. This is 

what later theologians were to label the realist or moral theory of redemption. 

The Greek Fathers, on the contrary, consistently with their conception of grace as an elevation to a 

superior life, as a deification, used similar expressions in their teaching on the atonement. The death 

of the Saviour, although not losing its significance entirely, is relegated to a secondary place. In this 

scheme, it is the Incarnation which is all important. Human nature, by its contact with the divinity in 

the person of the Logos, was deified. … 

On this foundation, a theory of the atonement was elaborated which has come to be known as physical 

or mystical.898 

Two patterns of deification, or participation in God 

In the patristic period, there were at least two very distinct ways of understanding deification or 

participation in God, and therefore one should speak not of two overall patterns, but of at least three 

patterns.899 
------ 

In the early Church there were at least two very different ways of understanding deification or 

participation in God. 
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On one hand is an understanding that focuses primarily (almost never exclusively) on participation in 

what later Eastern theology calls God’s “energies”. … In this understanding, salvation consists of 

sharing in God’s qualities or characteristics, and in particular, sharing in God’s incorruptible life. … 

On the other hand, however, is an understanding of salvation that uses the same words—

”participation” and “deification”—but understands these words primarily in personal terms. … Their 

dominant emphasis falls on our sharing in the personal communion between the persons of the 

Trinity. To be deified, in this view, … is to be adopted as God’s child, and therefore to share in the 

warm communion that the natural Son of God has with his Father.900 

The juridical and participatory views understand “adoption” differently 

Here one should note that the juridical way of understanding salvation also emphasizes adoption, but 

that view understands the word “adoption” primarily in a legal way, as an indication of the believer’s 

changed status before God. In contrast, the participatory understanding of adoption concentrates on 

the personal aspect of adoption/salvation—the believer’s sharing in the very fellowship that unites the 

Father and the Son.901 

THE REVOLUTION OF “ORIGINAL SIN” 

The significance of “original sin” 

The doctrine of original sin remains the pivot of Christian beliefs.902 

------ 

The concept of original sin answered a range of questions for Christian theologians. By locating the 

origin of evil in human beings rather than divine agency, the idea of original sin partly resolved the 

dilemma of how to balance God’s goodness and the fact of evil—what in an intellectual argument is 

called a theodicy.903 

The gradual evolution of “Original Sin” 

The idea of original sin is a post-New Testament development.904 

------ 

The Christian concept of original sin grew incrementally during the first four centuries of the church’s 

tradition. When fully developed, this idea attributed the universality of human sinfulness to the 

inheritance of sin and its beginning to the disobedience of Adam and Eve.905 

First century 

The Didache is an anonymous manual of Christian instruction originating in the late first century or 

early second century. … . The Didache’s assumption of adult baptism offers evidence that its author 

did not suppose human beings were in need of divine forgiveness at birth.906 

------ 

Hermas, another apostolic father of the late first century… authored a work called The Shepherd. The 

author writes that sin leads to death. … Hermas means personal sin, acts of wrongdoing resulting 

from personal choice. Infants are innocent of personal sin. Hermas makes no reference to Adam and 

Eve.907 

------ 
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The first-century writer of the Epistle of Barnabas, argued explicitly that the souls of children are 

entirely innocent and born without sin. … In his case, Adam is left invisible and Eve is responsible for 

sin.908 

------ 

Ignatius of Antioch (d. 107) was a second-century bishop and author of several pastoral letters held in 

high esteem in the early tradition. Ignatius’s concern with sin was christological. Christ, the source of 

redemption, saves persons from sin. … the conception of sin as an inherited condition was not yet on 

the horizon.909 

Second century 

Clement of Alexandria (d. 215) dealt with sin in the context of redemption. … Clement referred to 

inheritance more as humankind’s inheritance of Adam’s bad example, not the sin itself. … Clement 

did not interpret Adam’s sin in legal categories. He saw Adam’s sin as his refusal to be educated by 

God, not his disobedience of a command.910 

------ 

Some Christian Gnostics proposed that the sin of Genesis 3 occurred in the heavenly realm. The fall 

was the descent of the soul from the eternal realm into the historical realm. In the material world, 

human beings are incapable of avoiding sin. Sin is inevitable. In the Gnostic view, what human beings 

need is liberation from the material world. This liberation comes first in the form of a saving 

knowledge (Greek gnosis).911 

------ 

Justin Martyr (d. 165) … took Adam and Eve’s sin as the prototype of personal sin. For everyone 

who follows, “each man sinned by his own fault.” The basic sin is disobedience against God’s will. 

Two other second-century apologists, Tatian and Theophilus, shared Justin’s view, finding in Adam’s 

act nothing more than a type of the disobedience of the race.912 

------ 

Irenaeus of Lyons (d. 200) stands in contrast to what became the dominant Christian perspective 

shaped by Augustine in the fifth century. … 

He rejected an interpretation of Genesis 3 as the story of a cosmic fall. Irenaeus interpreted the story 

simply as one of disobedience. Adam’s act was like the impulsive act of a child. Irenaeus thought of 

sins as growing pains and mistakes.913 

There are texts where [Irenaeus] says that in Adam we all sinned; that Satan made us his captives in 

Adam.914 

Third century 

In the first century C.E., baptism was the central initiation ritual. It confirmed an individual’s 

conversion and response to the proclamation of the risen Christ. By the third century, however, the 

practice of infant baptism was firmly in place… .[Tertullian d. 228].posed a basic question: How 

could an infant be guilty and in need of baptism, when an infant has not yet committed personal sins? 

That Tertullian posed his question offers evidence that the notion of an inherited sin—distinct from 

personal or actual sin—was not yet embedded in the theological horizon of the early church writers.915 

------ 
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For [Tertullian (d. 220)], the story [of Genesis 3] revealed a historical sin and historical fall from 

which two consequences resulted, one in the historical realm, the other in the inner realm of human 

nature. … 

Tertullian thought that Adam’s sin introduced an irrational element into human nature. … Tertullian’s 

bias toward sin is not the equivalent of original sin as actual sin, as it will be understood later in the 

tradition. … 

Tertullian did not see the need for baptizing infants. In other words, this inclination toward sin due to 

Adam was not itself a sin for which forgiveness was required. 

Baptism for adults, Tertullian argued, removes the guilt of personal sin and thus the penalty for it. It 

washes the sins of blindness away, restoring human beings to the likeness of God lost through sin.916 

------ 

Cyprian (d. 258) … described Adam’s sin as a “primeval contagion” inherited by each person through 

their physical conception, that is, by sexual intercourse. … Because each person is born with Adam’s 

sin, each is in need of divine forgiveness. Baptism cleanses the stain of this contagion and imparts 

divine forgiveness for it.917 

------ 

Origen (d. 299) correlated infant baptism with sin and explicitly named the sin “original sin.” He 

answered the obvious theological question raised by offering infants the forgiveness of baptism: What 

kind of sin could exist in an infant? “All are tainted with the stain of original sin which must be 

washed off by water and the spirit.”918 

Fourth century 

Didymus the Blind (d. 399) … contributed to consensus that Adam’s sin was transmitted through 

sexual intercourse. … Because Jesus’ conception was not through the sexual intercourse of his 

parents, his nature was not stained with Adam’s sin. In contrast to later theological views, Didymus 

believed that baptism restored human beings to the way they were first made.919 

------ 

The Cappadocian Fathers, Gregory of Nazianzus (d. 389), Gregory of Nyssa (d. 399), and John 

Chrysostom (d. 407), share the view that humankind shares Adam’s fall but that infants were exempt 

from sin.920 

------ 

Gregory of Nazianzus believed that the whole human race participated in Adam’s sin and fall. The 

weakness occurring in Adam’s will as an act of disobedience became in his descendents a weakness 

of the moral will. This weakness Gregory called “original sin.”921 

------ 

Gregory of Nyssa described humanity as diseased. Sharing Adam’s fall, human nature is too weak to 

do the good.922 

Fifth century 

Theodore of Mopsuestia (d. 427) saw in Adam’s sin the beginning of sin and death for humankind. ... 

He explicitly denied original sin. … Theodore argued that only human nature could be inherited, not 

sin.923 
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------ 

Ambrosiaster … identified two principal consequences of Adam’s sin. The first was physical death. 

The second was spiritual; all are bound to personal sin. The whole race is infected with Adam’s guilt. 

No one is without the tendency to sin. For Ambrosiaster original sin is the problem for which Christ is 

the remedy.924 

------ 

While the theology of original sin developed only gradually in early Christian reflection, Augustine of 

Hippo is credited with casting its classical expression as a theological doctrine in the fifth century 

C.E.925 

------ 

Like that of his predecessors, Augustine’s argument worked backward from the church’s sacramental 

practice to the existence of an actual sin for which the practice was needed.926 

------ 

The sacrament of baptism (given even to infants) and the doctrine of the church (outside of which 

there is no salvation) affirmed Augustine’s view of the transmission of original sin. … 

Reasoning backward from the universal necessity of salvation in Christ to the condemnation of all 

persons—even infants—unless baptism intervene, Augustine concluded that the reason for this 

condemnation could only have proceeded from Adam, the origin of the entire race and, thus, the font 

of original sin.927 

------ 

The patristic church councils of Carthage (418 C.E.) and Orange (529) adopted [Augustine’s] 

formulation. … But Augustine did not pull the idea of original sin out of thin air. He drew upon ways 

of answering questions found in the writings of his predecessors and contemporaries. From these 

fragments of tradition, Augustine developed a theory of original sin.928 

------ 

Pelagius, a contemporary of Augustine of Hippo (d. 430), is the most noted theological opponent of 

original sin.929 

------ 

What was adopted by the patristic church was more than the idea of original sin. Adopted as the 

church’s teaching about Christ’s redemption and the church’s sacramental life was a particular 

interpretation of Genesis 3 and Romans 5:12 as divinely revealed teaching about original sin, an 

anthropology of rational moral nature, and an historical world-view encompassing original 

blessedness, fallen nature, and restored nature.930 

APOCATASTASIS: Restoration to the original state 

Apocatastasis means “the restoration” 

Basically, ἀποκατάστασις [apocatastasis] means the restoration to the primordial condition.931 
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Apocatastasis maintained that the entire creation would be restored to eternal 
happiness and salvation 

The doctrine of apocatastasis, commonly attributed to Origen, maintained that the entire creation, 

including sinners, the damned, and the devil, would finally be restored to a condition of eternal 

happiness and salvation. This was an important theme in early Christian eschatology.932 

Gnostics thought that creation would return to its original and true divine fullness 

In Gnostic thought, one finds the basically cyclic pattern of an original spiritual fullness of all being, a 

subsequent “fall” (resulting in the creation of the material world), and the appearance of a redeemer 

figure from the spiritual realm who leads the fallen creation back into its original and true divine 

fullness.933 

Language about final restoration is notably scarce in the Scriptures 

Turning to the Scriptures, we find that language about final restoration is notably scarce. … It is true 

that beginning with the prophets, we find a belief that God would reestablish the integrity of the 

covenant and restore Israel politically; this, however, is not simply a return to an initial state of 

harmony and perfection but a new future which God has promised to establish. … 

Peter’s sermon in the temple to the Jews (Acts 3:21), where we find the only instance of the term 

apocatastasis in the New Testament. There apokatastasis panton refers to the fulfillment of God’s 

covenant promise to Israel.934 

Apocatastasis 

A name given in the history of theology to the doctrine which teaches that a time will come when all 

free creatures will share in the grace of salvation; in a special way, the devils and lost souls. This 

doctrine was explicitly taught by St. Gregory of Nyssa. … In speaking of the punishment by fire 

assigned to souls after death, he compares it to the process whereby gold is refined in a furnace, 

through being separated from the dross with which it is alloyed. The punishment by fire is not, 

therefore, an end in itself, but is ameliorative; the very reason of its infliction is to separate the good 

from the evil in the soul. …  

The flame lasts so long as there is any evil left to destroy. A time, then, will come, when all evil shall 

cease to be since it has no existence of its own apart from the free will, in which it inheres; when 

every free will shall be turned to God, shall be in God, and evil shall have no more wherein to exist.  

… Such purification will be painful, as is a surgical operation, but the restoration will ultimately be 

complete. … Not only man, however, shall be set free from evil, but the devil, also. …  

The doctrine of the apokatastasis is not, indeed, peculiar to St. Gregory of Nyssa, but is taken from 

Origen, who seems at times reluctant to decide concerning the question of the etenity of punishment. 

… Origen teaches the apokatastasis, the final restoration of all intelligent creatures to friendship with 

God. … Origen, however, does not seem to have regarded the doctrine of the apokatastasis as one 

meant to be preached to all, it being enough for the generality of the faithful to know that sinners will 

be punished.  

The doctrine, then, was first taught by Origen and by Clement of Alexandria, and was an influence in 

their Christianity due to Platonism. … It was through Origen that the Platonist doctrine of the 

apokatastasis passed to St. Gregory of Nyssa, and simultaneously to St. Jerome, at least during the 

time that St. Jerome was an Origenist. It is certain, however, that St. Jerome understands it only of the 

baptized. … St. Jerome teaches that the punishment of the devils and of the impious, that is of those 

who have not come to the Faith, shall be eternal. … 
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From the moment, however, that anti-Origenism prevailed, the doctrine of the apokatastasis was 

definitely abandoned. St. Augustine protests more strongly than any other writer against an error so 

contrary to the doctrine of the necessity of grace.  

[St. Augustine] moreover recurs to the subject in many passages of his writings, and … sets himself 

earnestly to prove the eternity of punishment as against the Platonist and Origenist error concerning 

its intrinsically purgatorial character. We note, further, that the doctrine of the apokatastasis was held 

in the East, not only by St. Gregory of Nyssa but also by St. Gregory of Nazianzus as well. …  

The doctrine was formally condemned in the first of the famous anathemas pronounced at the Council 

of Constantinople in 543. The doctrine was thenceforth looked on as heterodox by the Church. … 

It reappears at the Reformation in the writings of Denk (d. 1527), and Harnack has not hesitated to 

assert that nearly all the Reformers were apocatastasists at heart, and that it accounts for their aversion 

to the traditional teaching concerning the sacraments.  

The doctrine of apokatastasis viewed as a belief in a universal salvation is found among the 

Anabaptists, the Moravian Brethren, the Christadelphians, among rationalistic Protestants, and finally 

among the professed Universalists.935 

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA ON APOCATASTASIS 

The doctrine of apocatastasis was first presented by Clement of Alexandria 

Although Origen counts as the chief representative of the doctrine of apocatastasis, in actuality it is 

Clement (d. between 211-216), Origen’s predecessor at Alexandria, who first presents this doctrine.936 

For Clement, God’s punishing fire seems neither simply punitive nor eternal 

Clement has no doubt that everyone will be judged by God according to his or her deeds, not only at a 

“great and final judgment” but apparently also at other “preliminary judgments.” … He speaks in a 

very traditional manner of the penalty of “external punishment by fire” which awaits. … In actuality, 

such punishing fire seems neither simply punitive nor eternal for Clement. It is … a “discerning” or 

“rational flame” which serves to sanctify the sinful souls who must pass through it.937 

For Clement, punishment serves both a personal and communal goal 

God “corrects” for three reasons: that those corrected may become better than their former selves; that 

by their example, others may be deterred from sin; and that those who have been injured by another’s 

sin may not be lightly despised and easily suffer further hurt at the hands of sinners. Thus for 

Clement, punishment serves both a personal and communal goal.938 

The long and painful purification will move sinners to inner conversion 

In what can be a long and painful process of purification, Clement holds that sinners will be moved to 

inner conversion, “constrained to repent by necessary chastisements” even though, somewhat 

paradoxically, he suggests that God’s omnipotence can accomplish this without curtailing human free 

will.939 

Once delivered, the soul attains “that perfect end” in contemplating God 

Once delivered from all punishment which had to be suffered as a “salutary” chastisement due to sin, 

the soul finally attains “that perfect end which is without end” in the contemplation of God “with true 

understanding and certainty” and is thereby transformed, healed, and divinized in a “final restoration.” 

This is what Clement calls “apocatastasis.” He uses the term in a variety of contexts but in general it 

seems to refer to the end or final perfection of a process of growth in the spiritual life, rather than in 
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the narrower sense of a universal restoration that the term acquired especially after Origen. 

Nonetheless, his whole theology of divine punishment leads precisely in that direction.940 

Clement sees purgatory as God’s healing and perfecting love 

Clement sees the sufferings of purgatory … as the expression of God’s healing and perfecting love. … 

The notion of a God who punishes punitively in eternity is repugnant to Clement.941 

ORIGEN ON APOCATASTASIS 

Origen is identified as teaching universal salvation 

Origen (ca. 185-251) is the theologian whose name is identified with the term “apocatastasis” and the 

teaching about universal salvation.942 

The final perfection of all things results from God’s saving actions in Christ 

The final healing transformation and perfection of all things is not merely the result of a natural 

cosmological process, but the direct result of God’s loving, saving action in the cross and resurrection 

of Christ. The cross is not merely an ethical example of pious death for believers, but the beginning of 

an ontological victory of God’s love over evil and the devil in a new and perfect creation.943 

Those subjected to Christ form a community, so that God will be all in all; this is 
Origen’s “apocatastasis” 

Origen understands the subjection of all to Christ not only in the negative sense as the destruction of 

his foes or the annihilation of their power, but as something positive and having soteriological 

significance. Those who are subjected to Christ form a community of which Christ is the head, in 

whom there is plenteous redemption and through whom, therefore, God will be all in all. This, he 

says, is “what is called apocatastasis,” giving his own definition to a term that had already been used 

at least by Clement.944 

Origen taught that the return to the primordial condition was inevitable, which 
entailed salvation of all 

Origen held that apocatastasis was necessary for two reasons. The first one is moral, because it is 

impossible to believe that God would ever permit the eternal torment. The second and more important 

one had to do with his cosmology. He believed that the world, although created, still had a dimension 

of eternity, and that, at least as a concept, it always existed in God, who could never become the 

creator without being one from eternity. Thus, the return of the whole creation to the primordial 

condition was inevitable, which also entailed the salvation of all that was created. Thus we come to 

Origen’s teachings about the salvation of the devil, which he denied, but which followed from his 

ontology.945 

Origen denies teaching the final redemption of the demons, accusing his opponents 
of falsifying his writings 

In other places, Origen does not seem so sure about the final rehabilitation of the demons. In the 

Treatise on First Principles, he asks whether they “could, by virtue of their free will, become 

converted in future aeons, or whether their evilness, habitually ingrained for so long as to have 

become, so to speak, natural, would prevent this” and leaves it up to his readers to decide. He himself 

seems inclined to believe that such a repentance is possible. In his Letter to Friends in Alexandria, 

however, Origen denies ever having taught the final conversion and redemption of the demons (a 

position, he said, only a lunatic would hold) and accused his opponents of falsifying his writings. …  
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Most scholars admit that the matter is not at all clear and that there is no conclusive evidence that 

Origen definitively held the radical form of apocatastasis which has come to be associated with his 

name.946 

Origen, as for Clement taught that after its departure from this world, the soul will be 
rewarded 

For Origen, as for Clement, there is no doubt that sinners will be punished. Consciously following the 

Church’s rule of faith, he says that the soul, after its departure from this world, will be rewarded with 

an “inheritance of eternal life” or given over to the “punishment of eternal fire,” depending on its 

deeds.947 

For Origen, the threat of punishment seems to have a pedagogical function 

God punishes not out of cruelty, but like a doctor who must sometimes cut off a limb in order to 

preserve the health of the body as a whole. But even so, one can detect the softening nuances of 

Origen’s own convictions. For Origen, the threat of punishment seems to have a pedagogical 

function. Without it, men and women could scarcely be restrained from every sort of evil and the 

floods of sin that would follow.948 

Origen’s statements cannot be brought into a coherent, systematic harmony 

In the end, Origen’s statements on this matter cannot be brought into a coherent, systematic harmony. 

They evidence his recognition of a tension which is basic to Scripture itself: on the one hand, the 

eternal graciousness and love with which God approaches all sinners; on the other, the freedom of the 

creature which God respects. However, it is possible to say that despite some texts which indicate the 

possibility of final, eternal damnation (or uncertainty about it), the vast majority of Origen’s 

statements express his conviction about the noneternity of hell and the final salvation of all human 

beings.949 

The heart of Origen’s theology is his deep conviction about the universality of God’s 
saving will 

While it cannot be said that Origen presents a coherent, systematic doctrine of apocatastasis (and, 

arguably, at least not of the sort eventually condemned by the Church), his work does represent the 

first major “theology of hope” for the salvation of all. The heart of his theology is a deep conviction 

about the universality of God’s saving will and a fundamental confidence in God’s ability to carry it 

out.950 

GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS ON APOCATASTASIS 

Gregory of Nazianzus holds that sinners will be punished in this world and in the next 

Like Origen, Gregory of Nazianzus (329/30-ca. 390) holds that sinners will be judged and punished 

for their transgressions both in this world and in the next.951 

Gregory insists that the chief suffering is spiritual in nature 

Gregory insists that the chief suffering of the condemned is spiritual in nature and consists in 

alienation from God, and the “boundless shame of conscience.”952 

Gregory stresses that God’s punishment is remedial or purifying 

But whether punishment is understood as the intrinsic result of sin (and therefore something that 

sinners do to themselves) or as a subsequent action of God following judgment, in many passages 

Gregory stresses its remedial or purifying character. When explaining the reason for suffering and 
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divine chastisement, he suggests that God in his mercy wishes to instruct us and divert us from the 

path to death. Gentle reproof and the first elements of a scourge “to train our early years” may give 

way to the “prelude of his torments,” the “flaming fire,” the “final scourge.”953 

------ 

In some passages, it is true, [Gregory] seems to speak of eternal punishment in a traditional way. … 

He warns that it is better “to be punished and cleansed now than to be handed over to the torment to 

come, which is a time of punishment not of cleansing … for in Hades there is no confession or 

reformation for the dead. God has limited life and action to this world and scrutiny of it to the next. 

Nonetheless he often hesitates, suggesting the possibility of the final purification and rehabilitation of 

the sinner because of the enduring mercy of God. … What makes Gregory hedge here, even in face of 

the biblical language concerning (eternal) punishment is his conviction that punitive punishment is 

simply unworthy of God.954 

Gregory refers to the apocatastasis as the divinizing union with God 

In the Fourth Theological Oration (30.6), Gregory refers explicitly to the apocatastasis and by it he 

means the divinizing union of all rational creatures with God.955 

------ 

At the end, human creatures will at last attain to that perfect image of God according to which they 

were created. “God will be all in all in the time of the apocatastasis” when we are “completely formed 

according to the image of God.” Significantly for Gregory, this process entails not only the perfection 

of the individual but the unification and transformation of the entire human race in the body of Christ. 

… We, who share in the same Adam and were deceived by the serpent and killed by 

sin, have been saved by the heavenly Adam ... This process begins with the 

assumption of a human nature by the Logos and will reach its eschatological 

completion when all, without exception, are formed to Christ in the glory of the 

resurrection.956 

GREGORY OF NYSSA ON APOCATASTASIS 

Origen and Gregory of Nyssa argued forcefully against the eternity of hell 

Both Origen and Gregory of Nyssa argued more clearly and forcefully against the eternity of hell.957 

Gregory of Nyasa shares Origen’s hope for universal salvation 

Gregory of Nyasa (ca. 335-394) also shares Origen’s hope for universal salvation, developing and 

nuancing many of his ideas while rejecting those theories which he finds untenable.958 

Gregory of Nyssa refers to a final apocatastasis as a restoration, a renewal of all 
things 

Gregory speaks of a final apocatastasis in several places. In its most general sense, it refers to a 

“renewal of all things” in which the entire creation (“earthly flesh together with the soul”) will ascend 

into the heavenly realm. This entails a restoration of all things to their original condition.959 

------ 

The end and goal of life is a “restoration [apokatastasis] to our original state, which is nothing other 

than a likeness to the divine.”960 
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------ 

Final restoration and fulfillment will, therefore, be a divine action in which God brings creation to its 

perfect actualization and fulfillment by destroying evil and restoring fallen humanity to its true and 

original nature as God’s own image.961 

------ 

Gregory’s hope and conviction concerning final restoration is based upon the definitive character of 

the new creation, precisely as God’s act. According to Gregory this takes place at the general 

resurrection of the dead, for “the resurrection promises us nothing other than the restoration of the 

fallen to their original state.” Thus, the meaning of “apocatastasis” often coincides with 

resurrection.962 

------ 

In several places, referring to Paul, especially to Philippians 2:10, Gregory speaks of the “final 

restoration of all things” when “all rational creatures look to the one who governs all.”963 

------ 

Although in some places [Gregory] speaks of the exclusion of sinners from the City of God, and in 

other places refers to the threat of eternal punishment, he seems confident that God’s plan will in fact 

be realized in every creature.964 

For Gregory, divine punishment is pedagogical 

For Gregory, as for Origen, divine punishment is not punitive but pedagogical.965 

THE FATE OF APOCATASTASISM 

Augustine and the later Church reject universal salvation and defend the eternity of 
hell 

Augustine, who had such an enormous influence on the history of theology, completely rejects any 

notion of universal salvation and goes to great length in defending the eternity of eschatological 

punishment. … The Church continued to condemn theories of universal salvation in various contexts. 

Lateran IV (1215), against the Albigensians, affirmed the eternity of heaven and hell. In Benedictus 

Deus (1336), Benedict XII defined that those who die in mortal sin go down into hell immediately 

after death. In our own day, the Letter of the Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith on 

Certain Questions Concerning Eschatology (1979) has reaffirmed the traditional teaching.966 

Athanasius: Restoration means overcoming people’s liability to death and restoring 
their character 

In his famous treatise On the Incarnation of the Logos of God, the bishop of Alexandria, Athanasius, 

tried to answer the question “Why?” with regard to the incarnation. His answer was basically that the 

Logos made a human body his own in order to restore humanity to the state which God had originally 

intended for the human race. … 

Restoration, then, means overcoming people’s liability to death and restoring their character as true 

reflections and images of God. This the Logos accomplishes in two ways. First, by his death on the 

cross he discharges the debt which had rendered human beings morally liable to physical death. 

Second, by his presence he enables people to share in the divine life. That sharing, as Athanasius 

understood it, has two dimensions. It means, of course, immortality and incorruptibility for people in 
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their bodily nature, but above all it means the rediscovery of their true selves, their true spiritual 

identity, in the Logos himself, the proper and perfect image of God.967 

RECAPITULATION THEORY 

The Recapitulation Theory originated with Irenaeus (125-202 AD) 

The Recapitulation Theory originated with Irenaeus (125-202 AD). He sees Christ as the new Adam, 

who systematically undoes what Adam did. Thus, where Adam was disobedient concerning God’s 

edict concerning the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge, Christ was obedient even to death on the wood of 

a tree. Irenaeus is the first to draw comparisons between Eve and Mary, contrasting the faithlessness 

of the former with the faithfulness of the latter. In addition to reversing the wrongs done by Adam, 

Irenaeus thinks of Christ as “recapitulating” or “summing up” human life.968 

------ 

According to Paul, Jesus’ single act of human obedience undoes the estrangement and resulting havoc 

brought to the world by the first Adam’s act of disobedience and leads to righteousness and life for 

the many. This idea of a human act of faithfulness undoing the wrong brought about by our human 

parents was famously developed by Irenaeus of Lyons in his theory of recapitulation and later in 

Reformed soteriology as the doctrine of Jesus’ active obedience.969 

Through “recapitulation”, Irenaeus expanded the Pauline scheme and brought it into 
a new dimension 

Recapitulation The term derives from the Latin (recapitulatio); bringing things round to their starting 

point, summing up, or bringing full circle. …  

Patristic interest in the idea derived from a christological starting point that envisaged the 

incarnational soteriology as a cosmic mystery of the summation of time and created destiny. 

Irenaeus was one of the first who developed the idea … to describe how the incarnation summed up 

human history insofar as the obedience of Christ repaired the damage caused by the disobedience of 

Adam, and brought it to a new apex of meaning by the establishment of Christ as cosmic Lord and 

Head. The restoration of the race to communion with God thus “summed up” the original point of the 

creation, which God had designed as a path to union but which had fallen, and which was now 

recapitulated in Christ. 

By these great cyclical images Irenaeus expanded the Pauline scheme of cosmic soteriology and 

brought it into a new dimension that would deeply influence later patristic thought, especially after the 

third century, and particularly in the Alexandrian school as seen in Clement and Origen, whose 

cosmological vision of theology is indeed spacious.  

Irenaeus also used the word to describe the way in which the revelation of the New Testament 

summed up (brought to a head) all the previous revelations contained “in shadows” in the Old 

Testament. This sense of “summary’ is based upon its appearance in Romans 13:10, where Christ’s 

commandment of love is said to be the “fulfilling” of the whole law. These two meanings, the 

soteriological and the hermeneutical, predominate in later patristic thought about recapitulation.970 

Irenaeus took maturation from childhood to adulthood as his image for history and 
salvation 

Irenaeus took the process of maturation from childhood to adulthood as his image for history and 

salvation. … Irenaeus placed paradise not at the beginning of history but at its end, in the human 

fulfillment created by union with divine mystery. 
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Irenaeus drew from the Pauline letters to develop a Christology of recapitulation. Christ took up all 

things since the beginning into himself as the recapitulation of Adam. His obedience destroyed the 

effects of Adam’s disobedience, reclaimed humankind from the devil, restored God’s plan of 

salvation, and re-established the process of divinization begun in Adam but interrupted by sin. 

Irenaeus saw divinization as the purpose of the incarnation.971 

“Recapitulation” asks: “If Jesus only came to die, why did he live so long or teach 
anything?” 

For Christians, atonement theory is the process of trying to explain how Christ coming, living, dying, 

and being raised reconciles us with God. Today, the vast majority of western Christians explain this 

reconciliation with a theory called Penal Substitutionary atonement, which posits that Christ’s 

willingness to be executed without having ever sinned served as a substitute for the penalty of death 

which humans have deserved as a result of their sin. The predominant opposing theory, which is held 

in most of the Eastern Christian churches, is Christus Victor, which posits that Jesus’ perfect sacrifice, 

his dying while sinless actually defeated death and its hold over fallen creation. Recapitulation is 

different, in that it takes a step back and poses the question, “What was saving about the rest of Jesus 

life? If he only came to die, why did he have to live so long or teach anything?”972 

Adam was created to the image and likeness of God 

In the works of St. Irenaeus … Adam, we are told, was created to the image and likeness of God. This 

is an important point in the soteriological teaching of St. Irenaeus, since the whole purpose of the 

Incarnation is summed up by saying that Christ came to restore what we had lost in Adam. …  

Adam’s elevation to a supernatural state and his fall from that state is a capital one in the doctrine of 

St. Irenaeus. …  

Although mortal by nature, 
 

man was in the beginning endowed with immortality. … 

“And He [God] put certain limits to him [Adam]. If he should keep the 

commandments of God, he should remain always as he was, that is, immortal. But if 

he should not keep them, he should become mortal and would be resolved to earth 

from which his structure had been taken up.”973 

Adam was created as a child 

[Irenaeus] does not ascribe perfect knowledge to Adam, as do modern theologians, for, he says, Adam 

was created a child.974 

Irenaeus defined redemption history as a recapitulation from Christ to Adam 

[Irenaeus] reformulated the vision of Justin and Melito, and ultimately that of Paul, concerning the 

foreshadowing of salvation in the typological figures of the Old Testament and their realization in the 

destiny of Christ, the incarnate Word/Logos and Son of God. 

In such a context, he defined redemption history as a recapitulation, a full circle from the first man to 

Christ, from the first to the last Adam.975 

Irenaeus’ recapitulation doctrine is intimately connected with the Saviour being the 
new Adam 

Intimately connected with the teaching of St. Irenaeus on the Saviour as the new Adam, is his doctrine 

of “recapitulation.” The word is employed in different contexts and takes on various meanings, but as 

applied to Christ in His role of Redeemer, the fundamental notion is that our Lord, as the second 

Adam, sums up the whole of humanity in Himself as a closed unit. In virtue of this union and 

solidarity, Christ, by the Spirit which had been lost and which He possessed in its fulness, permeated 

and sanctified the entire human race, by His life vivified it, and by His obedience “annulled the old 
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disobedience.” All this was possible only because Christ became an organic part of that unity which is 

the human race; this is the reason why St. Irenaeus is so vigorous in his denunciation of the Docetae 

and so insistent on the true humanity of the Saviour. The Incarnation posited the indispensable 

foundation for the reconciliation of humanity to God, in that a new head of the human race with a 

human nature similar to that of Adam, once again possessed the Spirit.976 

Sin is defeated by the two people made new, Adam and Christ, and as Eve and Mary 

To say Irenaeus’ understanding of the world operate through a highly typological lens would be an 

understatement. Sin begins in a garden with just two people and years later sin is defeated by the same 

two people made new, Adam and Christ, Eve and Mary. As Jesus Christ becomes the second Adam, 

saying “yes” where Adam said “no,” Mary becomes the second Eve, leading Jesus to patience in the 

same way Eve led Adam to temptation. Of course, Mary’s importance is obvious. … 

Irenaeus held a profoundly high view of Mary, one that many like to think of as coming at a much 

later point in the history of the church.977 

Irenaeus developed detailed parallels between Adam and Christ 

St. Irenaeus develops the parallelism between Adam and Christ in considerable detail. It was 

necessary that Christ, in His role of Redeemer, be not only a man, but a man possessing the same 

flesh as those who perished in Adam and whom He came to save.  

The salvation of men in Christ is the exact counterpart of their fall in Adam; Adam’s disobedience is 

offset by Christ’s obedience. Just as the body of Adam was drawn from virgin soil, so Christ owes His 

human origin to a virgin. 

Those Gnostics who claim that St. Joseph was the father of Jesus in the ordinary meaning of that 

word, might have reason on their side if they could point to a human father of Adam. 

As Adam was tempted by Satan in the garden and was overcome, so Christ was tempted in the desert 

and vanquished His assailant. 

It was on the sixth day of creation that Adam disobeyed and died a spiritual death; it was on the sixth 

day of the week that Christ consummated His obedience by His physical death on Calvary. 

A similar parallelism is drawn between Eve and the Blessed Virgin.978 

Christ’s temptation in the desert is the exact counterpart of the first temptation in the 
garden 

While every act of Christ in His role of Recapitulator has a salutary effect on mankind, St. Irenaeus 

mentions two acts as being particularly significant in this respect; they are the temptation of Christ 

and His death. 

The temptation of Christ in the desert is the exact counterpart of the first temptation in the garden. The 

detailed antithesis of even the most insignificant incidents in the two accounts, is highly characteristic 

of St. Irenaeus’ treatment of the recapitulation theory.979 

With “Recapitulation”, the benefits come from Christ’s life, death, and his resurrection 

In this view, Christ sums up all humanity in himself in that he went through all the stages of human 

life, without succumbing to temptation in any way, died, and then rose from the dead. The benefits of 

his life, death, and resurrection are then available to all who participate in Him through faith.980 

Irenaeus sees salvific events throughout every step during Jesus’ life 

The crux of Irenaeus’ theology revolves around recapitulation. Rather than looking to the cross as the 

sole salvific work of Christ, Irenaeus sees salvific events through the whole of Jesus’ life. …  
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Irenaeus believes that all of humanity participates in Adam’s fall. In this state humanity is incapable 

of living life as they were created to live it.  

The only way that this fate could be undone is for a second Adam to come in the same way as the 

first, and to make the right choices at every step where the first Adam made the wrong choices. … So 

as Christ lives the life of a human, he redeems every aspect left broken and unfulfilled by Adam.981 

------ 

As Jesus was an infant, he redeemed infancy, as a child, childhood, as an adult, adulthood, and as an 

elder (or as Irenaeus calls it, a Master), old age. … For Irenaeus every aspect of Christ’s life was 

redemptive of something, and so allows humanity to live a fully human life while maturing into the 

individuals they were created to be.982 

Atonement takes place throughout Christ’s life 

The full realization of the atonement takes place through the whole life of Christ. Relevant passages in 

St. Irenaeus to demonstrate this point are those in which the Saint says that, in order to bestow divine 

adoption on us, our Lord had to pass through all stages of human experience. … [This] leads St. 

Irenaeus to the remarkable conclusion that our Lord had reached the age of fifty years in order that He 

might sanctify old age.983 

------ 

The Son of God became man in order that “as by the former generation we inherited death, so by this 

generation we might inherit life.”984 

THE RANSOM 

A Ransom Theory of Christ’s atonement became prevalent in the early church 

A Ransom Theory of Christ’s atonement became prevalent in the early church. It is difficult to find 

the origin of this theory, but it dates from at least Irenaeus (ca. 125-202). The view was particularly 

prominent in the Greek Church around the time of Origen and ultimately became predominant in the 

Post-Nicene Church. … It is Origen (ca. 185-254) who raises the question to whom the ransom was 

paid, and denies that it was paid to God, affirming that it was paid to the Devil.985 

------ 

The Ransom Theory: The earliest of all, originating with the Early Church Fathers, this theory 

claims that Christ offered himself as a ransom (Mark 10:45). Where it was not clear was in its 

understanding of exactly to whom the ransom was paid. Many early church fathers viewed the ransom 

as paid to Satan.986 

------ 

The idea [was] entertained  by some of the Fathers (Irenaeus, Origen) that the ransom was given to 

Satan, who is conceived of as having through the sin of man a righteous claim upon him, which Christ 

recognizes and meets.987 

----- 

In the history of Christian doctrine there has been great debate over the question of to whom Christ 

“pays the price” for the ransom of the world and the salvation of mankind. Some have said that the 

“payment” was made to the devil. This is the view that the devil received certain “rights” over man 

and his world because of man’s sin. … 
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Others say that Christ’s “payment” on behalf of man had to be made to God the Father. This is the 

view which interprets Christ’s sacrificial death on the cross as the proper punishment that had to be 

paid to satisfy God’s wrath over the human race. … 

Man had to pay the penalty for his sin by offering the proper punishment. But no amount of human 

punishment could satisfy God’s justice because God’s justice is divine. Thus the Son of God had to be 

born into the world and receive the punishment that was rightly to be placed on men. … 

In Orthodox theology generally it can be said that the language of “payment” and “ransom” is rather 

understood as a metaphorical and symbolical way of saying that Christ has done all things necessary 

to save and redeem mankind enslaved to the devil, sin and death, and under the wrath of God. He 

“paid the price,” not in some legalistic or juridical or economic meaning. He “paid the price” not to 

the devil whose rights over man were won by deceit and tyranny. He “paid the price” not to God the 

Father in the sense that God delights in His sufferings and received “satisfaction” from His creatures 

in Him. He “paid the price” rather, we might say, to Reality Itself.988 

Origen: the atonement was a ransom paid to Satan 

[The] theory of the atonement advanced in the early church—and really maintained as the standard 

view in the early church until Anselm [1033-1109]—is the Ransom to Satan view. Origen (185-254) 

was one of the chief proponents of this understanding which asserts that Christ’s death was a ransom 

paid to Satan to secure the release of his hostages, i.e., sinful men and women.989 

GNOSTIC SOTERIOLOGY: 
Marcion, Valentinus, Montanus 

Terms true religion and heresy are self-claims to support a community and to 
condemn moral and doctrinal opposites 

The figures of Valentinus and Marcion have long been shrouded by the thick haze of ancient 

antiheretical rhetoric. Historians have become more aware of the implications of that rhetoric, 

however, as the field of comparative ancient religions has developed over the past forty years. For 

example, scholars now question the analytic utility of such terms as Gnostic (especially as regards 

Valentinus) or heretical. Both terms rely upon ideas of “true religion” as pure, unmixed, 

chronologically prior, and so on—the self-claim of the heresiologists for their own communities, 

condemning rival Christian communities as their moral and doctrinal opposites. Heated polemic rarely 

yields reliable description.990 

Many Gnostics said salvation meant extricating the spiritual part of a person from the 
material world 

Certain Gnostic thinkers who claimed to teach the true meaning of the apostles’ message insisted that 

redemption meant the extrication of the “spiritual” part of men and women from the material world in 

which it had been trapped. 

Naturally enough, given this view of salvation, they were unwilling to acknowledge that the divine 

Savior had taken authentic flesh. Instead they tended to suggest that the human Jesus was simply 

shadowed or accompanied by the true Christ—who, therefore, was exempt from such indignities as 

birth, hunger, suffering, and death.991 

The divine Christ descended from on high as the bearer of this gnosis 

Morsels or sparks of the spiritual entered human beings and their redemption consisted in the 

deliverance of the spiritual from the prison of matter through knowledge or gnosis, thus allowing the 

return of the wayward sparks to the supreme immaterial God. The divine Christ descended from on 
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high as the bearer of this gnosis. Without assuming real fleshly nature through incarnation and 

without subsequently suffering or dying, he put on a human appearance and dwelt in the unreal body 

of Jesus.992 

For the Gnostics, salvation depended on esoteric knowledge 

Salvation from the alien material realm depended upon the esoteric knowledge brought by Christ and 

communicated secretly to his disciples. Only “spiritual” men (pneumatikoi), those humans with a 

sufficient degree of the divine spark within them, could receive such knowledge; for others it was 

difficult if not impossible. … Only the pneumatikoi were truly and fully saved, and they were saved 

on account of their nature: the Gnostics, rigidly deterministic, disavowed any scope for free will.993 

Valentinus formed a Christianised Gnostic movement 

Alexandrian Valentinus, rejected by the proto-orthodox Roman church, went on to found his own 

movement, which was a Christianized form of Gnosticism. …  

These Gnostics were radical dualists: they believed in two gods—a high god, previously unknown 

before the revelation of Jesus Christ, and a lower, malevolent god, the god of the Jews, who was the 

author of matter.994 

Valentinus turned Genesis 3 and the Passion narratives on their heads 

Valentinus, in brief, turns the more familiar readings of Genesis 3 and of the Passion narratives on 

their heads. … By being “nailed to a tree” Jesus becomes” the fruit of the knowledge of the Father” 

while also bringing to those who partake of this fruit/of himself the revelation of their true identity, 

too. One can know God only through Christ, and can know [themself] only through knowing God and 

Christ: 

[The fruit/Jesus] did not cause ruin because it was eaten. Rather for those who ate of 

it, it gave the possibility that whoever he discovered within himself might be joyful in 

the discovery of him. And as for him, they discovered him within them—the 

inconceivable, the incomprehensible, the Father, the Perfect One who created the 

[P]leroma . (Gospel of Truth XVIII, 25-35) 

Ignorance of the Father thus seems not culpable in and of itself, but it does lead to sin. … Pleroma, 

means “fullness” or “the all.” For Valentinus it indicates an immaterial, spiritual region, an invisible 

heaven above the visible heavens, whose ultimate source is, again, the Father. … We see the ways 

that Valentinus narrativizes certain Platonic995 ideas.996 

Tertullian complained that Marcion’s ethics seem inconsistent with his separation of 
law from gospel 

What about Marcion’s views on sin? Here we have only such clues as remain in the massive 

refutation of his work, the five books of Tertullian’s hefty Adversus Marcionem. In this treatise, 

Tertullian’s silences are as significant as are the themes that he does sound. Despite the routine 

rhetoric of abuse leveled at the ethics of Christian competitors, … not even Tertullian can find any 

strictures to pass on the morals of Marcion or his adherents, whose ethic of celibacy and of heroic 

martyrdom even the “orthodox” grudgingly acknowledged. 

The best that Tertullian can do is complain that Marcion’s (commendable) ethics seem logically 

inconsistent with his separation of law from gospel (1.19). Why live ethically, he complains, why 

avoid sin, if you don’t believe that God punishes sinners? It’s all well and good to love God, but can 

you really love God if you do not also fear him?997 
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Valentinus and Marcion accepted Christ but they subjected their Jewish legacy to 
radical revision 

Valentinus and Marcion … saw Christ (“the messiah”) as the agent of the high god. Both regarded 

ethics as conforming to the will of the high god. Both eschewed honoring pagan deities with cult. … 

They saw the high god and his son as actively committed to the project of human redemption. … In 

other ways, of course, these two theologians subject their Jewish legacy to radical revision. … For 

them, redemption is not temporal, bodily, and communal so much as spatial, spiritual, and individual, 

an ascent of the saved believer’s true self or spirit out of the lower cosmos to a realm above. … 

Neither associates their high god with the god of Jewish scripture. … Marcion sees the god of Genesis 

… not as some sort of universal deity but rather (and sensibly enough) as the god of the Jews; 

Valentinus sees him as a cosmic accident, the inadvertent divine product of Sophia’s cast-off passion. 

Therefore, each concludes, this demiurgic deity was not the father of the messiah/Christ.998 

“Salvation” for Valentinians and Marcionites meant redemption from the flesh 

For both Valentinus and Marcion, then, sin was an action contrary to divine will and a state of being 

separated from the high god, of living kata sarka, “according to the flesh.” … The gospel enabled the 

baptized Christian to live kata pneuma, “according to spirit,” despite still living in the fleshly body 

until, shedding that moral and mental encumbrance at death, [the baptized Christian] could bypass the 

planetary spheres and the hostile rulers of this age and ascend to the realm of the Father. “Salvation” 

for both Valentinians and Marcionites meant redemption from the flesh.999 

Montanus fully expected the New Jerusalem would soon descend on his home town 

[Montanus] was convinced that his Phrygian hometown, Pepuza, would soon witness the descent from 

heaven of the New Jerusalem as predicted in the Book of Revelation.1000 
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CREATORS OF FORMATIVE CHRISTIANITY’S 

SOTERIOLOGIES 

THE DIDACHE 

Baptism, the ritual of initiation 

The candidates wishing to enter the community of the Didache, having completed their preliminary 

instruction, were declared fit to undergo baptism, the solemn initiation ritual of the Jesus fellowship. 

The author supplies the earliest detailed regulation for the baptismal ceremony.1001 

Exhortation to be as perfect as possible 

The faithful, who by that time [of the Didache] may have included Gentile Christians too, are told that 

those who cannot attain perfection should at least try to do as much as possible: ‘For if you can bear 

the entire yoke of the Lord, you will be perfect; but if you cannot, do as much as you can’ (Did. 

6.2).1002 

No idea of atonement, redemption, a sacrificial character of Jesus’ death, or of an 
eternal creative Logos 

The ideas of atonement and redemption are nowhere visible in this earliest record for Jewish-Christian 

life. Nor can one find any hint at the sacrificial character of Jesus’ death and its Pauline symbolical re-

enactment in the rituals of baptism and the Eucharist. Needless to say, the Johannine idea of the 

eternal and creative Logos is nowhere on the horizon either.1003 

THE EPISTLE OF BARNABAS 

The ultimate purpose of the descent of the Lord was to allow himself to suffer for our 
sake 

The ultimate purpose of the descent of ‘the Lord of the entire world’ among men was to allow himself 

to suffer ‘for our sake . . . in order to destroy death and to show that there is resurrection of the dead’ 

(Barn. 5.5-6).1004 

ORIGEN (184-254): 
Pre-existing human souls; universal salvation 

Before making the universe, God brought forth perfect spirits, including pre-existent 
human souls 

Before making the universe as it is known to man, God brought into existence a world of perfect 

spirits. Some of these spirits, including the pre-existent human souls, turned away from him, and as a 

punishment they were exiled into matter. 

The next eternal happening was the creation of the world by God through his Son/Logos. This 

Logos/Word, God’s relation to the lower orders, was also entrusted with the revelation of all the 

divine mysteries. 

In time, bodily incarnation endowed the Logos with human nature in addition to his divine nature. To 

formulate this doctrine, Origen invented the concept of Theanthropos or ‘God-man’.1005 

------ 
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Attacks on Origenism, on ideas some of which he actually held and others erroneously attributed to 

him, continued for centuries. The chief points of controversy concerned the doctrine of the pre-

existence of souls, Origen’s purported rejection of the literal sense of the Bible in favour of allegorical 

exegesis and his denial of the eternity of hell.1006 

Origen’s belief in the pre-existence of human souls was the starting point of his 
cosmology 

[Origen believed] that any differences in the way God treats people must stem from what those people 

have previously done to deserve praise or blame. Commenting on God’s love for Jacob and hatred of 

Esau even though neither had yet done anything worthy of praise or blame (Romans 9), Origen insists 

that their souls must have pre-existed, so God acted toward them based on the way their souls had 

acted before their physical conception. 

This postulate of the preexistence of souls becomes the starting point for Origen’s grand (and very 

problematic) cosmology, in which all human souls were pre-existent, and all but the soul of Jesus 

sinned in the pre-existent state. The fallen souls were then cast down into the physical universe 

created to accommodate them, and they were united with bodies so that in their embodied state, they 

could aspire to reunion with God from whom they had originally come. … 

[Origen] postulates a cosmos in which the very existence of the physical realm is a result of sin. In 

such a cosmos, the pre-existence of the souls gives those souls a kinship with God that the bodies, 

created later, can never have. …  

In Origen’s system, salvation becomes the task of the human soul to achieve mystical union with God, 

and this soteriology bears an unmistakable resemblance to the Middle Platonic philosophy that had 

seeped into second-century Alexandrian Christianity through Philo and Clement. 

This … leads Origen to view participation in God primarily as sharing in God’s holiness, wisdom, and 

other qualities, not as sharing in his personal fellowship.1007 

Origen believed in universal restoration 

One cannot fairly summarize Origen’s contribution to Christian thought without alluding to his 

peculiar but admirable doctrine of universal restoration. … Origen’s idea seems to be that at the very 

end salvation will be extended to all, even the wicked and the damned, even to the devils and 

Satan.1008 

During the Transfiguration, the disciples were raised but Jesus was not changed 

Origen emphasizes that the paradigm for salvation is the transfiguration of Christ. He insists that on 

the mountain Jesus was not the one who changed, but rather that Peter, James, and John were raised 

up to the point that they could see him as he truly was. … 

His way of handling the transfiguration will be followed later by much of the Eastern Church, as it 

travels the mystical trajectory in describing salvation.1009 

Origen considered the fleshly body as nonessential yet an aid to salvation 

Like the Valentinians and Marcionites against whom he argues, Origen also saw the fleshly body as a 

secondary, nonessential part of the self. For him as for them, the fleshly body measured the fall of the 

soul. And for him as for them, the fleshly body represented what the soul, when redeemed, had to 

leave. But unlike these other Christians, Origen saw flesh qua
1010

 flesh as “good,” the gracious and 

providential gift of the good god, created as an aid to salvation.1011 
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Origen’s soteriology and his theological discourse were influenced by Greek 
philosophies 

According to Origen, in the beginning God created the world of spirits. … For Origen, all the people 

are angels in a greater or lesser degree. … Origen’s soteriology was influenced by his Neoplatonic 

cosmology that defined his Christology and his whole theological discourse. Origen accepted the 

Platonic conception according to which it is possible to realise, primarily through intellect and 

contemplation, the unity with God, who is identified with the mind. The role of the Incarnate Logos of 

God was primarily to enable this intellectual contemplation.1012 

SOME KEY WESTERN (LATIN) FATHERS: 
Juridical

1013
, forensic soteriology 

 

TERTULLIAN (160-220) 

Tertullian’s soteriology is neither systematic nor consistent 

While much attention has been given to Tertullian’s Christology, much less attention has been paid to 

his soteriology. … Although Tertullian had much to say on this topic, it was never the focus of 

attention in any of his works. A lack of systematic treatment means that we find contradictory 

statements in Tertullian. On the whole, his interest was in the subjective dimension of soteriology – 

what must the Christian do to participate in salvation – rather than in the objective dimension which is 

concerned with what Christ himself has done for humanity. 

This is so particularly because of Tertullian’s concern with questions of baptism and reconciliation. 

Modern scholars offer a variety of models of salvation and we find reference to all these models in the 

writings of Tertullian so that the most one can say is that Tertullian’s soteriology is biblical but not 

systematic.1014 

Tertullian was averse to visible sin after baptism 

Like all the early fathers, Tertullian is deeply averse to visible sin after baptism. Once only may 

repentance be effective. As he became a Montanist, he came around to the view that even this could 

only be for the less serious sins. Note however that it is clear from De pudicitia that he is discussing 

church discipline, rather than salvation, in that work, and so possibly in the others on the subject 

also.1015 

Soul and flesh were united at creation, ripped apart at death and reunited in the 
resurrection and baptism 

Though the soul and flesh were united in creation, death intervenes to rip them unnaturally apart. Soul 

and flesh will only be reunited again in the glory of the resurrection, and baptism into Christ’s death 

becomes a means to experience something of that promise now, a means to prepare oneself in soul 

and body for the promise of the “spirit” that will imbue and perfect them to a state of sinlessness.1016 
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Flesh indicates the inner disposition of sinfulness 

[Tertullian] asserts: “Behold: the flesh is the axis point of salvation. Thus he reminds Christians that 

the flesh is not only an indicator of their inner disposition: it is also the privileged signifier of their 

sinfulness.1017 

Women’s flesh indicates the human deficiency that Christ’s daring has to absolve 

In Tertullian’s soteriological scheme, a woman’s flesh—most particularly her genitalia, those 

“shameful parts,” semiotically1018 rich markers of her difference—indicate human deficiency. It is her 

connection to the processes of birth, in particular, that comes to associate her fleshly body more 

closely with the looming threat of corruption and mortality that Christ’s daring incarnation and death 

has to absolve. 1019 

A woman exemplifies human flesh as sacred and shameful 

Spirit and flesh are often gendered male and female so that a woman comes to exemplify the 

ambivalent status of human flesh as sacred and shameful rather than a man.1020 

A woman’s flesh is associated with procreation, which Tertullian linked to death 

The notion that a woman’s flesh is associated with procreation, which is linked to death, the very 

signifier of sin. Birth initiates the person into the process of dying: “there is a shared debt between 

birth and death,” Tertullian explains in On the Flesh of Christ, “the natural cause of death is birth”. 

For Tertullian, this statement reveals that in being born sinless, Christ also saved humanity from 

death.1021 

The rupture of an infant from its mother’s womb foreshadows the trauma of death 

The rupture of an infant from its mother’s womb foreshadows the trauma of death, the moment when 

soul and flesh are rent: … So great is the terrible force of birth that he makes the startling claim that 

upon issuing forth from Mary’s womb, Christ “opened up” her body, changing her from a virgin to a 

wife. Take, for example, this barb aimed at Marcion: … 

Start from that birth you hate, attack the foulnesses of the genital elements in the 

womb: the disgusting coagulations of fluid and blood and the flesh being nourished 

for nine months from that same muck. Decry the womb day to day restless, heavy, 

anxious. … You are horrified at the infant shed (from the womb) with its 

impediments. Certainly Christ loves that person who was curdled in the filths of the 

womb, the one brought forth through the shameful parts and nourished by organs of 

ridicule. 

Tertullian’s lurid depiction of birth allows him to “displace” the shame of the flesh onto Marcion.1022 

Tertullian’s “gutter talk” serves his theological purposes 

In parturition, the foulness of the flesh emerges in the trials and tribulation of birthing: writhing 

organs, cramping and unsettled womb, fluids that pour out and move through the mother, shit and 

blood. He even likens the mother’s womb to a sewer, a latrine.  Jennifer Glancy notes:
.
 “Vocabularies 

of moral deficiency and human waste overlap with the vocabulary of gestation and birth. … Wombs 

are dirty places, and womb-bearers are dirty people:” The infant wallows in refuse, feeds on it, and is 

ushered forth from it—but the mother’s flesh, her womb, her shameful parts, are the site of all that 

impurity. 

In the context of Tertullian’s soteriological scheme, however, this categorization of Mary’s flesh—

this “gutter talk,” as Glancy rightly deems it—serves two important theological purposes. … Birth 

foregrounds the crude nature of the flesh, thereby indicating the very necessity of its salvation.1023 
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------ 

Tertullian, therefore, ruminates on the sordid nature of the flesh in order to reveal more starkly the 

miraculous nature of Christ’s redemptive act, In taking on the flesh, Christ involves himself in human 

shame. Christ’s “shameless” act of “love” is the only means to render the sordid flesh—that which 

decays and rots and is consumed with fulfilling bodily needs—into something worthy of the 

incorruptible kingdom. Tertullian stresses the corruptible and sordid nature of the flesh precisely to 

manifest Christ’s graciousness in daring to be born and to die in it. 

But in order for Christ’s redemptive act to work, the filth associated with human birth must be 

displaced entirely onto Mary and, implicitly, onto women as well. Though in his birth Christ unseals 

her womb, he actually remains a virgin himself. Christ’s divine nature is in no way compromised by 

his willingness to be born in human flesh. He is quickly disentangled and washed free of the gunk and 

filth of the sordid womb that fed, nourished, and sustained him those long months, while Mary’s body 

leaks it from her breasts and her vagina. Christ easily escapes the bloody and cramped womb 

unscathed, but Mary it seems, cannot. … 

Tertullian’s soteriology, then, is built on the claim that Christ is freed from the vagaries of birth—a 

freedom that protects him from the stain attached to them.1024 

AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO (354-430) 

Augustine had an incalculable influence on the church 

Augustine’s influence on the church and its theologies of sin, redemption, and grace has been 

incalculable. Likewise for original sin, Augustine fixed the meaning of the basic terms of the 

doctrine.1025 

------ 

No single theologian writing in Greek or Syriac in the patristic period exercised an influence in the 

Christian East comparable to that exercised in the West by the great North African St Augustine of 

Hippo (354-430), a man whose restless originality, philosophical sophistication, literary genius and 

sheer intellectual power set him apart not only from his contemporaries, but from all but a very few 

other theologians.1026 

------ 

It is not an exaggeration to say also that Augustine bequeathed to later Western theology almost the 

entirety of its conceptual grammar, its principal terms and distinctions and its governing themes. In 

his later years, he established a pattern of theological reflection on sin and on the relation between 

divine grace and human freedom that definitively shaped all subsequent Western theology. In a very 

real sense, Western Christianity is Augustinian Christianity.1027 

------ 

Such was the force of St Augustine’s intellect that some of his ideas entered permanently into 

Western theology. The most obvious, perhaps, is that of ‘predestination, the idea that God from 

eternity elects some to save, while ‘reprobating’ the rest to damnation, which Augustine believed to 

be the teaching of St Paul. Such an idea never really arose in the Eastern Christian world.1028 

------ 

More importantly, Augustine’s interpretations of certain passages in Paul were quite novel. For 

instance, he read Romans chapters 9-11 as a discourse on the predestination and reprobation of souls, 

even though those chapters appear really to concern the estrangement and ultimate reconciliation of 
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Israel and the Church; Paul does not discuss salvation there at all, except to opine that all of Israel will 

be saved. 

Similar problems of translation probably account for the significant differences between Eastern and 

Western understandings of original sin. All Christians believe that we are born in sin — that is, 

enslaved to death, suffering corruption in our bodies, minds and desires, alienated from God — but 

only in the West did the idea arise that a newborn infant is somehow already guilty of transgression in 

God’s eyes.1029 

Augustine influenced the West while the East took little interest 

Augustine’s influence prevailed in the West, while in the East little interest was taken in a controversy 

which was humanistic rather than strictly theological, and men’s minds were being drawn to the 

questions of Christology, which led to the Nestorian controversy and the Council of Ephesus.1030 

Human will is defective following Adam’s Fall 

Augustine says … all souls became oriented toward and susceptible to the importunings of sinful 

flesh. Sin, in this situation, easily became habit-forming; habit leads to compulsive behavior; such 

behavior by definition escapes control. Human will after the Fall, compromised in this way, in effect 

is not as free as it was in Adam before Adam sinned. Now a person can want not to sin: created by the 

good God, a person naturally desires the good. (“You have made us for yourself,” writes Augustine, 

addressing God in the opening chapter of the Confessions, “and our hearts are restless until they rest 

in you,” 1.1, 1.) But after Adam, the will is defective: a person now functions with a sort of 

diminished capacity, unable if unassisted by grace to achieve the good. God is still just in holding the 

sinner culpably responsible, however, even if the sinner cannot help but sin. … 

After Adam, Augustine urged, all humanity is condemned; indeed, condemnation is all anyone 

deserves: “Sinful humanity must pay a debt of punishment to the supreme divine justice”1031 

The wicked will be raised in their physical bodies at the end-time and burn for ever 

Augustine dedicates the penultimate book of this long work, City of God 21, to an exploration of 

eternal condemnation. Both the wicked and the saved will be raised in their physical bodies at the 

end-time, he asserts. The question then becomes: Can a fleshly body endure pain that is eternal 

(21.3)? Can it burn forever, without being consumed (21.2)? Yes indeed, Augustine responds: since 

raised flesh will be constituted differently from the way flesh currently is, God will arrange hell so 

that “the worm will never die and the fire never goes out.” This will be achieved by “a miracle done 

by the omnipotent Creator” (21.9).1032 

Blood really does achieve atonement for sin 

Blood, Augustine taught, whether that of the temple cult or that specifically and finally of the 

incarnate Christ, really does achieve atonement for sin.1033 

JEROME (347-420) 

The significance of Jerome 

St. Jerome’s importance lies in the facts: (1) That he was the author of the Vulgate Translation of the 

Bible into Latin, (2) That he bore the chief part in introducing the ascetic life into Western Europe, (3) 

That his writings more than those of any of the Fathers bring before us the general as well as the 

ecclesiastical life of his time.1034 

------ 
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[Jerome] ranks as one of the four Doctors of the Latin Church, and his influence was the most lasting; 

for, though he was not a great original thinker like Augustin, nor a champion like Ambrose, nor an 

organiser and spreader of Christianity like Gregory, his influence outlasted theirs. 

Their influence in the Middle Ages was confined to a comparatively small circle; but the monastic 

institutions which [Jerome] introduced, the value for relics and sacred places which he defended, the 

deference which he showed for Episcopal authority, especially that of the Roman Pontiff, were the 

chief features of the Christian system for a thousand years; his Vulgate was the Bible of Western 

Christendom till the Reformation.1035 

The succeeding Church was influenced mostly by Jerome 

[Jerome] stands at the close of the old Græco-Roman civilisation: the last Roman poet of any repute, 

Claudian, and the last Roman historian, Ammianus Marcellinus, died before him. Augustin survived 

him, but the other great Fathers, both in the East and in the West, had passed away before him. The 

sack of Rome by Alaric and its capture by Heraclian took place in his lifetime, and the Empire of the 

West fell in the next thirty years. Communication between East and West had become rarer and 

mutual knowledge less. Eusebius knew no Latin, Ambrose no Greek. …  

The general enfeeblement of the human mind, which remains one of the problems of history, had set 

in. The new age of Christendom which was struggling to the birth was subject to the influence of 

Jerome more than to that of any of the Fathers.1036 

------ 

As Thierry says in the last words of his work on St. Jerome, “There is no continuation of his work; a 

few more letters of Augustin and Paulinus, and night falls over the West.”1037 

Jerome is best known as a translator of Scripture 

It is as a translator of Scripture that Jerome is best known. His Vulgate was made at the right moment 

and by the right man. The Latin language was still living, although Latin civilisation was dying; and 

Jerome was a master of it. … 

It was highly prized even in Jerome’s lifetime, so that he is able to record that a large part of the Old 

Testament was translated into Greek from his version by his friend Sophronius, and was read in the 

Eastern Churches. 

After his death it won its way to become the Vulgate or common version of Western Christendom; it 

was the Bible of the Middle Ages; and in the year 1546 (eleven centuries after its author’s death) was 

pronounced by the Council of Trent to be the only true version, and alone authorised to be printed.1038 

Jerome was weak as a theologian and inconsistent 

As a theologian … [Jerome] is admittedly weak. He had no real interest in the subject. The first of his 

letters which deals with theology, that written from the Desert to Pope Damasus, points out clearly the 

difficulty raised by the difference of phraseology of East and West, the Eastern speaking of one 

Essence and three Substances, the Western, of one Substance and three Persons. But he makes no 

attempt to grasp the reality lying behind these expressions. … 

This lack of genuine theological interest best explains his conduct in relation to Origen, his 

extravagant laudation of him at one time, his violent condemnation at another. …  

He repeated Origen’s exposition without blame as to the pre-existence of souls and the restoration of 

Satan. When the subject of Origen’s orthodoxy was raised at a later time, he was unaware of any 

inconsistency when he fell in with the general condemnation of his doctrine. … 
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The lack of deep theological conviction is shown in his Dialogue against the Pelagians, where it is 

evident that he is far from that original and deep view of human corruption which Augustin 

maintained; indeed, he appears at times to be arguing against his own side.1039 

------ 

[Jerome’s] habit of mind was to accept his general principles from some kind of church authority, 

which was partly that of the Bishops, partly the general drift of the sentiment of the Christians of his 

day; and having accepted them, to advocate them vehemently and without discrimination.1040 

------ 

As a commentator, Jerome’s fault is a lack of independence; his merit lies in giving fully the opinions 

of others which we might otherwise not have known. … In matters of ordinary interpretation his 

judgment is good. But fanciful ideas are apt to intrude.1041 

Jerome appears to have engaged with Pelagianism at the insistence of others 

The only great controversy of this period is the Pelagian, in which Jerome seems to have engaged 

rather at the instance of others than on his own initiative. He shows some mildness in dealing with the 

Pelagians, and wishes more to win than to condemn them; his temperament was not such as to incline 

him, like Augustin, to take an attitude of vehement hostility to the Pelagian tenets. … 

Augustin from Africa and Ctesiphon from Rome appealed to him … and at length Jerome himself felt 

compelled to take the pen. … 

It was impossible for Jerome, as a “Synergist,” or believer in the co-operation of the human will with 

the divine, to throw himself into the fray with the eagerness of a convinced Predestinarian. But he 

does not scruple to brand Pelagius as a heretic; and to a heretic he would show no mercy. His treatise 

… made him at once the leader of the orthodox party in the East, and the target for the enmity of their 

adversaries. [In] 416–7, a crowd of Pelagian monks attacked the monasteries, slew some of their 

inmates, and burned or threw down the buildings, the tower in which Jerome had taken refuge alone 

escaping.1042 

PELAGIUS (360-418): 
Opposed Augustine and “Original Sin” 

The offspring of baptised parents could not inherit original sin 

Pelagius had recorded the opinion that the offspring of baptized parents could scarcely inherit what 

their parents no longer possess, i.e., original sin.1043 

------ 

Pelagius is not tolerant of any doctrine of original sin understood as the transmission of sin through 

procreation. … Pelagius makes it perfectly and explicitly clear that in his mind the birth of a child is 

tied directly to the doctrine of creation; that which is in man at birth is that which God has created, 

and God is the Author only of that which is good.1044 

------ 

Pelagius … would have agreed: that there were sinless men before the coming of Christ, that sin is not 

transmitted from parent to infant, that unbaptized infants who die are not subject to condemnation.1045 
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Pelagius’ views on the Problem of Sin 

It is the view of Pelagius that by the time human history reached that point at which the time of grace 

begins, the generality of men were held by a power of sin so strong that not even the law of Moses 

was able to free them from it. This remains the precise condition of men except as they come under 

the liberating sway of Christ. It is also the view of Pelagius that all men without exception are able to 

be without sin. … 

The power which sin holds over men is the power of habit, a power which builds itself up through 

successive acts of sinning. … Men learn to sin by their existence from childhood alongside others 

who sin … Nonetheless man is able to be without sin.1046 

------ 

If men “cannot” be without sin, then it is impossible to attach guilt to them; an infant dying 

unbaptized is not condemned because sin is not contracted by birth;
 
sin is not a “substance” and 

therefore cannot cripple or transform human nature; flesh and spirit are not contrary substances which, 

joined together by God, war against each other, nor does flesh impose upon man a natural necessity of 

sinning; God is to be viewed on the model of a physician who comes to cure a wound after it has been 

inflicted, and we are not to think of him as creating man in such a way that there has to be a wound in 

order that there be health; the idea of God’s punishment for sin is absurd if that punishment turns out 

itself to be a weakening of the sinner with the express result that he commit more sins.1047 

Pelagius taught Free Will and the possibility of man living without sin 

The second controversy (which also was disposed of without any General Council) was that of 

Pelagianism. Pelagius and Cælestius, monks of Britain, had come to Rome in 409, and maintained the 

doctrine of Free Will and the possibility of a man living without sin, against the Augustinian doctrine 

of Grace, which asserted the helplessness of man and issued in absolute predestinarianism.1048 

Pelagius condemned by Augustin for denying original sin 

In the eyes of the later Augustine the denial of original sin is one of the three chief points of Pelagian 

heresy.1049 

Eternal life possible under the Law of Moses 

[For Pelagius,] the law of Moses did in fact open up again the possibility that men would obey the 

will of God and thus attain eternal life. … God in his justice did not lay upon the Jews any moral 

requirements which were impossible of fulfilling. … The law is properly to be described as 

“grace.”1050 

Pelagius’ continuity between creation and redemption 

The continuity between creation and redemption Pelagius expresses in a way that is more easily 

conveyed in Latin than in English. By the sacrificial offering of his death Christ “repurchased” 

(redemit) us, he did not “purchase” (emit) us, since before his coming we were already his by reason 

of our nature, although alienated from him by our own sins. We are reunited (reconciliati) to God, 

having already been united (conciliati) to him, again on the ground of our nature. Having already been 

“generate” of him, we are now “regenerate.” Such passages express the underlying continuity between 

creation and redemption.1051 

Pelagius on Christ as Redeemer 

Christ is, for example, a pure sacrificial offering to the Father, or he has manifested his eternal life in 

our flesh to the end that it might become immortal. Pelagius’ most characteristic and oft-repeated 

language specifies Christ as dying an undeserved death on behalf of men. The eternal Son, 
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consubstantial with the Father, assumes human nature in both body and soul, and endures the 

condemnation of death that is due to men because of their sins. The death which he undergoes is not 

due to him both because as man he is without sin and because he is the Creator of the universe, hung 

upon the cross on behalf of his own creature. “Christ, then, for whom there was no judgment of death 

and no cause of enduring either the cross or curse, submitted to the curse for us, because we were all 

guilty of death; as standing under a curse we were deserving of the tree ourselves, in that we did not 

abide by all the things which were written in the law.” Thus are Christians preserved from the death 

that is due to them and to all men, and thus is the Father’s love made known.1052 

Pelagius on Christ as Revealer 

That which [Christ] reveals is the will and the promises of God for man; Pelagius can variously 

specify this aspect of the activity of Christ as “teaching,” the giving of commandments, and the giving 

of “law.” 

It is of the greatest importance to be aware that in the mind of Pelagius there is no antithesis between 

the notions of gospel and law as such. Repeatedly he emphasizes that the term “law” applies to the 

new dispensation which Christ has brought. Grace is law, the New Testament as a whole is law.1053 

Pelagius on Christ as Example 

Christ is example. Pelagius understands this both in a general and in a specific sense. In a general 

sense it means that Christ offered to men the one paradigm case needed in the time of grace of a man 

who consistently put to death sinful desire and thus revealed to men that of which their nature is 

capable. 

Specifically, Christ serves as example for a number of concrete modes of behavior. By his taking 

upon himself the form of a servant and in remaining obedient unto death he teaches Christians the 

humility and obedience proper to themselves; by his bearing of our infirmities we learn to bear with 

one another; by his birth of a poor mother we learn to reject riches; by his not “learning letters” he 

teaches us to reject worldly wisdom; and so on.1054 

The teaching and example of Christ open the possibility of a sinless life 

It is the death of Christ which allows the past sins of men no longer to bring upon them the 

condemnation of death, but it is the teaching and example of Christ which undo the effect of habit and 

open up to man the real possibility of a sinless life.1055 

Baptism is the sacrament of justification by faith alone 

Pelagius’ teaching concerning baptism may be summarized conveniently by saying that it is the 

sacrament of justification by faith alone. … In the act of baptism the believing man is absolved from 

his past sins without respect to merit, the forgiving grace of God making him to be in that moment 

“righteous.” Righteousness in this context then means the condition of being without the guilt of past 

sin.1056 

Men are justified by works 

[Pelagius] also teaches that men are justified by works. The key to understanding his language is to 

notice that the formula “faith alone” applies to the unique situation of the individual at his conversion 

and baptism. “Righteousness” (iustitia) as a term applying to the Christian after baptism, and pre-

eminently at the judgment,. … 

The whole of the Christian life as it is stretched out between baptism and the judgment is one in which 

Christians avail themselves of the grace of teaching and example; always exercising that freedom of 
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choice which has been made effectual by grace, they obey the precepts of the gospel and so merit the 

rewards of the final kingdom of heaven.1057 

Pelagius condemned as a heretic over his doctrines on grace and human 
achievement 

Pelagius was condemned as a heretic for teaching an insufficient and erroneous doctrine of grace, for 

teaching also a correlative doctrine of the possibilities of human achievement which appeared to deny 

the necessity of grace. It is true also that Pelagius’ understanding of the term “grace” is a very 

deficient one when regarded from the point of view of Augustinian theology.1058 

------ 

It was, after all, Augustine who led the African agitation which was successful in securing both the 

imperial banishment and the final papal condemnation [of Pelagius]. And it was Augustine supremely 

whose theological position against the Pelagians was to commend itself to both Catholic and 

Protestant orthodoxy, although the former never completely assimilated the whole of Augustine’s 

theology in its final form.1059 

------ 

To Augustine [Pelagius] is the enemy of the grace of God; he has made the cross of Christ to no 

effect; he has introduced novelty and heresy in his denial of original sin. To Jerome he is the continuer 

of the perfectionism of Origen; his doctrine of sinlessness brings with it the absurd and blasphemous 

claim that man may be made equal to God.1060 

SOME KEY EASTERN (GREEK) FATHERS: 
Mystical soteriology; “participation” and “deification” 

 

JUSTIN MARTYR (100-165) 

Justin’s Christianity is “the true philosophy” 

Justin is an apologist for his community. … Wrong intellectual concepts of God, such as those 

displayed by pagan philosophers, result in bad human behaviour. … Christians committed to Justin’s 

version of Christianity, by contrast, are chaste, prudent, pious, good citizens. … Sin occurs when 

someone does something “contrary to right reason”: intellectual error precedes moral error. … Justin 

urges that any pagan philosophers who ever said something true were actually beholden to the pre-

incarnate Christ. … Justin’s Christianity, in brief, is the true philosophy.1061 

God has brought Israel’s law to a definitive end in Christ 

The facts of history, Justin urges, validate his argument. God had never desired blood sacrifices. He 

had inaugurated them solely because of Israel’s abiding sinfulness in worshiping idols; he brought the 

law to a definitive end in Christ.1062 

Justin domesticated the flesh for the Christian message 

By conceptualizing Christ both as the son of the high god and as that god’s agent in framing the 

material cosmos, … [Justin] domesticated the flesh for the Christian message. Flesh was not 

intrinsically alien to redemption; it was not the product of a disruption or accident in the upper 

heavens. … 
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Nothing impeded Christ from truly assuming flesh when he finally appeared in history. … “Jesus 

Christ … took both flesh and blood for our salvation” … because Adam and Eve’s sin of disobedience 

had made human flesh mortal (Trypho 88). By dying and rising in the flesh, Christ conquered death, 

making flesh immortal (Trypho 63). … The Christian could be nourished and transformed by the 

Eucharist, “the flesh and blood of Jesus, who was made flesh” (1 Apology 66). Neither flesh nor 

matter, then, was something that the Christian had to escape in order to be saved.1063 

Neither baptism nor the communal meal has the strictly Pauline colouring 

Baptism is depicted as an ablution for the remission of sins, and the sacred communal meal is 

identified as the nourishment of the faithful by the flesh and blood of Christ. Neither sacrament is 

outlined with strictly Pauline colouring: baptism is not said to be a symbol of the burial and 

resurrection of Christ nor the Eucharist the memorial of the Last Supper.1064 

MELITO OF SARDIS (DIED BEFORE 190) 

Christ became incarnate to redeem humankind from the suffering and death inherited 
from Adam 

For Melito, Christ is a glorious, divine figure who becomes incarnate for the sake of the redemption of 

humankind from the suffering and death which were its inheritance from Adam. Moreover, this 

incarnation or embodiment of the Son of God is the fulfillment of the whole dispensation of the 

Mosaic convenant, which is, for Melito, not only a salvific work of God in its own right but a “type” 

or foreshadowing of the perfect salvation given in Christ.1065 

Melito provides a complete Christian synthesis of salvation with second-century 
Christology 

Profound theological reflections are hidden within the poetic majesty of Melito’s rhetoric. His 

Passover homily encapsulates a complete Christian synthesis of salvation together with a penetrating 

view of second-century Christology, starting with the primeval story of Paradise and ending with the 

glorification of the Son and the Father mutually supporting each other. 

He is the Christ ... 

He bears the Father and is borne by the Father, 

to whom be the glory and the power for ever. Amen. (Homily 105)1066 

IRENAEUS (120-200) 

Irenaeus had a special concern for the Eucharist, the pet hatred of Marcion and his 
fellows 

The anti-Gnostic enthusiasm contributed to Irenaeus’ special concern for the Eucharist, which qua 
1067

 

renewal of the sacrifice of the body and blood of Jesus had as its prerequisite the reality of the 

incarnation, the pet hatred of Marcion and his fellows.1068 

Salvation is conquering one’s foes, sharing in incorruptibility, and adoption as sons 

Irenaeus describes salvation in three ways: as the conquering of humanity’s foe; as our becoming 

sharers in incorruptibility; and as our becoming sharers in adoption as sons. …. To participate in God 

or be joined to God is to participate in adoption as sons, and incorruption is tied to this adoption.1069 
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Adoption lies at the heart of Irenaeus’ soteriology 

The heart of [Irenaeus’] soteriology is the idea of adoption, understood in the sense of personal 

communion with God. … To participate in God is … to be adopted into his family, to share in 

communion with God.1070 

Through adoption, we become adopted and thus share communion with God 

Participation, for Irenaeus, does not mean merely sharing in some qualities of God, and it 

emphatically does not mean virtual absorption into God’s being. Instead, Irenaeus uses the idea of 

participation in a decidedly personal way: through our union with the natural Son of God, we become 

adopted sons and daughters, and thus we share fellowship or communion with God.1071 

Salvation is freedom from sinful corruption 

Irenaeus was surely the most important figure in second-century Eastern theology. … He emphasized 

that salvation was not merely for the soul, but also for the body. As a result, his discussions of 

humanity’s sinful condition are often couched in the language of “corruption”, and he sees salvation 

as freedom from this sinful corruption so that humanity (body and soul) may enjoy God’s 

incorruption. …  

His abundant mention of incorruption has to do more with the opponents he is fighting than with the 

actual centrality of that notion to his thought. Rather than being the centerpiece of Irenaeus’s 

soteriology, incorruption is one of the results of salvation.1072 

Incorruption results from sharing communion with God 

Communion with God is foundational, and incorruptibility is the result of sharing communion with 

God.1073 

Eternal life, incorruption, and adoption means sharing Christ’s eternal life 

In Irenaeus’s thought, the gift (described as eternal life, adoption, and incorruption) is connected to 

the Logos himself, to Christ. To be united to Christ is to share in his eternal life, his incorruption. 

Moreover, we again see that adoption lies at the heart of Irenaeus’s soteriology. When we receive the 

Logos, the true Son of God, he makes us adopted sons and daughters, and then we are able to share in 

the Son’s incorruption.1074 

Destruction of death and bestowal of immortality are capital points in Irenaeus’ 
system 

In explaining the motives of the Saviour’s suffering and death, St. Irenaeus has recourse to the same 

formulae he had used in expounding the reasons for the Incarnation. Just as he had said that the Word 

became incarnate for us, so he teaches that it was for our sakes that Christ suffered, for us that He 

shed His blood, for us that He died. Christ underwent the passion to bring us to the knowledge of the 

Father, to unite us to God, to reconcile us to God, to ransom us by His blood, to end our exile and 

restore us to our inheritance. The destruction of death and the bestowal of immortality—capital points 

in the Irenaean system—are referred to the passion.1075 

CYRIL OF ALEXANDRIA (378-444) 

Cyril was the greatest of Athanasius’ followers 

The greatest of Athanasius’s followers, Cyril of Alexandria … faithfully adheres to an Athanasian 

trajectory but develops his master’s thought considerably.1076 
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Cyril’s emphasis on personal participation was like Irenaeus and Athanasius, but 
unlike Origen and Gregory of Nyssa 

Like virtually all Church fathers, Cyril does see salvation as a participation in God’s qualities: he 

emphasizes that God grants us to share in his own incorruption and holiness.
 
But like Irenaeus and 

Athanasius, and unlike Origen and Gregory of Nyssa, he places his dominant emphasis on salvation as 

personal participation.1077 

------ 

Cyril also places a great deal of emphasis on our human inability to rise up to God, and thus on God’s 

downward action through the incarnation and crucifixion in order to make us his adopted sons and 

daughters. These emphases stand in marked contrast to Origen and Gregory of Nyssa.1078 

Christians receive both the status of adopted sons and communion with the Father 
and the Son 

[Cyril] emphasizes that Christians receive both the status of adopted sons
 
and communion with the 

Father and the Son.
 
More important, Cyril develops technical terminology to emphasize that believers 

do not share in any way at all in the substance of God, but that we nevertheless do participate in the 

fellowship that the persons of the Trinity have with one another.1079 

Christians participate in the fellowship, warm communion, and intimacy of the 
Godhead 

Christians do participate in the natural fellowship, the warm communion and intimacy which the 

persons of the Trinity have as a result of their unity of substance. By grace we receive the natural 

communion of the Godhead because the Logos has brought his own humanity into the fellowship of 

the Trinity, in order to share this fellowship with us as well. … 

The idea that Christians can possess by grace the natural communion of the Trinity is a striking one 

indeed. … This arresting language shows the depth of God’s self-giving as he graciously shares his 

own fellowship with us.1080 

We always remain creatures 

Even when we are called sons and gods by grace, we remain aware of what we actually are, that is, 

creatures. There is no question of our aspiring to the substance of God.1081 

CAPPADOCIAN FATHERS 

The name given to the three bishops and theologians during the second half of the fourth century are 

“The Great Cappadocians.”  

They are Basil (300-379 A.D.), bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia, his younger brother Gregory 

(329-389 A.D.), who was bishop of Nyssa, and their friend Gregory of Nazianzus (335-394 A.D.), 

who for a brief time, occupied the Constantinople See.1082 
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GREGORY OF NYSSA (335-394) 
Mystical theology 

Gregory is recognised as the great spiritual master of mystical theology 

St Gregory of Nyssa, the youngest of the so-called Cappadocian fathers … is widely recognised today 

as the great spiritual master of mystical theology.1083
 

Mystical theology aims to open up the way for the mystery of God to be experienced 

Mystical theology … aim[s] to open up the way for the mystery of God to be approached, beheld, 

lived and experienced rather than objectively understood. Accordingly, it is an approach to theology 

understood as union with, and vision of, God as opposed to mere apprehension or speculation of him 

devoid of experience.1084 

------ 

As one continued in their ascent towards God, the cloud became symbolic of the growing awareness 

of the incomprehensibility of God. In this way, from clear appearances, the seeker would come to 

appreciate the importance of forsaking phenomenal appearances, and in their place would begin to 

read between the lines of reality in order to find God therein. 

In this sense, the light of the ‘first stage’ led to the ever-increasing transformative obscurity of cloud 

and ultimately darkness. Quite simply, it is here that the person became aware of the immediacy of 

God in a way that surpassed knowledge. 

During this stage, the person, according to St Gregory, came to realise an understanding of the hidden 

things of God which are beyond what the discursive mind can understand and perceive.1085 

Gregory expressed the vision of God in terms of darkness 

That which set St Gregory apart from other fathers in general and the Cappadocians in particular was 

the innovative approach to his understanding of the vision of God expressed in terms of darkness 

rather than the prevailing light imagery. Hence, instead of presenting the Christian life as a 

transformative journey towards increasing luminosity, St Gregory put forward a vision of a person’s 

ascent towards God in terms of increasing impenetrable opacity. … 

The spiritual life begins with light and progresses to deeper and deeper darkness. Indeed, St Gregory 

was responsible for making popular the idea of divine darkness in mystical theology by placing it in 

the centre of his works.1086 

------ 

Far from being a negative term, darkness, for St Gregory, was ultimately a positive symbol signifying 

quite paradoxically God’s profound presence with humanity. Indeed, for St Gregory, the symbol of 

darkness marked the pinnacle of the spiritual journey towards God.1087 

Union with God is entirely a gift of God’s divine grace and not a result of cognitive 
faculties 

Divine darkness, for St Gregory, signified at least two realities: firstly, the incomprehensibility and 

inaccessibility of God’s essence and secondly in a paradoxical manner his intimate presence. … In 

juxtaposing darkness with the qualifier ‘dazzling,’ St Gregory wonderfully brought together both the 

utter transcendence of God yet at the same time his genuine immanence. He, therefore, would not 

have left his readers believing that any mystical encounter with God was impossible. On the contrary, 

they would have come to realise that union with God was entirely a gift of God’s divine grace and not 

a result of their cognitive faculties.1088 
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One is enabled to share or participate in the divine life 

The ascent towards God is a journey inextricably linked to Christ, characterised both by apprehension 

of Christ as the ‘true light’ and participation or communion in this reality. Moreover, one underwent 

such a radical transformation that one was enabled also to share or participate in this divine life by 

becoming more and more Christ-like.1089 

Salvation is primarily mystical participation in the qualities or characteristics of God 

After the fourth-century Arian crisis … it was apparent to virtually everyone in the Eastern Church 

that Origen’s cosmology needed significant modification. Gregory of Nyssa’s work in the late fourth 

century can be regarded as a minimalist correction: he denies the pre-existence of the souls, arguing 

instead that each human soul was created in time, at the same time that person’s body was created. 

In spite of this corrective, Gregory continues to see through Origen’s eyes in many ways. … Gregory 

of Nyssa follows Origen in seeing salvation largely as the ascent of the human soul to God, in 

focusing on the soul rather than the whole person, in minimizing the personal aspects of salvation, and 

in viewing salvation primarily as mystical participation in the qualities or characteristics of God. 

Gregory understands participation in God primarily in terms of sharing in his qualities, of which the 

most important to Gregory (as to Origen) is freedom. … He emphasizes that all human beings will 

ultimately be saved. (Here he reflects Origen’s universalism.)1090 

Gregory and Origen stand in stark contrast to Irenaeus 

Like Origen, Gregory stands in marked contrast to Irenaeus, for whom participation in God is 

primarily personal and only secondarily sharing in God’s qualities or characteristics.1091 

The serpent signified Christ taking on sinful humanity 

St Gregory’s mention of Moses’ rod changing into a serpent signified Christ taking on a sinful 

humanity. … By taking on sinful human nature, Christ transformed it allowing the world to thus 

participate in a radically new mode of existence.1092
 

THE END OF THE PATRISTIC PERIOD 
The patristic period is usually said to have ended — in the West — with St Isidore of Seville (c.560-

636) and — in the East — with St John of Damascus (c.675-749).1093 

------ 

Over the next few centuries, the chief focus of doctrinal disputation in the Church was Christology: 

that is, the theology of the relation of Christ’s divinity to his humanity.1094 

CHRISTIANITY’S EASTERN AND AFRICAN ORIGINS 

Christianity, born in the East, and its earliest centuries were part of the Near Eastern 
and North African world 

In the early years of the faith, the gospel fared somewhat better in the East, and travelled far along the 

thriving trade routes opened up by Hellenistic culture. Of all Christian nations — that is, nations in 

which Christianity is or has been the faith not only of the people but of the state — the oldest is 

Armenia. It was around the year 300 that the Armenian royal household received baptism and adopted 

Christianity as the royal religion some 13 years before the Christians of the Roman empire were 

granted the right to practise their faith.1095 

------ 
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Christianity was born in the East, and in its earliest centuries was as much — or more — a part of the 

Near Eastern and North African world as the European; and, well into the Middle Ages, Syrian 

Christian outposts extended to ‘far Cathay’. 

It was only as a result of a number of historical forces — chief among them, the rise of powerful 

Islamic empires in the seventh century and after — that Christianity came to be regarded almost 

exclusively as a European religion, that it was Europe alone where an exclusively Christian 

civilization took form, and that it was from early modern Europe that Christianity ventured farthest 

out into the larger world.1096 

The Armenian Church 

In common with certain other Oriental churches, the Armenian Church broke with the imperial 

Church of Constantinople and Rome after the Council of Chalcedon in 451, which the Armenian 

Church rejected officially in 506.1097 

The St Thomas Christians of India 

No less ancient than Armenian Christianity, perhaps, is the native Christianity of India. From very 

ancient times, there has been an established community of Christians among the Malayalam-speaking 

peoples of the southwestern Malabar coastal region of Kerala. They are mostly the descendants of 

East Syrian merchants who travelled along the trade routes that passed through the Red Sea and 

settled there. These (‘Nasranis’ or ‘Malankara Orthodox Christians’ (as they are known) call 

themselves the ‘Thomas Christians’ because they believe that Christianity was originally brought to 

Kerala in 52 by the Apostle Thomas, who remained in the country until his martyrdom in Mylapur, in 

Madras, around 72.1098 

------ 

By the late fifth century the Indian Church was ecclesiastically united with the Syrian ‘Church of the 

East’ — another ‘Oriental’ church that broke with Constantinople and Rome some time after the 

Council of Chalcedon (but for reasons radically different from those of the Armenians).1099 

------ 

All, it seems, were quite hospitably received by the native Indian rulers, perhaps because theirs was a 

prosperous merchant population. They were granted legal charters for their community, accorded an 

extremely high caste in Indian society (only a step below Brahmins), and given extensive jurisdiction 

over their own people. From early on, Christian processions were allowed to display the full 

sumptuous ornament usually reserved for the ruling caste. In turn, certain Indian practices — usually 

associated with Hindu beliefs — were adopted by the Thomas Christians. It even became common for 

Christian men to withdraw from the world in their sixty-fourth year to devote the rest of their lives to 

contemplation and prayer, in keeping with ancient Hindu practice.1100 

Christianity in Ethiopia 

A modern Westerner encountering the Ethiopian Orthodox Church for the first time often experiences 

a sort of delighted disorientation. One cannot help but be overwhelmed by the sheer sensory 

splendour of the Tewahedo (as the Church is called in Ethiopia): the stern grandeur of the worship, 

the opulent vestments, the sumptuous processional ‘parasols’ the grand elaborate liturgies, the ornate 

gold crosses, the vivid icons, the drums and sistrums and ritual dance and mesmerizing pentatonic 

chant. 
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The Ethiopian Church is also pervaded by an almost irresistible air of mystery: its claim that it 

possesses the Ark of the Covenant, for instance, or the national belief that the emperors of Ethiopia 

descended from Menelik I, the son of King Solomon and the queen of Sheba.1101 

------ 

During these [early] centuries many of the most distinctive traditions of Ethiopian Christianity 

probably began to appear: for example, the adoption of Jewish practices such as observance of the 

Saturday Sabbath, abstinence from ‘unclean’ foods, and circumcision of male infants; also the 

extremely demanding fasting laws, which oblige Ethiopian Orthodox Christians to refrain from all 

animal products for some 250 days a year. These were also the years when the Ge’ez Bible was 

beginning to take shape, at a time when the exact canon of scripture was still indeterminate 

throughout the Christian world, with the result that the Ethiopian Bible comprises some 81 books, 

including many works in both the Old and New Testaments that no other tradition accepts.1102 

------ 

During the latter half of the fifth century, when Alexandria separated from the Churches of Rome and 

Constantinople on account of the Council of Chalcedon, [the church at] Aksum remained loyal to its 

original patriarchate (thus today Ethiopian Orthodoxy is still considered a branch of the Coptic 

Orthodox Church of Egypt).1103 
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THE WESTERN CHURCH’S MEDIEVAL SOTERIOLOGIES 

BISHOP ANSELM (d. 1109) 

Anselm was one of the most profound thinkers of the Middle Ages 

Anselm is remembered today not merely as a great archbishop but as one of the most profound 

thinkers of the Middle Ages.1104 

------ 

At Bec, Anselm made his first great intellectual contribution: he attempted to prove the existence of 

God. He set out his famous ontological1105 argument in his Proslogion. God is “that which nothing 

greater can be thought,” he argued. We cannot think of this entity as anything but existing because a 

god who exists is greater than one who merely is an idea. The argument, though contested almost as 

soon as it was written, has influenced philosophers even into the twentieth century. 

Anselm also thought deeply on the relationship of faith and reason. He concluded that faith is the 

precondition of knowledge (credo ut intelligam, “I believe in order to understand”). He didn’t despise 

reason; in fact he employed it in all his writings. He simply believed knowledge cannot lead to faith, 

and knowledge gained outside of faith is untrustworthy.1106 

The “Ransom to Satan” theory reigned for 1000 years from Origen until Anselm 

[The] theory of the atonement advanced in the early church—and really maintained as the standard 

view in the early church until Anselm—is the Ransom to Satan view. Origen (185-254) was one of 

the chief proponents of this understanding which asserts that Christ’s death was a ransom paid to 

Satan to secure the release of his hostages, i.e., sinful men and women. …  

The Satisfaction or Commercial view of Anselm (1033-1109) argues that man has dishonored God by 

his sin and that through the death of the perfect, sinless God-man, Jesus Christ, that honor and more—

including Satan’s defeat—has been restored to God.1107 

Anselm’s theory removed the ransom being paid to the Devil 

After many centuries of domination by the ransom to Satan theory, Anselm offered a fresh view of the 

atonement, the satisfaction theory. In his book Why God Became Man, he set forth the major aspects 

of his model, beginning with the problem of sin: 

To sin is nothing other than not to give God what is owed to him. What is the debt 

which we owe to God? ... This is righteousness or uprightness of the will. It makes 

individuals righteous or upright in their heart, that is, their will. This is the sole honor, 

the complete honor, which we owe to God and which God demands from us.... 

Someone who does not render to God this honor due to him is taking away from God 

what is his, and dishonoring God, and this is what it is to sin.1108 

------ 

The notion of the Redemption of Mankind as a paying-off to the Devil was generally accepted until it 

was repudiated by St. Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury, at the beginning of the High Middle Ages. 

Anselm, who died in the year 1109, denied that a ransom was paid to the Devil at all, since the Devil’s 

hold over Mankind had been acquired unjustly. Rather, according to Anselm, the Redemption 

consisted of Christ, as Man, making satisfaction to God. 
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Not all later authors followed this solution, but it came to prevail, even among some who still believed 

that Jesus deliberately concealed His Divinity from the Devil. In fact, Anselm himself shared this 

notion – and obviously approved of it – of the Divine deception of the Devil. 

The idea that Satan acquired rights over the Human Race because of the sin of Adam and Eve was the 

only major theological elaboration of the Biography of Satan from the Patristic Age that was refuted 

and rejected in the Middle Ages.1109 

------ 

The devil is left out of the equation, but Bartlett says that Anselm’s move only means that the source 

of violence against humanity is no longer the devil but God the Father. So “divine unity and 

sovereignty are saved but divine violence is established formally and metaphysically.”1110 

------ 

Anselm’s conclusion puts the matter beyond doubt— 

it is nevertheless not the case that God needed to come down from heaven to the conquer the 

devil, or to take any action against him in order to set mankind free ... God did not owe the 

devil anything but punishment ... whatever was demanded from man, his debt was to God, 

not to the devil. 

In debunking these theories, Anselm brought our thought back to God from the devil, whose power 

and rights had been unduly exalted.1111 

Anselm was the first to shift from metaphor to a systematic account of salvation 

Anselm, archbishop of Canterbury, considered the first to shift his approach away from metaphor to a 

more systematic account of salvation.1112 

------ 

Anselm’s shift to arguments by “reason and necessity” mark a shift in soteriology to theory—an 

attempt to explain God’s work of salvation independent of our experience of it. This mode of 

discourse will continue in the centuries to come. However, we need to acknowledge that the use of 

metaphors and symbolic meaning with regard to Christ’s death—cultus in the broadest sense—

continues apace. While reasoned argument seeks explanations that put logic into the relations between 

the human and the divine, and within and among the persons of the Trinity, reasoned arguments can 

fail to capture the hearts and minds of believers.1113 

------ 

Anselm’s work in Cur Deus Homo? marks a move beyond common sense to theory with regard to an 

understanding of salvation. He takes for granted what the earlier controversies yielded in terms of the 

Son’s humanity and divinity. The question of Christ’s salvific work never became a subject of 

ecclesiastical definition. Anselm, with his effort to explain the need for Christ to become human and 

die—his appeal to ratio et necessitas—serves as a first attempt to be systematic and theoretical about 

salvation.1114 

ANSELM’S SOTERIOLOGY AND REQUISITE CHRISTOLOGY 

Anselm’s basic argument is— 

1. God has been dishonoured by human sin and satisfaction is required. … 

2. It is unfitting for God to forgive sin without punishment or satisfaction. … 

3. Humanity can not make the required satisfaction. 

4. It is necessary that God brings to completion his purpose for humanity. 
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5. A God-man must be born with both the power to make the satisfaction and the obligation to 

make the satisfaction. 

6. The death of the God-man outweighs all sins.
1115

 

------ 

Anselm’s ratio decidendi
1116

 is that for heaven to have its full complement, recompense for sin must 

be paid which no one can pay except God, and no one ought to pay except man: [therefore] it is 

necessary that a God-Man should pay it.
1117

 

------ 

In the Cur Deus Homo, Anselm’s purpose is to provide a rational defense of the necessity of the 

Incarnation. It would be helpful to sketch the argument here. 

Through the sin of Adam, humanity failed to uphold the moral order established by God. 

The divine ordering of creation, or rectitudo, was violated, and the honor of God was 

consequently put asunder. 

Adam forfeited the original justice in which was created, and 

all of his descendants inherit his state of iniustitia as a consequence: “the human race, clearly 

his most precious piece of workmanship, had been completely ruined.” 

According to Anselm, one who does not render to God what is demanded by the moral order 

dishonors God.  

Because God himself is infinite, such an offense constitutes an infinite degree of injustice. 

The sinner then must make satisfaction for the crime, which entails not only due submission 

to God, but restoration of the very honor stolen. 

But cannot God just simply forgive the offence out of pure mercy? For Anselm, such an idea is an 

absurdity, for God as supreme justice (summa iustitia) would be acting in an unjust manner, which is 

unfitting to his nature. Anselm is not speaking of human justice but of that supreme justice expressed 

in the divine order of the cosmos. This justice is an attribute of God’s nature, not merely a way in 

which God deals in circumstance.  

According to God’s design, humanity is obligated to make satisfaction. But the state of sin 

renders any attempt futile since a sinner cannot justify a sinner.  

Only God is capable of providing an infinite restitution, something which exceeds in value 

anything in the created order. But if humanity is left to sin and death it will never achieve the 

end for which it was ordained, that is, “blessed happiness” in God. 

The immutable goodness and justice of God will not permit the frustration of his plan. While the 

necessity for satisfaction lies with humanity, only God can provide it. 

Thus the necessary solution to this quandary is the God-Man (Deus homo), Jesus Christ. 

As a man, Christ owed perfect obedience to God, so obedience alone would not suffice for 

satisfaction. But due to his sinlessness, Christ was not obligated to die, since death was the wage of 

sin. The death of Christ went beyond what was required of him, and the cross was endowed with the 

value of satisfaction. This satisfaction is of infinite value because Christ was not only man, but also 

God. 
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The death of the God-Man provides a satisfaction of such abundance that it extends to all 

humanity across space and time. Humanity itself is then crowned by the mediated 

achievement of its Redeemer. 

In the scope of the history of theological thought, the achievement and worth of Anselm’s meticulous 

labor is found in his novel theology of atonement. The ontological1118 Christology of Chalcedon is 

pressed into the service of a functional Christology. 

For Anselm, no other Christ can save humanity from its squalid condition of sin and death than the 

Christ proclaimed by the Fathers of Chalcedon. While it is true that both Beatus and Alcuin were 

staunch defenders of the Chalcedonian doctrine, it was not until Anselm that its precise function 

within the salvific economy was elucidated. 

Like Leo, his theological predecessor, Anselm fully distinguishes the two natures of Christ while 

convincingly maintaining that the Son of God suffered no duality of subject or person. …  

The end result of Anselm’s innovation is a true Christological renaissance within the Latin Church. … 

Anselm’s contribution to Western Christology cannot be limited to simply his theology of the 

redemption; it must be likewise acknowledged that he became the first significant thinker after Leo 

to advance and codify the doctrine of Chalcedon.1119 

The necessity of the Incarnation formed the source of Anselm’s soteriology 

A distinctive mark of the eleventh and twelfth centuries was a growing interest in the humanity and 

especially the passion of Christ. Anselm was directly involved in shaping this development in two 

distinct ways: through his prayers, which detailed the sufferings of Christ with a poignancy and 

passionate intensity that was new to the age, and through his theological treatise, the Cur Deus Homo, 

which grounded such devotion in a reasoned explanation of the necessity of the Incarnation. This 

latter work had tremendous influence, not only upon theology, but upon the piety of succeeding 

centuries. Devotion to the humanity of Christ, particularly to the crucified Jesus, dominated later 

medieval spirituality.1120 

------ 

Anselm’s effort in the Cur Deus Homo is simply to provide a satisfactory answer to the question why 

God became human to save us. He wants to counter the criticism of unbelievers who think the 

doctrine of the Incarnation absurd, and to provide believers with clarification for their faith so that 

“they may be gladdened by understanding … and … always ready to convince anyone who demands 

of them a reason [for] that hope which is in us” (1.1:178). 

Anselm thinks that the old, scripturally based arguments establishing the “fittingness” of the 

Incarnation and atonement by simply contrasting Adam with Christ are not persuasive enough (1.3-

1.4:182-84). His method consists in “leaving Christ out of view,” i.e. leaving behind any explicit 

appeal to scriptural authority, so that he may establish a clear, simple argument establishing the 

“necessary reasons” why God became human.1121 

Only a God-man can make the satisfaction by which man is saved 

Anselm wrote Why Did God Become Man?, which became the most influential treatise on the 

atonement in the Middle Ages. He argued for the “satisfaction theory.” Early theologians, like Origen 

and Gregory of Nyssa, held to the “ransom theory”: humankind was held captive to sin and death by 

Satan, at least until Christ paid the ransom through his death, and in the Resurrection, broke the power 

of Satan’s chains. Anselm argued instead that it wasn’t Satan who was owed something but God. In 

Adam, all human beings had sinned against divine holiness. Furthermore, being both finite and sinful, 
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people were powerless to make proper restitution. That could only be accomplished by Christ: “No 

one but one who is God-man can make the satisfaction by which man is saved.”1122 

------ 

For Anselm, the only one who can save humanity is one who is both God and man: 

[Satisfaction] cannot come about unless there should be someone who would make a 

payment to God greater than everything that exists apart from God.... It is also a 

necessity that someone who can give to God from his own property something which 

exceeds everything which is inferior to God, must himself be superior to everything 

that exists apart from God.... Now, there is nothing superior to all that exists which is 

not God—except God.... But the obligation rests with man, and no one else, to make 

the payment.... Otherwise mankind is not making recompense. If, therefore, ... no one 

can pay except God, and no one ought to pay except man: it is necessary that a God-

man should pay it. 

Therefore, Jesus Christ, the God-man, is the only one who can offer satisfaction for the sin of 

humanity: 

He ought to possess something ... which he may give to God voluntarily and not in 

payment of a debt.... If we say that he will make a present of himself as an act of 

obedience to God ... this will not constitute giving something which God does not 

demand from him in repayment of a debt. For every rational creature owes this 

obedience to God.... [But] to hand himself over to death, for the honor of God ... is not 

something which God will demand from him in repayment of a debt, given that, since 

there will be no sin in him, he will be under no obligation to die. 

Thus, the death of Christ is the sufficient and necessary satisfaction that he willingly offered to God. 

In doing so, Christ obtained a reward, but it was a reward that he did not need. It only makes sense 

that Christ would give this reward to fallen human beings, “for whose salvation ... he made himself a 

man.” So Christ directs that his reward should be given to sinners so as to provide satisfaction for 

their sins, and the Father gives redemption to all who embrace the Son. In this way, Anselm explained 

the work of Christ in terms of the satisfaction theory of the atonement.1123 

For Anselm, God offers back to humankind the merit of salvation 

What is Anselm’s line of reasoning? He takes for granted that his readers understand that there is a 

problem, which is sin and the alienation that it has wrought between God and humankind. Anselm 

refines this by discussing God’s honor as being violated by human failure to give God what God is 

owed, namely worship and thanksgiving. This violation needs to be redressed. God’s honor can be 

restored through the punishment of death, which is merited by human sin. The only other way to 

restore God’s honor would be through some act of recompense, or satisfaction, whereby a deed above 

and beyond what is already owed to God could be given to God. 

The logical problem is that this offering must be on the part of a human agent, since it is humans who 

have sinned, while at the same time the offering must go beyond what humans have to offer, since the 

offense is of such great proportion. Humankind has nothing to offer God that they have not already 

received from God. There is nothing “more” they can give in order to repair the breach. Christ’s 

giving of his life is exactly this something “more.” Christ was human so he acts as a human agent in 

seeking reconciliation with God. Yet Christ as God was under no obligation to give his life. Since he 

was sinless, death would not have come to him. That he willingly gave his life as an act of obedient 

love is what constitutes satisfaction and wins us reconciliation with the one we have offended. The 

punishment of death is remitted without injustice. 

So the short answer to “Why did God become man?” is that only a God-man could offer a complete 

recompense for sin. The logic of the problem in book I comes to the conclusion that the way out of the 
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sin dilemma is either the punishment of death or some offering beyond what humans already owe to 

God. Since humankind is incapable of the latter, the logic leads one to despair: it seems that there is 

no way out except punishment and death. The incarnation of the God-man Christ resolves this, not in 

the incarnation alone but in the willingness of the God-man to suffer what he in no way deserved. 

This, then, becomes the “over and above” gift—what is supererogatory—by which God offers back 

to humankind the merit of salvation.1124 

ANSELM WAS INFLUENCED BY THE CHARACTERISTICS  
OF HIS OWN SOCIAL AND CULTURAL WORLD 

The way Anselm thought about sin and redemption was influenced by the assumptions, ideals, values, 

and ways of living characteristic of the social and cultural world in which he lived. The monastic 

order of Anselm’s religious world mirrored in miniature the hierarchically structured social and 

political world of medieval kings, lords, knights, vassals, and subjects. 

Of all medieval feudal values, honor and obedience were given highest place. To disobey one’s 

superior withheld honor where honor was due. Disobedience dishonored that person. Repayment to 

the one dishonored and punishment of the one committing the dishonor were both due. 

Anselm’s reading of Genesis 3 reflected the influence of this feudal world. With Augustine, Anselm 

concurred that Adam had disobeyed God. For Augustine, Adam wanted to be God. That is why he 

wanted to eat from the tree of knowledge of good and evil, and that was his sin. For Anselm, however, 

Adam’s disobedience had insulted God. This insult was Adam’s sin. 

As a creature and God’s subordinate, Anselm argued, Adam owed God submission of his will. By 

violating God’s command in the garden, Adam flaunted God’s will. He failed then to give honor 

where honor was due. For this insult, God deprived Adam of the special gifts given to his nature. 

Adam’s sin required repayment to the one dishonored.1125 

------ 

Anselm’s theory developed out of the feudalistic system of his day where Justice and law had become 

more of a personal matter; violations of the law were now thought of as offenses against the person of 

the feudal overlord. 

Anselm regards God no longer as a Judge, but rather as a feudal Overlord, bound above all things to 

safeguard His honour and to demand an adequate satisfaction for any infringement of it. …  

Satisfaction is based on the mythological conception of God as the mighty private man, who is 

incensed at the injury done to his honour and does not forego His wrath till He has received an at least 

adequately great equivalent.1126 

------ 

Anselm drew on feudal concepts of honour, and perhaps was also inspired by Athanasius’ idea of 

Christ fulfilling God’s promise of death. Anselm depicted God as an infinitely honourable feudal 

Lord, obliged to show wrath against those people who offended his honour by sinning. Anselm 

critiqued the doctrine of God’s forgiveness, arguing that free forgiveness was dishonourable 

according to the standards of his day. He denied flatly that God could forgive sin freely and leave it 

unpunished. This denial of the possibility of free forgiveness marked an important and major change 

in Christian doctrine. Anselm’s view of Christ’s work (and that of the Reformers after him) relied 

fundamentally on this premise that free forgiveness is impossible. Anselm wrote: “Consider it, then, 

an absolute certainty, that God cannot remit a sin unpunished, without recompense.”  

In Anselm’s society, offences had either to be punished or to be compensated. Gifts functioned as the 

socially accepted way of resolving grievances and preventing feuds within Medieval society. Thus in 
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Anselm’s view, God needed to receive a suitable gift to ‘satisfy’ his wrath and avert his need to 

punish humanity.1127 

------ 

Anselm lived in a feudal system in which overlords provided protection for their serfs, who in turn 

provided food and services for their lords. In this feudal system, restitution of honor was a key 

concept. If a serf dishonored his lord by stealing ten chickens, for example, the satisfactory solution to 

this problem was not merely restoration of what had been stolen—ten chickens. Satisfaction 

demanded a payment that went beyond what was due, so the serf owed, say, fifteen chickens to his 

lord. Anselm picked up on this concept of satisfaction, and viewed the solution to human sin in the 

same light.1128 

------ 

Anselm’s Cur Deus Homo … can be called “the master-text of divine violence,” or “the emancipation 

of the Church from this hideous theory of a ransom paid to the devil”. In the eleventh century, Anselm 

constructs a theory based on the social structure of his time; he gives a “feudal structure” to salvation. 

… It is best to frankly admit that Anselm’s theory tries to fit God and humanity into a medieval 

framework.1129 

------ 

[Anselm’s Cur Deus Homo (CDH)] is a marvellous and logical apologetic for the incarnation and a 

solid and lasting repudiation of the devil-ransom atonement theory. … A careful reading of CHD 

reveals it to be one theologian’s attempt to make sense of the atonement by thinking not in biblical 

concepts but in terms of the legal and social norms of his day.
1130

 

Anselm’s idea of satisfaction is in terms of his feudal system, not of modern justice 
systems 

Anselm’s notion of satisfaction is misunderstood in terms of modern European justice systems rather 

than in terms of the feudal world for which it was meant.1131 

Anselm’s time was very different to the cultural world of the early Church Fathers 

By the time we get to Anselm in Christian history, we are a long, long way from the cultural worlds in 

which Irenaeus, Gregory of Nyssa, or Augustine of Hippo lived and wrote.1132 

Anselm’s understanding of Christ’s work was distinctly different from that taught in 
Eastern Christianity 

Anselm’s satisfaction theory marked a major new development in Western Christian doctrine. As one 

scholar notes, Anselm’s understanding of Christ’s work was distinctly different from that taught in 

Eastern Christianity: 

It is clear that in much of his argument in Cur Deus Homo, Anselm has gone far beyond 

anything found in Scripture. ... aspects of his argument are clearly grounded more in his 

own philosophical system than in Scripture. Finally, it is evident that, in many regards, 

Anselm is in discontinuity not only with the New Testament but also with the Eastern 

patristic tradition. This means that, to the extent that it followed Anselm, the 

understanding of salvation and Christ’s work in Western Christianity increasingly 

distanced itself from that found in the East.
 
(Brondos, Fortress Introduction to Salvation 

and the Cross, p. 87)1133 
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PETER ABELARD (d. 1142) 
 

Many Christians did not agree with Anselm’s new ideas, and opposition developed immediately. Peter 

Abelard (1079 — 1142 AD), a famous and controversial French philosopher and theologian, became 

his greatest opponent. One theologian has noted: “More or less every aspect of Anselm’s position was 

subjected to a penetrating theological critique by Peter Abelard.” Abelard rejected both Augustine’s 

Christus Victor view, and Anselm’s Satisfaction view, and saw Christ primarily as an example and 

teacher. Many of his statements about the work of Christ followed the teachings of the early 

Christians closely. For example: 

His Son took our nature, and in it took upon himself to instruct us alike by word and 

example even unto death. 

Such comments by Abelard echo closely Augustine’s writings on the subject, which reflected the 

standard Christian teaching of Augustine’s time. Numerous Medieval theologians and subsequent 

Popes also shared this view of Christ as a moral instructor. Abelard’s view of the atonement became 

known as the ‘moral exemplar’ or ‘moral influence’ view, and it has become associated with 

Abelard’s name. This, unfortunately, has led many subsequent Christians to assume wrongly that 

Abelard invented the view when, in fact, Abelard was reaffirming the ideas of the earlier Christians. 

He drew on their writings, especially those of Augustine, and reiterated the view of Christ as teacher 

and example.1134 

Peter Abelard’s moral influence theory focuses on the moral effect of Christ’s life and 
death 

In the generation after Anselm, a professor of theology at the University of Paris, Peter Abelard, 

rejects all ransom and satisfaction theories: “the purpose and cause of the incarnation was that He 

might illuminate the world by His wisdom and excite it to the love of Himself.” 

How cruel and wicked it seems that anyone should demand the blood of an innocent person as 

the price for anything, or that it should in any way please him that an innocent man should be 

slain—still less that God should consider the death of his Son so agreeable that by it he should 

be reconciled to the whole world!” 

For Abelard, the manner of Christ’s death should stimulate in believers repentance and the 

determination to act rightly. Since the focus is on the subjective effect, this is sometimes called the 

subjective theory of the atonement, but it is more often identified as the “moral influence” theory. The 

focus is on the moral effect that Christ’s life and death has on the person who honestly reflects upon 

it: “everyone becomes more righteous—by which we mean a greater lover of God—after the Passion 

of Christ than before.” 

Abelard did not share the common assumption of universal guilt, and it may have been this fact that 

aroused the strongest clerical rage against him.1135 

------ 

Abelard developed a moral-influence theory in reaction to Anselm. Abelard took a subjective 

approach, seeing Christ’s death in sacrificial terms but emphasising its role as an example of God’s 

love, an example we should follow. Abelard provides an awareness of the subjective impact of the 

love of God for individuals. Abelard therefore provides a balance to Anselm’s objective approach but 

ultimately both [Anselm and Abelard] reduce the atonement to a moral theory. … Christ’s death is an 

example of obedience for us to follow.1136 
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Abelard asked: “Why could not God simply pardon?” 

The medieval theologian Peter Abelard (d. 1142) also opposed original sin. His contemporary, 

Anselm of Canterbury (d. 1109), had argued that Adam’s sin created a debt owed to God. Given the 

transcendent status of the one insulted by the sin, no mere human being could repay the debt. Only a 

God-man could satisfy it for humanity. This, Anselm argued, was the reason for the incarnation. 

Christ paid back the debt through his death on the cross. To Anselm, however, Abelard offered a 

simple but profound rejoinder: 

Why could not God, like any good lord, simply pardon, on whatever condition 

seemed appropriate, those who repented? Why resort to the cruelty of subjecting his 

Son to a pitiless death? What, after all, was so terrible about the ordinary sins of 

ordinary people, who themselves were bidden to forgive sins, that made them inca-

pable of receiving free forgiveness in return for love?1137 

Abelard was a chief dissenter to Anselm, proposing instead the Moral Influence 
Theory 

While reaction to Anselm’s theory was generally positive, dissenters expressed contempt for his view. 

Chief among these was Abelard, who originated the moral influence theory of the atonement. 

Actually, he rejected both of the prevalent theories of his time—the ransom to Satan theory and 

Anselm’s satisfaction view. In their place he proposed another position: “The purpose and cause of 

the incarnation was that he [Christ] might illuminate the world by his wisdom and excite it to the love 

of himself.” 

What people need, according to Abelard, is for their love for God to be stimulated. God does not 

require the death of Christ as a payment for sin; Abelard distanced himself from that idea. Instead, a 

persuasive exhibition of God’s love is necessary. Christ provided this demonstration by his life and 

especially by his death, the crowning act of love: “Our redemption is that supreme love shown in our 

case by the passion of Christ which not only liberates from slavery to sin, but [also] wins for us the 

true liberty of the sons of God, so that we may fulfill all things from love rather than from fear.” 

The work of Christ, being an exhibition of divine love, stimulates people to love God. 

In short, Abelard did not minimize the death of Christ, but he denied that it has a necessary 

connection to the forgiveness of sins. Also, he removed the atonement from an objective reality—

what Christ accomplished on the cross—to a subjective influence on people—it kindles within them a 

love for God. Thus, the death of Christ is the supreme example of divine love and influences sinners 

to respond to God with a reciprocating love. This, for Abelard, is the heart of the Christian faith: 

“Christ died for us in order to show how great was his love for humanity and to prove that love is the 

essence of Christianity.”1138 

THOMAS AQUINAS (d. 1274) 
 

Of the medievals, the work of Anselm of Canterbury and Thomas Aquinas is especially significant.1139 

The atonement involved both the life and death of Christ and has to be appropriated 
by several means 

In discussing Christ’s atoning work, Aquinas developed Anselm’s idea that Christ went beyond the 

call of duty in dying—his was a work of supererogation. 1140 For Anselm, this had meant that Christ’s 

infinite satisfaction through his death could be applied to the infinite penalty accumulated by 
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humanity’s sin. But Aquinas viewed both the life and the death of Christ as “a superabundant 

atonement for the sins of the human race.” 

This atonement, according to Aquinas, has to be appropriated by several means: “Christ’s passion 

[suffering] works its effect in them to whom it is applied, through faith and charity [love] and the 

sacraments of faith.” Specifically, these sacraments are baptism—to remove original sin and actual 

sins committed before baptism—and penance—to deal with actual sins committed after baptism. 

Thus, while affirming that Christ’s death was a superabundant atonement, Aquinas held that a human 

cooperation with the work of Christ is necessary. Faith, love, and participation in the sacraments unite 

people to the atonement of Christ and become a necessary part of it.1141 

Thomas Aquinas makes Christ’s love the whole work of salvation 

Thomas Aquinas, in the next century, will take up Anselm’s notion of satisfaction and integrate it into 

his wider systematic theology in the Summa Theologiae. In this case Aquinas makes Christ’s love—

caritas—the whole, not a part, of his work of salvation.1142 

The sufferings of the living can help the souls in purgatory but do not have any 
benefit for those in hell 

To aid this movement from purgatory to heaven, living believers provide help for the souls in 

purgatory. Aquinas based this on “the words of 2 Maccabees 12:46: ‘It is ... a holy and wholesome 

thought to pray for the dead that they may be released from sins.’ But this would not be profitable 

unless it were a help to them. Therefore the sufferings of the living profit the dead.” The unity 

between the living and the dead, and the fact that “the dead live in the memory of the living,” is the 

mechanism of this help. Indeed, the sufferings of the living can help the souls in purgatory but do not 

have any benefit for those in hell. In addition to their sufferings, the living may also offer prayers, 

masses, and alms on behalf of the souls in purgatory. For Aquinas, “these three are reckoned the 

principal means of benefiting the dead.” The church practiced interceding for the dead at its services, 

praying for the release of these souls from purgatory. Indeed, for a sum of money, masses—

celebrations of the Eucharist—were offered for the dead. And the poor were helped financially 

through almsgiving, and the merits of this good work could benefit those in purgatory. 

Another aid for the souls in purgatory was an indulgence, which is the remission of the temporal 

punishment due to sin. The two kinds were a partial indulgence, which removes some of the temporal 

punishment, and a plenary, or full, indulgence, which removes the entire punishment. Aquinas 

explained the operation of indulgences to help souls in purgatory: 

“The reason why they help is the oneness of the mystical body in which many have performed works 

of satisfaction exceeding the requirements of their debts.... So great is the quantity of such merits that 

it exceeds the entire debt of punishment due to those who are living at this moment: and this is 

especially due to the merits of Christ.” 

These merits accumulate in a “treasury of the saints” and can be allocated to those who need them. 

The pope has the authority to distribute these merits on behalf of the souls in purgatory, thereby 

releasing them from their temporal punishment.1143 
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ROBERT GROSSETESTE (1168-1253) 
 

Robert Grosseteste was born to a poor Anglo-Norman family in England (perhaps in Suffolk) in 1168 

or shortly before.1144 

------ 

It is likely that he studied theology at Paris. He returned to Oxford at the foundation of the university 

(1214) or shortly after, and he was chancellor in its earliest years. He lectured in theology there for 

about twenty years.1145 

------ 

Grosseteste made an outstanding contribution to the thought and the culture of his time. The 

generation that witnessed the chartering of the universities of Paris and Oxford (in 1200 and 1214, 

respectively) was full of a sense of vigorous academic renewal and intellectual innovation. 

Grosseteste made a distinctive contribution to the University of Oxford, the earliest years of which 

(up to 1235) he may fairly be said to have dominated, intellectually speaking. 

His life was full of initiatives of the most varied kind, which, when we take them all together, can be 

seen to have resulted in an exceptionally diversified output of writing: philosophical and scientific 

treatises; commentaries on Aristotle; biblical exegesis and theological reflection; sermons; letters; 

and, not the least in importance, translations from the Greek. During his eighteen years as bishop of 

Lincoln, from 1235 to his death in 1253, he continued to pursue his translating activities, while adding 

considerably to his output of sermons and pastoral writings, and framing an influential set of 

constitutions for the diocese.1146 

------ 

In [the University of Oxford’s] first decades it had the good fortune to number among its several 

honest masters a single intellectual giant, Robert Grosseteste, who became its chancellor at an early 

but unascertainable date. He was the one really outstanding personality the university produced during 

the first generations of its existence.1147 

------ 

He died on 8/9 October 1253 with a reputation for sanctity.1148 

Grosseteste’s Exegesis and Biblical Theology 

Grosseteste taught essentially from the Bible, clarifying its books through questions that arose from 

the text, and expounding both literal and spiritual senses in ways conducive to devotion and 

preaching. In his stock of knowledge concerning the text and the meaning of the Scriptures, as well as 

in his acquaintance with the Christian exegetical tradition, he surpassed those of his Latin 

contemporaries who are known to us, in virtue of his access to the Greek text (of both Old and New 

Testaments), as well as to the Greek commentarial tradition. 

His reading included most of the stock-in-trade of the theologians at Paris (the Sentences of Peter 

Lombard; the Historia scholastica of Peter Comestor; the Ordinary Gloss). And like his direct 

contemporaries at Paris he was reading ancient and Arabic philosophy (Aristotle, Avicenna, Algazel, 

and some of Averroes’s commentaries).1149 

Grosseteste’s theology is Trinitarian and Christocentric 

Grosseteste’s theology is trinitarian, Christocentric, and biblical in character, its biblicism being of 

that mystical-allegorical and spiritual variety that goes right back to Origen …  and what Ambrose 
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and Augustine developed with particular conviction within the Latin Church. He adopted with 

approval Augustine’s rationale for the application of the allegorical method. He remained within the 

patristic trinitarian outlook, which found the tri-personality of God revealed and manifested in 

creation and in both Testaments.1150 

The Absolute Predestination of Christ 

In the third part of De cessatione legalium Grosseteste raises the question as to whether the Word 

would have become incarnate even if Adam had not sinned. He refers his reader to Augustine, 

Gregory, and Anselm (“whose arguments are clearer than light”), for proof that the one who came to 

liberate mankind from sin and to lead it back to its lost glory must be both God and man. The reader 

will find (he informs us) that all the commentators of the Sacred Page have offered at least some 

reasons why the restoration of fallen man had to be effected through the passion of the Son of God. 

However, unless his memory fails him (Grosseteste continues), none of the commentators 

(expositores) has ever determined whether God would have become man even if man had not fallen. 

On the contrary, they seem to imply that if man had remained in the original state of justice the 

Incarnation would not have taken place—in other words, that the redemption of humanity from sin is 

the sole reason for the Incarnation. Yet there do, Grosseteste claims, seem to be conclusive arguments 

to show that God would have become man in any case.1151 

The Infinite, Voluntary Suffering of the Redeemer 

Robert Grosseteste appears to have been alone among medieval theologians in arguing that the 

wounds inflicted on Jesus during the relatively short hours of his passion and crucifixion were not of 

themselves sufficient to bring about his death. Rather, his sacrifice of his own life consisted in the 

voluntary sundering of his soul from his body, a separation that entailed infinite suffering. …  

On at least six occasions Grosseteste returned to his personal view of the passion, refining and 

developing the central notion of the voluntary nature of the self-immolation of Christ. … 

It lies wholly beyond the power of any creature to divide the soul from the body for as long as body 

and heart remain sound. It was by his divine power, Grosseteste argued, that Jesus on the cross freely 

and of his own will breathed forth his spirit. His members were still sound, for the perforation of his 

hands and feet without the infliction of any further wound would not have caused sufficient loss of 

blood to claim his life in only three hours of suffering. 

He should have retained the blood of the heart and of the interior organs, together with vital heat, for 

longer, as the young, strong and healthy man that he was. There was, after all, plenty of blood left to 

flow from his opened side after he expired. Besides, if his blood supply and vital warmth had already 

given out, he could not have cried aloud as he did, articulately and meaningfully, in prayer to God the 

Father (Lk. 23:46). 

It cannot have been from the violence of his wounds alone that he died, but in virtue of that power that 

alone can join soul to body, and alone can sunder the soul from a body still functioning and retaining 

its vital heat. The centurion, seeing that he died while crying aloud, acknowledged that this man was 

truly the son of God (Mt. 27:54).1152 

------ 

In a later sermon, Ex rerum initiatarum, the emphasis has shifted within the context of redemption: 

the God-man redeemed the whole of mankind by an immolation that transcended all the suffering of 

history and everything that could be inflicted by a mere creature. The redemption thus won reaches 

every member of the fallen race.1153 

------ 
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Christ’s soul loved its union with his body with an infinite love; if the power that separated the soul of 

Christ from his body was infinite, then his suffering was likewise infinite.1154 

------ 

Taken as a whole, however, the idea to which [Grossteste] was so resolutely attached was entirely his 

own creation; it was born with him and it died with him. It went almost unnoticed in the schools.1155 

------ 

Theological Influence 

Some of Grosseteste’s translations from the Greek were very widely copied and read. … The same is 

true of his commentary on the Posterior Analytics, and in some measure of a collection of his 

philosophical and scientific writings, which was available here and there on the continent of Europe. 

When we turn to his exegetical and theological works, however, the evidence concerning their 

copying and diffusion suggests that few of them ever reached a readership outside of England. … It is 

difficult to find at Paris any echo of Grosseteste’s theological style, or indeed of the distinctive 

positions that he espoused.  

Grosseteste certainly set part of the agenda for the generation that succeeded him at Oxford. In 

particular, his views concerning the nature of theology and the eternity of the world were widely 

known. However, no school formed around his major impulses. …  

His Greek scholarship, though widely admired, was not imitated by thinkers in the age of more 

dialectical, speculative theology, with the result that Grosseteste was to remain the only prominent 

figure of the medieval schools (after Eriugena) to become a translator—and vice versa: he was the 

only translator from Greek who had a distinct theological gift. …  

Long before his time, Grosseteste’s exegetical style was regarded as unfashionable and attracted but 

few admirers. It was left to Wyclif and, later still, to Gascoigne to revive his biblical and pastoral 

works, which they did, but in writings that were little read and that ignored the Greek language.1156 

 

============ 

By the end of the Middle Ages, Christ’s death had become a powerful symbol 

By the early Middle Ages, the cross had become an object of worship in its own right. … By the end 

of the Middle Ages, on the eve of the Reformation, Christ’s death had become a powerful symbol to 

which believers were drawn. This entailed several theological consequences. The crucifixion became 

the sole focus of salvation; Christ’s death was narratively severed from the stories of his life and, most 

important, his resurrection. The brutality of life meant that any hope of union with God in the here 

and now, any appeal to participation in Christ’s glorified life, was forgotten and replaced with a 

concern for salvation in the hereafter.1157 
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THE REFORMATION’S SOTERIOLOGIES 

 

 

Many Christians do not understand the changes in core beliefs during Christianity’s 
history 

Many Christians today assume that Christian doctrines have been faithfully passed down from the 

Apostles without change throughout history. Yet Christians at different times in history have believed 

different ideas. … Throughout the last two thousand years, many Christian groups have existed, each 

with varying beliefs and interpretations of the Bible. … Historians can see the ways in which their 

ideas have differed from previous ideas. Tracing these differences reveals that massive doctrinal 

changes have occurred throughout Christian history. 

One famous period of change in Christianity was the Protestant Reformation of 1517 AD to 1648 AD. 

Many modern Protestant doctrines originated during this time. .. Many of the modern denominations 

of today formed during this period. These denominations and groups differed in many of their views, 

but also shared many common core beliefs about salvation and the gospel.  

The period since the Reformation has proven far more stable, and these common core beliefs have 

generally flourished. Many Christians today consider these core beliefs ‘historic Christianity’ without 

understanding the changes and controversies in their earlier history.1158 

No Church Council has ever determined an official formulation on Atonement 

The church has historically explained the atonement —”the work Christ did in his life and death to 

earn our salvation”— in various ways. 

At times it has viewed the death of Christ as a payment to Satan; at other times, Christ’s death has 

been considered to be a tribute offered to God to restore his honor lost through humanity’s sin. Some 

in the church have focused on the great example of Christ’s life as his chief accomplishment; others 

have underscored how much the death of Christ demonstrates the love of God and prompts humanity 

to love in return. The number of different views is quite extensive. 

Unlike many important doctrines, the atonement has never been the subject of an ecumenical, or 

general, church council to determine its official doctrinal formulation.1159 

Concern about salvation and divine judgement gave rise to the Protestant 
Reformation 

Significant among the forces that gave rise to the Protestant Reformation in the sixteenth century was 

a widespread concern about eternal salvation and divine judgement 1160 

The crucial question: “What must I do to be saved?” produced incompatible answers 

Catholics insisted they were the true guardians of the gospel, while evangelicals maintained they were 

the true representatives of the apostolic church. 

Among the vast array of theological arguments during the Reformation, the most crucial one was 

about salvation: “What must I do to be saved?” Or, to put it another way, “How can humanity enjoy a 

relationship with Almighty God? How can men and women be assured of a place in heaven?” 
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The evangelical reformers answered these questions in a radically different way from their Catholic 

contemporaries. Having re-examined the Bible texts, they came to the conclusion that salvation was a 

free gift from God, received through faith alone in Jesus Christ. This theological rediscovery was the 

founding principle of the European Reformation and had massive implications for the Christian 

church. 

Tens of thousands lost their lives, and nations went to war, over the question “What must I do to be 

saved?” Catholics and evangelicals offered incompatible answers, but all were agreed on the eternal 

significance of this most important of questions.1161 

------ 

European subjects and citizens in the sixteenth century were all agreed that there was more at stake 

than the material prosperity or happiness of their family, city, or nation. They looked toward an 

eternal future, which made questions about the Christian gospel of surpassing importance, beyond 

temporal concerns. 

The deepest chasm between Catholicism and evangelicalism concerned the questions, “How can I be 

saved? How can I be in right relationship with Almighty God? How can I be sure of a place in 

heaven?” The two movements offered conflicting and incompatible answers. Men and women on 

either side of the confessional divide laid down their lives for these theological convictions, but they 

could not recognize each other as fellow believers because the chasm was too wide.1162 

------ 

The Reformation caused a cataclysmic and permanent rupture throughout Europe, dividing families 

and communities as never before. Yet they were willing to pay that painful price in their pursuit of 

eternal salvation.1163 

PRE-REFORMATION SOTERIOLOGIES 

Ransom to Satan Theory of Formative Christianity (Origen; Augustine) 

This theory was developed by Origen (A.D. 185–254), and it advocated that Satan held people captive 

as a victor in war. This theory, which was also held by Augustine, advocated that because Satan held 

people captive, a ransom had to be paid, not to God, but to Satan.1164 

Recapitulation Theory of Formative Christianity (Irenaeus) 

The recapitulation theory, advanced by Irenaeus (A.D. 130–200?), taught that Christ went through all 

the phases of Adam’s life and experience, including the experience of sin. In this way, Christ was able 

to succeed wherein Adam failed.1165 

Mystical soteriology of the Eastern (Orthodox) Churches 

See the earlier Chapter of this Study that deals with the Eastern Orthodox Churches. 

Commercial (or Satisfaction) Theory of the Medieval period (Anselm) 

The commercial theory was set forth by Anselm (A.D. 1033–1109), who taught that through sin, God 

was robbed of the honor that was due Him. This necessitated a resolution that could be achieved 

either through punishing sinners or through satisfaction. God chose to resolve the matter through 

satisfaction by the gift of His Son. Through His death Christ brought honor to God and received a 

reward, which He passed on to sinners. The gift was forgiveness for the sinner and eternal life for 

those who live by the gospel.1166 
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Anselm’s Theory established a foundation for the Protestant Reformation 

The formulator of [The Satisfaction (or Commercial)] theory was the medieval theologian Anselm of 

Canterbury (1034-1109), in his book, Cur Deus Homo (lit. Why the God Man). In his view, God’s 

offended honor and dignity could only be satisfied by the sacrifice of the God-man, Jesus Christ. 

Anselm offered compelling biblical evidence that the atonement was not a ransom paid by God to the 

devil but rather a debt paid to God on behalf of sinners. Anselm’s work established a foundation for 

the Protestant Reformation, specifically the understanding of justification by faith.1167 

------ 

After many centuries of domination by the ransom to Satan theory, Anselm offered a fresh view of the 

atonement, the satisfaction theory. …  

The death of Christ is the sufficient and necessary satisfaction that he willingly offered to God. In 

doing so, Christ obtained a reward, but it was a reward that he did not need. It only makes sense that 

Christ would give this reward to fallen human beings, “for whose salvation ... he made himself a 

man.”  

So Christ directs that his reward should be given to sinners so as to provide satisfaction for their sins, 

and the Father gives redemption to all who embrace the Son. In this way, Anselm explained the work 

of Christ in terms of the satisfaction theory of the atonement.1168 

Moral Influence Theory of the Medieval period (Abelard) 

Abelard (A.D. 1079–1142) first advocated this theory. … The moral influence view was originally a 

reaction to the commercial theory of Anselm. This view taught that the death of Christ was not 

necessary as an expiation for sin; rather, through the death of Christ, God demonstrated His love for 

humanity in such a way that sinners’ hearts would be softened and brought to repentance.1169 

REFORMATION SOTERIOLOGIES 

Substitution Theory 

The death of Christ was substitutionary—He died in the stead of sinners and in their place. This is 

also described as vicarious, from the Latin word vicarius, meaning “one in place of another.” The 

death of Christ “is vicarious in the sense that Christ is the Substitute who bears the punishment rightly 

due sinners, their guilt being imputed to Him in such a way that He representatively bore their 

punishment.” 1170 

The Penal-Substitution Theory is an extension Anselm’s Satisfaction Theory 

The Penal-Substitution Theory … was formulated by the 16th century Reformers as an extension of 

Anselm’s Satisfaction theory. Anselm’s theory was correct in introducing the satisfaction aspect of 

Christ’s work and its necessity, however the Reformers saw it as insufficient because it was 

referenced to God’s honor rather than his justice and holiness and was couched more in terms of a 

commercial transaction than a penal substitution. 

This Reformed view says simply that Christ died for man, in man’s place, taking his sins and bearing 

them for him. The bearing of man’s sins takes the punishment for them and sets the believer free from 

the penal demands of the law: The righteousness of the law and the holiness of God are satisfied by 

this substitution.1171 

------ 

The Reformers introduced another view of the atonement, generally called the penal substitutionary 

theory. In some ways, it was similar to Anselm’s satisfaction theory, but with this major difference: 

instead of grounding the atonement in the honor of God— that of which God had been robbed by the 
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sin of humanity—the Reformers grounded it in the justice of God. Because he is holy, God hates sin 

with wrathful anger and acts against it by condemning and punishing sin. Thus, there is an eternal 

penalty to pay for sin. Humanity could not atone for its own sin, but Christ did: as the substitute for 

humanity, he died as a sacrifice to pay the penalty, suffered the divine wrath against sin, and removed 

its condemnation forever.1172 

Luther contributed to the development of the Atonement doctrine 

Luther emphasized the dreadful state in which sinful humanity finds itself. … This breakdown results 

in a curse on all people. Christ accomplished salvation by bearing the curse for everyone. … Luther 

specified that Christ became this sacrifice and curse by dying on the cross as a substitute for sinful 

human beings. This sacrifice, then, was a propitiation. … Thus, Luther contributed to the development 

of the doctrine of the atonement.1173 

Calvin involved substitution, cleansing, expiation, and propitiation in the Penal 
Substitutionary atonement 

John Calvin located the penal substitutionary atonement within Christ’s larger work of exercising the 

three offices of prophet, king, and priest. … 

In discussing the details of Christ’s atonement, Calvin emphasized several key points: Atonement is 

necessary because of God’s righteous wrath against sin. Calvin described the situation of a typical 

sinner: “Scripture teaches that he was estranged from God through sin, is an heir of wrath, subject to 

the curse of eternal death, excluded from all hope of salvation, beyond every blessing of God, the 

slave of Satan, captive under the yoke of sin, destined finally for a dreadful destruction and already 

involved in it.” The atoning work of Christ intervened into this human nightmare. Involved in this 

work, according to Calvin, were substitution, cleansing, expiation (removing the liability to suffer 

punishment through satisfaction), and propitiation (appeasing the divine wrath). 

According to Calvin, it was not only by his death that Christ accomplished all of this; his life of 

obedience was also involved.1174 

The Penal Substitutionary Theory continued to be developed 

Calvin and Luther focused on the atonement as a penal substitution, Christ paying the penalty of death 

as a substitute for sinful humanity. Lutheran and Reformed theology following them continued to 

develop this theory. …  

The Heidelberg Catechism
1175

 [1563] echoed much of Anselm’s satisfaction theory, with the key 

difference introduced by the Reformers: instead of grounding the atonement in the honor of God, it 

focused on the holiness of God as its foundation. Thus, the penal substitutionary theory of the 

atonement was developed during the Reformation.1176 

Post-Reformers defended the Penal substitutionary view of the atonement 

Despite challenges from Socinianism and Hugo Grotius, and in some respects in reaction to them, the 

post-Reformers continued to defend the penal substitutionary view of the atonement inherited from 

Luther and Calvin.1177 

Lutheran and Arminian theology embraced the unlimited atonement position 

The debate dealt with the question, “For whom did Christ die and provide atonement for sins?” The 

Lutheran position held that Christ died for all people—including the reprobate, those who would 
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never turn to Christ and be saved. This unlimited atonement position was also embraced by Reformed 

theologian Jacob Arminius.1178 

Reformed theologians embraced a limited view of the atonement of Christ 

Although the position of John Calvin on this issue is debatable, later Reformed theologians embraced 

a limited view of the atonement of Christ; that is, Christ did not die for the sins of every person, but 

only for the sins of the elect.1179 

Some Reformed theologians dissented from the limited atonement perspective 

Some Reformed theologians, the “Amyraldians” of the French theological school of Saumur, 

dissented from this common limited atonement perspective. They believed that Christ died for the sins 

of all people, an unlimited atonement made in accordance with God’s will that all people would be 

saved on the condition of believing in Christ. Because no one is capable of responding in faith, due to 

sinful depravity, God instituted a covenant of salvation only with the elect, in whom he produces 

faith. 

This “hypothetical universalism,” as the view came to be known, was a minority position among 

Reformed theologians.1180 

------ 

While agreeing on most points, Lutheran and Reformed theologies of the atonement separated on the 

issues of the extent of the atonement. … Thus, a major theological difference arose in the 

Reformation and post-Reformed period: the limited atonement position versus the unlimited 

atonement view.1181 

Example (Martyr) Theory of the Socinians 

In reaction to the Reformers, the example theory was first advocated by the Socinians in the sixteenth 

century and more recently by Unitarians. This view … suggests the death of Christ was unnecessary 

in atoning for sin; sin did not need to be punished. There was no relationship between the salvation of 

sinners and Christ’s death. Rather, Christ was an example of obedience, and it was that example of 

obedience to the point of death that ought to inspire people to reform and live as Christ lived.1182 

------ 

Faustus Socinus, founder of the movement, complained: “If we could just get rid of this [idea of] 

justice ... this fiction of Christ’s satisfaction would be thoroughly exposed, and should vanish.”  

Indeed, for Socinus, justice leading to punishment, and mercy leading to forgiveness, are completely 

contradictory. Thus, if Jesus Christ suffered punishment to satisfy the justice of God, there can be no 

mercy leading to forgiveness. However, we know that God is merciful. This means that he forgives 

sin without demanding that his justice is satisfied. …  

Because God could choose not to exercise his justice, he willed to exercise his mercy instead. 

Therefore, Christ did not have to offer himself as a satisfaction to God: “Why should God have willed 

to kill his innocent Son by a cruel and damnable death when there was no need of satisfaction? If this 

were the way, both the generosity of God would perish and we would invent for ourselves a God who 

is base and sordid.” …  

The crowning moment of his exemplary life was Jesus’ death, the supreme act of obedience. Thus, by 

his life and death, Jesus provides a wonderful example that moves people to break with their sins and 

live holy lives: “Christ takes away sins because by heavenly and most ample promises he attracts and 

is strong to move all men to repentance, by which sins are destroyed.... He takes away sins because by 

the example of his most innocent life, he very readily draws all who have not lost hope, to leave their 

sins and zealously to embrace righteousness and holiness.” Thus, the cross of Christ is not about a 
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substitutionary death undertaken by the Son of God. Rather, it is the supreme example of a righteous 

man and is intended to lead others to embrace forgiveness: “Although the intervention of the blood of 

Christ did not move God to grant us exemption from punishment of our sins, nevertheless it has 

moved us to accept the pardon offered and to put our faith in Christ himself—our justification comes 

from this—and has also in the highest way commended to us the ineffable love of God.” 

Like Abelard’s moral influence theory, the Socinian example theory removed the atonement from an 

objective reality—what Christ accomplished on the cross—to a subjective influence—it moves people 

to receive the forgiveness of God, which he wills to exercise instead of his justice.1183 

The Socinians developed a theory similar to Abelard’s Moral Influence Theory 

Although [the Penal-Substitutionary] theory became the standard view of the atonement among 

Protestants, it did not go unchallenged. The heretical Socinians developed a view similar in some 

ways to Abelard’s moral influence theory; it is called the example theory of the atonement. Like 

Abelard’s position, it rejected the idea that God, because he is just, punishes sin by meting out 

judgment.1184 

Governmental theory of atonement 

Grotius (1583–1645) taught the governmental theory as a reaction to the example theory of Socinus. 

The governmental theory served as a compromise between the example theory and the view of the 

Reformers. Grotius taught that God forgives sinners without requiring an equivalent payment. Grotius 

reasoned that Christ upheld the principle of government in God’s law by making a token payment for 

sin through His death. God accepted the token payment of Christ, set aside the requirement of the law, 

and was able to forgive sinners because the principle of His government had been upheld. 1185 

------ 

The Governmental theory of the atonement (also known as the moral government theory) maintains 

that Christ was not punished on behalf of the human race. Instead, God publicly demonstrated his 

displeasure with sin by punishing his own sinless and obedient Son as a propitiation. Because Christ’s 

suffering and death served as a substitute for the punishment humans might have received, God is able 

to extend forgiveness while maintaining divine order, having demonstrated the seriousness of sin and 

thus appeasing his wrath. 

This view holds that Christ by his death actually paid the penalty for no man’s sin. 

What his death did was to demonstrate what their sin deserves at the hand of the just 

Governor and Judge of the universe, and permits God justly to forgive men if on other 

grounds, such as their faith, their repentance, their works, and their perseverance, 

they meet his demands. This means, of course, that the actual salvation of those who 

are saved is ultimately rooted in and hangs decisively upon something other than the 

work of him who alone is able to save men, namely, in something that those who are 

saved do themselves in their own behalf. But this is just to evisceratee the Savior’s 

cross work of all of its intrinsic saving worth and to replace the Christosoteric vision 

of Scripture with the autosoteric vision of Pelagianism.  (A New Systematic Theology 

of the Christian Faith, Robert Reymond, Thomas Nelson, 1998, p. 479) 

This [Governmental Theory] view of the atonement was developed by Hugo Grotius (1583-1645) in 

his writing against the Socininans. … Grotius, a theological Arminian, utilized “governmental” 

semantics. … Grotius sought to demonstrate that the atonement appeased God in the divine role as 

cosmic king and judge. 

This view is contrasted with that of the Satisfaction theory formulated by Anselm (1033-1109), and 

the subsequent Penal substitution theory held by the Reformers which argues that Jesus received the 

actual punishment due to men and women. 
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Governmental Atonement became the prominent view in Arminianism and has prospered in traditional 

Methodism where it has been detailed by 19th century Methodist theologian John Miley in his 

Atonement in Christ and his Systematic Theology and more recently by Nazarene theologian J. 

Kenneth Grider in his 1994 book A Wesleyan-Holiness Theology.1186 

------ 

Hugo Grotius disagreed with the Socinians that God does not require a payment for sin, for he could 

not will to set aside his justice and simply show mercy by forgiving sinful people. But Grotius also 

rejected the Reformers’ idea that Christ’s death is a propitiation that removes God’s wrath from 

sinners. So he developed a new view of Christ’s work of atonement. 

Grotius’s position envisioned God as Governor of the universe—thus, the name the governmental 

theory. As Governor, God could choose to relax his standards and forgive sinful people through his 

mercy. This was due to the fact that as the Lawgiver, God himself was not subject to his law. 

Actually, God as Governor could eliminate the law or relax it. The former was the option that Socinus 

had chosen. Grotius opted for the latter. …  

By placing God’s government of the world and his love for humanity as the highest priorities of God, 

Grotius developed a theory that dismissed the atonement of Christ as an exact payment of the penalty 

demanded by the justice of God and expressed in his law. Christ suffered and died, not as a 

satisfaction for the exact penalty, but as a token of God’s concern to uphold his moral law.1187 

INDULGENCES 

After the 11th century, certificates of remission were commonly issued for the 
penance due for sin 

Increasingly common after the 11th century [was] the granting of indulgences. These were 

‘certificates’ of remission of the ‘temporal punishment’ (the penance) due for sin, given in return for 

meritorious service or gifts made to the Church in a sincere spirit of contrition. … 

A century later, however, circumstances were more propitious for the cause of reform. The steady 

growth of the middle class had produced a greater number of educated, financially independent and 

politically enfranchised Catholics. More importantly, the early modern period was the age of the full 

emergence of the nation state in Europe; monarchs began to claim ‘absolute’ power for themselves, 

and an inviolable sovereignty for their nations.1188 

The medieval sacrament of penance 

The sacrament of penance was a key part of the spiritual discipline of the medieval church, centred on 

confession of sins to a priest. Following the teaching of Thomas Aquinas, the sacrament was formally 

defined by the Council of Florence in 1439 as consisting of four steps: 

1. Contrition: heartfelt sorrow for having sinned and a determination not to sin again. 

2. Confession: spoken admission to a priest of every sin committed (known as “auricular” confession). 

3. Satisfaction: acts of reparation decreed by the priest, such as fasting, prayer, almsgiving and going on 

pilgrimage. 

4. Absolution: forgiveness pronounced by the priest, often with the words “Ego to absolvo a peccatis 

tuffs” (“I absolve you of your sins”).
1189 

Widespread sale of “Indulgences” – certificates of forgiveness for the dead and the 
living 

Luther found himself suddenly thrust onto the world stage of ecclesiastical politics. The issue which 

ignited the furore was the controversy over “indulgences” in the autumn of 1517. These certificates of 

forgiveness cancelled the penalties for sin that had been imposed by the church. The papal bull 

Salvator Noster (1476) extended their scope to cover not just the living, but also the dead. …  
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In order to finance the completion of St Peter’s Basilica in Rome, Pope Leo X promoted the 

widespread sale of indulgences across Europe, a lucrative trade. 

Within Germany, the pope commissioned Archbishop Albrecht to oversee sales in the territories of 

Mainz and Magdeburg. … The archbishop welcomed indulgence salesmen, the most notorious of 

whom was Johannes Tetzel.1190 

MARTIN LUTHER 

Luther’s thinking was revolutionised 

Martin Luther found little spiritual help in the sacrament [of Penance]. … Luther was helped through 

these difficulties by his father confessor, Johannes von Staupitz, vicar-general of the Augustinians in 

Germany. … Staupitz taught him that the word poenitentia in the Vulgate meant not just an act of 

penance, but heartfelt repentance, which begins with love for God. This revolutionized Luther’s 

thinking. …  

This new perspective also increased Luther’s hostility toward the sacrament of penance which he 

complained had been “transformed into the most oppressive despotism”. He decried auricular 

confession and satisfaction as “the chief workshops of greed and power”.1191 

------ 

Under the pen of Luther, the principles of the movement became ever clearer: the ‘priesthood of all 

believers, the complete dependency of the soul on God’s grace, unmerited election to salvation, the 

‘bondage of the will’ of fallen humanity (either to the devil or to God), the ‘freedom of the Christian’, 

salvation by faith and not by works, and the uselessness of such Catholic forms of ‘works 

righteousness’ as penance, the ‘sacrifice of the mass’ and clerical celibacy. 

One distinctive feature of Luther’s theology — and so of the Evangelical Church — was his 

insistence on the real presence of Christ in the bread and wine of the Eucharist, a position he defended 

on the Christological grounds that, in the incarnation, Christ’s humanity came to share perfectly in all 

the attributes of his divinity (including omnipresence). He preferred to speak of this presence, though, 

as occurring ‘with’ the substances of the bread and wine (a position known as ‘consubstantiation’) 

rather than as displacing those substances with the substances of Christ’s body and blood 

(‘transubstantiation’).1192 

Luther’s greatest theological discovery of his life – “justification by faith alone” 

As a result of his biblical study, Luther made the greatest theological discovery of his life - the 

doctrine of “justification by faith alone”. It transformed his understanding of salvation and of 

relationship with God, and brought the spiritual relief for which he longed. … 

“Justification by faith alone” was to become the keynote of Luther’s teaching and the bedrock of the 

entire evangelical Reformation. This revolutionary doctrine had massive implications for the Christian 

life, not least because it meant that human merit and good works were no longer grounds for 

salvation. As Luther put it, righteousness “is not based on our works: it is founded on the promise of 

God, who does not lie”. He described it as “alien righteousness”, not originating with sinful human 

beings but “imputed” or “credited” to their account by God. Luther coined the slogan simul iustus et 

peccator to signify that the Christian was simultaneously a sinner and yet righteous in God’s sight. As 

he explained in his lectures on Romans during 1515-16, the Christian is “always a sinner, always 

penitent, always righteous”.1193 

The material principle of Protestantism was that justification was a legal act by God 

The material principle of Protestantism was the doctrine of justification. In contrast with Roman 

Catholic theology, which viewed justification as a process of divine grace being infused into people to 

make them actually righteous, Protestant theology insisted that justification is a legal act of God who, 
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as Judge, declares sinners not guilty but righteous instead. He does so by crediting the righteousness 

of Christ to their account, so while they are not actually righteous, God views them as being so 

because of Christ’s righteousness. And all of this is appropriated by faith in Christ alone. The Catholic 

Church vehemently denounced this view of justification, condemning it as heresy.1194 

The power of Luther’s breakthrough lay in the word “alone” 

Luther’s breakthrough had a dazzling, corrosive simplicity to it. The power of those twin principles, 

“faith alone” and “Scripture alone,” lay in the word “alone.” There is nothing and no one else other 

than God incarnate in Jesus Christ worth attending to. Being a Christian means throwing yourself 

abjectly, unreservedly, on Christ’s mercy. Living a Christian life means living Christ’s life—that is, 

abandoning all security and worldly ambitions to follow him “through penalties, deaths and hell.” It is 

only then that we may find peace. That ravishing paradox is at the heart of Protestantism. … 

The idea’s initial impact was like that of Darwinism or Marxism in their own times: it was a concept 

that no one had thought of in quite those terms before but that seemed to many people, once they had 

grasped it, to be self-evidently true. Luther’s themes were all familiar ones, either ancient or newly 

fashionable. St. Augustine had emphasized God’s grace, the late medievals had stressed God’s 

absolute sovereignty, and Erasmus had called for simplicity. What Luther did was to combine those 

themes as never before.1195 

------ 

More than anything else, Luther became known as the champion of justification by grace through 

faith alone.1196 

Luther’s doctrine of justification undercut the Roman Catholic Church 

Thus, Luther’s doctrine of justification undercut the merit system of the Roman Catholic Church and 

called for a new church—the Protestant Church—to focus on God’s grace received through faith 

alone.1197 

Luther’s theology of justification by grace alone became increasingly emphatic 

Luther’s … preference for Augustine’s theology became more pronounced and his theology of 

justification by grace alone became more emphatic. But none of this would necessarily have led to a 

rupture within the Church had it not been for the ‘indulgences controversy’. In 1476, the pope had 

allowed … an indulgence to be applied to the soul of a person enduring ‘temporal punishment’ in 

Purgatory. … The dispute that followed was unexpectedly fierce.1198 

The schism with Rome over Justification by Faith Alone 

Justification by Faith or Sola Fide was the “material” cause of Luther’s Reformation and the former 

reformations of Wycliffe and Huss, as well as the subsequent Reformations in Calvin and 

Melancthon. The “Formal” cause was Sola Scriptura, or Scripture alone, which is very intimately 

related and connected (although different), for it is the basis of authority for Sola Fide. 

Justification by Faith is something Luther and the Roman Church would have agreed upon (still do 

today). However, the Romanists would have denied that Justification is by Faith Alone. The 

Romanists believed that the righteousness of Christ was infused into a person’s soul causing them 

(and giving them the ability) to do good works and accomplish the righteous requirements of God. 

This Romanist teaching was a Pelagian doctrine (or more accurately Semi-Pelagian). A synergistic, 

salvific method meant that God and man “work together” to achieve the salvation of the individual. … 

The Great Schism that has been between historic Protestant and Catholic churches since the 

Reformation, has been between Justification by faith alone (Protestantism), and Justification by faith 

plus works (Catholicism, see Vatican Council II, 1962). …  
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The Reformers believe in works but they occur “post salvation” said Luther, so that a person is 

“Justified by Faith alone, but faith that is not alone”. We are saved not by good works, but unto good 

works.1199 

“Simultaneously righteous and a sinner” … “Always righteous and a sinner” 

Another corollary of Luther’s doctrine of justification was his paradoxical statements “simultaneously 

righteous and a sinner” and “always righteous and a sinner.” Again, he distanced himself from the 

Catholic notion that a person is partly righteous (to the degree that infused grace has transformed his 

character into holiness) and partly sinful (to the degree that this sanctifying grace needs to accomplish 

more renewal). Rather, for Luther, a person is both completely justified by God, and thus righteous, 

and completely sinful at the same time.1200 

Luther’s message illustrated through a 1520s artwork 

 
Luther’s message simplified. This woodcut from the early 1520s depicts the leaders of the Roman 

Catholic clergy as wolves who are raiding Christ’s sheepfold. The wolf with prey in his mouth wears 

the papal tiara, and the other wolf a cardinal’s hat. The apostles Peter and Paul stand watch on the 

hilltop. A very Lutheran St. Peter holds a Bible, rather than the keys to heaven, in his hand. 

Immediately to the right of St. Peter are some goats, who represent the damned, a visual reference to 

the Last Judgment, when Christ will separate the sheep from the goats—that is, the saved from the 

damned. Luther stands courageously in the lower right-hand corner, preaching to the sheep, saving 

them from their ravenous clerics. 

In the text blow [the illustration], Luther exclaims: “Beware, you sheep, run not away from him who 

hangs on the cross. Let this wolf run his course, he will sell a kingdom in hell. He has eaten many a 

sheep, and is to be accounted as equal to Satan. The shepherds have become wolves. . . . The flock 

that they should shepherd is scattered, strangled by false doctrine. This greatly saddens my heart, as I 
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see the great harm visited upon Christendom by pope, cardinal and bishop. . . . Thus I preach and 

teach and write, even at the cost of my life.”1201 

Luther formulated his theological vision in a treatise titled On Christian Freedom 

In November 1520, Luther penned and published what many think is his ultimate manifesto and the 

clearest formulation of his theological vision, a compact treatise titled On Christian Freedom. …  

Luther’s Christian Freedom tackles the central subject of redemption, … how one becomes 

acceptable in the eyes of God. …  

Luther begins with two paradoxical statements: “A Christian is a perfectly free lord of all, subject to 

none. A Christian is a perfectly dutiful servant of all, subject to all.” 

As he unpacks this conundrum, Luther relies at every turn on his most basic hermeneutical principle: 

that Christians should be guided by Holy Scripture alone, sola scriptura. … Then, relying very 

heavily on Paul’s letters to the Galatians and Romans, he articulates a second key principle: that one 

is saved by faith alone, sola fide. 

The two principles alone do not explain the whole of Luther’s theology, but it is impossible to 

understand Luther and the whole Protestant Reformation without them. The sola scriptura principle 

led Luther to scrutinize all theology and piety according to his interpretation of the Bible, and to reject 

anything he judged as nonbiblical. …  

Reduced to its simplest elements it boiled down to this: salvation is never earned; it is simply and 

freely granted by God to those who have faith in the saving sacrifice of Jesus Christ. “It is faith alone 

which worthily and sufficiently justifies and saves the person,” Luther thundered. “A Christian has no 

need of any work or law in order to be saved since through faith he is free from every law and does 

everything out of pure liberty and freely. 

As Luther saw it, largely through his interpretation of St. Paul’s theology in the New Testament, one 

is saved not by one’s own good works, or by penances, but by Christ’s sacrifice on the cross, through 

which God chose to overlook the sins of the human race. One is saved by faith alone, not works, and 

there is nothing one can do to obtain faith. Faith is purely and simply a gift of God. This meant that 

the Catholic Church was dead wrong in asserting that no one could go to heaven until their souls were 

spotless.1202 

Alongside heated debates on justification and the Eucharist, there was an explosion 
of fresh thinking 

The Reformation was a clash of ideologies, and the confessional divide became sharply defined as the 

century progressed. Alongside heated debates on justification and the Eucharist, there was an 

explosion of fresh thinking and argumentation on themes such as kingship, nationhood, freedom of 

conscience, and obedience to authority.1203 

LUTHER’S 95 THESES 

Luther wrote his theses to spark controversy 

To spark controversy, Luther did what every academic was trained to do: he drew up his theses for 

debate, all ninety-five of them.
1204

 

------ 

Take the series from number 81 to 91, in which Luther cleverly assigns all the blame for abuses on 

bad clergy rather than the pope, yet points out that the laity hold the pope responsible and uses their 

voice to question both indulgences and papal authority. The first two of these bombshells pack quite a 

punch: 
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81. This unbridled preaching of indulgences makes it difficult even for learned men to 

rescue the reverence which is due the pope from slander or from the shrewd questions 

of the laity, 

82. Such as: “Why does not the pope empty purgatory for the sake of holy love and 

the dire need of the souls that are there if he redeems an infinite number of souls for 

the sake of miserable money with which to build a church? The former reasons would 

be most just; the latter is most trivial.”1205 

------ 

In some of the theses, Luther went as far as to hint that the clergy abused the laity by making them 

pay for God’s forgiveness, something that came directly from God himself and was already theirs. In 

thesis 28, for instance, he said, 

“It is certain that when the penny jingles into the money-box, gain and avarice can be 

increased, but the result of the intercession of the Church is in the power of God 

alone.” 

In thesis 52, he was even bolder: “The assurance of salvation by letters of pardon is 

vain, even though . . . the pope himself, were to stake his soul upon it, this is granted 

him by God, even without letters of pardon.”1206 

Luther’s theses were a denunciation of the church’s corruptions and sharp 
challenges to the status quo 

Luther sent a list of ninety-five Latin “theses” (theological propositions) which he urged the 

archbishop to consider. The theses were a vociferous denunciation of the corruption of the church, 

focused especially upon the authority of the pope and the errors of the indulgence hawkers. 

Although they did not represent a decisive break with medieval theology, they included a series of 

sharp challenges to the status quo, such as the following: 

When our Lord and Master Jesus Christ said, “Repent”, he willed the entire life of 

believers to be one of repentance. (Thesis 1) 

Those who believe that they can be certain of their salvation because they have 

indulgence letters will be eternally damned, together with their teachers. (Thesis 32) 

Any truly repentant Christian has a right to full remission of penalty and guilt, even 

without indulgence letters. (Thesis 36) 

Christians are to be taught that he who gives to the poor or lends to the needy does a 

better deed than he who buys indulgences. (Thesis 43) 

Christians are to be taught that if the pope knew the exactions of the indulgence 

preachers, he would rather that the basilica of St Peter were burned to ashes than built 

up with the skin, flesh, and bones of his sheep. (Thesis 50) 

They were like dynamite and struck a chord with widespread anti-papal feeling, though Luther’s 

brazen opinions also scandalized many.1207 

“ORIGINAL SIN” 

Luther’s main concern for “original sin” was to preserve the absolute need for grace 

Luther had spoken of original sin as he had in order to indicate that even if one were to commit no 

actual sins, his nature and person would still be sinful. Through the fall “we have all sinned in Adam 

and have lost the image and glory of God,” and with it the freedom “to choose in spiritual matters.” 
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Yet the main concern of the doctrine was to preserve Luther’s insistence on the absolute need for 

grace.1208 

Roman Catholics, Luther and other Reformers affirmed the patristic doctrine of 
Original Sin 

For Roman Catholics, the Council of Trent in 1563 confirmed the theology of original sin shaped by 

the patristic and medieval theologians as a dogma of the church. While differing somewhat from 

Catholics in their understanding of the doctrine, Martin Luther and other Reformers also affirmed 

original sin as a central truth of Christian faith.1209 

Christ’s redemption and the need for infant baptism assumed the historicity of Adam 
and Eve, and the patristic original sin 

Medieval theologians assumed the historicity of paradise, the persons of Adam and Eve, a first sin, 

and a fall from divine friendship. They took for granted the idea of original sin forged by the patristic 

theologians. Why Christ’s redemption was necessary and why baptize infants were explained with 

reference to Adam’s sin and the consequences it bore for humankind. Medieval theologians exhibited 

no particular difficulties with original sin.1210 

Luther opposed the Anabaptist rejection of infant baptism 

In opposition to the Anabaptist rejection of infant baptism, Luther argued for the correctness of this 

practice from its continuity throughout Christian history, going so far as to declare: “We confess that 

under the papacy there is the correct Holy Scripture, correct baptism, the correct Sacrament of the 

Altar, the correct keys for the forgiveness of sins, the correct office of the ministry, the correct 

catechism, namely, the Our Father, the Ten Commandments, and the articles of the [Apostles’] 

Creed.”1211 

Luther identified Pelagianism, which denied original sin, as the perennial heresy 

Luther identified Pelagianism as the one perennial heresy of Christian history, which had never been 

fully exterminated and which, under the patronage of the church of Rome, had now become dominant. 

… “The Pelagians and others, who deny that original sin is sin.”1212 

The Teachings of Pelagius 

1. Adam was made mortal and would have died whether he had sinned or had not sinned. 

2. The sin of Adam injured himself alone, and not the human race. 

3. Newborn children are in that state in which Adam was before his fall. 

4. Neither by the death and sin of Adam does the whole race die, nor by the resurrection of 

Christ does the whole race rise. 

5. The law leads to the kingdom of heaven as well as the Gospel. 

6. Even before the coming of the Lord there were men without sin.1213 

Excerpts from The Synod of Orange 

1. The sin of Adam has not injured the body only, but also the soul of man. 

2. The sin of Adam has brought sin and death upon all mankind. 

3. Grace is not merely bestowed when we pray for it, but grace itself causes us to pray for it. 

4. Even the beginning of faith, the disposition to believe, is effected by grace. 

5. All good thoughts and works are God’s gift. 

6. Even the regenerate and the saints need continually the divine help. 

7. What God loves in us, is not our merit, but his own gift. 

8. The free will weakened in Adam, can only be restored through the grace of baptism. 

9. All good that we possess is God’s gift, and therefore no one should boast. 
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10. Unmerited grace precedes meritorious works. 

11. Even had man not fallen, he would have needed divine grace for salvation. 

12. When man sins, he does his own will; when he does good, he executes the will of God, yet 

voluntarily. 

13. The love of God is itself a gift of God.1214 

Erasmus showed that Romans 5:12 does not support the concept of “Original Sin” 

The sixteenth-century Catholic theologian, scholar, and exegete Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam (d. 

1536) questioned using Romans as a proof-text for original sin. Among his many scholarly works, 

Erasmus produced a New Testament edition in 1516, translating the Greek into Latin himself. In a 

critical study of the Greek, Erasmus demonstrated the exegetical untenability of the Vulgate 

translation of Romans 5:12, which provided the critical phrase “in whom all sinned.” In the tradition, 

this text was taken by some to mean that humankind was—in some way—in Adam as one. When 

Adam sinned, all sinned with him. Neither Adam’s sin nor his guilt was his alone.” 

Erasmus demonstrated that the Greek was better translated “that sin came into the world, and through 

sin death, because all have sinned. While those at Trent knew of Erasmus’s work, they retained the 

common interpretation.1215 

JOHN CALVIN; HULDRYCH ZWINGLI 

Zwingli’s Sixty-Seven Theses 

Faced by … growing religious tensions, the city council in Zurich called a public debate on 29 

January 1523 to settle the question. All the local clergy were obliged to attend. … Zwingli issued 

Sixty-Seven Theses (not unlike Luther’s Ninety-Five Theses) laying out his programme for reform. 

They opened with a forthright summary of his evangelical message: 

1. All who say that the gospel is invalid without the confirmation of the church err and slander 

God. 

2. The sum and substance of the gospel is that our Lord Christ Jesus, the true Son of God, has 

made known to us the will of his heavenly Father, and has with his sinlessness released us 

from death and reconciled us to God. 

3. Hence Christ is the only way to salvation for all who ever were, are, and shall be. 

4. He who seeks or shows another way errs, and, indeed, he is a murderer of souls and a thief. 

5. Hence all who consider other teachings equal to or higher than the gospel err, and do not 

know what the gospel is. 

Zwingli’s theses went on to address an array of practical implications, such as the mass, fasting, 

clerical celibacy, excommunication, the death penalty, penance, purgatory, and priesthood.1216 

Calvin believed that the gift of justification really makes men and women righteous 

Calvin … believed that the gift of justification really makes men and women righteous, and that any 

society made up of the elect should reflect the sanctity instilled in human hearts by grace, as evidence 

of God’s workings.1217 

Calvin echoed Luther’s doctrine of justification 

John Calvin systematically set forth the doctrine of justification, echoing Luther’s conviction by 

calling it “the main hinge on which religion turns” and urging the church to “devote the greatest 

attention and care to it.” He explained “justification simply as the acceptance with which God 

receives us into his favor as righteous people. And we say that it consists in the remission of sins and 

the imputation of Christ’s righteousness.” He contrasted justification by works and by faith.1218 

------ 
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Like Luther before him, Calvin criticized the Roman Catholic Church’s insistence that justification is 

the result of faith joined together with good works. … He underscored a major problem with the 

Catholic theology of justification: it mixed together the declarative work of God—justification, by 

which a person is credited with righteousness—and the transforming works of God—regeneration and 

sanctification, by which a person actually becomes righteous. For Calvin, though these works of God 

are inseparable, they are distinguishable; indeed, they must be differentiated: “to be justified means 

something different from being made new creatures,” and confounding the two results in a false 

notion of justification. By confusing justification and sanctification, the Roman Catholic Church 

emphasized the infusion of righteousness rather than the imputation of righteousness, and it viewed 

justification as a reward that could be merited.1219 

Calvin positively presented good works that follow justification 

As critical as he was of good works done to achieve righteousness before God, Calvin positively 

presented good works that follow justification. At the same time, he insisted that even those good 

deeds should never be viewed as works done by believers themselves. …  

Calvin concluded that, by receiving both justification and sanctification, believers will indeed engage 

in good works, though they are not saved by them.1220 

Profound differences between the Lutheran and Calvinist understandings of grace 

In Geneva, Calvin was able — despite occasional conflict and failure — to create a Church 

organization and social order consonant with his theological vision. … The Genevans’ morals were 

now matters not only of social concern but of criminal law: licentiousness, dancing, gambling, 

profane speech, improprieties of dress or comportment, irreverence or blasphemy, absence from 

church and all other forms of moral laxity were to be reported by community invigilators and 

punished by magistrates, often in a vividly public way. And false doctrine was not to be tolerated. 

These measures point to certain profound differences between the Lutheran and Calvinist 

understandings of grace.1221 

The sticking point between Zwingli and Luther lay in their views on the Eucharist 

Despite repeated attempts, and a summit conference between Zwingli and Luther at Marburg in 1529, 

there would be no agreement. The sticking point may seem trivial to modern eyes: differing views of 

the sacrament variously known as the Eucharist, the Lord’s Supper, Holy Communion, or (to 

Catholics) the Mass. …  

For Catholics, the sacramental bread is wholly transformed, or “transubstantiated,” into Christ’s flesh, 

retaining only the outward appearance of bread and making the saving power of his unique sacrifice 

immediately present. 

Luther and Zwingli alike saw this as wholly unacceptable. … But there agreement ended. … Zwingli 

looked at Luther’s doctrine and saw unreformed dregs of popery, sodden in superstition. Luther 

looked at Zwingli’s and saw intolerable blasphemies. …  In other words, Calvin and the Reformed 

theologians never took Lutheranism seriously.1222 

“PREDESTINATION” 

Lutheranism and Calvinism alike stress that human beings cannot save ourselves. We are too mired in 

our own evil to dig ourselves out. Only God can rescue us, through Jesus Christ’s redeeming sacrifice. 

But this doctrine, which Luther and others found so liberating, has a sting in the tail. If salvation is 

entirely God’s work, then it is also entirely God’s choice. Our human wills are too corrupt to choose 

God, too corrupt, even, to choose to accept God’s offer of salvation. Only God himself enables us to 

accept that offer, and because God is sovereign, if he gives us that grace, we cannot refuse it. So, if 

God chooses to save us, we will be saved. We are not saved because we are good; we only become 

even partially good as a consequence of God’s decision to save us. …  
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In other words, our eternal fate is predestined. 

Predestination was not Luther’s idea. St. Augustine, Western Christianity’s single most influential 

theologian, taught a strong doctrine of predestination, and the germ of the idea is in the New 

Testament. Luther did, however, quickly conclude that it was an essential consequence of his 

doctrines, and it was over this issue that Erasmus finally and decisively broke with him in 1524. 

However, most Lutherans chose to soft-pedal this part of their master’s teaching. Like Erasmus and 

many others, they found it intuitively morally offensive. Melanchthon smuggled in a human ability to 

reject God’s grace. On this point, at least, it was Melanchthon, not Luther, who shaped “Lutheran” 

orthodoxy. 

Zwingli and the early Swiss reformers also had no affection for predestination, and Bullinger never 

embraced it fully. Calvin, however, would not evade the doctrine’s iron logic and added the final 

deduction that Augustine and Luther had been too squeamish to make: if God predestines some 

people to heaven, he must therefore equally deliberately predestine the rest to hell. 

He also found the idea unexpectedly nourishing. It fit his almost rapturous emphasis on God’s 

absolute sovereignty. More practically, for those under persecution, predestination is liberating. If 

your salvation is wholly in God’s hands, you do not need to fear that your courage will fail you when 

the torturer comes. One English Protestant awaiting a heretic’s death enthused that the doctrine “so 

cheereth our hearts and quickeneth our spirits that no trouble or tyranny executed against us can dull 

or discomfort the same.” For Calvinists, who emphasized that Christians were a covenanted people, 

set apart for God, predestination seemed almost natural. They were God’s chosen people: the new 

Israel. 

By the end of the century, a hard-line doctrine of predestination had become orthodoxy across most of 

the Calvinist world, but it was never unchallenged. Moral revulsion refused to fade away. 

Predestination’s ablest opponent was the Dutch theologian Jakob Arminius. … insisting that human 

beings can cooperate with God in salvation.1223 

Calvin’s theology of absolute divine sovereignty 

In most respects, the elements of Calvin’s theology were typically Protestant: the unique authority of 

scripture, the absolute gratuity of justification, the impotence of the human will to merit salvation, the 

uselessness of fasts and penances, and predestination.1224 

------ 

[With predestination,] Calvin’s emphasis differed from that of Luther. No other theologian ever put so 

great a stress upon the sheer sovereignty of God, as an explanation of the mystery of God’s actions in 

creation and redemption. He went so far as to assert that God eternally foreordained even the original 

fall of humanity from grace, that he might by the working of his will display the glory of his 

sovereignty in the gratuitous salvation of the elect and in the fitting damnation of the derelict. This 

theology of absolute divine sovereignty became one of the most characteristic features of the high 

Reformed tradition.1225 

Jerome Bolsecs challenged Calvin’s teaching, particularly on predestination 

There were also more erudite theological challenges to Calvin’s teaching. Jerome Bolsec, a former 

Carmelite monk from Paris, arrived in Geneva in 1551 and threw his energy behind the Reformation 

movement. However, he publicly objected to Calvin’s doctrine of predestination, arguing that it made 

God the author of both good and evil. He protested that Calvin’s God was “a tyrant and an idol like 

the Jupiter created by pagans”, responsible for saving and damning human beings at random.1226 
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A FRESH FOCUS ON PNEUMATOLOGY 

The general shape and characteristics of the christology of the ancient Church … experienced no 

significant development or challenge until the sixteenth century. During most of this period the focus 

of theology had moved away from questions of christology, which were considered to have been 

settled decisively, to a new range of issues, particularly those relating to salvation. The nature of free 

will, grace, faith, satisfaction and divine righteousness were among the matters that most occupied 

Christian minds through the Middle Ages on into the Reformation period. 

The attentiveness to questions of salvation, however, led eventually to a renewed interest in the work 

of the Holy Spirit. John Calvin one of the three leading teachers of the Magisterial Reformation came 

to be known as the theologian of the Holy Spirit: 

The fundamental interest of Calvin as a theologian lay, it is clear, in the region 

broadly designated soteriological. Perhaps we may go further and add that, within this 

broad field, his interest was most intense in the application to the sinful soul of the 

salvation wrought out by Christ, — in a word in what is technically known as the 

ordo salutis. This has even been made his reproach in some quarters, and we have 

been told that the main fault of the Institutes as a treatise in theological science lies in 

its too subjective character. Its effect, at all events, has been to constitute Calvin pre-

eminently the theologian of the Holy Spirit. (Benjamin B Warfield, John Calvin the 

Theologian (Presbyterian Board of Education 1909))1227 

------ 

In the sixteenth century ‘the Spirit’ consequently became for many far more than a doctrinal concept 

or liturgical expression. It was associated directly with their own experience of salvation, their joy in 

worship and the spiritual vitality of their prayer and service to God. In sections of the Radical 

Reformation, most notoriously among the Zwickau Prophets and the Munster Anabaptists, it also 

became linked with supernatural religious phenomena, in particular with prophetic utterance and 

divine guidance.1228 

DESIDERIUS ERASMUS 

Deep divisions existed between Erasmus and Luther over the gospel message 

[The] clash between Erasmus and Luther exposed the deep divisions between humanism and 

evangelicalism, between Renaissance and Reform. The prospect that these two movements might be 

harnessed together in a pan-European coalition was to remain an idle dream. Despite many superficial 

similarities, and some overlap of personnel, they were fundamentally out of step in their 

understanding of the gospel message. The chasm could not be breached.1229 

Erasmus could never accept Luther’s teaching of justification by faith alone 

Erasmus could never accept the Biblical teaching of justification by faith alone that Luther was 

preaching and making known, nor could he tolerate the doctrine that fallen man’s will is in bondage. 

In 1524, Erasmus chose to take scholarly opposition to Luther’s doctrine of total depravity. In 

September of 1524, 

Erasmus articulated his theological anthropology and soteriology against Luther in his book 

appropriately titled and revealing The Freedom of the Will. Essentially, Erasmus revealed that in his 

theological anthropology and soteriology he was Semi-Pelagian with regard to man’s ability to will to 

cooperate with God’s grace. … 

Erasmus and Semi-Pelagians before him believed that all men had free will to choose or reject God, 

and that the theological priority they placed on the will, could and would respond to the call of God 

through the gospel, then the grace of God would supervene to achieve their salvation.1230 
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Soteriological contrasts between Erasmus and Luther 

Erasmus 

 Christianity is essentially morality with a minimum of doctrinal statement loosely appended. 

 Man can keep the Law of Christ if educated to do so, he has within himself the power. 

 Christianity needed a return to “apostolic simplicity” of life and doctrine. This could be 

brought about by education and eliminating superstitions and abuses that had crept into the 

Church over the centuries. 

 What one believes about the mysteries of the faith does not much matter; what the Church 

lays down may safely be accepted, whether right or wrong; for the details of a churchman’s 

doctrine will not affect his living as a Christian in this world, nor his eventual destiny in the 

world to come. 

 Peace in the Church was of more value than any doctrine. 

Luther 

 Christianity was a matter of doctrine first and foremost, because true religion was first and 

foremost a matter of faith; and faith is correlative to truth. 

 Faith is trust in God through Jesus Christ as He stands revealed in the gospels. 

 Concerned foremost with doctrine, he said, “Others who have lived before me [reformers] 

have attacked the Pope’s life; I am not concerned with his life, but his doctrine. 

 The denial of free will is the foundation of the Biblical doctrine of grace, and a hearty 

endorsement of that denial was the first step for anyone who would understand the gospel and 

come to faith in God. 

 The person who has not yet practically and experimentally learned the bondage of his will in 

sin has not yet comprehended any part of the gospel; for this is the “hinge on which all 

turns.”1231
 

Erasmus and Luther disagreed fundamentally in their reading of Paul 

[Erasmus] and Luther were early admirers of one another, but they disagreed fundamentally in their 

reading of St Paul and on the issue of the freedom of the fallen will. Thomas More — famously 

‘martyred’ under King Henry VIII (1491-1547) — shared Erasmus’ enthusiasm for biblical and 

patristic scholarship and for Church reform, but was far more censorious of Luther and his fellow 

‘schismatics’.1232 

Erasmus and More opposed Luther’s understanding of sin and grace 

Men like the Dutch Catholic humanist Desiderius Erasmus (1469-1536) and his friend the English 

humanist and statesman Sir Thomas More (1477-1535) — both contemporaries of Luther — were 

strong champions of Church reform, but were equally strong opponents of schism and of the severe 

late Augustinianism of Luther’s understanding of sin and grace. Erasmus was inspired especially by 

the writings of the Greek Church Fathers, and by their spiritual exegesis of scripture.1233 

Erasmus and Rufus denounced the belief that religious performance would win divine 
reward 

Erasmus insisted that true Christianity was not about “being an assiduous churchgoer, prostrating 

yourself before the statues of the saints, lighting candles, and repeating a certain number of prayers... 

God is appeased only by invisible piety”. Unlike later reformers, he did not call for the abolition of 

pilgrimages or relics, but reminded his readers that this external devotion was less important than 

godly behaviour. … The same point was made by Konrad Mutianus Rufus, a leading German 
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humanist, who denounced the common belief that religious performance would win divine reward, 

observing that “only the ignorant seek salvation in fasts”.1234 

ARCHBISHOP CRANMER; WILLIAM TYNDALE 

Cranmer urged hearers to search the well of life in the Bible, for justification and 
salvation 

The death in January 1547 of King Henry VIII left the political and religious future of England in a 

precarious position. The crown passed to his son, Edward VI, who was just nine years old. … Power 

was also seized by the young monarch’s uncle, Edward Seymour, Earl of Hertford, soon created Duke 

of Somerset. ... From Geneva, John Calvin urged Somerset forward with the encouragement: “This is 

the age of salvation when God’s word has been revealed.” 

The new government quickly … issued royal injunctions in July 1547 which ushered in a fresh wave 

of reforming activity. … There was widespread destruction, encouraged by evangelical preachers. … 

Clergy were also now required to read a government-endorsed “Homily” every Sunday. … 

[Archbishop Thomas Cranmer] urged his hearers to “diligently search for the well of life in the books 

of the New and Old Testament, and not run to the stinking puddles of men’s traditions, devised by 

man’s imagination, for our justification and salvation.” … [Priests] were denounced for obscuring the 

true message of “perfect salvation through the death of Jesus Christ”1235 

Archbishop Cranmer: “Justified by faith only” (Article 11) 

The final plank in Cranmer’s reform programme was to establish a new confession of faith for the 

Church of England. …  

Evangelical doctrine … was now carefully defined in the Forty-Two Articles, which betrayed 

significant influence from continental Protestantism. The Articles covered key Christian doctrines, 

from the Trinity to the resurrection of the dead, while the errors of Catholicism and Anabaptism 

received particular censure.  

On the central issue of justification [Archbishop] Cranmer was crystal clear: “Justification by only 

faith in Jesus Christ... is a most certain and wholesome doctrine for Christian men” (Article 11). He 

repeatedly condemned Catholic teaching as without biblical basis, and Article 5 set the tone for what 

was to follow: 

Holy Scripture containeth all things necessary to salvation: so that whatsoever is 

neither read therein, nor may be proved thereby... no man ought to be constrained to 

believe it as an article of the faith, or repute it requisite to the necessity of 

salvation.1236 

Article 11. Of The Justification Of Man 

We are accounted righteous before God, only for the merit of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ by 

Faith, and not for our own works or deservings: Wherefore, that we are justified by Faith only is a 

most wholesome Doctrine, and very full of comfort, as more largely is expressed in the Homily of 

Justification.1237 

The English Thirty-nine Articles: “Holy Scripture contains all things necessary for 
salvation” 

The formulation of the English Thirty-nine Articles, half a century later, captures the same spirit in a 

careful double negative: 
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Holy Scripture containeth all things necessary to salvation: so that whatsoever is not 

read therein, nor may be proved thereby, is not to be … thought necessary or requisite 

to salvation. 

Not “everything in the Bible is essential,” but “nothing that is not in the Bible is essential.”1238 

Tyndale emphasised that faith brings pardon 

Alongside his Bible translations, Tyndale published a number of significant theological works from 

his base in Antwerp. The Parable of the Wicked Mammon (1528) was an exposition of the doctrine of 

justification by faith alone, building on Luther’s teaching. For example, Tyndale emphasized that 

“faith bringeth pardon and forgiveness freely purchased by Christ’s blood”. Therefore good works 

were of no benefit at the hour of death, “though thou hast a thousand holy candles about thee, a 

hundred ton of holy water, a ship-full of pardons, a cloth-sack full of friars’ coats, and all the 

ceremonies in the world”.1239 

Tyndale rendered metanoeo as “repent” instead of “do penance” 

In October 1526 Bishop Tunstal of London preached against Tyndale, claiming to have found 2,000 

errors in his translation, before ceremonially burning a pile of New Testaments. …  

Tunstal was correct in discerning that Tyndale’s New Testament was a threat to the status quo by its 

translation of key theological terms. For example, Tyndale rendered … metanoeo as “repent” instead 

of “do penance”.1240 

THE CATHOLIC REFORMATION 

The Jesuits, powerful champions of Catholic reform 

The most significant of the new religious orders were the Jesuits, dominant in Italy but with their 

roots in Spain. They were founded by a Basque nobleman, Don frügo Lopez Recalde de Orin y de 

Loyola (better known as Ignatius of Loyola), and became powerful champions of Catholic reform. …  

The dynamism and dedication of the Society of Jesus [“Jesuits”] won them a reputation as “foot 

soldiers of the pope”, the vanguard of the Catholic Reformation. Their loyalty to the papacy was 

absolute, believing the pontiff to speak with the voice of the Holy Spirit. … By the time of his death 

in 1556 there were a thousand Jesuits worldwide, with thirty-three educational institutions, and the 

movement continued to grow at a phenomenal rate.1241 

The Council of Trent reaffirmed many doctrines controverted by the Protestant 
reformers 

The great institutional renewal of the Roman Church, though, began when Pope Paul III (1468-1549) 

convoked the Council of Trent in 1545. This council continued (with occasional interruptions) under a 

number of popes until 1563. 

It instituted a massive reform and regularization of the Western liturgy, dealt systematically with a 

number of clerical abuses, forbade the sale of indulgences, prescribed the proper pastoral duties of 

bishops and priests, established definitively the canon of the Bible and dictated the sort of education 

to be provided for priests.  

The council also, however, reaffirmed many doctrines controverted by the Protestant reformers: 

Purgatory, Christ’s real presence in the Eucharistic elements, … the existence of seven sacraments, 

the supremacy of papal authority and so on. 

Most importantly, the council rejected Luther’s teachings on justification, asserting the reality of 

human freedom in the work of redemption, the indispensability of good works and the need for the 

co-operation of the will set free by grace. 
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Moreover, it did this with so thorough and plenteous an exposition from scripture that no Protestant 

theologian — however much he might disagree with the council’s conclusions — could plausibly 

doubt the centrality of the Bible in its deliberations.1242 

The Council of Trent strongly denounced the Protestant doctrine on justification 

The Council of Trent strongly denounced this Protestant doctrine. In its decree on justification, the 

council stated and supported the Catholic doctrinal emphases. These included the necessity of baptism 

for justification; the idea of justification as the cooperative work between God, who gives prevenient 

grace, and people who embrace that grace; the necessity of preparation for justification; a definition of 

justification as 
“
not only forgiveness of sins but also the sanctification and renewal of the inward man, 

through the voluntary reception of the grace and the gifts”; the insistence that justification can and 

must increase daily in the lives of the justified; and the conviction that justification can be lost, 

through unfaithfulness and any and all mortal sins.’ In the second place, the council denounced the 

Protestant ideas of justification as heresy, condemning to hell anyone embracing those notions. The 

Roman Catholic Church and Protestant churches were at complete odds over this doctrine.1243 

The Council of Trent pronounced anathema on those who denied that penance was 
necessary for salvation 

The sacrament of penance was a key part of the spiritual discipline of the medieval church, centred on 

confession of sins to a priest. … Later in the sixteenth century the Council of Trent made penance a 

condition of receiving communion and pronounced “anathema” (a curse to eternal damnation) on 

those who denied either its divine origin or its necessity for salvation.1244 

------ 

In its early months the council also tackled another major theme which lay at the heart of the 

Protestant Reformation: the doctrine of justification, and related topics such as original sin, free will, 

and predestination. There was protracted debate among the bishops at Trent on these key and 

controversial questions, but they eventually reached unanimous agreement. The apostle Paul had 

declared in the New Testament that men and women are “justified by faith” not by observing the Old 

Testament law (Romans 3:28), and the council agreed: “If anyone says that a person can be justified 

before God by his own works, done either by the resources of human nature or by the teaching of the 

law, apart from divine grace through Jesus Christ: let him be anathema.” Nevertheless, they drew 

back from Luther’s bold declaration that justification is “by faith alone” (sola fide). Good works still 

contributed something to salvation, according to Catholic dogma: “If anyone says that the sinner is 

justified by faith alone... let him be anathema.” Trent’s decrees on the seven sacraments followed on 

naturally, another point of dispute with Luther and his allies. …  

The Council of Trent … was reconvened by Pope Pius IV from January 1562 and quickly issued 

doctrinal decrees on the mass, ordination, marriage, purgatory, the veneration of saints and relics, and 

indulgences. Once again the council firmly condemned Protestant critiques of contemporary 

Catholicism and pronounced “anathema” upon them. 

After the Council of Trent the battle lines between Protestantism and Catholicism were much more 

rigidly drawn than they had been in Luther’s day. …  

The primary concern of the evangelical reformers was not to improve Christian ethics but to return to 

the New Testament understanding of salvation. The doctrinal clarity of the Council of Trent revealed 

that on this central issue the chasm between the two sides was just as wide as ever.1245 

The Catholic Church said that justification could be completed after death 

The Second Council of Lyons (1274) and the Council of Florence (1438) officially made purgatory 

part of the institution of the Roman Catholic Church. Thus, justification was not confined to this life 

but could be completed after death.1246 
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Luther ridiculed the idea that the papacy was serious about reform 

The commissioners looked to the leadership of Pope Paul III to cleanse the church and make it: 

beautiful as a dove, at peace with herself, agreeing in one body... to restore in our hearts and in our 

works the name of Christ now forgotten by the nations and by us clerics, to heal the ills, to lead back 

the sheep of Christ into one fold, to turn away from us the wrath of God and that vengeance which we 

deserve, already prepared and looming over our heads. … 

[Luther] ridiculed the idea that the papacy was serious about reform and accused Paul III of 

“hypocritical flattery”.1247 
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THE REFORMATION’S CHRISTOLOGIES 

 

 

 

 

CHRISTOLOGY OF THE FORMATIVE CHURCH’S CREEDS 

Christology of the Nicene Creed (325 CE) as revised by the Creed of Constantinople 
(381 CE) 

We believe in one God, 

the Father almighty, 

maker of heaven and earth, 

of all things visible and invisible; 

And in one Lord, Jesus Christ, 

the only begotten Son of God, 

begotten from the Father before all ages,  

light from light, 

true God from true God, 

begotten not made, 

of one substance with the Father. … 1248 

Christology of The Creed of Chalcedon (451 CE) 

… Our Lord Jesus Christ, the same perfect in Godhead and also perfect in manhood; truly God and 

truly man, of a reasonable (rational) soul and body; consubstantial (coessential) with the Father 

according to the Godhead, and consubstantial with us according to the Manhood. …  

Begotten before all ages of the Father according to the Godhead, and in these latter days … born of 

the Virgin Mary, the Mother of God, according to the Manhood. …  

Only-begotten, to be acknowledged in two natures, … the property of each nature being preserved, 

and concurring in one Person and one Subsistence, not parted or divided into two persons, but one and 

the same Son, and only begotten, God, the Word, the Lord Jesus Christ. … 1249 

------ 

The Chalcedonian Creed was written amid controversy between the western and eastern churches 

over the meaning of the Incarnation, the ecclesiastical influence of the Byzantine emperor, and the 

supremacy of the Roman Pope. The western churches readily accepted the creed, but some eastern 

churches did not. 

The adopted Creed specifically maintained the two distinct natures of Christ (divine and human) over 

against teaching of Eutyches -- that Christ had only one nature, a mixture of human and divine. 

Eutychiansim is also known as monophysitism from monos (single) and physis (nature), which 

confuses both Christ’s true humanity and his true deity.1250 
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THE REFORMERS WERE CLASSICAL TRINITARIANS 

Although the Protestant churches, like the Eastern church, would separate from the Catholic Church, 

distancing themselves from Rome over many key doctrinal issues, the two shared the traditional 

doctrine of the Trinity inherited from the early church and advanced by the medieval church. The 

issue never became a point of contention between the two, and the Reformers added little to the 

orthodox formulation. … 

Luther and the Lutheran churches affirmed the traditional doctrine. John Calvin incorporated this 

doctrine into the Trinitarian structure of his Institutes of the Christian Religion. He maintained that 

God cannot be truly known apart from his revelation of himself as triune. … 

When pressed by heretics (e.g., Valentine Gentile) on this issue, Calvin took a rather novel turn by 

using the term autotheos (“God of himself”) to express the deity of the Son. … That is, in terms of his 

essence, the Son is “God of himself” and does not derive his deity from the Father. … 

This widespread agreement between Catholics, Lutherans, and Calvinists on the doctrine of the 

Trinity did not go unchallenged, however. … Michael Servetus’s anti-Trinitarianism was so 

dangerous that much of Calvin’s writing on the doctrine in his Institutes was a defense of the 

traditional formulation against Servetus’s heretical view.  

Because of his anti-Trinitarianism, Servetus was condemned and executed as a heretic. He was 

followed by Lelio and Faustus Socinus, who wrote a catechism for Unitarianism called the Racovian 

Catechism. 

 Both Lutheran and Reformed theologians following the Reformation period addressed the Socinian 

heresy and labeled its anti-Trinitarianism as dangerous because it “blasphemously dared to traduce 

this most sacred mystery as a figment of the human brain.” They also expressed and defended the 

traditional doctrine.1251 

The Reformers raised no questions over classical christology or doctrine of the 
Trinity 

The Reformers, like their Catholic counterparts, lived in broad theological continuity with the ancient 

Church. They raised no questions over its classical christology or its doctrine of the Trinity.1252 

Luther failed to provide a detailed christology 

There can be no doubt for anyone reading Luther’s works that faith in Jesus Christ is at the very heart 

of his theology. … Yet while the Christocentric character of Luther’s thought is evident to all, his 

specific concern for the doctrine of the person of Christ, Christology, is considerably less 

unequivocal. …  

Luther evidently believed that a proper understanding of the person of Jesus was indispensable for 

faith and theology. Yet he found less occasion to develop in detail quite what such a proper 

understanding was. … 

Like the Alexandrian fathers before him, Luther prioritized the unity of divine and human in Christ. 

… Luther is equally insistent on the full reality of Christ’s humanity, including his experience of 

suffering, affliction, and even abandonment on the cross. … [Luther] put equal stress on Christ’s 

divinity and humanity, often stretching traditional language to its limits in order to express this 

paradoxical reality.1253 

------ 

Luther develops his own Christological insight in terms and concepts that are difficult to reconcile 

with his seemingly unambiguous Christological confessions. Significantly, those tendencies occur in 

the context of theological arguments in which Luther was heavily invested and appear to be required 

by them. … 
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One should not resolve this evident tension by inferring that Luther in practice went beyond 

traditional orthodoxy, even if he deceived himself into thinking that he did not. 

Yet it would seem equally problematic simply to affirm Luther’s adherence to the Catholic tradition 

on the basis of his confessional statements without taking into account his conscious and meaningful 

transgressions. Instead, it is the task of the interpreter to acknowledge both Luther’s evident intent 

merely to expound traditional Christology, and the instances in which he felt he had to expand its 

limits and probe their theological significance. …  

Luther’s allegiance to the Chalcedonian formula does not in itself settle the question about the 

character of his Christology simply because an affirmation of the formula “one Person in two natures” 

as defined by the Council of Chalcedon, is in a way no more than the bare minimum of a Christology. 

It is a rejection of errors more than the affirmation of a specific understanding of the person of the 

God-man.  

Practically all Western and many Eastern theologians since the 5th century accepted the Chalcedonian 

formula but went on to produce Christologies differing fundamentally in their understanding of the 

precise relationship between divinity and humanity, as well as their unity and duality in the person of 

Christ.1254 

CONTROVERSY OVER THE EUCHARIST 

Controversy over the Eucharist (Lord’s Supper) brought Christological issues to light 

What brought Christological issues to light during the Reformation was actually the controversy over 

the Lord’s Supper. Jaroslav Pelikan is convinced that this controversy precipitated more 

Christological discussion than any other since the days of the early church. The controversy was 

polarized between Lutheran and Zwinglian groups, the former advocating a real presence of Christ’s 

body and blood in the eucharist, while the latter viewed Christ’s presence as more symbolic and 

sacramental.1255 

------ 

It was the controversy between the two major parties of Protestantism, the Lutheran and the 

Reformed, over the real presence of the body and blood of Christ in the Lord’s Supper that was 

responsible for the most detailed Western preoccupation with the intricacies of christology since the 

ancient church.1256 

------ 

Arguing against each other’s view of the Lord’s Supper, [Martin Luther and Huldrych Zwingli] 

charged the other with heresy about Jesus Christ. At issue was the presence of Christ during the 

celebration of the Lord’s Supper. Luther held that Christ is present everywhere. …  

Luther was charged by his opponents with the ancient heresy of Eutychianism. Zwingli accused 

Luther of mingling the two natures into one essence. Calvin also complained that Luther’s view 

destroyed the human body of Christ and eliminated the difference between his divine and human 

nature. …  

Huldrych Zwingli took a very different position than Luther on the presence of Christ in the Lord’s 

Supper. He denied that the Lord was physically present in the elements. … For his apparent 

separation between the human nature and divine nature of Christ, Zwingli was charged by his 

opponents with the ancient heresy of Nestorianism.  

Little came of this exchange of accusations, and neither Luther nor Zwingli was ever formally 

charged with heretical Christology. …  So it was with John Calvin, whose Christology was fully 

traditional, echoing Anselm’s thought in Why God Became Man and relying on the Chalcedonian 
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formula. He also affirmed the communication of properties, without allowing this to result in the 

errors of Nestorianism and Eutychianism, both of which he condemned.1257 

Lutheran and post-Reformation theologians defended the church’s historic position 
on Jesus Christ as the God-man 

Those who followed Luther, Calvin, and the other Reformers continued to embrace and defend this 

traditional view of Jesus Christ. … However, Lutheran and Reformed theologies disagreed about the 

communication of properties. … Besides this one peculiarity, both Lutheran and Reformed 

theologians in the post-Reformation period embraced and defended the church’s historic position on 

Jesus Christ, the God-man.1258 

SOCINIANISM 

Socinianism is a belief system named after Fausto Sozzini (or Faustus Socinus) that was developed in 

Poland during the 15th and 16th centuries. It is marked by its non-Trinitarian viewpoint, especially in 

the fact that it holds that Jesus was only human and not divine. 

In addition to this view, Socinianism adheres to other beliefs rejected by historic, orthodox 

Christianity. For example, this belief system holds that God is not omniscient or all-knowing.  

Regarding Jesus, Socinianism teaches that Jesus did not exist until He was born on earth. Jesus was 

therefore allegedly only a created being and not eternal God or the second Person of the Triune 

Godhead. …  

Socianianism holds that the Bible is not the inspired, inerrant Word of God. … 

A further doctrine rejected by Socinianism is the belief in original sin. Humans sinned, but were not 

born sinners with an inherent sin nature, according to its teachings. 

Socinianism was one of the early belief systems to accept the idea of open theism, the belief that God 

does not know everything that will happen in the future. This belief system teaches that God only 

knows what could happen, not what actually would happen. For free will to be possible, God could 

not know every possible or ultimate future according to this concept. … Its teachings would also be 

used in the development of Unitarianism.1259 

------ 

Socinianism is a version of the old Arian anti-trinitarian heresy named after Fausto Sozzini (or 

Socinus, 1539-1604), a product of the radical skepticism of the Italian Renaissance. Socinianism 

denies the full deity of Christ, predestination, original sin, total inability (of man to convert himself), 

the atonement as a penal satisfaction, and justification by faith alone. 

The Socinian attacks on the substitutionary and propitiatory nature of the atonement were strongly 

opposed by 16th century jurist Hugo Grotius, who, in response to the Socinians, developed what has 

become known as the Governmental theory of atonement.1260 

------ 

The Socinian attacks on the substitutionary and propitiatory nature of the atonement were strongly 

opposed by 16th century jurist Hugo Grotius, who, in response to the Socinians, developed what has 

become known as the Governmental theory of atonement.1261 

------ 

Until the advent of the Socinians, the view of Christ promulgated in the Nicene Creed of 381 

continued without serious challenge for some 1,200 years. … Unlike the Arians, the original 

opponents of Nicene orthodoxy, the Socinians did not offer a clearly formulated alternative 
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christology. What they did put forward was a loosely structured form of Adoptionism — Christ had 

no existence until his conception in Mary’s womb and through. the empowerment of the Holy Spirit 

he as a man received a form of divinity. How his person was unique, differing from any other person 

empowered by the Holy Spirit, was an issue that they did not address. 

Although Socinians offered Christ divine honour in their worship it is far from clear on what basis 

they were entitled to do this, for they explicitly denied that he had the nature of the Supreme God. In 

short, in their critique of the orthodox understanding of Christ they were unable to provide a coherent 

alternative christology to that of Nicea. They were, however, able to undermine the propositions of 

the Nicene Creed in the minds of many by the important questions they raised and through the 

methodology they introduced. 

First, they asked why, if Christ was true God of true God, as Nicea indicates, should he still be 

dependent on the Holy Spirit and in need of personal prayer? It was a question that most 

contemporary theologians were ill-equipped to answer and led future generations of reflective 

Protestants to search for a more humanlike Jesus than that which the creeds appeared to offer. 

Second, Socinians developed a theory of interpretation which excluded the mediation of tradition in 

an understanding of the text, distancing themselves from the ancient christological discussion.  

Third, the Socinian emphasis on reason encouraged a somewhat mundane and human-centred 

religious approach that tended to discard from theology everything that did not conform to a pre-

existing criterion of reasonableness.1262 

Servetus and the Socinians rejected the Trinity along with the irrationality and the 
violence 

In the thought of Rationalists like the Spaniard Miguel Servetus (1511?–1553) and the Socinians (led 

by Laelius Socinus, 1525–1562 and his nephew Faustus Socinus, 1539–1604), the presenting issue 

was their doctrine of the Trinity—specifically, their rejection of it. 

Deeply influenced by Renaissance humanism, these anti-Trinitarians taught that the doctrinal 

paradoxes approved by the ecumenical councils of the early church, with their creedal focus on the 

Holy Trinity, had given rise to continuing theological conflict in the church. Indeed, the escalating 

conflicts of the 16th century were further expressions of unneeded and untenable doctrines. 

The anti-Trinitarians sought to overcome the irrationality that participated in the violence of the 

period and to explain the faith within the confines of human reason and logic. They emphasized the 

moral teachings of Jesus and preferred the logical rationality of a Unitarian view of God. 

Much of their thought, however, seemed to Luther simply to revive various ancient arguments against 

the ecumenical councils’ doctrine of God, so Luther would dismiss them along with ancient heresies 

such as those of Arius, Sabellius, and Nestorius.1263 

Spaniard Michael Servetus proposed a form of Unitarianism 

Michael Servetus (c.1510-53), the Spanish physician, scholar of science, astrologer, discoverer of 

blood circulation and amateur theologian who - though a Catholic and attracted to the cause of reform 

– offended against Protestant and Catholic orthodoxy alike by publishing two books (the first in 1531, 

the second in 1532) attacking the doctrine of the Trinity, and proposing in its place a kind of complex 

Unitarianism.1264 

THE CHRISTOLOGY OF JOHN OWEN 

John Owen addressed the work of the Holy Spirit in the life of Jesus 

Possibly the most articulate attempt since the Church Fathers to integrate theologically the saving 

work of the Spirit in the believer with the doctrine of Christ’s person was that of the seventeenth-

century British theologian, John Owen. He was a man of immense learning, steeped in the christology 
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of the Early Church and shaped by the soteriology of the Reformers. In his important study, Discourse 

on the Holy Spirit he includes a careful consideration of the work of the Holy Spirit in the life of 

Jesus. And he does so within the framework of a classical christology determined by Nicea and 

Chalcedon.1265 

John Owen related the Reformation’s soteriology to his interpretation of Christ 

John Owen related the soteriological insights of the Reformation, particularly its emphasis on the 

agency of the Spirit in recreating the truly human, to his interpretation of the person of Christ. He 

argued that the primary work of the Spirit in the work of the Gospel or new creation is to restore the 

image of God in the Church. And the foundation and prototype of this wider restorative work is the 

renewal of the divine image in the humanity of Christ. In short, it was his thesis that the work which 

the Spirit was to accomplish in Christ’s mystical body, he must first bring to completion in Christ’s 

physical body: 

God, in the human nature of Christ, did perfectly renew that blessed image of his in 

our nature which we lost in Adam, with an addition of many glorious endowments 

which Adam was not made partaker of . . . God designed and gave unto Christ grace 

and glory; and he did it that he might be the prototype of what he designed unto us, 

and would bestow upon us. 

The human life of Christ is for Owen a paradigm for our own renewed existence. The sanctifying of 

his human nature is not only the model but also the foundation of our own sanctification.1266 

------ 

Owen understood the incarnation to mean that the Son not only took upon himself a human nature but 

also entered fully into the human condition as we now find it.1267 

Each of Jesus’ divine and human natures preserved its own properties 

Owen’s christology is a robust exposition of the Antiochene element of Chalcedonian orthodoxy — 

that each nature preserves its own characteristic properties. Christ’s human nature is not overpowered 

by divinity, but flourishes according to its own principles — it is ‘autokinetic’. But Owen was also a 

vigorous proponent of the Alexandrian emphasis on Christ’s unity. Jesus Christ is, for him, the 

incarnation of the eternal Son, the one who humbled himself by taking to himself a human body and 

soul: 

… the Son of God becoming in time what he was not, the Son of man, ceased not 

thereby to be what he was, even the eternal Son of God. 

Using the analysis of personal agency developed by John of Damascus, Owen held that the incarnate 

Christ is the single subject of all the actions performed through both his natures: 

[W]hatever he doth in and about our salvation, it is done by that one person, God and 

man. … Whatever acts are ascribed unto him, however immediately performed, in or 

by the human nature, or in and by his divine nature, they are all acts of that one 

person, in whom are both these natures. 

… The significant new insight that Owen brought to this discussion had to do with the relation 

between the natures of Christ. He argued that although the human and divine natures were 

hypostatically united in one subsistence; in matters of agency the divine nature acted on the human 

not directly but through the Spirit:1268 
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THE REFORMATION’S FATHERS 

 

 

 

 

The period known as “The Reformation” is far more critical to understanding 

the shape of contemporary Christianity than any other period of its history. 

The information in these Chapters barely flits across the people and events, let 

alone discussing their significance for 21st century religious and secular living. 

I urge you to read the following books on the Reformation Period at the very 

minimum. 

 Protestants: The Faith that made the Modern World, Alec Ryrie. 

 Reformations: The Early Modern World, 1450-1650, Carlos M. N. Eire 

 Reformation: A World in Turmoil, Andrew Atherstone 

 

 

 

THE CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS HERITAGE 

The Christian church in Europe was flourishing at the start of the 16th century 

In many ways the Christian church in Europe at the start of the sixteenth century was flourishing. The 

vast majority of people across the continent enjoyed participating in its activities, contributed 

cheerfully to its ministry, and expressed confidence in its spiritual provisions. The ancient traditions 

and rituals of the church shaped the daily lives of men and women in every community. … 

From cradle to grave, the church offered spiritual nourishment to every individual via the sacraments. 

… Religious festivals, feasts, and holy days were celebrated with enthusiasm and gave a pattern to the 

year. … Processions, pilgrimages, and “mystery plays” (dramas of Bible narratives) provided regular 

entertainment and communal participation. Countless thousands travelled to the Holy Land or to 

Europe’s major shrines. … 

Churches, chapels, and monasteries dominated the landscape. Devotees gave liberally to fund the 

ministry of the clergy, or to build new cathedrals, chantries, colleges, and schools. Listening to 

sermons was also a popular pastime.1269 
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Religion linked everyone in every village and kingdom 

What drove and defined this great transformation was religion. No doubt about it. But to assert this is 

also to acknowledge that religion played a different role in Western civilization back then than it does 

now. Religion was so deeply intertwined with all social, political, economic, and cultural structures as 

to be inseparable from nearly every aspect of daily life. Religious defiance, then, was much more than 

what we might call “religious” in our own day: it was, in fact, the most potent sort of defiance, for to 

redefine religion was to redefine the world. … 

Religion was a language of sorts at the turn of the sixteenth century, a way of conceiving and of 

expressing, and a way of interacting with one’s neighbors, near and far. It was also the very marrow 

of all social, economic, political, and cultural exchanges. Even the minutest details of daily life could 

be inseparable from religion, shaped by it to some extent, in various ways. … Religion was more than 

a social glue back then: because it linked everyone in every village and kingdom, it also allowed them 

to transcend seemingly insurmountable social, political, cultural, linguistic, and ethnic boundaries. 

… Of course, it is also true that focusing on the churches alone or just on religion would be a grave 

error. The fortresses, guildhalls, customhouses, dungeons, palaces, and theaters should never be 

neglected either. Balance is the key.1270 

------ 

Another salient characteristic of the imperial cities was their intense religiosity, which derived from 

the high concentration and close proximity of churches, monasteries, charitable institutions, and 

confraternities within their walls. …  

Conformity in religious behaviour was a necessary and routine part of everyday social life. One 

German historian has gone as far as to argue that the imperial cities can be characterized as “sacred 

societies”. …  

Given this intertwining of the spiritual and temporal, and the many ills that plagued the church in the 

early sixteenth century, it stands to reason that imperial free cities would prove a fertile ground for 

religious reform movements.1271 

Roman Catholicism had reigned for more than 1000 years 

For more than a millennium, Roman Catholicism reigned in most of Europe. … The Church of Rome 

isolated and eliminated competing trends, like Gnosticism and Arianism in the 3rd century, the 

Cathars in the 14th and Hussites in the 15th. All were called heresies.1272 

The Medieval church’s devastating critiques came from powerful figures who believed 
in an ideal church 

The Renaissance gave Western Christendom a slogan: ad fontes, “to the sources,” an urge to return to 

the ancient, and therefore pure, founts of truth. By 1500, this fashion for antiquity was sweeping into 

every field of knowledge. Renaissance linguists tried to recover the glories of Cicero. Renaissance 

generals tried, with dubious success, to remodel their armies as Roman legions.  

The problem with the ancient world was that it happened a long time ago, and reconstructing it 

involved guesswork. But late medieval Europeans never doubted that it had been a world of pristine 

perfection. They measured their own age against that imagined ideal. Inevitably, it fell short. And so 

the most devastating critiques of the late medieval church came not from the discontented or 

marginalized but from within: from powerful establishment figures who believed in an ideal church 

and who would not hide their disappointment with the reality. They wanted to renew the church, not 

destroy it.1273 
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Long before Luther, many had renounced the Church of Rome  

Long before Luther renounced the communion of the Church of Rome, and erected the standard of the 

Reformation in Germany, many individuals had declared their dissent from particular articles of its 

creed, and, in defiance of its authority, had formed themselves into societies for separate religious 

worship upon other principles and with different forms. 

[Footnote: Such, among others, was the case of the Waldenses, who arose about the middle of the 

twelfth century, and who hold a very interesting place in Ecclesiastical History. They denied the 

supremacy of the Pope, remonstrated against indulgences, confession to a priest, prayers for the 

dead, and purgatory. They had bishops, presbyters and deacons. Some of them admitted the Catholic 

Church to be a true church, others regarded the Pope as Antichrist.] 

Among the tenets which were called in question after men had thus ventured, in spite of their spiritual 

shackles, to think for themselves, and to bring the received opinions to the test of the Scriptures, the 

doctrine of the Trinity appears to have been one of the first.1274 

THE CHANGING WORLD OF THE 16TH CENTURY REFORMERS 

The ways and habits of ‘doing’ religion underwent transformative, irreversible 
changes 

The conflicts of the Reformation were indeed principally about religion; questions of faith were not 

merely a convenient covering for more fundamental or ‘real’ concerns about political power, social 

domination or economic assets. That said, it would be absurd to assert that the Reformation was ‘just’ 

about religion, for to do so would be to imply that religion was a disconnected phenomenon, separable 

from the other spheres of value and meaning in which sixteenth-century people lived their lives. 

On the contrary, ‘religion’ was woven inextricably into the fabric of virtually all the other artificial 

abstractions from the messy interplay of collective human existence: society, politics, culture, gender, 

art, literature, economy. That religious symbolism or argument sometimes patently served what we 

might regard as political or economic ends should be regarded as demonstrating the depth of 

religion’s importance, rather than exposing its precarious shallowness. 

It is for these reasons that the refashioning, the ‘Reformation’, of religion was a matter of such 

significance, for it inevitably had profound effects across the entire spectrum of organized social 

activity and lived human experience. … Over the course of the Reformation, and as a result of the 

pressures it produced on people, the meaning of ‘religion’ itself began fundamentally and 

permanently to change. This was not so much because one variant of Christian faith (Catholicism) 

was largely replaced by another (Protestantism), as because ways and habits of ‘doing’ religion 

themselves underwent transformative, irreversible changes in a crucible of political calculation and of 

individual initiative and response.1275 

Europe of the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries was a ferment of change 

Europe of the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries was a ferment of change. The Italian Renaissance 

encouraged artistic individualism, rational inquiry and renewed interest in long-neglected classics. 

Protestants in Germany and France challenged the 1,200-year-long dominance of the Roman Catholic 

Church and were soon to split the continent apart. Other truth-seekers rejected Christianity altogether. 

Throughout this period Jews remained the only religious minority within Christendom. The changes 

around them had decidedly mixed effects on their community, for while attacks on Church authority 

created space for free expression, challenges to religion threatened their faith as well. Anti-Semitism 

refused to disappear despite the spirit of liberalism. 
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Jews who initially welcomed Protestantism, for instance, were shocked when Martin Luther took to 

Jew-baiting. Even the great Dutch humanist Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam wrote: ‘If it is the part 

of a good Christian to detest the Jews, then we are all good Christians’.1276 

------ 

The sixteenth-century Reformation was one of the most dramatic and significant series of events in 

the history of Christianity. It sent shock waves through the western world and changed the face of 

Europe forever. … As one historian has put it, “No other movement of religious protest or reform 

since antiquity has been so widespread or lasting in its effects, so deep and searching in its criticism of 

received wisdom, so destructive in what it abolished or so fertile in what it created.1277 

------ 

Many thousands lost their lives on the battlefield in the religious wars which wreaked havoc in 

Scotland, France, and the Spanish Netherlands, and which threatened to embroil England too. 

Hundreds of others were willing to endure the agonies of execution from hostile regimes, whether 

burned at the stake or hanged, drawn, and quartered.1278 

The 16th-century religious, political, intellectual and cultural upheaval splintered 
Catholic Europe 

The Protestant Reformation was the 16th-century religious, political, intellectual and cultural 

upheaval that splintered Catholic Europe, setting in place the structures and beliefs that would define 

the continent in the modern era.  

In northern and central Europe, reformers like Martin Luther, John Calvin and Henry VIII challenged 

papal authority and questioned the Catholic Church’s ability to define Christian practice. They argued 

for a religious and political redistribution of power into the hands of Bible- and pamphlet-reading 

pastors and princes.  

The disruption triggered wars, persecutions and the so-called Counter-Reformation, the Catholic 

Church’s delayed but forceful response to the Protestants.1279 

The Protestant Reformation and the Council of Trent are part of a momentous cultural 
transition 

The Protestant Reformation and the Council of Trent are part of a momentous cultural transition from 

the medieval to the modern world. They occur between the Renaissance, as the renewal from the 

thirteenth to sixteenth centuries is called, and the Enlightenment, the designation given to the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.1280 

------ 

For Christianity—perhaps religion in general—the transition from the medieval to the modern age 

was painful.1281 

Fundamentally, The Reformation was a theological movement 

At the most fundamental level the Reformation was a theological movement. It was dominated by 

questions about God and the church, about life and death, heaven and hell. It divided Europe into two 

religious camps.1282 

The world of the Reformers and Trent was still medieval 

The world of the Reformers and Trent was still medieval. The culture was ecclesial and Christian; it 

shaped the church and religious beliefs. Medieval scholarship and science assumed the Bible as an 
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authoritative source for knowledge of the past and for the disclosure of the meaning and destiny of 

human existence.  

Theological inquiry, still the queen of the sciences, was guided by the church’s past doctrinal decrees 

and the writings of its most influential theologians. Among those theologians, Thomas Aquinas had 

given medieval Christendom a rational and coherent worldview by appropriating the intellectual 

tools—logic, ethics, metaphysics—of the Greek philosopher Aristotle.1283 

------ 

Luther was medieval. For him, too, the Bible remained an historical source.1284 

MARTIN LUTHER: GERMANY 

Martin Luther, father of the Protestant Reformation 

The one man who can be called the father of the Protestant Reformation — at least, in its German 

variant — is the monk, priest and theologian Martin Luther (1483-1546). … 

In 1512, he took his doctorate and assumed the chair in biblical theology, but his professional 

eminence apparently brought him no great satisfaction. By his own account, he was haunted by an 

unendurable feeling of unworthiness and guilt, a sense of his own impurities of thought and will and a 

deep fear of God’s displeasure. 

He was delivered from his anxieties only when his readings of Paul led him to the conclusion that 

divine justice — unlike human justice — is a power that gratuitously makes the sinner just, and that it 

is not by works, but by faith, that one is justified. Here, he believed, he had discovered the true joyous 

tidings of the gospel: that human beings are not saved by their efforts to make themselves good in the 

eyes of God (an impossibility in any event), but by God’s free gift of forgiveness.1285 

Martin Luther was most upset with the church’s focus on Indulgences 

What upset [Luther] most of all, across the board, was the way the church focused on punishments, or 

penances, as the means for the ultimate forgiveness of sins. Such theology ran counter to his newly 

found insights about the saving power of faith. …  

All it took to make [Luther] explode was one traveling preacher, his awful sermons, and one issue that 

conjoined the church’s theology of salvation with its ritual. The preacher was a fifty-two-year-old 

Dominican friar named Johann Tetzel. The issue was indulgences, and the rites that supposedly 

alleviated the suffering of the souls of the dead in purgatory.1286 

------ 

Johann Tetzel earned Luther’s wrath by preaching these words to many a Saxon crowd in 1517, on 

behalf of Pope Leo X and Archbishop Albrecht of Mainz: 

All of you, run for the salvation of your souls. . . . Listen now, God and St. Peter call 

you. Consider the salvation of your souls and those of your loved ones departed. … 

Listen to the voices of your dead relatives and friends, beseeching you and saying, 

“Pity us, pity us. We are in dire torment from which you can redeem us for a 

pittance.” Do you not wish to? Open your ears. . . . Remember you are able to release 

them, for as soon as the coin in the coffer rings, the soul from purgatory springs. Will 

you not then for a quarter of a florin receive these letters of indulgence through which 

you are able to lead a divine and immortal soul into the fatherland of paradise?1287 

------ 

The debt incurred by Cardinal Albrecht in the purchasing of high church offices unintentionally 

sparked the Protestant Reformation. This question has long been asked: if Cardinal Albrecht had not 
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promoted indulgences in Saxony to pay off his debts, would Martin Luther have ever emerged to 

challenge the religious status quo? 1288 

------ 

The indulgences offered through Albrecht were extraordinary, and rare to come by, for they were 

plenary, or full, indulgences, which meant that they canceled out all of one’s sinful debts. Partial 

indulgences, which remitted only a certain fixed amount of suffering in this life and the hereafter, 

were routinely available through a variety of means, such as pilgrimages, acts of charity and devotion, 

almsgiving, and prayers and fasts.1289 

1290 
Fateful indulgences. Johann Tetzel and his sermon are featured in this crude 

woodcut by an unknown artist. Tetzel holds the papal bull of indulgence in his 

right hand, its margins ringed by wax seals that confirm its authenticity. Lay 

people eagerly deposit their coins in the indulgence chest he has brought along. 

The text includes Tetzel’s most infamous pitch: “As soon as the Gulden in the 

coffer rings, the soul from Purgatory springs.”1291 

Luther distributed many copies of his 95 Theses 

Sending a copy of his ninety-five theses to Archbishop Albrecht took nerve. So did telling the bishop 

how to do his job. ““The first and only duty of the bishops … is to see that the people learn the gospel 

and the love of Christ,” wrote Luther. 

“On no occasion has Christ ordered that indulgences should be preached. … What a horror, what a 

danger for a bishop to permit the loud noise of indulgences among his people, while the gospel is 

silenced, and to be more concerned with the sale of indulgences than with the gospel!”1292 
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When Luther voiced his local protest, he was not trying to start a fire 

In 1517, when that professor, Martin Luther, challenged Archbishop Albrecht of Mainz, his challenge 

instead kindled a series of increasingly uncontrollable wildfires that swept away many of the Catholic 

Church’s ancient structures and its walls. We call this firestorm the Reformation and the new form, or 

forms, of Christianity that emerged from it Protestantism. 

This was not what Luther had intended. When he voiced his local protest, he was not trying to start a 

fire. He was working out the implications of his own recent spiritual breakthrough and trying to start 

an argument about it. It turned out that those implications reached much further than either he or his 

opponents initially imagined. Once the smoke began to clear, they were forced to realize that they 

were in a new world.1293 

Luther’s religion was less of the mind and more of the heart and the gut 

[Luther] was grouchy, obstinate, and an unabashed sensualist, from his boisterous, flirtatious, and 

deeply affectionate marriage to his well-documented fondness for Saxon beer. In later life, he was 

frankly fat, and for most of his life he struggled with constipation. 

Fittingly enough, his religion was a matter less of the mind than of the heart and the gut. Spiritually as 

well as physically, he was larger than life. Even his flaws were outsized. His piercing insights, his raw 

honesty, and the shattering spiritual experiences that drove his life still leap off the page five centuries 

later. They do so because they resonate with the modern age, an age that he made.1294 

------ 

Luther was not a systematic theologian, trading in logical definitions or philosophical consistency. 

The systematizers who followed in his wake picked out two key principles in his thought: sola fide 

and sola scriptura, “faith alone” and “Scripture alone.” But this risks missing the point. Luther’s 

theology was not a doctrine; it was a love affair.1295 

Luther was stubborn 

During 1518 and 1519, [Luther] discovered in himself an epochal, adamantine stubbornness. The 

more he was assaulted, the more firmly he stood.1296 

Luther’s literary achievement has no parallels in the whole of human history 

Luther discovered that he could write: accessibly, pungently, mixing soaring ecstasies with brutal street 
fighting. He had a knack for unforgettable images and analogies and a sense of paradox that made his 
arguments seem almost irrefutable. …  

Luther’s literary achievement has no parallels in the whole of human history. If that seems an extravagant 
claim, consider the figures. During his thirty-year public career, Luther produced 544 separate books, 
pamphlets, or articles, slightly more than one every three weeks.1297 

Luther could be free and easy with the Bible 

Luther was a superb scriptural street fighter, but that was not why he valued the Bible. We need 

instead to notice how apparently free and easy Luther could be with the Bible, to an extent that would 

shock many modern Protestants. …  

He wanted to expel the book of Esther altogether. He thought that the books of Kings were more 

reliable than the books of Chronicles, doubted that large chunks of the Old Testament were actually 

written by their supposed authors, and reckoned that many of its texts were corrupted. He thought that 

most of the book of Job was fiction and that the prophets had sometimes made mistakes. He poured 

cold water on the huge numbers in the Old Testament narratives. 
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On the New Testament, Luther was only a little more restrained. He was famously scathing about the 

Epistle of James. …  

John’s Gospel was for Luther “the one, fine, true, and chief gospel, and is far, far to be preferred over 

the other three.” ...  

There is no doubting his profound debt to the Bible, where he had found the doctrines that shaped the 

rest of his life. Those doctrines were, for him, the Bible’s true heart. As he advised Bible readers in 

1530: 

Search out and deal with the core of our Christian doctrine, wherever it may be found 

throughout the Bible. And the core is this: that without any merit, as a gift of God’s 

pure grace in Christ, we attain righteousness, life, and salvation.’ 

That was the message: the Gospel, the good news of Christ crucified and risen. The reason he called 

the Epistle of James straw was that for all its earnest moralizing “it contains not a syllable about 

Christ.”1298 

Luther also launched a fierce assault upon the ecclesiastical authorities 

Luther also launched a fierce assault upon the ecclesiastical authorities, assailing the Roman curia (the 

papal court) as “a swarm of parasites”, guilty of avarice. He asserted that the cardinals were “most 

unversed in Christian things. They do not seek to save souls, but, like all the pope’s henchmen, only 

their own power, profit, and prestige.” 

However, he reserved his fiercest invective for the pope himself: “Even the rule of the Antichrist 

could not be more scandalous... in Rome the devil himself is in charge.” … He quickly concluded that 

the Roman hierarchy was leading the people of Europe away from the evangelical gospel, and thus 

imperilling their eternal salvation.1299 

Martin Luther’s virulent attack on the Jews 

The rebel monk Martin Luther nailed his 95-point thesis to the door of the Wittenberg Palace All 

Saints’ Church in late October 1517. So began the Protestant Reformation, which was to revolutionize 

Europe. At first Jews welcomed the new religious trend: they were no longer the only non-

conformists in Europe, and some imagined that Protestants would be their natural allies. Luther 

published a pamphlet stressing the links between Jews and Christians, called Christ was Born a Jew. 

And while his aim was always to convert Jews, he insisted that this should be done with gentleness. 

Jews soon learnt Protestants could be just as anti-Semitic as Catholics. When Jews rejected Luther’s 

advances he issued a virulent attack on them in 1543, recommending a programme of arson, 

expropriation, hard physical labour and ultimately, `if we are afraid that they may harm us’, driving 

them ‘out of the country for all time’.1300 

ULRICH ZWINGLI: SWITZERLAND 

Two major Protestant blocs appeared during the late 1520s: a Swiss and south 
German 

As the dust of sectarian confusion settled during the late 1520s, two major Protestant blocs appeared, 

alongside the smaller fragments: Luther’s own, and a Swiss and south German grouping who lacked a 

single leader but whose most prominent figure was the city preacher of Zurich, Huldrych Zwingli. For 

a time, it seemed as if his movement, not Luther’s, could be the center around which Protestantism’s 

orbiting fragments could coalesce. Calvinism, as it came misleadingly to be called, was the last, best 

hope for serious Protestant unity. It failed, but it came agonizingly close. Its story is a parable of what 

Protestantism can and cannot do. …  

The two men were very different. Luther was a monk and professor whose revolution was grounded 

in his own private spiritual crisis. Zwingli was a more public figure. If Luther’s Reformation was a 
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theology for lovers, Zwingli’s was prosaic, politically aware, and more self-consciously scholarly. 

Erasmus and the Renaissance scholars had initially thought that Luther was one of them, discovering 

too late that his earthiness and love for theological paradox were too raw for their taste. …  

Zwingli’s Reformation was also unmistakably Swiss. Switzerland in his day was, incongruous as it 

may now seem, a revolutionary entity: a popular republic formed in the high Alps to resist the Holy 

Roman Empire.1301 

------ 

The Swiss Reformation began in 1519 with the sermons of Ulrich Zwingli, whose teachings largely 

paralleled Luther’s.1302 

Huldrych Zwingli was more important for the rise of the Reformed tradition in 
Switzerland 

The other major stream of the ‘Magisterial Reformation’ is that which flowed from Switzerland, now 

principally associated with John Calvin (1509-64). A more important figure, though, for the rise of the 

Reformed tradition in Switzerland was Huldrych Zwingli (1484-1531), the priest and humanist 

scholar who, as early as 1516, began preaching against clerical abuses, and whose sermons ‘from true, 

divine scripture’, starting in 1520, inaugurated a popular movement in Switzerland against such 

practices as priestly celibacy and the keeping of fasts. 

In Zurich, from 1523, he succeeded in bringing about liturgical reforms, the stripping of the churches 

of images and of organs, the institution of Bible study and the taking of wives by many of the clergy 

(including Zwingli himself). He taught that doctrinal authority lies in the Bible alone, that the Church 

has no head but Christ, that prayers for the dead are of no avail, that the doctrine of Purgatory is 

unscriptural and that the Eucharist is in no sense a ‘sacrifice’. 

His understanding of original sin was rather like that of the Greek fathers, in that he denied that it 

involved any inheritance of aboriginal guilt. Like Luther, he taught that justification is a free gift of 

God’s grace alone. Unlike Luther, he denied the real presence of Christ’s body and blood in the 

elements of the Eucharist, and argued that the human and divine natures in Christ remain eternally 

distinct in their attributes and operations.1303 

The teachings of Zwingli and Luther became increasingly divergent 

It had been obvious for several years that the teachings of Zwingli and Luther were [becoming] 

increasingly divergent, especially concerning the Lord’s Supper, and their treatises were filled with 

sharp censures against each other. For example, in his Confession Concerning Christ’s Supper (1528), 

Luther proclaimed: “I regard Zwingli as un-Christian, with all his teaching, for he holds and teaches 

no part of the Christian faith rightly. He is seven times worse than when he was a papist.”1304 

Zwingli launched his own campaign against indulgences 

Early in 1518, a few months after Luther took on Tetzel and his indulgence peddling, Zwingli 

launched a campaign of his own against another coin-in-the-coffer indulgence peddler, Bernard 

Sanson, who showed up at Einsiedeln. From the pulpit, Zwingli denied the value of Sanson’s 

indulgences and urged his congregation to stay away from him and to rely instead on the saving 

merits of Christ.  

Unlike the case at Wittenberg, which was already a red-hot controversy, Zwingli’s stance caused no 

stir. As it turned out, the bishop of Constance backed Zwingli, and so did the Confederate Diet, both 

of whom condemned Sanson’s tactics. The differences between Luther’s and Zwingli’s challenges, 

then, seem as startling as the similarities. …  

Zwingli denied that he ever followed Luther’s lead in any way and never gave Luther any credit, 

saying that long before Luther was known in Switzerland, he himself had already begun to preach the 
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pure gospel, and that he had learned about the “fraud” of indulgences from his mentor Wyttenbach in 

Basel. … Ii is quite obvious that Zwingli did indeed experience a significant conversion before Luther 

became well known and that the two men disagreed on several key points and came to distrust each 

other.1305 

Zwingli agitated for war, eager to advocate the use of the sword for the gospel 

Zwingli was one of those agitating for war, in the belief that it was the best way to protect the 

Reformation in Switzerland. Unlike the Anabaptist pacifists, he was eager to advocate the use of the 

sword to enable the preaching of the gospel:1306 

Zwingli’s death at the hands of the Catholics 

As the reformed cities quarrelled, the Catholics seized the initiative and declared war. Zurich was 

caught off guard and in a state of disarray. … A rapidly recruited force of 3,500 men, including many 

pastors who had prayed for war, was engaged in a skirmish near Kappel. … In less than an hour of 

chaotic combat, the reformed troops were disastrously defeated. Many fled. Some were drowned in 

the Malbach River as they ran away, weighed down by their armour. Others were hacked to pieces. 

Five hundred Zurichers were killed, including about twenty-five clergymen. … 

Lying on the battlefield, mortally wounded, was Huldrych Zwingli himself. He had ridden out with 

the troops, not as a chaplain but as an armed combatant. As the Catholic soldiers looted the corpses at 

nightfall they recognized the face of the dying preacher by torchlight. First he was offered the 

ministrations of a priest to say his final confession, but Zwingli shook his head. Then he was struck 

dead with a sword. … His body was dismembered and burned, and the ashes were mixed with pigs’ 

offal as a sign of contempt. Zwingli was just forty-seven years old.1307 

JOHN CALVIN: SWITZERLAND 

John Calvin (1509-1564) 

The most important figure in the next generation of Reformers was … John Calvin. As a young man 

in Paris, Calvin was active in the movement for reform within the Catholic Church.1308 

------ 

In 1541 John Calvin, a French Protestant who had spent the previous decade in exile writing his 

“Institutes of the Christian Religion,” was invited to settle in Geneva and put his Reformed doctrine—

which stressed God’s power and humanity’s predestined fate—into practice. The result was a 

theocratic regime of enforced, austere morality.1309 

Calvin, trained as a lawyer, knew that structures matter, and favoured participatory 
government 

This tradition’s most important theologian, John Calvin, brought characteristic rigor to the question. 

Luther dreamed of good princes, disliked law on principle, and had little interest in institutions. As a 

result, Lutheran churches ended up with a mishmash of governing structures. Calvin, by contrast, had 

trained as a lawyer, knew that structures matter, and favored more participatory government. …  

[Caslvin] distinguished pastors, the ordained ministers who preach and celebrate the sacraments, from 

elders, senior laymen who would take charge of discipline and who became the sharp edge of a 

cultural revolution. … Calvin saw the church as a covenanted community, a new Israel in which all 

were bound to be their brothers’ and sisters’ keepers. His elders were charged with systematically 

overseeing everyone’s moral conduct.1310 
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1311 

The Reformation Wall Monument, Geneva, Switzerland 

Reformation Wall (Mur de la Réformation) or Reformation Monument, was constructed from 1909 

to 1917 to commemorate the 400th birthday of Jean Calvin. The wall, which is 325 feet long and 30 

feet high, is located in the Parc des Bastions in Geneva, Switzerland and features 15-foot-tall statues 

of four Geneva luminaries: 

Guillaume Farel - the first to preach the Reformation in Geneva 

John Calvin - leader of the Reformation movement and spiritual father of Geneva 

Theodore Beza - Calvin’s successor, born in Vezelay (France) and known for 

emphasizing Calvin’s doctrine of predestination 

John Knox - Scottish preacher, friend of Calvin, and founder of Presbyterianism in 

Scotland. 

Behind the statues runs the motto shared by the Reformation and Geneva: Post Tenebras Lux (“After 

Darkness, Light”). 

“MAGISTERIAL REFORMATION” AND “RADICAL REFORMATION” 

The classification of continental European Reformation-era groups first proffered by George H. 

Williams in 1962 continues to provide a standard set of categories by which to describe Luther’s 

Protestant opponents. At the outset, Williams distinguishes between the “Magisterial Reformation” 

and the “Radical Reformation.”1312 

Luther and the “Magisterial” Reformers maintained an overall positive view of culture  

Luther and the Magisterial Reformers maintained an overall positive view of culture and pursued their 

protest agenda within existing institutions (as damaged as those institutions were). They accepted, for 

example, that the inherited forms of government (the “magistrate”) and church (the “magisterium”) 

had positive leadership roles to play in society. 
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Their affirmations of spheres of influence in earthly life (“orders” of creation), therefore, identifies 

them readily with the cultural institutions that served as their base: Luther with Wittenberg and its 

university, Ulrich Zwingli (1484–1531) with the Great Minster of Zürich, Martin Bucer (1491–1551) 

with the city of Strasbourg, and John Calvin (1509–1564) with Geneva’s Consistory.1313 

The “Magisterial Reformation” was not for greater freedom of conscience or religion 

Whatever the Magisterial Reformation was, it certainly was not a movement for greater freedom of 

conscience – much less freedom of religion. The aim of reform was a stricter adherence to the rule of 

scripture (as interpreted by reforming theologians) and a renewal of piety and moral purpose among 

the faithful. But Protestant regimes were no more tolerant of aberrant theological opinions than were 

their Catholic counterparts.1314 

“Radical Reformation” intended to uproot and replant the church in new cultural soil 

The Radicals (from Latin radix “root”), were so designated by Williams because they intended to 

uproot and replant the church in new cultural soil. They rejected contemporary structures in order to 

set up communities of faithful believers apart from or parallel to the majority culture. Although they 

were, in various ways, influenced by the Magisterial Reformers, the Radicals would reject their 

proposals in favor of their own reformations. They were often intensely persecuted by empire and 

church (by both Roman Catholics and Protestants), marginalized, and exiled.1315 

THE HUMANISTS 

The essence of Humanism 

“One can state this pointedly: No humanism, no Reformation”—thus argued the historian Bernd 

Moeller years ago. He might as well have said, “No Renaissance, no Reformation,” for humanism 

was, in essence, the defining intellectual characteristic of the Renaissance. 

The term humanista was used in late fifteenth-century Italy to characterize those who followed the 

curriculum at the heart of the Renaissance, the studia humanitatis, that is, the study of grammar, 

rhetoric, poetry, history and ethics, or as one humanista himself defined it, “the pursuit of activities 

proper to mankind … learning and training in virtue.”‘ 

Derived from Greek ideals of paedeia (culture or education), this curriculum sought to revive ancient 

erudition and eloquence. It also sought to dethrone theology as the queen of the sciences. … It was a 

curriculum devised in a world in which learning was no longer dominated by clerics, the world of the 

rising merchant class and the sovereign state; at once ancient and new, it exalted the classical past and 

downgraded the scholastic learning of the medieval universities very self-consciously. … 

Its most immediate effect was the creation of a new, self-propagating class of scholars, many of 

whom were laymen rather than clerics; its most enduring impact took several generations to become 

manifest, for humanism shattered the reigning paradigms that had guided Western Christendom for a 

millennium, inspiring a new confidence in the powers of the human intellect, promoting new kinds of 

inquiry, giving voice to a critique of the past and the status quo that was at once radical and utterly 

conservative.1316 

Renaissance and Reformation Humanists are not to be confused with modern secular 
Humanists 

The Renaissance was marked by an explosion in knowledge, creativity, and discovery in fields as 

diverse as history, cosmology, architecture, linguistics, geography, technology, mathematics, and 

political theory. It was the age of polymaths such as Leonardo da Vinci and Niccolo Machiavelli. …  

Renaissance scholars were eager to rediscover the wisdom of ancient civilizations, especially the 

Greco-Roman world. With the motto “back to the sources” they sought to reappropriate classical texts 

which had been forgotten in medieval Europe.  
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Re-engagement with the writings of Plato, Cicero, Seneca, Galen, and others helped to stimulate 

contemporary advances in philosophy, law, and medicine. The study of Greek was especially in vogue 

as manuscripts from the decimated Byzantine empire, which fell to Islamic conquest in 1453, began to 

circulate in western Europe. 

This network of scholars was known as the “humanists”, from studia humanitatis, the classical 

university curriculum (not to be confused with modern secular humanists). They were optimistic 

about the potentiality and progress of the human race, as expressed in De Hominis Dignitate (“On the 

Dignity of Man”).1317 

Humanists promoted biblical study and demanded reformation of the church 

Humanist scholars and preachers not only promoted biblical study, but used their literary and 

oratorical skills to demand a wider reformation of the Christian church. Despite the vibrancy and 

popularity of contemporary religion, they identified many areas which were in need of improvement. 

Their most frequent targets were scholasticism, superstition, and hypocrisy. Erasmus led the way.1318 

The Renaissance humanists helped to renew theology 

The Renaissance humanists helped to renew the theology of the Catholic church in the fifteenth and 

early sixteenth centuries by challenging the dominance of the “scholastics”.1319 

Humanists published the Bible in its original languages 

Another group of humanists at Alcala University in Spain were engaged in a landmark project to 

publish the entire Bible in its original languages. … Although the volumes were printed between 1514 

and 1517, they were not officially published until 1522, which allowed Erasmus to steal ahead and 

win the plaudits as the first person to publish the Greek New Testament. Erasmus was the leading 

humanist scholar in northern Europe.1320 

Zwingli was drawn into the humanist circle 

[Zwingli] was drawn into the humanist circle surrounding Erasmus. … As with his new humanist 

friends, Zwingli became increasingly critical of the ceremonial excesses of contemporary 

Catholicism, though he did not immediately see it as contradictory to biblical Christianity. 

As a keen humanist, [Zwingli] was determined to expound the plain meaning of the biblical text, 

without reference to scholastic interpretations. 

After Matthew’s Gospel he preached through the Acts of the Apostles, 1 and 2 Timothy, 1 and 2 

Peter, Galatians, Hebrews, and Luke. Zwingli’s teaching was increasingly dominated by Scripture, but 

like his hero, Erasmus, he was still firmly within the Roman communion.1321 

ERASMUS WAS A CLASSICAL HUMANIST 

Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam 

Erasmus was the dominant figure of the early humanist movement. Neither a radical nor an apologist, 

he remains one of early Renaissance controversial figures. Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam was one 

of Europe’s most famous and influential scholars. A man of great intellect who rose from meager 

beginnings to become one of Europe’s greatest thinkers, he defined the humanist movement in 

Northern Europe. His translation to Greek of the New Testament brought on a theological revolution, 

and his views on the Reformation tempered its more radical elements.1322 

------ 

Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam (1467?–1536) was the most famous and influential humanist of the 

Northern Renaissance, a man of great talent and industriousness who rose from obscure beginnings to 
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become the leading intellectual figure of the early sixteenth century, courted by rulers and prelates 

who wanted to enhance their own reputations by association with the greatest scholar of the age. He 

was his generation’s finest Latin stylist, in a society that revered good Latin, even more impressive for 

his much rarer mastery of Greek that few contemporaries could equal. …  

More than any other person, Erasmus through his publications and letters created the intellectual and 

spiritual milieu into which the Protestant Reformation was born; and more than anyone except Martin 

Luther, he shaped the early development of that great religious upheaval even though he never joined 

it. … He never fully approved of Luther’s ideas and actions and eventually in 1524 broke publicly 

with him and published an important challenge to his most important doctrine.  

Though since his early days he had agitated for reform of the church, he always insisted that that 

reformed church must be one and must be reformed peacefully and gradually from within rather than 

having reform thrust in from outside the traditional institutional structures. 

Erasmus was subjected to bitter, scurrilous attacks by traditionalist Catholics who did not take his 

criticism of Luther seriously and … he faced almost equally vehement attacks by zealous Protestants 

who accused him of cowardice and refusal to endorse openly beliefs that he actually held and had 

taught to them. Yet Erasmus retained admirers on both sides of the growing religious divide, 

especially those who (like him) labored to find a compromise that would restore Christian unity.1323 

------ 

Erasmus is a classical humanist: Someone who studies language, literature, history, and moral 

philosophy. To these humanists education is crucially important. Their ideas are founded on the books 

of the ancient Romans and they see Latin as the language of civilization. For classical humanists man 

takes center stage. They ask such questions as: What is good and what is evil? How does one live 

well? How should children be raised? 

For all classical humanists—including Erasmus—the Christian faith is what water is to a fish: Source 

of life, naturally present, and taken for granted. Knowledge of Christian doctrine is the ultimate goal 

of their education. Studying the non-Christian literature of Antiquity is the first step required in the 

education of every Christian. To Erasmus the Bible is the most important book. Since he is 

dissatisfied with the existing Latin translation of the New Testament, he provides his own translation. 

A revolutionary deed! The Church considered the old translation to be sacred. No surprise, then, that 

Erasmus was heavily criticized.1324 

Erasmus distanced himself from the constant flow of Luther’s attacks 

Erasmus claimed to be sympathetic to the Reformation cause, but was alarmed at the vitriol which 

pervaded Luther’s tracts and the discord they generated in the church. He wrote to distance himself 

from the constant flow of vehement language emanating from Saxony.1325 
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THE REFORMATION’S OTHER VOICES 

The Reformation’s complex course and multiple outcomes 

Because of the complex course and multiple outcomes of the Reformation movements, historians 

today speak of multiple Reformations during the first two-thirds of the 1500s—the Protestant, the 

Radical, and the Catholic; the urban, the peasants’, and the princely; or the German, French, and 

British.  

The Protestant Reformation was embedded in larger processes that included the emergence of national 

states, new encounters with the outside world, and deep socioeconomic shifts. The breakdown of 

religious unity and the establishment of multiple churches in this era highlights the central role that 

religion played in early modern European self-understanding. Doctrinal and ceremonial changes had 

consequences for every aspect of society, from family life and gender roles to art and philosophy. 

As we learn more about different historical actors and their varying goals, we can no longer view the 

Reformation as a single conflict between Luther and the popes or as a single movement, positive or 

negative. Rather, we must approach the Reformation by looking carefully at the spiritual aspirations, 

the cultural frameworks, and the material circumstances of the people whose lives it transformed. 

… Only after 1600, when it became clear that the division among western European Christians was 

permanent, did the term “Reformation” become the name for the movements that created the division 

as well as for the period during which the division took place.1326 

The Protestant Reformation was immense but it was not a unified movement 

The Protestant Reformation was an immense — but not a unified — religious, social and political 

movement. The spectrum of Protestant theology admitted of countless variants and intensities, from 

the most moderate and cautious to the most extreme and reckless. 

The Magisterial Reforms — that is, the Lutheran and the Calvinist — rejected certain practices and 

doctrines of the Catholic Church but still affirmed all the classic dogmas and practices of the early 

Church: the Trinity, the two natures Christ, infant baptism and so on. Both, moreover, were 

profoundly Augustinian in their theologies. But other reform movements were not so bound to 

tradition.1327 

Three broad strands emerged from the chaos 

With hindsight, we can see three broad strands of reform emerging from this chaos. One strand looked 

directly to Luther, with his appealing blend of spiritual radicalism and social conservatism. The other 

two strands were less unified. One, rooted in Switzerland and southern Germany, looked primarily to 

Huldrych Zwingli, the city preacher of Zurich, and several other loosely allied leaders. 

The final strand was even more fractious. It lacked shared leaders, origins, or doctrines. What united it 

was a mood, a radically impatient determination to take Luther’s insights about the futility of the old 

ways and to press them to their extremes. Karlstadt belonged to this radical strand. So too did Thomas 

Müntzer.1328 

LUTHER AND HIS PROTESTANT OPPONENTS 

Luther distanced himself from dissident movements 

A variety of dissident movements within the church appeared and disappeared throughout the 

medieval period. Each sought to reform the church along various millenarian, moralistic, biblicistic, 

and anticlerical lines. 
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In the wake of Martin Luther’s (1483–1546) public calls for reform, groups of these kinds reappeared 

in Europe. Most of them referred to Luther as an inspiration, and they often associated themselves 

with Luther and his reforms. 

In order to distance himself from these groups, Luther used the pejorative German word, Schwärmerei 

to describe and critique what he saw as their most fundamental error: that they would establish their 

respective churches on a foundation other than what he called, in the Smalcald Articles (1538), the 

“First and Chief Article” of the Christian faith: Christ alone, grace alone, faith alone, and God’s Word 

alone. … 

As a metaphor, Schwärmerei also vilifies Luther’s Protestant opponents as “swarms” of bees or 

locusts. The term not only links Luther’s opponents together, it also identifies their presence as 

unpredictable and hazardous.1329 

Luther’s doctrinal differences with his Protestant opponents 

Fundamentally, Luther disagreed with his Protestant opponents about the meaning of grace and the 

means of grace. … 

All opposed [Luther’s] view of Word and sacrament—that the Holy Spirit works through physical, 

external means, such as the material elements in the sacraments. …  

Luther’s opponents valued various kinds of internal, immediate experiences of the Holy Spirit, 

prioritizing such encounters as the origin of faith. This, then, led to an understanding of the church as 

the voluntary gathering of people who had been touched by the Spirit in this way. …  

These people, then, had chosen discipleship, based upon insights they had gained through their direct, 

personal encounter with the Spirit.1330 

Luther’s Protestant opponents believed they could know God through spiritual 
experience or reason 

Luther’s Protestant opponents taught that believers were capable of knowing God directly (e.g., 

through spiritual experience or reason). Such knowledge was deemed necessary for a truly faithful 

and transformed life. Luther’s Protestant opponents, then, maintained that full membership in the 

church depended on their internal experience of the Holy Spirit, an experience that was to be shared 

ritually with the community as public witness to the Spirit’s work. Both the experience itself and the 

subsequent life of discipleship were deemed necessary by these groups in order for one to be a true 

follower of Christ. 

For Luther, however, saving knowledge of God comes only through God’s chosen means of self-

revelation: the Word and the sacraments. The gospel of the forgiveness of sins, therefore, is always 

mediated to believers from an external source—through preaching the Word of God and through the 

means of grace (i.e., baptism and the Lord’s Supper).1331 

Luther used powerful language to fiercely criticise his opponents 

When Luther used his considerable linguistic skills to critique his opponents, he could be fierce. As a 

polemicist, Luther used the received conventions of his day to satirize the errors and pretensions of his 

opponents. Particularly when he thought his adversaries were stubbornly ignoring the plain truth and 

clinging to their positions, not because they cared about the truth but because they sought some 

personal gain, he could attack. He would not only go after the ideas of his adversaries; he would go 

after the adversaries themselves. 

Such usage might have been customary in 16th-century polemics, but modern English speakers can 

find it offensive, even vulgar. Luther invented words and applied language creatively to attack the 

arguments of his adversaries in pointed, memorable, and often humorous ways. In addition, his use of 

metaphors drawn from the common experiences of most people allowed him to instruct his audience 
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relative to the theological issues at hand. Examples of Luther’s wordplay readily present themselves: 

papal decretals (Dekretale) become “decraptals” (Drecktale); a Roman Catholic priest becomes a 

“massling” or “slave-of-the-Mass” (Messeknecht); Luther’s opponent at the University of Leipzig, Dr. 

Eck, becomes Dreck (“crap”). Schwärmerei is more than a mere play on words. As a metaphor, it 

carried a set of powerful associations, graspable by Luther’s peasant, rural audience. It is 

overwhelmingly negative, even dehumanizing. 

Thus, Luther’s language (moderns might even call it “hate speech”) had consequences. … 

Schwärmerei, translated literally into English as “Swarm-ism” and Schwärmer as “Swarmers,” lose 

the sting they had in Luther’s day. Perhaps words such as “radicalized terrorist” or “cult” as used in 

the 21st century begin to communicate a bit of the emotional impact Luther intended with his use of 

Schwärmerei.1332 

Luther connected his Protestant opponents with the papacy 

Luther connected his Protestant opponents with the papacy. They all contended, at some level, that 

they possessed some kind of unqualified, direct access to the Holy Spirit. When they did that, Luther 

was convinced, they claimed that this access was above the Word of God.1333 

Luther’s rhetoric could be interpreted as a mandate for revolution and violence 

In the wrong hands, some of Martin Luther’s theological rhetoric emanating from Wittenberg could 

be interpreted as a mandate for political revolution and physical violence.1334 

Luther called on the princes to unleash their wrath against the supposedly Christian 
peasant armies 

Luther published a devastating treatise, Against the Robbing and Murdering Hordes of Peasants. … 

He now called upon the princes to fight fire with fire by unleashing their wrath against the peasant 

armies: “let everyone who can, smite, slay, and stab, secretly or openly, remembering that nothing can 

be more poisonous, hurtful, or devilish than a rebel.” He likened the peasants to a mad dog which 

must be killed to stop it biting. They were doing Satan’s work but trying to cover up their treachery by 

calling themselves Christians. … 

Germany’s leading reformer promised that anyone who died fighting on the side of the princes would 

be a martyr in God’s eyes, while each peasant who perished would become “an eternal firebrand of 

hell”. … He later confessed that his preaching had multiplied the killings.1335 

A turning point in Luther’s Reformation 

Luther’s Admonition could not stop the violence from spiraling our of control. In May 1525, as 

uprisings spread all over Germany. … Arguing that rebellion was a much worse crime than murder, 

… Luther proposed that all rebels were “outside of the law of God and Empire. … 

To make sure no one missed his point, Luther issued a chilling call to arms that was ironically similar 

to those that had once been issued to crusaders, with promises of spiritual rewards: 

Let everyone who can smite, slay, and stab, secretly and openly, remembering that nothing can be 

more poisonous, hurtful, or devilish than a rebel. It is just as when one must kill a mad dog: if you do 

not strike him, he will strike you, and a whole land with you. . . . Stab, smite, slay, whoever can. If 

you die in doing it, well for you! A more blessed death can never be yours, for you die in obeying the 

divine Word and commandment in Romans 13, and in loving service of your neighbor, whom you are 

rescuing from the bonds of hell and of the devil.” 

By the time this tirade against the rebels appeared in print, the lords had already begun to massacre 

the rebels, and the bad timing made it seem as if Luther was simply adding fuel to the fire. Whether or 

not Luther’s harsh words emboldened the landlords to be more brutal than they would have otherwise 

been remains an open question. What we do know for certain is that the landlords did precisely as 
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Luther suggested, stabbing, smiting, and slaying about seventy thousand to one hundred thousand 

rebels, most of them peasants. Precise figures are unavailable, but descriptions of the slaughter 

abound. In Thuringia, at the battle of Frankenhausen, more than five thousand peasants were killed in 

a single day by the armies of George of Saxony, Henry of Brunswick, and Philip of Hesse. Among 

those captured alive after that battle was none other than Thomas Ajmer, who had led his army of 

“elect” rebels into the fray after proclaiming that a rainbow that had appeared in the sky was a sign of 

God’s favor. Mintzer was tortured and beheaded. Luther did not exactly rejoice at his death, but saw it 

as a fitting end, and something of a blessing. 

Luther considered all the rebel deaths justifiable, and he made no apologies. As he saw it, he had 

helped save Germany from ruin, and from the devil. … 

The rebels deserved no pity, as Luther saw it, even if his critics howled. As the fighting subsided and 

the rotting carrion was cleared from the battlefields, Luther acknowledged in yet another treatise on 

the rebels that his previous “little book” had given rise to “many complaints and questions, as though 

it were un-Christian and too hard.” Calling his critics hypocrites who never shed a tear for the rebels 

while they posed a real threat, Luther made no excuses: …  

Luther made no apologies for the lords who were still scouring their lands for troublemakers, seeking 

vengeance. Reports of atrocities reached Luther. He was horrified to team that Müntzer’s wife had 

been raped after his capture and execution, and that the margrave Casimir of Brandenburg-Ansbach a 

Lutheran lord—had gouged out the eyes of sixty of his subjects who had not looked at him with the 

proper measure of respect.s’ Such atrocities made Luther think that the devil had jumped out of the 

peasants and straight into their lords. He lashed out against the victors as “furious, raving, senseless 

tyrants, who, even after the battle, cannot get their fill of blood. . . Scoundrels and hogs . . it is all one 

whether they slay the guilty or the innocent, whether it please God or the devil.”“ 

Nonetheless, as Luther saw it, divine justice still prevailed, no matter how much damage the devil 

inflicted on earth. The peasants had been unwilling to listen, he said, 
“
and now they had their reward”; 

in the same way, “the lords too will not hear, and they shall have their reward also. . . . Hell-fire, 

trembling, and gnashing of teeth in hell will be their reward eternally, unless they repent.”“ 

All in all, the Revolution of the Common Man had tested everyone’s faith as well as their mettle, and 

few outside the blood-soaked battlefields were tested as much as Luther. Years later, he would sum up 

his role in this tragedy at the dinner table as only a prophet could: 

It was I, Martin Luther, who slew all the peasants during the rising, for I commanded 

them to be slaughtered. All their blood is on my head. But 1 throw the responsibility 

on our Lord God, who instructed me to give this order.” 

His conflict with the peasant armies marked a turning point in Luther’s Reformation.1336 

Luther had a moral responsibility for the slaughter of 1525 

Müntzer was starting to ride something bigger than he could control. It is still unclear quite how the 

religious turmoil that Luther had unleashed was connected to the German Peasants’ War of 1524-25, 

the largest mass rebellion in European history before the French Revolution of 1789. The peasants 

had long-standing grievances about rents, rights, and property, but reforming preachers were a vital 

catalyst. 

Suddenly peasants were denouncing serfdom as incompatible with Christian liberty, demanding that 

the people be able to elect their priests, and claiming that the church’s riches ought to belong to 

everyone. None of this was what Luther had meant, but they did not have to stretch his ideas very far 

to get there. The most widespread set of demands, first adopted by the peasants of Swabia, ended with 

a deliberate echo of Luther at Worms: they offered to desist if they could be proved wrong using the 

Bible. 

Some of the rebels, influenced by preachers like Müntzer, wanted much more. Abolishing private 

property—didn’t the Bible record that the early church had held all goods in common? Killing monks 
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and priests—didn’t the Bible teach that idolaters should die? Overthrowing princes—didn’t the Bible 

promise a future kingdom of the saints? Even if these radicals were only clinging to the rebellion’s 

tail, they gave the whole enterprise an apocalyptic feel. Something more than rents and landholding 

was at stake. It was a moment to establish a just social order in anticipation of Christ’s imminent 

return. 

To his credit, Luther was torn. In early 1525, he wrote An Admonition to Peace, accepting that many 

of the peasants’ demands were fair but warning that rebellion was no way to secure them. To follow 

Christ meant meek submission, not pillage and insurrection. He advised the peasants, somberly and 

with a magnificent lack of realism, to return home and humbly petition their betters for redress. Once 

it became clear that matters had passed that point, Luther’s deep social conservatism took over. His 

next pamphlet, Against the Robbing and Murdering Hordes of Peasants, blustered: 

Nothing can be more poisonous, hurtful or devilish than a rebel. It is just as when one 

must kill a mad dog. … There is no time for sleeping; no place for patience or mercy. 

It is the time of the sword, not the day of grace. …  I think there is not a devil left in 

hell; they have all gone into the peasants. …  Stab, smite, slay, whoever can. If you 

die in doing it, well for you! A more blessed death can never be yours, for you die in 

obeying the divine Word. 

Ironically, Luther justified this in the same apocalyptic terms as Müntzer. This was not a time for soft 

middle ways: “The destruction of the world is to be expected every hour.” It was time to take a stand 

against the forces of Antichrist, whatever their guise. 

On May 15, 1525, nine days after Luther’s pamphlet was written, the Thuringian peasants met a 

Saxon-Hessian mercenary army near Frankenhausen. Müntzer preached before the battle, pointing to 

a rainbow as an omen of victory and promising the peasants that bullets could not hurt them. 

Meanwhile, they were encircled with artillery. The peasants tried to flee to the town. Thousands died 

before they reached it. The wounded were left to die on the field. The town itself surrendered, but not 

quickly enough. The reprisals were on a genocidal scale. The victorious lords, one witness wrote, 

“seem bent on leaving a wilderness for their heirs.”  

Müntzer himself was found hiding, in disguise, and was beheaded. A few weeks later, the southern 

German peasants suffered equally catastrophic defeats. The total number killed during the whole 

appalling business was probably well over eighty thousand. And while the peasants would certainly 

have been crushed with or without Luther’s blessing, his moral responsibility for the slaughter is 

inescapable.1337 

It is worth the effort to see these atrocities through our forebears’ eyes 

The killing actually took a little while to begin; the first of Luther’s disciples to be burned alive as 

unrepentant heretics were two Dutch friars who died in 1523. More soon followed. Over the next half 

a century, more than three thousand men and women were put to death in Europe for crimes of belief. 

The killings were neither steady nor evenly spread, but were concentrated in short outbursts in a few 

countries: France, England, and above all the Netherlands. 

By the 1560s, judicial executions were giving way to full-scale religious warfare. Those casualties are 

much harder to count but certainly ran into the hundreds of thousands. When the killing finally 

abated, in the middle of the seventeenth century, it left behind entrenched bitterness, punctuated by 

ongoing spasms of brutality. This violence marked Protestantism permanently. …  

It is worth the effort to see these atrocities through our forebears’ eyes. They lived in a much more 

publicly violent society than we do, but they did not impose such terrible punishments out of simple 

malice. The ideal outcome of a heresy trial was always repentance. Heretics who renounced their 

errors were usually spared, unless they were repeat offenders. This was why heresy inquiries were led 

by priests; they were pastoral processes, whose purpose was to reconcile sinners. Heresy both began 
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and ended as a choice: to live in the true faith, or to die in error. The threat of fire was a merciful 

severity, helping waverers to choose wisely. For centuries, this worked.1338 

------ 

No more than a few thousand religious dissidents were judicially killed in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries, but between 1450 and 1700, and especially between 1550 and 1650, some fifty 

to a hundred thousand Europeans were put to death for a slightly different religious crime: witchcraft. 

About 80 percent of these were women, whereas roughly 8o percent of executed heretics were men. 

The numbers are not vast; more people than that died of the plague in London in one year, 1665. …  

The witch hunts and the wars of religion took place in the same region, in the same period, and 

invoked the same murderous logic. Yet the two phenomena do not line up neatly, either 

chronologically or denominationally. … Protestants and Catholics read each other’s anti-witchcraft 

treatises and competed to prove their zeal. …  

Witches were not alone in attracting both Catholic and Protestant persecutors; so did Anabaptists, who 

were often described as devilish, for their doctrines, their behavior, and their infuriating steadfastness 

under torture.1339 

------ 

Whether they were dealing with Catholics, radicals, or witches, Protestants could kill in the name of 

religion with a zeal that was second to none. They could also disagree with one another vigorously 

about doing so and could shift their ground with remarkable speed and flexibility. That combination 

of implacable fervor, conscientious stubbornness, and willingness suddenly to abandon and to repent 

of their old views is one of Protestants’ most distinctive hallmarks.1340 

Luther’s deadly condemnation of the Anabaptists 

Within a few years, Luther was arguing that Anabaptists were guilty of sedition and blasphemy, so 

should be punished with the sword for undermining gospel ministry and the political order. Likewise 

Philipp Melanchthon encouraged the death penalty because “they repudiate the public ministry of the 

word and teach that one can be saved without preaching or worship”.1341 

CALVIN’S CONTROVERSIES  

Sebastian Castellio launched an articulate and vociferous attack upon Calvin 

The most articulate and vociferous attack upon Calvin was a treatise published in Basel by his former 

ally, Sebastian Castellio. …  

Castellio argued that Christians spent far too much time arguing about unprofitable doctrines like the 

Trinity, the work of Christ, predestination, free will, angels, and the immortality of the soul. He 

maintained that such debates were irrelevant since salvation was achieved not by doctrinal precision 

but through faith in Christ, as tax-collectors and prostitutes realized in New Testament times. 

Castellio went further and asserted that it was futile to punish “heresy”, because Christians could not 

agree among themselves which views were heretical. 

Surveying the bewildering multitude of Christian opinions in evidence across sixteenth-century 

Europe, he wrote: 

There is hardly one of all the sects, which today are without number, which does not 

hold the others to be heretics. So that if in one city or region you are esteemed a true 

believer, in the next you will be esteemed a heretic. So that if anyone today wants to 

live he must have as many faiths and religions as there are cities or sects, just as a 

man who travels through the lands has to change his money from day to day. 
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Castellio looked for an emphasis upon Christian morality rather than doctrinal correctness, and 

maintained: “It would be better to let a hundred, even a thousand heretics live than to put a decent 

man to death under pretence of heresy.1342 

Anti-Trinitarian ideas were brought to prominence by Michael Servetus.  

There also emerged in the sixteenth century a conglomerate of religious groups which offered a far 

more radical critique of established theology than that of the Magisterial Reformers and which made 

no claim to share in the Church’s ancient theological heritage. On the contrary, they were eager to 

challenge every aspect of that tradition.  

Significant among these were the anti-Trinitarians whose ideas were brought to prominence by 

Michael Servetus. He was a remarkable Spanish theologian, physician and humanist who, after 

relentlessly promulgating the view that Jesus was not the eternal Son of God, was burnt at the stake 

for heresy in Geneva in 1553.1343 

Calvin’s controversies with Miguel Servetus 

Calvin’s numerous troubles were eclipsed by the controversy which engulfed his dealings with 

Miguel Servetus, a Spaniard from the Basque country. … He put his theological speculations down on 

paper in a manuscript entitled Christianismi Restitutio (“The Restoration of Christianity”), which 

proposed that the church needed to return to its original purity unencumbered by the accretions of the 

last fifteen centuries. In particular, he argued that the doctrine of the Trinity could not be found in the 

Bible. … 

When the Spaniard proposed a visit to Geneva in 1547, Calvin told Farel: “I am unwilling to 

guarantee his safety, for if he does come and my authority counts for anything, I will never let him get 

away alive.” …  

On his way through Switzerland he foolishly chose to stop at Geneva. There he was recognized and 

arrested on Sunday, 13 August 1553. Having escaped the clutches of his Catholic enemies, he had 

now run straight into the hands of his evangelical ones. …  

The Genevan authorities condemned Servetus on 27 October 1553, not for sedition or immorality but 

for theological error, and announced that he would be burned “to ashes”. When he heard the verdict 

he broke down in tears, crying out in Spanish, “Misericordia! Misericordia!” (“Mercy! Mercy!”) To 

avoid the horrors of the stake he asked to be beheaded rather than burned, and Calvin tried to persuade 

the council to adopt this more compassionate method of execution, but they refused. 

So Servetus was taken to the plain of Champel, outside the city gates, and condemned to the flames. 

His last recorded words were a heartfelt prayer: “Jesus, son of God eternal, have mercy on me!” This 

final cry was perfectly consistent with Servetus’s anti-Trinitarian views. As Farel observed, even in 

his dying moments the heretic had obstinately refused to acknowledge Jesus as “eternal son of God”. 

The brutal execution of Servetus resulted in a backlash against Calvin.1344 

Calvin vowed that Servetus would not be allowed to leave Geneva alive 

Calvin … vowed to his fellow Genevan reformer Guillaume Farel (1489-1565) that, if Servetus ever 

came to Geneva, he would not be allowed to leave alive. 

Calvin was as good as his word. In 1553, Servetus … entered Geneva, where he was recognized, 

arrested and put on trial for heresy. Calvin argued forcefully in favour of execution, and … peevishly 

remarked that he would have liked to see the Spaniard’s eyes scratched out by chickens. 

Servetus was convicted and sentenced to be burned at the stake. … Calvin expressed a preference for 

quick and merciful decapitation.1345 

------ 
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Servetus published two works against Trinitarian dogma and entered into correspondence with John 

Calvin. However, when he traveled to Geneva in 1553, to converse with Calvin face to face, he was 

arrested, tried, and executed—all with the approval of the Genevan Reformer.1346 

THE ANABAPTISTS 

The name commonly applied to the majority of ‘radical’ or ‘free’ Protestant reformers was 

‘Anabaptists’, which means ‘Rebaptizers’. The name derives from the fact that these reformers taught 

that baptism … could be undertaken only by adults; hence they performed baptisms on persons who 

had already been baptized as infants. (This was, incidentally, a capital crime for baptizer and baptized 

alike.)1347 

The Anabaptists were Luther’s greatest Protestant opponents 

The Anabaptists, the largest group of Luther’s opponents, received their name from their distinctive 

practice of “believer’s baptism”—reserving the ritual for those who had reached an age of maturity 

and were able to make a conscious, faithful choice to be baptized.1348 

The Anabaptists and the Catholic Reformation 

Though it is not uncommon to think of the Reformation as a movement more or less exhausted by the 

two main schools of the ‘Magisterial Reformation’ — the Lutheran and the Calvinist — it was in fact 

a larger and more diverse historical phenomenon. Not only was reform not limited to the institutions 

of the German and Swiss Protestant churches; it was not confined to Protestantism.1349 

------ 

Anabaptist communities tended towards political and social separatism, and regarded civil 

allegiances, litigations, military service and civil oaths as contrary to genuine Christian adherence. 

Some of them were political radicals as well, inspired by a theocratic Messianism, but in general they 

were non-violent on principle. And, inasmuch as their views were repugnant to Catholic and 

Protestant authorities alike, they were persecuted by both. If any 16th-century Western communion 

could identify itself with the ‘Church of the martyrs’, it was theirs.1350 

Anabaptists reasoned that their martyrdom and suffering were signs that the return of 
Christ was imminent 

One local Anabaptist leader, Melchior Rinck, accused the Lutherans of departing from the gospel by 

their “shameful deeds, persecutions, tyrannies, betrayals and the shedding of so much innocent 

blood”. More than 80 per cent of Anabaptist martyrdoms took place within Catholic territories. The 

movement was especially vibrant in Austria. … 

From 1527 Archduke Ferdinand issued a series of edicts against this “new, terrible, unheard of 

teaching”. The death penalty for rebaptism was extended to the entire Holy Roman Empire by 

imperial mandate at the Diet of Speyer in April 1529. This was the same Diet at which 

“Protestantism” was born. … 

As a result there were waves of martyrdoms. Unlike the charge of “heresy”, the crime of “rebaptism” 

was relatively easy to prove and did not require complex theological debate. Therefore dozens of 

Anabaptists could be swiftly despatched by the hangman. …  

Martyrdom and suffering became significant themes in Anabaptist identity. These afflictions were 

welcomed as the fruit of faithfulness to the gospel and a sign that the return of Christ was 

imminent.1351 

------ 
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“Anabaptists” … were ruthlessly persecuted by the governing authorities wherever they were 

discovered.1352 

Some of Zwingli’s followers became Anabaptists and were martyred 

Although reforms in Zurich were gathering pace, division was increasingly apparent among Zwingli’s 

followers. … The two most prominent radicals, Konrad Grebel and Felix Mantz, both broke with their 

former mentor. …  

In their attempts to establish an ideal Christian community, based on the model of the early church in 

the book of Acts, the radicals rejected the baptism of infants. … The epithet which stuck was 

“Anabaptists” (rebaptists). …  

The [Zurich] council commanded that anyone neglecting to baptize their children within eight days of 

birth would be deported. … The radicals chose to defy the government decrees. … Grebel baptized a 

former Catholic priest, Jorg Cajacob (nicknamed “Blaurock” because he often wore a blue coat), and 

Blaurock then proceeded to baptize fifteen other adult believers. Soon an Anabaptist community was 

founded in the region of Zollikon and within weeks it was reported that eighty adults had been 

baptized. …  

The city council decided that more severe measures were necessary. Grebel went into hiding, but in 

October 1525 he and Blaurock were captured in a field at Grüningen, while preparing for an 

Anabaptist service, and locked up in the local castle. At first Mantz evaded the authorities but was 

arrested three weeks later and incarcerated with his friends. All were transferred to prison in Zurich, 

along with other members of the Anabaptist network. 

In March 1526 the government decreed that anyone who continued to perform baptisms “shall 

without appeal be put to death by drowning”, a form of punishment deliberately chosen to mock 

Anabaptist practice. On the same day, the three leaders were sentenced to life imprisonment, but they 

managed to escape through an open window after only a fortnight. They fled from Zurich and 

immediately continued their itinerant ministry of evangelism … Grebel went to preach in Maienfeld, 

but died of the plague that summer. Mantz and Blaurock were recaptured. …  

During his months on the run, Mantz had broken his oath not to baptize, so the Zurich government 

carried out its fierce threat of execution. On Saturday 5 January 1527, he was taken from Zurich’s 

Wellenberg prison to the River Limmat, testifying to the crowds en route that he was about to die for 

the truth. He was rowed by boat to a fish hut that was anchored in the middle of the river, where his 

arms and legs were bound as he sang confidently, “In manus tuas, Domine, commendo spiritum 

meum” (“Into your hands, O Lord, I commend my spirit”, Psalm 31:5). Then the executioner pushed 

Mantz into the cold waters as his friends watched from the riverbank. 

Blaurock was preserved from death because he had refrained from baptizing. Instead the authorities 

stripped him to the waist and beat him with rods from the Limmat River to the Niederdorf Gate, until 

the blood flowed down his back.1353 

Anabaptist theologian Balthasar Hübermaier was in open conflict with his former 
mentor, Zwingli 

The leading theologian within the earliest Anabaptist networks was Balthasar Hübmaier, who began 

his career as a popular Catholic teacher. … During 1522, when Hubmaier was in his early forties, his 

opinions changed dramatically. … He mourned that for decades he had been “blinded by the doctrine 

of men” and had “not known the way to eternal life” because he had neglected “the pure word of 

God”. He now realized that Christ had commanded, “Search the Scriptures”, not, “Follow the old 

customs.” …  

In his desire to imitate Zwingli, Hübmaier issued Eighteen Theses in 1524. … Hübmaier argued that 

unbelievers were to be won for the Christian gospel by gentle biblical teaching, not by coercion. 
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Although he thought it permissible to burn erroneous and irreverent books, the burning of heretics 

was “an invention of the devil”. … 

Hübmaier gradually became convinced that infant baptism was invalid, which brought him into open 

conflict with Zwingli, his former mentor and ally. … Hübmaier himself baptized hundreds of other 

Anabaptist converts from his local parish and the surrounding region. From either side of the Swiss 

border, Zwingli and Hübmaier fired treatises at each other. …  

Hübmaier’s success was short-lived. In December 1525 the Habsburg government in Austria launched 

a military assault upon Waldshut, in an attempt to capture its radical preacher and quash its 

reformation. … He was taken into custody and interrogated by Zwingli. … He then began an 

impromptu defence of believers’ baptism, before Zwingli silenced him and accused him of being 

possessed by the devil. 

Hubmaier was sent to the Wellenberg prison, a tower on an island in the middle of the Limmat River.. 

… In April 1526 he was stretched on the rack by the Zurich authorities until he agreed to sign a public 

recantation of his Anabaptism, and then was dismissed from the city in shame, a broken man. … 

Attacked by Catholics in Germany and evangelicals in Switzerland, Hübmaier migrated to Moravia. 

… Although he stood by his teaching on believers’ baptism and the Lord’s Supper, and wanted 

everything proved from Scripture, he was willing to submit himself to the authority of an ecumenical 

council. Hübmaier offered these compromises in the hope that his life would be spared, but it was not 

a sufficient recantation so Archduke Ferdinand rejected his appeal and the preacher was condemned 

to death. 

In the spring Hübmaier was carried back to Vienna and tortured on the rack, but still would not recant. 

His execution on 10 March 1528 was witnessed by Stephan Sprügel, Dean of the philosophy faculty 

at Vienna University, who reported that the prisoner remained to the end “fixed like an immovable 

rock in his heresy”. Although Sprugel was not a sympathetic observer, he recalled that Hübmaier 

seemed to experience more joy than pain in his death. 

Exhorted to courage by his wife, the condemned man recited verses from Scripture as he was led 

through the city streets to the place of execution. When they arrived at the stake, he cried out: “O 

gracious God, forgive my sins in my great torment. O Father, I give you thanks that you will today 

take me out of this vale of tears.” As the soldiers rubbed sulphur and gunpowder into Hübmaier’s long 

beard, he joked: “Oh salt me well, salt me well.” Then he called out to the crowd, as the flames were 

kindled, “O dear brothers, pray that God will forgive me my guilt in this my death. I will die in the 

Christian faith.”  

Three days later, Hübmaier’s wife was drowned in the River Danube with a great stone tied around 

her neck.1354 

Melchiorism, an Anabaptist sect, believed that the world’s end was imminent 

The first widespread reform movement in the Netherlands was … Melchiorism - an apocalyptic 

Anabaptist sect following the teachings of Melchior Hoffman. … Hoffman believed that the end of 

the world was imminent and that Christ would soon return to inaugurate the reign of the saints. …  

Another prophet declared in 1533 that the second coming would occur after Hoffman was imprisoned 

for six months, so he deliberately had himself arrested in Strassburg. Yet it was a miscalculation. He 

was never released and died in his cell a decade later. In Hoffman’s enforced absence, leadership of 

the Melchiorites was usurped by another radical prophet, Jan Matthijs. … 

In the annual elections to the [Münster] city council, all the appointments were filled by Anabaptists. 

… Matthijs’s rule did not last long. Told in a vision to attack the bishop’s army, he charged out of the 

city, only to be cut to pieces. Leadership passed to another prophet, Jan van Leiden. … 

Münster was now to be a theocratic monarchy, modelled on the reigns of King David and King 

Solomon in the Old Testament, but established by the power of the sword. The Melchiorites saw 
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themselves as engaged in an apocalyptic crusade, preparing for the return of Jesus Christ by 

exterminating the godless. …  

When polygamy was introduced into Munster, on the basis of select passages from the Old Testament, 

it provoked a revolt. … Wives who objected to polygamy suffered imprisonment or worse. When one 

woman refused to sleep with her husband and prayed, “Heavenly Father, if you are almighty, see to it 

that I never more in my life have to climb into this marriage bed,” she was executed.  

King Jan himself beheaded one of his own wives for disobedience. He also performed another six or 

seven decapitations, as a demonstration of kingship. Among the many crimes now punishable by 

death were blasphemy, sexual immorality, theft, lying, gossiping, and disrespect of parents.1355 

------ 

Two Dutch Anabaptists, Jan Mathijsz (d.1534) and John Beuckelszoon (d.1536) … declared the city 

[of Münster in Westphalia] the New Jerusalem and introduced adult baptism in January 1534. The 

next month, the radicals seized control of the city hall, appointed one of their own - Bernhard 

Knipperdolling (c.1495-1535) - as mayor, expelled many ‘infidels’, instituted a theocracy and began 

to proclaim their intention of conquering the world. … 

The region’s prince bishop, Franz de Waldeck, laid siege to the rebellious city. In April, on Easter 

Sunday, Mathijsz prophesied that God would use him as an instrument of heavenly justice against the 

enemies of the New Jerusalem, and with a retinue of 30 men rode out against the besieging army. He 

and his men were all promptly killed. His body was decapitated and castrated, his head impaled on a 

pole outside the city walls, and his genitals nailed to the city gate. 

Undeterred, John of Leiden declared Münster a ‘kingdom of a thousand years’ and the new ‘Zion of 

God’, proclaimed himself its king (after the order of King David), and instituted such ‘Christian’ 

ordinances as the dissolution of all private property, in favour of a community of goods, and 

polygamy. He himself took 16 wives (one of whom, however, he was obliged to behead with his own 

hands in the public square, on account of some transgression or other). 

In June 1535, the city was taken by a combined force of Catholic and Lutheran soldiers. The 

following January, three of the Anabaptist leaders of the city – including King John of Leiden - were 

hideously tortured and put to death; their flayed bodies were then displayed in iron cages suspended 

from the steeple of St Lambert’s Church, and left there until only bones remained.1356 

------ 

The  Anabaptist “kingdom of God” in Münster (1534–1535) was another instance of Spiritualism that 

led to disastrous consequences. Its strong leaders claimed that the Spirit had anointed them to 

establish the Kingdom of God in the city, and they preached with a passion that seemed to 

authenticate their assertions. 

Once they gained control, their cult-leader control became increasingly oppressive and totalitarian. 

They claimed that Münster was the new Jerusalem, and that all the faithful were to gather there to 

wait for and to survive the Last Judgment. More than a thousand believers in the city were baptized 

(or “rebaptized”), and hundreds more emigrated to Münster. Prince Philip of Hesse blockaded the 

city. 

As conditions worsened within Münster’s walls, the Anabaptists drove out some two thousand 

residents who had refused rebaptism, instituted polygamy (according to Old Testament models), and 

crowned John of Leiden the new “King David.” 

When Münster finally fell and outsiders saw the abuse inflicted on the populace, Leiden and his top 

associates were tried, tortured, and executed. Finally, their mutilated bodies were placed in cages and 
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suspended from the steeple of St. Lambert Church overlooking the town square. Those cages were 

intended to serve as gruesome reminders of what happens to such seditious heretics.1357 

------ 

Melchior Hoffman, … whose conviction that he was living at the end of time led him to evolve a 

particularly eschatological interpretation of the reform movement, and finally to embrace Anabaptism. 

… He prophesied that Christ would return in 1533, and that he — Hoffman — would establish the 

New Jerusalem in Strasbourg. That very city, evidently insensible of the honour it had been accorded, 

placed Hoffman in prison, where he died a decade later. 

Nevertheless, his teachings won some particularly zealous adherents, with occasionally violent 

consequences — such as the brief, bloody history of the ‘kingdom’ founded by Anabaptist radicals in 

Munster in 1534 which served only to provoke fiercer persecutions of the Anabaptists in both 

Catholic and Protestant lands.1358 

Mennonites are part of an Anabaptist Protestant Christian tradition 

Mennonites are part of a Protestant Christian tradition which goes back directly to the Anabaptists, the 

most radical group that emerged from the Protestant Reformation in Europe in the early 1500s. … In 

its early days, Anabaptists grew three branches: Mennonites, Amish and Hutterites.1359 

------ 

Menno was ordained a priest in 1524, but by 1528 had become convinced of the validity of many 

Reformation principles, and ultimately came to embrace the doctrine of adult baptism. … 

Menno himself probably submitted to ‘rebaptism’ in early 1537. About the same time, he was 

ordained as an Anabaptist pastor and took a wife. Thereafter, branded a heretic in every nation, he 

lived the life of a fugitive. Men could be executed if convicted of sheltering him. In 1542, Emperor 

Charles V put a price on his head.1360 

THOMAS MÜNTZER, END-TIME PROPHET 

Müntzer developed an intense conviction of his divine inspiration and prophetic 
mission 

Profoundly influenced by his reading of John Tauler (1300-1361), one of those Rhineland mystics that 

Karlstadt also loved, Müntzer developed a very intense conviction of his own divine inspiration and 

prophetic mission, which he interpreted in apocalyptic terms.1361 

------ 

Thomas Müntzer can rightly be considered the first of the radical apocalyptic activists. Müntzer’s 

obsession with the imminent end of the world and with the violent role that the “elect” would play in 

it marks him off very clearly as the first of a long line of radical Protestants who combined sola 

scriptura biblicism with elements of medieval mysticism and millennialism, and added on top of that 

a highly charged critique of social, political, and economic inequalities.1362 

Thomas Müntzer openly proclaimed his role as the prophet of the End Times 

By the end of 1521, [Thomas Müntzer] was openly proclaiming his role as prophet of the End Times 

in Prague and insisting that direct revelations from the Holy Spirit were a necessary supplement to 

biblical authority. “All true pastors must have revelations,” he argued.1363 
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Thomas Müntzer believed that God spoke directly to human hearts by his Holy Spirit 

Thomas Müntzer was one of Martin Luther’s earliest disciples in Saxony. … [Müntzer] believed that 

God spoke directly to human hearts by his Holy Spirit, rather than via the dead letter of Scripture, and 

warned that the clergy were leading people astray because they knew their Bibles but not the voice of 

God.1364 

------ 

Thomas Müntzer (1490-1525) … came to believe that the highest authority for the Christian was not 

the Church, or even simply scripture, but the voice of the Holy Spirit speaking to the individual 

conscience.1365 

Müntzer was convinced it was God’s will that a holy war should be waged 

By 1522 [Müntzer] became convinced that it was the will of God that a holy war should be waged by 

the poor against the social and political order. 

Ultimately, when a large peasant revolt broke out in Thuringia in 1525, … Müntzer was among its 

leaders. Luther was deeply shaken by the teachings of Müntzer and other of the ‘radical reformers’. 

…  When the revolt began, Luther nevertheless exhorted the peasants to desist from rebellion; and 

when they did not, he wrote a scorching tract - ‘Against the Murderous and Thieving Hordes of 

Peasants’ - in which he encouraged the legal authorities to slaughter the rebels without pity. … 

Müntzer was captured, tortured, tried and executed. He did not recant his teachings, however; and 

Luther did not mourn his passing.1366 

Müntzer declared it right for godless leaders, especially priests and monks, to be 
killed 

Müntzer urged the princes of Saxony to take up their swords in the cause of the gospel. … He 

celebrated the destruction of pagan idols and altars as a biblical imperative, and declared it right for 

godless leaders, especially priests and monks, to be killed.1367
 

Müntzer led many to their violent death 

Müntzer … established the “Eternal League of God”, a band of fellow radicals, with the motto “The 

word of the Lord stands forever”. … Müntzer inspired them with his apocalyptic vision of the 

imminent Day of Judgment. … The preacher led many from the Eternal League to their deaths in the 

violence which was to come.1368 

Thomas Müntzer brought the evangelical movement in Germany to the brink of 
disaster 

Thomas Müntzer was one of Martin Luther’s earliest disciples in Saxony, … acknowledging that it 

was through Luther’s teaching that he had been “brought to birth by the gospel”. Yet the two men 

became violent enemies when their visions for the Reformation began to diverge radically. Müntzer 

brought the evangelical movement in Germany to the brink of disaster, as he became embroiled in 

apocalyptic warfare which ended in the slaughter of thousands.1369 

JEWISH CHILDREN KIDNAPPED 

Johannes Pfefferkorn sought to kidnap Jewish children and raise them as Catholics 

In 1509 Johannes Pfefferkorn, a Jewish-born Dominican monk in Cologne, declared: ‘Whoever 

afflicts the Jews is doing the will of God’. He sought to kidnap Jewish children and raise them as 

Catholics. He also won imperial approval to confiscate all Jewish books, especially the Talmud. Soon 
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Jewish tomes were set alight in Frankfurt; while 38 Jews were burned in Berlin on trumped-up 

charges of child murder.1370 

THE SOCINIAN CHALLENGE TO NICEA 

The rift between modern and classical christology can be traced to Socinianism 

The rift between modern and classical christology can be traced back to Socinianism, a movement 

that came to birth in what has become known as the Radical Reformation and whose seminal ideas 

anticipate themes that were to shape much of Christian thought in the centuries that followed.1371 

Jesus depicted as a man dependent on God, seeking the Father’s help 

In the sixteenth century the Socinians argued that the Gospels portrayed Jesus as a man dependent on 

God, who sought the Father’s help in prayer and who was personally empowered by the Holy 

Spirit.1372 

The central pillars of Christology were deemed to be fatally flawed 

In the sixteenth century the matrix of ideas that constituted this form of christology came to be 

challenged seriously. It was not just certain aspects of the classical architecture that were considered 

to be in need of refinement. The central pillars were themselves deemed to be fatally flawed. And it is 

the resulting breach with the ancient conversation, the willingness to clear the ground and start afresh 

in its theoretical construction of Jesus’ person that characterizes modern christology. 

The Nicene Creed (381 CE) continued unchallenged until the advent of the Socinians 

Until the advent of the Socinians, the view of Christ promulgated in the Nicene Creed of 381 

continued without serious challenge for some 1,200 years.1373 

------ 

Socinianism initiated a rift between modern and classical christology that was to expand over the next 

300 years into what seemed to be an unbridgeable chasm. The questions Socinianism asked, the 

interpretative method it proposed and the rationality it encouraged came to their clearest expression in 

a theological school that sought to offer a historical account of the life of Jesus, the life-of-Jesus 

movement.1374 

THE RACOVIAN CATECHISM OF THE SOCINIANS 

First published in 1605, the Racovian Catechism was an articulate presentation of the body of 

Socinian theology with particular emphasis on the rebuttal of the orthodox doctrines of Christ’s 

divinity and the distinct subsistence of the Holy Spirit. The style of the work suggests that its principal 

author, Faustus Socinus, was confident that an open-minded examination of the relevant biblical texts 

would undermine the orthodox position and persuade an unbiased reader of the truth of the Socinian 

cause.1375 

Christ was empowered by the Holy Spirit and he depended on God 

One of the key arguments of the [Racovian] Catechism is that Christ’s empowerment by the Holy 

Spirit and his continued dependency on God, as it is reflected in his practice of private prayer are not 

compatible with the idea that he was substantially one with God.1376 

------ 

[The Socinians] asked why, if Christ was true God of true God, as Nicea indicates, should he still be 

dependent on the Holy Spirit and in need of personal prayer?1377 
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Jesus has a measure of divinity but not as a Supreme God 

Using an argument similar to that of the Arians, the [Racovian] Catechism concedes that it is 

appropriate to ascribe to Jesus a measure of divinity, but not the status of the Supreme God.1378 

Denial that Christ has a divine nature or substance 

To the question: But do you not acknowledge in Christ a divine as well as a human nature or 

substance?’ the [Racovian] Catechism offers the following answer: 

If by the terms divine nature or substance I am to understand the very essence of God, 

I do not acknowledge such a divine nature in Christ; for this were repugnant to right 

reason and to Holy Scripture. (4.1, p. 55)1379 

The Catechism challenged the orthodox view that Christ had a divine nature and a 
human nature 

How the Racovian Catechism challenged the rationality of the orthodox view that Christ had both a 

divine and a human nature: 

Show me how the first mentioned opinion is repugnant to right reason? First, on this 

account, that two substances endued with opposite and discordant properties, such as 

are God and man, cannot be ascribed to one and the same individual, much less be 

predicated the one of the other. For you cannot call one and the same thing first fire, 

and then water, and afterwards say that the fire is water, and the water is fire. And 

such is the way in which it is usually affirmed; — first, that Christ is God, and 

afterwards the he is a man; and then that God is man, and that man is God. (Racovian 

Catechism 4.1, p. 56)1380 

Humans have within themselves the capability to contribute meaningfully to their own 
salvation 

[The Racovian Catechism] uniformly supports … the view that humans have within themselves the 

capability to contribute meaningfully to their own salvation. This optimistic assessment of human 

religious capability is linked logically to the Catechism’s consistent opposition to the idea that 

Christ’s death might have been in any way substitutionary or even necessary for our reconciliation 

with God.1381 

THE SOCINIANS WERE PERSECUTED 

The Socinians feared persecution from Catholics and Protestants alike 

Fearing persecution from Catholics and Protestants alike, many other anti-Trinitarians sought refuge 

in religiously tolerant Poland, a sizeable body of them settling in the town of Racow. Their 

community prospered while there and its members became known as Socinians after Faustus Socinus, 

one of their most eminent theologians.1382 

Lutherans and Calvinists denied that Socinians and Unitarians were Protestants 

Were Socinians and Unitarians Protestants? Lutherans and Calvinists denied it in horrified tones, 

citing the Trinity as a touchstone of all Christian orthodoxy. It is hard to see those denials as anything 

other than special pleading. Socinianism was an almost purebred descendant of Calvinism, and like 

most children it sheds some light on its parents’ true nature.1383 
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WILLIAM TYNDALE, HENRY VIII, THOMAS CRANMER: ENGLAND 

Luther and Henry VIII shared stubbornness, near-messianic self-belief, a knack for 
dividing Christendom, and mutual hatred 

The Reformation became notorious for two fat men. The first, Martin Luther, we have already met. 

The second, King Henry VIII of England, was in most things Luther’s opposite. Yet the two men 

shared a titanic stubbornness, near-messianic self-belief, a knack for dividing Christendom into 

admirers and enemies, and a lifelong mutual hatred.1384 

Henry VIII emphasized Catholic doctrine and denied justification by faith 

The last actions of Henry’s reign were almost all in a conservative direction, as the hard-won gains of 

the reformers were erased one by one. In 1543 the Act for the Advancement of True Religion 

withdrew the right to read the English Bible from the majority of the population. Gentry, clergy, and 

merchants were still permitted to read the book, but women, servants, and labourers were threatened 

with prison if caught with a copy. 

The Act also enforced a new theological statement, A Necessary Doctrine and Erudition for Any 

Christian Man (nicknamed “the King’s Book”), which emphasized Catholic doctrine and denied 

justification by faith.1385 

Instead of burning books, the authorities burned people 

The appointment of Thomas More as Lord Chancellor in October 1529, and John Stokesley as the 

new Bishop of London in March 1530, signalled a dramatic shift in the campaign against 

evangelicalism. Both were energetic heresy-hunters. Instead of burning books, the authorities now 

began to burn people. … Soon the prisons began to fill up with evangelicals. …  

Executions followed from the winter of 1531 to the spring of 1532. Richard Bayfield had been a 

Benedictine monk in the abbey at Bury St Edmunds, but was converted. … The Lord Chancellor 

proclaimed that Bayfield had returned to his evangelicalism “like a dog returning to his vomit”, and 

ensured that he was burned at Smithfield, in central London. …  

He was followed a few weeks later by John Tewkesbury, a London leather merchant. … Meanwhile, 

at Devizes in Wiltshire, John Bent was burned for denying transubstantiation. In Essex, three men 

were hanged after they broke into Dovercourt Church one night, pulled down the rood (the large 

crucifix above the rood-screen dividing the nave from the chancel), and set it alight. 

At Chesham in Buckinghamshire, Thomas Harding was spotted secretly reading a book of English 

prayers in a local wood and when an angry crowd ransacked his house, they found portions of the 

Bible in English hidden under the floorboards. After trial by Bishop Longland of Lincoln, he was 

burned at the stake, though someone threw a block of wood at his head and smashed his skull before 

the fire did its work. 

At Exeter in Devon, Thomas Benet was burned after fixing anonymous posters to the doors of local 

churches, including the cathedral, denouncing the pope as “Antichrist”, “Thief”, “Mercenary”, and 

“Murderer of Christ’s Flock”. 

Thomas More celebrated the deaths of these various heretics, proclaiming: “after the fire of 

Smithfield, hell doth receive them where the wretches burn forever”. He was actively involved in 

several prosecutions,1386 

The corpse of a heretic was exhumed and burned 

William Tracy, a prominent member of the Gloucestershire gentry, had made a provocative final will 

and testament as he lay on his death-bed in October 1530. In a departure from the medieval norm, he 

refused to ask help from the Virgin Mary and the saints, and instead asserted: “I accept none in 

heaven or in earth to be mediator between me and God, but only Jesus Christ”,… insisting, “I trust 
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only to the promises of Christ.” … Tracy was pronounced a heretic by the clergy in convocation. His 

corpse was exhumed from its grave and burned.1387 

The martyrdom of William Tyndale 

King Henry [VIII]’s personal sympathy for evangelicalism was at best ambiguous, and in many 

respects he remained wedded to traditional piety, only without the pope. … 

Henry Phillips, a young Oxford graduate and thief … struck up an association with [William 

Tyndale], pretending friendship, and then betrayed him to the Habsburg authorities for financial 

reward. He arranged for Tyndale’s arrest one evening in the narrow streets of the city, by officers 

from the imperial court at Brussels. …  

From London, Cromwell made weak diplomatic efforts to rescue Tyndale and have him deported to 

England, but to no avail. He was imprisoned at Vilvorde Castle, between Brussels and Leuven, where 

he was condemned as a heretic after lengthy legal proceedings and executed in October 1536. At the 

stake he was first strangled by the hangman, probably with rope twisted around his neck, and then his 

body was burned. With his countrymen still on his heart, the martyr prayed as he died, “Lord! Open 

the king of England’s eyes.”1388 

Burned for his views on the Lord’s Supper 

John Lambert (one of the early evangelical circle at Cambridge) was imprisoned by Archbishop 

Cranmer for his Zwinglian views of the Lord’s Supper and put on trial before the king himself in 

November 1538. Cromwell pronounced the sentence of death on the king’s orders and Lambert was 

burned at Smithfield six days later, crying, “None but Christ, none but Christ.”1389 

Young woman racked for denying the doctrine of the mass 

Anne Askew, a young woman in her early twenties, daughter of Sir William Askew, was sentenced to 

death for denying the doctrine of the mass. …  

She was stretched on the rack in the Tower of London, remarkable treatment for a woman with noble 

connections. … The lieutenant of the Tower refused to continue the torture, so Sir Thomas 

Wriothesley (the Lord Chancellor) and Sir Richard Rich racked her with their own hands until she 

was almost dead. Askew was sent to Smithfield for burning on 16 July 1546, carried there in a chair 

because she could no longer walk.1390 

Cranmer wrote the Book of Common Prayer; he helped turn England into a Protestant 
State 

Edward succeeded his father [Henry VIII] at the age of 9, the government being carried on by a 

Council of Regency with his uncle, Duke of Somerset, styled Protector. Even though his reign was 

short [1547-1553], many men made their mark. Cranmer wrote the Book of Common Prayer and the 

uniformity of worship helped turn England into a Protestant State. 

Rebellion in Devon and Cornwall 

One of Archbishop [Cranmer] of Canterbury’s grandest projects was a wholesale revision of the 

medieval liturgies. … An Act of Uniformity swept away the Latin mass and enforced the use of 

Cranmer’s Book of Common Prayer. … It provoked insurrection in Devon and Cornwall (the so-

called “Western Rebellion”), where traditionalists burned the book and took to arms. …  

[Angry villagers] issued a series of demands. … They appealed for the return of images and the right 

to pray for souls in purgatory “as our forefathers did’. They asserted that those who refused to 

venerate the sacrament should “die like heretics against the holy Catholic faith”. … 
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Meanwhile an evangelical activist in Devon proclaimed that the rebels had been led astray by Catholic 

priests to “embrace superstition and idolatry for true worship of God, the puddles and suds of men’s 

traditions for the pure and clear fountain of the apostles’ ordinances”. 

The uprising was crushed by a royal army sent from London, after bloody skirmishes in which 

thousands were killed. The ringleaders were executed, including a priest near Exeter who was hanged 

on gallows erected on his own church tower, wearing his Eucharistic vestments. There were numerous 

other outbreaks of violence across the country, from Hampshire to Yorkshire, harnessed by religious 

and economic malcontent. The most serious was in Norfolk, where Robert Kett led a rebel army 

against Norwich. Their demands fell on deaf ears and they were slaughtered by the troops of John 

Dudley, the Earl of Warwick.1391 

Changes made to the sacrament but protests continued 

In 1549 the sacrament was administered with the ambiguous words: “The body of our Lord Jesus 

Christ which was given for thee, preserve thy body and soul unto everlasting life.” This was changed 

in 1552 to a more evangelical instruction: “Take and eat this, in remembrance that Christ died for 

thee, and feed on him in thy heart by faith, with thanksgiving.” The repeated emphasis was upon the 

benefits of Christ’s passion on Calvary, appropriated by the faith of the believer, without any hint of 

offering to God. 

This new prayer book was Cranmer’s most radical move yet. Nevertheless some evangelicals still 

remained dissatisfied. John Knox, a Scottish exile in London and royal chaplain, protested against 

kneeling at the Lord’s Supper as an unbiblical tradition.1392 

Catholic Mary became queen and she introduced sweeping religious changes 

The Forty-Two Articles were promulgated on 19 June 1553. … the king’s premature death on 6 July, 

probably from tuberculosis, dashed evangelical hopes for a secure future. … According to the will of 

Henry VIII, the crown was due to pass to Edward’s oldest half-sister, Princess Mary (daughter of 

Katherine of Aragon). Yet she was a convinced Catholic. … Mary was proclaimed queen. …  

On Mary’s orders, evangelical preaching licences were revoked and the leading reformers were 

rounded up and sent to prison. …  

The Book of Common Prayer was banned and the Latin mass restored. Altars were rebuilt, 

processions revived, images re-hung, and vestments re-embroidered.1393 

The Catholic Reformation blossomed under Mary’s leadership 

Soon the Catholic Reformation began to blossom under Mary and Pole’s leadership, as England led 

the way in enacting the theological and pastoral ideals laid down by the Council of Trent.1394 

Purged by fire 

In January 1555 the government adopted a new strategy in its efforts to eradicate evangelicalism by 

reviving the old medieval heresy laws, “On the Burning of Heretics”. …  

The first to be executed, on 4 February 1555, was the London preacher John Rogers, who went to the 

stake at Smithfield insisting, “That which I have preached I will seal with my blood.” … Four days 

later Lawrence Saunders suffered at Coventry where he embraced the stake with the words, 

“Welcome the cross of Christ! Welcome everlasting life!” The following day Bishop Hooper was 

burned at Gloucester outside his cathedral and Rowland Taylor at Hadleigh in Suffolk in front of his 

parishioners. 

Over the next four years, more than 280 men and women were executed by the same method - an 

average of more than six every month, from February 1555 to November 1558. Another thirty died in 

prison before they could be burned. The martyrs came from every section of society. Although five 
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were eminent bishops and sixteen were clergymen, the vast majority were tradesmen or obscure 

gentry. Approximately one in five were women, including teenage girls, pregnant mothers, and 

elderly widows. Even a baby boy on the island of Guernsey, born at the stake to a condemned woman.  

… The persecution was fiercest in the south-east of England, where reformed views had taken deepest 

root and where the Marian bishops were particularly diligent in their hunt for heresy. Edmund Bonner 

of London led by example, presiding over numerous heresy trials, and he sent more evangelicals to 

the stake than any other bishop. The fires of Smithfield claimed forty-three lives, more than any other 

location in the country. Bonner’s diocese also stretched to Essex, where the single largest mass 

execution of thirteen evangelicals took place at Stratford-le-Bow in June 1556. 

At Colchester there were twenty-three martyrdoms, including ten within ten hours on one bloody day 

in August 1557. Others were burned throughout numerous towns and villages in Suffolk, Norfolk, 

Kent, and Sussex. Canterbury, the ecclesiastical capital of England, witnessed forty-one martyrdoms, 

almost as many as at Smithfield. …  

Bishops Latimer and Ridley were burned in a ditch just outside the city walls in October 1555, where 

Latimer was said to have exhorted his friend: “Be of good comfort, master Ridley, and play the man. 

We shall this day light such a candle, by God’s grace, in England, as I trust shall never be put out.” 

[Archbishop Cranmer] was dragged through the streets. … Although it was a wet morning, the fire 

burned fiercely and the archbishop died quickly with the words of St Stephen on his lips: “Lord Jesus, 

receive my spirit... I see the heavens open and Jesus standing at the right hand of God.”1395 

Restoration of the Reformation by Elizabeth 

Queen Mary was terminally ill and died of stomach cancer at St James’ Palace in Westminster on 17 

November 1558, aged only forty-two. That same evening, twelve hours later, Cardinal Pole died at 

Lambeth Palace of influenza. Just a few days earlier, evangelicals had been burned alive at Ipswich 

and Canterbury, the last of the Marian martyrs. On the queen’s death, the persecution promptly 

ceased. …  

Mary’s half-sister, Princess Elizabeth, succeeded to the throne aged twenty-five and immediately 

made clear her intention to restore the Reformation. 

The Puritans wanted to push the Reformation further 

Although the Elizabethan Settlement of 1559 was explicitly Protestant, with strong Calvinistic 

leanings, there were many in England who wanted to push the Reformation further in order to 

eradicate every last vestige of unbiblical practice.. …  

The puritan agenda was laid out most clearly in an anonymous Admonition to Parliament (1572). … 

The Admonition demanded an end to the Thirty-Nine Articles and the Book of Homilies, and derided 

Cranmer’s Book of Common Prayer.1396 

Edmund Campion, betrayed, tortured, executed for his faith 

More than 130 missionary priests were executed during Elizabeth’s reign, beginning with Cuthbert 

Mayne, who was hanged, drawn, and quartered at Launceston in Cornwall in November 1577. At 

least sixty lay accomplices also met the death penalty. The most notorious case was that of Edmund 

Campion, who had deserted Oxford for Rome but returned as part of the first Jesuit mission to 

England. …  

He was arrested in Essex, along with two other priests and seven laymen, when betrayed by a Catholic 

informer. 

Campion was interrogated under torture at the Tower of London. He was stretched on the rack and, 

according to some reports, had his fingernails pulled out. He was also subjected to four days of 

disputation against a team of Reformed theologians, answering questions about justification by faith, 

the church, the Lord’s Supper, and the authority of the Bible. …  
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He was dragged to Tyburn for execution on 1 December 1581, but protested from the gallows that he 

was “altogether innocent” of the charge of treason. … Campion was hanged, drawn, and quartered 

alongside two seminary priests from Douai. …  

Henry Walpole attended Campion’s execution and stood so close to the gallows that when the 

martyr’s entrails were dragged from his body and his heart held aloft, some of Campion’s blood 

splashed onto Walpole’s coat. He was so affected that he decided to become a Jesuit and later paid 

with his life at York.1397 

Catholic martyrdom 

When Pope Pius V excommunicated Queen Elizabeth in 1570 and absolved her Catholic subjects 

from obeying her, all Catholics in England became subject to the charge of high treason and to the 

most extreme form of execution: hanging, drawing, and quartering. … Queen Elizabeth executed 

hundreds of Catholics during her long reign, but because her religious policies prevailed, she avoided 

going down in history as “Bloody Elizabeth.”1398 

Further English atrocities 

Among the other notorious executions was that of Margaret Clitherow, a young mother from York. 

She converted to Catholicism and was arrested in March 1586 for harbouring priests. She refused to 

enter a plea at her trial and therefore was crushed to death, though she was probably pregnant at the 

time. She was tied to the ground, naked, with a sharp stone in the small of her back, then a door was 

laid on top of her body and seven or eight hundredweight were added (totalling approximately a third 

of a ton). As her ribs were broken and her torso ruptured, she cried out in agony, “Jesu! Jesu! Jesu! 

Have mercy on me!”  

Two years later Margaret Ward was hanged at Tyburn for helping a Catholic priest to escape from 

prison, though she rejoiced in “delivering that innocent lamb from the hands of those bloody wolves”. 

Meanwhile at Oxford, where the precious memory of Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley was celebrated as 

a focal point for Protestant hagiography, four Catholics were executed too. They were arrested in May 

1589 at the Catherine Wheel Inn, part of an elaborate network of safe-houses for priests. Like 

Campion, they protested from the gallows that they were being ruthlessly persecuted because of 

theology not politics: “Behold, we are brought here to die for the confession of the Catholic faith, the 

old religion, in which our forefathers and ancestors all lived and died.” Their heads were displayed on 

the walls of Oxford Castle and two days later were nailed to the city gates.1399 

MARTYRDOMS AND ATROCITIES IN FRANCE 

Burned alive for reading Luther’s works 

Paris in the early sixteenth century was home to one of Europe’s greatest universities, rivalled only by 

Oxford and Bologna, and its theology faculty (the Sorbonne) prided itself on being the guardian of 

Catholic orthodoxy. … The Sorbonne rooted out Lutheran literature smuggled into France and 

campaigned for the execution of heretics, backed by legislation from the Parisian parlement. The first 

French martyr was Jean Valliere, an Augustinian monk, burned alive in Paris in August 1523 for 

reading Luther’s works.1400
 

Executed for Reformist leanings 

[In 1530], the Sorbonne claimed its first high-profile victim, much against the king’s wishes, with the 

execution of a young aristocratic scholar, Louis de Berquin, noted for his Reformation leanings.1401 

“The Affair of the Placards” 

The decisive turning point in the tense relationship between the evangeliques and the Catholic church 

was “the Affair of the Placards”. It was a watershed in the early history of the French Reformation. 
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One Sunday morning, 18 October 1534, Catholics on their way to mass in Paris and other cities in 

northern France were horrified to discover anonymous and offensive “placards” pasted in conspicuous 

locations. … They were a vitriolic attack upon the Catholic doctrine of the Eucharist. …  

Those suspected of evangelical sympathies were quickly arrested. By the end of November, six had 

been burned at the stake. … King Francois did nothing to halt the persecution. Indeed, he said that he 

was pleased for it to continue. … 

Many fled from France during this wave of repression. Among them was a young evangelical scholar 

called Jean Cauvin, destined to become one of the leading reformers of his generation, … better 

known as John Calvin. …  

When the Affair of the Placards burst upon France, several of Calvin’s evangelical friends were 

rounded up and burned at the stake.1402 

Martyrs were multiplied 

In France the early Calvinists were known as “Huguenots”. … One of the first actions of King Henri 

II on his accession in 1547 was to establish a special criminal court at the Paris parlement to deal with 

heresy. It became known as la chambre ardente (“the burning chamber”) and within its first three 

years had consigned thirty-nine evangelicals to death by fire or hanging. Next the Edict of 

Chateaubriant in June 1551 gave lower courts the authority to condemn heretics to death without 

reference to parlement. …  

Martyrs were multiplied. … Usually they were burned at the stake, often with their tongues first cut 

out to prevent them making a final confession of evangelical faith. Calvin wrote frequently to 

encourage his persecuted brethren. For example, in September 1557 he exhorted the evangelicals in 

Paris: “God desires to try our faith, like gold in the furnace... let us never abandon the conviction that 

the hairs of our head are numbered, and that if he sometimes permits the blood of his people to be 

shed, yet he fails not to treasure up their precious tears: … As for you, my brethren, hold in reverence 

the blood of the martyrs which is shed for a testimony to the truth, as being dedicated and consecrated 

to the glory of God; then apply it for your edification, stirring yourselves up to follow their 

example.
”1403 

The French crown effectively subdued the Church 

The French crown — the most absolutist of all European monarchies — effectively subdued the 

Church in its territories by forcing Rome to consent in 1438 and 1516 to concordats that, among other 

things, gave the king authority over ecclesial appointments in France and restricted papal jurisdiction 

over French bishops. In Spain, too, from 1486 on, the power of the crown over the Spanish Catholic 

Church was all but total. And much the same was true in Portugal. In lands, however, where the 

Catholic Church could not so easily be subdued — as in England or the German states — the idea of a 

Church establishment directly subordinate to the monarch exercised a very definite appeal; and in 

those lands, the cause of Reformation often thrived.1404 

Atrocities in France (1572) 

The treaty of St-Germain in August 1570 promised lasting peace and there were hopeful signs of 

rapprochement with the marriage between the king’s sister (Marguerite de Valois) and Conde’s 

nephew (Henri de Bourbon, the new King of Navarre). However, the wedding celebrations in Paris in 

August 1572 became the pretext for the most notorious bloodshed of the religious wars, the St 

Bartholomew’s Day massacre. 

Many prominent Huguenot nobles were in the capital for the festivities when the royal command was 

given for all heretics to be killed. … 

At a conservative estimate, 2,000 Huguenots were murdered in Paris and 3,000 elsewhere in France. 

Over 1,000 corpses were washed up on the banks of the River Seine downstream from the capital. The 
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Calvinist leadership was decimated and many fled into exile or returned to Catholicism for fear of 

death. For example, the reformed community at Rouen in Normandy shrank from approximately 

16,500 members to fewer than 3,000 in the wake of the massacres. From Geneva, de Beze wrote in 

despair: “God have pity upon us. Never has the like of such perfidy and atrocity been seen. … 

Meanwhile in Rome the pope was celebrating. He commissioned frescoes of the massacre for the 

Vatican and struck a special commemorative medal showing an angel with drawn sword, lifting high 

the cross of Christ as evangelicals were slain.1405 

PROTESTANT REFORMATION IN ITALY 

Fears that Reformed Protestantism might bleed into radicalism were coming true—in, of all places, 

Italy. Politically decentralized and intellectually sophisticated, Italy in the 1530s was fertile soil for 

freewheeling evangelical thinking.  

Most of the so-called spirituali made no open breach with Rome, hoping instead that the Catholic 

Church would take on the Protestants’ most compelling ideas. When it finally became clear that that 

cause was lost, some returned to Catholic orthodoxy, others became more or less orthodox Calvinists, 

but others still plowed their own furrows. 

Some, following the logic that had entangled Calvin in 1537, questioned the doctrine of the Trinity. 

Italy was now too dangerous a place to think such thoughts, and the radical Italian fringe scattered, 

many of them finding refuge in east-central Europe: the thinly populated east of Switzerland, the 

borderlands of Hungary and Transylvania, or religiously fragmented Poland. In Transylvania, a 

Calvinist leader named Ferenc David publicly abandoned the doctrine of the Trinity in 1565. Soon a 

Transylvanian anti-Trinitarian church was organized, teaching a rationalistic Christianity in which 

Jesus Christ was less divine redeemer than human exemplar. Polish Calvinism likewise incubated 

anti-Trinitarians.1406 

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC REFORMATION 

From the late 11th century onward, the power and wealth of the Catholic Church continued to grow. 

… The 15th and 16th centuries were marred by several corrupt pontificates. … By the late 15th 

century there was a strong desire among many of the faithful for reform. 

The call for reform was, in fact, first issued more than a century before the Protestant Reformation 

began. In England, John Wycliffe (c.1330-84) argued that the Church should surrender its riches, 

serve rather than profit from the poor and acknowledge scripture as its sole source of doctrinal 

authority. His theology, moreover, was cast in the mould of that of the late Augustine: he believed 

firmly in predestination and in the impotence of human works to earn any merit before God.1407 

------ 

In the 16th and 17th centuries, the Catholic Church instituted changes in Church discipline, undertook 

liturgical reforms, rooted out internal corruption and abuses, and promulgated a number of 

clarifications of its doctrines and practices. …  

Many in the Catholic hierarchy and in the ranks of the educated laity deplored clerical malfeasances, 

‘superstitions’, hypocrisies and spiritual sloth no less than the Protestant Reformers, but did not share 

the latter’s theological convictions or understanding of the Church.1408 

Long before Luther or Calvin, many within the Catholic Church desired its renewal 
and revitalization 

Evangelicals did not have a monopoly on “reform”. Long before Luther or Calvin rose to prominence, 

many within the Catholic church had expressed their desire for its renewal and revitalization. This 

movement for “Catholic Reformation” blossomed during the sixteenth century among those who 
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remained fiercely loyal to the Church of Rome and distanced themselves from schismatic 

Protestantism. Indeed, a number of reform initiatives were driven by the papacy itself. 

When the Dutch theologian Cardinal Adrian Florenszoon from Utrecht was elected as Pope Adrian VI 

in January 1522, he immediately made known his willingness to reform the church from the top 

downwards. … 

The new pope urged the German princes to act swiftly against the Lutheran “pestilence” and to 

enforce the edict of the Diet at Worms, because he believed that evangelical teaching was 

endangering people’s salvation: “we see countless souls who have been redeemed by the blood of 

Christ and entrusted to our pastoral care being turned away from the true faith and religion and going 

to perdition”1409 

Reform of the Catholic Church was largely the work of monks and nuns 

The work of Church reform, however, was largely the work not of humanists, but of monks and nuns. 

New religious orders and renewals of existing orders were the chief engines of a spiritual regeneration 

that spread throughout the Catholic world in the 16th century, producing men such as St Ignatius of 

Loyola (1491-1556) or the great Spanish Carmelite mystic (and Spain’s greatest lyric poet) St John of 

the Cross (1542-91) or the Jesuit spiritual writer St Francis de Sales (1567-1622). And the great zeal 

for missions abroad inspired by this revival ultimately helped lead to the global ubiquity and immense 

demography of the modern Roman Catholic Church.1410 

Report to the Pope was a devastating critique, exposing Rome’s avarice and 
corruption 

Pope Paul III was serious about reform and called all the bishops of the church to gather at Mantua, in 

northern Italy, from May 1537. In preparation for the council, Paul III established a nine-man 

commission at the Vatican to identify abuses in need of remedy. …  

They produced a secret report, “Advice concerning Church Reform”, presented to the pope in March 

1537. It was a devastating critique of the church’s moral turpitude, exposing the avarice and 

corruption which lay at the heart of the Roman curia. It lambasted the indiscriminate ordination of 

immoral clergy, the sale of benefices, the greed of power-hungry cardinals, the laxity of monasticism, 

and the ineffectiveness of episcopal discipline.1411 

Pope Paul III summoned his own council of bishops to meet at Trento 

[In 1545, Pope Paul III] summoned his own council of bishops to meet at Trento (known in English as 

“Trent”). …  

Evangelicals responded to the news that Pope Paul had called an ecumenical council by deriding his 

authority and mocking the idea that Rome was able to reform itself. Calvin likened it to a thief 

arranging a tribunal at which the criminal was to act as both judge and jury in his own case. He 

denounced Rome as “a sink of wickedness scarcely better than hell itself” and the pope as “a high 

priest of all impiety, a standard-bearer of Satan, a fierce tyrant, a cruel murderer of souls”. …  

[Luther] believed the Council of Trent would be “nothing but a farce, a carnival act put on to amuse 

the pope... The very devil himself would thank him for such a council.” From Luther’s pen poured a 

ceaseless tirade of abuse against Paul III. Rather than the Most Holy Father, he called him the “Most 

Hellish Father”, “a forger of Scripture, a liar, a blasphemer, a desecrater of all the apostles and the 

whole of Christendom, a lying villain, a tyrant over emperor, kings, and the whole world, and a thief, 

knave, and robber of both the goods of the church and the goods of the world”. Luther derided the 

idea that the pope was the head of the Christian church or the vicar of Christ: … 

The council showed no patience for evangelical theology. Indeed it drove a deep and permanent 

wedge between Catholicism and Protestantism. …  
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The council insisted that church traditions should be ranked alongside the Bible as a source of divine 

revelation. …  

The council also affirmed that Jerome’s old Latin Bible translation (the Vulgate) was to be used for all 

theological discussions, and that its “true meaning and interpretation” could only be judged by the 

church, not by private individuals.1412 

Pope Paul IV’s “reign of terror” 

Pope Paul IV … promised: “Even if my own father were a heretic, I would gather the wood to burn 

him.” Some described his pontificate as the “regime of terror”. Catholic reformers faced heresy trials 

and many authors found themselves on the first papal Index of Forbidden Books (which included the 

entire works of Erasmus).1413 

Official mid-16th century anti-Semitic religious censorship 

Catholic governors were worried about dissident literature being spread, so they introduced tight 

censorship and ordered Talmuds and other Jewish books burned in 1554. Production resumed 11 

years later, but only once copies were vetted to rid them of negative references to Jesus or gentiles.1414 
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SIN 

To sin is to “miss the mark” 

To sin is, first and foremost, to “miss the mark”. … It means not just disobeying rules but also, and 

more profoundly, what the Greek Fathers term,  “wandering”, “error”, “illusion” – a key term 

in Orthodox ascetic theology.1418 

Sin is the failure to be one’s own real self, a lack of true humanness 

Sin, that is to say, is to be viewed not primarily in juridical terms, as the transgression of a moral 

code, but rather in an existential perspective, as the failure to be one’s own real self. 

Sin is a lack of true humanness. This means that it is above all else a loss of relationship. To be human 

according to God’s Trinitarian image is to love one another after the model of the mutual love of the 

persons of the Trinity. 

Sinfulness, then, as a lack of true humanness is isolation - from God and from our fellow humans. It is 

the absence of communion.1419 

Human sin set up a barrier between humanity and God 

[Orthodox] … certainly agree with the west in believing that human sin had set up between humanity 

and God a barrier which humanity by its own efforts could never break down. Sin blocked the path to 

union with God. Since we could not come to God, He came to us.1420 

THE FALL; ORIGINAL SIN 

Adam was born a child and had to grow to reach the final goal of perfection 

Humans at their first creation were therefore perfect, not so much in an actual as in a potential sense. 

Endowed with the image from the start, they were called to acquire the likeness by their own efforts 

(assisted of course by the grace of God).  

Adam began in a state of innocence and simplicity. ‘He was a child, not yet having his understanding 

perfected,’ wrote Irenaeus. ‘It was necessary that he should grow and so come to his perfection God 

set Adam on the right path, but Adam had in front of him a long road to traverse in order to reach his 

final goal. 

This picture of Adam before the fall is somewhat different from that presented by Augustine and 

generally accepted in the west since his time. According to Augustine, humans in Paradise were 

endowed from the start with all possible wisdom and knowledge: theirs was a realized, and in no 

sense potential, perfection.1421 

Orthodoxy is less severe than the west in its view of the consequences of Adam’s fall 

Orthodoxy, holding as it does a less exalted idea of the human state before the fall, is also less severe 

than the west in its view of the consequences of the fall. Adam fell, not from a great height of 

knowledge and perfection, but from a state of undeveloped simplicity; hence he is not to be judged 

too harshly for his error.1422 

The story of Adam and Eve shows how man lost the “likeness” of God 

The story of creation, and specifically of Adam and Eve, tells of the goodness of all things that exist, 

and the superiority of man over other beings. It shows how the origin of evil does not lie in God but in 

his most perfect creature whose free act of sin brought wickedness and death to the world, how man 

lost the “likeness” of God, his response to God’s love.1423 
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Adam set up his own will against the divine will, and thus he separated himself from 
God 

Adam’s fall consisted essentially in his disobedience of the will of God; he set up his own will against 

the divine will, and so by his own act he separated himself from God. As a result, a new form of 

existence appeared on earth — that of disease and death. 

By turning away from God, who is immortality and life, humans put themselves in a state that was 

contrary to nature, and this unnatural condition led to an inevitable disintegration of their being and 

eventually to physical death.1424 

We are all subject to the consequences of Adam’s disobedience 

The consequences of Adam’s disobedience extended to all his descendants. … In virtue of this 

mysterious unity of the human race, not only Adam but all humankind became subject to mortality. 

Nor was the disintegration which followed from the fall merely physical. Cut off from God, Adam 

and his descendants passed under the domination of sin and of the devil. Each new human being is 

born into a world where sin prevails everywhere, a world in which it is easy to do evil and hard to do 

good. Our will is weakened and enfeebled by what the Greeks call ‘desire’ and the Latins 

‘concupiscence’. We are all subject to these, the spiritual effects of original sin.1425 

Humans inherit Adam’s corruption and mortality, but not his guilt 

Most Orthodox theologians reject the idea of ‘original guilt’, put forward by Augustine and still 

accepted (albeit in a mitigated form) by the Roman Catholic Church. Humans (Orthodox usually 

teach) automatically inherit Adam’s corruption and mortality, but not his guilt: they are only guilty in 

so far as by their own free choice they imitate Adam.1426 

Through the fall of Adam, we each have an inherited inclination towards what is sinful 

By virtue of the fall, on the moral level we each have an inherited inclination towards what is sinful; 

we are each born into a world in which it is easy for us to do evil and hard for us to do good.1427 

We are involved in Adam’s sinful act because we belong to a single human family 

Without being personally guilty of Adam’s sinful act, we are involved in it and even in some measure 

responsible for it, by virtue of the fact that we all belong to a single human family.1428 

Our nature has not undergone a radical depravity or total corruption 

The view of our fallen state accepted within the Orthodox tradition is definitely less somber than that 

upheld by Augustine, Luther or Calvin. While Orthodox agree that we all suffer by virtue of the fall 

from a weakening of the will, we would not say with Luther or Calvin that our nature had undergone a 

radical depravity or total corruption. 

Whereas Lutherans tend to assert that because of the fall the image of God has been “effaced” or 

“lost”, Orthodox would state that it has been tarnished but not obliterated.1429 

The fall did not deprive humanity entirely of God’s grace 

Orthodox  do not hold that the fall deprived humanity entirely of God’s grace, though they would say 

that after the fall grace acts on humanity from the outside, not from within. 

Orthodox do not say, as Calvin said, that humans after the fall were utterly depraved and incapable of 

good desires. 

They cannot agree with Augustine, when he writes that humans are under ‘a harsh necessity’ of 

committing sin, and that `human nature was overcome by the fault into which it fell, and so came to 

lack freedom’. 
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The image of God is distorted by sin, but never destroyed. … Because we still retain the image of 

God, we still retain free will, although sin restricts its scope. Even after the fall, God ‘takes not away 

from humans the power to will — to will to obey or not to obey Him’.  

Faithful to the idea of synergy, Orthodoxy repudiates any interpretation of the fall which allows no 

room for human freedom.1430 

The notion of inherited sinfulness can be found, in a rudimentary form, in some Greek 
writings 

It is commonly assumed that belief in a hereditary “original guilt” is characteristic of the Latin West 

rather than of the Greek East, and certainly such an approach is developed far more systematically by 

St. Augustine than ever it is in the Greek tradition. But the notion of an inherited sinfulness can also 

be found, at any rate in a rudimentary form, in more than one Greek writer.1431 

Unbaptized babies are not consigned to the everlasting flames of hell 

Orthodox have never held (as Augustine and many others in the west have done) that unbaptized 

babies, because tainted with original guilt, are consigned by the just God to the everlasting flames of 

hell. The Orthodox picture of fallen humanity is far less sombre than the Augustinian or Calvinist 

view.1432 

SALVATION – THEOSIS – DEIFICATION 

Salvation 

Orthodox ideas on salvation might sound strange to Western Christians 

Western theology teaches that salvation is about God’s legal favour and judgment upon souls. The 

relationship between God and humans regarding entrance to heaven is understood in a contractual 

manner and is couched in legalistic terms such as ‘payment of debts’, ‘justice of God’, ‘human’s 

guilt’, ‘necessity of satisfaction’, ‘justification’, ‘standing before God in his court’, and the like. It 

also has nothing to say about people becoming divinised either in this life or the afterlife. …  

Orthodox ideas on salvation seem to inhabit a parallel universe. Theosis is described in terms 

‘communion’, ‘union with God’, ‘way of perfection’, ‘fellowship with God’, ‘regeneration’, 

‘ekstasis’, and ‘partaking of God’s nature’. It is mainly a process in which both humans and God 

participate, individual and universal salvations are intertwined and interdependent and which, in 

addition to humans and God, also involves the natural world. 

However, regardless of how alien these views might sound to Western Christians, and regardless of 

how convinced they might be that the word theosis does not feature in the Scriptures, deification was 

actually one of the most widespread ways in which salvation was understood in the early centuries of 

Christianity.1433 

Salvation is a Mystery 

We may say “great is the mystery of our salvation.” Salvation is not to be easily explained. It is a 

mystery. Reaching out into the dazzling darkness of God, there is so much that we cannot express in 

words.1434 

The Dramatic Theory Model is very popular in Orthodoxy 

The so-called Dramatic Theory … is very popular in Orthodoxy. We are to think in terms of a cosmic 

battle. Christ the victor triumphs over the power of the devil of sin and evil. We might find a New 

Testament basis for this in Christ’s final cry on the cross in the gospel of St. John. Tetelestai,: “It is 

finished”. This is not a cry of resignation and despair. Christ is not saying it’s all over, nothing more 

to be done. It is a cry of victory. It is accomplished. It is fulfilled. It is completed. …  
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This approach to atonement emphasizes the cross but also very strongly the resurrection which are not 

to be seen as two separate events but as a single drama. An undivided action.1435 

Christ reversed the effects of Adam’s disobedience. 

Christ, the Second Adam, came to earth and reversed the effects of the first Adam’s disobedience.1436 

Saving truth is not a set of ideas but a living person 

We are saved by faith, and faith is not a hypothesis but a personal relationship; it signifies, not 

adherence to certain propositions about Christ, but direct trust in Christ Himself. That is to say, 

salvation is Christ the Savior. … Saving truth is not a set of ideas but a living person.1437 

We are saved through the total work of Christ, not just by one particular event in his 
life 

The mystery of Christ forms an undivided unity. Incarnation, baptism, transfiguration, crucifixion, 

resurrection, ascension: all the moments in Christ’s incarnate dispensation constitute a single whole. 

We are saved through the total work of Christ, not just by one particular event in his life. The cross is 

central, but it can only be understood in the light of what goes before. … Any theology of salvation 

that concentrates narrowly on the cross, at the expense of the resurrection, is bound to seem 

unbalanced to Orthodoxy.1438 

The Incarnation is an act of salvation, reopening the path to union with God 

Because man fell, the Incarnation is not only an act of love but an act of salvation. Jesus Christ, by 

uniting man and God in his own person, reopened for man the path to union with God.1439 

The Western and Eastern Churches think of the Crucifixion in different ways 

One must … reject as misleading the common assertion that the east[tern Church] concentrates on the 

Risen Christ, the west on Christ Crucified. If we are going to draw a contrast, it would be more exact 

to say that east and west think of the Crucifixion in slightly different ways.1440 

Orthodox think of Christ Crucified as Christ the Victor 

When Orthodox think of Christ Crucified, they think not only of His suffering and desolation; they 

think of Him as Christ the Victor, Christ the King, reigning in triumph from the Tree: …  

Where Orthodoxy sees chiefly Christ the Victor, the late medieval and post-medieval west sees 

chiefly Christ the Victim. 

While Orthodoxy interprets the Crucifixion primarily as an act of triumphant victory over the powers 

of evil, the west — particularly since the time of Anselm of Canterbury (?1033—1109) — has tended 

rather to think of the Cross in penal and juridical terms, as an act of satisfaction designed to propitiate 

the wrath of an angry Father. 

Yet these contrasts must not be pressed too far. Eastern writers, as well as western, have applied 

juridical and penal language to the Crucifixion; western writers, as well as eastern, have never ceased 

to think of Good Friday as a moment of victory. In the west from the 1930s onwards there has been a 

revival of the Patristic idea of Christus Victor.1441 

God delivered humanity by becoming man, being crucified and rising from the dead 

Humanity, so the New Testament teaches, is separated from God by sin, and cannot through its own 

efforts break down the wall of separation which its sinfulness has created. God has therefore taken the 

initiative: He has become man, has been crucified, and has risen again from the dead, thereby 
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delivering humanity from the bondage of sin and death. This is the central message of the Christian 

faith, and it is this message of redemption that the councils were concerned to safeguard.1442 

The Resurrection theme binds Eastern Christianity’s theological concepts 

The theme of the Resurrection of Christ binds together all theological concepts and realities in eastern 

Christianity.1443 

A rich variety of images describe what the Savior has done for us 

The Orthodox Church has never formally endorsed any particular theory of atonement. The Greek 

Fathers, following the New Testament, employ a rich variety of images to describe what the Savior 

has done for us. These models are not mutually exclusive; on the contrary, each needs to be balanced 

by the others. Five models stand out in particular: teacher, sacrifice, ransom, victory and 

participation.1444 

Salvation is not a single event in a person’s past but it is an ongoing process 

According, then, to the soteriological perspective of the Orthodox Church, salvation - when viewed 

from the standpoint of the human subject that receives it - is not a single event in that person’s past 

but an ongoing process.1445 

Salvation is a synergeia or “cooperation” between divine grace and human freedom 

The Orthodox Church sees salvation in terms of synergeia or “cooperation” between divine grace and 

human freedom. In St. Paul’s words, “We are fellow-workers (synergoi) with God” (1 Cor. 3:9).1446 

The appointed means of salvation is in and through the Church community 

So far as we on our side are concerned, the appointed means to salvation is always in and through the 

community of the Church.1447 

One is saved in the Church 

No one is saved alone. He is saved in the Church, as a member of it and in union with all its other 

members.1448 

Salvation is founded first and foremost upon the sacraments 

Our salvation is founded first and foremost upon baptism and the Eucharist (Rom. 6:4; 1 Cor. 10:16). 

It involves also the sacrament of confession. The repentance and self-knowledge generated through 

the sacramental confession of sins, and more broadly through the personal counsel of our spiritual 

guide, is for us Orthodox a vital aspect of our growth in Christ.1449 

We are saved as members of the Church, through sharing the sacraments 

Salvation is personal but it is not isolated. We are not saved alone but as members of the body of 

Christ, the Church, through sharing in the sacraments of baptism and Holy Communion.1450 

Salvation involves mutual forgiveness 

“No one is saved alone”: without mutual forgiveness there is no salvation.1451 

No sharp differentiation between justification and sanctification 

When we Orthodox speak about salvation, we do not have in view any sharp differentiation between 

justification and sanctification. Indeed, Orthodox usually have little to say about justification as a 
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distinct topic. … We Orthodox, then, “see ‘justification’ and ‘sanctification’ as one divine action … 

one continuous process.1452 

Salvation cannot be “earned” or “deserved” 

Even though we affirm that “Human free will is an essential condition”, in no way does this signify 

that salvation can be “earned” or “deserved.”1453 

Salvation is not partly God’s work and partly our own 

When we say that what God does is incomparably more important than what we humans do, this 

should not be taken to mean that our salvation is partly God’s work and partly our own.1454 

The mystery of salvation cannot be fully explained by the satisfaction theory or the 
penal theory 

The paradoxical and apophatic fullness of the mystery of salvation is more genuinely suggested by 

symbols than by intellectual definitions.  

To consider the cross of the resurrection in images, to express them through symbolical and liturgical 

acts is to hint at this mystery of salvation in a way more real and more existential than is possible 

through Anselm’s theory of satisfaction or the penal theory of the Protestants, which cannot express 

more than one aspect of the incomprehensible mystery of salvation.1455 

Anselm’s Satisfaction Theory is rejected 

There is, in the Bible and in the classical tradition, no single theory of what a sacrifice means. In the 

Old Testament, there are many different kinds of sacrifice. … The sacrifice of the scapegoat in 

Leviticus 16 where the goat is driven out into the desert, bearing the sins of people. An offering to 

Satan. …  

If we are to understand sacrifice right, we must recognize that the real point is not the death of the 

victim. … The essence of sacrifice is a gift. To sacrifice is to offer. … Unless a sacrifice is made 

voluntarily and out of love, it isn’t truly a sacrifice at all. … 

The whole of Christ’s life is a sacrifice. The incarnation is already a sacrifice. We have a variance on 

the sacrifice motif. For example, St. Anselm’s satisfaction theory.  

Orthodox don’t much like this particular theory. The theory is that Christ’s death is an act of 

reparation. It satisfies the father’s offended honor. We’ve got a feudal background here. But surely 

God the father is not a feudal overlord who has to be appeased in this way by the sacrifice of his son. 
1456 

Anselm’s idea of satisfaction is a Medieval addition 

The idea of Christ’s death as making satisfaction is not found in the Greek fathers nor do I think in the 

early Latin Fathers. It is a medieval addition.1457 

Christ died on our behalf, but not instead of us; Substitution model is rejected 

There is another variant which has more importance. The idea of substitution. That Christ dies as a 

sacrifice is often instead of us. Now that is certainly scriptural. … For our sake, God made him, that is 

Christ, to be sin who knew no sin, so that in him we might become the righteousness of God. …  

There is the essential truth in this language of substitution, that Christ has died instead of us. It 

emphasizes that Christ has done something for us that we could not do for and by ourselves. We could 

not find the way back to God by ourselves so God came to Earth and died on our behalf. … We could 

not come to Christ, so Christ came to us. We could not save ourselves, so Christ to save us has died 
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on our behalf, but perhaps not instead of us, because we have to associate ourselves with Christ’s 

saving act.1458 

Theosis – Deification – ‘Partakers Of The Divine Nature 

Christ was made man that we might be made God 

We may think of Christ’s saving work in terms of an exchange. … Christ shares totally in what we are 

so that we may share in what he is. … St. Athanasius states this yet more concisely, “He was made 

man that we might be made God.”  

Now of course Athanasius does not mean that we become literally, by nature, God. We do not, in 

salvation, become additional members of the Holy Trinity. But what he means in speaking in this way 

of salvation as deification or divinization, theosis, is that salvation is not just an alteration in our legal 

status. Not just the question of imputed righteousness. Salvation signifies a total transformation of our 

created nature so that we are permeated and transfigured by the eternal life of God.1459 

Salvation (deification, divinization) is the infinite process of becoming more and more 
like God 

Soteriology is the doctrine of salvation. In the Orthodox Church, salvation is understood as theosis, 

the infinite process of becoming more and more like God. It is also termed deification or divinization, 

and its meaning is that the Christian may become more and more soaked with the divine life, 

becoming by grace what Christ is by nature. As St. Athanasius the Great said, “God became man so 

that man might become god.” By participation in the incarnation, man becomes like Christ. 

Salvation is a process which encompasses not only the whole earthly life of the Christian, but also the 

eternal life of the age to come. It is often described in terms of three stages—catharsis (purification), 

theoria (illumination) and theosis (divinization). Salvation is thus not only becoming sinless 

(purification), but it is also a progress in being filled with the divine light. Additionally, it is becoming 

so filled with God in union with Him that the Christian shines forth with the likeness of God, 

sometimes even literally becoming a bearer of the uncreated light. Though these terms of three stages 

are sometimes used, there is much overlap between them, and the whole process is often termed 

theosis. 

It is only in and through Christ that man can be saved. Salvation cannot be earned, being a free gift 

from God. Its acquisition, however, requires man’s cooperation with God, because God will not 

violate the free will of man. Thus, a life of repentance and participation in the sacraments is the means 

by which man cooperates with God. This cooperation is termed synergia (synergy). 

In theosis, man becomes filled with the divine life. He takes on God’s attributes, but he does not 

become merged with the Holy Trinity. There is union without fusion. Man can become a god by 

grace, not in a polytheistic sense, but rather in terms of becoming a son or daughter of the Most High 

by means of adoption.1460 

------ 

This concept of theosis rejects that salvation is a positive result to a legalistic dilemma, but is instead a 

healing process.1461 

For Orthodoxy our salvation and redemption mean our deification, to become god 

Basil described the human person as a creature who has received the order to become a god; and 

Athanasius, as we know, said that God became human that we humans might become god. ‘In My 

kingdom, said Christ, I shall be God with you as gods.’ Such, according to the teaching of the 

Orthodox Church, is the final goal at which every Christian must aim: to become god, to attain 
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theosis, ‘deification’ or ‘divinization’. For Orthodoxy our salvation and redemption mean our 

deification.1462 

The aim of the Christian life can well be defined in terms of deification 

The aim of the Christian life, which Seraphim described as the acquisition of the Holy Spirit of God, 

can equally well be defined in terms of deification.1463 

We become by grace what God is by nature, being made sons in the Son 

The “hominization” of God, that is to say, makes possible the “deification” (theosis) of man. He takes 

into himself what is ours and in exchange he gives us what is His own, so that we become by grace 

what God is by nature, being made sons in the Son.1464 

Theosis signifies that we become god by grace or status but not by nature 

Through this “distinction-in-unity” between essence and energies, we are enabled to affirm a genuine 

mystical union between humans and God, while at the same time avoiding pantheism. Precisely 

because we share in the divine energies but not in the divine essence, theosis signifies that we become 

god by grace or status but not by nature. We are “oned” with the living God, and yet he continues to 

be the Wholly Other.1465 

Humans must be ‘deified’, to become by grace what God is by nature 

St Paul expressed this message of redemption in terms of sharing. Christ shared our poverty that we 

might share the riches of His divinity.  

‘Our Lord Jesus Christ, though He was rich, yet for your sake became poor, that you 

through His poverty might become rich’ (2 Corinthians viii, 9). 

In St John’s Gospel the same idea is found in a slightly different form. Christ states that He has given 

His disciples a share in the divine glory, and He prays that they may achieve union with God: 

‘The glory which You, Father, gave Me I have given to them, that they may be one, 

just as We are one; I in them, and You in Me, that they may be perfectly one’ (John 

xvii, 22-3 ). 

The Greek Fathers took these and similar texts in their literal sense, and dared to speak of humanity’s 

‘deification’ (in Greek, theosis). If humans are to share in God’s glory, they argued, if they are to be 

‘perfectly one’ with God, this means in effect that humans must be ‘deified’: they are called to 

become by grace what God is by nature. Accordingly St Athanasius summed up the purpose of the 

Incarnation by saying, ‘God became human that we might be made god.’1466 

The human does not become God by nature, but is a ‘created god’ by grace or by 
status 

When deified, [humans] voluntarily and in love conform their will to the will of God. Nor does the 

human person, when it ‘becomes god’, cease to be human: ‘We remain creatures while becoming god 

by grace, as Christ remained God when becoming man by the Incarnation.’ The human being does not 

become God by nature, but is merely a ‘created god’, a god by grace or by status. …  

Even in this present life, some saints have experienced the first-fruits of this visible and bodily 

glorification.1467 

Through His victorious sacrifice, Christ set the ‘likeness of God’ within reach 

In His own person, Christ showed what the true ‘likeness of God’ is, and through His redeeming and 

victorious sacrifice He set that likeness once again within our reach.1468 
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We will become ‘like’ God, acquiring the divine likeness; assimilated to God 

The image …  signifies our human free will, our reason, our sense of moral responsibility. … But the 

image means more than that. It means that we are God’s ‘offspring’ (Acts xvii, 28), His kin; it means 

that between us and Him there is a point of contact and similarity. The gulf between creature and 

Creator is not impassable, for because we are in God’s image we can know God and have communion 

with Him. 

If we make proper use of this faculty for communion with God, then we will become ‘like’ God, we 

will acquire the divine likeness; in the words of John Damascene, we will be ‘assimilated to God 

through virtue’. To acquire the likeness is to be deified, it is to become a ‘second god’, a `god by 

grace’. ‘I said, you are gods, and all of you sons of the Most High’ (Psalm lxxxi, 6; cf. John x, 3 4-

5).1469 

Our human nature is more complete than the angelic and endowed with richer potentialities. The 

human person is a microcosm, a bridge and point of meeting for the whole of God’s creation.1470 

Christ prays that we may be taken up into the Godhead 

Just as the three persons of the Trinity ‘dwell’ in one another in an unceasing movement of love, so 

we humans, made in the image of the Trinity, are called to ‘dwell’ in one another, in and through the 

Trinitarian God. Christ prays that we may share in the life of the Trinity, in the movement of love 

which passes between the divine persons; He prays that we may be taken up into the Godhead.1471 

Union with God means union with the divine energies 

The idea of deification must always be understood in the light of the distinction between God’s 

essence and His energies. Union with God means union with the divine energies, not the divine 

essence.1472 

The energies are God Himself entering into direct, unmediated contact with us 

We participate in the uncreated energies of God but not in His transcendent essence. … The energies, 

then, are not an intermediary between God and the world, but they are God Himself entering into 

direct, unmediated contact with us.1473 

The Transfiguration of Jesus Christ speaks about the past, present, future, and the 
fulfilment of deification, theosis 

The Transfiguration of Jesus Christ on Mount Tabor … describes how James, Peter, and John 

followed Jesus to a mountain summit where his face and clothes started radiating light, how he then 

conversed with Moses and Elijah, and how God himself spoke to the disciples (Matt. 17.1-9; Mar. 

9.2-8, Luk. 9.28-36; 2 Pet. 1.16-18). … 

To Orthodox believers this event speaks about the past, the present and the future of the notion, the 

way, and the fulfilment of theosis or deification, the Orthodox understanding of salvation and 

rendition on the Christian ‘principle of hope’. To them it confirms the truthfulness of the tantalising, 

but agonisingly vague verses of the Book of Genesis and the Psalms, in which, at the very beginning 

of the world, humans were created in the image and likeness or God and proclaimed to be Gods (Gen. 

1.26; Ps. 82.6). …  

The message that is communicated to the believers is analogical: like Jesus, whose humanity was 

divinised on the Mount, human ultimate destiny is also to become divine; like the disciples who were 

able to look at the divine light with their mortal eyes and communicate directly with God.1474 
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Theosis is achieved through opening the mind to divine illumination 

Theosis begins with baptism, it is nurtured by sharing in the liturgical life and by reception of the 

Eucharist and is achieved through opening the mind to divine illumination which leads to ecstasy and 

a union of love between the believer and God. 

To describe the nature of this ecstatic love-embrace between God and humans Areopagite did not use 

the word agape, which denoted a kind of benevolent, brotherly love — and was at the time almost 

exclusively employed in connection with God — but eros, the word that had fleshier connotations, 

was associated with physical sexual love, and was used as agape’s opposite.1475 

To be saved is to share in the power, joy and glory of God 

If to be saved is to be “divinized”, to participate directly in the divine and uncreated energies, then 

salvation signifies much more that an external alteration in our juridical status, and likewise much 

more than an “imitation of Christ” through our moral conduct. 

Salvation is nothing less than an all-embracing transformation of our humanness. To be saved is to 

share with all the fullness of human nature in the power, joy and glory of God. It is to affirm with 

entire and uncompromising realism, “His life is mine.”1476 

“How can I become god?” 

If someone asks ‘How can I become god?’ the answer is very simple: go to church, receive the 

sacraments regularly, pray to God ‘in spirit and in truth’, read the Gospels, follow the commandments. 

The last of these items — ‘follow the commandments’ — must never be forgotten. Orthodoxy, no less 

than western Christianity, firmly rejects the kind of mysticism that seeks to dispense with moral 

rules.1477 

The personal and organic union between God and humans is a New Testament 
teaching 

This idea of a personal and organic union between God and humans — God dwelling in us, and we in 

Him — is a constant theme in St John’s Gospel; it is also a constant theme in the Epistles of St Paul, 

who sees the Christian life above all else as a life ‘in Christ’. The same idea recurs in the famous text 

of 2 Peter: ‘Through these promises you may become partakers of the divine nature’ (i,4). It is 

important to keep this New Testament background in mind.1478 

The theme of mutual sharing and indwelling pervades the Johannine writings 

Most strikingly of all, the theme of mutual sharing and indwelling pervades the Johannine writings. 

 Christ the God-man is the ladder between heaven and earth (John 1:51; cf. 10:7). 

 Knowledge of God comes through coinherence: “You know him (the Spirit), because he 

abides with you and will be in you” (John 14:17). 

 Christ is the vine, we are the branches: “Abide in me as I abide in you” (John 15:4). 

 Just as Christ and the Father dwell in each other, so we are to dwell in Christ and He in us 

(John 17:21-23). 

 To be saved is thus to participate in God and to be made “like him” (1 John 3:2). 

 This New Testament message of salvation through indwelling and exchange is taken up in the 

Greek Patristic tradition.1479 

Deification also involves the body 

Deification is something that involves the body. … The full deification of the body must wait, 

however, until the Last Day. … Because of our reverence for the human body and our belief in the 

body’s ultimate resurrection, in the Orthodox Church we do not permit cremation.1480 
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IMAGE AND LIKENESS 

Image denotes the endowed powers from the start while likeness indicates the 
gradual assimilation to God 

The creation of the human person, so the Greek Fathers continually emphasized, was an act of all 

three persons in the Trinity, and therefore the image and likeness of God must always be thought of as 

a Trinitarian image and likeness. We shall find that this is a point of vital importance. 

The expression according to the image,’ wrote John of Damascus, ‘indicates rationality and freedom, 

while the expression according to the likeness indicates assimilation to God through virtue.’ …  

The image denotes the powers with which each one of us is endowed by God from the first moment of 

our existence; the likeness is not an endowment which we possess from the start, but a goal at which 

we must aim, something which we can only acquire by degrees. However sinful we may be, we never 

lose the image; but the likeness depends upon our moral choice, upon our ‘virtue’, and so it is 

destroyed by sin.1481 

The utmost emphasis is placed on the image of God in the human person 

Orthodox religious thought lays the utmost emphasis on the image of God in the human person. Each 

of us is a ‘living theology’, and because we are God’s icon, we can find God by looking within our 

own heart, by ‘returning within ourselves’. … ‘If you are pure,’ wrote St Isaac the Syrian (late 

seventh century), ‘heaven is within you; within yourself you will see the angels and the Lord of the 

angels.’1482 

Humans were called to acquire the likeness of God by their own efforts 

Humans at their first creation were therefore perfect, not so much in an actual as in a potential sense. 

Endowed with the image from the start, they were called to acquire the likeness by their own efforts 

(assisted of course by the grace of God).1483 

GRACE AND WILL 

To achieve full fellowship with God requires divine grace and human will 

The Orthodox Church rejects any doctrine of grace which might seem to infringe upon human 

freedom. To describe the relation between the grace of God and human freedom, Orthodoxy uses the 

term cooperation or synergy. …  

If we are to achieve full fellowship with God, we cannot do so without God’s help, yet we must also 

play our own part: we humans as well as God must make our contribution to the common work, 

although what God does is of immeasurably greater importance than what we do. The incorporation 

of humans into Christ and our union with God require the cooperation of two unequal, but equally 

necessary forces: divine grace and human will. …  

The grace of God invites all but compels none. … But it must not be imagined that because a person 

accepts and guards God’s grace, he thereby earns ‘merit’. God’s gifts are always free gifts, and we 

humans can never have any claims upon our Maker. But while we cannot ‘merit’ salvation, we must 

certainly work for it, since ‘faith without works is dead’ (James ii, 17). 1484 

THE TRINITY 

Orthodox Christians worship the Holy Trinity 

Orthodox Christians worship the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit—the Holy Trinity, the one God. 

Following the Holy Scriptures and the Church Fathers, the Church believes that the Trinity is three 

divine persons (hypostases) who share one essence (ousia). It is paradoxical to believe thus, but that is 

how God has revealed himself. All three persons are consubstantial with each other, that is, they are 

of one essence (homoousios) and coeternal. There never was a time when any of the persons of the 
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Trinity did not exist. God is beyond and before time and yet acts within time, moving and speaking 

within history.1485 

The doctrine of the Trinity has a living, practical importance for every Christian 

Orthodoxy believes most passionately that the doctrine of the Holy Trinity is not a piece of ‘high 

theology’ reserved for the professional scholar, but something that has a living, practical importance 

for every Christian. The human person, so the Bible teaches, is made in the image of God, and to 

Christians God means the Trinity: thus it is only in the light of the dogma of the Trinity that we can 

understand who we are and what God intends us to be. Our private lives, our personal relations, and 

all our plans of forming a Christian society depend upon a right theology of the Trinity.1486 

The Trinity as relative to Man 

Since man is made in the image of God, man also has three natures. Both man and woman have three 

parts: body, soul, and spirit.  

God the Son is comparable to the body since the Son is God incarnate. 

God the Father is comparable to the soul, or mind, since he was the mind that created everything. 

The Holy Spirit is comparable to man’s Spirit.1487 

The Eastern approach to the Trinity doctrine could lead to the notion of three Gods 

In the early Patristic period, there is a general tendency for the Latin west to start from the unity of the 

divine essence and to work from that to the threeness of the persons, whereas there is a general 

tendency for the Greek east to argue in the opposite direction, from the threeness of the persons to the 

oneness of the essence. But on this level we are speaking only of general tendencies, and not of 

irreconcilable oppositions or of specific heresies. If pushed to extremes, the western approach leads to 

modalism and Sabellianism, just as the eastern approach leads to tritheism, to the notion of ‘three 

Gods’.1488 

CHRIST’S NATURES 

Christ must be fully God and fully human 

Christ must be fully God and fully human. Each heresy in turn undermined some part of this vital 

affirmation. Either Christ was made less than God (Arianism); or His humanity was so divided from 

His Godhead that He became two persons instead of one (Nestorianism); or He was not presented as 

truly human (Monophysitism, Monothelitism). Each council defended this affirmation. The first two, 

held in the fourth century, concentrated upon the earlier part (that Christ must be fully God) and 

formulated the doctrine of the Trinity. The next four, during the fifth, sixth and seventh centuries, 

turned to the second part (the fullness of Christ’s humanity) and also sought to explain how humanity 

and Godhead could be united in a single person. The seventh council, in defence of the Holy Icons, 

seems at first to stand somewhat apart, but like the first six it was ultimately concerned with the 

Incarnation and with human salvation.1489 

Christ is one person with two natures with two wills and two energies 

[Christ is] true God and true man, one person in two natures, without separation and without 

confusion: a single person, but endowed with two wills and two energies.1490 

Jesus Christ, fully God and man with two wills and two natures, yet remains one 
person. 

The second person of the Holy Trinity, the Son of God, begotten before all ages by the Father without 

a mother, was begotten in time by the Virgin Mary the Theotokos, without a father. …  
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Our Lord Jesus is the Theanthropos, the God-man. He is not half God and half man, nor is he a hybrid 

of the two. Rather, he is fully God and fully man, perfect in his divinity and perfect in his humanity. 

He has two natures, joined together in the Incarnation without mixture, division, or confusion. As a 

result of being fully God and man, he also has two wills, one human will and one divine will to which 

the human one is submitted. He has two natures yet remains one person, one hypostasis. 

Jesus is God, the second person of the Holy Trinity. He is the I AM revealed to Moses.1491 

THE HOLY SPIRIT 

The Holy Spirit’s work is sanctification 

In their activity among humans the second and the third persons of the Trinity are complementary and 

reciprocal. Christ’s work of redemption cannot be considered apart from the Holy Spirit’s work of 

sanctification.1492 

The true aim of the Christian life is the acquisition of the Holy Spirit of God 

The true aim of the Christian life is the acquisition of the Holy Spirit of God. As for fasts, vigils, 

prayer, and almsgiving, and other good works done in the name of Christ, they are only the means of 

acquiring the Holy Spirit of God.1493 

So far as the mission of the Spirit to the world is concerned, He is sent by the Son 

A firm distinction must be drawn between the eternal procession of the Holy Spirit, and the temporal 

mission, the sending of the Spirit to the world: the one concerns the relations existing from all eternity 

within the Godhead, the other concerns the relation of God to creation. 

Thus when the west says that the Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son, and when Orthodoxy 

says that He proceeds from the Father alone, both sides are referring not to the outward action of the 

Trinity towards creation, but to certain eternal relations within the Godhead — relations which 

existed before ever the world was. 

But Orthodoxy, while disagreeing with the west over the eternal procession of the Spirit, agrees with 

the west in saying that, so far as the mission of the Spirit to the world is concerned, He is sent by the 

Son, and is indeed the ‘Spirit of the Son’.1494 

The Roman Catholic Church says the Holy Spirit proceeds eternally from the Father 
and the Son (the Filioque) 

The distinctive characteristic of the first person of the Trinity is Fatherhood: He is unbegotten, having 

His source and origin solely in Himself and not in any other person. 

The distinctive characteristic of the second person is Sonship: although equal to the Father and 

coeternal with Him, He is not unbegotten or sourceless, but has His source and origin in the Father, 

from whom He is begotten or born from all eternity — ‘before all ages’, as the Creed says. 

The distinctive characteristic of the third person is Procession: like the Son, He has His source and 

origin in the Father; but His relationship to the Father is different from that of the Son, since He is 

not begotten but from all eternity He proceeds from the Father. 

It is precisely at this point that the western view of the Trinity seems to conflict with that of the east. 

According to Roman Catholic theology — as expressed, for example, by St Augustine of Hippo (360-

430) or by the Council of Florence (1438-9) — the Holy Spirit proceeds eternally from the Father and 

the Son (Filioque). This doctrine is known as the ‘Double Procession’ of the Spirit. 

Now the Greek Fathers are willing on occasion to affirm that the Spirit proceeds from the Father 

through the Son — such language is found particularly in St Gregory of Nyssa — or that He proceeds 
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from the Father and rests upon the Son; but the Christian east has almost always refused to say 

that the Spirit proceeds from the Son.1495 

The Filioque provides a mark of difference 

Orthodox agree in their doctrine of God with the overwhelming majority of all who call themselves 

Christians. Non-Chalcedonians and Lutherans, members of the Church of the East and Roman 

Catholics, Calvinists, Anglicans, and Orthodox: all alike worship One God in Three Persons and 

confess Christ as Incarnate Son of God. 

Yet there is one point in the doctrine of God the Trinity over which east and west seem to part 

company — the Filioque.1496 

Many Orthodox regard the Filioque as dangerous and heretical, making the Holy Spirit 
subordinated to the Son 

Many Orthodox regard the Filioque as dangerous and heretical. Filioquism confuses the persons, and 

destroys the proper balance between unity and diversity in the Godhead. The oneness of the deity is 

emphasized at the expense of His threeness; God is regarded too much in terms of abstract essence 

and too little in terms of specific personality. 

But this is not all. The stricter group of Orthodox feel that, as a result of the Filioque, the Holy Spirit 

in western thought has become subordinated to the Son.1497 

The Filioque tends to subordinate and neglect the Holy Spirit 

The Orthodox Church lays great stress upon the work of the Holy Spirit. … One of the reasons why 

Orthodox have objected to the Filioque is because they have seen in it a tendency to subordinate and 

neglect the Spirit.1498 

The Orthodox Church’s great difficulty was the Filioque 

The … [Orthodox Church’s] great difficulty was the Filioque. The dispute involved the words about 

the Holy Spirit in the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed. Originally the Creed ran: 

‘I believe … in the Holy Spirit, the Lord, the Giver of Life, who proceeds from the 

Father, who with the Father and the Son together is worshipped and together 

glorified.’ 

This, the original form, is recited unchanged by the east to this day. But the west inserted an extra 

phrase ‘and from the Son’ (in Latin, Filioque), so that the Creed now reads 

‘who proceeds from the Father and the Son’. …  

The Orthodox objected (and still object) to this addition to the Creed. … They hold that the Spirit 

proceeds from the Father alone, and consider it a heresy to say that He proceeds from the Son as 

well.1499 

The filioque clause is one core difference between Catholic and Orthodox traditions 

The filioque clause is a heavily disputed part of Christian trinitarian theology and one of the core 

differences between Catholic and Orthodox traditions. The Latin term filioque means “and [from] the 

son,” referring to whether the Holy Spirit “proceeds” from the Father alone or both from the 

Father and the Son. 

In the Orthodox tradition, the Nicene Creed reads, “We believe in the Holy Spirit … who proceeds 

from the Father,” while in the Catholic tradition it reads “We believe in the Holy Spirit… who 

proceeds from the Father and the Son.” The Orthodox position is based on the tradition of the 
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ecuminical councils, which specify “from the Father” only. The Catholic position is based on 

longstanding traditions of the western Church Fathers, local councils, and several popes. 

Underlying the theological question were issues such as the struggle for supremacy between Rome 

and Constantinople and the right of the pope to determine the expression of the Creed. The western 

churches, meanwhile, had used the filioque clause in part to exclude Christians in western Europe 

who were suspected of sympathizing with Arianism (a view that introduced sequence into Christian 

trinitarianism). 

The filioque controversy emerged as a major issue during the so-called Photian schism of the seventh 

century and later became one of the causes of the Great Schism of 1054, which created a lasting break 

between the Catholic and Orthodox faiths.1500 

GOD AND HIS CHURCH 

The Church is the continuation and extension of Christ’s prophetic, priestly, and 
kingly power 

The Church is the extension of the Incarnation, the place where the Incarnation perpetuates itself. The 

Church is the centre and organ of Christ’s redeeming work. .. It is nothing else than the continuation 

and extension of His prophetic, priestly, and kingly power.1501 

The Church is the dwelling place of the Spirit 

The Church, precisely because it is the Body of Christ, is also the temple and dwelling place of the 

Spirit.1502 

The Spirit is solemnly invoked in every sacramental action of the Church 

In every sacramental action of the Church, and most notably at the climax of the Eucharistic Prayer, 

the Spirit is solemnly invoked. In his private prayers at the start of each day, an Orthodox Christian 

places himself under the protection of the Spirit, saying these words: 

O heavenly King, O Comforter, the Spirit of Truth, everywhere present and filling all 

things, the treasury of blessings and giver of life, come and abide in us. Cleanse us 

from all impurity, and of Your goodness save our souls. 

The Church is both divine and human 

[The] Church — the icon of the Trinity, the Body of Christ, the fullness of the Spirit — is both visible 

and invisible, divine and human. It is visible, for it is composed of specific congregations, 

worshipping here on earth; it is invisible, for it also includes the saints and the angels. It is human, for 

its earthly members are sinners; it is divine, for it is the Body of Christ. There is no separation 

between the visible and the invisible,1503 

Orthodoxy thinks in terms of the five Patriarchs and of the Ecumenical Councils 

Unlike Protestantism, Orthodoxy insists upon the hierarchical structure of the Church, upon the 

Apostolic Succession, the episcopate, and the priesthood; it asks the saints for their prayers and 

intercedes for the departed. Thus far Rome and Orthodoxy agree — but where Rome thinks in terms 

of the supremacy and the universal jurisdiction of the Pope, Orthodoxy thinks in terms of the five 

Patriarchs and of the Ecumenical Council; where Rome stresses Papal infallibility, Orthodox stress 

the infallibility of the Church as a whole.1504 

Orthodox have an immense reverence for the relics of the saints 

Because Orthodox are convinced that the body is sanctified and transfigured together with the soul, 

they have an immense reverence for the relics of the saints. Like Roman Catholics, they believe that 
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the grace of God present in the saints’ bodies during life remains active in their relics when they have 

died, and that God uses these relics as a channel of divine power and an instrument of healing. In 

some cases the bodies of saints have been miraculously preserved from corruption, but even where 

this has not happened, Orthodox show just as great a veneration towards their bones. This reverence 

for relics is not the fruit of ignorance and superstition, but springs from a highly developed theology 

of the body.1505 

The power of love extends to hell 

The power of love extends even to hell. … Even those who are punished in Gehenna are tormented 

with the scourging of love. The scourges that result from love – that is, the scourges of those who 

realize that they have sinned against love – are harder and more bitter than the torments which result 

from fear. … 

The power of love works in two ways: it torments those who have sinned, just as happens here on 

earth; but those who have observed its duties, love gives delight. So it is in Gehenna: the contrition 

that comes from love is the harsh torment; but in the case of the sons of heaven, delight in this love 

inebriates their souls. 

The power of love works in two ways: what the saints in heaven feel as joy, those under 

condemnation in hell experience as intense pain.1506 

THE MYSTERIES – THE SACRAMENTS 

The chief place belongs to the sacraments, the mysteries 

The chief place in Christian worship belongs to the sacraments or, as they are called in Greek, the 

mysteries. ‘It is called a mystery,’ writes St John Chrysostom of the Eucharist, ‘because what we 

believe is not the same as what we see, but we see one thing and believe another.1507 

The sacramental life is primary 

The unity between Christ and His Church is effected above all through the sacraments. … The Church 

must be thought of primarily in sacramental terms. Its outward organization, however important, is 

secondary to its sacramental life.1508 

The Church’s entire life is one of sacrament, the holy mysteries 

More properly termed holy mysteries, the Church’s entire life is one of sacrament. In the mysteries, 

the Christian is united with God, becoming a partaker of the divine nature (II Peter 1:4). With all the 

sacraments, God makes his presence known in his divine energies, using physical means to convey 

Himself to His people.1509 

Sins are forgiven through the sacrament of Repentance, Penitence, or Confession 

Orthodox children receive communion from infancy. Once they are old enough to know the difference 

between right and wrong and to understand what sin is — probably aged about six or seven — they 

may be taken to receive another sacrament: Repentance, Penitence, or Confession (in Greek, metanoia 

or exomologisis). Through this sacrament sins committed after Baptism are forgiven and the sinner is 

reconciled to the Church:1510 

The Orthodox Church customarily speaks of seven sacraments 

The Orthodox Church speaks customarily of seven sacraments, basically the same seven as in Roman 

Catholic theology:1511 
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Baptism is by immersion 

Many Orthodox are disturbed by the fact that western Christendom, abandoning the primitive practice 

of Baptism by immersion, is now content merely to pour a little water over the candidate’s forehead, 

or even to smear some slight moisture on the forehead without pouring any water at all.1512 

------ 

Baptism is performed by immersion; at the Eucharist leavened bread is used, not just wafers; at 

Confession the celebrant does not confer absolution from a distance, but lays his hand on the head of 

the penitent; at a funeral the coffin is customarily left open and all approach to give a last kiss to the 

departed — the dead body is an object of love, not of abhorrence.1513 

------ 

There is no doubt about the true Orthodox teaching: immersion is essential (except in emergencies), 

for if there is no immersion the correspondence between outward sign and inward meaning is lost, and 

the symbolism of the sacrament is overthrown. Baptism signifies a mystical burial and resurrection 

with Christ (Romans vi, 4-5 and Colossians ii, 22); and the outward sign of this is the plunging of the 

candidate into the font, followed by the emergence from the water. Sacramental symbolism therefore 

requires immersion or ‘burial’ in the waters of Baptism, and then ‘resurrection’ out of them once 

more. … Baptism by sprinkling or smearing is quite simply not real Baptism at all.1514 

The sacraments appropriate God’s grace personally 

The sacraments are personal: they are the means whereby God’s grace is appropriated to every 

Christian individually.1515 

Baptism cleanses inward sin and at the Eucharist, the Christian receives the Body 
and Blood of Christ 

At Baptism the Christian undergoes an outward washing in water and is at the same time cleansed 

inwardly from sin; at the Eucharist he or she receives what appears from the visible point of view to 

be bread and wine but in reality is the Body and Blood of Christ.1516 

------ 

Through Baptism we receive a full forgiveness of all sin, whether original or actual; we ‘put on 

Christ’, becoming members of His Body the Church.1517 

Infants are baptised, confirmed and given communion 

Orthodox children are not only baptized in infancy, but confirmed in infancy, and given communion 

in infancy.1518 

Chrismation, or “confirmation” 

Immediately after Baptism, an Orthodox child is ‘chrismated’ or ‘confirmed’. The priest takes a 

special ointment, the Chrism (in Greek, myron), and with this he anoints various parts of the child’s 

body.1519 

Christ is really present in the Eucharist. 

The Orthodox Church believes that after consecration the bread and wine become in very truth the 

Body and Blood of Christ: they are not mere symbols, but the reality.1520 
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The Eucharist is a sacrifice of Christ Himself 

The Orthodox Church believes the Eucharist to be a sacrifice. … At the Eucharist the sacrifice offered 

is Christ Himself.1521 

------ 

The general position of Orthodoxy in the whole matter [of transubstantiation] is clearly summed up in 

the Longer Catechism, written by St Philaret, Metropolitan of Moscow (1782-1867), and authorized 

by the Russian Church in 1839: 

QUESTION: How are we to understand the word transubstantiation? 

ANSWER: ... The word transubstantiation is not to be taken to define the manner in 

which the bread and wine are changed into the Body and Blood of the Lord; for this 

none can understand but God; but only thus much is signified, that the bread truly, 

really, and substantially becomes the very true Body of the Lord, and the wine the 

very Blood of the Lord.1522 

------ 

Nicolas Cabasilas sums up the standard Orthodox position as follows: 

First, the sacrifice is not a mere figure or symbol but a true sacrifice; secondly, it is 

not the bread that is sacrificed, but the very Body of Christ; thirdly, the Lamb of God 

was sacrificed once only, for all time ... The sacrifice at the Eucharist consists, not in 

the real and bloody immolation of the Lamb, but in the transformation of the bread 

into the sacrificed Lamb.1523 

The Eucharist is offered by Christ to all three persons of the to the Trinity 

The Eucharist, according to the Council of Constantinople held in 1156-7, is offered to the Trinity. It 

is offered, that is to say, not just by Christ to God the Father, but by Christ to all three persons of the 

Godhead — by Christ to Himself, together with the Father and the Spirit. Thus if we ask, What is the 

sacrifice of the Eucharist? By whom is it offered? To whom is it offered? — in each case the answer is 

Christ.1524 

The Eucharist is offered on behalf of both the living and the dead 

According to Orthodox theology, the Eucharist is a propitiatory sacrifice (in Greek, thysia hilastirios), 

offered on behalf of both the living and the dead.1525 

THE HOLY ICONS 

An Orthodox church today is filled with icons 

One of the distinctive features of Orthodoxy is the place which it assigns to icons. An Orthodox 

church today is filled with them: dividing the sanctuary from the body of the building there is a solid 

screen, the iconostasis, entirely covered with icons, while other icons are placed in special shrines 

around the church; and perhaps the walls are covered with icons in fresco or mosaic. An Orthodox 

prostrates himself before these icons, he kisses them and burns candles in front of them; they are 

censed by the priest and carried in procession. …  

In the words of Nicolas Zernov (1898-1980) — what he says of Russians is true of all Orthodox: 

[Icons] were for the Russians not merely paintings. They were dynamic 

manifestations of man’s spiritual power to redeem creation through beauty and art. 

The colours and lines of the [icons] were not meant to imitate nature; the artists aimed 

at demonstrating that men, animals, and plants, and the whole cosmos, could be 

rescued from their present state of degradation and restored to their proper ‘Image’. 
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The [icons] were pledges of the coming victory of a redeemed creation over the fallen 

one. … The artistic perfection of an icon was not only a reflection of the celestial 

glory — it was a concrete example of matter restored to its original harmony and 

beauty, and serving as a vehicle of the Spirit. The icons were part of the transfigured 

cosmos.1526 

 

Icons open windows to heaven, creating conduits between the earthly and the 
celestial worlds 

The reasons for painting … any icon … do not end with conveying messages about one or another 

aspect of Orthodox theology. Although important, that is just one side of iconography. 

In Orthodoxy, where only two-dimensional images on wooden boards (icons) and walls (frescoes) are 

allowed, its role is to open ‘windows to heaven’, to create conduits ‘between the earthly and the 

celestial worlds’ where the divine and the human meet and which enable men to have unmediated 

knowledge of God and allow the iconographer and the worshippers to overstep the boundaries of the 

immanent and directly participate in the transcendent and the eternal. 

They are middle grounds between this world and the kingdom of God in which the dystopian present 

and the future utopia find their reconciliation by removing ‘any objective distance between this world 

and the next, between material and spiritual, between body and soul, time and eternity, creation and 

divinity’. These ‘windows of eternity’ are thus both an attempt to remind fellow believers that ‘there 

is no double vision, no double order in creation’, that the whole world is destined to be deified, but it 

is also a personal attempt on behalf of the iconographer to remove the distance between the two 

worlds actualising ‘in this world the language of the age to come’. 

By creating an icon, the iconographer unifies the natural, the human and the divine, the same elements 

that were brought into communion in the event of transfiguration: in this way, he creates what could 

be called fleeting moments of theois, moments that are ‘in the world, yet not of the world’, which 
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contribute both to his own personal salvation and through their use by his follow believers to the 

advancement of the eschaton as well.1527 

1528 

1529 

 

HESYACHISM 

Mystical tradition (Heysachism) describes God in negative terms 

Theological developments were connected chiefly with the Hesychast Controversy, a dispute which 

arose at Byzantium in the middle of the fourteenth century, and which involved the doctrine of God’s 

nature and the methods of prayer used in the Orthodox Church. 

To understand the Hesychast Controversy, we must turn back for the moment to the earlier history of 

eastern mystical theology. The main features of this mystical theology were worked out by Clement 

of Alexandria (died 215) and by Origen of Alexandria (died 253/4), whose ideas were developed in 

the fourth century by the Cappadocians, especially St Gregory of Nyssa, and by their disciple 

Evagrius of Pontus (died 399), a monk in the Egyptian desert. This mystical tradition is marked, 

particularly in the case of Clement and Gregory, by a strong use of the apophatic approach, 

whereby God is described in negative rather than positive terms. 

Since God cannot be properly comprehended by the human mind, all language that is applied to Him 

is inevitably inexact. It is therefore less misleading to use negative language about God rather than 

positive — to refuse to say what God is, and to state simply what He is not.1530 
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The apophatic approach provides a means for attaining union into the living mystery 
of God 

Many of those who used the apophatic approach saw it, not just as a philosophical device for 

indicating God’s utter transcendence, but also, and much more fundamentally, as a means for 

attaining union with Him through prayer. 

The negations, as well as serving to qualify positive statements about God, acted as a springboard or 

trampoline whereby the mystical theologian sought to leap up with all the fullness of his or her being 

into the living mystery of God.1531 

The culmination of mystical experience was the vision of Divine and Uncreated Light 

For the Hesychasts of Byzantium, the culmination of mystical experience was the vision of Divine 

and Uncreated Light. The works of St Symeon the New Theologian (949—1022), the greatest of the 

Byzantine mystics, are full of this ‘Light mysticism’. When he writes of his own experiences, he 

speaks again and again of the Divine Light: ‘fire truly divine,’ he calls it, ‘fire uncreated and invisible, 

without beginning and immaterial’. The Hesychasts believed that this light which they experienced 

was identical with the Uncreated Light which the three disciples saw surrounding Jesus at His 

Transfiguration on Mount Tabor.1532 

Gregory Palamas affirmed that God is in essence absolutely unknowable yet He has 
revealed Himself 

Gregory [Palamas, 1296-1359)] turned to the main problem: how to combine the two affirmations, 

that we humans know God and that God is by nature unknowable. Gregory answered: we know the 

energies of God, but not His essence. This distinction between God’s essence (ousia) and His energies 

goes back to the Cappadocian Fathers. …  

He affirmed, as emphatically as any exponent of negative theology, that God is in essence absolutely 

unknowable. ‘God is not a nature,’ he wrote, ‘for He is above all nature; He is not a being, for He is 

above all beings. … No single thing of all that is created has or ever will have even the slightest 

communion with the supreme nature or nearness to it. But however remote from us in His essence, yet 

in His energies God has revealed Himself to us. These energies are not something that exists apart 

from God, not a gift which God confers upon humans; they are God Himself in His action and 

revelation to the world. God exists complete and entire in each of His divine energies. …  

Grace is not just a ‘gift’ of God, not just an object which God bestows on humans, but a direct 

manifestation of the living God Himself, a personal encounter between creature and Creator. ‘Grace 

signifies all the abundance of the divine nature, in so far as it is communicated to men.’ When we say 

that the saints have been transformed or ‘deified’ by the grace of God, what we mean is that they have 

a direct experience of God Himself. They know God — that is to say, God in His energies, not in His 

essence. … 

The Hesychasts’ vision of Light is therefore a true vision of God in His divine energies; and they are 

quite correct in identifying it with the Uncreated Light of Tabor.1533 

St Gregory Palamas’ defence of the Hesychasts resulted in its integration into 
Orthodox theology 

The defence of the Hesychasts was taken up by St Gregory Palamas (1296—1359), Archbishop of 

Thessalonica. He upheld a doctrine of the human person which allowed for the use of bodily exercises 

in prayer, and he argued, against Barlaam, that the Hesychasts did indeed experience the Divine and 

Uncreated Light of Tabor. To explain how this was possible, Gregory developed the distinction 

between the essence and the energies of God. It was Gregory’s achievement to set Hesychasm on a 
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firm dogmatic basis by integrating it into Orthodox theology as a whole. His teaching was confirmed 

by two councils held at Constantinople in 1341 and 1351.1534 

Hesychasts devote themselves to the prayer of silence 

How, it may be asked, can we attain a meeting face to face with the One who is utterly transcendent? 

How can God be both knowable and unknowable at once? 

This was one of the questions that confronted the fourteenth-century Hesychasts. (The name is 

derived from the Greek word hesychia, meaning inner stillness. The Hesychast is one who devotes 

himself to the prayer of silence — to prayer that is stripped, so far as possible, of all images, words 

and discursive thinking.)1535 

The doctrine of salvation lies at the heart of the Hesychast controversy 

Gregory’s fundamental concern in opposing Barlaam was therefore the same as that of Athanasius 

and the general councils: to safeguard our direct approach to God, to uphold our full deification and 

entire redemption. That same doctrine of salvation which underlay the disputes about the Trinity, the 

Person of Christ, and the Holy Icons, lies also at the heart of the Hesychast controversy.1536 

In Byzantine theology, mysticism and the sacramental life are closely linked 

Among the contemporaries of Gregory Palamas was the lay theologian St Nicolas Cabasilas, who was 

sympathetic to the Hesychasts, although not closely involved in the controversy. …  

The writings of Cabasilas are marked by two things in particular: a vivid sense of the person of Christ 

the Saviour, who, as he puts it, ‘is closer to us than our own soul’; and a constant emphasis upon the 

sacraments. For him the mystical life is essentially a life in Christ and a life in the sacraments. … 

His work shows how closely mysticism and the sacramental life were linked together in Byzantine 

theology.1537 

 

THE ORTHODOX CHURCH 

Nothing less than the Church of Christ on earth 

The Orthodox … regard their Church as the Church which guards and teaches the true belief about 

God and which glorifies Him with right worship, that is, as nothing less than the Church of Christ on 

earth.1538 

Orthodox Church has no known Middle Ages, Reformations, or Counter-Reformation 

Members of the Orthodox Church — Greeks, Russians, and the rest — … have known no Middle 

Ages (in the western sense) and have undergone no Reformations or Counter-Reformations; they have 

only been affected in an oblique way by the cultural and religious upheaval which transformed.1539 

Different questions are asked of the Orthodox Church 

In Orthodoxy, however, it is not merely the answers that are different —the questions themselves are 

not the same as in the west. … Orthodoxy is not just a kind of Roman Catholicism without the Pope, 

but something quite distinct from any religious system in the west.1540 

Each Orthodox Church is self-governing 

The Orthodox Church is thus a family of self-governing Churches. It is held together, not by a 

centralized organization, not by a single hierarch wielding power over the whole body, but by the 

double bond of unity in the faith and communion in the sacraments.  
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There is in Orthodoxy no one with an equivalent position to the Pope in the Roman Catholic 

Church.1541 

Scope employed with the term “Orthodox Church” 

In the fifth and sixth centuries, when what are known today as the Oriental Orthodox Churches 

became divided from the main body of Christians. These Churches fall into two groups, the Church 

of the East (mainly in what are today Iraq and Iran; sometimes called the ‘Assyrian’, ‘Nestorian’, 

‘Chaldean’ or ‘East Syrian’ Church); and the five Non-Chalcedonian Churches (frequently termed 

‘Monophysite’): the Syrian Church of Antioch (the so-called ‘Jacobite’ Church), the Syrian Church in 

India, the Coptic Church in Egypt, the Armenian Church and the Ethiopian Church. …  

Our subject will be those Christians who are termed not ‘Oriental’ but ‘Eastern Orthodox’, that is to 

say, the Christians who are in communion with the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople; and so 

when we refer to the ‘Orthodox Church’, it is the Eastern, not the Oriental, Orthodox that we 

have in view. … 

Conventionally dated to the year 1054, the main body of Christians … became divided into two 

communions: in western Europe, the Roman Catholic Church under the Pope of Rome; in the 

Byzantine Empire, the Eastern Orthodox Church.1542 

------ 

Orthodox Church A communion of self-governing churches following the doctrine of the seven 

Ecumenical Councils. The Orthodox communion includes the four ancient patriarchates: Alexandria, 

Antioch, Constantinople, and Jerusalem. It includes the churches of Bulgaria, Cyprus, Georgia, 

Greece, Romania, Russia, and Serbia, in each of which it is the major religious group. It includes the 

Orthodox Churches of Albania, China, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Japan, Poland, and the U.S.A. 

Orthodox communities exist in Western Europe, in AFRICA (especially Uganda), and in Australia. 

Since the separation of the Nestorian and Monophysite churches, and the loss of communion with the 

Western church, the Orthodox Church is predominantly representative of developments of the 

Byzantine tradition of Christianity. 

Orthodox theology is strongly trinitarian, and apophatic. In his essence God is utterly unknowable, but 

is present in all creation in his energies. The energies are God and can be experienced. Man is created 

in the image of God. By the sin of Adam, the first man in Christian mythology, human nature is 

damaged; the image of God remains but the likeness fades. Adam’s sin brings death into the world, 

and because of death sin multiplies. Jesus Christ conquers death by his death and resurrection, 

undermines the rule of sin, and pours out the gift of new life, sending down the Holy Spirit. Enlivened 

by the Holy Spirit, the Church already shares in the life to come. 

Orthodox religious life centres on the Mysteries (sacraments), in which the acts of God in history 

become present realities by the power of the Spirit. The Mysteries enlighten and transform not only 

the individual but also the whole community, and are effective symbols of the apocatastasis, the 

restoration of the whole of creation to God.1543 

THE FIRST SIX COUNCILS (325-681) 

The councils defined the Church’s teaching on the fundamental doctrines 

The life of the Church in the earlier Byzantine period is dominated by the seven general councils. … 

The councils defined once and for all the Church’s teaching upon the fundamental doctrines of the 

Christian faith — the Trinity and the Incarnation.1544 
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Next to the Bible, the Orthodox Church takes the seven councils as its standard and 
guide 

The conclusion of the Iconoclast dispute, the meeting of the seventh Ecumenical Council, the 

Triumph of Orthodoxy in 843 — these mark the end of the second period in Orthodox history, the 

period of the seven councils. These seven councils are of immense importance to Orthodoxy. For 

members of the Orthodox Church, their interest is not merely historical but contemporary; they are the 

concern not only of scholars and clergy, but of all the faithful. ‘Even illiterate peasants … are well 

aware that their Church reposes on the basis of the Seven Councils, and retain a hope that they may 

yet live to see an eighth General Council, in which the evils of the time will be set straight. Orthodox 

often call themselves ‘the Church of the Seven Councils’. … Next to the Bible, it is the seven councils 

which the Orthodox Church takes as its standard and guide.1545 

THE GREAT SCHISM: THE ESTRANGEMENT OF EASTERN AND WESTERN 
CHRISTENDOM 

One summer afternoon in the year 1054, as a service was about to begin in the Church of the Holy 

Wisdom at Constantinople, Cardinal Humbert and two other legates of the Pope entered the building 

and made their way up to the sanctuary. They had not come to pray. They placed a Bull of 

Excommunication upon the altar and marched out once more. As he passed through the western door, 

the Cardinal shook the dust from his feet with the words: ‘Let God look and judge.’ A deacon ran out 

after him in great distress and begged him to take back the Bull. Humbert refused; and it was dropped 

in the street. 

It is this incident which has conventionally been taken to mark the beginning of the great schism 

between the Orthodox east and the Latin west. But the schism, as historians now generally recognize, 

is not really an event whose beginning can be exactly dated. It was something that came about 

gradually, as the result of a long and complicated process, starting well before the eleventh century 

and not completed until some time after. 

In this long and complicated process, many different influences were at work. The schism was 

conditioned by cultural, political, and economic factors; yet its fundamental cause was not secular but 

theological. In the last resort it was over matters of doctrine that east and west quarrelled — two 

matters in particular: the Papal claims and the Filioque.1546 

------ 

There were two points of doctrine where the two sides no longer supplemented one another, but 

entered into direct conflict — the Papal claims and the Filioque.1547 

Differences over approach, ideas, and theology in the context of worship and liturgy 

East and west were becoming strangers to one another, and this was something from which both were 

likely to suffer. In the early Church there had been unity in the faith, but a diversity of theological 

schools. From the start Greeks and Latins had each approached the Christian Mystery in their own 

way. 

At the risk of some oversimplification, it can be said that the Latin approach was more practical, the 

Greek more speculative; Latin thought was influenced by juridical ideas, by the concepts of Roman 

law, while the Greeks understood theology in the context of worship and in the light of the Holy 

Liturgy. 

When thinking about the Trinity, Latins started with the unity of the Godhead, Greeks with the 

threeness of the persons; when reflecting on the Crucifixion, Latins thought primarily of Christ the 

Victim, Greeks of Christ the Victor; Latins talked more of redemption, Greeks of deification; and so 

on.1548 
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Four incidents are of particular importance in the transition to schism 

In this transition from estrangement to schism, four incidents are of particular importance: the quarrel 

between Photius and Pope Nicolas I (usually known as the Photian schism’: the east would prefer to 

call it the ‘schism of Nicolas’); the incident of the Diptychs in 1009; the attempt at reconciliation in 

1053-4 and its disastrous sequel; and the Crusades.1549 

Dissatisfaction with Chalcedon eventually led to the Non-Chalcedonian churches 
breaking away from the imperial church 

Dissatisfaction with Chalcedon eventually led to the Non-Chalcedonian churches breaking away from 

the imperial church and their regions becoming dislocated from the political structure of what became 

known as the Byzantine Empire. These bodies, known under the general description of the Oriental 

Orthodox Churches, continue today as the Syrian Church of Antioch, the Syrian Church in India, the 

Coptic Church in Egypt, the Armenian Church and the Ethiopian Church. It is of interest that in recent 

years they have taken part in ecumenical discussions with the Eastern Orthodox Church in an attempt 

to resolve their longstanding disagreement over the Definition of Chalcedon. 

Now the fact that the failure to integrate these two christological perspectives was able to divide an 

empire should alert us to the possibility that there is at the heart of this ongoing controversy a real 

theological issue at stake and not merely an inability of the parties to understand each other’s 

terminology.1550 

ORIENTAL CHURCHES DURING THE MIDDLE AGES 

During the age of the Crusades, the ancient churches of the East that had severed ties with the 

imperial Church after the Council of Chalcedon (451), or that had simply over time become isolated 

from the rest of Christendom, were in many cases scarcely touched by the great events and 

movements of Christian Europe. Many, however, were profoundly affected by the coming of the 

Crusades, in some cases permanently.1551 

Armenia 

The Christians of Armenia, while unwilling to become Catholics, nevertheless had cause to be glad of 

the crusaders’ arrival, at least at first. The eighth-century Muslim conquest of Armenia had in some 

sense liberated its people from Byzantine and Persian tyranny, and had allowed the Armenian Church 

to resist the attempts of the Byzantine Church to convert it to Chalcedonian orthodoxy.1552 

------ 

Throughout the 12th century, the Latin Christians — who enjoyed the position of strength — pressed 

the Armenians to adopt the Chalcedonian formula and to submit to Rome. … In the 13th century, as a 

consequence of these talks, a schism erupted in the Armenian Church. … 

Thereafter the Armenians were divided between the Westernizers and the traditionalists. Latin 

missionaries were imported by the former, an alternative Catholicos was elected by the latter. 

Ultimately, however, the Armenians did not submit to Rome.1553 

The Copts 

The Copts of Egypt, like the Armenians, were relieved of Byzantine pressures to conform to the 

formula of Chalcedon by the Muslim conquests of the seventh century. The Arab invaders, unlike the 

Greeks, had no interest in suppressing the native religious culture of the Egyptian Church.1554 

------ 
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The age of the Crusades, however, was an unmitigated calamity for Egyptian Christians. Their 

Muslim rulers made no distinctions among different kinds of Christian, and it was not uncommon for 

them to suspect their Coptic subjects of secret sympathies for — or even conspiracies with — the 

crusaders. Of course, the Latin Christians harboured no love whatsoever for the Egyptian ‘heretics’; 

the crusader kingdom of Jerusalem, for instance, barred them from entering the city as pilgrims to 

Christ’s sepulchre.1555 

Ethiopia 

The Christian empire of Ethiopia — though ecclesiastically united to the Coptic Church of Egypt — 

was largely isolated from the rest of the Christian world after the seventh century.1556 

The East Syrian Church 

Of the Oriental communions, none suffered a more tragic history during the later Middle Ages than 

the East Syrian or ‘Nestorian’ Church. … In the 12th century they were subjected to many of the same 

humiliating laws of behaviour and dress and many of the same ruinous taxes as were the Copts. 

It was farther to the east, however, in Central and East Asia, that the Nestorian Church endured its 

greatest calamities: at the beginning of the 14th century, it was in geographic terms far and away the 

largest Church in Christendom; by the end of the century, it was among the smallest.1557 

------ 

In Central Asia the rampages of the Turkic Muslim warlord Timur (1336-1405) — among the most 

prolifically murderous psychotics of pre-modern history — left no living traces of East Syrian 

Christianity in their wake.1558
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PART 8: THE SATANIC BATTLE 
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NOTHING CAN THWART 
THE ULTIMATE ECOLOGICAL AND 

COSMIC CRISIS. 
 

 

 

 

Why dawdle? Let’s stare the monster in the eye, close up, right away: this 

book amounts to nothing, and so do you and I, and the whole world. Less 

than zero. 

So the experts tell us. 

These pages and all the words in them will burn up and vanish into 

oblivion some day, along with every word ever written, every trace of our 

brief existence and that of every living creature that has ever squirmed on 

the face of the earth or in its waters. 

So we might as well revel in brusqueness. 

Never mind that you and I are both headed for certain death, or that our 

species might face extinction. That’s not the worst of it. No. Ponder this: 

not a speck will be left of you and me; no trace at all. And no number of 

progeny we engender, and no amount of technological marvels they 

invent, will make any difference either. Nothing can thwart the ultimate 

ecological and cosmic crisis. 

(A Very Brief History of Eternity, page 1, Carlos Eire 

http://www.thedivineconspiracy.org/Z5244T.pdf) 
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DO YOU REALLY WANT TO LIVE 
FOREVER, FOREVER AND EVER? 

The merger of the Milky Way and Andromeda galaxy 

We don’t want to scare you, but our own Milky Way is on a collision course with Andromeda, the 

closest spiral galaxy to our own. At some point during the next few billion years, our galaxy and 

Andromeda – which also happen to be the two largest galaxies in the Local Group – are going to 

come together, and with catastrophic consequences.  

Stars will be thrown out of the galaxy, others will be destroyed as they crash into the merging 

supermassive black holes. And the delicate spiral structure of both galaxies will be destroyed as they 

become a single, giant, elliptical galaxy. But as cataclysmic as this sounds, this sort of process is 

actually a natural part of galactic evolution.1559 

------ 

The merger of the Milky Way and Andromeda galaxy won’t happen for another 4 billion years, but 

the recent discovery of a massive halo of hot gas around Andromeda may mean our galaxies are 

already touching. University of Notre Dame astrophysicist Nicholas Lehner led a team of scientists 

using the Hubble Space Telescope to identify an enormous halo of hot, ionized gas at least 2 million 

light years in diameter surrounding the galaxy. 

The Andromeda Galaxy is the largest member of a ragtag collection of some 54 galaxies, including 

the Milky Way, called the Local Group. With a trillion stars — twice as many as the Milky Way — it 

shines 25% brighter and can easily be seen with the naked eye from suburban and rural skies. … 

Think about this for a moment. If the halo extends at least a million light years in our direction, our 

two galaxies are MUCH closer to touching that previously thought. Granted, we’re only talking halo 

interactions at first, but the two may be mingling molecules even now if our galaxy is similarly 

cocooned. … 

 
This illustration shows a stage in the predicted merger between our Milky Way galaxy and the 

neighboring Andromeda galaxy, as it will unfold over the next several billion years. In this 

image, representing Earth’s night sky in 3.75 billion years, Andromeda (left) fills the field of 

view and begins to distort the Milky Way with tidal pull. Credit: NASA; ESA; Z. Levay and R. 

van der Marel, STScI; T. Hallas; and A. Mellinger 
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The next clear night you look up to spy Andromeda, know this: It’s closer than you think!1560 

Big Bang, Big Sleep, Big Problem 

About a billion years from now—whether or not humans still exist—the sun will grow hot enough to 

evaporate our oceans, burn away the atmosphere, and incinerate all living organisms. Forget global 

warming, the melting of the polar ice caps, the depletion of the ozone layer, the shrinking of the 

glaciers, the swelling of the oceans, the inevitable reversal of magnetic fields, and all the dire 

predictions that bombard us nowadays, ceaselessly. Forget any other cataclysm anyone might 

forecast, even a collision between earth and a comet or a giant asteroid. This solar flare-up will be the 

real deal, the mother of all disasters. Global incineration. 

Then, to add insult to injury, in five billion years or so the sun will balloon into a red giant and 

consume what is left of the earth. Shortly afterward, relatively speaking, this bloated sun will 

extinguish itself and shrivel into a dark, dwarfish cinder, a pinpoint shadow of its former self, adrift in 

an ocean of subatomic particles. Planetary and solar annihilation. 

But that’s not the end of the story. It gets worse. Even if our progeny manage to colonize other planets 

in distant galaxies and evolve into a smarter, less violent species, even if they manage to prolong their 

lives for centuries or millennia, or eradicate pain, poverty, and disease, or find a way to live in 

constant ecstasy, certain annihilation lies in store for them. 

Since our material universe is in perpetual flux, ever expanding, it’s bound to vanish, in one way or 

another. Scientists propose several models for the eventual destiny of the cosmos, none of which is 

comforting. Whichever fate ultimately befalls the whole shebang depends on how fast the universe is 

actually expanding relative to how much matter it contains—something that has not yet been 

determined. But no matter where it’s headed, exactly, our universe is in for a very rough and tragic 

ride. 

One possibility is that the universe will expand forever and suffer a “cold death,” as physicists call it, 

reaching a temperature of absolute zero. This is the Big Freeze, which could also be called the Big 

Stretch or the ultimate Big Sleep. Eternal dissipation: a cold, lonely, and dark eternity, ever abounding 

in nothingness. Linked to this is the highly paradoxical proposition that an ever-expanding universe 

will eventually slow to an infinitesimally minimal crawl as a result of maximum entropy. Physicists 

speak of this as “heat death,” but I suppose it could also be called the Big Whimper. This, too, sounds 

awful: an eternal now in which nothing happens. Another possibility is that the universe will stop 

expanding and collapse on itself and disappear, in a monstrous self-immolation. Cosmic annihilation: 

no more time and space. As there was a Big Bang, so will there be a Big Crunch. 

But that may not be the end of everything. 

For all we know, the Big Crunch could be only the prelude to another Big Bang, and then another Big 

Crunch, and so on, and so on, forever and ever, ad infinitum and therefore also ad nauseam. For all we 

know, this is how it has always been and ever will be: bang and crunch, always and forever: Yes, the 

Big Yo-Yo, known in earlier ages as the eternal return. … 

It’s an outrage. C’est un scandale, le scandale par excellence. …  

Everything will turn to nothing. And there will be no one there to witness this epic ontological 

reversal. Nobody. No one. No consciousness, so they say; nothing there, nothing left behind. Not a 

thing.  

Nihil. Nada. Nichts. Rien.1561 
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